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PREFACE 

Objection is sometimes raised to the methods of practical mathematics, 

on the ground that mathematics is not an experimental science. This 

is true; but mathematics is built up from a system of conventions 

which are not arbitrary, but chosen with reference to experience. 

Thus it is both logically and educationally necessary that the beginner 

in any branch of mathematics should have the corresponding part of 

his experience clearly realized and defined. 

This has been recognized in the now generally accepted view that 

the study of geometry should begin with a course of experimental 

measurement. It is the object of the treatment followed in this book 

to extend the same method to some other branches of mathematics 

with special reference to the needs of the technical student. 

In the chapters on trigonometry, for instance, while results are 

nowhere given without proof, the deductive treatment is, as far as 

possible, accompanied at every step by graphic or arithmetical verifica¬ 

tion, to enable the student to realise clearly his own experience of 

space, and to see that he is not dealing with an arbitrary system of 

symbols alone. Every one has in his own mind the fundamental notion 

of a rate of increase from which the differential calculus took its rise, 

and this should be clearly defined before proceeding to the analytical 

process of differentiation. Accordingly the subject has been arranged 

so that, after a course in plotting to fix the notion of the function 

of a variable clearly in the student’s mind, he is introduced to 

the methods of differentiation by a chapter on rates of increase 

treated by arithmetical and graphic methods. It is only after such 

a course that most students are ripe for the analytical methods of 

differentiation. It too often happens that a student who begins with 

these acquires merely a fatal facility in differentiation, regarding it 

as a mechanical juggling with symbols, but having no conception 

of its relation to experience. This intuitional direct vision method 
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is intended, not to take the place of, hut to prepare the way for a 

more rigorous analytioil study of the subject 

In the same way, the study of definite integration is preceded by 

a chapter in which various practical problems on integration are treated 

entirely by graphic and intuitional methods, so as to stimulate the 

interest of the student, and to lead him to feel the necessity for 

analytical methods of integration. 

The logical order of a mathematical subject may not be the 

same as the best educational order, or as the order of its historical 

development 

The most natural method of advance is by a series of successive 

approximations to logical rigour, and, in fact, this is the way in which 

the subject has actually grown up. It is scarcely twenty years since 

some of the most fundamental positions of the calculus, such as the 

criterion for the existence of a definite integral, were completely 

established, yet no one would maintain that the great body of analysis 

which existed before that time was valueless, because its foundations 

were not yet truly laid. The process by which the science itself was 

formed is also the most natural for the mind of the student. 

The fundamental laws of vector algebra are each given in connection 

with some application to mechanics or 'geometry. 

The chapters on solid co-ordinate geometry deal with some parts 

of the subject which bear on the student’s study of practical solid 

geometry. 
A large number of the more technical examples presuppose some 

knowledge of mechanics or electricity. It is not intended that any 

one student should work through them aU, but that each student should 

select those examples which interest him most. 

F. M. SAXELBY, 

1905, 



PREFACE TO THE FIFTH EDITION 

/' 

In this Edition a number of sections have been re-written, and 

new sections on Hyperbolic Functions (§ 121b), the Resolution of 

Compound Periodic Oscillations into their Simple Components (§ X39a), 

and the Tabulation of Definite Integrals (§ 133a), as well as many 

examples, have been added. 

The treatment of Indefinite Integrals in Chapter XXVI11. and 

of Differential Equations in Chapter XXIX. has been amplified, so 

as to make the book suitable for a first course in the Calculus. The 

course of mathematical development during the last few years makes 

it still more evident that some direct intuitional method is most 

appropriate for the beginner in the Calculus. The demands which 

a rigorous treatment make upon the student^s knowledge are be¬ 

coming more exacting. For example, it is found that a knowledge 

of the Theory of Sets of Points is necessary to a rigorous treatment 

of integration, and this is quite out of reach of the beginner, even if 

he intends to specialise in the study of mathematics. Much more is 

it out of the question for the student whose chief interest is in 

applied science. While the value and importance of rigorous treat¬ 

ment are becoming more evident, it is at the same time becoming 

more evident that such treatment must be postponed to an advanced 

stage in the student’s course, and is indeed only possible to the 

mathematical specialist. 

F. M. SAXELBY 

Au^usi^ igii 

PREFACE TO THE SIXTH EDITION 

In this Edition a Chapter on Complex Numbers and a number of 

fresh examples have been added, and the section on Hyperbolic 

Functions has been extended. 

Julyy 1919* 
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SUGGESTED COURSE OF READING 

This course is adapted to tlie syllabus of the Board of Education, 

Eor the Lower Examiuation students should read through the follow¬ 

ing course :— 

Logarithms and introduction • to trigonometry, including solution of 

right-angled triangles : Chapters I., II., IIL, §§ 22, 23, 28, 29, 30. 

Use of formulae and equations : Chapters V., VI. 

Use of squared paper: Chapters VII., VIII., IX. 

Rates of increase and differentiation: Chapters X., XL, §§ 99-106, 

XIV., XV. 

Graphic methods of integration : Chapter XVII. 

Addition of vectors : Chapter XX. 

Solid geometry of points and straight lines: Chapters XXII., XXIII., 

§§ 191-192. 

Determination of volumes and centres of gravity hy graphic methods : 

Chapters XXIV. §§ 197-199, 201, XXV., omitting examples CVIL, 
CX. 

For the Higher Examination students will require the whole of the 

book. 



PRACTICAL MATHEMATICS 

CHAPTER i 

LOGARITB MS 

1. As numerical computation plays an important part in the methods used 
in this book, the student should have a thorough working knowledge of the 
use of four-figure logarithms, and, if he has not such a knowledge, should 
work carefully through this chapter. 

It is assumed that the student is familiar with the proofs of the following 
laws of indices, where m and n are positive whole numbers :— 

2. fractional and Ifegatiwe Indices.—The student already knows that 
- X- X, X >:. XI ^ X y. X X, X x XT x x x x x x; and, in general, when 

« is a positive whole number x^=xxxxxxx, . .to« factors. 
The question now arises: What meaning is to be given to expressions 

1 jU 

such as x^, X , etc., and, in general, to x^ when ^ is negative or a 
fraction ? 

cannot have the same meaning when ^ is a fraction as it has when 
is a positive whole number, but we choose a meaning such that x**, when n is 
a fraction, shall satisfy the same laws of indices as are already known to hold 
good for the case when n is a. positive whole number. 

The product of two integral powers of x is obtained by adding the indices, 

and if x^ obeys the same rule we must have x — x^^^ = x. 

Therefore j 
itself, — 

is a quantity which gives x as the product when multiplied by 

J 

Similarly 

and 

In general 

so also 

i . J 
= ^x 

XX XX 

i X^ = Ux 
1 _ 

= %/x 
x ^ I 

= x^ X X X 
i i X = X 

a 
?>. is the cube of the square root of x^ and, in general, x"^ is the 
power of the root of x, 

B 
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If negative powers obey the same index law of multiplic 
powers, we must have 

and in general 

X = -^“*2 + 3 

and = JL 

X 

ue, a negative power is equal to the reciprocal of th. 
positive power. 

Note in particular that 

X + i = jr® 

JT® = JT X -i = I 
JT 

whatever tlie value of x \ Le, the zero power of any qua! 
unity. 

Examples.—I. 

1. Write down the values of 4^, 9^, 16^, 27^, 144", 9^5^ 7^9 
2. Write down the values of 4^ *^, 162-25^ 27^, 100^ ®, 

3. Write down the values of 2—^, 5—2^ 27“^, 4913 

4. Find the values of icr-h 10®, 10^, 16^, 10^^, ib^. 

3. Logarithms.—Definition: If j/ = then x is called 
y to the base a. This is denoted by the abbreviation log*, 
logarithm of a number to any base is the index of the p< 
which is equal to that number. 

The statements / = and x = log^/ are two different v 
the same fact ; we know that 100 = 16^ ; this fact may 
by saying that 2 is the logarithm of 100 to the base 10. 

In the same way, we know that 

8 = 2^ ; tx. 3 = logs 8 

2 = 4^; i = log4 2 

O-I =: = Ioo~i ; i.e. = logjoo o' 
loot 

and so on. 

Examples.—II. 

Write down the values of the following quantities :— 

1. log* 2. 2. logs 3- 3- legist 3- 
6. logi^o 10,000,000. 6. logs 7. logjaO'i. 
0. log. 3*162. 10. logi* 31-62. 11. iogjo 0*3162. 

s 

4. The three laws of indices given in § i may be expres 
form. 

L The logarithm of the product of two nnmben 
their logarithms. 
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If <3 and ^ be the two numbers, and 

loga; a — m, loga: b — ft 

then a = ;}r^, and b '=^ x'^ 

and ab = 

by the definition of a logarithm 

logx ab — m n — log* a + log, b 

Thus, if we have a table of logarithms to any base, we can substitute 
addition for multiplication. 

Example.—We know from tables that logj^ 2*53 = 0*4031, and logjo 3*64 = 

0*5611 
logio 2*53 X 3*64 = 0*4031 + 0*5611 = 0*9642 

and from the tables we find that this is the logarithm of 9*208 to base 10 

the product 2*53 X 3*64 = 9*208 

II. The logarithm of the quotient of two numbers is the difference 
of their logarithms. 

With the same notation as before, we have 

ct ^ „ 
b XT’ 

le. log* = logx a - log, h 

Thus we can substitute subtraction for division. 

Example.—To find we have 
2*53’ 

logio 1^3 = logio 3’64 - logic 2‘53 

= 0*5611 — 0*4031 

= 0*1580 

We find from the tables that 0*1580 is the logarithm of 1*439 to i^ase 10 

. ^ 
" 2*53 

= 1*439 

III. The logarithm of the power of a number is equal to 
n times the logarithm of the number. 

Let m = logx cti then a ^ 
and ^ = {xf^Y = 

/.if. log, (a^) =. mn = nx. log* a 

This law enables us to perform many arithmetical operations which could 
not easily be performed by direct arithmetical methods. 

Example.—To find the value oj (2*53)^'®. 

We know that logio 2*53 = 0*4031 

then logio (2*53)^'® = i*3 X logio i^'SS) 
= 1*3 X 0*4031 = 0*5240 

From the tables we find that 0*5240 is the logarithm of 3*342 to base 10. We 

conclude that (2*53)^*® = 3*342* 
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5. Use of Tables,—Tables of logarithms to base lo are given at the 
end of the book. Some explanation is necessary as to the arrangement and 
use of these tables. 

The. integral part of the logarithm of a number to base lo may be found 
by considering the two integral powers of lo between which the number lies ; 
thus, 343*2 lies between lo^ and lo^, and therefore its logarithm lies between 
2 and 3 ; 0*00342 lies between o*oi and o'ooi, between 10“^ and ; 
and therefore its logarithm lies between — 2 and — 3. 

The decimal part of the logarithm of a number is given in the tables. 
^ • Thus, to find log 343*2, we find the first two figures, 34, on the left-hand 

side of the tables ; the next figure, 3, is found at the top. In the horizontal 
liiie opposite to 34, and in the column under 3, we find 5353. This is the 
decimal part of log 343. To account for the next figure, 2, we notice that in 
the table of differences, at the right-hand side of the tables, the difference 
for 2 in the horizontal line opposite to 34 is given as 3. 

This must be added to the value 5353 already found to correspond to 343. 
Thus we find that the decimal part of logio 343*2 is 0*5356. We have seen 
above that logic 343*2 lies between 2 and 3, and therefore log 343*2 = 2*5356. 

It will be noticed that the arrangement is somewhat different in the part 
of the tables corresponding to numbers whose first significant figure is i. 

The logarithms here increase so rapidly with the numbers that two sets 
of differences are required for the interval between two numbers whose 
second significant figures differ by i. 

Thus to find log 126*3, we know as before that the integral part is 2. To 
find the decimal part, we get as before the value 1004 corresponding to 126. 

The difference for 3 must now be sought in the horizontal line opposite 
to the value 1004 already found; this difference is 10, and therefore the 
decimal part of the logarithm is 0*1014, and log 126*3 = 2*1014. 

To find the decimal part of log 125*3 on the other hand, we should look 
for the difference for 3 in the upper line opposite to 0969, which corresponds 
to the first 3 significant figures, 125, of the number whose logarithm is to be 
found. This difference is ii, and thus we get log 125*3 = 2*0980. 

Since 10® = i, logio 1=0, and therefore the logarithm of any number 
less than i is negative. This is true for logarithms to any base whatever. 

It is found convenient to keep the decimal part of all the logarithms 
positive, and to restrict the negative sign to__the integral part. Thus, if the 
logarithm of a number is — 0*3, we write it 1*7, i.e. — 1 + 0*7 ; if a logarithm 
is — 3*7, we write it 4*3, t.e. — 4 + 0*3. 

This device enables us to use the same tables for all numbers, whether 
greater or less than i. For any number less than i may be obtained from 
a number greater than i having the same digits by dividing by 10 an exact 
number of times. 

This is equivalent to subtracting a whole number from the logarithm 
without altering the positive decimal part of the logarithm. 

Thus 0*03432 is obtained from 343*2 by dividing by 10^. 

log 0*03432 = log 343*2 - log 10^ 
= 2*5356 - 4 

= 2*5356 

Note that the decimal part of the logarithm is unaltered. Thus the 
logarithm of 0*03432 could be found directly from the tables by first finding 
as before the decimal part of the logarithm of 3432, and prefixing the integer 
2, because 0*03432 lies between 10*"^ and io~2. 

Example.—To find tog 0*01594 Jr cm the tables. 
In the horizontal line opposite to 15, and in the column under 9, we find 2014. 
The difference for the next figure 4 in the horizontal liue opposite to 2014 is 11, 
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Adding this to 2014, we get 2025 as the decimal part of log 0*^594. Since the 

number lies between o'l and o'oi, its logarithna lies between i and 2, 

log 0*01594 = 2*2025 

6. AntilogaTitbms.—Wheni the logarithm, of a number is giv'en and 
we wish to find the number, we may of course use the table of logarithms, 
but it is more expeditious to make use of a separate table of antilogarithms. 
This table gives the number corresponding to any given logarithm to base 
10. The arrangement is similar to that of the table of logarithms. 

Exa-MPLE.—The logarithm of a certain number is found to he 2*0361; to find the 
number^ 

^We find, by using the table of antilogarithms in the same way as we used the 
table of logarithms, that the antilogarithni of 0*0361 is 10S6. These are the sigTiifi- 
cant figures of the result, but we do not yet know the position of the decimal point. 
This is found by considering the integral part of the logarithm. Since the logarithm 

is made up of 2 and a positive decimal^ it lies between i and 2, and therefore the 
number lies between 0*1 and o*or, i.e. the number is o*oioS6. 

7. l^apierian Logarithms.—Logarithms to base ro are used for 
numerical calculations, but the student will also meet with logarithms to 
base <?, where ^ is a q^uantity defined by means of the series . 

. , r r I . I 4- J - y, - ! - 4- . . ■ 
1X2 1x2x31x2x3x4 

It can be shown that, however many terms of this series are taken, the 
sum is never greater than a definite limiting value ^ = 2*718 .. ., and that 
the sum may be made as nearly equal to e as we please by taking a suffi¬ 
cient number of terms of the series. The quantity e is accordingly defined 
as the limit of the sum of the series. 

I +- I + —i— + -1-+---+ . . . 
1x31x2x31x2x3x4. 

as the number of terms is indefinitely increased. The quantity e will be 
more fully treated in Chapter XXIX., when the student is in a better 
position to understand the theory of the subject. 

Such logarithms are variously called natural, Napierian, or hyperbolic 
logarithms. The reason for the occurrence of this base will appear to the 
student at a later stage in his work. 

The logarithm of a number to base e is obtained from its logarithm to 
base ro by multiplying by 2*3026. 

To verify this from the tables, let f he the logarithm of a number «to base 
10. Then, by the definition of a logarithm, ft = lo^ 

We find from the tables that 

logic ^ = log’io 2-718 =0*4343 

and 10= 
substituting n = ^25026^) 

£,e. \oge n = 2*3026^ = 2*3026 logic n 

Examples.—III. 

Find from the tables the values of the following logarithms to base 10 s— 

1. Log 200, log 20, log 2, log 0*0002. 
2. hog 7837, log 7837. log 78-37, log 7-837, log 07837, log 0-07837, 

log 0*007837. 
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E^ ■ r = teg 4,8 

finp-. 7^- r ^og- 2'K^a ^ . . —-£55^3 

2*2876 

V 2-534 = ^088 
76-52 =J^^38 

- -SO 70 10^ 

S“teracting, 

.*. H35i<0223fei ~°'°°°58S3 

•Bi-^.i!!*,:''*'” -“•"“’to 

I -^row 

534x76-52 = ,^;^ 

(0-0326)>2 

% 0*0326 

X 0*5132 _ 
1*2 X #=7 

fo*0326)1 U -- 

•*• (0*0326)1 •2 ^ 

0'6i5S 
-2*4 

sig,K. -uzupiy the two p“ r«y Positive and ^ 
E*:^Mpi.e (4) separately, and” 

«ttit: ^ 
^‘-Po-rasthevecip.,,,,,^^^ 

te-03i4)-2i ^ ______ ^“P°a6ing positiy^ po^^i. 

2-f 

l<*(«-03,,|«,y 

teg I =: 0-0^^^ 

teg (0-03I4)-,, _ 

3*565=105,43^ 
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The value of log (0'03i4)'”^^ in the last line is obtained by subtracting log 

(o*03i4)*^‘i from log i. 

Example {i)~EvaIuaU V 132*5. 

Vi32'S = (i3Z'S)^ 
log 132*5 = 2*1222 

log (I32-5)J = J log 132-5 = 0-7074 = log 5-098 

Vi32‘S = 5 098 

Example (6).—Evaluate Vo‘o 1325. 

log 0-01325 = 2'J222 

Ic^ Vo*OI325 = J(2-I222) 

=i(3 *^- 1-1222) 

= I *3741^ log 0*2367 

^ J/O‘01325 = 0*2367 * “ 

Here we have to divide 2 by + 3. we wish to keep the decimal part of the 

quotient positive, we write 3 + i for 2, so that the negative part can be divided 

exactly by 3. , 

In working with four-figure logarithms it is found that the results are 
more likely to be accurate, especially in long calculations, if all ^ logarithms 
are set down in vertical columns, as in the above examples. 

Examples.—IV. 

Evaluate the following expressions to as close a degree of accuracy as the use of 
four-figure tables will permit:— 

1. 0*035621 X 25780. 

4. 1362 X 0-0251. 

5346-257 
■ 1386497 

10. 0*0352 X 125 X 0*000561. 

12 Q‘^639 X 52100 X 0*0253 

0*00035 X 1*0264 

16. V3^ 

20. ^2*17. 

V2*5I2. 

2. 0*013640 X 153-27 

8. 

2*006 

0*00345’ 

462*17 

1*12534’ 

3. 

-6. 

9. 

11. 
13. 

15. V3615. 

19. v'2i*7. 

23. ^25*12. 

27. (1*34)®*®®- 
30. {o*i854)-0‘0<«. 

33. (o*o65i)--3*4. 
36. (1-333)-®'®. 
39. (0*036)-0-023. 
42. (loga 2*963)--2'^, 

45. (o*io43)'-1'2». 

24. 

17. Vo*o36i5. 

21. V25T2: 

25. 2i3®. 

48. 
356200 

V67 X 21 

28. (o*035i)-2-o. 
31. (o*oi&5)“25s. 
34. 73015. 
37. (25*6i)-1'87. 
40. (o*32655)-2’3n8. 
43. (0*2461)10810^2-64. 

46. f X (i*o52)’-J- 

49. 25-63 X 0*00036 

225*85.x 179. 
152*056*41 
0*0005649 
12*36 X 21*5 

32-9 
0*0065 X 136 ^ 

0*01324 >r 0*005621 

14. Vo*-o742* 

18. Vo‘00651. 

22. V251 2. 

26. (0*059)^*^. 
29. (o-i754)~2*8. 
82. (o*o532)i-4. 
35. 12-0-8. 
38. (i*305)--2-36 
41. (0*2543)-0*026. 
44. (o*3489)ooi«. 

47. 
(ro36)~2*B 

5/21 -2 

61. 59*32 X (logio 261)*. 62. 

(0*0125)'' X logio 29*3 

341x^0-036x252*^ 

(1*03)2 X logic 15*71 

60. ^35*7 X (0*21)2 

l°gio3i-3 

63. 5SX\fa'o62ixg3^ 
' 0*0035 (2O*o6)-0-S' 
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Similarly ~iooo° = — ii x 90® — 10°, and therefore an angle of —1000® 
is formed when OP turns through 11 right angles in a clockwise direction, 
and then continues to revolve through 10° in addition. Thus the generating 
line of an angle of — 1000° is in the ist quadrant. 

11.—Circular Measure of Angles.—Angles may also be measured in 
circular measure. When P moves a distance 
XP equal to the radius OX along the circum¬ 
ference of the circle XYX\ the angle XOP 
which OP generates is called a radian. 

It can be proved that when P moves 
completely round the circle XYX' to its first 
position X, the whole circumference traced 
out by P is equal to 

2:;r.OX = 2T.XP 

where is equal to 3*1416 . . . 
And since the angle XOP is proportional 

to the arc XP, 

OP generates an angle which = 2ir.XOP 
= 2ir radians 

360° = 27r radians 
^ o 

and I radian = ~— = 57*2958® 

We shall usually find it sufficiently accurate to take i radian equal 
to 57*3° 

It is useful to remember the following values :— 

2 right angles = 180® = x radians ; 

I right angle = 90® = ^ radians ; 

60® = - radians ; 30® = ^ radians ; 45® = - radians. 
304 

The values in radians of angles from o® to 90® are given in the tables. 

Example (i).—To express 125® in radians. 

^ We have 57*3° = i radian 
I2tl 

125® = =2*1$ radians 

Using the tables, we have 

125° = 90® -f 35® = 1*5708 + 0*6109 = 2*1817 radians 

Similarly, to convert radians to degrees multiply by 57*3, or use the tables. 

Example (2).—A Jiywheel of radius is revolving at 120 revolutions per 
minute, what is the speed of a point on its rim ? 

Any radius of the wheel turns through 120 revolutions per minute = 2 revolutions 
per second = 47r radians per second. 

By the definition of a radian we know that when the radius turns through one 
radian its extremity moves through a distance equal to the radius, i.e. through 2*5 
feet. 

Therefore, in one second a point on the rim of the wheel travels through 
4x X 2*5 =31*42 feet per second, and the speed of a point on the rim is 31'42 feet 
per second. 
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Examples.—V« 

1. Draw figures to show the following angles, and express them in radians 
152®, 205®, -270°, 300°, —840°, 1350°. 

2. Draw a figure to show angles of l, 2, 3, 4, and 5 radians. 
3. Make a protractor to measure angles less than two right angles correct to 

0*1 radian. 
4. Draw figures to show angles of 1*3 and 2*9 radians, and express them in 

degrees. 
5. Find the length of the arc which subtends an angle of 41® at the centre of a 

circle of ii-ft. radius. 
6. A flywheel of 3-ft. radius is revolving at 260 revolutions per minute : what is 

the speed of a point on the rim? 
7. The earth moves roujid the sun once a year in a circle (approximately) of 

92*8 X 10® miles radius : find its velocity in miles per second. 
8. The earth revolves round its axis once in 24 hours : through what decimal of 

a radian does it revolve in one second ? Find the speed, in feet per second, of a point 
on the equator. Radius of earth = 3963 nailes. 

9. The armature of a dynamo is i foot in diameter, and is revolving at iioo 
revolutions per minute. What is the speed of a point on the outside of the armature? 

10. Through what angles do the large and small hands of a clock respectively 
turn between 11.15 a.m. and 2.30 p.m. ; and between 3.44 a.m. and 7.31 p.m. ? 

11. What are the angles, measured in a positive direction from the minute to the 
hour-hand of a clock, at the following times : 3.7, 6.10, 7.15, 9.25? 

12. Co-ordinates of a Point.—If a point is supposed free to move about 
on a surface, we require to know two quantities before we can determine its 
position ; to fix the position of a point on the earth’s surface we specify 

its latitude and longitude, i.e, its 
distances measured in degrees 
from the equator and the meridian 
of (Greenwich. 

In the same way the position 
of a point on a plane is fixed when 
its distances from two straight 
lines in the plane are known. 

From any position of the point 
P in § 9 draw PN perpendicular to 
the axis X'OX. 

# 
Let = ON measured from O to N 
andj' = NP measured from N to P 

Then x and /, taken with their 
proper signs, are called the rec¬ 
tangular co-ordinates of the point 
P, y is called the ordinate and x 

the abscissa of the point P. 
The signs are chosen as fol¬ 

lows :— 
X is positive when measured 

from left to right in the direction 
X'OX, and negative when measured from right to left in the direction XOX'. 

jy is positive when measured upwards in the direction Y'OY, and negative 
when measured downwards in the direction YOY'. 

Thus, when P is in the first quadrant, 

X = ON and is positive, = NP and is positive 

Fig. 3. 
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When P is in the second quadrant, 
X is negative, y is positive 

When P is in the third quadrant, 
X is negative, y is negative 

Wien P is in the fourth quadrant, 
X is positive, y is negative 

P is described as the point (^r, y); e.g. the point (2, 3) Is the point whose 
abscissa is 2 and ordinate 3. 

Polar Co-ordinates.—The position of the point P is also determined if 
we know the length r of the line OP and the angle XOP = which it 
g-enerates in passing from OX to its position OP. These are called the 
polar co-ordinates of the point P. 

& is measured positively in a counter-clockwise direction from OX to OP, 
and r is measured from O to P and taken positive in all four quadrants. 

P is described as the point (r, B) ; e.g, the point (2, 25°) is the point for 
which r = 2 and ^ = 25®. 

Examples,—VI. 

1. Draw a figure to show the positions of the points whose rectangular co-ordinates 
are given as follows : (2, 3); (5, 2) ; {3, l); (-3, 2); (-5, -3); (-4, 3); (2, -3) ; 

”3*4). 
2. Show in a figure the positions of the points whose polar co-ordinates are given 

as follows ! (1, 15°) ; (2, 30°); (2, 64°); (2, 110°) ; (2, 220°); (2, 300°); (2, -60°); 
(2, — lOO®). 

3. Find by measurement from your figure the polar co-ordinates of the first 
6 points in Example i. 

4. Find by measurement the rectangular co-ordinates of the first 6 points in 
Example 2, 

13. Trigonometrical Ratios of an Acute Angle.—Let B be any acute 
angle NOP, let ON = x and NP = y be the rectangular co-ordinates of P, 
and let OP = r. Then the trigonometrical ratios of the angle B are defined 
as follows:— 

... . NP y 
sine 0, written sm d = 

ON X 
cosine B written cos 6 = = — 

OP r 

NP y 
tangent 0, written tan B = 

ON X 

OP r 
cosecant B written cosec B = —: = - 

’ NP y 

OP r 
secant B written sec B = = - 

ON X 

ON X 
cotangent written cot B = = — 

Example (i).—Find by a graphic method the sine^ cosine, and tangent of 

This is most conveniently done on squared paper. The student should draw the 
figure on a large scale, and verify the measurements for himself. 

Take two axes, OX and OY, at right angles, and set off the angle XOP = 35® 
by means of a protractor. 
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With centre O and radius equal to unit length on some convenient scale, cut off 
OP, and draw PN perpendicular to OX. 

Then we have 

HP 
*in 35° = OP = = °'574 

ON 

cos 35° = OP 

tan 35° 
NP _ o'$74 _ 
ON 0*819 

= 0*700 

Note that when, as in this example, we take OP as the unit of length, the sine 
and cosine of B are equal to the rectangular co-ordinates y and of the point P. 

Note.—The notation sin-^ x is used to denote an angle whose sine is t.g. 35°, 
or o*6i radian is a value of sin~^ 0*574. Similarly, cos"^ :rand tan~^ x denote angles 
whose cosine and tangent are equal to x. 

Example (2).—Find the acute angle whose tangent is equal to o*8. 

Here we require to find the angle 0, so that we may have 

ON=°* 

The student should draw the figure for himself. 
Using squared paper, set off on the axis of x the length ON eaual to unity on 

some convenient scale. On the ordinate passing through N set off NP equal to o*8 
on the same scale. Join OP. Then NOP is the required angle. We find by 
measurement that the angle NOP = 38*7°. 

Examples.—VII. 

1. Set off on the axis of x^ ONj = l, ON2 = 2, ON3 = 3. Draw any straight 
line OP in the first quadrant. Erect ordinates NjPi, NjPj, N.P„ meeting OP in 

N P N P N P 
Pi, P2, and P3. Find by measurement the values of 

NPNPNP ^ * * 
compare them. Also measure q-|^ \ O^IT* compare. 

What do you infer from this experiment with respect to the sine and tangent of 
an angle ? 

2. Find by construction the values of sin 25°, cos 40°, tan 65°, sin 44°, tan 45°, 
cos 75°. 

3. Find by construction the values of the following acute angles in degrees : 
gjlji-i 0*39, sin“^ 0*89, 005*“^ 0*6, cos”^ 0*85, tan“^ 0*4, tan-^ 0*7, tan~^ 1*73, tan”^ 5. 

14. Trigonometrical Katios of an Angle greater than a Bight 
Angle.—When the angle NOP is greater than a right angle, its trigono¬ 
metrical ratios are defined in the same way as in § 13, but it is also 
necessary to take account of their signs. 

We shall consider the signs of the trigonometrical ratios when the 
generating line, OP, of the angle B lies in each of the four quadrants (Fig. 3). 

When OP is in the first quadrant, x,y, and r are all positive, and there¬ 
fore the ratios of the angle XOP are all positive. 

When OP is in the second quadrant, we have 

X negative, y positive, and r positive 

In what follows, ON, NP, and OP represent the numerical values of the 
lengths of the lines indicated without taking account of direction. 
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y + NP 

' r = 

^ X ^ON 
* = r = 

y 4- NP 
tan fi = ^ = rON == *" 

When OP is in the third quadrant, we have 

X negative,^ negative, and r positive 

V - NP 
sin e =-^ = —^ ^ sin X'OP 

r + OP 

cos 0 = - = = — cos X'OP 
r 4- OP 
y - NP 

tan 0 = 
X - ON 

= 4- tan X'OP 

When OP is in the fourth quadrant, we have 

X positive, y negative, and positive 

V - NP 
sm 0 = - = ---^p = — sm POX 

r 4- OP 
X + ON 

cos 0 = - = = 4- cos POX 
r + OP 

tan 0 : .1 . 

X ' 

NP 

4- ON 
= - tan POX 

We have here expressed the ratios of the angle 0 when the generating 
line OP is in any quadrant in terms of the ratios of an acute angle. 

Example.—To construct an angle in the third quadra?it whose sine is —and to 
fifid by measurement its cosme and tangerit. 

This is most easily done on squared paper. 
Take two axis, OX and OY, at right 

angles. We require to find a point for which 
/= -5, and r = 13. 

Take a point M on the axis of y^ such that 
OM = — 5, and draw MP parallel to XOX'. 
Then all points for which y = —5 lie on the 
straight line M P. 

To make r= 13, with centre O and ladius 
13, describe a circle cutting IVIP at P in the 
third quadrant. Join OP. 

Then XOP is the required angle in the 

third quadrant whose sine is — 

To find the cosine and tangent of the angle XOP, draw PN perpendicular 
to OXh 

Then, by measurement, the value of x for the point P = ON = — is 

and cos XOP =? ~ : 

taiiXOP==^^ = --^= s 
X ~ia 32 
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i un'.Jruct 
f *«>u:4nict 
^ ‘f»ii .Ixuct 
C...4*u’anict 
Coiu,trui;t 

instruct 

riarnt its 

t ‘oir.truct 

Examples.—VIII. 

ail anfijle of 40°. Find by measurement its sine, cosine, and tangent, 
an aii'.dc of 140®. Find by measurement its sine, cosine, and tangent, 
an anj.»le of 220*^, and find its sine, cosine, and tangent, 
an angle of 310®, and find its sine, cosine, and tangent, 
an acute angle wlujse sine is and find its cosine and tangent. 

. an angle in the second quadrant whose sine is and find bj 

cosine and tangent. 
. an angle in the third quadrant whose sine is and find its cosine 

; an angle in the fourth (quadrant whose sine is — and find its cosine 

15. ^Po Ihid tlio Siiio, Cosine, and Tangent of any Angle from tlie 
Tabb ^u 'File results of the last paragraph give us the method of finding 
l\m ti al ratios of an angle of any size from tables which give 
the vabH;s of ilicsc ratio.s fur angles between 0° and 90°. 

Draw a figure showing how the angle 
y is generated, and thus find in what quad¬ 

rant the generating line OP lies ; then 
look up in the tables the numerical values 
of the sine, cosine, and tangent for the 

A. acute angle which OP makes with X'OX, 
^ and before these place the proper signs 

. N; 0 X as found in the last paragraph. 

\ Example (i).—To find from the tables tfu 
b / values of sm 242® and tan 242®. 

Zp lu the figure, OP is in the third quadrant. 

sin 242® = sin NOP = - sin 62® 

P =; — 0*8829 from the tables 

Wm, a _NP , o no 
tan 242® = _ = -P tan 62® = 1*8807 

l‘ AM 1 l.L (i|. Find ikf value cj tos ( — 200®). 

P 
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The generating line OP is in the second quadrant 

-ON 
cos (— 200°) = “Qp - = — COS PON 

= — cos 20° = — 0*9397 

When we require to find a trigonometrical ratio of an angle which lies 
between two consecutive angles in the tables, we assume that a small change 
in the ratio is proportional to the change in the angle, and proceed as 
follows :— 

Example (i).—find sin from ths tables. 

We find from the tables 
sin 16° = 
sin 15° = 0*2588 

difference for 1° = 0*0168 
difference for o'8° = o*8 X O'0i68 = 0*0134 

Adding this to sin 15°, we get 
sin 15*8° = 0*2722 

Example (2).—7hfind221*4°. 

We have cos 221*4° = —cos 41*4°. 
From the tables 

cos 41° = 0*7547 
cos 42° = 0*7431 

Difference for i° = o’oii6 
difference for 0*4° = 0*00464 

Since the cosine of an angle decreases as the angle increases, this difference must be 
subtracted from cos 41°. 

We get cos 41 '4° = 0*75006 
cos 221*4°= *” 0*7501 

A graphic method of finding the ratios of an angle which lies between two given 
values, by means of squared paper, will be given in Chapter VII. 

Example (3).—-7b find the angle between 0° and 90° whose sine is 0*6070. 

We find from the tables 
sin 38° = 0*6157 
sin 37° = 0*6018 

Difference for 1° = 0*0139 

Thus the required angle lies between 37° and 38°. 

I^et the required angle = 37° 4- jr° 
Then sin (37° 4- iP) = o’Goyo 

sin 37° = o*6oiS 

Difference for aP = 0*0052 
, X OOOS2 

=: 0*374 
I 0*0139 

the required angle is 37*37®. 



Examples.—VIII. 

1. Construct an angle of 40°. Find by measurement its sine, cosine, and tangent. 
2. Construct an angle of 140°. Find by measurement its sine, cosine, and tangent. 
3. Construct an angle of 220®, and find its sine, cosine, and tangent. 
4. Construct an angle of 310°, and find its sine, cosine, and tangent. 
6. Construct an acute angle whose sine is and find its cosine and tangent. 

6. Construct an angle in the second quadrant whose sine is and find by 

measurement its cosine and tangent. 
7. Construct an angle in the third quadrant whose sine is and find its cosine 

and tangent. 
8. Construct an angle in the fourth quadrant whose sine is — and find its cosine 

and tangent. 

16. To find, the Sine, Cosine, and Tangent of any Angle from the 
Tables.—The results of the last paragraph give us the method of finding 
the trigonometrical ratios of an angle of any size from tables which give 
the values of these ratios for angles between 0° and 90°. 

Draw a figure showing how the angle 
y is generated, and thus find in what quad¬ 

rant the generating line OP lies ; then 
look up in the tables the numerical values 
of the sine, cosine, and tangent for the 
acute angle which OP makes with X'OX, 

and before these place the proper signs 
]0_1 X as found in the last paragraph. 

Example (i).—To find from the tables the 
values of sin 242® and tan 242°. 

In the figure, OP is in the third quadrant. 

-NP 

N;' 

sin 242” = 
OP 

— sin NOP = — sin 62® 

Fra. S. 
tan 242*^ 

= — 0*8829 from the tables 

-NP 

-ON 
+ tan 62° = 1*8807 

\ 

* 
I 

Example (2).—Find tke value of cos (—200®). 

Y 
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The generating line OP is in the second quadrant 

-ON 
cos (— 200®) = ~Qpr = "• cos PON 

= — cos 20® = — 0*9397 

When we require to find a trigonometrical ratio of an angle which lies 
between two consecutive angles in the tables, we assume that a small change 
in the ratio is proportional to the change in the angle, and proceed as 
follows ;— 

Example (i).—To find sin 1^'%^ from the tables, 

We find from the tables 
sin 16® = 0*2756 
sin 15® = 0*2588 

difference for i® = 0*0168 
difference for o*8® = 0*8 X o*oi68 = 0*0x34 

Adding this to sin 15®, we get 
sin 15*8® =0*2722 

Example (2).—To find cos 221*4®. 

We have cos 221*4® = —cos 41*4®. 
From the tables 

cos 41® = 0*7547 
cos 42® = 0*7431 

Difference for i® = o*on6 
difference for 0*4® = 0*00464 

Since the cosine of an angle decreases as the angle increases, this difference must be 
subtracted from cos 41®. 

We get cos 41*4° = 0*75006 
cos 221*4° = — 0*7501 

A graphic method of finding the ratios of an £uigle which lies between two given 
values, by means of squared paper, will be given in Chapter VII. 

Example (3).—To find the angle between cP and 90® whose sine is 0*6070. 

We find from the tables 

sin 38° = 0*6157 
sin 37° = 0*6018 

Difference for i® = 0*0139 

Thus the required angle lies between 37° and 38°. 

Let the required angle = 37® 4- 
Then sin (37° 4- ^) = 0*6070 

sin 37° = 0*6018 

Difference for oP = 0*0052 

• £ = 
I 0*0139 

A the required angle is 37*37®. 

= 0*374 
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16, Trigonometrical Ratios of Angles of Equal Numerical Magni¬ 
tude but Opposite Sign. 

Let OP and OP' make angles Q and — 9 with OX. 
Take OP = OP' = r. 

Y 

Fig. 8. 

Then for the points P and P' the 
values of x and r are always the same, 
whatever the value of while the values 
of y are of equal numerical magnitude 
but opposite sign. 

A sin (-0) = 

cos (-0) = 

tan ( - 0) = 

NP' _ ~NP 
OP' OP 
ON _ ON _ 
OP' OP 
NP' _ _ NP 
ON ON 

= - sin 

+ cos B 

= - tan 8 

An even power of any quantity does 
not change sign when that quantity 
changes sign, while an odd power of 
any quantity does change sign with that 
quantity. By analogy, we say that sin 9 
and tan 9 are odd functions of a, be¬ 
cause they change sign when 9 changes 
sign, while cos 6 is said to be an even 
function of 9 because it does not change 
sign with 9. 

IT. Angles whose Generating Lines lie between Two Quadrants. 
I. Ratios of o®. 
Let XOP = 9 be a very small angle. 
Then for the point P ;r is very 

nearly equal to r, and / is very small. 
Now let OP move down towards OX. 
Then, as 9 gets nearer and nearer to 
the value o®, x gets more and more 
nearly equal to r, and j' gets more and 
more nearly equal to o. 

cos 0 = ~ approaches the value i 
T Fig. 9. 

Y and may be made as nearly equal to i as we 
y please by taking 9 small enough, while sin 0 = - 

and tan ^ approach the value o as 0 diminishes. 

Accordingly, although we cannot construct an 
angle of o®, we may still say that 

sin o® = o, cos o® = i, tan o® = o 

IL Ratios of 90®. 
wSuppose OP to be approaching OY, so that 

0 = XOP is approaching the value 90®, 
Then / is getting more and more nearly equal 
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to r, so that sin = -^ is approaching the value i, so also x is getting more 

X‘ 
and more nearly equal to c, and cos ^ ~ is approaching the value o. 

y 
Next consider the value of tan 0 = 

Suppose^ = X and x = 7—^-, then tan 0 = 1,000,000 
I jOOOjOOO 

Suppose^ = I and x =---, then tan 0 = 10,000,000 
10,000,000 ’ ’ 

Suppose y = I and x =---, then tan 0 = 100,000,000 
100,000,000’ ’ 

and so on. 
Thus by taking x small enough, and consequently 0 sufficiently near to 

90°, we can make tan 0 greater than any number that can be thought of. A 
quantity which is greater than any number that can be thought of is said to 
be infinite, and is denoted by the sign 00. 

We thus get the results 

sin 90® = I, cos 90® = o, tan 90® = 00 

UL Ratios of 18o®, 

Y 

H ^ 
Fig. X*. 

As OP approaches OX'— 

and 0 approaches the value 180® 

andj' » „ o 

as before we get 

sin 180° = o, cos 180® = —- = -1, tan 180® = o 
’ r 

IV. Ratios of 270®. 
As OP approaches OY', and 0 approaches the value 270® 

X approaches the value o 
and/ „ ,, -r 

and we get sin 270® = ~- = -1, cos 270® = o 
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By proceeding as in the case of 90® we get, if we suppose OP to approach 
OY' from the third quadrant, tan 270° = +00. 

We may here notice that if we suppose OP to approach OY from the 

Y 

second quadrant in finding the value of tan 90®, the value of jr is negative, 
and we gel tan 90° = — 00 . 

Thus the tangent of an angle gradually increases from o to 00 as the angle 
increases from o to a right angle, and then makes a sudden change to —oo 
as the angle passes through the value 90°. 

So also the tangent changes from 4-00 to —co as the angle passes through 
the value 270®. 

Examples.—IX. 

Draw figures to show the angles in the following examples, and find from the 
tables the sine, cosine, and tangent of each :— 

1. 175®, 210®, 320®, 400®. 
3. 159®, 238®, 294®, 516®. 
6. 23®, 123®, 233®, 312®, 383°. 
7. ““73®, —160®, --250®, —403®. 

2. 163®, 213®, 310®, 505®, 1200®. 
4. 163®, 210®, 100®, 200°, 300®. 
6. 113®, 211®, 265®, 293°, 310®. 
8. -131°, “-283® -791° 

Find the values of the following :— 

0. Sin 267®, cos 267®, tan 267®. 10. Sin 133*3®, cos 133*3®, 133*3® 
11, Sin 221*4®, cos 22i'4®, tan 221*4°. 12. Sin 311-2°, cos 311*2®, tan 311*2°, 
13. Sin 121*2®, sin 212*6®, sin ( — 82®). 
14. Give the values in degrees, correct to one-tenth of a degree, of the following :— 

sin“^ 0*2147, sia“i 0*8634, cos”^ 0*3859, tan“^ 1*2985. 
15. Find the values of the following expressions ; the angles are given in 

radians t— 

tan 5™, sin 2*53, cos 5, cos 3*42, sin (—1*571), cot (-2*34) 
o 
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16. Find the values of cos (3^ — i) for the cases where x = 1 radian, and 
X ==■ S radians respectively. 

17. Find the value of sin {cf •{•g), where c = 60Q, /= 0*1, g= -•o*i745, and the 
angle {c^ + g) is expressed in radians. 

18. Find the value of sin [ci 4-.^) where c = 400, i = o’or, g = 1*1170. 
19. Construct angles of 2 and 3 radians, and find from the tables their sines, cosines, 

and tangents. 

18. Complementary Angles.—If the sum of two angles is a right angle 
they are said to be complemen¬ 
tary angles, and each is called y 
the complement of the other. 

To find the relation between 
the ratios of an angle and of its 
complement. 

Let XOP = 5 be any acute 
angle. Then in the figure 

NOP 4 OPN = 90° 

and OPN is the complement 
of 0. 

Accordingly we shall get the 
values of the ratios of the com¬ 
plement of 9 by interchanging x 
and y in the values of the ratios of 0 given in the definitions on p. 11 

sin (90° — 0) = sin OPN = “ = cos 0 

cos (90° — 0) = cos OPN = “^ = sin 0 

tan (90° — 0) = tan OPN = ^ = cot 0 

Y 
sec (90° — 0) = sec OPN = - = cosec 0 

These results may be expressed in the statement— 

Any ratio of an. angle is eqLual to the co-ratio of its complement. 

This property of complementary angles is made use of in the tables. 
Each angle between 0° and 45° on the left-hand side is opposite to its 
complement on tlie right-hand side, so that the column for any ratio of 
angles from 0° to 45® will also serve for the co-ratio of angles from 45° 1090°; 
e.g. the column of sines for angles from o® to 45° is the same as the column 
of cosines for angles from 45® to 90® thus 0*4848 stands as sin 29*^ and also 
as cos 61°. 

This property of complementary angles may also be proved for angles of 
any size. As an example the student should prove it for the case of angles 
between 90® and 180°. 

^ 19. Supplementary Angles.—-If the sum of two angles is 180® they are 
said to be supplementary angles, and each angle is called the supplement of 
the other. 

To find the relation between the ratios of an angle and of its supplement 
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If OP generates an anglesupplement of 6 which is equal to i8o°—0, 
will be generated by a straight line OQ, rotating, first from OX to OX' 

Y 

through an angle of i8o° in a positive direction and then backwards through 
an angle X'OQ = 0 in a negative direction, so that XOQ is the suppleinent 
of 

Thus, as OP starts from OX to generate the angle 0, OQ starts at the 
same instant from OX', and the two lines rotate round O in opposite 
directions at the same rate, crossing each other at OY and OY'. 

It follows that whatever the value of B the values of y and rare the same 
for the two points P and Q, while the values of xr are nuraerically equal, hut 
of opposite sign. 

«*. sin (i8o° 

cos (i8o° e) = 

tan (i8o® — S) 

OQ OP 
OIV1 _ __ OM 

OQ OP 
MQ NP ^ , 

OM ON 

= sm B 

= — cos § 

N ote in particular that— 
The sine of an angle is the same as the sine of its supplement ; 
The cosine of an angle is equal in numerical magnitude but opposite in 

sign to the cosine of its supplement. 

2D. Formulae connecting the Hatlos of an Angle. 
From the definitions of the trigonometrical ratios we get the followui§' 

relations:— 

sec 0 = - 
jr 

I _ I 

r” cos 0 
0) 

r 
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cosec § 

cot B 

sin B 

cos B 

r _ I _ I 

y y sin ^ 

r 

- = i = ^ 
y 3^ tan # 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Example (i).—To verify from the tables that cot 56° = 

^ Examples in tiie verification of tiiese formulae are given in order to fiix tiiein in the 
mind of the student. The details of the calculation should be set down in foil, as in 
this example, so that the student may obtain a knowledge of the limits of accuracy in 
working with four-figure tables. 

From the tables we get tan 56® = 1*4826. 

log 1*4826 = 0*1711 
log I = 0*0 

= log o‘6744 

The tables give cot 56° = 0*^745 

/. cot 56* = 
1 

tan 56° 

within the limits of accuracy of the tables. 

sin 
Example (2).— Verify fivm the tables that ~t-[b = tan 31®. 

From the tables 

sin 31® = 0*51501 log 0*5150 = rynS 

cos 31° = 0*8572 ; log 0*8572 = 1*9331 

From the tables tan 31° = 0*6009 

** cos 31® 
= tan 31® 

Example (3).—To find the angle whose tangent is 82*7 correct to one-tenth of a 
degree. 

The angle is evidently between 89® and 90°, but cannot be found directly from the 
tables since tan 90® = 00, 

We know, however, that, if x® be the required angle, 

tan (90® — x°) = cot x = ■—— = 0*0125 
' tan :r 

The tangent of a small angle is very nearly proportional to the angle, and 
therefore we may find the tangent of (90® — x°) from the tables. 
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We have tan = 0*0175 

e\ 90® — = 0*69® 
^ 0*0175 ^ 

.% ^ = 89*3® 

21. In Fig. 13, p. 19, we have by elementary geometry, since ONP is a 
right angle, 

.. 
Dividing by we get 

(5) 

+ ^2 = s 

cos^ 0 + sin^ 0=1 

Dividing (5) by we get 

(6) 

I + 

I + tan^ 9 = sec® 9 (7) 

Dividing (5) by^^ 

53 + 1 =7 

•% cot^ » + I = cosec® ( (8) 

Examplk (i).—To verify ike formula (6) for the case when B — 40®. 

We find from the tables 

sin 40® = 0*6428 ; cos 40° = 0*7660 

,% sin^ 6 + cos* $ = (0*6428)* + (0*7660)* 

= 0*4130 4- 0*5866 

= 0*9996 

= I to an accuracy of 0*05 % 

By means of these formulae, if one ratio of an angle is given, all the others can 
be found. 

Example (2).—Given sin 6=0*2 : find cos 6 and tan 6. We shall assume that 6* 
is less than 90®. 

We have by (6) sin* 6 cos* 6=1 

cos* 6 = 1 — sin* 6=1-- {0*2)* = I ■“ 0*04 = 0*96 

cos 6 = V*96 == 0*98 

- , sin 6 0*2 
and tan 6 = ™ ^-q = 0*204 

cos 6 0*98 

We may also proceed as follows :— 

Fig. 15. 

p 
V 
N X 

Draw the triangle OPN so that OP 
= r = I, and PN = 0*2, to any con¬ 
venient scale, and ONP is a right angle. 

Then sin NOP =0*2 
NOP = 6 

and since x'- 4- = r* 
^ —^2 = I — 0-04 = 0*96 

X = ^/o^6 = 0*98 

and cos 6 = ~ = 0*08 
r 

y __ 0*2 
X 0*98 

tan B z=i^ z=. ss 0*204 
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If tan t given in the first instance, 'we may find sec B frc.111 the formala (7) ; 
cos & is then given by (i), and sin 6 by (4). 

Examples.—X. 

1. Verify from the tables that sin* § + cos* & = 1 for the ca^e uhtn S = 49*^, 

2. Verify by numerical calculation that ^ 27®. 
' cos 23^ ^ 

3. Verify that i + tan* 25° = sec* 25®. 

4. Verify that cot 55° = 

5. Verify that i + cot* Q = cosec* 9 for the case when 9 = 25®, 

0. The sine of an angle is 0*3; construct the angle, and find its ccsine and 
tangent. 

7. The cosine of an angle is 0*25 ; find its sine and tangent. 

8. The tangent of an angle is 2 ; find its sine and cosine, 

9. Sin 6 = o'534i ; find cos B and tan &. 

10. Cos # = 0*4746 ; fmd sin B and tan B. 

11. Sec B = 7*9604 ; find sin 0, cos #, and tan 0, 

12. Construct an angle whose tangent is and find its sine and cosine. 

13. Sin B = 0*350 : find cos 9 and tan Q, 

14. Construct an angle whose sine is ^^5 and find its cosine and tangent. 

15. Construct an angle whose tangent is fl, and find its sine and cosine. 

10. Construct an angle whose secant is and find its sine, cosine, and tangent. 

17. Constract an angle whose cosine is |f» and find its sine and tangent. 

18. Construct an angle whose tangent is ani find its cosine and sine. 

19. Construct an angle whose cotangent is and find its sine and cosine. 

20. If tan f = find sin ^ and cos 

21. If j:* +/^ + s® = and cos ^ find sin i and tan I in terms cf x, j, and * 



CHAPTER III 

SOLUTION OF TRIANGLES 

22. A triangle may be considered as made up of three sides and three 
angles. These are called the six parts of the triangle. When any three 

of the six parts are given, one given part being 
a side, the triangle can be constructed and the 
remaining parts found. The process of finding 
the remaining parts when three are given is 
sometimes spoken of as solving the triangle- 

We use A, B, C to denote the angles of the 
triangle ABC, and c to denote the sides 
opposite to the angles denoted by the correspond¬ 
ing letters ; thus a denotes the side BC opposite 
to the angle A. 

23. Solution, of Right-angled Triangles.—If it is known that one of 
the angles, C, is a right angle, this part of the triangle is known, and we 
require to know two other parts, one of which must be a side, in order to 

solve the triangle. 
I. Let one of the angles, and one of the 

sides containing the right angle, be given as 
A, a. 

Then we have 

A 4“ B 4“ C = i8o^, and C = 90° 
A + B = 90°, and B = 90® - A 

Thus B is determined. 

b 
Also L = cot A, and 

a 
^ ^ cot A 

Thus b is determined. 

a 
To find c we have - = sin A, and c — 

c * sin A’ 
j and c is determined. 

Example.—Ld a = 27 ft., B = 54®. Solve the triangle. 

We have A 4- B = 90® ,* A = 90° — B = 36° 

I = tan B ; ^ = a tan B = 27 tan 54° = 27 X 1*376 = 3*715 ft 

Also-=smA; ^ 

A = 36°, b = 3-715 ft., c = 4-59 ft. 

The student should draw the triangle ABC to scale from the given data, and find 
the values of b, and A by measurement. 
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II. Let one of the angles and the hypotenuse be given as A, c 
Then, as before, B = 90° — A. 

= cos A h — c cos A 

- = sin A a = c sin A 
c 

Thus B, by and a are determined. 

Example.—Let ^ = 3-4 fit., B = 29°. Sohfe the triangle, 

Wc have A = 90° — B = 61® 
a = f cos B = ^ cos 29® = 3*4 x 0*8746 = 2*975 
^ sin B = r sin 29® = 3*4 X 0*4848 = 1*649 fL 

A = 61®, a = 2*975 f^*» ^ = 1*649 ft. 

The student should verify these results by construction and measurement. 

III. Let the two sides containing the right angle be given as a, b. 

Then tan A = “ 

B = 90® - A 

- = sm A, and c — ^ 
c sm A 

or r: = 

Thus A, B, and c are determined. 

Example.—Let a = 3*4 ft.^ b=. 2*6 ft. Solve the triangle, 

^ ~ ~ 52‘S° 

^ = 52 5°; B = 90° - 52-5° = 37-50 

£ = ^tar 4- 3* = a/3'4® + 2*6^ = 4*28 ft. 
.*. A = 52*5®, B = 37*5®, ^ = 4*28 ft. 

Verify by construction and measurement. 

IV. Let the hypotenuse and one other side be given as c, a. 

Then sin A = — 
c 

B = 90® - A 

~ = sin B b — c sin B 

or + ^ = b = 

Thus A, B, and b are determined. 

Example.—Let e = j^’^ft.^ h = 2*6 ft. Solve the triangle. 

We have sin B = - = ^ = 0*4815 sin 28*8®, and B = 2$*8® 
5 4 

^ = 90^ - 2S*$® = 61*2® 

a = = a/29'i6 — 6*76 = 4*73 ft. 

B = 28*8®, A = 61*2°, a = 4*73 ft 

Verify by construction and measurement 
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Examples.—XI. 

ABC is a triangle having a right angle at C. Solve the triangle, having given the 
following data. In each case verify your result by construction and measurement. 

1. A = 32®; ^ = 1*7 ft. 
3. B = 49® ; = 2*7 ft. 
5, ^ = 55 ins.; c = 167 ins. 

2. A=: 56^ i^=3-8ft. 
4. 3 = 3*4 ins. ; a = 2‘y ins. 
0. a = 32 ins.; f = 98 ins. 

24, The Sides of a Triangle are Proportional to the Sines of the 
Opposite Angles. 

In the triangle ABC draw AN perpendicular to BC or BC produced 
Then in both figures 

sin B = 
m 

sin C = 
AN 

AN 

. j. * sin B ^ ^ 
dividing we get ^ = —r = -- 

® ® sin C AN c 

h 

Similarly, by dropping a perpendicular from B on AC, we may prove 
that 

sin C _ £_ 

sin A a 

, . , sin A a 
and similarly —= = r 

sin D 0 

Thus the sides of a triangle are proportional to the sines of the opposite 
angles ; or 

a b 
-- =C -- 

sin A sin B 

c 

sin C (I) 

Example.—To verify the formula /. numerically. 

Let b = 2y <: = 3. With any point A as centre, describe two circles of radii 
3 and 2. Draw any straight line DE to cut the circles in B and C respectively. 
Join AB and AC. 

Measure the angles at B and C, and calculate the ratio Compare this 

. , , .32 
with the ratio - = -• 

^ 3 
Then draw the straight line DE in another position, so that it still cuts the two 

circlCsS. Find as before, and compare with the ratio -- 
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In an actnai case it was found 

B = 34°; C = 56-4® 

• ^ = si” 34° _ o‘Si?2 _ 
sin, C sin 56*4° o*%29 * 

while -^ = I = 0*666 . . , 

Similarly, by drawing DE in otker positions, so that B and C arc on the re¬ 

ts always equal to - witHn the limits of experimental error in drawings 

This formula may be used in the following cases of solution of triangles. 

25. L Given two angles and a side as B, C. k 

Since A + B -f C = 180®, A = 180® — B + C, and is determined. 
We now know all three angles. 
To find c we have 

£ — 5HL? . _ A 
^ ~ sin B • * ^ ” ^sin B 

and can be calculated, since all quantities on the right-hand side of this 
equation are known. 

To find a have 

^ stn A ^ ___ ^ sin A 

3 sin B * * ^ sin B 

We have now expressed A, r, and a, in terms of known quantities. 

Example.—In tk£ tnangU ABC given, B = 49®, C = 63®, & = 36*3. Fimi A, 
r, ^nd a. 

In this and subsequent examples the logarithmic working has been shown ia full, 
as an example to the student of how his work should be set down. 

Since A + B 4- C = 180® 
A = x8o® - (B + O) = i8cP - + 63®) = 68" 
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To find a we liave 

a _ sin A . 
b sin B ^ 

^ ^ sin A _ 36*3 sin 68” _ 36*3 x 0*9273 

~ sin B sin 49® 0*7547 

log 36*3 = i'S599 
log 0*9272 = 1*9672 

^ j*527i 
log 0*7547 = 1*8778 

log a = 1*6493 = log 44*6<i 
.% a = 44*6 

To find £ we have 

^:__sinC . 36*3 sin 63*^ _ 36*3 X 0*8910 

b sin B " * ^ sin B sin 49® 07547 

log 3^*3 = 1*5599 
log 0*8910 = 1*9499 

1*5098 

log 0*7547 = 1*8778 

log c = 1*6320 = log 42*85 

.% c = 42*85 

Thus the required values are 

A = 68°, c = 42*85, a = 44*6 

The student should construct the triangle from the given values, and find the 
values of a and b by measurement. 

The percentage error of the measured as compared with the calculated value 
should be found and stated. 

26. II. Given two sides and the angle opposite one of them, as 3, <r, B. 
Draw AB equal to the given value of c, 

^ Make the angle ABC equal to B. With 
centre A and radius equal to the given 

/ ^\h value of b describe a circle. This will in 
^ general cut BC in two points, C, Ch 

% C/ \c ^ these points are both 
.-.on the same side of B. Join AC, ACh 

Thus there are two possible triangles, 
ABC, ABC^, having the given values of 

<r, and B. 
If h is greater than only one of the points of intersection, C, is on the 

same side of B as the given angle ABC. 
In this case there is only one triangle satisfying the given conditions. 
If the circle of radius b touches BC the two triangles ABC and ABC^ 

coincide, and we have a right-angled triangle ABC. 
If we find that b is shorter than the perpendicular from A to BC, the 

circle will not reach the line BC, and there is no possible triangle having 
the given values of and B. 

Whenever two sides and the angle opposite one of them are given,^ the 
student should first draw the figure to scale ; he will then see what solutions 
to look for. 

To solve the triangle by calculation we proceed as follows :— 

sin C = 
c sin B 
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Since c, 3, and sin B are known, this gives sin C. Since angles in both 
the first and second quadrants have their sines positive, this value of sin C 
may correspond to either of two values of C, one the acute angle ACB, and 
the other its supplement, AC^B. 

in Fig. 20, for example, we should find from the tables the value of ACB 
corresponding to the value of sin C, but the^ angle AC^B, which is the 
supplement of ACB, has the same sign, and is a possible solution. The 
figure will always show what values to take. 

Taking first the acute angle ACB as the value of C, we now have 

A = 180® - (B + C) 

The side BC may now be found from the formula 

sin A , _ 3 sin A 

1 ^ sm^ sin B 

We have now found all the parts of the triangle ABO. 
Similarly, taking the obtuse angle AC^B as the value of C, we may solve 

the triangle AC^B. 

Example, (i).—In tk€ triangk ABO, given (5* = 5‘63i8 — 473^9 B = 47^? 
findO, 

By construction we find that there is only one possible solution* 

sm C 
We have -r—s 

sin B 

sin C 

log 4*732 
log 07314 

log 5*631 

h 
c sin B _ 4732 X 07314 

b 5-631 
o]675i 
1*8641 

0*5392 
0*7506 

log sin C 

sin C = 0*6146 
sin 37® = 0*6018 

178S6 = log 0*6146 

sin 3S® = 0*615? 
sin 37® = o'6oiS 

difference = 0*0128 difference for 1® =: 0*0139 

C = (37 -f Hi)° = 37-9* 

Veri^ by construcuon and measurement. 

52i.6 
o’O 
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Example [a),—Given a = 25*2,= 31*6, A = 2^^ find B and O. 

By construction we see that there are two possible solutions. 

W e have 

sin B = 

sin B _ ^ 

sin A a 

b sin A _ 31*6 X 0*3907 

a 25*2 

log 31-6 = I-+997 
logo-3907 = 159x9 

I *0916 
log 25*2 = 1*4014 

log sin B = 1*6902 = log o*49CX) 
sin B = 0*4900 = sin 29*3® 

and B = 29*3'^ 

This is the angle CBA=CB^Bin the figure, 

CB'A = 180° - CB'B = iSo® - 29*3® =: 150-7® 

and the possible values of B are 29*3® and 150*7°. 

If B = 29'3° C = 180° - (A + B) = 127*7° = ACB 
If B = 150*7°, C = 180° - (A 4 B) = 6*3® = ACB' 

Compare these results with the values found by construction and measuremcnl. 

Examples.—XII. 

Solve the triangle ABC completely when the following data are given >— 

1. A = 28®, B = 35° f=:6. a. A =58°, B = 73° ^=3*42. 

3. A = 75®, B = 43°, b = 5462 yds. 4. A = §5®, B = 42° a = 4*65, 

Given— 

5. ^ = 5-631, r = 4*732, B =r 47®, find C. 

3. c = 351 ft, b = 432 ft., B = 39°, find A and C. 

7. a = 125*2, b = 131*6, A = 23®, find B and C. 

S. a = 29*1, b = 30*2, A = 26®, find B and C. 

9. a = 12*2, b = 16*1, A = 39°, find B and C. 

10. a = 3*471, b = 2*689, -A = 21®, find B, C, and c. 
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11. a = 3'2i, b = 2*65, B = 31®, find A, C, and c. 
12. a = 256 ft., A = 64®, B = 31®, find b and c, 
IS. ^ = 3, ^ = 4, A = 32°, find B, C, and r. 

Solve the triangles in which 

14. a = 2*561, £ = 3*261, A = 41®, 
15. A = 120®, C = 29®, b = 252 yds. 
1@. ^ = 35*6, b = 47*2, B = 55®. 

Given— 

17. a = 2*71, c = 3*75, C = 64®, find b and A. 
18. a = Ti, b =z 3*4, A = 32®, find B and O- 
10. b = 4*6i, £ = 3*74, C = 41®, find A and B. 

27. = a® -f ^ — 2ab cos C. 
In the triangle-ABC let two sides a and and the angle C between them, 

be given. To find the remaining side 
Draw BN perpendicular to AC. 
I. Let the angles A and C be acute. 
Then, since BNA is a right angle, 

AB2 = BN^ + NA^ = BN^ + (AC - CN)^ 
= BN^ + CN2 + AC^ - 2AC . CN 

= BC^ + AC2 - 2AC . CN C 

But AB = c ] BC ~ j AC = b Fig. 23. 

and 
OH 

BC 
cos C ; CN = a cos C 

substituting + b^ - zab cos C (il.) 

II. Let the angle C be obtuse. 

AB2 = BN2 + AN^ = BN2 4- (AC + CHf 

= BC^ +AC2 + 2AC.CN 
But CN = a cos BCN = a cos (180® — C) = cos C (§ 19}. 

substituting r® = 4- _ 2ab cos C 

A simpler proof of this formula will be given in Chapter XXL, on 
Vector Algebra. Similarly, we may prove that 

= P + — zhc cos A 

and 4- ^2^ — 'ica cos B 

If the three sides of a triangle are given, we may use these formulae to 
find the angles ; £.g. from I. we have 

^2 4- ^ ~ r* 
cos C = 

2ab 
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Example {i).—Given a = 3'4i2, b = 2735, ^ 

=z b~ — 2ab cos C 

= (3-412)- + (2*735)" - 2 X 3*412 X 2-735 x 0*5736 

log 3-412 = 0-5331 
2 

log 2*735 = 0-4370 

log (3*412)" = 1*0662 = log 11*65 log (2*735)2 = 0*8740 = log 7-482 

log 3-412 = 0*5331 

log 2-735 = 0*4370 
log 2 X 0*5736 = log 1*1472 = 0-0596 

log 2^z3cOS O = 1*0297 = log XO-71 
= 11*65 4- 7*482 — 10*71 = 8*422 

c = V8*422 
log 8-422 = 0-9254 

log V8’422 = 0*4627 = log 2'902 
/. C = 2*902 

Compare this with the value obtained by construction and measureinent. 

Example (2),—Given a = 10, 3 = 5, = 5*86, find the. angles. 

We have IF ■— 2ab cos C 
^2 + 3* - ^2 io2 ^ 

cos C =--7-=---^- 
2.ab 2.10.5 

100 + 25 — 34*34 _ 
---0-9066 = cos 250 

C = 25® 

To find B when C has been found, it is better to use the sine formula I., as it is 
more suitable for calculation with logarithms. 

sin B _ 3 
We nave —^- 

sm C c 

. sin B - = 5 X 0-42^6 
' * f 5-86 

2*1130 ^ r . 
= = 0*3606 = Sin 21*1® 

B =21*1° 

A = x8o® - (B -f C) = 180® - 46*i«» = 133*90 

.*. the required angles are 

A = 133-9°, B = 21-1°, C = 25° 

Compare with the values obtained by construction and measurement, and find the 
percentage errors. 

Note that the error of the graphic method is often considerable with small angles, 
especially with angles less than 30®. 

Examples.—XIII. 

1. a = 3*2, b = 4*31, C = 56® ; find e. 
2. 0=3, ^ = 5) C = 42® ; find c, A, and B, 
8. a = 1*3, ^ = 4*5, C = X57*5 ; find A and 
4. a = 3*412, b = 2*735, C = 55® ; find r. 
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2"795. ^ = 374"N 0 = 7!®; fad t% 
4*356^ 5 = 6"23I, C = 42® ; find r. 
5'ti34, £ = 27iS, B = 69® ; find 5. 
34^" I ft, c = 200 ft,, A = 60® ; fad a, 
2*31, r = 4*32, A = 37® ; find a, 
5*62, 3 = 371, C = c>5® ; find r. 
322 yds,, r = 254 yds., A = 53®; find a, 
331 yds,, £ = 567 yds., A = 70® ; find 
5, 3"= 4, C = 59® ? fad B and A. 
3*6, ^ = 2*5, r = 4*9 ; find the angles, 

^ = 7, r = 9 ; find A, 
51 yds,, ^ = 62 yds., C = 72° ; fad £. 
2, ^ = 3, c = 4 ? fad the angles. 
5*32, 3 =: 3*74, t- = 4*36 I fad the angles. 
31 ft., ^ = 42 ft,, C = 62® ; fad r. 

28, Area of a Triangle,—To find tlie area of a triangle in terms of any 
two sides and the angle between them. 

Let a, and C be given. g 
Draw BN perpendicular to AC, 4s. 

Then = sin C, and BN = a sin C* I 

Area of triangle = 4 i,base x height) / ' „ x. 
=r|,^.BN ^ 
= . a sin C = I sin C 

Fig, 25. 

Similarly it can be proved that 

Area of triangle = sin A = |t‘€i sin B 
_ || ^product of tw*o sides into sine of 

1 angle between them) , . - . (IIL) 

Example,—/« irian^k ABC, a = 22*3 i«x., B = 35*6 C = 49®, 

find ikt area. 

Area = |i23 sin C = | X 22*3 x 35*6 sin 49® 
= iris X 35*6 X 0*7547 

log 1115 = 1*0472 
Lg 35 = £’55^4 

log 07547 = 1*8778 

log (laB sin C) = 2*4764 = log 299*5 

A Area = 299*5 sqaare inches 

29. Given three sides of a triangle, to find its area. 

Wc have area = ^ oB sin C 

a^ + p , 
The relation cos C =--gives cos C m terms of the sides. 

From this w-e find sin C = — cos^C, and substitute in the formula for 
the area. 

Example.-—7> Jind the area §f a frian^k wkose sides tf, A and € art 4, 3, and 
2 ins. in length resp^cimtly, 

D 
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cos C = 
^ — 16-1-9—4 — \ 

2ab 24 

sin C = //i — cos* C = Vi ■“ H 0*4%! 

/. area = \ab sin C 
= 1.4.3.0*4841 = 2*9046 sq. 

Verify by construction and measurement. 

It may also be proved that the area of a triang-le is equal to 

^sis — a){s - h){s — c) 

where s = 
« 4“ <5 4- ^ 

We shall here show that this formula is equivalent to the preceding. 

- ^j:4-^4"^^ b 4- c a 
We have s ^ a --- — -- 

, - £+ a -- b a -V b c 
similarly s ■-o ^^j — r =-- 

fjs{s - a)<^s-b)(s = iV(^4-^4-^Xa4'^--i^X^“^4'^r)(---fl:4-H^) 

= 4- 2^2 4- 2(Z^b^ ^l^y 

multiplying out 

= - ia^ 4- 4- 4- - 2d'^c^-~'zc^a^) 

= I - (- 
4- ^2 _ ^?.v2 

= V1 ■“ cos^ C = 1^2/5 sin C 

= area of triangle ABC, as already proved 

Example.—In the example, p. 33, we have 

az:: 4, b = Zy c = 2 

j—tf = o*5;r--^ = I*5; s 2'^ 

area = a/sis — a)is — b)is — e) 

= V4'5 X o'S X I'S X 2'5 

= W9X5X3Xi = |.yits = 2-9046 

which agrees with the value found in the above example. 

Examples. —XIV. 

Find the area of the triangle ABC, when the following data are given:— 

1- a = 3572 ft, b = 4621 ft., C = 59° 
2. = 2784 ft, b = 3685 ft., C = 82^. 
5. r = 31*6 ft., a = 21*25 ft., B = 16®. 
4. ^ = 331 yds., ^ = 567 yds., A =76^. 
6. ^ = 582^, -^ = 343 ft., C = 65°. 
6. /j = 51 yds., ^ = 62 yds., C = 72®. 
7. = 5 ft., ^ = 7 ft, f = 9 ft. 
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9, a = 3*5 ft., b = 2*7 ft., c = 4*3 ft. 
9. ^ = 2*5 ft., 3 =: 3*8 ft., € = 2*3 ft. ; find B and the area. 

10. a — 4*32 ft., b = 6*71 ft., € = 9*32 ft. ; find C and the area. 
11. « = I ft., ^ = 3 ft., c = 2'5 ft. ; find the three angles and the area. 
12. = 5 ft., ^ = 6 ft., ^ = 7 ft. ; find A and the area. 
13. Prcjve the relation 

sin A _ sin B _ sin C 
a b c 

by means of the formula TIL, for the area of a triangle. 

30. Miscellaneous Problems on Solution of Triangles. 
Definition.—The elevation of an object which is higher than the 

eye of the observer, is the inclination to the horizontal of the straight 
line joining the eye of the observer to the object. 

If we suppose a telescope to be first horizontal, and then to be turned in 
a vertical plane till the top of a hill can be seen through it, the angle through 
which it is turned is the elevation of the top of the hill. 

The depression of an object which is lower than the eye of tho 
observer is the inclination to the horizontal of the straight line 
joining the eye of the observer to the object. 

If a telescope is placed in a horizontal position on the top of a hill and 
then turned downwards in a vertical plane till some object below can be 
seen through it, the angle through which the telescope is turned is the 
depression of that object. 

Example (i).—A and B are two points in the same ho^dzontal plane^ and in the 
same straight line^ with the foot of a tower^ CD. From B the elevaiio7i (f the top C of 
the tower is 23® ; from A it is yf. AB = 507?. Fmd the height of the tower and its 
distance from A. 

Let the height, CD, of the tower be and let 
AD = x. 

AD X 
Then qq ^^C = cot 39® = 1*2349 

DC " "" " cot DBC=cot 23°=2-35S9 

subtracting, 5^ = i'i2io 
ft 

t. ^ JO. 
I*12 id 

= 44*6 ft. 
X- hy. 1*2349 = 55*1 ft. 

7. height of tower = 44*6 ft. Distance from A =: 55*1 ft. 

In problems on the solution of triangles, the student should, whenever possible, 
verify his results by construclicm to scale. 

Example {z).--F^om the deck of a ship the elevation of the top of a momitnin is 
46®, and from the masthead it is 44®. 'Fhe mast is 120 ft. high. Find the height of the 
mountain above the deck. 

In the figure, AB is the mast; E is the top of the mountain; D is a point at the 

level of the deck vertically under E. 

C 
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Let ED =//, AD = 

We have ^ = tan 46® = 1*0355 

Jh I 20 , Q ^ 
—--= tan 44° = 0-9657 

subtracting, — = 0*0698 

X 
120 

0*0698 

h X tan 46® = Soft. 
0*0698 * 

Example (3).—7'he area of the cross-section of a rectangular prism is 92*30 
sq. ms. What is the area of a section making an 
angle of 25® •with the cross-section I 

(Board of Education Examination, 1904.) 

Let A BCD be the cross-section, ABEF the 
section whose area is required. 

Then 
area ABEF ^ AB. BE ^ BE ^ 

area ABCD AB.BC BC' cos EBC 

Fig. 27«. 

.% area ABEF = = ^^-^ = ioi*8sq.ins, 
cos 25® 0*9063 ^ 

In a similar way it may be shown that, for a prism 
of any shape. 

area of cross-section , , , • , . . 
-— =: cos (angle between A and cross-section) 

area of any section A ** ' 

Examples.—XV. 

1. A ladder, 35 ft. long, is resting against a wall. The foot of the ladder is 
found by measurement to be 6 ft. 3 ins. from the wall. What is the height of the 
top of the ladder above the ground ? 

2- A vertical cliff is 452 ft. high. From the top of the cliff the depression of a 
boat at sea is 18®. What is the distance of the boat from the foot of the cliff? 

8. From a boat 1250 ft. from the base of a vertical cliff, the elevation of the top 
of a cliff is observed to be 15®. Find the height of the cliff. 

4. The shadow of a tree is 37 ft. long when the elevation of the sun is 39®. 
What is the height of the tree? 

5. From a point A the elevation of the top of a chimney is 27®. From B it is 
14®. BA = 120 ft., and is horizontal, in the same straight line with the foot of the 
chimney. Find the height of the chimney. 

6. From a point A on the bank of a river, a post further down the stream on the 
opposite side is seen in a direction making an angle of 58° with the bank. From a 
point B, 72 ft. up the stream, the post is seen in a direction making an angle of 35® 
with the bank. The banks are straight and parallel. Find the width of the river. 

7. From the lower windows of a building, which are 15 ft. above the ground, the 
elevation of a balloon is 56®; from an upper window, 92 ft. above the first, the 
elevation is 48®. What is the height of the balloon above the ground ? 

8. Observations to find the height of a mountain are taken at two points, A and 
B, 3521 ft. apart, at the same level, and in the same vertical plane with the top; the 
elevation of the top at A is 54®, and at B 37®. Find the height of the mountain. 

9. From a milestone on a straight road going from E. to W., a distant church 
tower is seen in a direction lo® W. of N. From the next milestone it is seen in a 
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direction 15® E. of N. Find the shortc-:;! disfanc** fiorn tlu* rluirdi to the road, aLiul 
the distance from the church to the mileatnur. 

10. There is a district in wliich the Mitfare of llir f’^round wi.iy hr rrj^.udrfl ir. a 
sloping plane ; its actual area is sq. mile*;. It r. slu-wii <»ii thr in;i,|? as an arr.i 
of 2*875 sq. miles. At what angle is it incliiKnl to tlie hcni/.oistal / 

(Board of IsdiHsititui Mxariiiaation, 1^1^14.) 

81. Example (i).—Frvm a frnf A, a hmu ap/ftnrt /e he ir, n/ M. 
From the next telegraph post B, the imue appears to be 20® U^, of As // the hm BA 
iS 88 yds. long in a direction 10® PV. 0/ find the distance 0/ 
the house from A. 

N N 
Let C be the position of the hou%. Wr require to find AC. ' 
In the triangle ABC we have the side AB eipial fo K8 yds. ; 

We shall find the angles ACB and CBA, and then wdve thr ^ ' 
triangle by the formula (I), p. 26. 

We have ABC = 20® ■— 10® = 10® \ k A 
CAB r= 1550 \ ; 

BCA 180® ~ CAB - ADC \ 
=: iSo" -■ 155" - J./ if \ ■ . 

CA ^ .sin ABC :,in n/' \ : 

AB sin BCA liii 15'’ ^ 

• CA *“ ~ ^ o* 17*^6 ^ 
sin 15''^ cr.».5hK \ 

log 88 - 1-9445 \ ^ ;■ 
log 0*1736 = 1*2395 ^ 

1*1840 

log 0*2588 = 1*4130 \ 
% 

log AC = 1*7710 = log 59'oa 

.% AC = 59*02 yds. 

Example (2).”-’ At a point C the eIe?fafion of the to/ of a ttnorf is ^1'^, 
D on the side of a hiif in the same ore fie a i flapie a? G and 
the tower, the elevation of the top is 72®. t'he dope 0/ the ^ 
hill from C through D to the foot of the tower it 2 P to f. - 
the horizontat, and the distance CD /j 52 //. bind the | 
height of the tower, , 

I^t AB be thcj tower of height k. \ ^ 
Then the angle CAB =" 90® -» 51® ~ 39^ \ ’% 

the angle DAB ~ 90® — 72® - iS” \ 

/!/ #1 fo$fii 

CE 
h 

_ sin CAB 
sin BCA 

_ «;in 39® ^ 
sin 31® ^ 

CB : 
h '.in >/p 

wii 31" 
DB _ sin DAB _ sin iK® ^ 

A DB ■ 
li sin 

h sin BDA sin 52'' ^ %iu 52'’' 

But w€ have CB — DB CD 

0*6293 

0*5150 0*7880 
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log 0*6293 —£*7989 log 0*3090 = 1*4900 

log 0*5150 = 1*7118 log 0*7880 = 1*8965 

i’*5935 
log 0*3922 

0*8298 

log 52 = £7160 

log 0*8298 = 1*9190 

log ^ = 1*7970 = log 62*66 

•*. h =62*66 ft. 

2 kill is observed from two j>oints A ajid B, 2150 ft, 
apart. The elevaiion of P at Pk iz 30°. The 
angles PAB and PBA are 71® and 62° re¬ 
spectively. Find the height of the hill above the 
level of A. 

In the triangle APB we have given two 
angles and the base AB ; by the sine formula 
we can find the side AP ; frona this and the 
angle PAN we find the height PN = h. 

14 The angle APB = 180° — 71® —. 62°= 47°. 
In the triangle APB 

^ sin PBA 

AB Im APB 

AP = X sin 62^ 
sin APB sin 47° 

sin PAN = sin 30° 

A = AP sin 30“ = !f5p-sm62° . sm 30° 
sin 47° 

= ^^50 X 0*8829 X 0*5 _ 2150 X 0*4411; 

07314 07314 
log 2150 = 3*3324 

log 0*4415 = 1*6449 

2*9773 
log 0*7314 = 1*8641 

log = 3*1132 = log 1298 

h = 1298 ft. 

Example {i),—The top P of 

P 

B 
Fig. 30. 

Also in the triangle APN 

h 
AP “ 

0*0871 

= log I *2220 

0*3922 

Examples.—XVL 

in a direction W nf Q i* t next milestone the tower is seen 

milestone, and the shortest distance betnreen 

height, milestone S 1“ find it. 

a. A tower. PQ, stands on a hill which is inclined to the horisontal at on angle 
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of 16’'. A! !wu A aiid B« f>fi th<* '.iflc of the hil], aiul in the same vertical 
pi oif- a. in* t‘*p * f its* ffraf'r. fie* rlevitiou. of tlie top of the* tower are 65''’ an-l 79*^. 
AB 12,1 *1. I ijel file IiMehl rnwer. 

3. A tree on tin: fop ot a ihil whicJi has a iiniforin .slope of (/* to the 
lioiiiofilal. Af point', A an<l B on tlM* hill, in the same veitieal plane as the tree» 
fh<" rievafioiri of the te«p of the tree are found tu l)e 62'’^ and y2^ respeclively. 
AB t ft. Find tt’e lir-i dii of the tree. 

4. oitiorK lo tin I the heipl^t of a mountain arc taken at two stations, A and 
B, 3^21 ft. aparl. d'he rlrvafion of the top P at A is 54^. The angles PAB and 
PBA arc ' and 41'' le- |jec:!ive!y. Find the height of the mountain. 

5. Find tisr hrighi in a simihir case to that of the last example, when AB 
72;;i ft., elevaiitm ol P a! A i. 43", PAB ' 35% PBA 't 4pA 

kind flir hriglit when AB 4635 ft., elevation of P at A is 38*^, PAB = 65% 
PBA 82* ^ 

1. Mud the Iripjit wliru AB 5321 ft., elevation of P at A is 45^, PAB == 67% 
PBA 7/^ 

S. kind tlir lirighl when AB 1321 ft., elevation of P at A is 46^, PAB — 61®, 
PBA 7C 

a. In a itfve-y it i» rrrp.iitrd tf> Continue a fitraight line, AB, past an obstacle ; a 
line, BD, ifKjysii,. Irjijg i. mra-.urrd at right angles to AB. Knun D the lines DP 
ai4«! DQ ar'- <41 o that BDP 4t>’*, BDQ • 5<r. Find the lertgths of DP and 
DQ, .M fh.iT PQ may be in the same straight line with AB. 

10. fdirve in.j.a.d K seen fr*ati Skiddaw in a direetitm ifPS. ofW., an<l from 
,Sriowfh.iii in a fliret.tjMit 46"’ . f»f X. If the di’.fanee in a str.aight line from Skiddaw 
lo SonWflMO in nd mj1r% in a diffction iH"' W. of S., hud the dhdance from Skiddaw 
tfjf Mirve liosiard, and fr^m Snowdon to Slieve I k)nar<l. 

1 L A tsiAr bar AB i. measured in a din-etion N, to S., and found to be 12$ yds. 
long. A « dsueh foiv»*r appears in a diref.ti(»ri (xT W. of S. from A, and 70^ W. of 
N. ffojo B. Fuid die «li .fam e *4 the ehureh tower from B. 

12. A r* a piridmad, L is a bgldliouse, AL in known to be 2*5 milcf4 in a direction 
due N, A stop ’-ails from A to C in a north-easterly direetinn. At C the lighthoui;e» 
appeals in a tlirecfiori 80'' W, of N. How far has the ship failed from A to C? 

13. A Les,a|7Mri;il -ffel bar niea-.urcs t ineh "‘acifr,, tlie flats.'’ Find the area 
of all «*br.rp'e *d the bar by a plane making an angle of 70'* with its length. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE ADDITION FORMULM 

32. Sine of tke Sum of Two Angles.—It is a common mistake of beginners 
to think that the sine of the sum of two angles is equal to the sum of their 
sines. It is, of course, obvious from the geometrical definition of a sine that 
this is not so. Also, taking a numerical example, we find from the tables 
that 

sin 10° = 0*1736, sin 30° = 0*5000 
/. sin 10° + sin 30° = o 6736, while sin 40° = 0*6428 

We require then to find an expression for sin (A +• B) when the 
trigonometrical ratios of A and B are given. 

33. To prove that sin (A 4- B) = sin A eos B + cos A sin B. 
Let A and B be any acute angles. 
Construct the angles ROP and ROQ 

equal to A and B respectively on opposite 
sides of the straight line OR. 

Draw PRQ perpendicular to OR. 
Let OP = 7^, OR = r, OQ = q. 

Then A OPQ = A OPR + A ORQ 
sin (A 4- B) = ^ sin A Hh J rq sin B 

sin (A 4* B) = —sin A + ^sin B 
. ^ P . 

= sin A cos B 4- cos A sin B (i) 

Q R, P 
Fig. 3r. 

34. To prove that sin (A — B) = sin A cos B — cos A sin B. 
Let A and B be acute angles, A being 

R Q P 
Fig. 32- 

greater than B. Construct the angles ROP 
and ROQ equal to A and B respectively on 
the same side of the straight line OR. 

Draw PQR perpendicular to OR. 
Let OP = OQ = q, OR = n 

Then A OPQ = A OPR - A OQR 
^pq sin (A — B) = i sin A - J qr sin B 

sin (A — B) = - sin A —^sin B 
I P 

= sin A cos B - cos A sin B (2) 

8&. cos (A + B) = 008 A cos B — sta A sin. B.(3^ 
cos (A — B) = 008 A COB B + sin A sin. B.(4) 
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Let Aaii4 B be anjtr Then the complement of A will also be 
ariite, and in the foffuiil;!* fur siii (A L B) we may write the complement 

— A) in .tc;id «»f A. We get 

- A -f- B) - sin ~ A) cos B + cos (90*^ - A) sin B 
,*, sin f — (A ~ B 1) cos A cm B 4* sin A sin B 

that is, cos (A ~ Bj - cos A ms 8 + sin A sin B 

since any trigononictriral ratio of an angle is equal to the co-ratio of its 
complement. Similarly 

sin — A - B) = sin ((ff — A) cos B - cos (90*’ — A) sin B 
that isj con (A 4 B) = cos A cor* B - sin A sin B 

Note tliat ilifse founiila^ have not yet been proved for any values of the 
angles A and B, biit only for the case when the angles A and B are acute. 
A genera! prtKif for any values af A and B will be given in Chapter XXL, 
j>n Vector Algebra. 

LXAMi't>E, /# vrr/fy ihf formu'u Jm nn (A — B) for iht cast ivKcfi A = 83®, 
B ' h’ CiWifuittfion/n»oi ihf LiU^u 

dn |A ■— B) — sin A cus B — cos A sin B 

VVhrn A ' ^3'^ B 3?/', ihr* Lrcoiucg 

sill 44 sin Kf ’ cu% 39'^ — cos 83'' sin 39'^ 
- oo)C|;»5 X 07771 «- o'i2i9 X o'fiapj 

0*771 J — 0*0767 ■“ 0*6946 

lug 0*9925 .« I '99^7 log 0*12 r9 = i *0860 

lug 0*7771 rr 1*890$ log 0*6293 “ *'7989 

lug 0*7713 10^0*0767 2*81^49 

Fruiii ibr faldcr^ wr find dn 44*^ " 0*6947. 

m Tmi (A 4 87 - 
tfiii A + tan B 

I — tan A tan B* 

We have. 

tan TA + B) 
dn (A 4 B) 
rns (A 4 B) 

sin A c.r»s B 4 cos A sin B 
cos A «OS 8 ~ 5iin A sin B 

Dividing the nuaicraior am! denominator of this fraction hy con A cos B, 
wft gel 

tan fA 

sin A sin B 
ffisA cos 8 

. Ji'i'n B 
cos A B 

tan A -L fan B 
f - tan A tan & 

• - (5) 
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Similarly tan (A — B) = — ~^^ 
^ ^ cos (A - B) 

= sin A cos B - cos_A sin B 

cos A cos B 4- sin A sin B 

sin A __ sin B 

— A cos B 
, , sin A sin. B I +•-^ ,- 

cos A cos B 

tan A — tan B 

I +■ tan A tan B 
. (6) 

37. The following examples are important in the study of oscillations 
in mechanics:— 

Example (i).—Le^ x — a sinpt 4- h cospt for any value of i where hy andp an 
constant numbers ; show that this is the same as IK sin {pi 4' f) if the vahies of A 
and g are properly chosen. 

(Board of Education Examination, 1901,) 

We have A sin {pi -f- ^) = A cos ^ sin pt 4- sin g cos pi. 

To make this the same as a sin pt 4- h cos pi for any value of /, we must choose A 
and^, so that 

To calculate A and y we 

A cosg = a; Asin^=ii 

Construct a right-angled triangle whose base is a and* 
height b. 

Let its hypotenuse be equal to A, and the angle at the 
base be equal to g. Then, evidently 

a = A cos ^ = A sin ^ 

Therefore A and g have been chosen to satisfy 
the condition (i), and, with these values of A and g, 
a sin pt 4-b cos pt is the same as A sin [pt -j- g) for ,any 
value of t, 
have 

A •= fj cd' -h 5 tan ^ = - 
a 

Example (2).—To express jr = 3 sin Ap 4r*t cos ep hi the form A sin (4/* 4 g). 

Similarly, if 

We have A = V9 4- 49 = 7*6x6 
tan ^ J = tan 66*8° 

.*. g = 66’8® = T166 radians 
A X = 7'6i6 sin {4if 4 ri66) 

;r = 3 sin 4^ — 7 cos 4 
we have A = 7'6i6 ; tan g* = — J = — tan 66”8® 

/. if wc take the numerically smallest angle which has its tangent equal to 
- hg'- - i'i66 

and X = 7*6i6 sin (4/ — 1*166) 

The reason for expressing the angle {pi 4 g) in radians will appear at a later stage. 
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Exa.m:ples.~-XYII. 

The student should work througli the following examples in verification, in order 
to fix the formulae of this clicipter in his memory, and also to gain a knowledge of the 
degree of accuracy attainable in working with four-figure tables. 

1. Verify from the tables the formula for sin (A -f B) and sin (A — B), when 
A = 6o°, B = 30®. 

2. Verify the formula for cos {A -f- B) for the case when A =15®, B = 31®. 
3. Verify the formula for sin (A — B) for the case when A = 37° B = 34®. 
4. Verify the formula for cos (A -- B) for the case A = 42°, B = 43°. 
5. Verify the formula for tan (A -f B) when A = 12°, 8=15®, 
6. Given tan (A + B) = 2, tan A = 0*5 j find tan B. 
7. Given sin A = §, sin B = f; find sin (A + B). 

8. Given sin A = cos B = ; find sin (A +■ B) and cos (A -f B). Also 
construct the angles A, B, and A -f B ; measure their sines and cosines, and verify 
from the measured values. 

9. Given tan A = 3, tan B = ; find tan (A -h B). 

10. Given sin A = cos B = ; find cos (A -- B). 

11. Given cos A = | sin B = -Jt j find sin (A 4 B) and tan (A 4 B). 
12. Given sin A = |§, tan B ; find cos (A 4 B). 

13. Express 2 sin 2i^ 4 3 in the form A sin (2/4 s)) expressing the angle ^ 
in radians. 

14. Express 3 sin 2/ — 2 cos in the form A sin (2/ 4 /). 
16. Express 45 sin (2^^/) 4 28 cos (2x72/) in the form A sin (2irn/ + 

10. Express 35 sin ^ — 12 cos in the form A sin ( ~ 4 . 
P P \ P / 

17. Given tan (A — B) = 0*0893, and tan A =0*4^ find the angle B to the 
nearest degree. 

18. If tan 0 = find w,, having given that «t, = ^, tan 0 = J. 

38. To prove 

sin 2A = 2 sin A cos A 
cos 2A = cos'^ A -- sin^ A 

tan 2A = 
2 tan A 

1 — tan? A 

If in the equation 

sin (A 4 B) = sin A cos B 4 cos A sin B 

we put B = A, we get 

sin (A 4 A) = sin A cos A 4 cos A sin A 
or sin 2A = 2 sin A cos A. (7) 

If in the equation 

cos (A 4 B) = cos A cos B - sin A sin B 

we put B = A^ we get 

cos (A 4 A) = cos A cos A - sin A sin A 
or cos 2A = cos^ A - sin^ A . , , , ^ , (8) 

This gives cos 2A in terms of cos A and sin A, 
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To find cos 2A in terms of cos A only, we have 

sin^ A = I - cos^ A 
cos 2A = cos^ A — (i - cos^ A) = 2 cos^ A - I . . (9) 

To find cos 2A in terms of sin A, we have 

cos^ A = I — sin^ A 
cos 2A = (i - sin^ A) — sin’* A = i - 2 sin^ A „ . . (lo) 

If in the relation 

tan (A 4 B) = 
tan A 4 tan B 

I — tan Aj tan B 

we put B = A, we get 

tan 2A = 
2 tan A 

I — tan’’ A 00 

If in the relation 

cos 2A = 2 cos^ A — I = I — 2 sin’* A 

we write ^ for A, we get 

A . , A 
cos A = 2 COS^-1=1 — 2 siif^ - « ® ® , (12) 

2 2 

These equations enable us to find the cosine or sine of the half of an 
angle when the cosine of that angle is given. 

Example (i).—71? Jind the sine and conne of So®, having given the sine and cosine 

of 

sin 40® = 0*6428 ; cos 40° = 0*7660 
sin 80° = 2 sin 40® cos 40° = 2 X 0*6428 X 0*7660 = 0*9847 

From the tables sin 80® = 0*9848. 

cos 80° = 2 cos* 40® - I = 2(0*7660)* - I = 1*1735 - * = 0**735 

By the tables cos 80° = 0*1736. 

EXAMPLE (2J.- 

« . n. 2 tan 45® 2 
Un 90« = tan (2 X 45°) = , _ 450 = ? = “ 

which agrees with § 17. 

Examples.—XVIII. 

1. Calculate the values of the sine and cosine of 60® by the formulae of this 
paragraph, having given sin 30® = 0*500, cos 30® = 0*866. 

2. Calculate the values of the sine and cosine of 56®, having given sin 28® 
= 0*4695, cos 28° = 0*8829, and compare your results with the tables. 

3. Given cos A = 0*4, calculate cos 2A. 
4. Given cos A = 0*3, calculate sin 2A. 
6. Given sdn A = |, find sin 2A, cos 2A, tan 2A. Verify your result by con¬ 

structing the angles A and 2 A, and finding the sine and cosine of 2 A by measurement. 
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6. Given tan A ™ calculate tau 2A5 and verify by construction and 
measurement. 

7. Given tan A = 0’25, calculate tan 2A, 

8. Given sin 45® = calculate cos 90®. 

9. Given sin A = 0*85, calculate cos 2A and sin 2A, and verify by construction. 
10. Given sin A = |, calculate sin 2A, cos 2A, and tan 2A. 
11. Given cos A =07, find sin 2A and cos 2A. 
12. Express a cos (27r;//) -4- b cos {^.rni) in terms of cos {zttTtC). 
13. Given cos 66° = 0*4067, calculate cos 33°^ and sin 33® by formula (12), and 

compare with the tables. 
A 

14. If A is an acute angle, and cos A = 0*28, calculate cos — 

15. If A is an acute angle, and cos A = 0*68, calculate sin 

A A 
10. If sin A = and A is acute, calculate sin y and cos 

construction and measurement. 

and verify by 

39. To express the Sum or DifTeTonc© of two Sines or Cosines as 
a Product.—The following re.sults have been proved :— 

sin (A +■ B) =n sin A cos B + cos A sin B 
sin (A - B) = sin A cos B - cos A sin B 
cos (A + B) = cos A cos B - sin A sin B 
cos (A - B) = cos A cos B 4- sin A sin B 

by addition and subtraction we get 

sin (A 4 B) + sin (A - B) = 2 sin A cos B 
sin (A 4 B) - sin (A - B) = 2 cos A sin B 
cos (A 4 B) 4 cos (A - B) = 2 cos A cos B 
cos (A 4 B) - cos (A - B) = -2 sin A sin B 

LetA4B = P,A-~B=:Q 
P 4 Q 

Then 2A = P 4 Q , A = - 

P - Q 
2B = P Q, B =: 

And the above formulae become 

. P 4 Q P - Q 
sm P 4 sin Q = 2 sm - * cos — 

2 Z 
P 4 Q . P ~ Q 

sin P - sin Q = 2 cos -- • sin 
. 22 

P 4 Q P - Q 
cos P 4 cos Q = 2 cos - . cos - 

^ ^ .P4Q.P-Q 
cos P - cos Q = — 2 sill . sm 

2 Z 

These formula! are important, and should be remembered. 
They may be exprcssc^d in words as follows i— 

Sum of two sines = twice sin (lialf-suin) • cos (half-difference). (13) 
Uiffcrcncc of two sines * twice cos (half-sum) • sin (half-difference). (14) 

Sum of two cosines = twice cos (half»sum) • cos (half-difference). (15) 
Difference of two cosines = - twice sin (half-sum) * sin (half-difference) (16) 
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Nu rE.~In 611(1111*"^ the ciifTcrence in the above formulae it is understood that the 
two arc taken in the same order on both sides of the equation ; e.g. if p^t 
cr>s P hehjrc cos Q in fuidintr the difference of two cosines in formula (i6), we must 
also put P bef(»rc Q in finding the sine of half the difference. 

Example. -Jh ^xj^ras sin 15° ~ sin as a product. 

sm 15® — sin ii® = 2 cos 
15® + II® 1 

; 2 cos 13® sin 2® 

'fo verify this we Imve, substituting the value.s from the tables, 

fdn 15® .sin ii® = 0-2588 - o'lQoS = o*o6So 
2 cos 13® sin 2® = 2 X 0’9744 x 0-0349 = 0*0680 

Ex “ /h r.xpras cm 11® — 17® as a product. 

cos I I® — cos 17® 4" 17® - II® 
- -' “ sin ~ -- 

2 
= — 2 sin 14® sin (— 3®) 
= 2 sin 14® sin 3® 

“:J2l 
2 

To verify we have, from the tables, 

CUS I I® — cos 17® = 0-98x6 - 0-9563 = 0*0253 
2 MO 14® sin 3® = 2 x 0*2419 X 0*0523 = 0*0253 

Examples.—XIX. 

Ks|nrr.:> the ffdlowing as products, and verify by the tables :— 

L Sin 65® 4. ;,in 5K®. 2. Sin 74® — sin 46®. 3. Sin 45® — sin 77®. 
4. < '*f-, 10^ — co:i 54®. 5. 47® — cos 19®. 6. Cos 39® 4- cos 27°. 
7. C 'ir> 155® 4- ^ 0% 20”. 8. (\)3 200® — co.s 135®. 0. Sin 210® — sin 135®. 
10 Sin 4* '‘iu 2cx)®. 11. Cos 40CJ® — cos 200®. 
12. Trovr fhaf ro-* 4” 15® i-r cos 45®. 
13. Prove fh;d '4?i4V'+’ mIii 15® - co.s 15®. 
14. Prove fhat *411 jA -f* -m 5A 2 sin 4A cos A. 
Hi. Pr*»vr that co“» 3A cos A — 2 sin A sin 2A, and verify from the tables for 

lllf <LXW, whrii A 2(/\ 

40. To oxpr<iB» thfi Product of Two Sinos or Cosines as a Sum or 
Iliflbronco. Kcvcrfdiig tlic ef|uations obtained in the last paragraph, we 
get 

2 %in A ra\ B = sin (A + B) 4- sin (A — B) 
2 f rr, A f-.in B sin (A + B) — sin {a — B) 
2 » 0% A B cos (A 4” B) + cos fA — B; 
2 Mil A Mil B - cos (A ~ B) — cos (A 4- B) 

l'hp%r. iclalions may be cxpuc.scd in words as follows :— 

Twif r ilir t of a sine and fosine = sin (sum) 4- sin (difference) (17) 
1 r. Ihe piorliir t of tivo cosines = cos (sum) 4- cos (difference) (18) 

I'wa r flic piofhit t of two sines = cos (difference) — cos (sum) (19) 

Sotr tlial the fust of tliese stati'mcnts includes the two equations_above, 
gning 2 sin A c oc B, and 2 cos A .sin B, if it is understood that in finding the 
cliflrirncc A — B or B — A, we take the angles in the same order as that 
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CHAPTER V 

USE OF FORMULAE 

41. It is one of the objects of an exact science to express the connection 
between different physical quantities by means of formulae, and a great part 
of the practical work of applied science consists in the evaluation of such 
formulae. In carrying out any particular calculation we have to notice (i) 
the degree of accuracy with which the data are given; (2) the degree of 
accuracy in the result needed for the purpose in hand. It is evidently 
meaningless to carry out a calculation to more significant figures than the 
accuracy of the data will warrant, while it is a waste of time to carry it out 
to more figures than are needed. It is a common fault of beginners, while 
possibly making large errors in the magnitude of a result, to be unduly 
solicitous about carrying out the calculation to a large number of significant 
figures. 

In engineering calculations an accuracy to three or four significant 
figures, such as can be obtained with a good lo-inch slide rule, will usually be 
found sufficient. 

As accurate numerical working is extremely important in applied science, 
a number of examples in the evaluation of more complicated formulae is given 
in this chapter. 

The degree of accuracy aimed at is that which can be secured by using a 
table of four-figure logarithms. 

Example (i).—Calculate the value oj 

■w = ~ 
I — W '• 

Having given that = 10, = 3, = 0*9, = 3000, and p^vC = PiV^ 

we have W = ^ 
O'l ^ ^ 

log 10 = I 
log 10*’ ® = 0*9 = log 7*943 
log = 0*1 = log 1*259 

log 3 =0*4771 
A log 3®’^ = 0*04771 = log i*ii6 

W =30000 X 7*943 (1*259 - t*ii6) 
= 238290 X 0*143 = 34080 

Example (2).—Calculate the value of ae-^ sin 

when a= Si ^ i = 0*005, » = 1000, g = 1*2217 

The angle is measured in radians. 

ae-^ = 5 X (2*718)-®*®^ 
log 2*718= 0*4343 

— 0*22 

log (2*7i8)~®’22 — _ 0*093^ = I *90445 = log 0*8025 
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= 5 X 0-8025 =4*0125 
+ ^ = (5 + 1*2217) radians 

“ (5 X 57*3 4- 70) degrees by tables 
= 356*5° 

{/// 4-^) = sin (356-5'') = ~ sin 3-5° 
= — 0*06105 

log 4*0125 =^'6033 
log 0*06105 = 2-7857 

log {4*0125 X 0*06105) = 1*3890 = log 0*2449 
/, sin {nt + g) = — 0*245 

Example (3).— 

If 4> = 1-0565 + 9 X 10“^— 502*96/^ + 0*0902 

find the value of ^ when t = 393*7 high a degree of accuracy as can be obtained 
with fourfgure tables. 

Calculations of this type occur in many problems on the steam-engine. 

^ = 393*7 
I '0565 log. 

273*7 

log, = .-30.6 log„gJ17 

logi, 3937 = 2-5932 
logi. 2737 = 2-4373 

logi. ~~ = 0-IS79 

i’056s log, f— = 1-0565 X 2-3026 X 0-1579 

log 1*0565 = 0*0238 
log 2*3026 = 0*3622 
log 0*157*9 = 1*1954 

logu(I 0565 log,£—)= i'-5844 = log,.0-3S41 

1-0565 log, = 0-3841 
27o 7 (<») 

9 X 10 '”'(2 *■“ 502*96/j = 9 X 10**^^“ - 502-96^ 

= 9 X IO-" X 393*7(196*85 - 502*96) 
= -3543*3 X 306-11 X lo-y ‘ 

}og 3543*3 = 3*5494 
log 300*11 = 2-4858 

(3543 3 X 306*11) = 6*0352 = log 1085000 

9 X 10-'^^—502-96/^=—0*1085 % # « .. 

. combining (^2) and (3) 

<p = 0*3841 — 0*1085 + 0*0902 =: 0*3658 

/. tj> = 0*366 to 3 significant figures 
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The student who has not had much practice with logarithms will find that 
he is particularly prone to make arithmetical mistakes in working from 
complicated formulae of this kind where logarithms occur in the formula 
itself. The only way to ensure accuracy is to set out every step of the 
working clearly, so as to show every figure used in the calculation and the 
reason for its appearance. This process may seem long, but it will be found 
to save time in the long run. 

42. Variation.—If we examine the graduations on a spring balance we 
find that they are situated at equal distances apart. If we alter the weight 
so that it is multiplied by any number then the extension of the spring, as 
measured from its length when no weight is attached, is multiplied by the 
same number n. We describe this connection between the two variable 
quantities by saying that the extension varies as the weight. We may 
express this fact by means of a forinula. Suppose we find that the divisions 
representing successive pounds are J- inch apart, then, if e be the number 
expressing the extension of the spring in inches when supporting a weight 
W lbs., it is evident that e is always numerically equal to ; Le. the 
equation e = -^W expresses the fact that e varies as W. 

In general, if A varies as B, we may write A = where is a constant 
quantity, which does not change as A and B yaiy ; in the above example the 
constant k is J-. Simple variation such as this is the simplest way in which 
two variable quantities can be connected together, but there are, of course, 
many other possible modes of connection. 

If we enclose a portion of a gas in a tube and change the pressure to 
which it is subjected, while keeping its temperature constant, we find that, if 
the pressure be changed so that its value is multiplied by any number «, then 
the volume is changed so that its value is divided by the same number n. 

We describe this connection by saying that the volume varies inversely as 
the pressure. 

It may be expressed in a formula by writing V = p, for, if we put nV for 

. V 
P in this equation, V becomes ^ 

Similarly, if a variable quantity A depends on two variable quantities B 
and C, in such a way that A = >^BC, we say that A varies jointly as B and C, 

or, if A = we say that A varies directly as B and inversely as C. 

The sign oc is used to denote the words “varies as,” thus oo 
means “A varies as B.” 

Example (i).—The volume of a gas varies inversely as the pressure and directly as 
the absolute te7nperature. If a certain quantity of a gas jneasures 500 c,c. at temperature 
13® C., and pressure 754 mm.^ what is its volume at pressure 784 mm. and temperature 
29° C. 

The absolute temperature T is obtained by adding 2737 to the temperature 
Centigrade. 

RT 
We assume v =-where R is some constant 

f 
When T = 2867, and / = 754, we have v = 5<x) 

- B. X 2867 substituting 500 =---- 

286-7 
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when T = 302*7, and / = 784 
- ^ X 3Q2*7 _ 500 X 754 X 302*7 

^ ” 784 “■ 286*7 X 784 
= 508 cc. 

Example (2),—In any class of turbine P is the fower of the waterfall^ H the 
height of the fall^ and n the rate of revolution. It is knenvn that for any pa7'ticular 
class of turbines of all sizes n oc p—o-s^ 

In the list of a particular maker I take a turbine at random for a fall of 6 ft,.^ 
100 H.P., 50 ^'evolutions per minute. By means of this I find that I can calculate n for 
all the other turbines on the list. 

Fmd n for a fall of 20 ft. and 75 H.P. 

(Board of Education Examination, 1901.) 

We have n = kW--^ P-O’® 
When H = 6 and P = 100, « = 50 

50 = i. 6^-^ loo-o-^ = - . 61'^- 

and^ = p| 

when H = 20 and P = 75 we have 
jji-25 50^ X 20^'^ 

= • (W“ 

= ^-(3-333)’-*“ 
Vs 

log 3*333 = 0*5228 
log j_3-333)''“ = I log 3'333 = o’6S35 

log V3 = i log 3 = i(o‘477i) = 0-23855 

log = 0*4149 = log 2*599 
VS 

n = 260 to 3 significant figures 

Examples.—XXI. 

1. The weight of a cylinder of metal varies as its length and the square of its 
diameter. A cylinder 10 ins. long and 4 ins. in diameter weighs 30 lbs. ; find the 
weight of a cylinder of the same metal 12 ins. long and 6 ins. in diameter. 

2. The weight of a sphere varies as the cube of its diameter. If a sphere of 
diameter 5 ins. weighs 16 lbs., find the diameter of a sphere which weighs 50 lbs. 

3. The electrical resistance of a wire varies as its length, and inversely as the area 
of its cross-section. The resistance of 1000 yards of No. 7 copper wire of cross- 
section 15*659 sq. mm. is 1*0056 ohms ; find the resistance of i mile of No. 10 wire 
of cross-section 8*301 sq. mm. 

4. The force between two magnetic poles varies jointly as their strengths, and 
inversely as the square of the distance between them. If two poles of strengths 6 and 
10 units repel one another with a force of 2*4 dynes when placed 5 cm. apart, with 
what force will two poles of strengths, 5 and 12, repel one another when placed 
7 cm. apart? 

6. The heat produced in a conductor of resistance R when a current of strength C 
passes through it for a time varies directly as (i) the square of the current, (2) the 
resistance, (3) the time. A current of 5 amps, was sent through a wire of 10 ohms 
resistance for two minutes, and the heat developed was found to be 12,500 units. How 
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much heat is developed when a current of 7 amps, passes through a resistance of 
6 ohms for 3 minutes ? How much heat is developed when i amp. passes through 
I ohm for I second? 

6. If a number of sources of light give the same intensity of illumination at any 
point, the candle power of any source varies as the square of its distance from that 
point. A photometer screen is placed between a standard lamp of two-candle 
power and a lamp A whose candle-power is required, so that the intensity of the 
illumination is the same on both sides of the screen. If the screen is 121 cm. from 
the standard lamp, and 354 cm. from A, what is the candle-power of A ? 

7. The resistance F lbs. of the air to the flight of a bullet of diameter d inches at 
velocity v ft, per sec. may be taken to vary as [v -- 800), when v is greater than 
1100. Given that when d = 0*303 in., and v = 2000, F = 1*532 ,* find F when 
d = 0*5 in.j and v = 1500. 

8. The greatest horse-power that can be transmitted by a rope on a certain pulley 
varies as T^ ®, where T is the greatest tension, and W the weight of the rope 
per foot of length. When T = 918 lbs., and W = 0*36 lbs., the greatest H.P. trans¬ 
mitted is 42*2 ; find a formula for the greatest H.P. transmitted for any values of T 
and W. 

0. If D inches is the deflection in the middle of a beam, supported at the ends 
WL* 

and loaded in the middle, then D = ;^ where W = load in lbs., L = length 

(inches), E = modulus of elasticity of beam in pounds per square inch, I = moment 
of inertia of section. 

For a wrought-iron bar of rectangular section, 2 ins. deep and i in. wide, I = f, 
E = 29 X 10*. If the supports are 5 ft. apart, find the deflection caused by a load 
of 2 tons. 

10. With the same data find the modulus of elasticity of phosphor bronze, when 
it is found that a bar i in. wide and 2 ins, deep, which is supported at two points 
3 ft. apart, is deflected 0*233 in. in the middle by a load of 1 ton. 

11. If Q is the maximum quantity in cubic feet per hour of gas of specific gravity 
G, which can be supplied through pipes of diameter D inches, and length L yards, 
under a pressure of H inches of water, 

DocQ<>-4(GL)0-2 

It is found that a pipe of diameter i in., and length ro yds., will supply 298 c. ft. 
per hour of gas of specific gravity 0*45, under a pressure of 0*4 in. of water. Find 
the maximum quantity in cubic feet per hour of gas of sp. gr. 0*45, which can 
be supplied through a pipe 100 yds. long and 1*5 in. diameter, under a pressure of 
0*75 in. of water. 

12. Find the pressure needed to supply 1067 cu. ft. per hour through a pipe 
5000 yds. long and 4 ins. in diameter (sp. gr. = 0*45). 

13. Calculate the value of (o*i352)“0'08 x (cos 35®)®'*^. 

14. Calculate jhc value of mjiygS X 
cos 31° 

16. Evaluate V^cos 31® sin 12® + (logi, 151)^*^. 
_ H 

10. Find the value of ae 2 when a~ 2.^ e ^ 2*718, k = 0*0036, t = 15, 

Calculate the value of a€~^ sin («/ •+• g) for the following cases (the angle 
{nt 4- is measured in radians):— 

17. a = 6, >6 = 300, n = 500, ^ = 0*1222, t = 0*01. 
18. = 4, 300, n — 500, t = O'OOI, g = 0*1341 radian. 
19. a = 6f >6 = 400, u = 1200, ^ — 0*5061 radian, and / = 0*01 and 0*001 

respectively. 
20. Ti is the applied force, and T» the pull at the fixed end of the band-brake of 

a bicycle ; x is the length of the band in contact with the drum, and the radius of 
the arum is 2 ins. ; ju is the coefiicient of friction between the band and the drum. 

X 

Then, if the brake is fixed so that the drum rotates torwards the fixed end, = Tg « 
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and if it is fixed so tkat the rotation is from the fixed end, Tj = T- The bralc- 
ing force is the difference between Tj and T^. If jtr = lo ins., pi‘= o'iJa and 
Tj = 400 lbs., calculate and compare the braking forces in the two cases. ^ ’ 

21. Calculate the value of 

r=pQg + sy^?^)T 
Llog («x -f — i)J 

where 2«i = 2*31 ; 2n^ = 2*82, 

22. Calculate the value of the same expression when zn, = 2*14.: 2«„ = 2‘cq 
23. Calculate the value of • ' 4 > 2 50. 

L= (D + <0 (-4-9 4-_L-\ 
tan 

given C = 20, D = 6, <£ = 3, Sin d = ■ ; e is measured in radians. 

24. The pressure and volume of the steam in a cylinder follow the law = C. 
If ^ = 6000 when z' = I, calculate the values of p when v has the values 2, 3, and 

4 respectively. 
25. If = C, and^ = 100 when 2^ = 1, calculate the values of p when v has 

the values 2, 3, and 4 respectively. 
28. If the pressure p in lbs. per square inch, and the volume u in cubic feet of 

I lb. of saturated steam, are connected by the equation = 479, calculate the 
volume at pressures of 20, 100, and 300 lbs. per square inch respectively. 

27. If pm - i values of pm when >1 = 100 for the following 

values of i*333j 3‘5i 3> S, 20. 
28. Calculate the values of 

=A jni 

when = lOo, s = 0*9, and r has the values 1*333, i'S> 3» 8, and 20. 
29. Given= C, and / = i when = r, find the values of w when and 

k has the values 0*9, i, 1*13 and i'37 respectively. 
80. Calculate the values of pm from the formula of example 28, when p^ = 100, 

X = I *0646, and r has the same values as in example 28. 
81. Calculate the value of 

—5— 
w + I ^ 

when C = 150, « = — 1*13, = 10, = 2. 
32. Calculate the value of 

C 
I — » 

when C = 147, n = 1*37, — 0*8, = 9. 
88. Calculate the value of 

when Pi = 15,210,39' = 5, y = 0*9, = 650, Pi^v^i = A, r/j =2. 
84. R is the combined resistance of resistances in parallel. 

L _ d- 4- 4- 

R r^r,rjr^ 

What resistance must be put in parallel -with resistances of 53, 6‘2, and 7’i ohms 
to give a combined resistance of i *0375 ohms. 
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35. (’alculitc the value of 

givfii b ■ 8, a o*o62j / 350. 
3tl. «the value of 

<)=--'W2Kbih;i-hS'> 

\r.inw,', y\wn ff - 22-3, l ■- ,i„, //, t- i 

l>y the Viinmil'r'^ absolute temperature f° C. b giv 

p ---■ 1 0565 lot;. ^ + 9 X 10 -7 - So-2't/'f ^ + 0-0902 

' •■‘'l.'u "'r-F''' values 273-7, 3037. 3337, 363-7. 

f = '«i;- + 7- - 

FiikI the value of f wlwu / rz 41 '^•7. 

38. If f ;r- 0737 logr. 4. 2*875 X - 1096/) 4 0*6.,3 

cah iilafr (f) whry / tl ^(m>. 

40. 1 hf fulhnvioj; ionnalx aic uacd to calculate the entitipy d» of one oound of a 
at pfc;.;a»r/>, voluujc 13 and ab'.ulule temperatureF. ^ 

?» 0-168.S lug. + 0-2375 1-2. ^ 

ij. - 0-2375 I02. - o <j6-'<7 log. jjfjg 

^ ■ O'16H8 lo|J^ ^ + 0*0687 log^ ^ 
493 

7c nnd / are eorjttr* fed hy the et|miticin /?/ = R/. 

If K :.. 53'2, anrl / 6.1 when 2/- 6*195, calculate the value of (p whe 
V :■ ii'SiJi. 

^ 41. Al7«» «;ah ulaV /, and from thib, find the values of ^ pjvcn by the second an 
ihifd lorijiiil*. Wrily shat lire three values thus found aic the same. 

43. Compound Inturest. To find «i fontiula for the amount of 
iim-4ed tor « }va!% at r per cent, per annum, rfunpoiind interest, payabl 
an in tally. 

At tlic end of ihf! firs»t year each invested has become jf(ioo 4 r] 

and ihciefore each £1 invested has become 4 Thus the amoun 

at tlic tiul fd the firfit year is 4 

lliis is ilie prirn:ipal for the second year. In the same way it follow, 
that after lids ha*) been invested for another year it bcconies. 

(' + s^J ^ + iL)^’ 
the amount at the end of two years is 
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16. A FI a n of 6o has an average expectation of life of 13 years ; what will it cost 
him to buy an annuity of £100 a year for the remainder of his life with compound 
interest at 2^ per cent. ? 

17. y is the cost price of a machine which will last n years. There is also a 
more durable machine which will last N years. If i is the interest on ;£■! for i year 
expressed as the decimal of a pound, the price x which may be paid for the more 
durable machine, so that it may be as cheap as the former in the long run, is given by 
the formula 

(I 4. _ j 

(1 4- /)N _ (j 4_ 

If a machine which lasts 5 years costs /180, how much should be paid for a machine 
which will do the same work and last 20 years, taking interest on capital at 4 
per cent. ? 

44u Formulae in Mensuration.—The following list of formulae in 
mensuration is given here for reference, the proofs of the simpler formulas 
are assumed to be known to the student, proofs of others will be given at 
a later stage. 

The references are to the proofs. 

Area of a triangle = ^(haLSC) x (height) 
= sin C 

= ^s{s - a){s - c) 

where s — - ... . . , . • « (§ 29.) 

Area of a trapezium = half the sum of the parallel sides multiplied by the 

perpendicular distance between them = h •-^-. 

In particular for the case where the two parallel sides are perpendicular 
to the base AB 

Area = (base) x (mean height) = AB x 
AD 4- BC 

2 
Circumference of circle of radius r = 2'irr 

Arc of a circle subtended by an angle of 9 radians at the centre = r6 

Huygen^s Rule.—Length of arc of a circle = approximately 

where p = chord of half the arc, 
c c= chord of whole arc* 

Area of a circle 
Area of sector of a circle = ^9, 
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Area of seg'nient ABO — area of sector OAOB — area of trianfifle OAB 
= irXd - sin 0). ^ 

Area of segrnent less than a semicircle = ^ approximately! 

where ^ = height of segment 

Area of curved surface of right circular cylinder = 27rrA. 
Volume of right circular cylinder = TrrVz. 

Volume of frustum of cylinder = 

Volume , of pyramid = J (area of base) x (vertical height) 
For the case of a right circular cone this becomes 

= i (volume of cylinder of the same height on the same base) . § 199 

Volume of frustum of pyramid = -(a + v^AB + B) 

'^^'^paralldSs^^ frustum, and A and B are the areas of the two 

For the frustum of a cone A = ; B = 

and volume = ~(r,2 4. r^).§ 

where and are the radii of the parallel circular faces. 

B 

Area of curved surface of cone = Kperimeter of base) x (slant height) 

where r = radius of base and I = slant height. 
Area of curved surface of frustum of cone = 

?r/(ri 4- ^2). 
Volume of sphere = 

where r — radius.. , . § iqq 
Area of surface \ , 2 

of sphere / ““ 
= area of curved surface of cir¬ 

cumscribing cylinder 

Volume of zone of sphere = 4- + h^} 

where Tj and rg are the radii of the circular faces. 
For the case = <? we get the volume of a segment 

Fig. 38. 
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^(3^1* + 

Surface of zone of sphere = 2Trrh (where r = radius of sphere) 
= area of curved surface of circumscribing cylinder of the same height 

0 
Fig. 39. 

If a circle of radius r revolves round a straight line in its plane, so that 
its centre traces out a circle of radius R, the solid which it traces out is 
called an anchor ring. 
Volume of anchor ring = 
Area of surface of anchor ring = 47r2Rr.§ 2io 

Examples.—XXIII. 

1. What is the diameter of a circular lake whose area is 3 acres ? 
2. A running track is in the form of a circular ring. Its outside diameter is 350 

yds., and it is 6 yds. wide. What is its area ? 
3. Find the area of a sector of a circle of radius 3 ft., and angle 56°. 
4. Find the area of a sector of a circle of radius 2 ft., and angle 154°. 
6, A pyramid stands on a rectangular base 2 ins. by 3 ins., and is 10 ins. hi'^h. 

Find its volume. * 
6. The radii of the circular faces of a frustum of a cone are 3 ft. and 4 ft,, and 

its height is 5 ft. Find its volume. 
7. With a radius of 6 ins. describe an arc of a circle of which the chord is 5 ins. 

long. Measure the reciuired quantities and calculate the length of the arc by the two 
given formulce. Compare the results. 

8. A dome is in the form of a segment of a sphere of radius loo ft. The height 
of the dome is So ft. How many square feet of lead would be required to cover it ? 

9. A basin is in the form of a zone of a sphere. The bottom is a circle of radius 
3 ins., the top a circle of radius 9 ins., and the depth of the basin is 5 ins. How 
much water will it hold ? 

10. A piece of sheet zinc in the form of a rectangle measuring 12 ins. by 9 ins., 
is found to weigh 0*787 lbs. What is its thickness? Zinc weighs 0*252 lb. per 
cubic inch. 

11. Copper wire of size N<;. 5, S.W.G,, weighs 718 lbs. per mile: find the area 
of its cross-section and its diameter. Copper weighs 555 lbs. per cubic foot. 

12. Find the weight per foot of a lead pipe of in. bore and ^ in. thick. One 
cubic foot of lead weighs 711*6 lbs. 

13. A lead pipe of i in. bore weighs 2*193 per foot length. Find the thick¬ 
ness of the metal. 

14. What is the thickness of a lead pipe of 2| ins. internal diameter if it weighs 
7*862 lbs. per foot length? 

16. Phnd the weight of an iron pipe \2 ft. long, 14 ins. external diameter, i ft, 
internal diameter. Weight of i cu. in. = 0*27 lb. 
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10. A ra-*»-ir‘»ii l’\ hnh:,u^ in-:u, hi^tr, aiid J in, thick, wri|;b:; 121*4 Ihs 
WIcit i* t r wn.;:.! * <h.' lU'^h »4 t i l a u ^ 

17. \ |^i r* u, air uf (upprr o‘/. {2 in. thick. It 
W-i|;4 2.,’I h.., I li -Iir *4 a Uihic luut uf coppc*r, 

IH. 'i-r ::.37ia'l t ’*1 A -U a. n ,;i-|.;|r i',^4 in |f i*, 4 p. Uniir, and 

wr;j;li::.» jr4'> Ih >. I ,A' Uuii a'S* IL. per s u. inch, find ith 
uul .i4c ^i.iiiirln. 

10. W;t’'rr f! a . a* "if-’{.4*' of 4 »/< l\ pn »ri..icl flimiiuh ^ <-yliii«hic.:;d pipe of 
II ill'*. <ls.iiijrtro Wh-il 2^ VfT .4 p3, in ;:;4,c.ni. pci imniiirf* o| p;ill%.. i <;u. ft. 

20. Thr ;‘ic *4 4 t> dri 1-4 | aid iin uui-.idcV width 4 ft. The 
3. 2 hf-. fhicl s u ’• i»r. cj It i. i |o ,rd uf the eiidfi whiedi are plane?, 

■Mid I i:c ta:4k. ‘I i.r a i ,c Imc i|c wn fij u l|n., Mid tlir iih‘U! of whhdi the 
rullrr i, uij.*l‘- wn^li. 4 *; cc . p^f i nim !*«(?, h end the w«n|djt <4’the? itdler. 

21. If *W »a ' > ho . . vcfp ^ I^‘pid- I Im liiir the %idr% of a well Je> ft. de-ep and 
4 ft. in «!' re. / J. I i‘* hie ^ «r4vn»'» iir». t^y 4I nri, hy 3 itr.., includiipd nioitar, 
.111*1 dir in.a.,: i* 4§ **‘5'‘‘* 

22. \\3..5* i> Ui A h- itrrl pillar lo ft. hijip,, who’U? <*xtrrn5il 
ili.iiiicici' i* 5 hnir'’’: 4 in? hrn / What i'l the* fli.i.mctcr of a .Holhl 
pillar o! ihr 'aniie aid h/ 1 « •}. ff. <jf-.firl wripji , |h,',. 

fi. .Ill cl l^‘.,,t0 n Li4}tana,lion in Naval Arcidteaduie, 1902.) 

23. A pl-u*. ftr.-r i- IW i !* oianJdr siiann-tejr in 4 intii. It wcii^hn 

4 ipiir*. Vt hal 1* • 41 4-4' 4,4 jx ri if I t:.r. nf |da.. %4ci'dr. 2*52 ipma. ? 
24. A :4n;:c" r.iri’fa f d ,r s Mii oni of a t yiin-iri* .d ceippei wiie, nurrouinle*! 

by a f {4tlin|j ‘ I a. ai •! an ** ‘Vj » of if:;td. I'lir aoM af the e:ro:.s--;,rctifin 
of tbrtoy.; ft r. Pm *1.1 In-- *4 riir in ailaficni i. ecu in., and the.* thick- 
rir.'i# of the ijutn c c.ria i> r, 11 Jii. \Vi a’' h thr dt.iutrtrr tti the whede* cfildc ? 

II I ra. in. =-d eppri W'rigitt 0*32 lb. 
,, ,» wriph-i 0-41 „ 
n «« tdaiani wri|^!r:. tiappi ,, 

find ihc wellibl pet h 4 nl ihr f d.ir. 
25, Fntii Ihr td a *4 a ,pfirf»-lead, f of nefpjn-nt ■*“ 3 ins ; 

latlits.ol hair a, 10 t ui. ja. *4 s^ad ttripj*. o’4oS lb, 
20. A lifdlcw .phrre of lac.. f ^115 I p, yj Ilci. Itr-i exiiinal diaincleir is 

le.) ins. ; wha* ;s Ps ijt’rriid >L i-in '"*1 / 1 j n. n*. of bras** wri-dci lb. 
27. _ A |j'd.o.v %pl,rfr of r.i / it -u ttajc. p/i llw. Its inr.jde eiiametcr is 0*66 of 

if>pnj! .hi'* iddu rirg, i'lttd p.4 in . i*-* an 5 »ai*r,ide di.iinclrrs. I e:u, in. e>f caist-iroa 
we i|pb . f , h. 

2H. hdn ! fir area ' f ds^ ^4 ibr ftir/tnuof a (.one ; radiu:. Jit \kvmi 5 
ins., n. 4a a! * -p ;n..« 3*' ; o sl-in' s, 3*- 4 ms. 

20. IImw iiiany sptnnr n- :* *4 Un ■wul b*- re pdicd to make a cjlindaeal can 
4110 i.Sip’4 tM h h? I ‘j -r • 'Id ’*4.14/ 'I lirir |i* lid, 

30. A ifidk * .*:< i. o .mS. . ss. -h . 3-4..4 dt-unrirr eel 4 i*f». at the beittmin Wind 
i’. its diaiiici^? a* N:**’ I ; r p n c*. I o -.n? ? 

31. A t.Ui-A4'f riu t i., .-d f4 Ip lc,:Ji, fbc fe^e IS 2^ ft, wldc, anel the* shies 
have % dMp»’?d I if, 4 f’i‘h'*"' P‘ T? ■<sp4, IIo# many ewbie, Irti ed earth arc nee^lrd 
to firakf* I 4^ If. of na -/hk . ** 4 / 

43. Apiiroximni I *0 of two fliiioitiial Factorti. 
that ”~ 

Cl -f I ft y) t 4 4 -r/ T Xf 

Wc know 

Omnicks 4 r asp t , an ! r | 

Idicn j/ ■■■ , d. i 34 ^n/ -m.ib foiopaied with .ranfi/, and may theri?- 

foie be negiee ird d v.r c:d/ Kcp;.ir »cii irsult to bc ot^nrcct to an acLurar y 
of, hit rxatnpk, OOP pait 5fi »4,r lice* .ind, 

Thus w'e may lak^ 1 i i f i- 4s appoamniie vahte of (l 4* -y)(l + j) 
wiieri j anil / 40* sp a I 
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Example.—TThe two sides a and by and the angle Oy of a triangle are observedy and 
the area calculated by means of ikeformulay Area = ^ ab sin C. 

If the observed value of a is 2\ per cent, too largCy and the observed value of b i \ per 
cent, too smally what is the resulting error in the calculated value of the area ? 

Here we have taken (i + 0*025)^ instead of the true value of and (i — 0*015)^ 
instead of the true value of b; i.e. we have taken (i + 0*025) (i — o’oi^)ab instead 
of ab. This is approximately equal to (i + 0*025 «• o‘oi^)ab = (i -f o*oi)^r^, since 
the errors in a and b are both small. Therefore the calculated value of the area is 
approximately, i per cent, too large. 

The error introduced by neglecting the term xy is here 0*000375^^, or about 0*04 
per cent., and may be neglected, as it is extremely unlikely that the errors in a and h 
are known to this degree of accuracy. 

By multiplication we have 

(1 4* ^)(l 4- f)(j 4--S')= I -h ^ -h f -h ^ .ry -h + s-x -i- xyjs 

and if Xyf and ar are sufficiently small, the last four terms may be neglected 
in comparison with the first four, and we have 

(i 4- 2r)(i 4->')(i 4--s')=i + -r4'/4-5’ approximately 

If this result is applied to the case of small errors, as in the last example, 
we may state it in words as follows:— ’ 

If there are small errors in each of three quantities, the resulting error 
in their product is the sum of the separate errors. 

This result applies whether the errors are positive or negative. 
This method of proof may be extended to the case of more than three 

quantities, and it can be shown in the same way that, if there are small errors 
in each of n quantities, the resulting error in their product is the sum of the 
errors in the separate quantities, taken with their proper signs. 

If there is the same small error x in each of n quantities it follows that 
the resulting error in their product is nx approximately. 

This is equivalent to the statement that 

(i 4- x)(i 4- 4- x) ... to M factors =(14- xf = i 4- approximately 

We have here taken to be a whole number. It can also be shown that 
if X is less than i, as it must be when it denotes a small error, the state¬ 
ment that (i + x)^ - j + nx approximately is also true when n is negative 
or fractional. 

The result of this paragraph maybe applied to the calculation of fractional 
or negative powers of certain numbers. 

Example (i).—To find the value of ^ 145. 

We hare VmI = {i44(i + -- 
= 12(1 ^ X >1approximately 

= 12(1 +• gjg) = 12 4* 2V = 12*0416 

This agrees t(y four places of decimals, with the value of V145 found in the ordinary 
way. 

Example (2).—(1*02)® = i + 6 x 0*02 approximately 

= 1*12 
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2. Calculate the value of by the approximate method, and al?o by actual 

division to 6 decimal places, and find the error of the approximate method. 
3. Find the value of i*002 x rooiS x o’ppd, correct to 4 decimal places. 

Find approximate values of the following quantities : 

4. 
o'996 5. 

I *003 6. 
0'993 

7. 
I •002' o‘99/ roo5‘ 

8. 0. Vi'02. 10. a/102. 11. 

12, . V730- 13. 14. V2iy. 15. 

16, 
I 

■ 98’ 
17. 

1 

506* 
18. 

I 

I *009' 

1*0023 X Q'9984 
I-0016 ' 

V728. 

19. An error of 1*5 per. cent, excess is made in measuring the side a of a triangle 
and an error of i'8 per cent, defect in measuring the side b. What is the resulting 
percentage error in the area as calculated from the formula ^ nh sin C ? 

20. If there is an error of 5 lbs. in the value of the weight of i mile of copper 
wire given in example ii, p. 58, what is the resulting error in the calculated value 

of its diameter ? 
21. If the length of the seconds pendulum is increased by bow many 

seconds will the clock lose in a day? The time T of a complete oscillation of a 

pendulum is equal to 27r where / is the length and ^ is a constant quantity. 

22. The radius of a sphere is found by measurement to be 5 ins. What error 
will be caused in the calculated value of the volume by an error of i per cent, in the 
measured value of the radius ? __ 

23. The value of g is found, from the formula T = T is the time of a 

complete oscillation, and / the length of a pendulum. What'will be the error per 
cent, in the calculated value of g if the observed value of T is i per cent, too large? 

24. If power U ft. lbs. per second is transmitted over a distance / ft., by water at 
a pressure o{p lbs. to the square foot, along a pipe of radius r ft. ; then 

loss of energy 

energy put in 

AUV 

' /V 

What is the effect on this ratio of an increase of 5 per cent, (a) in the pressure, {^) in 
the radius of the pipe ? 

26. If V c.c. per second of a liquid of specific gravity s flow through a capillary 
tube of radius /' and length L under a pressure of II cm. of the liquid, the viscosity ij 
of the liquid is given by 

82/L 

What percentage errors arc caused in the calculated value of 7? by errors of i per cent, 
in the observed values of r, H, and v respectively ? 

26. The value M of the magnetic moment of a magnet is calculated from the two 
formulae 

M - /*)* 
and g =-^ 

I, d, /, 0 and T are observed quantities. If an error of 2 per cent, excess is made In 
observing the value of T, and all the other readings are correct to 0*1 per cent., what 
is the approximate error per cent, in the calculated value of M ? 

40. Units.-“-“The exact expression of a physical quantity consists of two 
parts--the unit in terms of which it is measured, and the measure expressing 
the number of times the unit is contained in the quantity : we speak of a 
certain length as 5 ft, or 152*4 cm. ,* in the first case 5 is the measure and 
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one foot is the unit, in the second case 152*4 is the measure and one 
centimetre is the unit. We speak of a certain velocity as 15 ft. per second, 
or 457*2 cm. per second : in the first case 15 is the measure and one foot 
per second is the unit of velocity ; in the second case 457*2 is the measure 
and one centimetre per second is the unit. 
^ Note that the measure of a given quantity varies inversely as the unit in 
terms of which it is measured. In the first example above, when the unit of 
length is changed from i ft. to i cm., Le. the unit is divided by 30*48, then 
the measure of the given length is multiplied by 30*48. 

47. Dimensions of Units.—The various units used in mechanics, with 
the exception of the unit of temperature as measured by expansion and 
those units which depend upon it, may be ultimately defined in terms of the 
three units of lengthy time, and mass. 

These are called the three fundamental units. Thus, for example, the 
unit of velocity is the velocity of a point which moves through the unit of 
length along a straight line in the unit of time. We denote the three 
fundamental units of mass, length, and time by the symbols [M], [L], 
and [T]. 

If the fundamental units are changed, all other units which depend upon 
them will in general be changed as well. 

The unit of velocity, for example, will evidently be changed in the same 
ratio as the unit of length, and inversely as the unit of time. 

We express this by saying that the dimenszons of the unit of velocity 

are [ 

Similarly, since the unit of acceleration is the acceleration of a point 
moving so that its velocity increases by unit velocity in unit time, its 
dimensions are 

In general, when any unit varies as the nth power of a fundamental unit, 
we say that it is of n dimensions in that unit. 

Thus, for example, the unit of volume is the volume of a cube whose edge 
is the unit of length and its dimensions are [L^]. 

The unit force causes unit mass to move with unit velocity, its dimensions 
rMLl 

are 

As an example, the student may verify the following statements from his 
knowledge of mechanics :— 

The dimensions of the unit of work or energy are 

tML^ ] __ J 

The dimensions of the unit of momentum are 

Those units which are directly derived from the fundamental units are 
called absolute units. In some cases the absolute unit is too small for 
practical use, and a special practical unit has to be used. 

I ft.-lb. per second is the absolute unit of power when 32*2 lb., i fl.^ 
and I second are the fundamental units; but, as this unit is small, the 
horse-power, which is equal to 550 such units, is used instead for pracitcal 
purposes. One erg per second is the absolute unit of power when i grm., 
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I cm. and i second are the fundamental units | as this unit is very small, 
the watt, which is equal to lo^ such units, is used for practical purposes. 

Example.—practual u?iit of power i?i applied mechanics is l horse-power^ in 
electricity it is I watt. Find the number of watts in a horse-power. 

In changing from the first system of fundamental units to the second^ 

[M] is multiplied by ^ since there are 453-6 grins, in a pound ; 

[L] is multiplied by ^ , since i cm. = 0*3937 in.; 

[T] is unchanged; 

The dimensions of the unit of power are 

p, the absolute unit of power is multiplied by ‘2'?.*'?. V 4 

changing from the foot, 32-2 lb., sec. system to the cm., grm., sec. system. 
550 IS the measure of one horse-power iri the first system of absolute units, and, 

since the measure of a given quantity varies inversely as the unit in which it is 
measured, the measure of one horse-power in ergs per second is 

55Q ^ ^ X 12 = y46 X 10® ergs per second 
(0*3937)' 

rr 746 watts. 

Examples.—XXV. 

1. One erg is the absolute unit of work when i grm., i cm., and i sec. are the 
fundamental units ; one foot-pound is the absolute unit of work when 32*2 lbs., i ft., 
and I sec. are the fundamental units. Find the number of ergs in a foot-pound. 

2. One pound is the absolute unit of force when 32-2 lbs., i ft., and i sec. are the 
fundamental units ; one dyne is the absolute unit of force in the cm., grm., sec. 
system. Find the number of dynes in a pound. 

3. The modulus of torsion of steel is 8253 kilogs. per sq. mm.; what is it in 
tons per .square inch ? 

4. The measure of the acceleration due to gravity is 32*2 absolute units when 
I ft. and I see. are the fundamental units, Find the measure of this acceleration 
when I cm. and i sec. are the fundamental imils. 



CHAPTER VI 

MrSCRLLAXEOrS EQITAIVOXS AX/) rnEXT/TtES 

48. In this (-h.ipif:r we %h;i!l ckal with « main fnnticHis of element.iry al|,»cbra 
whieh arc of iin|KifMnre iii tbe apjilieatiorm of tijc stihjert. 'Phis tiranucnt 
is intended to .siipfdcnieru anci not to fake the plate of oi dinar y text bnnk.s 
in al[;ebra. 

4a Quadratic Equal!one. To find a formula fur the valucfs uf r which 
satisfy the cjiiadralic ct|iiat;un. 

4- ihr -4’ r 

wheie <z, and c arc any ronstant quarititiox. 

„ h f 
V e have i ” 4 i 

d a 
P 

Add tu both sifich of dirt cqtiatitin 
4,1^ 

Then x‘‘ 4- T + / a 
tl 4/1^ 

P 4.n; 

f, 4 fic 

iil 

- b 1 VA' - 4^^ 

Ihis formnla givc:^ llm fur? luo's uf the quailratie C{|tiatir«i 

4” A.r 4- £ - r; fem any v at tics ofri, and <. 

Let 31“ T 2 r 

Heue u 3, /» 2, f 4 

- 2 f Ji 4' 4S 
lid ..A' ^ ^ ^ 

u 

3 
• - 1*535 or fr868 

do. CondltioriB for Roal. Ekiual, ftnd lumglnAry Hootii..-In the; 
^bove cxainplc we liad no difirnliy in (aloilatinK the rofit«j, hroaiise the 
quantity P — 4^24 uriflcr the ?»f|tiare root wots positive, imcl its squiue rcKit 
ccnild lat fotind. It may inippru that P4/nr h negative; iV, # is less 
than 4m, as in the following example ; — 
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+ 2;r + 4. = o i 

Substituting in the formula (i) we find 

- 2 ± V4- 48 - I ± J -11 
^=6-3 

Since we cannot find any real number whose square is — iijthe roots 
of this equation are said to be imaginary. 

We shall find, however, at a later stage, that for certain purposes we may 
use the imaginary roots of an equation as if they were real, and that, in the 
applications of the subject, the results have a definite physical meaning. 

We may write the above expression for the value of 

-i±a/iix^-i 

3 
= - o'33 ± I*105/ 

where i is used to denote — i. • / \ 
If P is equal to the quantity — 4ac under the square root m (1) 

vanishes, and the two roots of the quadratic equation become equal, e.g, ; 

4^ — 2o;r 4- 25 = o 

Substituting in (i) we get 

g. ^ ± ^400 - 4^ = 2’S±0 
8 

the two roots of the equation are each equal to 2*5. 
Note that in this case ax^ 4- bx 4- cis^xi exact square. 
VVe have thus shown that in the equation 

ax^ 4- bx 4- 

If 32 is greater than 4ac the roots are real and unequal; 
If b’^ is less than i^ac the roots are imaginary ; 
If is equal to 4ac the roots are real and equal. 

Examples.—XXTI. 

Find the values of x which satisfy each, of the following equations, correct to two 
places of decimals:— 

1. zr* — 4-1 = o. 2. 3jcr* -f icu- 4-2 = 0. S. — 4-*: — 6 = o. 
4. 4- 5ar — 8 = o. 5. 3 — 2;r — ^r* = 0. 6. 34: - 4 — = O. 
7, 3^:^ — 4- 4 = o. S. 234;* -4-134: 4-11 = 0. 9. I *34;* - 2*54^ 4 5*9=®. 

10. 2*5 X io-*j;® 4 2-1 X loV 44 X 10® = o. 
11. 2*5 X X io-4f 44 X 10® = o. 
12. 2*5 X 4 1*9 X 10V 44 X 10^ = o. 

61. Solutions of Equations by Resolutions into Pactors.—Let a and 
jB be the roots of the equation 

ax^ 4r dx -4 c— 0 

-(5 4-J6^- 4ac a - 4ac 
then % =-: p =- 

2a ’ 

£1 
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From these values vre get 

a ^ 
afi = 

^ c 
Thus, if any quadratic equation is written in the form jir^ + -i- - = o, 

d d 
so that the coefficient of is unity, and all the terms are on the same side of 
the equation, then the sum of the roots is equal to the coefficient of x- with 
its sign changed, and the product of the roots is equal to the constant term, 

in the equation 
^ - 5-3^ + ^ = o, 

the sum of the roots is 5 and their product 6. We sec that the roots must 
be 3 and 2, and this quadratic equation may be written 

(jr-3)(jr-2) = o 

.In general, it follows in the same way that, if a and )3 are the roots of a 
quadratic, the equation may be written 

(x - a)(x - P') = 0 

since we know that in the product of these two factors the coefficient of ;ir is 
- (tt 4- yS) and the constant term afi. 

Otherwise, it is evident that if an equation can be put into this form it is 
satisfied if either factor is zero, if .;r = a or .r = jS, and therefore a and fi 
are the roots. 

Thus, when the factors of a quadratic expression can be found by 
inspection, the roots of the corresponding equation can be written down. 

Example.—So/v^ the equation,. 

— 11 jr + 3 = O 

We notice that the equation may he written 

This is satisfied either if 

(24C - 3)C3.;e - i) = o 

2.r — 3 = 0 and x = ^ 

or if 3.r — I = 0 and x = ^ 

the roots of the equation are | and J-. 

Solve the equations— 

1. + 3j: 4-2 = o. 
4. x^sx -h ^ — o. 
7. 6x’ 4- 3-^ ~ 45 = 

10, 6^x^ — 390X 4-520= 
10. In the equation 

Examples.—XXTII. 

2. 2X^ 2 — 
6. 4" 6r — 20 = 0. 
8. 15X*—36jf 4 12 = 0. 

o. 11. 4- =0. 

Lx^ 4- Rjc 4- i = o 
iv. 

8. X^ 2X+j = c, 

0. — igx -f- 6 = o, 
77^-+57-*-54=‘0 

12. x*=:m\ 

suppose R and K are known, 'Write down the conditioife which must be satisfied by 
the value of L that the roots may be real, equal, or imaginary. 

14. Solve the equation in example 13 for the cases when R = 200, 
K =0*5 >< 10 and L has the following values :— 

{a} T = 0*002 ; [b) L = a*oi j (z) L = 0-005. 
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if one or more roots can be found by inspection, we may take out the 
corresponding factors of the first degree and the remaining factors may then 
be more easily found. 

Example.—Soht the equation 

Of* -f 1X^ 4* — 2Jlf — 3 = o 

We notice that this equation is satisfied when we substitute jr = i, and therefore 
I is a root and jf i is a factor. By division we find that the equation may now be 
written 

(jp ~ + 3^ + 5^ + 3) = o 

The second factor vanishes when we substitute = — i, and therefore contains 
X + I as a factor. By division w'e find that the equation may now be written 

{x - i)(a: 4* i)(^ 4- 2x 4- 3) = o 

Since 2* is less than 4 X 3 X i, the roots of .pr* 4* 4* 3 = o are imaginary, and 
there are no more real roots. The roots of x* 4- 4* 3 = o are — i ± >s/2 . i. 

Thus the original equation reduces to two equations of the first degree and a 
quadratic. The roots arc i, — i, — i 4- /, — i ~ V2 

Examples.—XXVIII. 

Solve the equations 

1. 4 — IOjt + 8=0. 2. jc* — + 7;r + 15 = O. S. + jp — 2 = o. 
4. 2x^ + 7jip^ + I0;ip + 8 = 0. 5. — 5^:=^ + 5^* + 5^? — 6 = O. 

63. liOgarithmic Solution of Equations. 

Example (i).—Solve the equation 

3'2jp2’8 = 

Dividing by 5‘Ijp‘^"^, we get 
0*6275;r^'2 = I 

Taking logarithms of both sides 
I *2 log X + log 0*6275=0 

1*2 log jp = — log 0*6275 
= I — 07976 = 0*2024 

log :r = 0*1687 
/, jjp = I *47, or jp = o 

Note that we have divided out by the factor which gives the root x = o. 

Example (2).—Solve the equation 

2‘53 = 3'59"' 
Taking logs of both sides 

log 2*53 = r2;rlog 3*59 
0*4031 = I*2JP X 0*5551 

— xY, o*666i 
X = 0*605 

Examples . —XXIX. 

2. 3-954J^ = 7-81. 
4. a*4r''i"’--c = 

Solve the equations- 

1. I*2Jt«'® = 2*3JP^’®, 

3. 3*2i2®* = 8*9. 
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16. Solve tlie equation -f- i = o. 

16, If W, and h are lunoyrn in tke equation 

—jc* -{-kx 4- _ = o 

write down the conditions which must be satisfied by the value of k that the equation 
may have real, equal, or imaginary roots. 

17. Solve the equation of the last example for the case when W = i, 32-2, 
A= k — 0 02. 

62. 3Squa,tioiis of the Degree Higher than the Second.—We shall not 
here give any general methods for solving equations of degree higher than 
the second, as the student will probably find the graphic method described 
in Chapter VII. most suitable for any case with which he may meet. 

In certain cases, however, equations of higher degree than the second 
may be easily solved. 

EtlAMPLE.— jr* — 3:t:* — 4 = 0. 

First solving this as a quadratic in we get x' = 4, and = — I. 

The case or- = 4 gives j; = -f- 2, or x = - 2 __ 

The case x^ — i gives ;r = 4-V'—i, or4:=—V—I 

the four roots of the equation are 2, — 2, i, — V—i. 

We might also proceed as follows: The expression on the left-hand side of the 
equation may be resolved into factors 

{x - 2){X 4 2){x^ 4 I) = o 

The equation is satisfied if any one of the three factors is equal to zero. Thus the 
equation is reduced to two equations of the first degree and a quadratic equation, 
The roots of these are 2, — 2, + V l as before. 

We may in this way extend the method of §51 to equations of any degree. 
If the equation is arranged so as to have zero on the right-hand side, and the 
left-hand side can then be resolved into factors, the equation is satisfied if 
any one of its factors is equal to zero. Thus the problem is reduced to that 
of the solution of a number of equations of lower degree than the original 
equation. 

It can be proved that every algebraical expression of the n\h degree can 
be resolved into real factors of the first or second degree; thus the expression 

— 4 in the above example has two factors of the first degree and 
one of the second. 

Each factor of the first degree evidently gives a single real root of the 
corresponding equation. Thus, in the above example, we found two real 
roots 2 and —2 corresponding to the two factors of the first degree. Each 
quadratic factor which cannot be further resolved into real factors of the first 
degree gives two imaginary roots of the original equation; thus, in the above 

example, the quadratic factor 4 i gives the two imaginary roots ± V “* 
It follows that the imaginary roots of any equation always occur in pairs. 

It can be shown, conversely, that if there is a real root there must be a 
corresponding factor of the first degree, and also that an equation of the nX^ 
degree has n and not more than n roots, real or imaginary. 

No general rule can be given for resolving an expression into factors, but 
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5. Find the value of to satisfy the equation 

C 

« + I 
= 220 

given C = 200, « = — 1*13, = 9*3. 

0. If W = loga —, find the value of having given that = 2250, = 10, 
Vi 

W = 31,200. 
7. Find a value of V which satisfies the equation 14VI-3 = 95(V — 14)^-®. 
8. Find a value of x less than i which satisfies the equation 

2 

a (..ly,. 
having given that 7 = 1*41. 

64. Simultaneous Equations.—We may require to find the values of 
two or more quantities, so as to satisfy two or more conditions. It can be 
proved that, in order to determine the values of any number of unknown 
quantities, we must have the same number of independent equations. Such 
equations are called simultaneous equations. It is assumed that the student 
is familiar with the solution of simple simultaneous equations. We shall 
here give some examples of types which are often found useful in the 
applications of algebra to geometry and physics. 

Example (i).—Find the values of m and c so that the equation y — mx -f- c may be 
satisfied when x = i andy = — 3, and also when x = — 2 andy ~ 5* 

Substituting in the equation, we have 

— 3 = w ^ 
5 = — 2w 4- r 

Subtracting, we get 

3w = - 8, w = - g 
and by substitution J 

/, the required values are /w = — ,5) r = — |- 
and the equation \sy = — ^ 

Substituting x = i we get / = — 3, substituting x = — 2 we get y ~ S, thus 
verifying that the equation now satisfies the required conditions. 

Example (2).—Find the values of x andy which satisfy the equations 

^ = 3x + 2, andy® = 3 +• 2x* 

When, as in this case, one of two equations is of the first degree, we may always 
eliminate one variable by substitution. 

Substituting 3x -f 2 fory in the second equation, we get 

gx^ -f r2x 4-4 = 34- 2x® 
yx® 4- i2x 4-1=0 _ 

• — — ±//J^44 - 

"14" 

= ■“ 0*088 and — I *626 

Substituting these values of x in the first equation, we gety = 1736 and — 2*878. 

Example (3).—D is the density of dilute sulphuric acid when 100 parts by weight 
contain S parts of the pure acid, 
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J^ind a furmuhtj ionneciin^ S and D, of thrfjrm 

S =r /i H- hi) f rT)^ 

^ tCfnfianff^ kaving idven that 

|> rr 1*840 7u/im S rr 99*20 
Drzrso „ Sr= 5970 
I> - 1*07 „ S - io’i9 

Smcr. thrre |jiv«*n pairs of correr»pooding values must satisfy the required 
formula, wc have, sufrtlituting 

99*2 = tf + 1*84^ -f 3'386c.(i) 
59*7 =a + rsoh + 2-250^:.(2) 
10*19 = IT + 1*07^5 4-i*i45r.(3) 

Subtracting (a) from (i) and (3) from (2), we get 

397 =o*34<^ + .(4) 
49*51 =0*43^+• rio5r.* . . (5) 

We have now two simultaneous equations to find h and c. 
Multqdying (4) l^y 0*43, and (5) by 0*34, and subtracting, we get 

o'i$2 = o*H26r 
/. r3Si 

Sulmtituting In (4) wc get 

0*34^-39*5 ^ 1*534 = 37*97 
hzr. Ill *7 

Substituting the values of ^ and c in equation (i), we get 

a = 99*2 - 205*6 - 4*57 
= - 110*97 

the required formula is S = 111*7!) 4* 1*35!)^ 110*97 

To verify, sulAtitute 1> = 1*5 ; we get 

S = 59*62 

which h witbiu 0*1 of the given value, 

KxaMI’LK (4)."- Filter frictional resistance hn poumfii per square inch in a certain 
hearing running at a rekfci/y ofV ft. per minute. 

/its kmmn that F and V are connected by a formula of the form F = iV”, where 
k and n are comfants. 

Jf^Tz 0*368 when V = 105 
and F = 0*613 when V = 314 

find the valuet of k and n. 

We have F = >IV« . (i) 

Talcing logs, 
logF=«log V + log^' • • • • 

For the given values of F and V, we find from the tables that 

log F = i’5f>6 when log V =* 2*021 
and If>g F =1*7875 when log V = 2*497 

Substituting in (2), we get 
i‘*566 = 2*02Iff 4- log 

11*7875 = 2*497« 4* log^ 

(2) 

(3) 
(4) 
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Subtracting 
0*2215 = 0*476;^, and n = 0*^65 

Substituting this value in equation (3), we find 

log k =jr*566 — 0*940 
= 2*626 = log 0*0423 

k — 0*0423 

the required formula connecting F and V is F = 0*0423 

Example (5).—A body is raised to a temperahire of 20° and ihe7i allowed to cooli 
100 seconds aftenvards its tempei'ature is fotmd to be If Q is ike temperature at 
time t secotids^ and it is known that 9 aftd t are connected by an equation of the form 
0 = ad^*-^ where a afid b are cofistants^ and e = 2*718, the values of a and b. 

Taking logs, 
We have 9 = ad^.. . . (i) 

log 9 ~ ht log e 4* log a 

- 0*4343^^ +loga.(2) 

It is given that when ^ = o, 9 = 20°, and log 9 = 1*3010 j also when t = 100, 
0 = 11, and log 9 = I'04I4. 

Substituting in equation (2), we get 

1*3010 = log/z.. (3) 
1*0414 = 43*43^ +log d! • . . 0 ; 0 . (4) 

We have here two simultaneous equations to find b and a» 
From (3) a = 20. 
Substituting in (4) 

43*43^ = - 0*2596; 3 = — 0*00598 

the required equation is 9 = 2oe-^'^^^ 

Examples.—XXX. 

1. Find the values of x and so that the equation7 = mx + c may be satisfied 
when w = J and r = 2, and also when w = -J and c = 2*6. 

Verify your result by substitution. 
2. Find the values of 7/1 and Cj so that the equation y = mx + c may be satisfied 

when X = 4 axidy = 7, and also when x = 3*5 and_y = 6*4. 
3. X SLTidy satisfy the equation ax + by 4- c = o. 
ICy = — 4*5 when jr = 2, and y — 10*5 when x — 4, v/hat is the value of y 

when X — 7. 
4. 11 is given that x, y, and z satisfy the equation 

*+f+?=i 
a b c 

when a = 2, = 3, ^ = 4, and also when ^ = i, b = ij ^ = i. Find an expression 
for y in terms of x. 

5. Find the values of x, y^ and z which satisfy the equations 

jc^2__y — i_Z’—i _ ^ _ 

and 2x 4* 3;V + ^ = 42. 

0, Find the values of x and^ such that x* 4-^’ = 16, and = 3X 4- 2. 
7. If jj/® = i6x, andy = 3X — i, find the values of x andy. 
8. y^ = 4^7x, y = mx 4- c; m^ a and c are known constants. Find the relation 

between c and so that these equations may have equal roots in x and equal 
roots iny. 
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9. Solve tlic eqiutinnn : -« jxy -f- 7.r +3 o ; y J.r S. 
10. ^HvcnA7 <?.r +//, r f»'47 lUiro .r 9']» / • whrn i f^-j. 

Find the value u(y wln-n .r • n '4. 
11. If 7 ^ -f/a'-I-<where j, ^ '.ue! r ar^* roir.t.u.t^i *, and in’fjt; whrii 

;i: = 2*4, 7 = S4*H2 uheil x y whni x I TJ : tiad fhr valiir uf y 
when X = 7‘2. 

fi 
12. 7 and x arc connected by the equation 7 ■■ <1 + ^ ^ Firnl fhr valor** <.f 

the constants ^ and r, havin^j I'lvcu that 7 41*0 whm x o*f», 7 31*91 when 
X “ 2*1, 7 = 26*45 when X - 5‘4. 

13. It i.s kiunvn that 7 varies as some pow-rr of x in thr fo|Ifavsjs|^ fw(» rxainplra ; 
If7 = 26*8 when x ~ 2*8,7 ~ ^^‘5 'when jr K’J, fuid ihr rqi}ati<#n t oiiiirt fing y 
and X. 

14. 7 varies as some pow<*r of x ; if7 0*4845 when x yS*,/ iyitKn^ whru 
X = 9*6, find the equation cc>nnectinq7 and x. 

16. (jiv(*n7 = a 4- 3x^\jy ^ 3*6 wlieii x 0,7 10*46 wlirn x 1*4, 7 I fo'q 
when X = 3*7 ; find the value of 7 when x -; xy 

18, V is the Sf*ee<l of a certain vf‘S’.el in km)?. when fhr niqinr'; arr at 
P horse-power. Find a formula of the f«»rm F a { /)Vh romir? fiisq I* aifd ft 
is found by experiment that I* - 287 when V 5, P 1850 wlmn V' tt. 

17. It is known that / ami v are r<mrifftr-d hy an rquafinu ihr h^tm /%*’» f *. 
If/ 1577 when V = 3*5, and 7 = 447*5 when ?/ q'o, hitd fhr valur'* <.f « 4ud 

18. C, p = 213 when v 2, p ' 23*4 whni t/ 10, l'’iod « aofl i \ 
19. In P>eaucham|i Tower’s exprrimrrils on lri« tion it wa% lomtd ih.d the rorfln imt 

of friction in a certain bearinf^ w.-is 0*0021 when the **prf‘d w.r. 157 ft, prr nmtsfr, 
and 0*0036 wlien the speed w.t; 419 ft. prr mifmir. if thr Uhfy>tt v.tur”. vuiir 
power of the speed, fuirl this power, 

20. In Horlgkiir’.onhi experiment i on the jarenidlt iT * ;r.t jrmi piilir% a pillar 
2I ins. diameter and 10 ft. iouf^ was found to hre.tk wifh a l»#.td »«f 05, pHo llej. \% hm 
cut down to 7*5 ft. lonih a pillar of the eamr diainrtrr am! m:itrn.il •a.i. foimd f*i 
break with a load of loo,2fX> lbs. If the breakiiilJ h?.Kl vafie% a-* ‘.unir p»jwrr *»f 'In* 
length, find this power. 

( Phil, ‘rrare.., 18 11 ) 
♦21, If 7 a(B -f 3)% and / %'2i wlien I 150, p ^ * 'e’h f»od 

the v:iluc.s of a and L 

/, := 210, ?/, = 2*5, ~ 10 ; find p^. 

23. Ut7>^ r- (!j, ami (I,, and 7 i-, j-riiedanf, find fhr r«|irif3«»n fornr»fing 
/ and p, 

24. If it h known that - 4r/ , ;if,d flat i - ( j hod 

having given that 4 350. 
26. ddie entropy 4» of a certain <|u:ord»y of ga'. at prrv.nrt' volniim trmprf-4^ 

ture 4, ko. Its cniropy at prev ure /, voimoe t% trrnprralmr 4 h given by 

f 
/V ' 

It k known that /*?/ ; R/, /,?% R4, H ^ F i>. Kxprr-'. f {i| in frism r.f 
volume and ternpeiatmc ; (2) in t#’riiiH of lunp-er.ifure ;*Jei pir'/uf^. 

20. If 7 = 7"' 24*8 when x^ I2'y and 7 540 w,Lrn x 33; fm I 
a and 

27. 7 =■ 7 - 12*66 when x 6*5, 7 r *484 •Ahm x 15-8. hind a sind ^ 

28. W W r 5*35 when i i 3^, \V 22*9 fi ,;y. find the 
value of /X. 

29. /X is the coeflh'ient of frirtifin in a certain liraring a? frrnperAiufr /'* p'. If 

♦ Examples 21 34 may !,e po&fponrf! to a latri sfagr. 
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there is a law of the form jx = connecting /.t and find the constants a and K 
Given fi = 0*0059 when / = iio, and fx = 0*0124 when / = 70. 

30. V is the voltage at time / across a condenser of capacity K, discharging 

through a resistance R. V = Arf where A is constant.' If the condenser is 
allowed to discharge itself through the insulation resistance R of a certain length of 
cable, it is found that V = 100, when / = o, V = 55 when / = 1800, K 
Calculate the value of R. 

31. / is the pressure of saturated steam at absolute temperature C. The 
following values are found by experiment:— 

p 1*78 20*80 
i 

101*9 lbs. per sq. inch. 

t 324 384 439 degrees Centigrade. 

Iflog,, = A - - - ^ 

Find the values of A, B, and C. 
32. In some experiments to find the viscosity of a liquid, if s is the distance through 

which the pointer of an oscillating disc swings at time r. 

s = ae-^ sin «/ + 3 

s = 648*0 when / = — radian 
^ 2n 

s = 380*7 when ^ = 3Z 
2n 

s = 616*8 when / = S!! and = 
2n n 

Find the value of k. 
33. In another experiment like that of the last example 

I'3 

s = 460*3 when / = — 
2n 

s = 538*0 when / = 
271 

^ = 477*3 when / = ^ = 1*5 
271 7t 

Find the value of 
34. S is the quantity of common salt which will dissolve in 100 parts by weight of 

water at temperature C. 
There is a formula connecting S and / of the form 

log S = a + if—+ 4—V 
\ioo/ \iooy 

Find the values of a, 3, and c from the following data :— 

s 36-13 37-25 38-22 

i 25 60 80 

56. Identities.—We have said that an equation of the ;*th degree has 
only n roots, that it is satisfied by 7t values of x. If we find that an 
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equation involving an unknown, quantity x in the «th degree and a number 
of constants, is satisfied by more than n values of jr, it can be shown that it is 
true for all values of jr ; it is then spoken of as an identity. 

The sign — is used to express identity, e.g. the equation 

(x +■ i)(r 4- 2) E + 3;f +■ 2 

is true for all values of x. 
The coefficients of each power of x must be separately equal on the two 

sides of an identity. 

Example.—Find the value of the product {x + 2)(;c — 3)(;r* -f 5), 

The result will evidently be of the fourth degree in x. 
Let {x + 2){x — 3)(^ -h 5) = Ax* + Bo:* + Cx^ +■ Dx +■ E, where A, B, C, D, E 

arc numbers which we require to find. 
Since this is identically true for all values of Xy A must be equal to the coefficient 

of X* on the left-hand side of the equation. A = i. 
This process is known as equating coefficients of x*. 
Similarly B is equal to the coefficient of on the left-hand side of the equation, 
B = 2 - 3 = - I. 

In the same way, by equating coefficients of and Xy and the constant terms, we 
get 

C=-i, D=-5, E=-3o 

and the required product is equal to 

X* — X' -- 30 

Examples. —XXXI. 

Before reading the next paragraph the student should work the following 
examples:— 

Reduce each of the following to a single fraction in its lowest terms :— 

1 __3__ _ 
* a- — 2 X 4- 2’ 

3 ^ __3_ , 
';r4-i X + 2"^ X — f 

p- _3_, __i_ 
X' +2X + S'^ ^-3 

q 4 2 

X~-^2 [x — 2Y X — I 

a 4. _1_ 
(a-4-2)* ■+’;r4-l* 

I I I 

Ij 2i{;r + 2) 2~8(;t: - 5) "" I2(jr - 

2. 

4. 

6. 

8. 

10. 

2jr 4- 9 ^ 3^; — I 4- 7‘ 
+_7____ 

“ 4JC 4- 9 :r — 2' 
6.r + I 3 4 

{x + 7+1; 7+2‘ 
___9 _8 _ 

S(a' + 2) 5(2:r-l)* 

56. ^Resolution into Partial Fractions.—The student already knows 
how to express the sum of a number of fractions as a single fraction whose 
denominator is the least common multiple of the denominators of the given 
fractions, as in the above examples. It is sometimes necessary to carry out 
the converse operation, z.e. having given a single fraction, to express it as the 
sum of a number of simpler fractions. This process is spoken of as the 
resolution of the single fraction into partial fractions. The method will be 
best understood from a consideration of the following examples. 
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2JC ““ ^ 
Example (i).—To resolve the fraction—5--J-— -hita partialfractions, 

2x“ 4“ 3-^ 2 

Resolve the denominator into its simplest factors x + 2 and 2:r — r. We see that 
;r Hh 2 and 2x — 1 are possible forms of the denominators of simple fractions of which 
the given fraction is the sum. 

+ - 1) -^ ® constants. 

Multiply both, sides by the L.C.M. of the denominators. 

2jf — 5 ^ A(2jc — i) + Blx 4- 2) 

This is an identity, and is true for all values of x. Assume jp = — 2, and substitute. 
Then the coefficient of B vanishes, and we have 

- 9 = - 5A A = I 

To find B assume = ir, and substitute. Then the coefficient of A vanishes, and 
we have 

- 4 = f B A B = - f 

. 2^ 5_9 _ 8 
• * (^ + 2)(2a: - i) 5(jf 4- 2) 5(2jr - l) 

Note that this agrees with example 10 above. 

Exampi.E (2).—Resolve the fraction ,--—^into partial fractions, 
[x - i){x 4- 2){x - S) 

I ABC 
[x - ){x 4- 2)[X -5) .a:-l^.r4-2^;r-5 

A I = A(:r 4- 2){x - 5) 4- B(.ar - 5)(;r - i) 4- C^x - i)(jr 4- 2) 

Let jc = I; then, substituting 

I = - 12A 4-OXB4-OXC AA=-|^ 

Let x^— 2; then i = 21B and B = ^ 

Let X — Sf I = 28C and C = 

,_I___1 , l_ , I 

“ (.r “ i){x + 2){x - S) ”” I2(jt:~ l) "^2l(:r4- 2) 28(jr - $) 

This agrees with example ii above. 

Example (3).—It sometimes happetis that the factors of the frst degree in the 
denominator are not all different^ one or more factors being squared or cubedy as in the 

fraction 

In this case a fraction of the form - as well as a fraction of the form ;—§--- 
.r- I (x - if 

may occur among the partial fractions of which the given fraction is the sum. 

Assume---— __4-—?— 4* —^— 4- —5  
(x-i)V4-2)(x-5) x~i (x-i)'' X4-2 x~5 

A 1 = A(x-i)(x4-2)(x-5) + B(x 4- 2)(x-5) 4- C(x-5)(x-i)2 4-D(x-i)2(x f 2) 

B, C, and D may be found by substituting suitable values of x as before. 

If X = I we get I = ~ 12B B = — 

If X = - 2 „ I = - 63C C = - 

Tfx = S „ i = ii2D AD = ^f^ 
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Since the above equation is an identity, the coefficients of each power of x must be 
separately equal on both sides of the equation, 

equating coefficients of we get 

0=A-fC + D = A— + 

.hA= xh 

*•(;»:- l)V+ 2)(V - 5) 144 (jr ~ i) I2{x -1)^ 6^{x — 2) i I2{x — 5) 

In the same way if (jc - i)^ had occurred in the denominator we should have 

assumed 
B 

X - I l)* (-r - I 
as the corresponding partial fractions. 

Example (4).—// may happen that the dejiotnmator cannot be completely resolved 
into real factors of the first decree. Any algebraical expression can be resolved into real 
factors of the first or second degree, 

"\x *4“ ^ 
Resolve —r,-^ partial fractions, 

+ .r-h l)(.;r - 6) 

. 3-^ + 5 _ A , + C 
Assume ^ + ;r^'4-T+ 

Multiplying across we get 

3jf q- 5 r= A(-r* + jr + i) + ^x[x — 6) -f C(jr — 6) 

Substitute x — 6 ; then 23 = 43A, A = f 

Since no real values of x will make the coefficient of A vanish, the constants B and 
C must be found by equating coefficients of powers of x. 

Equating coefficients of od on both sides of the equation, we have 

0 = A-f B = |g + B 

Equating constant terms 

s = A-6C 

• 3-^ + 5__ =_?3 _ _ 2ix + 32 

(jF* •{“ X t){x — 6) 43(’^ 43(’^^ 4" 4“ 1) 

Examples.—XXXII. 

Resolve into partial fractions- 

4 

2X + 5 
x^ + + 6‘ 

4^+ 23 

4-8jr + iS‘ 

6. — X — 20 

{2X + l){x - 3){x + 2y 

2 

{X - 2){X + 3){x + lY 

,1 _. 
+ 2X^ “* or — 2 

_X — 2_ 
“ 3)(-^ + 3)(^ “ 4)* 

I 

(JC - sKx + 4.){2X + ly 

17 7^ +13^ + 9 

[2X ~ i){x'^ 4- 3;r + 4) 

la 3^ + I 
{X^ + X + 2){X - 2)"' 

8. 

10. 

12. 

14. 

16. 

18. 

20. 

9 3-^ 4- 8 
4- 7^ 4- 6* 

6...-5-^ + 7 
(j:-i)(jf4*2)(x4-3)’ 

2x^ 4- 4^ - 2 

(a-4- l)V - 2)* 

_2.;c — I 

(jr-4)(2jc4- i){jr4-3)* 

{x ~ 2){x 4“ 3)i^ + i)‘ 
4- zr 4- 1 

{X 4- 4)(^ 4- 3){^ - i)‘ 
7^4 — 24x^ 4- — 25 

{x - i)*(x - 4)(x 4- 3)* 
8x 4" ri_ 

{x - 2)(x® 4- ^ 4- 3)' 
_I_ 

4" 4~ b)d 4“ 
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CHAPTER VII 

PLOTTING OF FUNCTIONS 

67. FMctioiL—Consider the following table, which gives the value of the 
coefficient of friction for certain bearings at different speeds. 

Velocity v, ft. per min.. . I 3 5 7 10 15 20 

Coefficient of friction fi. 0-15 0*122 0*104 0*092 
1 

0*079 O’o66 0058 

variable quantities, yu and v, connected in such a way • r* 1 ,-^—. ’ ^ ui suuii a wav 
that whenever v is fixed the value of ^ is also fixed. If we choose any value 

Fig. 40. 

of % whether given in the table or not, there must be some definite value of 
corresponding to it. 
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We express this relation by saying that ^ is a function of z*. Plot a 
number of points on squared paper having values of for their absciss® and 
values of fi for their ordinates (see § 12). Eg, in Fig. 40 the co-ordsnates 
of A are i and 0*15, the co-ordinates of B are 10 and 0*079, 

Draw a curve fiirough the points thus obtained. Then^ if we choose any 
value of Vj the probable corresponding value of is given by the ordinate to 
the curve which corresponds to the chosen value of the abscissa r ; fg, m’hen 
I? is 8 we find that the ordinate CNj corresponding to the abscissa ON^ which 
is equal to S, is equal to 0*087, ^ « 0*087 when the speed is S feet per 
minute. We say that the curve AB represents ^ as a function cf :. All the 
functions with which we shall have to deal can be represented in this may b% 
continuous curves, and, at the present stage, the student should consider the 
statement that is a function of x, as meaning that values of j can be 
represented by the ordinates of a curve for which corresponding values of x 
are the absciss®. 

A function of x may be given in the form of an expression in terms of x. 
3^ 4- 2x® + I5 sin (2x 4- i), tan (x + i) are functions of x, for, when any 

value of X is chosen, the value of each of these expressions is fixed, and froin 
a number of values of x we can calculate a number of values of each of the 
above functions, and so plot a curve giving the value of the function for anv 
value of X between two chosen values. 

It is not, however, cecessaiy*'that w*e should know* any formula to calcu'ate 
/ in terms of x. We may have merely a list of observed values of j and x, 
as in the case of ft and r* above, but so long as a regular curv'e can be drawn 
to show the connection between y and x we speak of j as a function ef x. 

We speak of j as the dependent and x as the independent variable, and 
if the connection between j' and x is given by an equation call ihi^ the 
equation to the curve representing j as a function of x. 

If, for instance, it is given that j = — 2^*® + i, we can calculate a 
number of values of j corresponding to seltcied values of x, and thus plot a 
curve representing this equation. 

58. Interpolation.—When the values of a function of x are ghen by 
tables for equal intervals in the value of the independent variable x, we often 
require to find values of the function between tne values given m the tables, 
eg, the table of sines at the end of this book gives the values of sin x at 
intervals of one degree in the value of x; w*e often require to use this table 
to find the sines of angles which do not contain an exact cumber cf degrees. 
This process is called interpolation. 

If the difference between two successive values of x is small, we may 
plot on a large scale points representing the function for the tw’o values cf x 
given in the tables nearest on each side to the value of x for which the 
function is required. We may usually assume, if the values given in the 
tables are sufficiently close together, that the portion of the curve representing 
the function between these tw’o values is a straight line. Joining the two 
points we may obtain from the straight line the required intermediate value 
of the function. This is equivalent to taking a small portion from the cuiv’e 
representing the function, and magnifying it. In the case of all functions 
with which w*e shall have to deal, the portion of the curve taken will be 
approximately straight if sufficiently magnified. 

Note.—In the wosked examples of this and the following chapters the mcasuie» 
ments are taken from figures drawn on squared paper on a much larger scale than can 
he used in the figures of this book. Owing to difficuhies of reprodBction, the small 
squares of the squared paper have not ail been shown. The student should in all 
cases draw the figure for himself on a large scale on paper ruled into squares Ly thick 
lines at intervals of i in., and fine lines at intervals of ^ in. 
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For this purpose the numerical data have been given to a higher degree of 
accuracy than can be shown in the figures. 

Example (r).—Find the values of sin 25*45°, sin 42*36°, sin 65*42°, sin 81 •83°. 
These values have been selected so as to test the accuracy of the graphic method 

of interpolation at different places in. the table of sines. 
From the tables we find sin 25° = 0'4226, sin 26® = 0*4384. 
Plotting these values at A and B, and joining AB, we find that the ordinate to 

the line AB at the point corresponding to 25 *45° is 0*4297. 

The value given in more complete tables is 0*42972. ^ 
In the same way we obtain the following results, which the student should verify 

by plotting the points for himself:— 

Angle. Sine by plotting. Sine frotn tables- 

42-36° 0-6737 0*67379 

65-42° 0*9092 0*90938 

81-83° 0*9899 0*98985 

Thus the error is in none of these cases greater than 0*0002, or about 0*02 
per cent. 

Since the same table is used to find cosines, it follows that we may rely upon it to 
the same degree of accuracy in interpolating values of cos x. 

I 
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Example (2).—It is found that the sine of a certain angle is 0*4318; to find the 
angle, 

T2ie value 0*4318 is not given exactly in the tables, but lies between sin 25® 
-•= 0*4226 and sin 26° = 0*4384. 

Plotting these values as in the last example, we find that the point C in AB has 
the ordinate 0*4318. The abscissa corresponding to this is 25*58° 

0*4318 = sin 25*58°. 

Examples.—XXXIIL 

Find the values of the following;— 

1. Sin 27*45° J sin 27*8° ; sin“^ 0*4612 ; sin'”^ 0*4570. 
2. Sin 71*5°; sin 71*32°; sin^^ 0*9500; sin~^ 0*9482. 
3. Cos 57*6° ; cos 57*9°; cos“' 0*5336 ; cos~^ 0*5417. 
4. Tan 33*6° ; tan 33*25° ; tan*"^ 0*6523; tan”* 0*6602. 
6. Sin 0*45°; sin 1*45°; sin 2*45°. 
6. Express 34*25° and 34*7° in radians, and 0*6000 radian in degrees, using the 

tables at the end of the book, and a graphic method of interpolation. 
7. Express 1*195 radians and 2*3998 radians in degrees. 
8. Find the value of log 12*8873, having given log 12*88 = 1*109916, log 12*89 

= 1*110253. 
9. Find log 10*7352, given log 10*73 = 1*030600 and log 10*74 = 1*031004. 

10. Find the values of cos 135*61° and cos”*(— 0*7167). 

69. When the interval between the given values is not comparatively 
small, and in any case when we are not sure how far it is accurate to take 
the portion of the curve between the two given values as a straight line, 
we may plot three or four successive values from the tables, and draw the 
curve through these. 

Example.—The following values are taken from a table of cube roots:— 

^ 6789 

Xjx 1*8171 i 1*9129 2*00 2*0801 

Find the values of^/J6*25 and ^^^8*13. 

On plotting the given values we get the curve AB (Fig. 42). A and B ore the 
points whose abscissae are 6*25 and 8*13. 

Reading off the ordinates at A and B, wc get 

{76*25 = 1*841; 

The correct values to 5 significant figures are 

?y6*25 = 1*8420; = 2.*0108 

G 



0*002475248 0*002469136 0*002463054 0*002457002 
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3. From the following data find the values of (2*253)* and (3*861)* :— 

X 2 3 4 

4 9 16 

4. Given 

X 10 11 12 

1 
0*1 ' 0*090909 0083333 

X i 

Find the values of and p—. 

6. Given 

X 4 5 6 7 

64 125 216 343 

Find the values of 4*361* and 5*732*, 

0. Given 

X 6 7 8 9 

XIx 1*8171206 1*9129312 2*0 
i 

2*0800837 

Find the values of IJ6’2^ and V^'I3. 

7. Given 

X 6 7 8 9 

2-449S 8-6457 2*8284 3*0 

Find the values of >^7*5 and ^^*25. 

60. Graphic methods of interpolation may be used to solve problems like 
the following :— 

Example. The proprietor of a certain patented article finds that the number which 
he can sell at various prices is £pven by the following table :— 
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Selling price in pence. . 
1 

6 12 i8 24 30 

Number sold .... 

1 

3S,ooo 35,000 2OjO0O 8400 5600 

Each article costs him sixpence to make. 
Plot a curve to show the p7‘obable number sold at any price from Sd. to 2s. 6t/., and 

find the number which he will probably sell if he fixes the price at is. efi. 
Also plot a curve to show his total proft at any price^ and fnd at aahat price it will 

be most profitable for him to sell the article. 

On plotting the given values we get the curve A (Fig. 43), showing the number 
sold at any price from (od. to 2s. 6d. The number sold at is. ^d. is given by the 
ordinate at A, where the abscissa is i6. The ordinate at A, and therefore the 
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ordinate is greatest at C, and therefore it will be most profitable to sell the article at 
ij. 4//., the total profit at that price being about £ioZo. 

Example (2).—It is required to dez'ise a graduated scale of incotne tax, so that 
incomes of £160 shall j>ay nothing, and incomes of £*qoo shall pay js. 2d. in the pound. 
All other incomes are to be taxed according to a linear law satisfied by the two given 
cases. What would be the tax on incomes of jifsoo, £^00, and £\oqo ? 

We are given that the curve connecting income and rate of tax is a straight line. 
Taking values of total income as abscissae, and rates of income tax as ordinates, 

and plotting the two given cases, we get the points A and B (Fig. 44). 

Fig. 44. 

The straight line through these points gives the proper rate of tax for other 
ncomes. 

From the figure we find the following values as given by the ordinates at the 
points C, D, and E. 

Income. Rate of Income tax, 

£ s. d. 
300.03^ 

500.o Sf 

1000.I 9I 

Examples.—XXXV, 

1. The following table gives the amount which ^loo, accumulating at 2^ per cent, 
compound interest, will reach in the times specified :— 

Time in years . . . . 10 20 30 1 
1 

40 ^ 

i 
SO 

Amount of 100 128*01 163*86 209*76 268*51 34371 
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Plot a curve to sliow tlie amount of / lOO at 2^ per cent, for any number of yean 

frooi o to 50. 
From your curve find the amount of j^ioo in 7 and 24 years respectively. 

2. S is the distance in yards at which a train can be stopped oa the level when 
going at a speed of V miles per hour. 

V 30 40 55 60 

S ' 100 180 340 400 

What is the distance for speeds of 35 and 50 miles per hour ? 

3. A steam electric generator on three long trials is found to use the following 
amounts of steam per hour for the following amounts of power :— 

Pounds of steam per hour . . . , 4020 6650 10,800 

210 480 706 

Kilowatts produced ..... 114 290 435 

Find the I-II.T. and the weight of steam used per hour when 330 kilowatts are 
produced. 

(Board of Education Examination in Steam, 1902.) 

4. FI is the modulus of elasticity of wrought iron, in grammes per square milli- 
metre, at temperature C. 

i 0 20 j 100 200 300 

K 2«>483 21,441 21,212 20,458 19.175 

What arc the probable values of E at temperatures of 50% 150®, and 250® 

rrhpectively ! 

5. 'V is the tensile strength, in tons per square inch, of steel conbdning jc per ccht. 

of carbon. 

X o'X4 0*46 0-57 0-66 078 o'8o 0*87 076 

T 2S'I 33-8 3S'6 40 42*1 45'9 467 S27 

Plot a curve to show as accurately as the data will allow the probable tensile 
strength ofBtecl containing any percentage of carbon fromo^i^to i percent 

What strength would you expect to find in steels containing 0*40 per cent., and 

070 per cenU, of carbon reapeciively? 
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6, S is the sag in the middle of a I20*foot span of trolley wire of copper, 0*4 in. 
in diameter, and T the tension at temperature F. 

/O F 0 105 IS* 180 

S inches 3 
i 

6 12 

Tibs. 3,600 1800 1200 900 

Find the sag and the tension at temperature 70° F. 

7. / is the pressure in lbs. per square foot of saturated steam at temperature 0^ C, 
Make a table to show as accurately as you can from the given data the value of p for 
every exact number of degrees from 105® to 125°. 

0 1 los no II5 120 I2S 

2524 2994 3534 4152 4854 

What is the pressure at temperature ioS*4®? At what temperature is the pressure 
4320 lbs. ? 

8. u cu., fl. is the volume of i lb. of saturated steam at pressure p lbs. per square 
inch. 

60 65 
! 

70 75 80 8s 

U 7-03 6-52 609 5*70 5*37 5*07 

What are the volumes at pressures 69*21, 79*03, and 89*86? 

9. H is the horizontal intensity of the earth’s magnetic field in latitude 50° N. at 
the following longitudes :— 

Longitude 

0
 0
 

! 

1 
1 

0 

. 

10® E. 

0
 0
 30° E. 

H 181 i88 195 201 217 

What is the probable value of H in longitude 3® W., and 15® E. 

10. The following table gives the time of sunset at the following dates.— 

Jan. I. Jan. xo. Jan. 16. Jan. 30. Feb. 5- 

3-S9 4.18 4.42 4-S3 

Plot a curve to show the time of sunset on any day in January. Find the times of 
sunset on January 4th and January 20th. 
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to table gives the expectation of life of mal« ail frotn o 

Age . 0 5 10 IS 20 25 35 45 jc 

Exi>ec- 
tation 
of life 41*35 

w
 

b
 47-60 |43-4I 39*40 35-6S 

j 

j 32-10,23-64^25-30 22c; iS-93 

Age . • * 55 60 65 70 75 
i ^ 1 ^5 ' 90 95 1 100 

Expectation of 
— — - 

life . • 15-95 13*14 '0‘55 8*27 6-34 4-79 j 3*56 2*66 i 2“0I ' 1*61 

■jmt is the probable expectation of life at the following ages : ^ years m vearl 
16 years, and 43 years ? & ^ 14 jcars, 

^ ^ number of males oat of every million bom surviving at ibe following 

Age. N. 

0 1,000,000 
I ^36,405 
5 723,716 

10 689,857 

15 672,776 
20 65'.903 
25 624,221 
30 

595.089 
35 564,441 
40 

531,657 

What is the probable number surviving at 17 years of age ? 
Out of 1000 living at the age of 17 years, bow many will probably survive at 

33 years ? 

13. An examiner has to give marks to papers; the highest number is 185, the 
lowest 43. He desires to change all his marks according to a linear law, conveTting 
the highest number of marks into 250, and the lowest into 100 ; show how be may do 
this, and state the converted marks for papers already marked 60, 100, and 150. 

(Board of Education Examination, 1^2.) 

14. £r is the total return in money obtained from a certain farm when £C per 
annum of capital and labour are invested in it. 

c 100 150 200 i 250 300 350 

r j 60 67 
i 

95 i 
i 

los 
i 

loS 109 

Plot a curve showing the probable return for any investment from /‘too to /jSc. 
What is the probable return for an investment of ;^22S? 
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15. Green peas are brought into the market of a county town. Early in the 
season loo lbs. per day are brought in and sold at u, per lb. Late in the season, 
when peas are plentiful, 10,000 lbs. are brought in and sold at i\d. The intermediate 
amounts and prices are given in the following table:— 

Quantity brought into 
the market . . . 100 500 1000 2000 5000 10,000 

Price per lb. . , . 12 6 4 3 2 

Cost of growing and 
marketing per lb. . 4 3*2 2 2 If If 

Plot curves to show the price and cost per pound for any supply in the market from 
100 lbs. to 10,000 lbs. 

Also plot a curve to show the total profit on the whole amount sold for various 
supplies. What quantity must the producers bring into the market so as to make the 
total profit on the whole supply the greatest possible ? 

To construct the last curve use your two previous curves ; do not construct it from 
the given numbers alone. 

16. In the wholesale wheat market, on a certain date, A is the amount which 
holders of wheat will be willing to sell at a price J>, B is the amount which buyers 
will take at price /. 

P 31^. 30^. 6^. Zos. 29J. (id. 2gs. 

A 292,000 275,000 250,000 210,000 150,000 bushels 

B 150,000 183,000 225,000 280,000 350,000 bushels 

On the same paper plot (i) a curve to show the price required to call forth any 
supply A from 150,000 to 300,000 bushels ; (2) a curve to show the price required 
to cause any demand B from 150,000 to 350,000 bushels. 

The market price tends to settle at that value for which the amounts supplied and 
the amounts demanded by buyers are equal. What is the probable market price in 
this case ? 

01. The Straight Line.—Let us plot the curve such that the co-ordinates 
X and^ of any point on it satisfy the equation = 2jr + 3- 

By calculation we find the following corresponding values oiy and x 

o-s * 1*5 

3 4 5 6 

On plotting these points we get PB, Fig. 45. 
This is a straight line, and we shall find that if we take any other values 
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of :r and calculate jr the corresponding points will lie on the same 

line, e.g. when j: = 075, y = 4-5, and the point (075, 4-5) is found to lieVn 
the straight line PB. 

It can be proved that any equation of the first degree, such as j = jwx 4- a 
where m and c have any constant numerical values, represents a straiglit 
line. In the above case 7/2 = 2, ^ = 3. (Ex. XXXVII., 9.) 

A straight line is fixed if we know the position of any two points upcm it, 
and we can find the equation of the straight line from the co-ordinates of any 
two points upon it 

Example.—Find the equation of the straight line joining ike pints fi, 3)^ mmd 
(2*5, 2). These are the joints Q and R in Fig. 45. ” * 

Let the equation be = mx -p c, 
Xhen, since the point (i, 3) is on the line, the values x = i and jrr 3 mast 

satisfy the equation ; 
3 = 772 + «P 

Similarly, ^ = 1*5 and_y = 2 must satisfy tie equation 3 

2 = I *5 »2 -P <P 

We have now a pair of simultaneous equations to find m and e. 
Solving these we get m ^ = 5 ; therefore the equation to the straight line 

QR \sy— —2x -f 5. 
To verify this we may take any other value of x, calculate/ from the equation, 

and find whether the point obtained lies on the straight line ; e.g. when j = 2, 
/ = — 4 4- 5 = I, and we find that the point S, whose co-ordinates are (2, i)j lia oa 

the straight line QR. 

Examples.—XXXVI. 

Draw the straight lines represented by the following equations. Calculate the 
values of / corresponding to two values of x in each case ; draw the straight line 
through the two points thus obtained ; calculate from the equation the value ci/ ta 
a third point, and verify that this point lies on the same straight line. 

l.y=2x + l. 2.y = 4^+-2. 3.y = x-t. 

4./=-2x + 2. 6. / = ~3x-o’S. 6./ = 4r-4. 

7.y= r4x + 0*3. 8. j/ = - 1*4^ 4 0‘3- 

Draw the straight lines through the following pmrs of pints, and find thcis 

equations. 

9. (121, 59) aJid (128, 62). 
11. (-2, 13) and (3, -12). 
13. (2, i) and (-3, 4). 
15. (“5. 4) and (6, 3). 

17. (II, -r2) and (17, -0*6). 

10. (I, “5) (4, t)- 
12. (2, -3) and (5, -7). 
14. (-2, 3) and (3, -5)- 

16. (I, 5) and (-5,23). 

62. ’To find the liCeaning of m and c in the ZESquation ^ 4 c. 

Plot the following straight lines 

(i) y = 102:4 3 ; (2) X = 2r 4 (S)^' = 0 ^ ^ + 31 
(4) y = -3X 43; (s) J' = +■ 3 

These equations are all of the form y 
them, but thevvalues of m are 

We obtain the straight lines PA, PS, PC, PD, rt 

mx 4 ^ is equal to 3 m all of 
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These straight lines all start from the same point P, where = 3 on the 
axis of y, but make different ^ g 
angles with the axis of ;r. We ei—r-t--ti-r~]—- 
notice that when m is large I / 
the line slopes steeply up* — |-tM- 
wards. As m gets smaller the 1 / 
line becomes less steep, and 5 ^ j-^  - 
when m is zero the slope of the v / 
line is zero. ^ —jl_ 

When m is negative the line / 
slopes downwards as :r in- 4 _ Jj L__ 
creases. 1/V 

If we take any two points P / \__ 
and A on a straight line, and ii 7j \r 
draw lines PH and AN parallel v \ _P 
to the axes of and y respec- A 
tively, then the value of the ^ j i\ 

YY-}-- 
fraction is called the slop^ \\ } \ 

PN oJAl. i_JP_ 
of the line PA, AN and PN ^-TT-j- 
being each measured on the | ^ j \ 
scale proper to the axis to which ++ r V 
it is parallel. 1 * \ \s 

When the same scale Is 1-- 

taken on the two axes ^ is the \ _.V_ 

tangent of the angle which the p \ 1 2 \ 3 4- 
line PA makes with the axis 0—U--^ r- 
of jr. We may note that when ij \ \ 
X increases by the amount PN, —U-V-V- 
y increases by the amount AN, I \ \ 
and therefore the slope of the —L--- 
straight line measures the in- 1 \ \ 
crease of y per unit increase of _1_2_X- 
X, or the rate of increase of y j \ \ 
with respect to x. -gl I I \ I . I —_j- 

We find, by measurement, E O 

Slope of PA = ll 10 = min equation (i) 

M PB = 
2 _ 

I ““ 
2 = m » (2) 

ff PC = 0 = m 9) (3) 

PD = - 3 _ 
I 

- 3 = ;« 99 (4) 

PE = 

11 

1 |b
 

— 10 = w » (5) 

Similarly, it will be found in any case that in the equation y=mx + e^ 
m measures the slope of the straight line represented by the equation. 

To find the meaning of c we note that if we put :r = o in the equation 
y = mx + <r, we get y — and therefore c is the value of y when ;r = o ; 

c is the length cut off on the axis of y by the straight line — mxc) 
e.g. in Fig. 45 all the straight lines cut off the length 3 on the axis oiy^ and 
^ = 3 in all the equations. 
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Examples.—XXXVII. 

1. Plot the straight lines y = 2x + 6 ; y = 2x + i ; y = 2x o; y = 2x 2; 
y =: 2x 6 ; and show from your figure that in each case c is the intercept on the axis 
of y. Since these lines all have the same value of m, we should expect them all to 
have the same slope, t.e. to be parallel. Verify this from your figure, 

2. Draw the following straight lines : y ^ x, y — 2x — y = ^x — 4, y ^ *“3^ 
+ 2, and j/ = 8je — 3, on the same sheet of paper, and verify that in each case m is 
the slope of the line, and c is the intercept on the axis ofy, 

3. Verify by measurement that the slope of each of the straight lines in Examples 
XXXVI., i to 8, is equal to the value of m in its equation. 

4. If V is the volume at temperature 0° C. of a portion of gas which occupies 
loo cc. at 0° C., it is known that V = loo + 0*3670. 

Plot a curve to show the value of V at any temperature from o® C. to 100® C. 
Measure the slope of the resulting straight line. 

6. The length / of a brass wire under a tension of W lbs. is / = 10 + —;;—. 
^ 11,500 

Plot a curve to show the relation between / and W from W = o to W = 70 lbs. 
Since this equation is of the first degree the resulting curve is a straight line; 

measure its slope, and show that the slope is equal to the value of m in the equation. 
0. R is the electrical resistance of a copper wire of i mm. diameter, and I metre 

long, at temperature 6° C. 
It is found that R = 0*0203 (i + 0*00410). 
Plot a curve to show the value of R at any temperature between 0° C. and loo® C. 
7. For nickel of the same dimensions the corresponding formula is 

R = 0*1568 (I + 0*00620) 
Plot a curve to show the value of R at any temperature between o® C. and 100° C. 
8. The specific heat of mercury at temperature / is = 0*03327 — 0*0592/. 
Plot a curve to show the specific heat at any temperature from o® C. to 50° C. 
9. A, B, and C are any three points whose co-ordinates satisfy the equation 

y ^ MX + c. Show that the straight lines AB and AC have the same slope. Note 
that it follows that all points whose co-ordinates satisfy the equation y = mx -f c lie 
on the same straight line. 

03. In plotting functions the following order is usually the best:— 
(1) Calculate from the equation the values oiy for the two extreme values 

of X between which the curve is to be drawn, and for any value of x such 
as o, I, etc, for which the calculation is easy. 

(2) Form an estimate of the greatest and least values of^ that will occur; 
note especially whether any negative values of occur. 

(3) Choose the scales for the two axes so that the figure will be extended 
over the paper as much as possible. The scales need not, of course, begin 
at zero. 

(4) After plotting the points found, calculate intermediate values, taking 
these nearest together where the curvature is greatest. 

04. Cuirves represented by the Equation y = ax”.—We shall take 
examples in which a and n have different values. 

Example (i).—/%>/ lAe curve whose ordinate and abscissa are connected by the 
equation jj/ =; x* from x=: 4 to x ^ +4. 

Here a = i, « = 3. 
By calculation we get the following values :— 

X -4j 4 0 i 
I — I 2 — 2 3 -3 ±0*5 ±1-5 ±2'S ±3*5 

■-64 64 0 I ~i 1 8 -8 27 -27 ±0*125 ±3-375 1 i
i

 

±42-9 

Plotting these values we get the curve in Fig. 46. 
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The true shape of a curve represented by an algebraical equation is only obtained 
vrhen the same scale is taken on both axes, but for practical purposes it is usually 
sufficient to have a curve, from which the values of^ can be read off for any value of jc. 

To do this it is not necessary to use the same scale for both axes, and vre choose 
the scales independently, as in Fig. 46, to suit the space at our disposal. In curves 
of the classy = <z^, this has the same effect as altering the constant u, and accordingly 
we shall usually take a as unity. ^ 
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The points for which the co-ordinates were actually calculated should be shown by 
small circles or crosses. 

Example (2).—Plot the cut-vt y = between jc = 0 a7id a? = 4. 

Here ^ = i, /* = 2*1. 
Taking logs of both sides of the equation, we get 

logy = 2*1 log 

We arrange the calculation as follows :— 
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Example (4).—Plot the curves y — and y ■==. sfi on ihe same sheet of faper from 
X == o to X =: 5. 

3 
Ify = x° wc have, taking logs, log^ = | log x. 

X. log X. ^ log X \og jy. 

1 _ 1*00 

0 — — 0*00 

5 0*699 0*262 1-83 
2 0*3010 0113 1*30 

3 0-4771 0*174 1*49 

4 0-6o2I 0*226 1*68 

0*5 r699 1*887 0*77 

0*3 1-477 1*804 0*64 

0*2 1-301 173S o'SS 
0*1 1*0 1-625 0*42 

Plotting these numbers we get the curve OA. The equation y = may be 

written x = and thus the curve jv = x^ may be obtained from the curve =. x^ by 
exchanging the values of x and for every point on it. We thus get the curve OB. 

If we draw a straight line OC through the origin and the point (i, i), the 
two curves are symmetrical about the line OC. Any two curves, y = and 

1 
y :zz 0^^ arc symmetrical about the line OC. 
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K X A M ri.Ks.—X X X V n U 

Plot the following curves: - 
1. y 2z .1* from X =' —4 to X r'. -f 4. 2. 7 ™ O’lx* Imm a —4 to x-- 4-4. 
8. 7 = o’lA^ from x ~ --4 to x = +4. 
4, 7 = 5.r"*from x =i —2 to x = "-"0*5, ami from x 4 0*5 to x .= 2. 
6. 7 = 2.r“’* from x »= —2 to x = —0*5, and from x 4 0*5 to x 2. 
0 y = from X O'l to x ~ lo. 

* i 
7. 7 = X®, and 7 = x^, from x o to x ~ 1*2 on the same sheet of paper. 

8. 7 = x^, and 7 = x'^, fioni x ~ o to x ^ 2. 
X 

9. 7 = X*®, and 7 = x^®, fiom x = o to x l'u5. 
10. 7 = 2x"”^‘^ from X = O’l to x ~ 10. 
11. 7 = 45ox’“^‘'*^ from x = i to x- 10. 
12. 7 = X* 4" 2x — 3 from x ~ — 4 to x -•» 4 4. 
13. 7 = x^’i — 2x®® from x s= 3 to x 5. 
14. Draw a figure showing approximately the shape of the curve 7 ~ x”, when « 

has the values lO, 2, l, ^^0, o, "”*> ""2, —10, taking the same scale for 
X and 7, Show all the curves together in the same figure, estimating two or three 
values of7 for each curve. 

15. Plot the curve 7 = x^ on a large scale from x -- o to x = 3*2. liy means of 
your curve construct a table giving the square roots of the whole numbers from it to 
10. Also find the scjuarc roots by the arithmetical method, and compare. 

18. Plot the curve7 =r x* on a large scale from x = o to x 2*2. (lonstruct a 
table giving the cube roots of the whole numbers from i to 10. Also find the cube 
roots by logarithms and compare. 

65. We shall now give some examples of practical applications of the 
plotting of curves of the classy = and related curves. 

Example {i).—A uniform ham of length /, fixed at one end^ sufiports a weight W 
at the other» The defieciion y at a distance x from the fixed end is given by the formula 

W 
y = (Jfx* — |;x^). E and I are constants depestding on the material and shape of 

the beam. 
Construct a curve to show the deflection at any point of a beam, lo ft. long^ which is 

defiected I ft, at the free end. 
W 

Here I ™ to, and, to find the constant , we have, when x 10, 7 i. 

substituting ^ ^ ‘ 

W 
KI 

= 0003 

roew 

3 

We have to plot the curve 7 = o‘oo3(5x^ — Jx^). 
This should be done on a large scale. Ihe calculation should be set down a@> 

follows 

X. ■ft 5^*- ^ 7- 

0 O'O 
ID - . ro 

I O'16 4‘«3 0*014 

3 4i I 4’^ 41-5 0*124 

s K!S i 20 8 104*2 0*312 

7 sy-o iKK'o 0*564 

8 jiti h^‘o 235*0 1 0*705 

9 i 4*5 1 \ 121*0 ‘ 2K4 *0 0*^52 

H 
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The shape of the beam is shown in Fig. 50. 
If we require the curve to show the deflection at any point, and not the actual 

shape of the beam, we can plot the delleetion ^ on a larger scale than the length 

Example (2).—If the mixture in a gcLS-engine expands without gain or loss of hcat^ 
it is found that the law of expansion is givefi by the equation = consta7it^ where 
P is the pressure and v the volume. 

Plot a curve to show the pressure at any volume as the gas expands from v ■=■ 11 to 
V = 23, having given that p = l8S‘2 when v = Jl, 

Problems dealing with this subject are sometimes treated as though the gas expanded 
according to Boy Ids law, i.e. as though pv = constant. 

On the same paper plot a curve to show the pressure at any voltime as the gas expands 
according to the law pv = constant, starting with the same values of p and v. 

We have pv^'^ = C 
Taking logs, 

iog/+ 1-37 log z/ = log C 

Whenp = i88'2, z/ = ii, then log/ = 2*2747, log v = 1*0414 

/. log C = 2*2747 + 1*427 = 3*7017 
From this we get 

log/= 3*7017 - 1*37 logz^ 

and the values ofp can be calculated as follows :— 

V II 12 13 H 16 18 20 23 

log V 

i 
— 1*0792 rii39 11461 1*2041 1*2553 1*3010 1-3617 

log/ — 2*223 2*175 i 2*131 2*052 
1 

1*982 1*919 1-837 

f \ i88*2 167*1 149-6 135*2 
I 

112*7 

1 
95-8 

! 
83 68*7 

If the gas expands according to Boyle’s law we have pv = constant = 
To find Cl, we have when z/ = ii, / = 188*2. 

Cl = II X 188*2 = 2070 
. . ^ 2070 
:. pv = 2010 ; P = 

The values of/ can now be calculated as follows *.— 

V II 13 IS 17 19 ! 21 23 

188*2 159*9 138 121*8 109 98*6 90 
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The two curves obtained by plotting these two sets of corresponding values of / 
and V are shown in Fig. 51. 

Values of v 
Fig. 51. 

The following example is of special interest to students of chemistry and physics. 

Example (3).—JBoyl^s law states that a gas at constant tej?ipe7‘ature expands 
according to the laiu = C, or^ if we choose suitable units^ pv = i. When the gas is 
near to the liquid state this equation ceases to be sujhciently accurate. According to 
van der Waals^ a more exact law is 

where a and b are s?nall consta?its and t is the temperature ce^itigrade, 

JFor carbon dioxide a — o‘oo874> ^ — 0*0023. 

Plot a curve showing the relatio7i between p and v from v = 0*004 to v =■ 0*03 for 

the case i = 0. 
Also plot the curvepv = 1 on the same paper^ and compare. 
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We have ^j> 4. ^ ^{v — 0’002^) ss i 

_ I 0*00874 
^ ^ V — 0*0023 as'* 

Values of/ are calculated as follows :— 

Fig. 5a. 

<if t-in. radius inside, and X-in. radius 
outssde IS subjected ta a jfiuid pressure of 6000 lbs. per square inch inside. If the pressure 
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Jr aw a curve showing the tensile stress q) at all joints within the 

Given / = + ^ = a — whete a and h are const ants^ r is 

f}js centre of the tuhe^ andp is the pressure on the inside or outside of 

h, we have 
when r = i, = 6000 ; when r = 3, = O 

substituting 6ocx5 = a^ h ; o = iz+~ 

/. f^ = 6000; ^ = 6750 
^ = - 750 

alculate the values of — ^ for different values of r from the formula 

Distance from centre of tube (inches) 
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Examples.—XXXIX. 

1. Plot the following curves together on the same sheet of paper, from r/ = r to 
V = lo, taking values of z' as abscissae and values of / as ordinates :— 

^1*41 = Cl, = Cj, /z/O® = C„ = C4, where C„ C^, C,, C4, are constants. 

In every case it is given thatp — 3000 when v — i. 
2. The relation between the pressure in pounds per square inch and the volume in 

cubic feet of one pound of saturated steam is given by the equation ~ 479. 
Plot a curve to show the pressure for any volume from u = 4*57 to « = 25*87. 
3. If t is the absolute temperature, and v the volume of a gas, then in adiabatic 

expansion, = constant. 
Plot a curve showing how v depends upon t for air (7 = 1*41) from i = 300 to 

i — 400, having given that v ■=■ i when t = 400. 
4. If / is the pressure and t the absolute temperature of a gas in adiabatic 

Y 

expansion, then = constant. 
Plot a curve to show how p depends upon t for air from / = 300 to / = 400, 

having given that p = 3500 when / = 400; 7 = 1*41. 
6. D is the diameter of a wrought-iron shaft to transmit indicated horse-power H 

at N revolutions per minute. 

Plot a curve showing the relation lielween D and H, from H = 10 to H = 80, 
when N is 100 revolutions per minute. From your curve find the diameters for 
horse-powers of 27 and 63. 

6. The British Association rule for pitch and diameter of screw threads for instru¬ 

ments is // = 6/^, where d is the diameter and p the pitch. 
Plot a curve to show the diameter for any pitch from 0*004 0‘O2. 

7. The tensile stress (— ^) in a certain cylinder is given by •— ^ = 4680 -f- 

Plot a curve showing the value oi — q for any value of r from 3 to 5. 
8. A tube 3 ins. internal and 8 ins. external diameter is subjected to a collapsing 

pressure of 5 tons per square inch ; show by curves the radial and circular stresses 
everywhere. 

Given that, at a point distant r inches from the axis of the cylinder, 

the radial stress / = A + -^ 
jg 

the circular stress = A-=■ 

Note that/ is 5 tons per square inch when r = 4 ins., and p — o when ^ = 1*5 ins. 
{J9aa»'d of Education Examination in Applied J\fechanics^ 1901.) 

9. In the case of a uniform beam of length / fixed at one end, and carrying a 
..uniformly distributed load w per unit length, the deflection y at the distance from 
the fixed end is given by ^ 

Draw a curve to show the deflection at any point of a beam 10 ft. long which is 
deflected r ft. at the free end. 

10. The deflection ^ at a distance x from the middle of a uniformly loaded beam 
supported at the two ends is given by 

w 

^ ” 48ET 

v is measured upwarda from the level of the middle of the beam. 
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Plot a curve to show the shape of the beam, given / = 10 ft., deflection at the 
middle = I ft. 

11. The equation to a parabola =: js^ax. 
Plot this between x o and x = 4, for the cases where a = i,tf=2, « = 3. 

12. The equation to an ellipse is ^ = i. 

Plot the whole curve for the following cases : 5 = 3, 3 = 2;«=:3, h =. i; ^ = 49 
5 = 3; /z'= I, ^ = I. 

x* V* 13. The equation to a hyperbola is-^ — = i. 

Plot the curve from x — i2to,v = 4-i2for the same values of a and as in 
example 12. 

14. Calculate the amount of 100 at 3 per cent, compound interest in 5, 10, 15, 
and 20 years. 

Plot a curve from th ''i values to show the amount for any number of years from 
I to 20. From your curve find (i) the amounts of ;i£'ic>o in 3 and 7 years respectively, 
(2) in how many years would ^520 amount to ;^6i i lar. 

15. The present value of an annuity of ;^P per annum for n years, with interest at 
r per cent., is given by 

/100 + r\ looP 

Plot curves showing the present value of an annuity of {a) at 3 per cent, per 
annum, for periods varying from I year to 50 years ; {b) for 30 years at rates varying 
from I to 5 per cent. 

16. The velocity v ft. per second at which water will flow through a pipe of 
diameter d ft. with a fall of i in 10 is given by the empirical formula 

Plot a curve to show the value of v for pipes from i in. to 12 ins. diameter. 
From your curve read off the velocity for a pipe of 2*5 ins. diameter. 

17. The following formula have been given for the shape of high dams in masonry 
for reservoirs : 

“ V P + o*( =(°T)‘ 
X is the vertical depth below the surface of the water in feet, 

is the horizontal distance of a point on the outer face from a vertical line through 
the top of the inner face. 

z is the horizontal distance of a point on the inner face from the same vertical line. 
P = maximum pressure allowed in tons per square foot. 
Plot curves to show the cross-section of the inner and outer faces of the dam from 

Of = 40 to ;r = 160. Maximum pressure allowed = 7 tons per square foot. 
18. e is the commercial efficiency of an electric motor when the current is 

I amperes 

El - IV - P. 
El 

For a certain motor E = 122*4 ; r = 0*024 J = 2887. 
Plot a curve to show the efficiency for all values of I from 40 amperes to 160 

amperes. By means of your curve find the efficiency for a current of 86 amperes. 
19. The current I amperes required by a motor of the same type as in the last 

question for a load P* watts is given by the formula 
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For a particular motor tlie full load is 746 x 15 watts, E 125, 
P, = 2000. 

Plot a curve to show the current talcen for any load from one quarter of the 
load to times the Ml load. What current would be taken for | load and 

load ? 
20. T is the rise in temperature in degrees Fahrenheit of an electric transforca®*' 

when, m watts are wasted per square inch of cooling surfaces. 

For an air-cooled transformer T = 300^2'^. 

For an oil-cooled transformer T = 225 w?. 
Plot on the same sheet two curves to show the value of T in air and oil-cooled. 

transformers respectively, for any value of m between m — o^ and w = 0*4. 
What is the waste in watts per square inch for a rise in temperature of 60° for 

oil-cooled transformer? (W. B. Woodhouse, Electrician^ Feb. 15, 190I*) 
21. w is a certain linear dimension used to determine the size of a transform^*" 

core. S is the corresponding area of the cooling surface. 
The outside breadth of the core = yonv -h i in. 
The outside length of the core = 4*6z«/ -h 4 ins. 

S = 145-h \zow 
weight of iron = I'oyw^ 4- I'^Sui^ 

On the same sheet plot curves to show the cooling surface and the weight for all 
values of 'W from o to 6 ins. 

By means of your curve find the length and breadth of a core, and the weigtit or 
iron, to give a cooling surface of 2140 sq. ins. 

(W. B. Woodhouse, Electrician^ March i, 190I.) 

66. Compound Interest Law y = ae^.—In nature we often meet wdth. 
related pairs of quantities which obey a law of the form y = 

a and i> are constants, and the quantity which is the base of Napierian 
logarithms, is numerically equal to 27183 . . . . The nature and importance 
of this quantity e will be more fully explained in Chapter XXIX. It can 
shown that when j' and x are related by the above law, the rate of increase 
of ^ per unit increase of is proportional to /, so that^' incrpses relativ^y 
to jr, like a sum of money at compound interest if the interest is added to tiie 
principal continuously instead of once a year. ^ 

The law jy = ae^ is called the compoimd interest law. 
We shall first take the case where a ^ i, ^ = i. 

Example (i).—Plat the curvey = from ^ — 4 ^ = 2, 

Taking logs of both sides of the equation y =1 

we have logio^ = x logjo<? = 0*4343^ 

X. 

0 

I 

— 1*0 

2*718 

2 0*8686 7*390 

■w 4 2*2628 o*oi8 

— I 
— 0*368 

— 2 — 0*135 

3 2*6971 0*0498 

0*4 0*1737 1*490 

1-4 

- 0*4 
0*608 4*050 

— 0*670 

Plotting these values, we get the curve A (Fig. 54). 
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Note i.—Since r"* = the values oiy whenx = — i, or = — 2, and x — —0*4 

in the above table, need not be calculated directly by logaritlims, but are the 
reciprocals of the values oi y fox x = i, r = 2, and x = 0*4. Similarly in any case 
the values of y for negative values of x are the reciprocals of the values of y for 
positive values of x. 

Note 2.—The value of a in the equation y = only afiects the vertical scale 
on which the curve is plotted. 

Note 3.—When we have plotted the curve y = for any value of x, the curve 
y = may easily be obtained from it. The equation may be written y = 
and may be obtained from the equation y =i^loy substituting •— x for x. Therefore, 

if for every ordinate we mark off abscissae equal in numerical magnitude, but in the 
opposite direction to the abscissae of the curve y = we shall obtain the curve 
y = 

The curve y = <?-* is given in Fig. 54, e.g, we found that, in the curve y = 
when^ = 2718, X = I. Therefore, in the curve/ = when/ = 2718, x = — l. 

We thus obtain the point B in the second curve from the point A in the first curve, 
and so on. 

Note that the curve / = e-^ is the reflection of / = <?*•* in a mirror. The two 
curves are symmetrical about the axis of /. They are related in the same way as a 
piece of writing and its imprint on blotting paper. 
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Also since ~ we might plot the curves = by finding the reciprocals of 

the ordinates of^ = 
Note 4.—When = /r* we have, by the definition of a logarithm, x = log^, so 

that the curves = <r* may also be used to find logarithms to base e.g., to find log^S ; 
we see by inspection of Fig. 54 that when y~ 3, ^ = i‘i, therefore log« 3 = i*i. 
Similarly we find loga 1*5 = 0*4* These values are correct to two places of decimals, 
the true values being i'09S and 0*405, 

By drawing a portion of this curve on a large scale we might use it to find 
logarithms to base s to any desired degree of accuracy- This is merely given as an 
illustration; it is not, of course, an independent way of calculating logarithms to base 

as we have used a table of logs to construct the curve. 

Example [2),--Plot the curves ^ y = y = ^ between 
jf = — 3 and X "h ^ on the same j^a^er^ and compare, 

{a) y^}"* 
Taking logs 

log^' = lx log e = :r = 0'l448.;r 

1 o’i448jr = log j'. y- 

0 — 1*0 
3 — 2*718 

- 3 — 0-368 
I OT448 1-396 
2 0*2896 1-948 

— I 1*8552 0-716 
— 2 1 1*7104 o'Si3 

wnicn may be Note that there are always three points in the curve y = 

found very easily. When = o, ^ = i ; when >'=^=2*718; when 

' 2*718 
= 0*368. 

These points should be plotted first, to gain a general idea of the shape of the curve. 

The reflection of^ = givesjp = 
-TV 34: 
{b) y = e 

^ogy = zx log e = 1*303^ 
Taking logs. 

.r. 1*303:1: = logj'. 

0 — 1*0 
— 2*718 

— 1 — 0*368 
I **303 20*1 
0*1 0*1303 1*35 

— 0*1 1*8697 0*7408 
— I 2-697 0*05 
_ 2 3‘394 0*0025 

0*7 0-9121 8‘i68 
-0*7 1-0879 0*122 

0*5 0-6515 4*472 

-0*5 1-3485 0*223 

The reflection of the curve thus obtained is the curve y rr ^3®^ 
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67. Any curve whose equation is of the form y = c* where c is any 
number, belongs to the class here considered; for, by the definition of a 
logarithm, = <r. 

and the equation y — may be written y = ^f^*®*#*)* which is of the form 
y = if ^ = log, r. 

For example, log, 10 = 2*3026 ; /.<?. = lo, so that the equation 
^ = TO* may be written y = 

Thus the curve ^ = 10* is the same as y — for the case when 
b = 2*3026. 

In the curve = 10*, x— logioy, and the curve may be used to find 
common logs if drawn on a sufficiently large scale. 

Examples.—XL. 

1. Plot the curves ard^ = between .r = — i and x = + J, 

2. Plot the curves y = and y = between x = — 4 and x = + 4, and on 
the same paper plot the curve jv = d"* for the case when <5 = 0. 
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S. Plot the curves y = y = y = e“"T5®, between jy = ~-l-i and 
X = +1*1, 

4. Plot the curves jv = jk = ^, on the same paper between :r = o 
and ^ = I. 

5. Plot the curves y = y = 2<?^, y = 3<?^, on the same scale between ^ = o 
and ^ = 2. 

6. Find the values of lo-, lo^, lo^, lo"^, by finding square roots in succession 

without using logs. By multiplying these values obtain lo^, lo^, lo'^, etc. . . . 
Using these values plot the curve y = lo* from x = o to x = i. From your curve 
find the common logarithms of 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9; and compare them with the 
values given in the tables. 

08. We shall now give some examples of curves of typejj' = which 
occur in physical science. 

Example.—Newton's law of cooling. 
A body is heated to a temperature above the surrounding bodies^ and suspended in 

air. Its excess of temperature 0® at any time t seconds afterwards is given by 6 '■®*, 
where a is a cofistani. For a certain thermometer bulb suspended in air^ it was found 
that a — 0*0155, = I9‘32°. Plot a curve showing the temperature at any time t. 

We have 6 = 
logio « = - 0*0155/ X logic ^ 4- logic 19*32 

= — 0*00673/ 4- 1*2860 

i. —0*00673/. —0*00673/+1 *2860= log 9. 0. 

0 19*32 

10 -0*0673 1*287 16-55 
20 -0-1350 1*151 14*16 

30 —0*2025 1-0835 12*12 

40 — 0*2700 I *0160 10*38 

60 j —0*4050 o*88i 7*59 
80 —0*5400 0*746 

100 -0*675 o*6t i 4*o8 

120 —0*810 0-476 2*99 
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69, The Cateaary.—The form of a uniform flexible cord or wire, such 
AS a telegraph or trolley wire suspended between two fixed points, is given 
by the equation 

X X 

^ ^ 

where £ = 
horizonta.1 tension 

"" weight per unit length of wire 

This curve is called the catenary. 

Example.—A copper wire^ weighing O'4.0^ Ihs. per yard^ is suspended between two 
points^ 20 yds. apart^ under a tension of 5*06 ids. Plot a curve to show its shape, 

T T 5 '06 
Here c = - = 12 5 

0-405 

We shall first plot the curve 

yz=i -IL- 
2 

in which c = I. 
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In this case ^ is the arithmetic mean of the ordinates of the curves ^ and 
y = Accordingly, we plot these two curves as in example i, p. 104, and, by 
bisecting the ordinates intercepted between them, obtain points on the required 
catenary. We shall only require the portions of these curves between x = ± 
which we plot on a large scale. * 

If we suppose that the unit length on the axes of x and y in Fig. 57 now repre¬ 
sents 2 instead of i, then, for any point on the curve, the value of y measured on the 
old scale is half of the value of^ on the new scale, and similarly for x. 

But the values of x and y on the old scale were connected by the equation 

y = -h 

therefore, if measured on the new scale, they satisfy the equation 

i-iy+.-s) 
Similarly, if we suppose that the unit length on the axis in Fig. 57 represents a 
length c, the equation to the curve is now 

In the given case, c = 12*5, and therefore the unit on the axes must represenl 
12*5 yds. 

The span of 20 yds. is represented by AB = = i*6 units, and the shape of 
5 

the wire is shown by the portion of the curve between A and B. 
To represent a practical case, such as that of telegraph wire, having a span of 

100 yds., and tension 506 lbs., we should have c = 1250 ; and therefore the span would 
be represented by = o*o8 unit in Fig. 57. To show this we should have to 
draw on a large scale a small portion of the curve where it crosses the axis of^. 

Examples.—XLI. 

1. The excess & of the temperature of a body above that of its surroundings at time 
t seconds is given by the equation 9 = where 6j and a arc constants. 

If (9 = 26° when / = o, and ^ = 9® when / = 10 secs., plot a curve to show the 
temperature at any time from / = o to / = 20 secs. 

2. A wire is stretched to a tension of 10 lbs., and weighs 2*27 lbs. per foot. 
Draw a curve showing the form of the wire. 

3. A long thin bar is heated at one end. If / be the excess of its temperature 
above that of the surrounding air at a distance x from the heated end, it can be proved 
that / = where A and b are constants. 

Given that t = 65° where x = Oy and ^ = 60° where = 30 cm. ; plot a curve to 
show the temperature at every point of the bar to a distance of i metre from the 
heated end. 

4. It is found by experiment that on the C.G.S. system of units, the viscosity ft of 
olive oil at temperature 0^ C. is given by /i = ^ curve to show 
the viscosity at any temperature from 16° C. to 49® C. 

6. If z is the relative viscosity of common salt solution when its concentration is 
the fraction x of that of the normal salt solution, then z = 1*0986*. Plot a curve to 
show the relative viscosity of salt solution for values of x varying from o to I. 

0. If the impressed electro-motive force is suddenly removed from an electrical 
circuit containing resistance and self-induction, the current dies down gradually in a 

w'ay given by the equation i = v? where i is the current at time t after the E.M.F, 
has been removed, R is the resistance, and L the coefficient of self-induction. 
Plot a curve to show the current at any time from o to o‘i sec. for a circuit in 
which /o = 20 amps., R = 0*2 ohm, L = 0*005 lipnry. 

7. A condenser is discharging through a circuit containing self-induction and 
resistance. The potential v at time t is given by z/ = ii45r--i'^25xio^t 

Plot a curve to show the value of v at any time from t = o-to / = 2 X 
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The entropy of l lb. of air at pressure ^ lbs. per sq. foot, volume v cu. feet, 
and solute temperature (Fahr.) is given by 

. . . . W 

• • • • (^■) 

^ - 0-X688 log, ^ + 0-2375 log. 

<p = 0-2375 log.^ - 0-0687 log. ^ 

^ = 0-1688 1<^. + 0-0687 log, 

A pound of air is heated from absolute temperature 493° (Fahr.) to absolute 
t^^Pej.rature 673® (Fahr.), at constant pressure 2116 (atmospheric). Plot a curve to 
show tlie entropy for any temperature throughout the above range. (Use equation ^.) 

During the above change of temperature the volume changes from 12*39 
to 16*^. Plot a curve to show the entropy for any volume throughout this range. 
(^Use liquation a,) Note that this curve is of the same shape as the curve in but 

^ different scale for the abscissae. This is because the volume of a perfect gas 
at corxstant pressure is proportional to the temperature. 

A pound of air, at volume 12*39 cu. ft., atmospheric pressure 2116, temperature 
493» is kept in a closed vessel, and heated till its pressure is 4232 (two atmospheres), 
riot a. curve to show its entropy for any pressure between 2116 and 4232. 

The temperature becomes 986 during the above change of pressure. Plot a 
cur Vo to show the entropy for any temperature during this change. 

The temperature is kept constant, and the pressure is increased to 4232. Plot 
a curve to show the entropy as a function of the pressure from = 2116 to / = 4232. 
Note that this curve is quite different from that of example c. 

While the pressure is doubled in the last example, the volume becomes 6*195 
cu. ft. Plot a curve to show the entropy for any volume between 12*39 and 6*195. 

From the equation (r) above, plot if, <(>, curves having values of / as ordinates, 
and values of <p as abscissae, from / = 493 to / = 673, 

(1) when V is constant and equal to 12*39 ; 
(2) „ „ „ „ 24*78; 

^ (3) » » » .. 6*195. 
JlO. The entropy of i lb. of dry saturated steam is given by 

-0-695 

where / is the absolute temperature Centigrade. Plot a curve having values of ^ as 
ordinates and values of (p as abscissae from / = 274 to / = 474. 

•70. Ciirves represented by the Equation y = a sin (cx + d). 
We shall consider separately the three constants <2, Ct and d in this 

equation. 
(I.) Period.—To find the meaning of the constant c in the equation 

y — ^ sin {cx + d), 

We shall plot curves whose equations have different values of but are 
the sa.me in other respects. 

Take = I, ^ = o. Then / = sin cx. 
(ex') Let c = I. 

Tlie equation is now 
/ = sin jr 

Ttie values of / for different values of x may here be read off directly 
from the tables so long as the angle is in the first quadrant. 

In. Chapter II. we have seen that as the generating line of the angle x 
passes through the second quadrant with incjeasing jr, sin x passes back 
through the same positive values from i to o. In the third and fourth 
quadirants we have the same numerical values but with negative signs. 

‘W'lien X reaches the value 360® its generating line has passed through the 
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four qu^rants, and sin jr begins again at o and passes through the 
valu^ . same order as before. Thus the curve reoeats itself 
indefinitely. ^ 

\Ve here take ^ in degrees. When the curve is required so that tlie 
angle is expressed in radians, the necessary change may be made in the scale 
of the axis of x. 

We get the curve Fig. 58, 
(3) Let £“ = 2, 
The equation is now 

y = sin 2x 

Values of j/ as jr increases from o® to 90® are given in the follow-ing 
table:— 

X degrees . 0 9 
1 

iS 27 3S 45 

sin 2x 0 0*309 0*588 0*809 0'9S‘ 1 

X degrees . 90 8i 72 j 63 54 45 

When two values of x, such as 18° and 72® in the above table, are 
complementary, the values of 2jr are supplementary, and have the same sine. 

As X increases from 90® to iSo®, 2Jir increases from 180® to 360®, and its 
generating line passes through the third and fourth quadrants ; therefore we 
get the same numerical values for sin 2x as in the table, but with negative 
signs. 

We thus get the curve <5, Fig. 58. The curve repeats itself indefinitely. 
(r) Let c = 
The equation is now 

y = sin Jr. 

Values of / as r increases from o® to 360® are given in the following* 
^able:— 

X degrees 0 
j 

18 1 36 1 54 72 90 108 126 144 162 iSo 

sin Jr . 0 0*156 0*309 0*454 0*588 0*707 0*809 0*891 0*951 0988 K 

X degrees 360 342 
i 

324 306 288 270 252 234 2i6 198 iSo 

When two values of r, such as 108® and 252® in the above table^ a.r€= 
together equal to 360®, the values of Jr are supplementary, and have tlies 
same sine. 

As r increases from 360® to 720® the angle Jr increases from 180° to 360®^, 
and its generating line passes through the third and fourth quadrants. I ts 
sine will therefore pass through the same numerical values as in the alooves 
table, but with negative signs. 

We thus get the curve c, Fig- 58. The curve repeats itself indefinitely. 
Comparing these three curves, whose equations are of the form = sin 
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Sine curves, such as these or combinations of different sine curves tn^y 
be made to represent a great number of cases in nature, by choosing 
meanings ofy and x. 

If y and are both lengths, the curves may be used to represent 
cases as the form of waves or of a vibrating string. If^ denotes leng-tlx 
X time, the curves may be used to represent periodic oscillations, suclx as 
those of a spring or pendulum, the motion of a crank, sound waves, etc. - 

Uy denotes the intensity of the electric current through a conductor, 
X denotes time, the curves may be used to represent an alternating electric 

current. 
In most practical cases where we meet with the cnrvey = a sin {cx -f* 

the value of the angle {cx + d) is expressed in radians. 

71. "Wave licngtb—Periodic Time.—We define the wave length o£ tlie 
curve represented by the equation/ = a sin {cx 4- d\ as the distance between 
two points where it crosses the axis of x in the same direction. It is untier- 
stood that the value of {cx 4- d) is expressed in radians. 

E.y:, the wave length of the wave represented by / = sin x^ where ^ ^ 
is 2x, Fig. 58. 

If we change to 2 we get the curve {b\ whose wave length is » = 

If we change to ^ we get the curve {c\ whose wave length is 47r or 

In general, we find, in the same way, that the wave length of the ctirve 
. Ik 

y — Sin cx IS —. 
c 

Let us consider the physical meaning of this in the important case wlien 
the abscissa represents time ; let the ordinate represent, on a suitable 

scale, the small displacement of the end of a vibrating spring, and let tbe 
abscissa represent the time L The motion of the spring may be represented 
l)y the equation/ = sin ci. An oscillation of this kind is a case of smxi>le 
periodic or simple harmonic motion. 

Tlie time of an oscillation is the time corresponding to a complete \ara.ve 
len‘nh of the curve/ = sin r/, i.e. the time in which the angle ct increases by 
llu^amount ilk. After this time has elapsed from the instant / = o, the value 
of sin ct goes through the same series of values again, and another oscillation 

takes place ; and so on. 

While ct increases by 2ir, the time / increases by A 

I.e. the time of a complete oscillation is —. This is called the periociio 

time of the simple periodic oscillation. 
qiic IVequoncy of an oscillation is the number of complete oscillations 

which take place in a unit of time. 

In the case of the above simple periodic oscillation the frequency is 

For example, if the current in a conductor at time / seconds is I ampere, 
and we know that I = 4 sin (600)/ where Iq is constant, then the angle Soo£ 

inertSLses from o to 2ir, while / increases by seconds. Ibis is the periodic 

Frequency = number of oscillations per second 

600 
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72. (II.) Amplitude.—To find the meaning of the constant a in the 
curvey = asm {cx + d'). 

In the three curves plotted in Fig. 58 we had a equal to unity. The 
effect of changing the value of ^ to 2 or J would evidently be to multiply 
every ordinate in Fig. 58 by 2 or ^ respectively, i.e. the curves would still be 
wave curves of the same length as before, but of twice or one-half the height. 

Similarly, in every case a is the height of the wave crest above the axis 
of :r. 

When the wave curve represents an oscillation, a is the amplitude of the 
oscillation ; e,g, in the simple periodic oscillation of a spring the amplitude is 
the maximum distance to which the spring moves on either side of its 
equilibrium position. 

73. (III.) To find the meaning of the constant d in the curve 

y a sm {cx + d') 

To trace the curves = sin we may add a right angle to every 

value of X in the table of sines, so that when ;t' = o, j/ = sin - = i, and 

so on. 
This is equivalent to moving the curve {a), Fig. 58, back through a 

distance equal to one right angle on the scale on which x is measured, so 
that the point A is on the axis ofy. 

Similarly, if we change y = sin 2jir to = sin (^x + the curve is of 

the same shape as before, but begins at > = sin ^ = i. This is equivalent 

to moving the curve back so that B is on the axis of j'. 

Similarly, y = sin (^x -f ^ is of the same shape as ^ = sin (|;r), but 

begins at the point (o, i), and, in the general case,_y = a sin (cr-f d) is of 
the same shape a.s y = a sin cxy but begins Sit y = a sin d instead of 
aiy = o. 

The effect of introducing the constant d is to move the curve back 

through a distance ~ parallel to the axis of x. 

Thus the value of the constant d does not affect the shape of the curve 
^ = <2 sin (cx + d\ but only its starting-point. 

Examples.—XLII. 

1. Plot the curve = a sin cx from ^ = o to = w radians for the cases when 
d = 4, and c has the values 2, 4, 6 respectively. 

2. riot the curve = a sin cx from x •==. o to x = tt for the cases when ^ = 2, and 
a has the values 2, 3, and 4 respectively. 

3. Plot the curve= a sin cx from x = o to x = iott when a = 4, and c has the 
values I respectively. 

4. Plot the curvey = a sin (cx 4- d) for the cases when « = 2, = 2, and d has 

the values o, , and v respectively. 

74. Simple Periodic Motion.—Simple periodic or simple harmonic 
motion is the projection on a straight line of uniform circular motion. 

If the point P moves round a circle in a counter-clockwise direction at a 
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uniform rate, its projections M and N on two perpendicular diameters ^ 
move backwards and forwards along those diameters with a simple perio 
motion. 

B 

Example.—A point P moves round a vertical circle so that the radius OP 
in a horizontal position^ and moves with a uniform angular velocity of 0*6981 roc 
per second, OP is of unit length. Plot a curve showing the distance from O at 
time of the projection of tP on the vertical diameter. 

Describe a circle of unit radius. In the figure the point P starts at A. P 
I sec. OP has turned through 0*6981 radian = 40®, after 2 secs, through 80®, 
so on. 

Mark ofiF along the circumference points to show the position of P at the en 
each second, and number them to show the instant when P passes through each pc 
Then the corresponding positions of N are the projections of these points on 
vertical diameter. 

Take the horizontal diameter OA produced as the axis of and, starting fron 
mark off along it a scale of times long enough to show the time taken by OP to n 
a complete revolution. 

At the end of each second, plot points whose ordinates are the correspom 
distances of N from O. These points give a curve for which the ordinate s is 
displacement of N, measured from the mid point of its path, at time /, representei 
the abscissa. 

The curve evidently repeats itself indefinitely. Since OP turns through o’i 
radian per second, the angle AOP is equal to 0*6981/ radians at time / seconds i 
starting. 

s = ON = MP = OP sin AOP = OP sin (0*6981/). 
/. for the numerical case taken in this example, where OP = i, the cquatio 

the curve is j = sin (0*6981/). 
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In the same way we see, in f^eiirral, flu! i a * - * ^ 
crank, starts in a \%hrn / *« ■ 
round one end at the uiiifurm rale <4 f t.i iMir. : rt ^ 
end on a vertical straight line ha» a nuWm wh 4i n r| ■ 

' "rVIh/same way OM - OP . o. AOP ^ ^ 
the projection of P on a !>tra}|;ht anr 

oscillates so as t<> satisfy the law s * a cf>% 

f If* 

The student will find a wniple perimlif: iiioi;Mfi tr|iir”.r|.,r . ... 
a sine formula and sometimes by a tmim foiimik. I li** ito; 
the same in the two cafies, the diircim. e iii llir rr|iwj.oin , ■ 
the instant from which we mrasiiic tlir tiiii**. If 
from the instant when OP is in the hue tif itie .41 | 
we eet an equation of the fonn / <1 ^ 01 »;/; if .nir 4, 
the instant when OP is pcrpcmlh tiltr ilir 

an equation of the form 1 “ n sin y/. 
If OP represents the crank of uvru^.d rft^,;45r ‘ \ 

which is very long compaml with OP.^thr mui’un ul thr », 
approximately represented !#y that of X, ;4fid, i 

j = sin gt. 
If we are given the numlitr « of revolufiriiri pi*“f n^nuf^ ..5. 

angular velocity, then the rrank cvii|f*tilly iniir* ^ 

second. Therefore, g and the c.j.iati.m f!«r , 

, . 2rf^/ 
becomes r = ^ sm ^ • 

Example.—^ crank OP^ kngih 5*' $!mtt fr»m a 
59° with the h&rizontai Imc OA #1/ time t t», uni in 4 f 4 
uniform rate of 120 revolutions frr minute fn ,1 r/ .I'M.-i' 
curve shotvirtg^ the motion of the praieeiim #/ P «i t f*U^ 4! /#»f/ Clll 

Fit#. #1, 

Draw a circle of radius lorrprrTiil an s. a> |'»»« # 1* i * ^*^4 
and vertical dianictcrs A'A ami B’B. 

Set off the angle AOPj 1hr|t OP, i’j r? s . *• 
The crank turns thfrnigli 120 X 2» f.I |..4?44 |^r 1.1.u .4 

second. 
When, as in this case, ihr p^^.iiirm^ rd p rr, !: ^ f 5%^ * r:*.tr sr , * , 

far apart to be far ploffiiig a ewite, vi «4I »4 P irtt*’® ^ mr..j 
convenient fraction of a srcarnL 

In this case OP rnovtt in a #4; -ri, ' f## a* 1*^ 1 »3 
showing the positkm of P a! *4 li'or, . ‘Hr “# tf i. 1 
useful for this purpofe. Set all a vale f4 ClA .t' 
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from o to 0*5 sec., so as to show a complete oscillation of N, and 
before. . , 

To find the equation of this curve we note that OP turns throu^r 
time t starting from OPj. 

at time angle AOP = AOPj + PiOP 
= 59° + 4tr^ 
= (12*566/ + 1*030) radians 

and j = ON = PM = OP sin AOP 
= 5 sin (12*566/ + 1*03) 

Similarly, any equation of the form 

/ = sin {qt + «) 

represents the simple periodic motion of the projection of P on a ve^ ^ - 
when 

a — the radius OP = the amplitude of the motion. 
q = the angular velocity of OP ; 
a = the angle which OP makes with the horizontal diameter 

The ratio which the angle qt = P^OP in Fig. 61, through which ^ ^ 
at any instant since / = o, bears to the angle 2ir, through which it tu^*^ 
revolution, is called the phase of the vibration when the time = / second 

The angle BOP, between the revolving arm OP, at the instant 
the axis, along which the periodic motion takes place, is called 
vibration. 

Examples.—XLIII. 

Plot the following curves between / = o and / = 2ir;— 
I. ^ = 2 sin /. 2. ^ J sin 2/. 3. j = i ^ 
4. ^ i sin 4/. &. y=l sin 5/. 
0. A crank, i ft. long, starts in a horizontal position, and rotatr* ^ 

clockwise direction in a vertical plane at the rate of 1*2043 radians per 
the projection of the moving end of the crank on a vertical line O'i* s 
simple periodic motion. Construct a curve to show the distance of 
from the centre of its path at any time. Write down the equation to llul 

7. Construct the corresponding curve when the crank in the last 
the same position, and rotates at the same rate in a clockwise direction, 
the equation to this curve. 

8. A crank, 6 ins. long, starts at an angle of 45° with the horizofi I 
through 30° per second in a counter-clockwise direction in a vertical 
a curve to represent the simple periodic motion of the projection of ill 
the crank on a vertical line. Write down the ec^uation of this curve. €, 
corresponding curve when the same crank starts in the same position, arirj 
clockwise direction. Write down its equation. 

8. A crank 9 ins. long starts in a position making an angle of 13° wil 
Xy and rotates in a counter-clockwise direction at the rate of 10 revoluftrji 
Draw a curve to show the motion of the projection of the end of the ci 
Write down the equation of this curve. 

10. A straight line OP of length i *8 ins. starts in a position such that jn 
and rotates in a counter-clockwise direction about O at the rate of 
per minute. M is the projection of P on 0:r. Construct a curve to fcli, 
/of OM at any time /, and write down the equation connecting / and /* 

Plot curves to represent the following motions :— 
II. / = 2*5 sin (1*117/ - 0*7156). 12. / = 4*2 sin (1*2217 
13. J = 2*5 sin (1*885 - 1*4661/). 14. / = 1*5 sin (200/ + » 

l6.x=rscos(j^+^^). 
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16. Plot III*-; curve 

^ =: 3 sin (2v/i 4* 

where/= to, an.l I mrx.ntrA 
in seconds. 

17. Plot the curve 

^ = A %m {qx 4* ,c) 

where A = 2*4, f ^ T^vl* 
— I ‘3090. 

18. riot s - A MU f2»// + vK 
for the case ’when A ■- 5'^*. 
/ = — o’7, and / - 3E4‘>» ^ 
show a complete |>criod. 

18. If i istlic v;iiiie <»s atialt'fr 
nating’ electric current at (m\r / 
and*=T5«n lk)OA ph’t a ciitvr 
to show the value c*f 1 at any Itn*#' 
throuKhoat a ccmipkte prfp«l. 

20. V is the vp4tii|:c in 
a certain circuit at time f and 
V =: RA sin qt. Plot a curve f*. 
show the value of V a.1 any liin^ 
throughout a niiiipictc mclilalifm 
ifR = 0*25. A=: 3*1, f = 2CiOOr, 

75, q = ®ln fei -f d). 
Consider the case 

y ss sin 2.r 

Tire curve / = b plot 
ted in Fig. 55. and / = wn 2r 
in Fig. 5^- 

riot these two riirves to¬ 
gether with the same 
measuring r in radians far the 
curve / = sin zx (Fig. 6.% 
a and 

For various values of r 
multiply the corresi^nding 
ordinates togethcrdhti!i gelling 
ordinates of the curve 

y = $ln zr 

This is the curve r in Fi|g. 
62. 

Note that this is a wave 
curve in which the ampliitick 
of the successive waves 
smaller and smaller, while the 
wave length remains the same. 

If / represents difitatK e 
moved in time r, curves of th« 
type may he tisrd to re|♦ff.srnl 
such cases as the rr4/‘illatiori*’i 
of a stiflf spring, the damped 
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oscillations of a |,^:ilvanoiiieter ncoiiU*, or tho usi illatiuiv. of a disc suspended 
by a wiie in a such as is usf*d to » oiiipaii! tlic vi‘a osities of different 
Ii(|uid!i. 

If / represents the elect!ir current p.tssin^^ at time x, curves of this type 
may be used to repiesent iIh! osriHatory di.s* harip* of a rondenser. 

In the oscillation rejrresented by / “ ar ** sin (ti + d) the cpiantity k may 
be taken as a measure td the idfrct of the rcsistamrc, and is called the 
logarithmic docroinent of the oscillation. 

Kxami'LKS. ‘ XLIV. 

1. Plot the curve 

/ '*r r %m 6m 

between X 0 and x ■ 4»- 
2. Plot the curve 

$ sin t 

2'i 
bc'twc'cn i rr 0 and / r- 4*-. 

3. s is the displacemiTiil of the end of a stiff spnnf' from its position of rfpnHImutn 
ftt tiare / seconils. 

I ar^ :,ii. 
* I 

<1 h thr aiiipliludc wliirli llir «nfilLtfion wofild have if tlici’f wrrr no friction ; Tj is 
the pcriid ; b represents lie* rfln t of the r>f flic i'i|iriii|p If i# lo^ Tj ~ 0*9, 
b ~ 075, plot a curve to show the v;il«r of s ai any tirnr diitinp^ ihr tir'.t h»«r romplele 
oscillations. 

4. llie iJSrillalory di liarf/ of a rfrl.iin f.»»n»lcir.rr lhro'3|‘li a ein iiit fr»ntaiuing 
rc'.i’.taucc and self indiis lion i* ipvrn by r«|'nihosi 

V ' ® dfi 

Plot a curve to show flic vihic of ihr pu!riiii.il v a! any liiiir between / r: o and 
t T. secomls. 

70, Curves representing CompcniiHl Periodic Osoillatlons.—An 
equation of the form / - a i»in (r/4* r/) represents ilie simplest form of 
periodic oscillation^ sin h as the small osrillaiion of a iieiidulimi- 

We often meet with mm'e iomplir.ilcd cisfillauoris, whic'h may be 
represented by ei|uaiicnis of the foim 

/ = iSEj sin {ci + r/|) + sin {zd + r/J 4* sin (3f/ + r/|) 4- . . . 

The note of a musiral iiiMuimeiit, for example, con%i'd*» of a fundamental 
tone represented by the fir^a term an the right liaml side of the equation, 
and its c>vertons*s represented by teniw sueli a** llie •tcrond am! third. The 
second and third terms represent the first andsn ond harmonics respectively, 
and so on. 

In the study of alternatini;: electric cm rents, akio we meet with functions 
of the form 

g * aj sin (// - tfj) 4* sin {3// - sin (5// ~ tj 
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In problfor; im v;i!vf» iiv*’- 
composed of tbe luud.iiii^ :<*a, a% 

/ 1 :.l. ‘^' f 

Examflk. —/'/rf r^a n t 

I /r* / ^ I •j-'i y 

I’ <4 '- 

Plot the c«rve«i y3 ^iri /; fA;, 4i} | #• | s,:..- 
mental^ and A, flicic?*«fid 

The rc!(|Mirf<l t iirvc C ii »ib^4r «l it<.n fA., «i-.. 
two ordi'rialc'i width *r#rfr',|,yh4 4m ,r # 

if.f. if PN and P|H l«r thr« ## - f 
harmonic corrc'4porij4iaf» !f# iiny rt-^fft % CiW ^4 * 
rc-quired curve b Us MP ‘f NPsr- d I.*- a Mr. 
by means of dwdrf'i, and tw^. mn4atr-4'MUf i-? 5,-. f* 
and m on. 

We thus obtain ?lir ryiir' C v,:. 
the st'Conil harnioidc:. 

The ctirve C ah ♦» -■ . i i 
but it is more imiristlivr in ii*!,*! ilr s i| . . 

Plot the following cnivr-., fimj. / i# * 
1, 7 ~ 2 sin/4'I \in 2/, *j 
3. 7 •'•! 2 sin / 4. i MU ^j/. 4 
Q. Plot j -■ rdfi <//-|’ I uii, I I - . r ; 

Plot the f(?lh*W’J8;' ftuih i f! 
6. 7 r 2 .41, 1/ 11 I j ,, 

7. 7 r: 2 sift (/ * I I . 

8. 7 - 2 f-iii a 4 I , I ,, , 

adding the orilmatei ; iW pUii ibr , ^ ... 

wn (A -f B) by !>huwisi that ilif iwt. r Wf %<■.? * a 
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10, Plot y ^ 0*3 p sin X — 0'y.|0 cos x, an»l verify tlir ft>rfiuiLt for f.in (A — B) 
by sliowing tliis is the same as 

f sin (x 70^) 

11. The value of an all« rlertric current / anj|>®. h |»ivrn at lime f seconds 
by the equation 

/ r: 50 sin 4” 20 sin iHw/ 

Plot a cm VC to sh«#w the ronorrlion Isrfwcrn 1 and /, 'Fake / on a larf^e scale and 
plot to show two conij>lcte rillrniations. 

12. The voltage V in an aUrrnating current rirrtiit at time / is given by 

V KA j»in ff b LA^/ cos f/ 

Plot a curve to show V as a fiuuiion of / ftu two complete prrh^ds, having given that 

R .=- 0*5» A = 5, ^ 

13. If X i.% the distance of a piston from a fi^rd point on itf path at time 4 

X = r sin *1 ,rcis 2^/ — . 
^ ' 4/ ^4^ 

where ^ — angular velocity r^f ciaiik, r rr length of crank, / ” length of connfctinfp 
ro<l. Plot a curve to show x as a function ol / when r ~ / — j, y - 

14. OAB is a crank capable t«f revolving in a coiinirr rlorl, wi.r dircclioji in the 
vertical plane OAB, about an axis through O. It h !>rnt af right anglrs at A. OA 
is 3 irrs. h>ng, AB is 2 ins. long. OY is a fixed vet lira! «raighf liii**; IVI and N are 
the projections of A and B on OY. 'Phr crank ^farls in a possiiori such tluf OA 
makes an angle 45" with OY, and A8 pmnis OY, ainl niovci towards OY at 
the rate of 120 revolution» per minute. Ixt ON pi*4:1 curve to how the value 
oiy for any value of / from / a o to f — I ^c:. Write flfovri the rquatirm, giving / in 
lerriw of /. 

16. 'Phe force P" on the pinion of an engine, wlicn the crank makes an angle # 
with a fixed direction, is given by 

F a Um^rlcm I 4 O'ly cos a# - trm£ cm 4#} 

fur the case where the corinecling-rod tlirrr and a half limes at long as the crank. 
Plot a curve, as accurately as yrmr M!fde will allow, to show llir value of F far any 
value of ^from & - O to 0 = 3f#c/; faking M ;• 40, m r '■ 0*5. 

j«, Irb. I?, |s 670,) 

77. Qrapliio Solution of Eciuationa. —I'li solve an eiinalioii, we require 
to find the values of x which niake a given fiiiicditm of x erfiial to lero. If 
we plot a curve in which the onlinate*^ are ihr valiica of ibb ftiniiion for 
various values of x, the points wiiere this ciiive croK'»c:> llie axi^ ol x give the 
required values of x for which j - a 

Example qtmiim 

- 4'3i^ -h 3*93 o 

We have 

x» = 4'3ix - 3'93. 

Plot the parabola / = x* and the fitrtiglit line / 4Mlx — 3*93. Then at the 
intersections of three iwo curves the values of / for flic two oirv«'i are rt|iial, and 
therefore the equation h satisfied. The curve?! infcrscct at x -- 3 and x = I'j, which 
arc therefore the requircil roots c#f the ei|iuifion. 
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Plotting of Functions 

Example (2).—To find a value of x between o and 2, which satisfies the equation 

X* + 2.x^ — 3‘26^ ~ 0*3127 = o 

Let y denote the expression on the left-hand 
side of this equation. 

We find by calculation 

when jc = o, ^ = — 0*3127 
„ = I, J/= -0*5727 

„ = 2, ;»/= +9*1673 

therefore, if we plot a curve representing _;?/ as a func¬ 
tion of this curve is below the axis of :r at x = i, 
and above the axis of .r at jr = 2, and therefore 
it must cross the axis of x between x = i and 
^ = 2. 

For jc = 1*5 we find y = 2*562, therefore a root 
lies between x = 1 and jr = 1*5. 

Plotting the points whose co-ordinates have been 
calculated, we get the curve. Fig. 64. 

This crosses the axis of x between x- =* i*i and 
X = 1*2. 

By calculation we find Fig 64. 

when JT = I’l, j/ = — 0*1477 
„ »= 1-2, ;|/= +0-3833 

Plotting these points on a large scale, and joining by a straight line, we see that 
1*13 is approximately a value of x, for which^ = o. 

By calculation, when jc = 1*13, ^ = o, to 5 places of decimals. 
To secure still greater accuracy, if necessary, we might calculate y for the values 

ar = 1*12, and jr = 1*14, and plot on a still larger scale ; and so on. 

Example (3).—Solve the simultaneous equations 

y :=zX^ — 0*6^:* + 0'2X — 1*4 

^=14-:*: — 0*4r® 

Here we require to find a pair of values of:x and^ to satisfy both these equations 
simultaneously. If we plot the curves represented by the two equations, the points 
of intersection lie on both curves, and therefore their co-ordinates satisfy both 
equations, and give the required roots. 

Let jpi = — 0‘6x^ + o*2jf — 1*4 
= — 0'^ + or + I 

Then by calculation we find the following pairs of corresponding values :— 

X. y\> 

0 -r*4 1*0 

I — 0*8 1*6 

2 4*6 1*4 
-I -3*2 -0*4 

— 2 — 12*2 — 2*6 

J 
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-1 0 t 

Fig. 6s. 

Accordingly we calculate tlie following values of and in tlie neighbourhood 
of the point of intersection :— 

jT. n- n- 

1*5 0*925 1*6 
1*6 1*48 1*58 
1*7 2*019 1*544 

These curves evidently cross between jr = i'6 and x = 1*7. 
Plotting these points on a larger scale, we see that the curves cross, and therefore 

the equations are satisfied, for the values x = i’62, y = 1*57. 

Example (4).—To find the values of x between o and 3*1416 which satisfy the 
equation ^ sin x = 

The most instructive method is the following:— 
If sin X =■ I, we have sin x = 
Plot the curves ^ = sin jr and y = Then at the points where these curves 
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cross, sin x and are equal, and the required values cf x are therefore the abscissae 
of these points of intersection. 

Note.—x must be measured in radians. 

y = sin X. 
y=z 

X, >*• X. 

0 0 0 I 

07^54 0*7071 I 0-3679 

1*5708 I 2 0-1353 
3-1416 0 3 0-0498 

On plotting these values we see that the two curves cross in the neighbourhood of 
X = 0*6 and = 3. 

Calculating the values more accurately in the neighbourhood of these points, 
we find 

y = sin X. 

X. j'- JC. 

27° =0*4712 0*4540 
] 

0*4712 0*6242 

^0° = o*q2^6 0*5000 0*5236 I 0*5916 

330 = 0*5760 0-5446 0*5760 j 0*5622 

36° = 0*6283 0-5878 0*6283 0*5333 
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and 

X, 47. i'. 

360® = 3-1416 0 3'I4i6 0*0432 
354° = 3'0369 0* 1045 3 0*0498 
357° = 3'o892 0*0523 — — 

358® = 3-1067 0*0349 — 

Plotting the corresponding portions of the two curves on a large’ scale, we find 
that, at the points where they cross, 

X = 0*5885 and 3*0965 

The student should verify this by plotting the above values himself. 
These are, therefore, the required roots of the equation 

r* sin a: = I 

Examples.—XL VI. 

Solve the following equations by the graphic method ;— 
1. + o’Sx — 2*73 =0. 2. X® - 0*83.^: + o-i6r2 = o. 
3. — jr — 6 = O. 4. — 6x^ + I Ijr — 6 = o. 
6. — 0'7x* — o'6x 4- 2*6 = 0. 6. x^ + x* 6x* — — i^x — 6 ~ o. 
7. 2x^ ~ 7*6;c* — 4*06^ + 4*i6j: + 9*84 = o. 
8. = 7. 9. = 2*5. 10. X logio^ = I. 
Find values of x between o and 5 to satisfy each of the fcfllowing equations:— 
11 4- X — — 2 = 0 
12! 3-ix^'^ - r9^*« - ^ - 8 = o. 
13. cos X — i*3rjf2'3 sin (o*6:r) -f 0*788 = o. 
14. tan o*3jr — 2*6 cos i'8;r — 5:ri’2 4- 2*8343 = o. 
15. The equation x tan jr = /a occurs in finding the proper tones of the vibration 

of a loaded string. 

Find a value of x between o and ^ to satisfy this equation (i) when a = o*i, 

(2) when d! = I, (3) when a = 10. 
16. In calculating the strength of a long column fixed at one end and held by a 

horizontal force at the other, we require to solve the equation tan = jp. Find the 

value of X between w and ~ which satisfies this equation. 

17. Find a value of / to satisfy the equation 

log,5^ + ^-0-695 =178 



CHAPTER VIII 

DETERMINATION OF THE LAWS FOLLOWED BY THE RESULTS 

OF EXPKRIMENTS 

78. In mpst quantitative experiments we have two varying quantities, such 
as the pressure and volume of a certain quantity of gas, or the length and 
temperature of a metal bar. We take various values of one of these quanti¬ 
ties, and observe the corresponding values of the other. If we plot these 
two sets of values on squared, paper, we usually find, if they really depend 
on each other, that the points obtained lie approximately on some continuous 
curve. We often wish to find a formula connecting the two quantities, so 
that when one is known we may be able to calculate the other. To do this 
we must find the equation of the curve. 

79. Straight line laws:— 
We have seen that any straight line is represented by an equation of the 

first degree, = mx + and that m denotes the slope of the line, and c the 
intercept on the axis of x. 

Thus if the observed quantities give points lying on a straight line, we 
can at once find the equation connecting them, as in the example on p. 90. 

Example.—A restaurant keeper finds that if he has G gnests a day his total daily 
expenditure is E pounds^ and his total daily receipts are R pounds. The following 
numbers are ave?'ages obtamed from the books:— 

G. E. R. 

210 167 IS-8 
270 19-4 21'2 
320 21*6 26*4 
360 23‘4 29*8 

Find the simple algebraical laws which seem to connect E and R with the number oj 
guests G. (Board of Education Examination, 1901.) 

Plotting these values, we get the straight lines AB and CD (Fig. 67). 
Let R = OT, G 4- i*!, be the equation of the line AB. To find and take 

two points, A and 3, on the line at considerable distance apart. 

Co-ordinates of A are (210, 15*7) 
„ B are (35<>» 29) 

Since these points are on the straight line 

R = fTTi G + 
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Ihck co-ordinates satisfy this equation, and we have 

157 = 210^/1 -f Cl 

29 = 350^1 + 

Fig. 67. 

Solving these as simultaneous equations for and c^ wc get 

mi = 0-095 ; Cl = - 4*25 

the required law connecting R and G is 
R = 0*0950 - 4*25 

Similarly, if E = m^G •+■ is the equation of the straight line CD, we take p 
and D on the line, and substitute their co-ordinates in the equation, 

we get 16-7 = 210/^2 4- 
23*4 = 360/^2 -f 

we get m2 = 0*0447, C2 = 7*32> and E = 0*04470 + 7'3^- 

Examples.—XLVII. 

In the following examples the expression “ the law connectings^ and i 
stood to mean a formula arranged so that y can be readily calculated w, 
known, such asy = mx +c, i,e, a formula giving y explicitly in terms of x. 

Find the law connecting y and x when the following corresponding va 
given;— 

1. 

x 10 *5 54 2 

y 17 47 105 X4 
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% 

X 12 15-3 17-8 19 

y 24-4 i 29 32*6 34*2 

3. 

if 50 62*4 80*5 97 

y 7-5 6-S 5-05 37S 

4. L is the latent heat of steam at temperature 0° C. Find a simple formula 
giving L in terms of B. 

1 
B 

1 
75 90 j 100 115 125 

L 554 544 536 526 S19 

5. H is the total heat of a pound of steam at temperature 0® C. Find a formula 
giving H in terms of 0. 

0 65 8s ICO no 120 

H 626-3 632-4 637-0 640* I 643-1 

6. V c.c. is the volume of a certain quantity of gas at temperature C, the 
pressure being constant. Find the law connecting V and t. 

1 
27 33 40 68 

V 109*9 152*0 114-7 120'I 125 

7. / ft is the length of an iron bar under a stress'of W tons. Find the law 
connecting / and W. 

W 0 I 

1 
1*8 3*2 4*3 6 

/ 10 10*005 10*010 10*0175 10*0225 10*0325 
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8. V !;. the volume of a critaiii tpa.i .jitity of iiiricujy at tniipcra' tme 0'^ C, Find 
the law <:«»nnec tini; V and ^ 0, 

r* c. l8 
I 

' 3^' 
i 

(m 7J 90 

V fr 11x1-32 
s 1 

loroy i loi \\o lOVi 5i 

0. 'rhr foil o*,vin;[ table ;f|VC. the %;.r. lira* j stf water : il truspr rat me r C 

§ 
j 

a® 2‘* ’ 4“ 6'* go 

s rc^4;S 1 I'QOI 33 

Find un apprMxi«i;ilcIy 'Aliir],tdk liw s I, 

10. H F the li»t uf mrti iiiy ;4! Sri»prj.'.'5ur / C, Find ‘he iaw i onnecting 
S and /. 

/ 7f/’ * 130® 
I 

S j or)p!|4fn> o'ojioyoo 

11. S the wfifdil of nM,li.}»ii liiit.itr ♦U\% dvr.I }^y Ipjns. of water at 
tcinprratliic C, Find the law .S a;a4 /. 

S ; (>>in 73'9 H7'5 ici2 

I 
/ 5 ~ 6 O Mi 40 

12. S h tlic of hfuiiddr^ wJl 4|.:i’4vr hi if«j ipms. of 

water at, trinpefatwe /■'* (h 

0 2Q ,|f> ifU' do 

Si’4 6|'i» 74 h ^ 9.r5 

IS, The followiiiit Fildr fjvr* fh*” .mr «hI /^A of .uiiii of tiioncy at 
simple inlerrsi for fi yrar**. 4 *. adp'Ffa; 4I law A ftrid fi, and 
by wraiis of thr* law *■ ab'r|,i»c Ibr .uij' u* I lu 7 j*" 4 *. 

j 3*«*6 

S . 10 

i«7’4 A 354 4^3 
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14. The following is taken from the price-list of Marshall’s horizoatal engines. 
H denotes the horse-power of an engine, and P its price in ponads. 

H 61 10 ^4 19 j 21 26 33 40 48 56 

P 31 
1 

37 46'S 57*5 67 83 104 124 145 i€2 

Find a simple algebraic la-w connecting P and H. A.lso find an approximate law 
connecting the costC per unit H.P,, and the total H.P. of am engine; and plot a 
curve to show the value of C for any value of H from 6|: to 56. 

15, The following table is taken from the price list of Tangye’s horizontal air- 
pump condensers. 

dis the diameter in inches, P is the price in pounds. 

d 6 7 8 9 10 12 16 18 20 22 24 26 

p ; 25 27 30 33 35 40 50 55 60 70 

! 

75 85 90 

What would you expect the price to be for a diameter of 28 ins. ? Find a simple 
approximately correct algebraic law connecting the price and the diameter. Test the 
accuracy of your result by calculating from it the price for a diameter of 16 ins,, and 
comparing with the table. 

16. The following are corresponding values of the speed and induced volts in an 
arc light dynamo. Find the law connecting the volts, and the revolntions per minute. 

Revolutions per minute n . , 200 
1 

320 
1 

495 621 1 744 

Volts induced v. 16s 270 410 625 

17. In the following results of ‘Willans’ engine trials, W is the weight of steam 
per hour ; I the indicated horse-power. For each set of results find an approximate 
linear law connecting W and I. 

I 31'63 27-24 21*87 

1 

i6'ir 1 11*50 9-06 

W 8ii'8o 686-1 583-6 
i 

465*26 345-4 266*22 

18. 

I 40*14 33-25 25-61 18*69 to*8i 

W 67I'44 564-2 443*22 336-13 219*1 
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la 

I 33’19 27*11 22*09 11*86 11*66 

w 492*12 411*47 1 34973 216*50 2I2*6o 

20. The following table is obtained from the results of experiments to find, iiow 
the pull exerted at the draw-bar by an electric locomotive depends upon the currerit- 
P is the pull in pounds, A the current in amperes. 

P 400 880 1370 1600 2C8o 2400 

Find the current required for a pull of 2000 lbs. Find a simple approxiinately 
correct algebraic formula giving A for any value of P within the limits o£ tbe 
experiments. 

21- The following are corresponding values of the torque and current in. thie 
armature of an Edison Bipolar Dynamo. 

Torque inch-lbs. . 76 H5 290 380 500 575 

Current amperes . II 20 40 52 68 7S 

Find a simple algebraic law connecting the torque and the current in the armature- 

22. P is the pull required to lift a weight W by means of a differential pulley 
block. Find the law connecting P and W. 

If is the distance moved by P to lift W i ft. the efficiency is Find tho law 

connecting the efficiency and the weight, having given /^ = 27*2 ft. 

80. Other Forms reduced to Straight Dine Laws.—If we ha^ve at 
number of corresponding values of arandy which are connected by a. law 
of the form y ~ a ^ bx\ then, if we plot x and y, we shall get a parailijcjla 
which is not easily identified. If, how'ever, we plot y and we get a stra-i sz li t 
line, because the equation y = a -f b{x'^) is of the first degree in the two 
variables y and x^. 

Example.—The following values of x and y are supposed to follow a law 
form y = cr -f- Test this^ and find the values of the constants^ 
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X 19 
1 

25 31 38 44 

y 1900 3230 4900 7330 97S0 

, ^ Calculate the values of x*, and then ploty and 

7 
361 625 961 1444 193S 

Y 
e 

e 

y 

«r 

a 
kV 

a 
It 
o 

300 600 900 1200 1500 1800 2100 
Values of 

Fig. 68. 

The result is the straight line AB, Fig. 68. To find the values of a and <5, 
ake any two poinjte A and B on the straight line, and substitute the co-ordinates of 

tne points A and B in the equation jj/ = a 4- 
We get two simultaneous equations to find a and 3, 

3045 = a + 6oo3 \ 
9155 =: a+ i8oo3) 

^ = 5*092 ; dt = -10 
and the required law is 

y = S^ogx^ - 10 

81. Similarly, many other algebraical laws may be represented by 
straight line laws by plotting suitable powers or products of the variables 

rf y =f + b, we get a straight line by plotting y and xy, because 
the equation IS of the first degree in j'and ;0'- 
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If xy - ax + />y wr- have, <iivirlinK by .r,y - a + This is of the 

first (icKrcei in.)- .-in-l-’, .m-l t!i«>r.-for- w.» a slraiKht lino Ijy plotting these 

c|uan titles. 

KxAMrr.E (i). 
ftirm f 4' <f- 

77ir ralu'i * tinJ j arr tu// 4?^ 

77ff ami fmd f/ir law. 
iim of the 

1 3 4-6 6-9 

r s 075 

1 

o'4io O- : 7 
"■■>33 

Falculatifig the v.iliiri of ajj wr grt 

8 

jy j a'29 1 
t 

roi4 rK-f, 

Plotfinir/anri .rr w^ a n!ral:ltt linr, airl \hr r\ of tlie aW 
form. I’hr !>hfiiilci draw ?hf! fi^t?rr iut him a-if. iwi |k« 

hne, and f»nl«ritiilia|; thrir rn-ordiiiatr’* thr rti^A^hm y fard r, wr obtahi two 
simiilUnrom: rqiiafioiri to line! /- and r. 

Solving thttf we gel ^ r: I, f ' - 1*5, and flir kw runn^rfm - ai and x h 

Example (2).—7’i/>/*W;r/; an rffuJft Mn, A\fim\ fi'rum-nl: ie fmd the 
relation kturen the fokntiai dqieffnee X and tht iU ffint A m the fk, /rh- an, 

I^ngih fd'arc - 2 mm. 

Aioiprrcs j v<)f, ; 2o7 f-.f. .ft,? '^'>7 7-97 ' 9-0 

V volts . , S'^-^S , 4«7 , 47 '/ , .17a 4'' S .!.V7 4V« 4t o 4V'; 43-5 

w-VA ! I t 1 ; j 
watt'* cal- 

eulaled . , 9>f'4o; ll!^7 >477 ’•■> 7 '*.'-7 Jl'-T 3917 

It w:i'. rrqtiiirtl t(. finii an runau-n «V an-l A. Oti V a/nl A 
a curve wa*! o!i!aiji<"*| wlcr.e wm iif/” a' rvirlrn!. ^ 

Whri. Ihr I».wrr in W.tt,, \V rfiaiil t„ VA, ;u..l -h- .,m; vrrr- j.Sollcti th. 
fruit was a siraigfil line {Fig, brj), ^ 

'rhe caknJafed values of W In »fr fhiid lin^ ;*!»*,vr. 
Let ihr vqnMimi to this Miai|:li! diir he 

W «A 4 f'v . . , a , , V , ♦ i 

By iii'bt 'iremenf frr^m the figure we find^ 

when A r W •• 

a. A - 10, W 414 
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/. substituting in 1, 
I, ‘ .S 4 

4 ■ I ^■'' * ♦ 

Solving we gft « “ 4^ « s 

\v \ I 

V 41 * 

I ; 

;i 1 

\ 

This is the hw rann^^^lirr: V an \ A, 

in the figure. 

I! 

It will l>e nefii *}iaf f* ■' 's : * : ^ 'r^ ». «|.|« i|tjr 
After plotting the mIh t4 any rij-i- -..i,.^-» j r • - ' r , f «■:■ ^ , | *|e,| 
points al>Dve or l>rh wflir rtifVf' ^ . i-- ,•: .. ,,f ,, ^1 |^ 
degree of error in rarfj r^:r:i?,ij iV, **# r a * * r < s.>--.r • y,, ,,. 
such asadffret i?i the |»f'it^r ■.!* ■ ,-.r » , ) I ^ 
most probable avf?'^^'r4r|;r.-r 3, > •-* , ’> r « ^ 

It should be r/’m^ti** l !!*,^f^ P a t s:^ ■ .» .-y^r || j ^ t , ^ rfr ^!tr 
verlicd scalf* <hwi mi f.r^/ja »« n , - ^r ^ ^ f > m ;.■, e , .?;**- <i, .3^^ 
curve must be fe^:^ .«**'! m* ^ j *“ - .5., , ,, «r ^ 1 | n ^ *4 :'>S*r 
inestimnling the r*^ ^ a, * ;,t ,,. 
in the figure. ^ 

In examples non, af..| r #■> t-. ^ ^, 

;' = <1 -f /fXf, Xf ax 4 V- 

Find the Itw ind »he t^^fers ij *%r 





8. 

X I 3^ 
41 

y 
\ S'iS 

H 4t 
f 1 

9. 

X 
2't S'4 

f* 7 

rK-^s 
*3 ‘ 2 * ■ 

10. 

X 6 
T 4'‘ f 6| J ' 

y 7'5 
i . 

1 * S ^ V 

11. 

X i 65'S -h 1 1^; 7 »,j *i H"; 7 

y S5 i,l r/‘ 7 f.i J17 

12. The f^'llowir.g tah!^ 
at a speed of V knot.; 

idvm h' «- * »<* j , , r * 4sti f » r-j * a; u 

n.p. 2e/i nil fl-.lfl i ';■ «♦ 

V S 7 f t 1 

It iiMIM*or4 !l4! fl- II r r. r V ^ - ^ ^ 
II.P. = ^v^ + f' w!,.rrr k ^ *?" * ■■■ ' 

values of tbc Cf >tr-* 

la IT^c (^Stmit4: nr ^ I 

friction of aeci rasl-^ mi ii^^l 

:.;■•« f - f'.fll. 

I __ «■■« ^|,rf.^^ |, !l.r 

VelwJty in i*-*? I.:'’'s55i \' . 

Coefficient of fn^ li^>n ^ , . . 

Find the law V n.'-l ;# 
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14. R is tlir ir\hitimrr i. prr f~.n tn fljr nv-thm of a trail at V miles pfr 
hour. Fin«i thn law comir^ tin ; I’! .i:i4 V. ‘ ’ 

V 
I ! 

20 30 
5^ 

R 7 9*1 t,r% 30 29 

15. 'Flic ff>IIr>winf' 1% ini> ^ \ ? of ;t'lj'r.taMr 'spanners. 
S is thr* sizr, ami P flu* prit r in 'InliiJijp*, 

S inches' 4 i t i| f| if 2 21 2| 

p j .v^ f> ;' 'i''; u 15 ts *j 

Find an approxini.iirly corffii t r,* 4] liA* - ■ nii--'. »ij, ; p ,;j if S. 

16. The foliowinij i’« t.ilrn fj 'in f! r pr; r lin! * ^ T.v plijp-.iapi 
S is the nisM* in istrhrri^ i«»i P pnir. 

s i * * ■ 4 i I ti li 2 

p ; a .•7'', r>; s 7'“; '•;■■ m7s 
i 

Find an approxirwaudj* tofini 4I Pia nnr. nt I* iii-l s. 

17. Thf avrtJif*r power ^enf oti! !,¥ <in r!rr''fjf4l f ofr.| aijy >. |*. i yrnrt }i the 
charge prr hrir:r-|ir»wrf Ij- nr -AlnTi wi'd jntt rt#s* iif I'lfid a liniplc 
algehraira! law roiirtrr!i!5t» ,% Aiitl i*. 

F irciCi 7^«I imj 

X ri i\i 1 14 4-9 

18. llie dais lii rx:itr.|4en iH, ff), ^ 7.^ afr fr-.n!”'. r4 %fii. Atii*'- /♦. rfpf'iiijimls on 
the frnhtmrt of fhr firs ifjr arr, ^^7 
case fhe formni#, giving V In !«*fsr:;*j . 

Ixngih of are 3 roiij. 

in *|jr r*afiip!r a’ - 
A. 

*%e, find for rich 

A fampi,) | r^fi 2*46 2*97 i'45 1 94 4-97 697 7-97 

V 6.-75 S'»75 0'ri /I 51'4 , 5o’6 
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10. Ungiii ..1 

A i *’4^ ^ 

r.. ■% ^ 

20. ^ ^ 

^ 

V * ^f(t ^ 15 ^^ 
t 

21. A hy^r«rsK*ft 5^ 

liquids of dcrjiily ‘ * 
this law draw llir a4.^l^l5‘■‘ 
IO and 40 .« ^ '■*' 

D 

4 ■* t 4 I 4 ' 4 

-• I F i ^ « 4, '■■*'. r ? '*. i'4 n 

f ^ f.,f «f. -. '. 1 S :.,*«" 11. 

? f *» ♦r * * « 1 *r*-|| 

/ ? 

22. f h Ihf I**4'-'144! ^ 
liquidsheawr thm 
formula to fi?^ t^ht mj »4r.:;- f • f-- 

liquid for wlii<;:li fr»4v;:L* 1? 

y IJ I i '# 

‘ ^4 , r 4*' ^ ’ I' *■ f 
“.‘Ip I I ’I m 

t 'I ^ *!^j % < f » 

4 4 rfi 

I) I I I 

23, p ii ■•*'*' 
V and 9, 

I 
i 

V I 

24, K h ^ ■ ’ ^ . *! ft 
tem|M'r.il«f*‘‘ ^‘a -v^:. " »• ' - '' 

i -- iv ■ i; 

Find I h’M of !ii^ F 
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82. O-eneral Formula eonnecting Two Variables.—It may happen 
that on plotting two variables j/ and ;ir we get a regular curve after allowing 
for errors of observation, but that we can find no simple algebraic law con¬ 
necting j/ and X, 

Also we may sometimes require a more exact formula than the 
approximate algebraic laws found by one of the above methods. 

In this case we may assume 

y — a bx 

Taking the co-ordinates of three points from the curve and substituting, 
we obtain three simultaneous equations to find the three constants 
and c. 

If this law is not sufficiently exact, we may assume 

y ~ a bx 

and find the constants by substituting the co-ordinates of four points on the 
curve. 

We shall usually find that the constants get smaller as we proceed to 
higher powers of x^ and that the assumed law can be made as exact as we 
please by carrying the series to a sufficiently high power of x. 

Example.—The following table gives the modulus of torsion T of steel at various 
temperatures 0. Find a formula to calculate T when 6 is known. 

& degrees e. 0 20 40 60 80 100 

T kilogrammes per sq. mm.' 8290 8253 8215 8176 8136 8094 
1 

Plotting T and 0, we get a series of points which lie on a regular curve, which is 
nearly, but not quite, a straight line. 

Valuas of 0 (degrees Cent) 
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The student should plot this curve for himself on a large scale. 
It is evident from the figure that the variation from a straight line law is not due 

to errors of observation, and if we assume a straight line law the resulting formula 
will be less accurate than the given data. 

There is nothing to lead us to assume any special form for the law connecting T 
and d, and accordingly we assume ^ 

T = -b “h 

In this case, since the points representing the given data lie exactly on the curve 
to as high a degree of accuracy as we can plot them, we may take three of the given 
values for the purpose of calculating the constants. 

In cases of this sort the points which are plotted from the given data will not 
usually lie exactly on the curve, owing to small errors of observation. The values 
for calculating the constants must then be taken from the curve, and not from three of 
the given pairs of values, because the curve has been drawn so as to compensate for 
small errors of observation. 

Substituting the pairs of values of T and 6, for which 0 = 0% 60° and 100° 
respectively, we get 

8290 = a 
8176 = a + 6o5 + 3600^ 
8094 = + ioo3 + loooor 

Solving these simultaneous equations in <z, <5, and Cj we get 

a = 8290 ;^= — i*8i;ir= — 0*0015 

the required law connecting T and 0 is 

T = 8290 — i*8ifl — 0*00150® 

To test this formula we have, substituting 

0 = 80° 
T = 8290 - I *81 X 80 - 0*0015 X 6400 

= Si35*6 

The value of / given^ above for 6 = 80° is 8136 ; this agrees with the formula to 
the degree of accuracy with which the data are given. 

Examples.—XLIX. 

1. Find a law of the form = a + dx + cx^, connecting the following values of 
and X;— 

1 
1 

X 1 I 3 S 7 

5'S 5*9 5*5 
i 

4'3 

2. 0 is the melting-point of an alloy of lead and tin containing x per cent, of lead. 

87-5 
1 

84*0 
1 

77-8 637 467 3,6-9 

0® C. 292 283 270 23s 197 I8I 

Find a formula giving the melting-point of an alloy containing any known percentage 
of lead from 90 to 40 per cent 
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3. E is the modulus of elasticity of steel in kilogrammes per square luillimetre al 
temperature C. 

/ 1 0 50 100 200 

E 21.483 21,364 21,212 20,458 

Find a formula to calculate E in terms of L 

4. y is the mean coefficient of expansion of mercury between temperatures 0° and 
C., according to the results of Regnault’s experiments. 

0 100 ISO 200 250 300 360 

0*00018179 0*00018216 
i 
0*00018261 0*00018323 0*00018403 0*00018500 0*00018641 

Find the law connecting y and t. 

83. Substitution of Linear for More Complex Laws.—We have seen 
that when y and x can be represented by the co-ordinates of points which lie 
on a regular curve, we can usually find a formula 

j/ = 4- 4- + . . « • 

which v/ill represent the law connecting y and x to any desired degree of 
accuracy, according to the number of terms taken. 

When c is small it is sufficiently accurate for many purposes to take the 
law / = a dx diS a sufficiently close approximation, ix, when the curve is 
nc^'irly straight we take a straight line as representing the curve with 
sufficient accuracy. 

in the example, p. 140, we obtained the formula 

T = 8290 - 1*81^ ~ 0-001502 

So long as e is not greater than 100, the error caused by neglecting the 
third term is not greater than 15, z.e. about 0-2 per cent. Thus we might 
take the linear law 

T = 8290 - i*8ii 

as an approximation to the required law. 
This suggests that when the connection between/ and x is given by a 

complicated formula, we may represent this complicated formula by a simpler 
linear formula to a sufficient degree of accuracy, between certain definite 
limiting values. 

Example.—77/^r<f is a function ^ = 5 4- 6 sin ;r 4- 0*084 {x ~ 3’5)’* 
Find a much simfkr function of which does not differ from it in value more than 
2 per cent, between a: = 3 and= 6. The angle x is m radians» 

(Board of Education Examination, 1902.) 
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By calculation we End tlie following values 

•2; 3 4 5 

y 4*182 5*365 6*560 7*805 

Plotting these values, we get a curve which is very nearly straight. It is seen 
from inspection of the curve that a straight line can be drawn so that the value of the 
ordinatefor the straight line <liffcrs by less than 2 per cent, from the ordinate for 
the curve. 

Draw this straight line, arnl let its equation hey = /ftx -f- c. 
1‘hc student should draw the figure for himself. We find by inspection of the 

line that 
when X = 3 ; y = 4*2 

and when = 6 ; 7 = 7*8 

Substituting, we get 
4*2 = 3w 
7*8=: Gw 4* 

Solving these simultaneous equations in m and r, we get 

m i'2 ; r = 0*6 

the formula 7 »*= I'zx + 0*6 may be used instead of the given fornaula to the 
required degree of accuracy. 

ICxamplks.~D 

1, Find a siinplc linear formula, which gives the same values of 7 as the formula 
y - jf 4- V I between x = 8, and x =: 12, correct to 0*2 per cent. 

% There is a I unction 
X 

7 = lor 4* 5 logi« X 4* 2: 

Find a simjder formula which will give the same value of 7 correct to less than 
1 per cent between x = i and x 7. 

2, Find a simpler formula which will give the same values of 7 as the formula 

7 = 25 logit^ 4* to cos 4- o*o8x® 

between x = 5, and x = lo, with an accuracy of at least 1*5 per cent. 

4. Find a simple formula to give the same values of 7 as the formula 

30 
y = 2 log,9 5x 4* 100 sin 0’05x 4* ^ ^ + V ^ 4- ^ 

correct to at least 2 per cent, between x = 2 and x = 6. 
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84. JLaws of the Form y - ax^.—If the observed values of two variables 
y and x are connected by a law of the form y = ax'^^ we get, on taking logs 
of both sides of this equation, 

(log j') = :«(log x) + log a 

This is an equation of the first degree in (log y) and (log x)^ and there¬ 
fore, if we plot values of (log>') as ordinates and values of (log x) as abscissas, 
we get a straight line. 

Accordingly, when such a law is suspected, we plot the logarithms of the 
two variables. If a straight line is obtained it follows that the above law is 
satisfied, and the values of n and log a may be found by substituting the 
co-ordinates of any two points on the line, and solving the resulting 
simultaneous equations. 

Example (i).—The. following quantities are supposed to follow a law of the form 
y = Test tkiSy and fnd the values of a and n. 

X 4 7 II rS 21 

y 28*6 79‘4 182 3J8 589 

Taking logs, we get 

l.ogx 0*6o2 0-845 1*041 1*176 1*322 

Logy 1-456 1*900 2*260 2*502 2*770 

Plotting logy and log x as ordinate and abscissa respectively, we get the straight 
line AB, Fig. 71. 

log y and log x are connected by an equation of the first degree, and y and x are 
connected by a law of the form y = axt*. 

The equation to this straight line is 

(log/) = n(\og x) + log a 

Reading off from the figure the co-ordinates of A and B on this line, we get 

at A log X = 0*64 ; logy = 1*525 
at B log X = 1*24 ; logy = 2*62 

Substituting in the equation to the line 

1*525 = 0*64 n-\’log a 
2*§2 = 1*24 » 4* log « 

«= 1*82 ; log « = 0*357 
and /, a = 2*27 

,% / and X are connected by the law/ = 



To try whether a law of the form I = dD^ is satisfied, we plot the logs of I and D. 

LogD 32355 
! 

3*3617 3*5051 3*6128 

LogI 2-8i6 

1 
3-897 3*000 3*066 

Plotting these values, we get a straight line AB, Fig. 72, and therefore I and D 
satisfy an equation of the form I = aD”. 

The equation of this line is 
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It is supposed that a law of the form E = hB^ connects E and B. Test this^ and 
find the actual law. 

We have the following corresponding values of log E and log B ;— 

Log B 3*3010 3-6021 3-7782 3*9031 4-0000 

Log E 3'4S78 3‘939S 4*2217 4-4211 4'S7S9 

Plotting log E and log B we get a straight line, whose equation must be 

log E = « log B + log k 

The student should plot the figure for himself, and verify the following measure¬ 
ments. We find, from the figure, that 

when log E = 3*8, log B = 3*51 
„ log E = 4-325, log B = 3-84 

Substituting these values and solving the resulting simultaneous equations, we get 

» = i'59> log /S = — 1*79, and k = o'orfi 

/. the required law is E = o*oi6Bi ®*. 

Example (4).—In the following table u is the volwne in cubic feet of \ lb. of 
saturated steam at a pressure of p lbs, per square inch. Find the law of the form 

= C, connectingp and u. 

u 26-43 22*40 19*08 16*32 14*04 12*12 

1 

10*51 9*147 7-995 

p 14*7 1753 20*80 24-54 28*83 33*71 39-25 45-49 52-52 

Taking logs, we get 

Log u 1-4221 1-3502 1*2806 1*2127 i'i473 1-0835 1*0216 0*9612 0*9028 

Log/ 1-1673 

1 
i 

1-2430 1-3181 1-3900 1*4599 1*5277 1-5938 1*6580 1*7204 

and, taking logs. 
If pu* = C, we have p = 

log p ■=. — n log u + log C , 

(1) 

(2) 

therefore, if we plot log p and log «, we shall obtain a straight line whose slope to the 
axis of log « is — 

Plotting the values of log u and log p above, we obtain the straight line AB 

(Fig. 73)- 
We find by inspection of the figure, that at the 

point A, where log u = 0*9, log/ s= 1*722 
and at B, where log = 1*4, log / = 1*190 
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2. 

10 17 23 28 35 

y 41*8 98-5 162 221-5 316 

IS 
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16. Air is compressed without gain or loss of heat. The following table gives 
the absolute temperature (Fahr.) at different pressures. Find the law connecting / 
and p. 

1 

Absolute temp, Fahr. 
1 

521 637 779 876 

Pressure / lbs. per sq. inch. IS 30 60 90 

16. F is the force between two magnetic poles at distance d cms. apart. Find the 
law connecting F and d. 

d cms.. . . I *2 1*9 23 3*2 4*5 

F dynes . . 4*44 177 1*21 0-625 0*316 

17. D is the diameter in inches of wrought-iron shafting required to transmit H 
horse-power at 70 revolutions per minute. Find the law connecting D and H. 

H 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 

D 2*11 2*67 3*04 3'36 3-61 3-82 4*02 4*22 

18. D is the diameter in inches of wrought-iron shafting required to transmit 
50 horse-power at N revolutions per minute. Find the law connecting D 
and N. 

N 20 40 60 80 

D 5-46 4*34 3*8o 3*45 

19. At the follov/ing draughts a particular vessel has the following displace¬ 
ments :— 

Draught h feet .... 
1 

iS 13 II 9*5 

Displacement V cubic feet. 107200 65800 51200 41100 

Plot log V and log and find a law connecting V and h. 

20. I is the indicated horse-power needed for the propulsion of ships of a certain 
class at 10 knots. D is the displacement in tons. Plot log I and log D, and find an 
approximate law connecting I and D. 
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j 
1100 1530 1820 2500 3130 

I 440 550 620 770 890 

21. The following are results of Hodgkinson’s experiments on the strength of 
cast-iron pillars. W is the breaking weight of a pillar lo ft. long, and of diameter 
d inches. 

It is known from many similar experiments that W and d are connected by a law 
of the form W = Find this law as given by the mean of the first two and the 
mean of the second two results. 

d 2*511 2*496 1-530 1*541 

W 63500 58325 11200 10870 

Trans.y 1841.) 

22. A steamship at the following speeds {v knots) uses the following indicated 
horse-power (P) :— 

V 10 12 14 16 18 20 

\ 
P 1066 1912 3216 4951 7361 J0.35S 

Find if there is a law of the form P = and if so what are the most probably 
correct values of a and n. There are experimental errors in the observed values of 
V and P. (Board of Education Examination.) 

23. The following table gives the loss of power E due to magnetic hysteresis for 
different values of the magnetic induction B in a transformer core of ordinary sheet 
iron. Find the law connecting E and B. 

B 1000 3000 5000 7000 9000 

E 1262 7380 16600 28400 42400 

24. The following data are taken from the wiring rules of the Institution of 
Electrical Engineers. C is the maximum current in amperes for rubber-covered wires, 
exposed to high external temperatures, of cross-sectional area A square inches. Find 
the law connecting C and A. 

i 

C 

1 

3*2 5*9 9*0 22*0 42*0 68*0 84 102 

A 0*001810 0*004072 

0
 

8
 

b
 0*02227 0*05 0*09442 0*125 O'1595 

26. In the following, C and A have the same meaning with reference to wires 
exposed to ordinary external temperatures. Find the law connecting C and A, 
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c 113 237 354 42s 493 624 688 750 

A O-I 0*2455 0*4 0*5 0*6 0*8 0*9 1*0 

26. The following are results of Beauchamp-Tower^s experiments on friction. 
fi. is the coefficient of friction in a certain bearing running at a velocity of V feet per 
minute. 

V 105 157 209 262 314 366 419 471 

0*0018 0*0021 0*0025 1 0*0028 0*003 0*0033 0*0036 0*004 

Find the law connecting ft and V. 
{^Proceedings of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers^ 1883, pp. 633-653.) 

27. ft is the coefficient of friction in a bearing revolving at a speed of 2d ft. per 
minute under a normal load L lbs. Find the law connecting ft and L. 

L 443 333 211 89 

0*00132 0*00168 0*00247 0*0044 

85. Compound Interest Law 1/ = —If y = we have, taking 
logs to base 10, 

logio> = logio e + logio^ 
= 0-4343^. + logic a 

This equation is of the first degree in logjo y and r, and therefore, if we 
plot logic 7 and x we get a straight line whose slope to the axis of x is 
0-4343^. 

Example {i).—Test the following values of x and y for a law of the form y - 

and find the values of the constants. 

y 3*86 
1 

4*2 5*1 6-3 7 

X 2*701 2*870 3-258 3*68i 3-892 

We have the following values of log^j/:— 

logia;^ 0-587 0*623 0*708 0*799 0*845 

On plotting log^o^' and x we get the straight line AB, Fig. 74. 
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The equation of ttis line is 

logio y = 0*4343^-^ + logio ct 

At A, log j/ = 0*576, x: = 2*625 
at B, log j/ = 0-8355, ^ = 3*850 

Substituting in the equation, and solving the resulting two simultaneous equations in 
i and log we get 

^ = 0*488, log a = 0*02 

and .•.<2=1 '047 

the required law connecting;?/ and x is 

y= 1*047^*^®* 

Values of x 

Fig. 74- 

Exjlmple (2).—The following an tht results of an experiment to find the law 
governing the friction of a siring ^wrapped round a metal bar, 

A weight of 2 oz. was hung at one end of the string,^ and weights W at the other^ so 
as to cmnterbalance the weight of 2 oz.^ and the friction^ and to cause slipping, ^ The 
extent of the string in contact with the bar was measured by the angle 9, which is sub¬ 
tended at the centre of the cross-section of the bar^ e.g. when the string is wrapped once 
round B — lie radians. It is required to find the law connecting W and 6. 

Q radians . 0-57rl V 1*5^ 2ir 1 2*5^ 37r j 3*5^ 4w 4’5» S-rr 5*5^ 6ir 

W oz., , *■875 4*000 5706 8*901 12-437 14:700 19*062 26-5 33*75 40*00 52*00 76*00 
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On plotting the values of G and W we obtain the curve AB, Fig. 75. The theory 
of the subject suggests that the law is 

W = 

where is the coefficient of friction, and w = 2 oz., is the constant weight hung at 
one end of the string;. 

Talcing logs, we get 

logj, W =/iff logio^- 4- logio ^ 
= o'4S43M . G 4-log w 

To try whether a law of this form is satisfied, we plot log W and G, We obtain 
the straight line CD, as representing the results best on the whole, thus verifying that 

the law is of the form W = 

Angte subtended ai axis bg length cf string 
ID contact ivith eg finder 

Fig. 75. 

By substituting the co-ordinates of the points D and E on this line, and solving 
the resulting simultaneous equations, we get 

0*196, a = 3*1 

and the law is W = z'le^ 

The theory suggests that we should find a = w = 2oz, and it is found that this 
value is given very accurately by a straight line representing the first five results. 
This is a good example of the advantage of the graphic method of treating e^tperi- 
mental results. 

By working out algebraically the values of a and yu for each pair of rc.sults taken 
two at a time, and taking averages, we should obtain results nearly as above, hut 
there would be nothing to show the cause of the difference between the value of 
found by experiment and the value to be expected from the theory. We can see at 

once, however, from the plotted values in Fig. 75, that the law W =: is 
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foUowed very closely lay the first five observations, but that, 
the same law is not so accurately followed. * 

as the weight increases, 

Example {l).~~mwton slaw of coohng. The following are the results of WittJkef/- 
mannas expertments to find the law which governs the rate of coolim of a Iroefy 
suspended in air. 9 is the excess in temperature of the body over thfi^Ll heated 
surroundings^ at time t seconds from the beginning of the experiment, ^ ^ 

0 19*9 18-9 16-9 1 12*9 10*9 8-9 6*9 

i 0 3'4S 10-85 19-30 28*80 40*10 5375 70-95 

According to Newton’s law of cooling we should have 

0 = 

where a is constant and = the temperature when / is o = 19*0 
To test how far the above results follow this law, we have, t^ing logs of 0— 

log0 1-2989 1*2765 1*2279 1-1732 i*iio6 3f'0374 >'9494 0*8388 

Plotting log 9 and / we get a straight line sloping downwards as / increases, thus 
venfying that B and t follow a law of the form Q = ByC'-^K 

Taking logs, we get 

IoCj. fl = - »/ logi. r + log,, 9, = - o-4343«. / + log,, 

as the equation to this straight line. 
^ .Substituting the co-ordinates of two points on the line, and solving 

sinauhaneous equations, we get ** 
the resulting 

tf =:o'oi5, = 19*9 

the temperature and the time are connected by the law 9 = 
The student should draw the figure from the above data, and verify this result. 

Examples.—LII. 

Find the law connecting^ and x in the following cases:_ 

1. 

X 0*4 0*72 i*i : 
*5 2 

y 1 3*32 8-7 27*3 91 407 

2. 

X 2*4 3*6 4-8 5*3 1 6-9 

y ri6 2*06 375 47 10*7 
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X o'S 0*8 1*3 2*8 3*2 

99 54 
t 

20 1*0 0-49 

( 
.r O 2'I 5-f> 9*3 irs 

j s ao 
! 

iH’yl ■ 17*34 15*8 14-96 

X rs ^■3 4*x 5-8 6*2 

1459 3250 j 19600 I080fK) 16x000 

jr 17 i a-8 1 3-9 4*7 5*5 

7 j 502 i 167 55'4 247 ix-a 

jr 1 4'o ! 8-4 1 I2*S 14*6 i6’o 

7 
1 
j *’5 

i 
j ^'3 3*6 4*3 5-0 

,r * 9 j 34’S 4.rs 55*0 60 

7 
! 

! 
j 20 24 30 33 

J I ) 3*'S 52'4 68-8 72*8 

7 6'6 1 r I 167 i8-S 
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10. 0 and 'W have the same meaning as in Example 2, p. 154. Sho'w that W and 

0 aie connected by a Jaw of the form W = and find the coefficient of friction, ft,. 

0 radians . 
! 

0*5Tr rr 1 r5Tr 27r 
1 

2‘5x 3^ 3*5’^ 

W ozs. 5*35 7-15 9*55 12*8 17*12 22'9 30*8 

11. Find the coefficient of friction /u. from the following data, as in the last 
example. 6 must be found from the number of laps, i lap = 2ir radians. 

No. of times cord laps 
round . \ i i I ■i >i 

. 

2 

W. 2*61 3'40 4*44 
1 

578 
1 

7*55 9'8S 12*8 16*7 

12. The following are results of experiments on lubrication, p. is the coefficient 
of viscosity of olive oil at temperature Fahrenheit. Find the law connecting 
pL and t. 

! 
f 61 81 94 120 

107 
130 84 63 36 

13. The following table gives the pressure / in inches of mercury, as measured 
by the* barometer at various heights h above the sea, when the pressure at the sea- 
level is 29'9 inches 

h feet . . 0 4000 8000 12000 16000 j 20000 24000 

p indic.s . . 29*9 25*8 22*2 19*1 i6-3 13*9 11*8 

Show that a law of the form / = connects / and h, and find A and h 

14. W is the density of air at height h feet above the sea expressed as a percentage 
of its value at sea-level, under the same conditions as in Ex. 13. 

h fc-cl . ■ 0 4000 
„ i 
8000 1 12000 

1 
16000 20000 24000 

100 88*4 

p
 

0
0

 68*6 60'I 52*5 45*7 
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The following three examples give results of Winkelmann’s experiments to find 
the rate of cooling of a body in air. 6 is the excess in temperature of the body over 
the temperature of its surroundings at time i seconds from the beginning of the 
experiment. According to Newton’s law of cooling d = Test this for each 
case, and if the law applies find the values of the constants and a. 

15. 

$°c. . . 

1 

19’32 18*32 16*32 14*32 12*32 10*32 8-32 

t seconds . 0 10 317 56-4 84*2 117*6 1 1587 

10. 

0 20*65 1 
1 

18*65 16*65 14-65 
1 

12*65 10*65 8*65 

t 0 i6*9 3S'3 55*9 8o‘i 108*6 H3‘i 

17. 

e ii8'97 ii6*97 114*97 112*97 110*97 108*97 106*97 

t 0 12*1 25*8 417 597 82*0 109*0 

In this case we find that the values of log d and / do not give a straight line when 
plotted, but lie on a regular curve of small curvature. Find an approximate law of 
the form 

log 0 = <2 -f 4- r/* 

18. s is the weight of potassium chromate which will dissolve in 100 parts by 
weight of water at temperature C. Find an approximate law of the form s = 
connecting .f and L 

t 0 
1 

10 27*4 42*1 

i 61*5 62*1 66*3 70*3 

The values of log s and / do not give points lying exactly on a straight line but on a 
regular curve. Find a law of the form 

log s == aH 

which will fit this curve better than the compound interest law found above. 

19. The following are results of Beauchamp-Tower’s experiments, /x is the 
coefficient of friction of a certain bearing in a bath of lard oil, at temperature F, and 
speed 209 ft. per minute. 
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t 
\ 

120 no 100 90 80 70 60 

0-0035 0*0039 0*0045 0*0052 0*0063 o*oo8o 0*0103 

Find a roughly approximate law of the form iU = connecting fi and t, 
(Beauchamp-Tower, Proceedings of the Institute of Mechanical 

Engineers, 1883, pp. 633-653.) 

20. The following results were obtained with the same bearing, running at 419 ft. 
per minute. Find a law connecting ^ and t. 

t 120 no 100 90 80 70 ! 60 

0*0051 0*0059 0*0071 0
 

i
 

0*0102 0*0124 0*0148 



CHAPTER IX 

DETERMINATION OP MEAN VALUES AND AREAS 

80. The student is already familiar with the arithmetical method of finding 
the mean or average value of a number of separate values of a quantity. The 
values are added together, and the sum is divided by the number of values 
taken. 

For example, if we have four rectangles on equal bases of i" and of 
2 -U c q. y -J- ^ 

heights 2", 5", 7", 6" respectively, their mean height is-l—i- = 5". 

If they are placed side by side so that their bases 
are in a straight line, as in the figure, then their 
mean height is the height of a rectangle on the 
same base, and having the same area as the four 
given rectangles together. 

87. Mean Value of a Variable.—It often 
happens in physical science that, instead of having 
given a number of isolated values of a quantity, 
we know the way in which one quantity varies 
continuously with respect to another, and we re¬ 
quire to find the mean value of the first with respect 
to the second : for example, we may know the way 
in which the speed of a train varies between any 
two definite instants, and we may require to find 
its average speed during that interval, z.e. the con¬ 
stant speed with which it would describe the same 
distance in the same time; or we may know the 
pressure on the piston of a steam-engine at any 
point of the stroke, and require to find the average 76. 
pressure throughout the stroke, Le. the constant 
pressure which would do the same amount of work in acting through the 
same stroke. 

We shall define the mean value of a variable quantity by reference to a 
graphic construction as follows:— 

Let^ and x be two variables, such that_y is known when x is known. 
Plot a curve having values ofjK as ordinates and values ofx as abscissae. 

Then the mean value of y with respect to x between any two values a and ^ 
of X is the height of a rectangle having the same area as that enclosed by 
the curve, and the axis of x between the two ordinates at x = a and x = 
and standing on the same base ^ — a. 

E.g. in Fig. 77 the ordinate represents the velocity v of a point at any 
time /, and the line AB shows the relation between ^ and /. The mean 
value of V with respect to t is represented by the height of the rectangle 
CDGF, which stands on the same base CD as, and whose area is equal to 
the area of, CABD. 

M 
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In explaining practical methods of finding mean values, we shall first con¬ 
sider the simple case when the curve showing the connection between the 
two variahle quantities Is a straight line. 

Example (i).—^ moves along a straight line^ so that its velocity v atthm its 
given by the foUovoing table:— 

V feet per second . 

i seconds 

Find the time average of the velocity from t tot seconds. 

On plotting the given values of v and t we obtain the straight line AB (Fig. 77). 
We require to construct a rectangle on the same base CD, and having its area equal 

to the area ABDC. 
Bisect AB at E, draw FEG parallel to CD and complete the rectangle CFGD. 

Then CF represents the required time average of the velocity. 
For the triangles AFE and BGE are equal, and the rectangle CFGD can be 

VaSuBH of t (aecondaj 

formed from the figure CABD by cutting off the triangle BGE and adding the equal 
triangle AFE. Thus the rectangle CFGD is equal to the figure CABD. 

We find that CF measures 1575, and therefore the average velocity is 1575 ft. 
per second. 

When the curve is a straight line we see that the mean value of the ordinate is 
equal to the ordinate at the middle point of the base CD, and is the arithmetic mean 
^ the ordinates at the extremities C and D. When the portion of the curve con¬ 
sidered is nearly but not quite a straight line, it is evident that we shall get an 
approximation to the mean value by taking the ordinate at the mid-point of the portion 
of the base considered. 
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Wn «,e lliis jijjtiiii4r tu timi lUc mean value of any vaiiuble niiajitity 
I all b*" rr|'if%r«?r4 |.y a curve. 

KXAMI’IK (i). .1 a iinr s$} ihtti iis vriticify 7f tsi ttnt 
iimr i *t g}:fn h f^ir ; /j V/ ’ » 

rfl. prt . . 1-5 (fU ' il’i) I IJ'H 2J 

i%.r*n:A\. ... n t / I 4 5 

JFhiii iAi - r .'/ /v ?'//»• I'/y / u /ii / " 5 WtmJf. 
( »ll |4s>!hl34 *hr \ i^rn fAhur-. ui r .ifi4 / wr tlir nirve A8 7K). 
Wc !'• fi 4 ’Lr- 1nr4.f1 lirii^lil »f ihrt ADDC. 
Wc ar»84c li»r h^mr mitt atjj ijivm iiwmlirr, umally la, u( rrnwl width, 

Vuiam «/ C (tsrwfui.’ij 

iii4 JiASiifiiC lliit ihf nf fhi! AB J4t f!i«" t*‘4t of rwh &fri|? may lie 
Aji if it mrif A «IIK J 4’ Aiilty mrl^kr llir Iiirail liri|*ht ttf rar A"* r«|tiAl 
lf» Ilic liri|.»ht *il llir iiji’l of la^r. 

114’« i*i r«|iii¥alriii lu u, Jiyiii!*er id on fi^r flir 
slrif^f of fl^r mcm A8DC, 

llif hrjgli! of rarfi lec'Aiii^k h ri|!irtl If# llic oftliimlc to llic mrve AB at llm riihi 
pknl «4 flic l#,r.r *if the fnffr'jt.omling tuip. 

The avcrai;r vahir fhr hrijjliis of llir-ic iciiaiiitln h ilif f«l*an heii-iht of I hr 
uifvc AB» fhr hri|,^|ii of a frtf4ii|j!r im flic ba-.r C0, l«4viri|! mrn rf|M4l fo 
the «iit» of llir arrai» f 4ifr %fii4lkf f>. rr|i4,il to ihr arra ABOC (urr | ^fi|. 

Wc find the liiCAii Iir4|»iil% **( ihr fr=4|*rr.ftf<T %fr!|r! of Itir a#rA ABDC lo hr. 
9*4, ttri, in, la'j, ir4, iS'ii, 11^75, ^.1*5, Tlir ttmm valiir cjf iliriH* k 1373. 

Th» tfie hci|»Jil ill llir frtJMnpJc tCDQ i« llir ligtirr. ThH frclaogir may hr 
fttltlifitrd foniirti i.f 1,11 ih** arrii FGO ftmii Hr tttj|nnal ami hlhiii* it 
mill tile EAr, wliitli iiiH*! t#c of the %afnr arr,!, by| wot ftcc:c3«rlly of thr mmr 
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Note that EG does not in this case bisect AB, and that the mean ordinate is not 
the arithmetic mean of the two extreme values. 

Note also that the mean value of a variable is always equal to the actual value at 
some point within the interval considered. 

We thus get the following rule for finding the mean ordinate of any curve, 
Consider a curve having values of y as ordinates and values of x as abscissae. 
Divide the area between the curve and the axis of x into any number of strips of 
equal width. If the top of each strip is nearly straight, take the height of each strip 
at the mid point of its base as the mean height of the strip. 

Then the average value of the mean heights of the strips is the mean ordinate of 
the whole curve. 

Note.—If the curve is so irregular that the strips would have to be made very 
narrow before we could take the height in the middle of each strip as 

P its mean height, we can estimate the mean height of any strip by the 
eye. If ABCD in Fig. 79 represents one of the strips into which 

/fo an irregular area is divided, it is evident that the height of the hori¬ 
zontal line EF gives a more accurate value of its mean height than 
would he obtained by measuring the height at the mid point of AB. 
We estimate the position of EF so that the area cut off by EF from 
the strip ABCD, appears equal to the area which would have to be 
added at the comers to form the rectangle ABFE. Considerable 
accuracy in estimating mean ordinates by this method can be attained 
by practice. The student of the steam-engine will find it useful to 
bear in mind this note when finding the mean pressure from an 
indicator diagram, especially with respect to the two outer strips into 
which this diagram is divided. 

More advanced methods of finding mean values will be treated in 
Chapter XIX. 

A B 

Fig. 79. 

88. Area of an Irregular Figure—(I.) Mean Ordinate Method.—If 
we agree to measure the length and breadth of an irregular figure in two 

fixed directions at right angles to each other, then the area of the figure is 
the product of its length into its mean breadth. 

To find the area of an irregular figure we find the mean breadth by the 
method of the last paragraph and multiply the result by the length of the 

figure. 
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Example,—The following table gi^ics the half-width h of a horizontal section of a 
ship at different distances s f'om o?ie end:— 

s ft. 0 20 40 80 120 160 200 220 240 

h ft. 0*1 67 13-5 17*1 I5'4 10*7 S‘o 0*1 

Find the area of the sectio?t. 

Plotting the values of k and s, we get the curve (Fig. So). To find the mean 
value of hi we divide the area between this curve and the axis of s into ten strips of 
equal width. The values of h at the mid-point of the base of each strip are 3*7,12-5, 
15-6, i6*8, 17-2, i6‘8, 157, 13*5, 9*8, 2-5, The mean of these is 12-41. 

the area of the section = (mean value oih) Y. length 
= 12*41 X 240 = 2978 sq, ft. 

88. Simpson’s Rule.—The following method is more accurate than the 
foregoing in certain cases determined by the assumption mentioned below. 

Draw ordinates dividing the area into an even number of strips of equal 
width. 

Thus there will be an odd number of ordinates, including the first and 
last, which are drawn at the boundaries of the figure. 

Number the ordinates . 
Add together the first and last ordinates, twice the sum of the other odd 

ordinates, and four times the sum of the even ordinates ; multiply the result 
by one-third of the distance between two adjacent ordinates. The result is 
the area of the figure. 

For example, if the area is divided into ten strips there are eleven 
ordinates, and the area is equal to 

-{/i +J^ii + +f5 4-J/7 +>'9) + 40^2 +>'4 +/6 +fio)} 

where h is the distance between two adjacent ordinates. 
This method is based on the assumption that we can draw arcs of 

parabolas, to fit the curve approximately, through the tops of the ordinates 
taken three at a time, but the student will not be in a position to follow the 
proof until a later stage (see § 137). 

Example.—To find the area of the section of a ship m the last example by Simpsosds 
rule. 

The work may be set out as follows:— 

(I) 

No. of 
ordinate. 

1 

(2) 

y 

. (3) 

S M 

(4) 

X S M 

(^) 

No. of 
ordinate. 

(2) 

y 

(3) 

S M 

(4) 

X S M 

I o*r I 0*1 ! 230*9 
2 8*5 4 340 7 i6*3 2 - 32*6 

3 14-5 2 29’0 8 14*6 4 5S*4 
4 i6‘3 ! 4 65*2 9 ! I2'I 2 24*2 

5 17-1 2 3f2 10 6*1 4 24*4 

6 1 17*1 1 4 1 68*4 II 0*1 I or 

230*9 370-6 X 8 = 2964*8 

The numbers in column (2) are the heights of the ordinates in Fig. 80. 
„ „ „ ,, (3) are the appropriate Simpson^s Multipliers. 
,, ,, ,, ,, (4) are the products of the corresponding numbers in 

columns (2) and (3). 

The sum of the numbers in column (4) multiplied by - = 8 is equal to the area of 
the section = 2965. ^ 
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Examples .—LIIl. 

1. There are two variables and which are connected together so that they have 
the following pairs of corresponding values. 

X 0 I 2 1 3 4 

y ; 5 a I 2 5 

Find the mean value of / with respect to x between r = o and = 4. 

2. A quantity of steam, expands from volume 2 to volume 10. The value of the 
pressure p when the volume is tj is given by the following table:— 

V 2 4 6 8 10 

p 687 31*3 
i 

19‘8 14*3 11*5 

Find the average pressure between v = 2 and v — 10. 

3. V is the volume of the gas in the cylinder of a gas-engine when its pressure is 
p. Find the average pressure as v changes from I to 9. 

V 0-8 2 4 6 9 

/ 2{X) 57 22 12-6 7*2 

4. dlie following table gives the pull P lbs. at the drawbar of an electric 
locoinotivf at time i seconds from starting. 

P 

i 

I *50 I 1450 1320 1350 1040 1300 

f 0 12'5 25 37'5 43 ! 50 

I)c‘{luct 300 lbs. for friction, and find the time average of the remaining force, 
P — 3^X0, wliich causes the motion of the train. 

6. 'Fhe following table gives the draw-bar pull’ P lbs. exerted by an electric 
locomotive, al distance s feet from rest. 

I’ ' 9301 
1 

1000 930 835 lOOO 1225 1325 1300 
1 

1230! rooo 800 

1 

650 

\ 0 
1 

*5 30 45 80 no 160 180 ' 200 227 260 
1 

300 

Pdnd the space average of the force P from r = 0 to f = 300 
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0. V is 5;p<^rti cjf a car at time; / from rest. Find tlic time avrraijc of thr spml. 

/seconds . . . o S lO 
i 

20 •O ! .F> 

v ft. per .VH find . 
1 
i ^ 3'7 7*S 

I 
io‘K5 ^ *2*d5 OV’ 14 

7. A is the fmiidit ab'*vr *he sradrfr! f»f various pfdnti on a certain ro:ul ; x is (hr 
distanrr, nir.i jiird ihr tfstd, nf flir rrsprrlivc poififs from u fixoi point on tlir 
r«afl. ihe 2.vtt.mc lieii-jlii td the rtmd alcove the M':i«Irvrl, 

A ft. , . . . lf)0 FiS I ^6 jKf 1 I ho l,,.S I(h-. 

X miles , . , 1 ^•s a ' i*S 3 

i 

3*5 ’ 4 

No7K. MrnT 4 is Mtull »ri»i]rirrd with ?, the »li ! may f«e t.ikrn as if thry 
were iwMsufrii in a In.riront.il pLine. 

8. I haw a cirtlr of 3 ini. radiiii, and ftnd its a^era|;r \%'ifit!i inranurrd pjrallrl to 
a fixni diameter. 

9. Find value of .1*'' hclw'^nt x a and ,r I, (Fhit the (iirve r 
and find its rlir’.iii f^rdinate.) 

10. Find file mr,»i} vahir of ihr sinr of an atif^le when tim .iri;^le has nil v.ilnr^ 

tietw’crri o and ^ radians, 
3 

Nu‘i K...-''I'lir vahses of ifir* »n|*le mint he fdottrd in radiarn, 

11. Ilof th^ twvr.^y ■“ siri jf from A a to r air radiarw. By ♦■i<|tuiririi» the 
ordinates I’d fid', ai»4 |•h4lil|;J on itie same atis »if ohf.iin flir curve 'in* ,f, 
Idnd the fnran value r/ -did lAkiii?^ .i in r-ufiann. Note that ftie iniMn value of 
sin* .X Vi nrit the sa.fne as ftje %s|ti;4rr of flic me.ni v.thm of %iri .r, llie result ol flii, 
rxanipk is iitk|K>rtiist! in the dir-ofy of altr-matirift; cle? trie rwreyfi, 

12. A ipas efpaufis fiom folisuir 1 »ti voltirne !«» so that its presinre and v#dumr 
V \,ilv (f dir er|ii3fifjtfi ^ fcw, I'ltid the avrraf'c pmsiire hrlwrrn v 2 and 
V ItA 

10, A body m’ei|thm|j ^e?fi ||»i. movet alofii^ a sff;ti|jhf line wlflioiit rcffiilifip, w 
fh.'il its rrluf }fy p af fnp*' / is hf llie fnllowifu' table; ' 

/ secfiHfls . , . ' i S : f ■ »3 

17 ft. per second. 1 r^l ' rf»S I **77 r% 

Its kinetic «ier|»y h r‘'|ua! to ofiedirilf ihe pfmlnct of the m;m info the tepiare e»f tho 
s*rIot:ify, FimI fhe me^m -^aliir of the kinetic enrrpy from / * i to f 11* 

Noim, ■ lo oliinin the enerijy tn foot«|»fHind"; take |a'2 llrs, m the unit of 
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14. Find tke area iDetween the curve given by the following values, and the of 

T, from :»: = 2 to ^ = 4. 

X 2‘0 2*6 3*0 3-25 3-6 3-8 

i 
4-0 

y 3'03 4-61 5*8o 
! 

6-59 776 8*46 9'*^ 

15. Find the area between the curve given by the following values, and the 
of X from X = 3*10 to :»: = 5*20 :— 

X 3’io 3-56 4*1 4'8S 5*20 

y 22*47 19*19 i5‘97 12-85 11*72 

10. Find the area between the following curve, and the axis of x from = o to 
x = g6 :— 

X 0 12 24 48 84 96 

y 1*2 61 *2 86*0 121*0 96*6 j 76*8 j 1*2 

17. Find the area between the curve given, by the following data, and the axis of 
from r = o to = 5 ;— 

X inches. 1 ^ 
1*0 2*0 2*5 3*3 

1 

4*0 4'4 S'O 

y inches. I 2*05 2*54 2*61 2*40 203 1*94 225 

18. Find the area lying between the following curve, and the axis of x from x = 
0*5 tox = 5*3 

X 0*5 1*2 2*5 3-6 4*5 5*3 

- y 3'42 3-6 4‘34 4*25 3*75 3-27 

19. Find the area of a half-section of a ship at the water-level, of which the 
cur^d form is defined by the following equi-distaut ordinates spaced 12 ft. apart 

Ordinates (feet)-— ^ 

0*1, 5*1, 7'i7, 875, so*i, 9-17, 8*05, 6*4, o-i. 

(Board of Education Examination in Naval Architecture, 1902.) 

given below refer to horizontal sections of the same ship at 
half-vvidth across the section at distance j 

e tern. Find the area of the half-section in each case, by Simpson’s rule. 
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s feet 0 20 40 80 120 160 200 220 240 

I ft. above keel A 0*1 1-4 5‘6 ii*i I3’i 10*5 5*7 17 O'I 

2 ft. above keel' h 0*1 2*6 8*2 137 15*6 12*6 7*5 27 0*1 

4 ft. above keel h 0*1 4*6 11*5 15*9 17*1 14*6 9*5 4*1 0*1 

8 ft. above keel h 0*1 9*0 ^47 17*0 17*4 IS-8 ri*6 6*0 0*1 

I oft. above keel h 0*1 ii'i 15-3 i6*9 i7‘4 16*0 12*5 9‘i 0*1 

(Board of Education Examination in Naval Architecture, 1902.) 

21. The following are values of x and y for a certain curve:— 

X I r*8 2*5 3'i5 4 4*6 5*4 6*3 6*8 
1 

7*0 

y 0 I *06 1*71 2*10 2*36 2*39 2*30 r8o 1*2 0*8 

Find the area enclosed by this curve, the axis of x and tiie ordinates at = i and 
X = 7, by Simpson’s rule, using (i) 5 ordinates, (2) 7 ordinates, (3) 9 ordinates, (4) ii 
ordinates, (5) 13 ordinates, (6) 21 ordinates, respectively. 

Observe and record the time taken to obtain each of the above 6 results. Taking 
the last result as accurate calculate the percentage error in each of the others. Take 
the reciprocal of the percentage error as an index of the accuracy of each method. 

Compare the accuracy of the different results, and also the time occupied. In 
which of the above results do you obtain the highest accuracy per minute occupied. 
Also find the area by means of a planimeter if you have the opportunity. 

22. Find the area in the last example by mean ordinates, dividing the base into 
4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 20 divisions respectively. 

Compare accuracy obtained and time occupied as before. 

23. Plot the curve which passes through the following points in the order given, 
and find the area which it encloses;— 

X 0*9 1*9 2*6 3*4 4*1 4*7 5-SS 6 6*4 6‘46 6-3 

y 0*6 

1 

0-2 0*25 0*38 0*25 o‘i6 0*3 0*6 1*35 1*8 2-59 

V
O
 

1 

5*4 4*5 3*5 3*1 21 1*4 0*7 0*42 0*21 0*5 0*9 

2*9 2*7 2*51 2*8 3*19 3-56 3'46 3 2*6 1*9 0*99 0*6 



CHAPTER X 

JIATE OF INCREASE 

90. The plotting of curves from their equations or from tabulat^ lists oi 
values will already have made the student familiar with the conception of two 
mutually dependent variables. We regarded and as two quantities, such 
that definite changes in x were accompanied by definite changes in and 
the nature of these changes was exhibited to the eye by a curve. 

We shall now consider more fully the rate of change of one quantity with 
respect to another. 

Consider the following cases :— 
{a) The following table shows the average height at different ages of a 

boy in Great Britain : 

1 
Age / years . . . 5 6 12 13 19 20 

Height h inches 41*03 44*00 S4'99 56-91 67-29 67-52 

From these numbers we infer that the mean rate of growth between the 
ages of 5 and 6 is 2*97 inches per annum, between 12 and 13 it is 1*92 inches 
per annum, between 19 and 20 it is 0*23 inches per annum. 

If t represents the age measured in years and h the height in inches, we 

use the symbol ^ to represent the rate at which h is increasing per unit 

increase of t 
Thus the above statement may be expressed in another way by saying 

that the mean value of ^ is 2*97 between the ages of 5 and 6 years, 1*92 

between 12 and 13, and 0*23 between 19 and 20. 

For the present the student should regard the symbol ^ simply as an 

abbreviation for “ the rate of increase of h with respect to 
{b) The population of England and Wales in 1881 was 25*974 millions, in 

1891 it was 29*002 millions. The increase was 3,028,000 in 10 years, an 
average increase of 302,800 per annum. If P denotes the population and / 

the time in years, the mean value of ^ is thus 302,800 between the values, 

i88i and 1891, of /. 
{c) A bar of zinc, which is 10 ins. long at temperature o® C., measures 

10*03 ins. at 100° C., so that the length increases 0*03 in. while the 
temperature increases 100°. Thus the mean rate of increase of the length is 
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0*0003 in. per degree, or, If / is the length in Inches and B the temperature in 

degrees, the mean value of is 0*0003. 

{(i) If the same bar of zinc is i sq. in. in cross-section, and is subjected 
to a tension of one ton, it will stretch 0*02 in. Therefore, if W is the tension 

in pounds the mean value of is = 0*000008925, 

(i) A train passes a point A distant 12 miles beyond a certain station at 
1.50, and a point B ten miles further on at 2.20. It has travelled 10 miles in 
30 minutes, and its average speed is therefore 20 miles an hour, or, if s is the 
distance in miles traversed along the line from the station at time / hours, 

the mean value of is 20, 

On ^ considering the above cases, we notice that in every case two 
quantities have to he speeihed : {a) the quantity, such as height, population, 
length of a b.'U’, distance, whose rate of increase isbeing measured, and {d) a 
second qtiantity, such as time, temperature, or tension, with respect to which 
that rate of increase is measured. The first of these Cj[uantities is called the 
dependent, and the second the independent variable. 

In example {a} above,/i is the dependent and / the independent variable ; 
in example (c) / is the dependent and B the independent variable. 

Note that it is always necessary to specify both variables before the 
meaning of the rate of increase can be understood. 

For example, in cases (c) and {d) above, the dependent variable /, the 
length cjf a bar of zinc, is the same in both cases, but the rate of increase of 
its length / has a very different meaning, according as we mean the rate of 

increase with respect to the temperature of the bar when heated, or the 

rate of inrreafie with respect to Its tension when stretched. 

In general, if j is the dependent and x the independent variable, the 
(iy 

symbol denotes the rate of increase oiy per unit increase of .r. 

Examples.—LIV. 

1. If / ~ 12 when X r: 5, and / = 17 when x = 7, what is the mean value of 

2. An flfslric tmmear p.T<'ics enc trolhty pok at a certain instant, and the next 
trolley pok H seconrls afterwards. The distance between the trolley poles is 120 ft. 

If s driioto the dsfitance moved in time what is the mean value ? 
at 

3. Ihe s|»ced » of a falling stone, after falling 2 seconds from rest, is 6^*4 ft. per 
ieconrl. At 2| seconds fmm re%t it k 80*5 ft. per second. If/denotes the time, find 

the value of the acceleration 

4. If / rr 520 when X = 12, and/ sr 340 when x = 15, what is the mean value 

6. When the volume c' of a crrtfdn quantity of gas is 2 cu. ft. the pressure / is 60 
lbs. per square inch. When the volume is 4 cu, ft, the pressure is 35 lbs. per square 

inch. Find the mean value of 
dv 
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0. The volume of a certain quantity of gas at temperature 0 = 17° C, is 341 cc. 

The volume at temperature 25° C. is 350*5 cc. What is the mean value ^ ? 

7. The pressure / of saturated steam at temperature 6 = 193*3° 
square inch. At 197*8° F. the pressure is ii lbs. per square inch. What is the mean 

value of g? 

8. The unstretched length / of a wrought-iron bar is 10 ins. When it is subjected 
d/ . 

to a pull F of 3 tons, its length is 10*033 ins. What is the mean value of ^ in inches 

per pound ? 

9. The current i in a conductor is 1*3 amperes when the time / = 21*3 secs. At 
di 

time 33 secs, the current is 3*4 amperes. What is the mean value of 

10. When ;ir is 42*1, we find from the tables that logjo x is 1*6243. When x is 

42*2, log,* X is 1*6253. What is the mean value of between x = 42*1 and 

X = 42*2? 

11. When X = 0*3840 radian, sin x = 0*3746 ; when x = 0*4014 radian, 

sin X = 0*3907. What is the mean value of between x = 0*3840 and 

X = 0*4014? 

12. When x = 0*9076 radian, cos x = 0*6157 > when x = 0*9250 radian, 
^(cos 

cos X = 0*6018. What is the mean value of ——- in this interval ? 

1 
I 

91. Variable Bates of Increase.—In all the cases considered in the 
la^t paragraph we spoke of the mean value of the rate of increase through¬ 
out a definite interval. In the first case (a), for example, we found this by 
considering the growth in a whole year and treating it as if it were quite 
steady and uniform. 

If, however, we consider this case more closely, we find that the rate of 
growth is not uniform throughout the year, it is not the same in winter, for i 
instance, as it is in the summer. This is the reason why we called our 1 

previous result the mean value of the rate of growth ^ for a year. ^ 

If we make very exact measurements from week to w^eek we shall obtain 

results which will be nearer to the true value of the rate of growth ^ at any 

time than the results which were obtained by taking the total growth in a 
year. Even these values, however, are only mean values for the respective 
weeks over which they are taken. It is supposed that the rate of growth is 
different at different times of the day and night, so that if we could consider 
the growth for periods of one hour we should get even nearer to the actual 

value of the rate of growth — at any instant. ? 

Thus we see that, as we consider smaller and smaller intervals, we get [ 
values of the mean rate of growth which are nearer and nearer to the actual 
rate of growth at some time within the intervals considered, and we can get 
as near as we please to this actual rate of growth by taking the interval I 
small enough. 

Another example of a variable rate of increase is afforded by the case 
(^) above. * 
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The train travels a distance AB equal to 10 miles in 30 minutes, and we 
infer that its average speed throughout that half-hour, or the average value 

of ~ j is 20 miles an hour. 
at 
There may, however, be varying gradients between A and B, and the 

train may be brought to a stop at B, so that its actual speed will be some¬ 
times greater and sometimes less than 20 miles an hour at different times 
between 1.50 and 2.20. 

We shall evidently get a closer approximation to the actual speed at 
some particular time, say 2 o’clock, by measuring the distance travelled 
between 1.55 and 2.5 and dividing by the time taken, i.e. by 10 minutes 
expressed in hours. 

ds 
We shall get even closer to the actual value of ^ at 2 o’clock by finding 

the mean speed between 1.59 and 2.1, and closer still by finding the mean 
speed between i hr. — 59 mins. — 59 secs, and 2 hrs. — o min. — i sec., and 
so on. Thus we can get as near as we please to the actual speed at 
2 o’clock by taking the interval of time small enough. 

In mathematical language, we may say in general that the mean value of 
the rate of increase of y with respect to in all the cases which we shall 
consider, approaches a definite limiting value as the total increase of x con¬ 
sidered is made smaller and smaller so as to include some definite value 
of X. 

This limiting value defines the actual value of the rate of increase of y 
with respect to x for any particular value of ;r, and is denoted by the symbol 

dx 

Thus in the case {a) above, the actual rate of growth ^ at any age, say 

years, may be defined as the limit of the average rate of growth taken 
over an interval including the age 5J years, when that interval is made 
smaller and smaller. 

ds 
Similarly in case (/?), the actual value of ^ at 2 o’clock may be defined as 

the limit of the average velocity taken over an interval, including 2 o’clock 
when this interval is made smaller and smaller. 

92. We may express the statements of the last paragraph as follows :— 
If Sjt represents a definite increase in x and the corresponding increase 

5 y . dy 
In y^ then ^ is the mean value of ^ throughout the interval ^x. 

As Sx is made smaller and smaller, so as always to include some 
Sy 

particular value of x, ^ approaches a definite limiting value, which is the 

actual value of ^ for that value of .r. We can make ^ as near as we please 
ax Sx ' 

to the actual value of ^ by taking Sx small enough. 

For example, in the case (a), 

when 5/ = I year between 5 and 6 
= 44*00 ~ 41*03 = 2*97 
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.dh ^ 
This is the mean value of ^ for the year between 5 and 6 years of age. 

We saw that if 5/ were diminished, first to a week and then to an hour 
hh 

we should get values of — which would continually approach the actual 
ot 

value of ^ at some instant within the interval W. 
at 

Similarly in the case {e\ 5/ = 30 minutes = \ hour, = 10 miles, 

^ = 20 miles per hour. 
5/ J 

ds 
This is the mean value of ~ for the half-hour from 1.50 to 2.20. To get 

ds 
the actual value of ^ at 2 o’clock, we continually diminish 5/, first to 

10 minutes, then to 2 minutes, then to 2 seconds, and so on, so as always to 
include the instant 2 o’clock. 

In some cases we find that the value of ~ is the same, whatever value of 

dx is taken. 
• In case {d)y for instance, it is found that, provided 5W is not made too 

5/ 
great, the value of is always the same, whatever value of 5W is taken. 

The rate of increase of the length with respect to the tension Is therefore 
5/ dl 

said to be uniform, and is equal to the actual value of for every 

value of W considered. 

So also, in general, if ~ is the same for all values of the rate of 

increase of y with respect to x is said to be uniform, and ^ ^ ^or all 

values of x considered. 
The cases considered in § 90 may be set down as follows ;— 

(a) 

/years h Inches. hh. i/. 

12 . 

t3 . 

• 54-99\ 
• 56-91/ 

. • 1*92 . . 1 

^C. 1 inches. U, 69. 

0 « 

100 « 

. lO'OO'l 

. 10*03/ * 
. . 003 . 100 

t hours. s miles. iff. 3/. 

If - 
24 . 

. . I2| 

. . 22/ ■ 
. . 10 • • 0*5 

M 
ht 

dh 
I'92 = mean value of ^ 

u 
dB’ 

0*0903 = mean value of £ 
de 

20 = mean value of 
dt 

The student should state the other cases considered in the same way. 

03. Example (i).—The following values of sin feet show the distance of the centre of 
gravity (as measured in a skeleton drawing) of a yiece of mechanism from some faint in 
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its straight path at the time t seconds from some era of recko7iing. Find its mean 
velocity during the interval between each fair of measurements. 

(Board of Education Examination, 1901.) 

0-3090 
0-4931 
0*6799 
0*8701 
1-0643 
1-2631 

u hs. U. hs 
ht 

2*00 
2*02 

0*1841 0*02 9*205 

2-04 
0*1868 0*02 9*34 

2*06 
0*1902 0*02 9*51 

2*08 
0*1942 0*02 9*71 

2*10 
0*1988 0*02 9*94 

Mean values 

> dt 
throughout 

each interval 

By subtracting each value of s from the following value we obtain the values of 
y in the third column. Similarly the values of 5/ in the fourth column are obtained 
by subtracting each value of t from the next value. 

Then each value of Bs represents the increase in j, or the distance moved during 
the corresponding interval of time ot. Therefore the mean rate of increase of s, or the 
mean velocity throughout each interval, is obtained by dividing each value of by 
the corresponding value of Bt. 

The results are placed in the fifth column. — is always equal to the exact value 

of the velocity ~ at some instant within the corresponding interval, and, if Bt is small 

enough, we may take ^ aa an approximation to the actual velocity ^ at the middle 

of the interval (see § 87). 
Thus in the above example the velocity at time 2*05 secs, is 9*51 ft. per second. 

Example (2).—To show that, with the data in examfle i, the mean velocity ~ 

approaches nearer and nearer to the cutual velocity when f = 2 *o5j as the interval Bt is 
taken smaller and smaller, so as always to include the instant when t = 2*05. 

We calculate the values of first for the interval between the first and sixth 

measurements, second for the interval between the second and fifth measurements, 
and so on. The calculations are given in the following table :— 

hU hs. Ar 
Ji 

0*10 0*9541 1 9‘54i 
006 0*5712 9-520 
0*02 0*1902 9-510 

Thus we see that as the interval It is made smaller and smaller the average 

velocity — approaches nearer to the value 9*51, which we have taken as the velocity 

when / = 2*05. 

Example (3).—In example i we have found a series of values of the velocity 

— = V. 7he acceleration is the rate of increase of the velocity with respect to the time, 
dt 
Find the mean acceleration between each pair of values of the velocity. What is the. 
probahk acceleration at time / = 2*05 seconds. 
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We have from example i— 

i. V, 
8v. 

2'00 _ _ _ 
\ 

2*01 9*205 — — 

2*02 0*135 0*02 6*75 ! Mean value of 

2*03 9*34 — acceleration 

2*04 0*17 0*02 8-5 dv d‘s 

2*05 9*51 — — — - dt ~ di^ 
2*06 — 0*20 0*02 10*0 throughout 
2*07 9*71 — — — each interval 
2'08 — 0*23 0*02 11*5 

2*09 9*94 — __ 
1 

2*10 / 

As explained in example i, we have taken the mean value of the velocity as found 
for each interval in example i, as being equal to the exact value of the velocity at the 
middle of that interval. 

Values of t (seconds) 

Fig. 81. 

Thus the value 9*34 of the mean velocity found in example i for the interval 
between / = 2*02 and t = 2*04 has been taken as the actual velocity when t = 2*03. 

Subtracting each value of v from the next, we obtain the values of Sv given in the 

third column. Dividing by the value of 5/, we obtain the value ^ of the average 
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acceleration for each interval as given in the fifth column. As before, we have taken 
each value of the average acceleration to correspond to the middle of the correspond¬ 
ing interval of time. Thus we find that the mean acceleration between / = 2*03 and 
i = 2*05 is 8*5. We take this as the actual acceleration when / = 2*04. 

The acceleration when / = 2*05 is approximately equal to the mean of the values 
when / = 2*04 and 2 = 2'o6, i.g. the acceleration for / = 2*05 is 9*25. 

A probably more accurate value may be obtained by the graphic method of 
interpolation described on p. 80. 

Plotting the values of the acceleration and the time, we obtain the curve (Fig. 81). 
From the curve we find that the acceleration when / = 2*05 is 9*25. 

It may happen that the values of s and / are not given with sufficient accuracy to 
give values of the acceleration which will lie on a regular curve when plotted. In 
this case we could draw the regular curve which seems to represent the values of the 
acceleration best on the whole, and take intermediate values of the acceleration from 
this curve. 

There are other more accurate methods of interpolation which the student is not 
yet in a position to understand, but the graphic method will usually be found to give 
values as accurate as the experimental results will allow. 

dv 
94. The acceleration ^ may also be written 

d^s 
This denotes the 

result of performing the operation of finding the rate of increase with respect 
to / twice in succession. 

Similarly, in the general case, 

dy 
denotes the result of finding the rate of increase ofy with respect to x, 

d^y dy 
denotes the result of finding the rate of increase of ^ with respect 

to X. 

d^y d^y . , 
denotes the result of finding the rate of increase of ^2 respect 

to X, 

05. Geometrical Kepresentation.—If we take the two variables in any 
of the cases already considered as co-ordinates of a point, we may represent 
the rate of increase by a graphical method. 

In case {a\ p. 170, for instance, we may take values of the age t measured 
in years as abscissae, and values of the height h measured in inches as 
ordinates. 

Plot a point A (Fig, 82) whose abscissa is 5 and ordinate 41*03, and 
a point B whose abscissa is 6 and ordinate 44*00. 
Then NB represents the increase in h which takes place, while t increases 
by the amount AN, or 

NB = 54, AN = U 

Then the mean rate of increase of h with respect to t between ^ = 5 and 
^ = 6 is 

5/ 

NB 

AN 
= 2*97 

This is the slope of the straight line AB to the axis of t when h and / are 
measured on the same scale, as in the figure. 

If we measure NB and AN each on its proper scale, and use the numerical 
NB 

values obtained to find and if we agree to call this result the slope of 

N 
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AB, we may still say that ~ is the slope of AB, even if /i and t are not plotted 

on the same scale. 
Similarly, if in case {b) we plot points A and B with values of population 

as ordinates and values of time in years as abscissas, the slope of AB will 

represent the mean rate of growth of population, ue. the mean value of ^ 

between 1881 and 1891. 
We thus obtain the very important result that, if we are given two pairs 

Age i 

Fig. 82. 

of corresponding values of the independent variable x and the dependent 

variable and plot two points to represent them, then the value of or 

the mean value of the rate of increase ^ between A and B is the slope of 

AB to the axis of x. 
The student should plot the cases given in Examples LIV., showing that 

the rate of increase in each case is given by the slope of a line. 

88. Variable Hate of Increase—Geometrical Representation.—The 
following table gives the time taken by the projectile of a 38-ton gun to travel 
to various points throughout the first 8 ft- of the bore. 

j‘feet, travel through 
bore .... 0 O'I o'S 1*0 2*0 

i 
30 4*0 

! 
t seconds, time of 

travel .... 0000 0*00143 0-00273 0
 

8
 

S
' 

0-00490 0*00598 0*00695 
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5 5*0 6*0 7*0 8*0 

/ 0*00785 0*00871 0*00953 
1 

0*01032 

Taking values of s as ordinates and values of t as abscissas, and plotting 
these values we obtain the curve OCA in Fig. 83. 

While / increases from 0*00143 to 0*01032, s increases from o*i to 8. 

while is 0*00889, Ss is 7*9, and the mean value of the velocity 
ds 

di 

throughout the interval considered is ?£ = 7’9 
5/ 0*00889 

= 888 ft. per seconcL 
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In the figure = NA, 5/ = SN, and the mean velocity throughout the 
Zs NA 

interval SN is ^ = gy;j = slope of chord SA to the axis of t. 

Similarly, the mean velocity from t = 0*00143 to / = 0*00871 is equal to 
the slope of the chord SB. 

Mean velocity from t = 0*00143 to / = 0*00695 is slope of chord SC. 
„ „ i = 0*00143 to / = 0*00490 „ ,, ^ SD. 

Thus we see that the mean velocity between any two definite instants is 
equal to the slope of the chord joining the two points on the curve 
corresponding to those instants. 

We have already seen (§ 92) that, as we diminish the interval S/, as above, 

the mean velocity ^ approaches a definite limiting value, which is the actual 

ds 
value of -T, when t = 0*00143 seconds. 

at 
We may gradually diminish in the figure by making the point A move 

along the curve towards S, so that the chord SA passes through the positions 
SA, SB, SC, SD in succession. 

Thus, as It is diminished and A approaches S, the chord SA produced 
continually approaches the tangent ST to the curve at S, and the chord may 
be made as near to ST as we please by taking A near enough to S. 

The tangent ST is thus the limiting position of the chord SA, and the 
slope of the tangent is the limiting value of the slope of the chord. But we 

have seen that the slope of the chord measures the mean velocity and the 

limiting value of ^ is the value of ^ at S. 

the slope of the tangent to the curve at S measures the actual velocity 

™ when t = 0*00143 second, 
5/ 

97. In the general case, if we plot a curve to show the connection 
dy 

between two variables^ and the value of for any value of x is the slope 

of the tangent to the curve at the corresponding point. We call this the 

slope of the curve at that point. 
Note that the curve connecting^ and x may be merely a curve obtained 

from experimental results, and the equation connecting^ and x need not be 
known. 

Note, also, that if the rate of increase is uniform, the slope of the curve is 
everywhere the same, and the tangent, the chords, and the curve in Fig. 83 
all coincide in one straight line. 

dy 
Note that ~ is an ordinary fraction, and means that dy is divided by dx^ 

but ^ does not mean that dy is divided by dx, ^ is not a fraction, but a 

symbol used to denote the rate of increase of y with respect to x. In our 

present notation dy and dx standing alone have no meaning, and ^ is only 

written in the form of a fraction because it is the limiting value towards which 
a fraction approaches. 

Also, in the expression ^ not multiplied hy y ox hy x standing by 

itself would have no meaning. 
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98. Bata of Decrease—ISTegative Bate of Increase.—It sometimes 
happens that, as the independent variable x becomes greater, the dependent 
variable y becomes less, so that the curve slopes downwards as x increases. 

If, for example, we plot the pressure and volume of a given quantity of a 
gas at constant temperature (see Fig. 52),^ decreases as v increases, i.e. Ip is 

negative when is positive. The value of ^ and therefore of ^ is now 

negative, and the curve slopes downwards as v increases. Thus a negative 

value of ^ denotes a rate of decrease, and is represented graphically by the 

case of a curve which slopes downwards to the axis of ;r as ;ir increases. 

98a. Interpolation FormuLla for Bate of Increase.—To find the value 

of ^ from a table of values of y and x when the values of x are equidistant 

we may proceed as shown in the following example :— 

X. j y- I ^y- 1 I S*y. I 1 Sx. r. y- By. By. 

no 

II5 
1593 
1703 

110 
121 
137 

II 
120 1824 16 
125 1961 162 25 
130 2123 

201 39 
23s 
140 

2324 
25S4 

360 59 

The column of second differences 5^7 is obtained by subtracting each value of Sy 
from the next, and so on. 

dy 
Then the value of ™ for a: = 125 is given by the formula 

where denotes the mean of the two values of Sy lying immediately above and 
below a horizontal line through the value 125 of x. 

Thus we have, as accurately as is possible from the number of values given above, 

^ ^ ^/i37 + i62_i 9iiH4.1;L±i^ 
dxx-x^5 2 6' 2 30* 2 J 

= Ki49*S - 1*917 +0*033) = 29*523. 

So also the value of for x = 125 is given by ^ 90^**^) 

where 5-jv = 25 is the value on the horizontal line through the value 125 of x. The 

student is not yet in a position to follow the proof of these formulae. 

Examples.—LV. 

1. Tabulate the mean values of ^ for the intervals between each of the given 

values of x in the following. What is the value of ^ when a: = 13*50? 

i- ' f! 

1 ' ?! 

1*52 2*51 
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2. Tabulate the values of ^ from the following. Plot curves showing 

of {a)y, ip) for any value of ^ throughout the above range. 

X 1675 17-27 17-76 18*22 * 18-65 

y 3'4i I 3’43 3-45 3*47 3'49 

19'05 

What is the value of ^ when x = 17*99 ? 

3. j* is the distance moved by a piece of mechanism in a straight line in. 
ds 

Tabulate the values of the velocity 

5. u 

0*4502 1*00 

0*6218 1*02 

0*7930 1*04 

0*9639 1*06 

1*1345 1*08 

1*3048 1*10 

4 Tabulate the values of the velocity from the following data, 
same meaning as in the last example. 

i-and r Inave tlic 

t. t. 

1*6762 1*02 

1*3078 
0*9386 i'o8 

0*5688 I'll 

0*1983 1*14 

6. If the chronograph records of the time at which a shot flying horizontstlly cw ts 
three equidistant screens 150 ft apart are 0*48907, 0*56331, 0*63865 secoixcis, fiod 
the velocity of the shot at the middle screen. 

0, Tabulate the values of ^ from the following values of x and y i— 

>'* 

781 152490 
783 153272 
785 154056 
787 154842 
789 155630 
791 156420 
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tlv 4/^ y 
7. Tabulate the values of from the followinf^ corrf.|K)n(fi!i;^ vahi<". of 

y and ;r- What h the value when x-y2} 

Plot three cmves shuwmi]; the values at (ii) (/;) and («) for «'Vrry value 

of X. Verify by inrasurciamt tli.d the slt>|je (»f (a) ih equal to the ordinate of atol 
that the slope of (1) is ct|u.u to ihr ordinate of (c). 

; 

6-K 11*431 

7'« Il'qrj 

7 12*5^7 

7'4 
7*6 14 215 
7-S 1 *:s'3d 

8. Frore the follow in|^ lint ctf torrc*.porifUn|j valurs of / and jf, find the value (d 
iPy 
/. when ,r .r 4’u : - 

ajT 

3*5 ! r2*3oit»o 
17 ; 
3’9 
4*1 I *6**337h 
4*3 lyK^-r/b 
4*5 . 

8. jr feet is the di'4:ii!f e nsovrcl In a r.lraifjht line by a |irution of a rmohioe in 
time / seconds. Fiiifl il. *0 celrraiion when i r.::-3*04. I’he ftute actinia U|»f>n it if* 
equal to if:, ina .s iindtiidird by its aorlrration. Its wrif^ht is 4rK> If.?,, ‘1 br unit of 
mass is taken as 32*2 ifrs. in order lo rddaiii thr force in pound*}. Find the forceadirip 
upon it wdicn / *■: 3’rd. 

/. i. 

3*02 : 

:r«3 I 
3*04 
3*05 : l’t)S40 
yr/t 1 

10, In the same way find the aci'cleration, w'hon /r. 6'l4, from the foIlowittK 
data** 
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t seconds. s f^t. 

6*12 4*2691 
6*13 43992 
6*14 4’5349 
6*iS 4-6765 
6-i6 4‘8243 

11. s gives the distance at time t of the piston of an engine from some fixed point 
on its stroke, as measured on a large scale drawing. Construct a table to sti-OW the 
velocity and acceleration at any time between 3*01 and 3*11 secs. Also plot two 
curves to show (a) the value of s at any time, (3) the velocity at any times aindL werify 
by measurement that the ordinate of (5) is equal to the slope of {<3). 

i seconds. s feet. 

3*01 0*0065 
3‘03 0*0373 
3'OS 0*0922 
3*07 0*1692 
3*09 0*2663 
3*11 0-3815 

12. In tie following table j is the distance in feet which the projectile of a gnu 
travels along the bore in f seconds. 

Make a table showing the velocity v and the acceleration a for different va.lu.es of 
s from o to 14 ft. 

Plot curves showing how v and a depend upon s assuming that each value of* the 
speed corresponds to the middle point of the corresponding interval Bs. 

jr feet. i seconds. s feet. i seconds. 

0*0 0*00000 TO o*cx>953 
0*1 0*00143 8*0 0*01032 
0*5 0*00273 90 0*01109 
1*0 0*00360 10*0 0*01184 
2*0 0*00490 11*0 00125S 
3*0 1 0*00598 12*0 0*01331 
4*0 0*00695 130 001404 
5*0 
6*0 

0*00785 
0*00871 

14*0 0*01476 

It will he found that the above values of s are not given with sufficient accuracy 
to obtain values of the acceleration lying exactly on a regular curve when plotted. 
Draw the curve representing the results best on the whole. 

13. In the following table P is the population of England and Wales in millions 
^ enumerated at each decennial census. Make a table showing the averag:e rate of 
increase of population per annum throughout each ten years. Plot curves to show the 
connection {a) between the population and the time (^) between the rate of growth, of 
population and the time. 
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Year. . . 1801 1811 1821 1831 1841 1851 1861 1871 1881 1891 [1901 

Population. 8-89 10*16 
j 

12*00 14*16 15-91 1793 0
 

d
 

22*71 25-97 2900 32-53 

14. The table shows the average height of boys at different ages in Great Britain. 
Construct a table showing the average rate of growth in inches per annum for every 
year of age between 4 and 21. Plot two curves showing {a) the height at any age, 
{6) the rate of growth at any age. 

Age (years) . . 

1 

4 5 6 7 8 

1 

9 10 II 12 13 

Height (inches) . 38-46 41-03 44*00 45-97 47-05 49-70 51-84 53*50 54-99 56-91 

Age (years) . . . 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 

Height (inches) 59-33 62*24 64-31 66*24 66*96 67*29 67-52 67*63 

{Briiisk Association Report^ 1883.) 

15. The following table shows the average strength as measured by the drawing 
power of boys at different ages. 

Make a table showing the rate of increase of strength per annum at all ages 
between ii and 19. Plot two curves as in the last example. 

Age (years) , . II 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

Strength (lbs.) 37*5 38-7 44*2 47*0 52*2 58*2 67*8 74*2 76-4 

10. From the following data construct a table showing the rate of increase of 
weight of boys at any age between 10 and 20. Plot two curves as before. 

Age . . . 10 II 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

Weight (lbs.) 67-5 
j 

72*0 76-7 82*6 92*0 

1 
102*7 

1 
1190 130*9 137-4 139-6 143*3 

17. The following is part of the record of a rough survey with a level. 
A number of stations are fixed along a road, so that each station is 5 ft. higher 

than the one before it. 
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No. of station. Distance to next station (yardsl 

I 30 
2 70 

3 27 

4 20 

5 23 
6 35 
7 30 

The stations are in the same vertical plane. 
Plot a curve to show the contour, i.g. the shape of a vertical section of tlie road 

between stations i and 7. Also plot a curve having as ordinate the slope of the road 
at any point, and as abscissa the distance along the road. 

18. A body weighing 150 lbs. moves along a straight line, so that its velocity a.t 
distance s from a fixed point on the line is given by the following table:_ 

s feet . . . 0 
i 

1 2 3 4 5 

V ft. per second 5'2 6‘s io‘4 16*9 26*0 37 7 

The kinetic energy is equal to where m is the mass, and the for ce on th<e 
body is equal to the rate of increase of the kinetic energy with respect to the d-istance. 
Construct tables and plot curves showing the kinetic energy of the body andl tlie force 
upon it throughout the above range of values of j. 

19. Ip is the entropy of l lb. of water at temperature ^ F. Make a table to shiow 
the values of the mean rate of increase of (p per degree rise in temperatuxe for the 
intervals between each of the given values of /. 

t 200 210 220 230 240 250 

<P 0-2949 o'3ioi 0-3251 0*3399 o‘3545 0*3690 

Plot a curve to show the value of ~ throughout the above range of temjperature. 

20. J) is the pressure in pounds per square inch of saturated steam at temp^eratur^e 
F. 

Make a table showing the values throughout the given range of ternpera,tnre. 

1 70 75 

1 
So «s 90 

1 
95 100 105 r 10 IK5 

e 1302*7 307*4 
i 
311-8 316-0 320*0 323*9 327*6 331*1 334*5 337-8 
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Plot two curves showing the values of and of ^ for any value of B throughout 

the above range. 

21. The following are results of the experiments of Bartoli and Stracciati to find 
the specific heat of water. Q is the quantity of heat required to raise the temperature 
of I grm. of water from o° C. to 6° C. 

The specific heat s is the rate of increase of the quantity of heat per unit rise in 

temperature, i.e. s = ~. Construct a table and a curve to show the specific heat of 

water at any temperature throughout the above range. What is the specific heat at 
temperatures of 5° and 7® respectively? 

3*01719 
4*02180 
5*02590 
6*02946 

7*03255 
8*03512 

22. From the tables make out a list of the values of between 0 =z o 56 
de ^ 

radian and 6 = 0*8378 radian. Note that the value of between any two 

values of 6 is equal to some value of cos 6 between the same values of 6*. 

23. Make out a list of values of between d = 0*6981 radian, and d = 0*7854 
au 

radian. Note that each is equal to a value of — sin 9 within the corresponding 
interval. 

24. Make out a list of values of —from 9 = 0*4363 radian to <9 = 0*5236. 
uU 

25. From the data given in Ex. XXXV. 14, plot a curve to show the rate of 
increase in the returns per;^i increase in the capital and labour expended for different 

values of the amount already invested in the farm, t.£. plot and C. 

The farmer finds that he can get 5 per cent, for his money elsewhere with equal 
safety. How much will it be profitable to invest in the land ? 

dt 
Note.—As soon as becomes less than the rate of profit which he could obtain 

dQ 
elsewhere, it is not worth his while to invest any more in the land. 

26. The following values of x and y being given, find the most probable value 

of ^ when :r =r 3 :— 
dx 

y 11*8 16*0 20*0 23*9 27*6 31*1 34*5 

All the given numbers should be used. 

! : 



CHAPTER XI 

DIFFERENTIA TION 

99. Differential Coefficient of a function.—We have shown how to find 
the rate of increase oiy with respect to x from a list of corresponding values 
at small intervals. 

\iy is given as a function of x by means of an equation, we can calculate 
the value of ^y corresponding to any value of ^x from the equation, and thus 
obtain a formula for the rate of increase. 

The process will be understood from the following example:— 

Example.—Leiy = he ike function whose rate of increase with respect to x we 

require to find. 

If X increases by the amount Sjc, so as to become x + "dx^y becomes 

^{x + = + 

if dy denotes the corresponding increase in^, 

^ + 5/ = 5:* *•: + 55^ 
and since y = ^x 

subtracting, Sy zz ^dx 

Since this does not contain it is unaltered when Sx and By are indefinitely 
dy 

diminished to obtain the limiting value -y • 

• ^ 
*• dx 

5 

The value of ^ is called the differential coefficient of y with respect to x. 

The process of finding ^ is called differentiating y with respect to x. 

If y is expressed as a function of x in the form F(jr), we may write its differential 

coefficient in the form where the symbol denotes the operation of 

differentiating with respect to x. 

In the same way denotes the result of performing the operation twice in 

succession upon the function and is called the second differential coefficient ofy, 

is called the differential coefficient of y with respect to x, and denotes the 
dx^ 

d 
result of performing the operation n times in succession. 

# 

n 
I 

i 
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100. Geometrical Illustration.—Consider the geometrical meaning of 
the process in the above example. 

The function / = 5;r is represented by the straight line OA, whose slope 
Is 5. 

Let OB be any value of ;ir and BC the corresponding 
value of y. Then, if x is increased to OD, j/ increases 
to DE. 

Thus, in the figure, BD = CF = 5;ir and FE = 

Thus ^ = 5 = slope of line OA. 

This is the mean rate of increase of^ from C to E. 
For this case of the straight line it is evident that as D 

moves back to B, and F and E to C, the triangle EFC 
remains always the same shape, however small Sx may be. 

in the limit, as E moves to C, the value of p 
oX 

remains equal to 5. 
.*. 5 is the value of the actual rate of increase of y at 

the point C or ^ = 5. ^ 

. . 
Note that for a straight line ~ is the slope of the line, 

and is the same however large the interval CE is taken. 

It follows that ^ is the slope of the line, and is the same for all values 

of X. 

The same method evidently applies to any equation y = ax where d: is a 
constant. 

A \iy = ax,^ = a 

Next consider a function of jr, such as $x + 2. Here the line representing 
y = 5;jr 4- 2 is obtained from the straight line OA in the previous figure by 
increasing every value of / by 2 ; i.e. by moving the line parallel to itself 
upwards, through a distance of 2 units parallel to Oy, 

We thus obtain the straight line PA' in the figure parallel to OA. If we 

proceed as before to find ^ the triangle E'F'C', from which we obtain 

is equal in every respect to EFC. 

and ^ = 5 for every point on PA' as it is for every point on OA; or, 

otherwise, since the slope of PA' is the same as the slope of PA, the value of 

must be the same, for 
dx 

^ = 5jr 4- 2 and^ = 

So also, in general, the effect of adding a constant b to ax is simply to 
move the line y =■ ax \r^ through a distance b without altering its slope. 

Thus ^ is not altered, and it follows that 
dx 
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Similarly, it follows that the addition of a constant c to any function of x 

moves the whole curve upwards through a distance but does not alter the 
slope of the curve for any value of x. 

Therefore the value of ™ is not changed when jy is increased by a 

constant, or 

If j/ is a constant it does not change when x changes, and consequently 
r • • dc 

Its rate of increase is zero, or 3- = o. 
dx 

Geometrically, the equation y - c represents a straight line parallel to 
the axis of jr, and at a distance c from it, and the slope of this line is o. 

Note that if ^ = ax then, since ^ which is a constant, and 

all higher differential coefficients are zero. 

Examples.—LVI. 

Differentiate the following functions of x. Also plot the straight lines which 
represent them, and verily that in each case the slope of the line is equal to the 
differential coefficien\ 

1. 3^. 
5. 4* 2. 
9. — O'13;!? ~ 2*5. 

S. 3. — 2X. 

€.4^-3. 7. - 3JC + I, 
10. o‘253;r ~ 6*21. 

Find the values of— 

+ 12. ^(2-3*); 

^(3 - I‘2B) t 15. y); 

4. — ^x. 
8. — q'6x + 21. 

13. 

16. |,(2« + 5): 

where a, b, and c are constants. 
17. If V* is the volume at temperature C. of a quantity of gas which occupies 

volume Vo at o® C., and at the same pressure, then 

Vt = Vo(i + 0-00366/) 

What is the rate of increase of the volume per degree rise in temperature? 
Illustrate by plotting and i for the case V* = 100. 

18. The current C amperes in a conductor of resistance R ohms, under an electro- 
E 

motive force E volts, is given by C =^. 
JK 

dCf 
Find the rate of increase of the current with respect to the electro-motive 

force. 
19. If we find by experiment that the speed » of a fidling body and the time / 

from rest are connected by a straight line law ; prove that the acceleration must be 
constant. 
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20. A point moves along a straight line so that its distance s from a fixed point 
on the line at time t is given by the equation 

s = 1*32 + 2'6/ 

Find its velocity and acceleration. 
21. The length /' of a stretched wire of unstretched length I is given by the 

formula 

/* = / + 
AE 

where A and E are constants, and W is the stretching force. Find the rate at which 
the length increases per unit increase in the stretching force. 

22. The length / of a copper cable at temperature F is given by the formula 

I = 1560 {i + o’ooi8(d - 32)} 

What is the rate of increase of its length per degree rise in temperature ? 

101. Differentiation of ax^.—Next consider the function jk = 
Let X increase to + hx. 
Then the new value of^ which we denote by 

y ^ hy =z a(x +• 52r)2 = ax^ + 2axBx + a(Bxy^ 

Also we have y — 
We have here a pair of values of x and the corresponding values of^, and 

we proceed to find Sy by subtraction, as in the previous paragraph. 
A subtracting 

Sy = 2axSx + a(Bxy 

^ = 2ax 4 a^x 
^x 

In the limit when dx = o this becomes 

^ = 2a:t 
dx 

102. Geometrical Illustration.—We shall now illustrate the geometrical 
meaning of the above process as applied to the graphic representation of the 
equation;)/ = ax*^. 

Take the case where a = 
Plot the curves = 
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Consider the point A on the curve when :r = OB = 2, and = BA = i. 
Let X increase to ^ 4- 5jr = OC = 2*4, so that 5jr = BC = 0*4. 
We thus get the point D on the curve, and if AE be drawn parallel to 

Ox, 5^ = ED = 0*44. 
Then the mean rate of increase of y with respect to x throughout the 

interval ^x is 

= i-i 

Bx AE 0*4 

This is equal to the slope of the line AD, and measures the mean slope of 
the curve from A to D. 

By 
As Sx is diminished C moves back to B, and E and D to A, and — 

approaches its limiting value ^ which is equal to the slope of the tangent 

to the curve at A. 
We find that 

when Sx = o'3, 
By 
Bi 

__ 0-3225 

0*3 
= I‘075 

8x = 0’2, 2 _ 0*21 p
 11 

Bx 0*2 

it Bx = O’l, 
By 
Bx 

_ 0-102$ 

0*1 
= 1*025 

it 

0
 

b
 II 

By 
Bx 

_ 0*0506 

0*05 
= 1*0125 

3) Bx = O’OI, 
Sy 

Bx 
__ 0*010025 

0*01 
= 1*0025 

Thus ~ may be made as near to the value i as we please by making 8r 

sufficiently small, and is never less than i. 

the value of ™ at A, which is the limit of ™ as C approaches B, is 

equal to r. 
This agrees with the result of the last paragraph, where we found that, 

when y = ix% when x = OB = 2 this becomes 

equal to i. 

103. Differentiation of ax^,—The two cases y = ax and y = have 
been very fully treated to enable the student to get a clear idea of the method 
of obtaining a formula for tlie rate of increase of a function. These are 
special cases of the more general class y = axf^. 

We shall now find the rate of increase of ax^. 

Let y - ^ 
Then / + ^y = (^ + 5^)” 

= A'** + nx**'“^Bx + •,. terms of higher degree in 8x(see§ 45) 

subtracting 

By = nx^^^Sx + terms of higher degree in Bx 
By s 
^ - nx*-^ + terms containing Sx 
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In the limit when becomes indefinitely small, it can be proved that the 
sum of all the terms containing lx vanishes. 

We thus get 

In the same way, if a is any constant, it follows that 

As before, the addition of a constant to the value of y does not affect the 
differential coefficient, or 

+ b) = nax^-'^ where ^ is a constant 

Example.—To verify numerically the above result far the differential cocffcient of 
for the case when » = 3. 

By calculation we get the following values :— 

-r. x*:=^y. hy, 1 
. , , ! 

6x, 
iy 
Ar‘ 

1000*1 
1000*2 

1000300030*001 
1000600120*008 

300090*007 o‘i 3000900*07 

1000*3 1000900270*027 
300150*019 

1 

0*1 3001500*19 

Mean of above values of = 3001200*13 = probable value of ^ for jp = 1000*2, 

By the rule proved above for differentiating we get 

dv 
^ = yc^ = 3(1000*2)* = 3001200*12 for X = 1000*2 

This agrees with the numerical result obtained above to 8 significant figures. 

The slight error in the second decimal place is due to the assumption that is 

exactly equal to the mean value of as found above. 

Examples.— 

(I.): If ^ = 4 X 5^‘ = 20^*- 

(..) If, = V*, I = = iri = 

(3-) = 6 X = Iu-’K 

C)=£<->^ (4.) 

(5-) 

dtf- 
d 

dx\ 
-1 X^-’=-iV 

(6.) 

0 
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Examples.—LVII. 

dy 
Write down the values of ^ for the following cases :— 

1. / = 2. 7 = x\ 3. ;/ = (VJ)». 4. > = 

~ Ja 6. J|/ = y zn 

Find the value of the following :— 

11. 12. 13. where C is a constant. 

14. where a and b are constants. 

104. To differentiate the Sum of a ISTumber of Terms. 
Let^' = + «3 . . . where «i, • are functions of ;tr, which 

we can differentiate. 
Let X increase to x ^Xy u^y u^y , to + Su^y + bu.j^ u^ + , . 

and^ to j 4- 

Then by = SUj^ + bu^ + 5/^3 4- 

and^ = ?2i+!?is + ??i» + 
bx bx bx bx 

and in the limit as bx and therefore bu^, 5«2 • • • are indefinitely 
diminished, 

dy _ du^ , d2^2 I I 
dx dx dx dx 

the differential coefficient of the sum of a number of terms is equal to 
the sum of their differential coefficients, or the sum of a number of terms can 
be differentiated term by term. 

Examples.— 

(i.) ^ {zx — 5^:* 4* 4* = 3 — lor 4- i8x* 4- 32X*, 

(2.) ^(5*3 “ — 6*2 X I •5^0'® 4- 4-f* 

= ~ 9’3 

105. Velocity and Acceleration. 

Example.—A point moves along a straight line so that ih distance s feet from some 
fixed point on the line at time i seconds from some definite insta7it is given by the 
formula 

r = 4/" ~ 5/ 4- 3 

Find expressions for its velocity and acceleration at any time. Calculate the velocity at 
time 5 seconds., 
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We have 

velocitj = ^ = 8/ — S 

/. velocity when / = 5 is 40 5 = 35 ft. per second 

To find the acceleration we have, if be the velocity at time /, 

acceleration = rate of increase of velocity with respect to time 
dv 

and since z' = 8/ — 5 
dv 

i.e, the acceleration is constant, and equal to 8 ft. per second per second. 

106. Example.—If the. pressure and volume of a gas are connected by the relation 

pzf ^ C, where y and C are constants^ find the volumetric elasticity e^— — 2/ 
dv 

We have 

pfi — C, and p = 

— z/ ~ -y. Cz/ ^ ? = 7 . = yp. 

106a. Example.—To test whether two quantities^ y a7id are co^mected by 

relatiofi of the formy = <2+ bx^^ having given a curve representing y as a function 

of X. 

Differentiating, we have 

^ = to*—* 
dx 

Taking logarithms 

log^ = {/^-1) log X + log bn. 

Thus log ^ and log x are connected by an equation of the first degree, and the 

relation between them is represented by a straight line. 
We therefore proceed as follows :— 
From the curve tabulate values of7 for equal intervals in the value of x. 

Thence tabulate values of ^ as on p. 175. 
ax 

dy 
Plot log ^ and log x. If the law is of the form y =. a-k- bx^, we shall get a 

straight line. 

By substitution of the values of log ^ and log x obtained from two points on thf 

line, the values of // — i and log bn are obtained, and n and b are determined. 
The value of a may now be found by substitution in the equation y = a + bx**’ 

Examples.—LVIII. 

Differentiate with respect to x, 

1. — 2x Hr 1. 2. 2 — 5x — 6x*. 
3. 4x® — ^x^ 4* — ji’ 4- “3- 
4. — 2ix^ 4- 6-1* — X. 5. 3^4 — zx^ 
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Find the value of the following ;— 

0- ^ (3 + 5^ + 6/*). 

7. ^ (at + <5/ + ci^) where a, and c are constants. 

+ 8-^(1-3. 

Tx (j« - 2-5* " *). 11- ^ (^3^ 

12. •— 4- 3^:^ ® — + 2'l). 

“'iy- 
1,. + 4;). 

^ (i — 2;r2** -f 3;t^'0 — x). 

oT JK* — 3z* + 2^—5 

18. -l’+3 -^V 
a'4.r< x^ xj 

20. - S-'* + 4 + SA)- 

22. + + 

24. ™ j;17 .|. 2jc2‘3 — x6’l 4-15 

dx ' * 

2®- 5l(,;^)- 20. and Id). 27. K^^).-^' 

28. Find the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and 5th differential coefficients of jc^. 

29. Show that {x^) is a constant, and that any higher differential coefficient 

zero. 
30. From the following data verify the rule for differentiating x'^ :— 

31. Calculate the values of 3x* when jc has the values 121*1, 121*2, 121*3, knd 
therKc verify numerically the rule for differentiating ax^ for the case when ^ = 3, 
« = 2. 

82. Verify the rule for differentiating x from the following ;— 

X. sjx. 

966 31*081 
967 31*097 
96S 31-113 
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83, Verify the rule for differentiating x from the following :— 

jr. vr. 

406 20’1494 
410 20*2485 
414 20*3470 
418 20*4450 

Plot two curves showing {a) the value of />/x for any value of x, {b) the value of 
djx 

for any value of x. Verify by measurement that the ordinate of (h) is equal to 

the slope of {a), 
dy 

34. From the following numbers tabulate the values of and compare with the 
ax 

result of differentiating^. Plot curves showing the values of y and ^for any value 

of X within this range. 

X, II 

8*Si 0*11351 
8*82 0*11338 
8*83 0*11325 
8*84 0*11312 
8*85 0*11299 
8*86 0*11287 

Plot two curves showing {a) the value of y^ {b) the value of ~ for any value of x 

within the given range. 

85. Do the same for y ^ having the following values given :— 

X. y-sz. jri 

91 20*231 
92 20*379 
93 20*527 
94 20*674 

36. Calculate the values of for the cases when x = 1000, 1001, and 1002. 
From your results find the mean rate of increase of between each successive pair of 
the above values of and compare with the result of differentiating 

87. Calculate the values of ^ for the cases x = 1000, rooi, and 1002 respec- 

I 
lively, and, as above, find the rate of increase of ^ for the given intervals, and compare 

with the result obtained by differentiation. 
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In the four following examples the curves should be drawn on a large scale 
between the given values :— 

38. Draw the curve y = ^ x z'S to x ~ 3-2, and measure its 

slope at the point where jc = 3. Compare this value with the value, of “ obtained by 

differentiation. 
Note.—This and the following examples will serve to give the student an idea of 

the accuracy which he can attain in measuring the slope of a curve. 
39. Draw the curve jv — 2 + 2x — ^ from x = 1*8 to = 2*2. Find its slope at 

jjr = 2, and compare with the value of obtained by differentiation. 

I 
40. Draw the curve= x — —from ;>: = 0*9 to .3: = I’l. Find its slope at 4f = i, 

and compare with the value of ^ obtained by differentiation. 

41. Draw the curve>' = x-^'^ 4- 2x'^‘^ from = 0‘9 to = i*i. Find its slope at 

X = I, and compare with the value of ^ obtained by differentiation. 

42. If a point moves along a straight line so that its distance s feet from one end 

at time / seconds always satisfies the equation j = 3-1 - 5^ -f 6/*, find its velocity 
and acceleration at the end of 5 seconds. 

43. Similarly, if r = ^, find the velocity and acceleration at the end of 6 seconds. 

Plot curves showing the values of (a) the distance moved, (^) the velocity, {^) the 
acceleration, at any time from / = i to / = 7. 

44. The distance s feet travelled by a falling body from rest in time / seconds, 
neglecting the resistance of the air, is given approximately by the formula s = 16* i^. 
Find an expression for its speed at any time. Plot the curve s = ifiT/*, and by 
measuring its slope to the axis of / at the points / = r, / = 2, / = 3, / = 4, obtain the 
velocity after falling I, 2, 3 and 4 seconds respectively. Compare with the values 
found by differentiation. Also find the acceleration. 

45. The distance s feet fallen by a stone in / seconds is given by j = - 
200/ 4- 5. Find expressions for the velocity and acceleration at any time. 

43. A point moves in a straight line, so that its distance from a fixed point on the 
line at time / is given by the formula j- = Find formulae for its velocity 
and acceleration at any time. 

47. A mass of 200 units moves along a straight line, so that its distance s from a 
fixed point on the line at time / is given by the equation 

sz= 1*3+ 2-5/ +4*2/* 

Let V he its velocity. Then its kinetic energy is and its momentum is mv, 
where m is the mass. Find expressions for its kinetic energy and momentum at any 

time. 
48. The pressure and volume of a gas at constant temperature are connected by 

the equation j>z/=: C, Find an expression for the rate of increase of the pressure with 
respect to the volume. Plot the curve= i, and verify your result by measuring 

its slope at the point where z/ = i. 
dp 

48. The volumetric elasticity of a fluid is equal to £ = - If a gas expands 

at constant temperature, so as to obey the law = C, find an expression for the 

volumetric elasticity and show that ^ 
50. It was found from Keguaull’s experiments that the total heat Q required to 

raise tire temperature of I gram of water from o® C. to a® C. between 0 = o and 

B ~ 200 is given by the equation 

Q = 0 + 2 X lo~*. 4* 3 X lo”* 0^ 

The specific heat at temperature B is the rate of increase ot the quantity of heat per 
unit rise in temperature. Find a formula for the specific heat s of water at any 

teniperatiire. 
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61 It was found by WVbrr ib.if the fimuitity n! hr.ie rrf(iiirr4 la r.u 4* ihr 
temperature of unit mass uf dhummd from tr C, tn C. wa% nivru l*y llir rqii.iliafi 

Q = 0*0947® + o‘cx>f>4970^ — crmitxxxn^#?’ 

Find a formula for the sproifiC heat / at any temperafurr, ami pIcJt curves to gluiw the 

values of J- and Q for ail valiien of i hrtwcri} t/' and 
62. This and the foilowing exainph-n refer to l.r.iun Ifiadcd in vaiitnr* ways 

(see pp. 97» toi). >' is the deflrition at a distance x a fixed on the Iteaiu, 

W, w, E, I, and / arc constant. 

53^ Y - ”■ 

"'y 
</.»’ ./.<’* dx" </.' 

64. ”■'> 

6mi ‘O', 'O ‘^‘r. 
</.»' »/x' 

56. Find the law connectin'^: r and x, liaviii}j ipvcn llie fa|bj%vin|^ «aiies|iaiidtn|^ 
values ;— 

60. A cur^e pa^se*i llirotigli the (olluwing paiiifn. 5d»«jw flnil iH npialifin ii of 
the form / rr(x “-f* k)’* and find the valiiri »4 tlie onra.iiits. 

X ' 0'09f,2 j o*r/fH j 0 7^/0 

y \ 2*4 1 yH ‘ 4't V-H 

107, Differentiation of 

If £ is defined as in § 7, an be shown that 

- i ^ x + ■f * ^ + 
1. 2 1,2.3 1.2 . J.4 

where the sum of the seiies rontinimlly approaches a dehitilc litrtiung value 
as tiic numl^er of terms is iinlefniitely fip rrased. 

It can be shown that such a sinies can be diffeiemiatrd truii by trni^ 
and that the result is the differential <oeifi» irot of the stun. 

Differentiating term by tcim, we hii4 that 
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= 0+1 
1.2 1.2.3 

= I +;f+ - 
.2 r3 

.2 1.2.3 

4x^ 

1^2.3.4 

;ir^ 

1-2.3.4 

+ . - • 

+ . • • 

= 

Thus ^ is a function whose rate of increase with respect to jr is equal to 
the function itself. 

This result shows that if we plot the curve y — e* the slope of the curve 
at any point is equal to the ordinate at that point. 

Example (i).—Plot the curvey = t*-from x -=^0 to x — 2, measure its slope at the 
points where x = 0'5, I, i‘5, and compare with the values of y. 

Example {2).—Plot the curve y — P on a large scale from x = 0*99 to x — i*oi, 
and measure its slope at the point x = J. 

The differential coefficient of may be obtained in the same way. 
We have 

= a + ahx + a-b a-b . . • 
1.2 1.2.3 

Differentiating term by term^ we g-et 

d Ifx^ 
= ad + ad » 6x + ah-b . .. = ade^ 

ax 1.2 

Note that the rate of increase of is proportional to the function 
itself. 

Examples.— 

(I.) 

(2.) 

(3.) 
dx ■■ 

6^-2. 

We may extend this method to the differentiation of a*; for, by the 
definition of a logarithm, 

a = ® and a* = ^ •* 

/. ^(^*) = (logo . log* a 

Example.— 

dx (2*1)* = 2*1*. log, 2*1. 

= 0742 X 2*1*, 

.Examples.—LIX- 

1. Plot the curve y = from ;r=-i tojr=+i; then by the result just 

proved the slope of this curve at any point should be equal to ^ = 2^f** = 2y, 

Verify this by measuring me slope at the points jc = — 0*5, x = 0*25, and x 07. 
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2. Tabulate the values of ^ from the data given in the following table. Note 

that in each case the value of ^ is equal to some value of y within the corresponding 

interval. 

JC. 

*'50 4*48169 
i-Si 4'S2673 
1*52 4-57223 

**53 4-6i«i8 

**54 4-66459 

Find the value of— 

8- 4. £(4-2^->-»«). 

id
 

0. V. >‘“ + s). 8. 

‘‘ - 2^'^ + y r 10. - y). 

d, and c arc constants. 

11. — 2'6s^^ + S*r<f~2* ~ 

12. If sinh X = 

^(cosh x) ~ sinh x. 

, and cosh x I ^ , show that x) «= cosh x, and 

13. 

18-5-5)-- 

14. 

17. 

dx (2*3P 

,/a 

.•y). dx^ 
d^ 
dx^'^ dx^ 

16. 

18. If / *“ prove that = gs. 

d^y 
10. If j find the value of — }>^y. 

20. If / = K.i^ + Br**, find the value of — 5^+ <5/, 

21. If/ = hrH* 4- find the values of C and D so that 

d^y dy 
dx^ + C 4* H/ «^ay be equal to o for all values of x. 

22. If V = 4 where X„ Xj arc the roots of the quadratic equation in X 

IA>+ RX+ ^ -o, 

(Pv dv V 
prove that L + K. 4 

28. If a body m heated to a temperature and then allowed to cool by radiation, 
its temj>eraturc at time / seconds is p^iven by the equatnm e = ajr**""* where a is a 
constant. Prove that the rate of cooling in degrees per second is proportional to the 
temperature. 
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24. If V i*. tlir ililTrirnrc of pntrfi!i:i! at fiirir / bftwrrn the platen of a condenser 

dlscharf^ini^ tliroiif^h a rf%i‘4ari« e R, it can hr %hf»wrj ihat . y . Sh(»w that 
K R 

e 

ihh rj|iiafioa i^i -atishcd if V r-: wiicrt V<, h constant. What is tlic value of V 
wlicn / O ? 

25. IV’.t thf ftdlrmini,^ nmuR'*r* for a law c»f \}'.r fattn v - ^ and find the 
valur.s ot thr rfurJunl*.: 

X j O'l ; f 42 o'3 1 0-4 

r I s'f-fii 6*47^ 8-675 

DIfloronfIfitlrm of «!« Jf, 
l.r! j f»in * wlirir i !% mraMiii* if in Indiana, 
Lrl .1’int irnv !«i t I ^i, nfiil | Sr. 

Him f i ir *411 (r I Si) 

5/ %;« (x I SI j ‘,in r 
^ I \ Sr 

m 2 

inrnp niift of in* of j k 

li 

Hi 

hi 

Si 

SI 

2 

Wc ilfdi* c frriiii ilif ih,s! a'* ihr an^j-lp i*. tnndf* srnnllfr and 

%riiallrr thr vahir'i uf \iu ** ii?»! of / Rcf uin#* inoir ;ui4 mtitn iiraily ecpKil, 

Si 

ll way l#f Rfoird ih;if ?hr fi.tf fion ^hrmiiiir^ fr|ij»al to i 

M 
in llir hiiiif, ihr nfiglr ^ t% iiidrfjiiitrly tl-finnrJiril 

/. i Inidl of V. 1 rii Si n| 
di t I i / 

1C)II fJ|f!*#»rontlfitl‘»n «d lO!^ 
Lr! r r. 
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Let ;r inciease to .r + ami / to j +• S/, 

Then / 4 cos ( r -I- 
g/ Cfis (r I Si I f f**; r 

. / \ , 
- 2 5in I I I , / sin ^ 

s!ii ( r + j 

In the limit, as cos vaiiishrs, this her omn 

This result may also he ohtaiiieil fioiii fl,#'” |iirvhsu% nur hy wf ^ t^r * ^ 

110. Example.—7w////r#w /#//'/rr/4i/ * (-.fiijl 

X. I 7 = %in X, ' 
Sf 1*^4 •» f*f 

t^!r 

o^3^>73U o*cjfHi266o II* icn*-*//’!*'0 f» 0*77 
23 I o o'O<x^26H0 f r,4floiti 1 
23® 2 0*3912666 I / -If 

• is equal to the mean value of It irimn.il t4 t* f*.f aLu li if i 
dx ^ *ii 

mea«>ured, anri the mean of the Uvn value:; of iti a|»|ii».tiiinf i’*-Jy e /.ftl fti ?h-r 
I f 

of ^ when je = 2\^ l\ 
dx 
From the tables we find tijal itir vahir *if ffii .»/ F ti'»# *4>4, 

/. (sin x) -r cos X for ilie value x aj"' F whhiii the jn, s!i >i ♦}* ^ % .f f|s 

above method. 

Note.—must befx|3resvd in radians hr.: 5« |.rt.iiii|j ft | #1 f»rt t 

it is assumed that x h incisiircd in rafliani. 

111. Geometrical II In strati on. Met! ihn mivrs / %sri t, AflC, ,tfi4 
/ = cos r, A*B'C*, meaHiiring r in ntdi.itin. 

I hen the result of § 108 tlial ||i<^ y|*»l<e of the %;ne 1 i|f .if ,itiy 
point P is i^nven by the correMKmdiiig ordinate NP’ fd ifir: ♦ o .mr i m «,r 

In particular, the slope of the Miie miivi- ;tf A 1 . lo AA or Ninoy 
Note, however, that the slopt! is iiieayiiicil ii% iri I 

From A to B the sine curve becomes and ks% s»rr|ij iifiiii at II fhr 
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1% /rin, c (ntf to thf^ pfnnt B' wlirre the cosine curve cuts the 
. id t. 
htiftti B to C tlir ’.ittc ^ tis\r «lowinvan!s and increases in steepness 

a' B 

r;w 4}, 

,f,-r - . U\ .!r| 

t a' IJ 1% ^0^ 

I,' fo?r • « fl.r pohif C* cm the rncine curve, 

■“ ^.r .4 thr Mr. li#* wr \rt that, sim e the curve 

.A t i B , i].:r4 hr orj^Mtjvr, and |ia%^ front o at A 
ti I 

il.r tjp fisnr * han^^e*. frtun o at A to 4* i 

%!fi 1, aial givr% a i;e«»fiictriral 

t4 ildirirniaftl^’ am i COS jr 

t cri i'^s 4* c") 
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dx ^ ““ 2) ~ ID i,lll I3 I - 2) 

d , 
C«« (3 - 4 U •■^■■■'^ 4 f J ~ 4 * .- 

Examples. LX, 

Differentiate the following with rr**|if!ct to x : - 

1, sin 3^. 2. co% 2x, 3. ^in |i. I. sin 3^. 2. co% 2x, 3. ^in |i. 4. tm *. 

6.cos(-3jr). 6. 3 %iii {-7. 4i.n( a |'i 
a 2 sin (2X-4}. a »- 3 cos (2 f ji). 10. 5 | 1 

II. -2 cos (I-3O. 12.64n(2-SM. |i 
14. roo2sm (o‘3Six+ o'27j|. If#. 3*5^1 c-% {3-71 

Find the value of the fo!lt#wing - 

10. n sin («/ 4* f). 17. A ^in {// -f a). |y, A «|// | 

7, 4 I.n ( 2 IjiI. 

)- if). 5 ^itu (iS I I I 
la (| I ||. 

la 3‘5Lc... (3-71 « r ^.*1. 

la {■^ 4* a) + H sill (i‘/ -»» a}|. 

21. {1*03/4* 2*51), 

^f) ,1# ^ ^ 

23. P>om the following value, of x am! %ifi ^ liiifl the valur n( t fot # j-. 
and verify that it is fc|tul to cfw 2*P, 

Note.—nmst be UKasurrd in radians, .* radan. 

0’34i74lf4 

D'i4iio|| 

24. From the following value* of a aial <m 1 vrfily ?|i4f 

the ease x 30^. ‘ 

20" 5p' li'hfdityuH 
,1'' (> fl /*/#•( 3,f ,| 
30” 1- CiX0yH’'i|r| 

i — »iii X !•■ 'f *!#*' rase x 74’\ 

- «•** « 

T.-i" V)' i o'ljYnj** 
74" <»' ^'i79H74 
74” 1' 0'37SIJ77 
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26, Draw the portions of the curves 

y = sin X, and / = sin ^x 

between x ~ 0*1745 radian = 10® and x = 0*3491 radian = 20®, plotting the values 
of X in radians. Measure the slope of both curves when x = 0*2618, radian = 15®, 
and compare the measured values of the slope with the values cos x and 3 cos 3^ given 
by differentiation, 

27. Give the proof, as in § 108, that 

^ a sin {hx + c) ad cos {5x + c) 

28. Find the first eight differential coefficients of sin x and cos x. 

Find the value of— 

29- ^ a SIB {ft + g). 80. ~ 3 sin (2x + 4), 

31. ^-1 {i-2 sin (2'6x — 4‘i)}. 
ax* 

cPs 32. If j = 4 sin 2/ 4- 8 cos 2/, prove that s satisfies the equation —^ ■+* = o* 

33. If / = A sin {/\x + B), find the value ^ + ^6/. 

34. If / = A sin («/ +^)j find the value of ^ + «*/. 

dy dy 
35. / = sin pt b cos pL Find the value of , Express ^ in the form 

A sin {pt + g). (See § 37.) 

30. If a piece of mechanism moves with a simple harmonic motion, its distance s 
from a fixed point on its path at time i is given by the equation 

j = <* sin {2Tcnt + g)y 

where <», g and n are constants. Find expressions for the velocity and acceleration at 
any time. Show that the acceleration is proportional to s. 

1 
37. In the last example, take ^ = o, a = 0*458 ft., n = and plot curves to show 

(<2) the distance ip) the velocity, {c) the acceleration at any time from / = o to 
t — 0*44 seconds. 

38. A mass M moves in a straight line with a simple harmonic motion given by 
the equation j = a sin 7/, where s is the distance of its centre of gravity from the mid 
point of its path at time /. If v is its velocity find expressions for its kinetic energy 
I Mz/*, and its momentum Hz' at any time /. The force on the body at any time is 
measured by the mass multiplied by the acceleration. Find an expression for the 
force at any time, and show that it is equal to the rate of increase of the momentum 
with respect to the time. 

39. A closed plane circuit of wire enclosing an area A square centimetres is 
rotating with angular velocity ^ radians per second in a magnetic field of intensity H. 
If / is measured from the instant when the plane of the circuit is parallel to the field, 
the magnetic induction through the circuit is I = AH sin 

The electromotive force V in the wire, expressed in volts, is the rate of increase of 
the magnetic induction per second multiplied by io~®. Find an expression for the 

electromotive force at any time. In the case when A = 550 sq. cms., 7 = 

H = 7500, plot a curve to show the electromotive force at any time from / = o to 

= 0*0545 secs. 
d*u 

40. The equation ^ m*u occurs in the theory of the whirling of shafts, m is 

a constant. Show that this equation is satisfied by putting 

u = 4- C cos mx + D sin mx. 
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41. The equation 

tPu PK WI, « 
+ I. 

occurs in finding the shape of a strut which rarrim a thnut at Ihr cii4» aiid alvi 

lateral load. Show that it is sati^fird by putting 

All the letters except u and x represciU constants. 

42. If r = dt sin / -h ^ sin 2i ^ e sin 34 fmd the ^aiiir nf ,i«a 

43. If a: = r sin fi + cos 2y/ ~ ^ where x ti the dhplacrmriil 4I fiiiir i «»f fhr 
4/ 4* 

piston of a steam-engine frosu the niichilc of iti r |ffi|ph of 4.f4fik, / Iriigilt 
of connecting rod, find expressions for the vrli« iiy and Aci r\rtA\vm. 

* w 
What arc the values u( the acceleration wlien / e, 4ii4 / 

/>/ f 

44. A point moves along a straighl line so flat 1 fr-tin a fjird pimf 

on the line is given by / - a sin (2#// ‘b d* ^ f I’*/*'' I K /* £» ! 4 str 
constants. Write down expressions for the ’kehnity 4ud a« t r|ri4*}*iii #1 «!i¥ 
Plot a curve to show the value of f for ariy value of / wlirn *1 l'S» ^ Til* 

4 = o'95i,/= 

113. Billorontiatiori of log x. 
If / is a function of x‘, an<l ;tn4 »r aic ^iiiiiillanrinu im nf y 

and 2r, then 

aj .. ^ 
«r Sr 

This remains true as and Sr arc imulc: 

approaches the limiting value 

. (fy 
*** dr 

1 
7?* 

dj 
Let / 

Then .1 

' hig. . 

, dr 
and . 

iff 
WZ t 

. dv 1 1 

r/i 1 r 

^7 

It follows in the .same way that 

^jA log. (Br 4. C/J 
Ali 

III + C 
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tthrff A, B, .Uiti C! ^ nuhtiinlH. 

SsiM c hi'tlut •*’ *■>'4 143 we Imvc as a special case 

iix 

^>*4343 
X 

We may vnify this lesult niuucrif'ally a% follows :— 

Floio thr r.ilirs wr* h.ivt. 

f. log^ * V. Is. At 
i dy 
1 ^^j(mean). 

V40 
V4I 
^ .|i 

t ’OHf» 
1 0HK»\|0I 
1 

II txaKijoi O’CII 

O'OI 

0'|H502 
cyiH467 

__ 

1 0-18484 

\Vr Lave by iliffrienii.ilion 

i/ II, 

'■* 1 5-.ji o 5'4i 

vvilirh .4^;jrc.» lo 5 %4;iiili« ant 

I. XI, 

I‘ijj4 tfj'’ v.ilijr fjf f|jr fo 

1, a t 
a. '.^ *11 ^ * :• (-H i ,<)}• 3. f>”8. -f 3}- 

4. 7 i'' '■’ *' ilj jpo V 1 -i.S- 0. I*- l«Ki.(7^ + 3)) 

7. '[ l^•i;„ v-t H. *). 0, 

ICI iht, t-*!- 11 
,, 1* d* 3 * f -b 

12, Vr|,:^ Jl.f- jr-ii’," UX .» JlMlIi fit** ValuCl I— 

<• 4. *• 

S *« 3*1517622 

01 

h f,/ 

I 
rh I r-a •--* *:• - \**:«'S* of .*•, Hi llif alaiw values of X, 

f.‘l !|i4" '4 I rf? Aufpirt*^ mr.v mr. 'lupr. of a. 

13, lAs«l t,4;sr r4 *■' jr, \»Lfn M ^ 4’i7iS. following values, 

4 - ii-ii t*’* 4’ '.i.'Jiixi I ) — 
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4*1734 
4*^735 
4-1736 

t:j*> *• 

o’6«*fij i* 

14. Plot the curves W/ = Iog« jt, (^>|/ - r, hruvrni .r 2 au I % i % 
Verify by measurement at three pli. n eii carli ciuvr ili.d ihe jilupr f4 n 4 :1 i *4 
the slope of [a) for the same value of x. 

15. Findthe valueof^^{lo-,{x + 2)}, mlim x a 6*i;,frnm flir f 

and compare with the result of diffcrciiliaiing : 

r - ^ I +* ai. 

6*20 

6*22 

6*24 
6-26 

2’t^Klt ill 

2'ta'v.ffiH 

2-11 14.43 

18. If rxpiry.'r.ii fif ’ . 

17. = 0-737 log, I 2-K7S. 10‘V- itjijHii I o-o.|^, 

KxAMri.o, r,XII 

Mmeilaneims Exam fa tn n. 

Find the value of the follrtwing 

1. £{x^-J" + !,mxi. a. '4<”+ ! • ■ ■ •«!• 

®- Xf'”+ ;/> + *!" (3^4 *)/■ -J- - ’>’• i , .... ,. 

“ S ““ <.5'* 1- 4) i 0,„, (J, .. ,jf^ 

e. _3^^j 

~ y-M + 3^ ~ + ‘•i" f 2jr i I j|. 

8. |;{4-3«”-‘;l + ry .„_5,^,l 

*■ 2-1 Sin (I - 3«) - 5 ( , ,^,,, _ , 

i/ * 

+ ;I). 

~ ~ 4* 6e‘ “ ~ j Jr’’^ - .J). 

12. {^< - 3 Mn (2/ + ,) + 4 ,,,, (j, „ j ^ ^ 

f I 7^ I 
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(3.) Lety = 2/;^ sin {3^ 4- i). 

Let u = I V = sin (jx f i)* 

2/f®*^{sin {3X + I)} + fs»in (j-r i* i)} x 

=r 6*r®* cos (3x 4“ I) 'f 4^“* hh (jv i) 

Take u = log« (x — 3); s:/ 
/x 

"i 

- 3) i-i-x - i X '"i:- 

■ , If'K-- 3) + 
2X» V^{X - 3) 

(5.) prove ihe rule for differenttaiiny x'^ by medm tif ihe rule /ttr differfns$aiirig 
a product for ihe case when n is a positive whole ssumifcr. 

It follows from the definition of a differential coeffiiient th.!t t, 
i/x 

Then 
d(x X x) r/x dx 

dx " dx ^dx' 
4' '*'./x 

dx^ dixX x*)^ -r/x 
d dx ™ r/x ” dx 

X , 
ax 

dx\ 
X

 
H

 , (f/x d.%^ 

dx ^/x 
: X* , 

dx 
4, X . 

d.r 

In the same way, it evidently follows that as we proceed to Idglirr powers of r llir 

effect of each addition of one to the p«)wcr of x is to add i tn the ««mr#is ,*1 

coefficient, and to raise the power of the differential corffitient by unity, ami tlirreloir 

if /r is a positive whole number ^ nx** - b 
dx 

Examples, lxHL 

Find the value of— 

d 
1. cos X. 2. , sin {x ~ i), 

d 
4. 2x)Iog, (xd- I). 

0. ^ 7 sin 4x cos 6x» 
ax 

d 
3 15 cos 6x cos 5x. 

dx 

10. ^cos (3x 4-1) cos {4x - 5), 

12. ^ sin (ax 4* h) sin (ax 4- d). 

14. ^sin (ax + h) cos (^x 4- d), 

16. sin (2x 4- i). 

3. C3 2t), 

5. 3X err, 5r. 

fm d 
i. , Hi Mli Ct %m lx. 

ux * 

X ^ 

11, 

Hi. *. 

17. f xV 18. f 
l/,4! 
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u 
Example (2).—/^/^ = . - _ = ”, w/itre u - v r=z sin x. 

sm;«r V 

du 
V 

Then 
dy dx 

dx V* 

dv 

dx _ sin X . — <f* cos X 
siu^ X 

Example {2),—To verify the rule for differentiating a quotient for the case 

V = ™ =z where u =- x®, v " x^. 
XT V 

du dv 

Tlien ^ t/x ^ dx _ x* . 6x^ — x*. 2x ~ e\x^, 
dx ^ JJ.4 

dv 
But we may also take y x^, and /, 4 x’ by the previous method for 

differentiating x”. 

Examples. -1.XIV. 

Find the value of the following :■— 

2 d sin (i •3^)* 

5. 

dx 

d /sin X ' 
dod 

(sin X \ 

log.*;- 

8. (coacc jc). 

3. 

e. 

(9- 
/cos x\ 

A ^ / 

cos 3 J. 
* * X* 

- xc^-)- 

7. 

11. If sioh X : 

value of ^ (tanh x). 
ax 

12. Show that (x log* x — x) = log* x. Thii result is important. 

13. Prove the rule for differentiating x" for the case where n is a negative whole 
number by using the rule for differentiating a quotient. 

2 
cosh X ; 

fZ g-% 

2 ’ 
and tanh x rs 

sinh X 
cosii X* 

Find the 

14. 

17. 

20 

d 2jir^(2x — 3) 
dx ' 5> 
d 

dx * 10g*(x - I)* 
d .v*-* 
dx * cos (2X — l)' 

15 ^ ^3-*’ - 0 
dx * COS (2X 4- 3) 

dx (x+sr 
log* (x - 4) 

16. 

18. 

dx ' cos (2x + 3)* 
d sin 2x 

i/x*logV (x -3)* 

21. 
dx ‘ cos (3IX + 7)’ 

110. Function of a Fanction.~We may require to differentiate such a 
function as sin (x^) where we already know how to differentiate the functions 
sin u and x^ separately. 

Let j = F(u) where is a function, _/(x), of x and F and /are functions, 
which we can differentiate. 

Let X increase by the increment and at the same time let u increase 
by lu and y by ^y. 
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19. li y = sin {x + B), find the value of ^ 4- 5^. 

20. If ^ = (A + ^x)ir'^, find the value of + 4^ -f ^y. 

21. If ^ = A^“* sin (V2^ 4- B), find the value of + 2^^ + 3^. 

22. If» = Ar“sin ^ •'+®)’ 

and t represent constants, show that 

except V 

JL -L ^ ^ 

115. Differentiation of a Quotient. 
u 

Let y - " where u and v are functions of x which can be differentiated. 

Then, if 5x, lu^ 5^/, ly are simultaneous increments of r, and/, 

y + By z= u du 
w + dv 

Subtracting 

u 4- 4- vdu — nv — 2/52^ 
7/ + 32/ 2/ (v 4^ 32/)2/ 

Dividing by 5jf we get 
3w 52/ 

Sx (v + ^v)v 

In the limit, when 5x diminishes indefinitely, ^ become ~ 
^' 3x 3y 5x <2^ dx dx 

du dv 
V —u 

. , , ^ dy dx dx 
respectively, and we get ^ =    -j—■“ 

Example (i).—Th differentiate tan x. 

Let ^ = tan jf ' 

where u = lin x and v =: cos x. 

du dv 

dy dx"^^ dx 

' dx “■ 7 

cos X . cos X — sin X {— sin x) cos*x + sin®^ 

Ihis b m important and bhould be rfmeml>ered. 
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E - E ^ E E algebraical fractions. 

Now let 5.1-and consequently Su and Sy be indefinitely diminished 

^ ^ X ~ 
" dx du dx 

Note that, since and ^ are no longer fractions, this does not follow 

at once by cancelling du. 

Example [i).--Lety = sin {x*). 
This is a sine of a fourth power and both 

already differentiate. 
of these are functions which 

^ ^ y 
dx~du 

JLet u :=. X* i then y = sin u 
du <f(sin u) dx* 
dx ■“ du ^ «) X = 4q;3 

we can 

Example (2).—^ = log^ [sin x). 

^ V 
dx du 

Let sin X = u ; then y = log* u 
du d[log,u) d[smx) i 

dx- du~^~ir = i^ = 
^sx 
sin X = cot jr. 

Example (3).—Z^/7 = (i ~ x)\ 

Let u = 1 —x; then^ = 

Similarly ^ + 5)* = an{ax + 5)- -1 where ir and i are any constants. 

Example (4).-^ = -7^==. 
V 2-5«^ + I 

We must here combine the various methods of this chapter. 

T ^ ~ 3 
^ = log, w 

^df- = ±x~= dx dw dx w dx 
- - dw . u 

To find jr~t let w = - where u 
ax y 

du dv 

Tfaen^=!±,~*'^ 
dx 7,a 

Vaj: H-i - (x - 3)^V'i^+7 

2JP + I 

VaxTT ~ -====r 
--!!.(see example 3) 

^ “h 4 

(2X+ l)t 
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sii])stituting and simplifying 

rz. „ + 4 __ 
dx (x- 3)(2X + I) 

ExAMPr,E (5).—“71? an expression for the slope of the tangent to a eirete at any 
point. 

Take the centre of the circle as origin of rectangular co-ordiFUites. Let the 
radius = a, and let x and/ be the co¬ 
ordinates of any point P on the circle. 

Then jp® 4- /* = «* ; y — sj x*. 

dy 
We require to find 

Let u — \ tlien y ^ ff u, 
a Fid the slope of the tangent to the 
circle at P is 

dy^dy du _ dfu r/(fl® — jr®) 

dx du dx ' du dx 

= X (- 2^) = -— = - * 
Va* - a’ y 

Note that in the figure, 
X 

y 
tan NPO, and slope of PT = — tan NTP. 

ITim the above result proves that NPO NTP, and therefore NPT = NOP, 
and OPT is a right angle, or the tangent to a circle is perpendicular to the radius at 
the point of contact. 

i’.XAMFLE (6).-“ OP is a crank of length a, revolving with constant angular velocity 
ft), in a counier-clocktvise direction. PQ is a connecting-rod of length 1. Q nmas 
backwards and fonvards in the straight line OQ. OR is perpendicular /<? OQ, PN 
to OR, and PIVI to OQ. 

Prove that PR represents on some scale the angular velocity of the connecting-rod 

Let POQ = #, PQO = 
nien FM = « sin ^ / sin <p. 
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Differentiate both sides of this equation with respect to L 

7t «) X ^ = <1 cos 

^ (/ sin (f>) = 
, d<b 
/cos 

Now ^ is the angular velocity of the connecting-rod PQ, and ^ is the angular 

velocity of the crank OP, and is constant and equal to oo. 

»•. 00 a cos 6 = 1 cos <j> 

d<p _ a cos 0 
dt ~ I cos ^ 

OM cos 0 
Now PR =-MOD = -n ^ -1 cos NPR cos cos <f> 

d<p «« pD 

i.e, PR is proportional to the angular velocity of the connecting-rod PQ. 

Find the value of- 

1. 

dx' 7.- ZX 

7 
'* dx Vs — '2.x 

10. ^v^c’-s^ + s- 

Examples.—LXV, 

2. f .-t-. 
dx I — jr 
d ,- 

e.^V4-3x 

* 2 -f 3.^* 

e. 

+ 4^-1. 0. ^ v«* + 

11. ^ + ^. 12. ^log, (2JP + I). 

13. ^ • loge (3 - 4^). 14. ^. log, (I - 4f). 16. ™ log, (a:’ ~ 2jr 4- 5) 

10. ^ * log, {2JV’ - 3x + 4). 4-^x4- r). 

18. Wc have log* {x^ + x - 12) = log, (.r - 3) 4- log, (x 4- 4). Differentiate both 
sides of this equation separately, and verify that the result is the same in both cases. 

Differentiate with respect to x— 

19. Sin*Jir. 20. Sin 21. Log, (:r»> 22. (log.;«:)». 

23. 24. 26. Sin* ar. 26. Log. cos ar. 
27. 28. Cos (d^). 29. Log, (^*). SO. Cos* (2jp - i). 

81. Log, sin [zx -h 2). 32, I^g tan x. 83. Sin* x cos* x. 

34^ —L—^ 35. Sin’" .r cos" a:. 86. Show that j = a6<^* 
cos* x dx 

37. Show that -j-.——r. xT = (Put x a — %. and jr =sr ~ a.) 
d{x 4" <2) 

d 
38. Find ^ log, ojc, where a is any constant. 
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Find the value of— 

39. lo(r^ {x 4 + </). 

41. i log. ^"^ + 3^ 
dx JT 4 2 

40. y .i- 
(ix 2,a X -h a 

ASi d , j; ~ 4 
42. • log« . 

'/jc v'2jr - 3 

43. Prove that OR in Fi|^. 89 represents on some scale the linear velocity of the 
point Q. 

44. Ify = Xake logarithms of Loth sides before 

difTerentiating. 

46. Find ^ when y — sin"’ jr and w]ien_j' = cos~^ J. 

First find^, then 

i/y 

Explain by means of a curve the geometrical meaning of the ambiguity in the 
r ^ 

siK“ 



CHAPTER XIII 

CALCULATION OF SMALL CORRECTIONS 

117. Let a and B be two neighbouring points on a curve representing ly 
a function of x. Let (x^y be the co¬ 
ordinates of A, and {x^ + IXy y^ d- ^y) the 
co-ordinates of B. V / 

Then, if AN and NB are parallel to the / 
axes of X and y^ AN = ZXy NB = By, 

Then ^ is the slope of the chord AB. ly 

It appears evident from the figure, and ^ 
can also be proved analytically, that AB “’"x ^ 
is parallel to the tangent to the curve at 
some point C between A and B. 

Now ^ measures the slope of the tan- ^ ^ ^ 
ax ^ Fig. 90. 

gent to the curve. 
Sy r * 

/. ^ = slope of chord AB = value of corresponding to some }pomt 

C between A and B. 

Zy = where the value of ^ is taken for some value of x bet^voen 

aTj and x^ 4- ^x. 

If Bx is sufficiently small, we may take the value of ^ at A instead, of* a-t 

C in the above equation, with an error w'hich is, in general, small comp3.r’ed 
with Bx. 

Thus, if a small variation Bx occurs in the value of Xy the corresponclin^ 
. . . . dy 

variation m y is -^ Sx, 
dx 

Example (i).—TAe radius of a circle is found by mea^rement to be y26 
and the area is calculatedfrom this value. 

If there may be an error of 2 per cent, in the observed value of the radius^ what is- jCA<e 
possible error in ike calculated value of the area ? 

Let X = the radius, y the area | 

then y = wjp* 

But if there is an error Bx in the observed value of x, it has just been shown. t±iL3.t 
. dy 

the consequent error in ^ is 5^ = ^ = ^xxBx. 

I, liBx— [2 per cent, of x) = “ 

By = 2vxBx = • 
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And the percentage error 
. 100. 5v 

m y IK 
^ y 

. If>0 

25 * rrx^ 
s= 4 per cent. 

Example (2).- An dectrical rests tana y is rneasurrd by balancing it against a 
kmmn resistance w by means of a slide wire bridge. I — x ami x are the resistances of 
the frapariional arms of the bridge corresponding to y and m respectively. 

It is required to find the error in the value obtained for y^ due to a known small error 
a in the value of x. 

It is known that 

I 

y 
dx 

X X = — --u ox 

We have Sjr ^ a 

percentage error in y = loo 
y x\l-x) ^ 

100. a 

Example (3). —7he angle A of a triangle is found by measurernent to be 63^9 and 
the area is calculated by the formula J be stn A. 

Find the percentage error in the calculated value of the area^ due to an error of I® in 
(he observed value oj A. 

Ixt S = the area. 

Then S = J sin A 

SS : ; 5A = ^ cos A . SA 
t/A ^ 

SS 
100 cot A . IA percentage v.stot in S - 

NowSA = I® = 0*0175 radian 

percentage error in the area = 100 X cot 63® x 0*0175 0*89 per cent. 

Example (4).—error equal to 1 in the fourth decimal place is made in obtain¬ 
ing the logarithm of a number as the result of a calculation with Jour-figure log tables. 
7o find the consequent error in the number. 

|j!t X be the logarithm obtained, and y its antilogarithm. Then we require to 
find the cirur due to an error of o’oooi in x, 

VVe have—" 
X = logr.y 

?Li¥3 
y 

when Sx = O'OOOI. 
0*4343 4343 

ly 

Thus the difference in a number corresponding to a difference of i in the fourth 
decimal place of its log is number, ihis enables us to calculate the table 
of diflfcicnces for aniilogantiims. 

Examples.—LX VI. 

1 The radius of a sphere is found by measurement to be 5 ins. Find, by the 
methotls of this chapter, the error caused in the calculated volume by an error of 
I per cent, in the measured value of the radius. , - , „ 

2. An error of o' i® is made in measuring the value of an angle ff. wnat is tne 
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consequent error in the value of the sine of the angle ? Estimate the numerical value 
of this error (i) when B is small, (2) when B is nearly 89°. 

3. The side a of a triangle is calculated from the formula a* = -f ~ 2bc cos A. 
Obtain expressions for the error in the value of consequent upon a known small 
error, (i) in the value of the angle A, (2) in the value of the side c. 

4. The value of the acceleration due to gravity, is found to be 32*2 by calcula¬ 

tion from the formula T = 2ir^ / ^, where T is the time of a complete oscillation of a 
V S 

pendulum of length /. What will be the calculated value of g if the value of T is 
measured i per cervt. too large ? 

6. If V cubic feet is the volume of water displaced by a ship when drawing h feet 
of water, and if for a certain vessel V = i2Qohy'^^ find an expression for the change 
produced in V, at any given draught by a change of I inch in h. Hence find an 
expression for the cross-sectional area A at the water-line for any value of h. 

0. If yP is the reading of a tangent galvanometer when a current j passes through 
it, then = C tan x where C is a constant. Find the percentage error in the 

^ estimated value of the current due to an error of in the observed value of 
(i) when X = 20°; (2) when x = 45° 5 (3) when x = 70°. 

7. A searchlight is half a mile from a straight shore. Find the distance travelled 
along the shore by the beam at a point one mile from the point on the shore nearest 
the light when the projector is turned through an angle of one minute.^ 

8. A captive balloon at a vertical height of 2000 feet is travelling in a horizontal 
direction at 20 miles per hour. Find the rate at which the cable is being paid out 
when 2500 feet of cable are out. 



CHAPTER XIV 

EXPAmiON OF CERTAIN FUNCTIONS IN SERIES 

118. In Chapter VI11. it was seen that when the values of two variables y 
and X give points lying on a regular curve when plotted, and the equation 
to this curve does not seem to take any simple form, the law connectings^ 
and X can be found in the form 

y — a bx cx^ dx^ -f . . , 

We found that the coefficients a, bj c, etc., are in general smaller and 
smaller as the series is continued to higher powers of x^ and that we can 
usually obtain as close an approximation as we please to the actual law con¬ 
necting jv and or, by taking a sufficient number of terms. 

When y is given as a function of jr, it is often possible to find an 
equivalent series of the above form, by which the value of the function can 
be calculated. 

119. Sin X and cos x. 

Example (i).—To jind a senes for sin x in aseendingpowers of x. 
Assume that there is such a series. 

Let sin = a: + . ...... (i) 

Since this equation is assumed to be true for any value of x, we may substitute 
X = o. 

We gcto=tf + o + o-i- , . . 

/. = o, the sum of all the remaining terms vanishing since we have assumed 
that the sum of the series is not infinite, however many terms arc taken. 

Differentiate both sides of the equation (i). 

cos X = 3 + 2cx 4- +.(2) 

We here assume that an infinite series can be differentiated term by term, and that 
the result is the differential coefficient of the sum. 

Putting X = o in equation (2), we get 

i=^+o+o... 
^ = I 

Differentiating both sides of equation (2), we get 

— sinx = 2.c: + 2.3.^^.x + 3.4.<f.x®-f . . . 

Putting X = o, we get 

o = 2r f = 0 
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Differentiating again, and putting = o, wc get 

Similarly, we may find the values of the constants ^ . to as many terms 
as we please by ditferentiating any number of times, and substituting x = 0 after 
differentiation. 

We find that the coefficients of all the even powers of x vanish, and that the 
series is 

x'^ 
simr = ---4----—--h . , « 

X.2. 3 ^ I.2.3.4.5 1.2.3.4.5.6.7 

We may use this series to calculate the value of sin x when x is known. 
It is, of course, assumed in the differentiation of the above series that x 

is measured in radians. 

Example (2).—Show in the same way that 

Example (3).^—To calculate the value of sin 10° correct to four decimal places. 

We have 10° = 0*1745 radian 

in the series 

1.2.3 ^ I.2.3.4.5 

we must take x = o* 1745. 
It is most convenient to arrange the work as follows, so that each term can be 

calculated from the preceding:— 

Posilivo Negative 
terms. terms. 

5; = 0*1745 =0-1745 

0*000884 

5; = 0*1745 =0*1745 
x"* = 0*03044 

—= = 0-1745 X 0-005073 * 0-000884 

^„ V — =r -- X 0*001522 =0*0000013 
1.2. 3.4.5 1.2.3 20 1.2-3 

—T jr® 
^ ... _ ™ X 0*00072 = O’OOOOOOIO 

i.2.3.4-S*d.7'"’2-2.3-4-5 42 1.2.3.4.5_ 

sin 10® = 0*1745 - 0*00088 
= 0*1736 

to four decimal places. 

We find from the tables that sin 10® = 0*1736. We see that the successive terms 
in the scries for sin x get .smaller and smaller. We have omitted all terms beyond 

--assuming that their sum will not affect the fourth decimal place ,* 
I.2.3.4.5.6.7’ ^ 
this may be formally proved. 

Examples.—LXVII. 

1. Calculate the value of cos 10®, correct to four decimal places, and compare 

with the tables. , . . , 1 j -*1. 
2. Calculate the value of sin 5® correct to four decimal places, and compare with 

the tables. 
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3. Calculate the value of hin 2u' c«>nrcl to four drciioal itlacrSi^ awl romp^tr with 
the tables. 

Note tiiat as llic afigic bccomr^ largrt wr m|uire to take mutr trfiu** <»l Ihr r»rnr*i 
to obtain a value o( the sine correct to any drsiird <!egree of acciiriu y, am! that je 
becomes smaller and smallrr sin x becuinc'i mote and imur nrarly rqu.il l<» x. 

120. Log, (1 + x). 

KxaMPLK (i). 7h/inJ d .truVi/^r/gf, (l -f x). 

Assume log, (l + x) " a d /’x d- d di* f ea* -f . , 
Putting X = O wc have u log, (i) * o. 
Differentiating with •*“ have 

1 -f- X " ^ + 4/x* . , « 

Sul»titutin|j X = o^wc have ^ i. 
Differentiating again, wc get 

(i+xf ‘ - 

Substituting x o wc have e — §. 
Diffcreiuialing again, 

, 2r 4- 2 . 3^/x d” 3 . . . 

Tn -rf . . . 

Substituting x . O, w’c have #/ " 
Similarly, e ;= ~ and io on, and the iieilei li 

, , , . X® . a* x% X* 
logJ t 4- X = X — 4 *' 4* - . 

3 j 4 $ 

It can be shown fkif the amimpfions iiivoivrd in iliit profif are ijerfiimibk whm 
X h inimeriLallj less iliaii I. 

Kxamfli (2).' - Iff rdkuhU l0^ir> t*o5 i'ffrrfil fmf dfiimai fiatfs* 

Wc shall ftrit find ptilliiig x tfO$ in tlir above 

kg4rc?Sl o-os~ ^ . 

trimis, NrgAflvi*’ ifjffift, 
X =r 0*05 

a® 0’Cn25 
0*1X1135 

X* «j‘Cs?!#47? 
^ ^ ' :r 

4 4 
b^gid* Hh x) r:r 0'U5W4 

0*04^7^^ 

•C logH cos o'04H7^j X o'4J43 
0*0213 

O'OOttfXU 56 

~ yfjoii5!i6 

The vjihic given in the !abl« if 0*0212 to (nut decimal |>kcc% 

We do not hore c'on:d<kr llir fjtif^iiori of bow fai tim nenurnptfone Involved 
in the proofs of the series of this cdiiipter are allowable, 1 tic student «my 
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satisfy himself by numerical examples, like the above, that the results 
obtained are correct for the series which we treat of here. 

At the present stage, he will not meet with any series where these 
assumptions cannot be allowed. 

Examples.—LXVIII. 

1. Calculate log^o I’oi, logjo i*i, logio 1*2, logx<, 1*3, correct to four places of 
decimals, and compare with the tables. 

Note that more terms are required as x becomes larger. 

2. If = - we have 
n 

log (I + Jf) = log —= log (» + i) - log n 

Thus if log n is known we can calculate log (« + i) by using the series for 
log (i + :!!:). Calculate logn, 3 having given that logi® 2 = 0*3010. 

3. An important property of the function in its physical applications is that its 
rate of increase with respect to x is equal to the function itself (p. 200). If we define 

^ as a function of x such that ™ is always equal to show that if there is a series for 

y in ascending powers of x it must be 

y = 1 + X 4- 72 . 

given that^ = 1 when x = o. 

Note that this is the series for given on p. 199. 

121. Exponential Values of Circular Functions. 
We have shown that 

sin X = X 

cos X = i 

TTFTs FTF^ 3T4' 

I . 2 ” 

Comparing these series with the series 

I + 4-+ --+ --+ --+ . . . 
1.2 1.2.3 I.2.3.4 I.2.3.4. 5 

we see that it appears probable that there is some close relation between the 
exponential function and the circular functions sin x and cos x. The 
difficulty is that the signs are alternately positive and negative in the series 
for sin x and cos x, while they are all positive in the series for <?*. 

To remove this difficulty we may introduce the imaginary quantity V — i. 
If we use this quantity as if it were real in algebraical work, of which the 
result is real and can be tested, we find that the result is correct It is usual 
to write V - i == t so that i, z"® = - i x / = - f, 2* = (- 1)2 = + i, 

= i\ and so on, all even powers of z being real. 
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If we substitute ix for x in the series for we get 

= +1—2-717^ - -1" + 7:^4 - ■ 

= cos x + z sin X 

Similarly = cos x — z sin x. 

From these equations we get cos x = 
2 

,ix   /»—£* 

Example.—By means of these expressions for cos a: and sin .r, show that 
sin 2x = 2 sin x cos x. 

121a. Hyperbolic Functions. 

The functions which are obtained by omitting z from the exponential 
values of the circular functions are called the hyperbolic functions. 

Thus we have 

The hyperbolic sine of x, which is written sinh x = ^ 

the hyperbolic cosine of x, which is written cosh x = - 
<?*+ 

, , sinh X , I 
tanh X = —sech x = —^—, 

cosh;r’ cosh x 
I , I I 

cosech ;»r = coth :r = ^ • 
m :r sinh x^ tanh x cosh;r' cosh :r’ sinh x^ ~~ tanh ;r 

Expanding the values of and in the above definitions, we have 
x^ x^ 

sinh ;r = ;ir -1-4-h . . 
I.2.3^1.2.3.4.5^ 
x^ x^ 

cosh ;jr = I -1-4.-h . . . 
1.2 ^ X.2.3.4 

The curve _y = cosh jr is a catenary, and has been plotted in Fig. 57. 
The value of e being known the hyperbolic functions may be calculated 

from the definitions or from the series to any desired degree of accuracy. 

Example.—Calculate the value of sinh 0*1745 correct to four decimal places. 

We have sinh x = x-j---}---}---h . . . 
1.2.3 1.2.3.4.5 I.2.3.4,5.6.7^ 

= 0*1745 + 0*000884 + 0*0000013 -f 0*00000010 + • • • 
. =0-1754 

Otherwise log = 0*4343 

0*1745 

Multiplying log = 0*07577 = log 1*1906 
Subtracting from o, 

log <r“0*i745 ~ 1*92423 = log 0*8398 

Subtracting _ ^0*1745 _ 0*3508 = 2 sinh 0*1745 
/. sinh 0*1745 = 0*1754 

We have ^(sinh x) = cosh and ^(cosh x) = sinh ;ir. (Ex. LIX. 12.) 

Example.—the value of coshr^ 1*103. 
Let = cosh1*103. 

Then 1*103 = cosh x = 

^ ~ 2*206 -j- = o 

Multiplying by e^ — 2*206^’^ +1=0. 
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Solving this quadratic for we get 

1*569 or 0-637 
X = loge 1*569 or loge 0*637 : : 0*450 or -0*450 

Exam ples .—LX VIII a. 

1. Plot the curves jv = sinh x, y = tanh jr from ^ = -5 to ^=-(-5. 
2. Prove the formulae cosh'-^ x — sinh^ x = 1 

I — tanh^ X = sech^ x. 
What are the corresponding formulae for circular functions ? 
3. Show that if x = a cos cj), y = a sin <f>, {x,y) is a point on the circle, = <2*. 

Show that if X = a cosh <j>, y^ a sinh <f>y [x, y) is a point on the rectangular 

hyperbola, 
4. Prove that sinh {x±y)=: sinh x cosh y dz cosh x sinh y, 

cosh {x ± j) = cosh X cosh^ i sinh x sinh y. 

6. Prove that sinh 2jr = 2 sinh x cosh x. 
cosh 2x = cosli^ X + sinh^ = i + 2 sinh^jt = 2 cosh* x— i. 

What are the corresponding formulae for circular functions ? 
6. By means of the series calculate the values of sinh 0*2 and cosh 0*2 to four 

places of decimals. Ahs. 0*2013, 1*0201. 
Evaluate 

7. taiih-io*5, tanh“^ (-0*5). (0*55, <-0*55.) 
8. sinh-' 1*3. (roS.) 9. tanh~' 0*65, tanh-* o*2. (0*78, 0*203.) 
10. Express 5 sinh 4 cosh x in the form A sinh {x d-B). (3 sinh {x + n).) 
11. When X is small, show that the following approximations may be used 

x-{’ fox sinh x, I j_ — for cosh X-for tanh x> 
2 3 

12. If sinh u = tan <;f), show that cosh jr = sec <py and tanh = sin <p. Hence, 
if sinh u = i *5, find cosh u and tanh u by means of the trigonometrical tables. 

13. A mass M moves in a straight fine, so that its distance $ from a fixed point 
at time t is given by .y = ^ sinh(«/ + ^)- Find expressions for the velocity and 
acceleration at any time /, and show that the force on the mass at time t is repulsive 
from the fixed point and proportional to s, 

{velocity = an cosh {nt -|- g)y acceleration = afi^ sinh {nt -|- ^)}. 
d^s 

14. If J = 3 cosh 3/ -b 5 sinh 3^, prove that ^ 

d}y „ 
15. If 7 = A cosh nx + B sinh nXy show that -^3 = and determine A and 

B if jj/ = 0 when x =■ Oy and y • I when = —. 
n 

(A = o, B =0*85.) 

16. If t/ = A cosh + B sinh nXy determine A and B so that v may be . 
when x — Oy and 2; = o when a? = L. (A = ^ = —^0 coth uh.) 

17. Prove the following identity, which is useful in calculations relative to 

composite telephone lines :— 

Zi sinh di cosh 6^ + cosh sinh 6^ = sinh + ^2) + ^ sinh — 6^) 

d d 
18. Show that ^ tanh x = sech* Xy coth x - -cosech* X. 

d , d 
10. B’ind the values of^^(sinh’~* (cosh" .r), ^-^(tanh ^x), (z/. Ex. LX V. 46.) 

Differentiate— 
20. sinh 2x cos ^x> 
21. logsinh x. 

cosh {ix + i) ^ 

cos i^x — 2) 

24. logscch X, 

I I 

23. 

(2 cosh 2x cos 3:^ — 3 sinh 2x sin 3X.) 
(coth X,) 22. sinh* x, (3 sinh* x cosh :r.) 

/3 sinh (3J:-bi) cos (/^ — 2)-b4 cosh (3J?+i) sin (4.^-2)"i 

\ cos* {4x — 2) / 

(—tanh X.) 



CHAPTER XV 

MAXIMA AMD MINIMA 

(1.) Graphic Method. 
122. The following table gives the density and the volume in cubic 

centimetres of i grm. of water at temperatures ranging from o° C. to 
loo® C.:— 

Density. Volume of i jgrm. in c-c. 

0 0-999874 1*000127 

I 0-999930 1-000070 

2 0999970 1*000030 

3 0-999993 1-000007 

4 1*000000 1*000000 

5 0-999992 1*000008 

6 0-999969 1*000032 

7 0-999931 1*000069 

8 0*999878 1*000122 

We see that as / increases from o® C., the density increases until / = 4® C.^ 
and then diminishes, while the volume decreases until / = 4° C. and then 
increases. 

Fig. 91. 
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Plotting the curves D and V (Fig. 91) to represent the density and 
volume as functions of the temperature, we see that for the value 4° C. of / 
there is a point on D which is further from the axis of / than any point on the 
curve in its immediate neighbourhood. Similarly, for the same value of t 
there is a point on V which is nearer to the axis of / than any point on the 
curve in its immediate neighbourhood. We express this by saying that for 
the value 4® C. of / there is a maximum value roooooo of the density and a 
minimum value i‘000000 of the volume. 

If^ and ;r are two quantities connected in such a way that as x increases 
there is a value of ;r for which y stops increasing and begins to decrease, 
that value ofy is called a maximum value. 

If there is a value of ;r for which as x increases y stops decreasing and 
begins to increase, that value ofy is called a minimum value. 

When the values of y and ;ir are found by experiment, as in the above 
example, we can sometimes detect the maximum and minimum values 
without plotting the curve, but the method of plotting has the following 
advantages :— 

(1) When the maximum or minimum value is between two tabulated 
values the shape of the curve in the neighbourhood may indicate the position 
of the maximum or minimum value. 

(2) It shows by the slope of the curve, near the maximum or minimum 
value, whether / approaches that value rapidly or slowly, and consequently 
what error will be made by taking a value of x, which is slightly greater or 
less than the true value. 

123. Instead of having a tabulated list of values of y and x, found by 
experiment, we may havey expressed as a function of x by an equation. 

If we plot a curve having values of y as ordinates, and values of x as 
absrisssr, we can find the maximum or minimum values by inspection of the 
curve. 

Example divide 16 info hvoparts so that their product is a maxwium 

Frc;. Qa. 

Tint a curve for which values of one of the parts are absciss®, and values of the 
pt^hict are orriinatci. We see that the maximum product is 64, given by the point 

for which ihc two parts are each equal to S, 
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iAUns. (2).—men is tht sum of n numbs’ on i tnr sfuff 

num ? I 

5t X be the number. Then wr tfqnhr a mnum^im v ^ ^ 

lotting the curve to reprr^nt ihk eqrrAium, wr vr i 

; X = IV6. 
he student should plot the curve, 

XAMPLE (3).--'^rWMr *1^./f .i/;*/’^ ^ 

lot the curve/srx** — 6r''^ + 9* •+ 5- 

Ve see that there h a mastfimm v^lur 9 wn^fr * t» ^ * fii "-r. ■ 
■e a: 3. 
lote thai the maximum value of rh no! fitr giT4^r.| |#..s,ii'4r ni } rir:;, 
greatest in the inuncdialc nriglilftrifliof#! «tt fh*- ^ t%»r , 
:er values when X Is very large. SimiUrly, l!if iiiinijir^sw \ ^4 % .1 , * 
possible value. 

LXAMPLK iAf mArimum #»*/ tmimi #/j ^$*1 / ^ f an | 

^een / = © and / ~ ir. 

fhe curv«* representing / m a fimrfhm of / bai f i 
A^'e see that for the hrst half ii«dw!atF»ii, / ' u is-#** ^it 
imum values r8, where i ^ n'%ij tml'mi m4 wh^tr f ■■■ 3 »? 4 * 
.mum value 1*5^ where / = 1*57 radkni. 

Example (S).—/Arre n mifmi triif fsd^ #/ F.MF / #*</ 

tana r ohmSf and if x ft//f a*'<f .f wn^e# ?# f4f4 rV;. H# 

Wif //le battery wiii tend fhrmgh &n ftirrmai rgiia.tmdi F }f 

x<t 

^ r 4. & 
n 

If then an 20 alls^ e Vt^imits^ r - fra ir4mi» It fri*; 9" ^ 4.>'* /;,• 
’t be in strut to gyue the fr'eakrt f§ts$Me larrmf t 

Wo lave, tnlriittifiai. C 
* 0'©rf* 4« I 
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By calculation we find the following corresponding values of C and x tr- 

X 1 20 10 4 7 5 6 

C 7*31 8*93 15*2 18-52 17-97 
i 

19 i8*68 

We first calculate the positions of a few points to get a general idea of the shape 
of the curve, and then calculate valuer closer together in the neighbourhood of the 

maximum. 

Fig. 94. 

Plotting the above values of C and r, we get the curve, Fig. 94. 
From the curve we see that the greatest current of 19 amperes is obtained when 

5 cells are in series. 
We may here note an advantage of the graphic method. We may wish to know, 

not only how many cells in series will give the maximum current, but also whether 
it will make more difference to have too many cells in series, or too few. 

As the curve falls away from the maximum much more rapidly when x is 
diminished from the value 5 than it does when x is increased, we can see that it will 
make more difference if there are too few cells in series than it will if there are too 
many, as compared with the arrangement which gives the maximum current. 

This method is valid, although there are only a few points on the above curve 
which correspond to any possible physical arrangement. 

Examples LXIX. 

1. Find a number such that the sum of the number and its reciprocal is a 
minimum. 

2. The square of a number is added to 54 times the reciprocal of the number. 
Find the number so that the result may be a minimum. 

3. Divide i into two parts so that twice the cube of one part together with 3 times 
the other part shall be a minimum. 

4. A straight line 10 inches long is to be divided into two parts so that the cube 
of the length of one part together with three times the square of the length of the 
other part shall be a minimum. What are the lengths of the two parts ? 

d. The log of a number to base lo is subtracted from the square of the numbey. 
For what number Is the result a mininium ? 
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0 Find the Talnes of x for which the cipres.sion 2x^ — 2tx^ + Cojc + 5 is a 
maximum or iniiiiiTuiin. 

7. Find the valm s of x fix whidi iIao cxpref.sion — 3a* — gr 8 is a 
maximum or rotuitninti, 

8. Find a value of x ht'wem o and r5 for whidi the expression. 5*624 — 
0793S-* **** cos X is a minimum. In calculating take x in radians, 

0. Find a value of t l^twern oaru! -r for which the expression rsm0 ^ cos 20 is 

a maximum for the case ^Lcn r = 0*5, / ~ 3*5. 
10. An ojuin tank is to lit constructed of sheet iron with a square base and 

vertical sides so as to coisfain 4 cubic ft. of water. Find the width and depth so that 
the least possible quantity of shrei iron may be used. 

11. A circular filler paper is of diameicr u cms. It is required to fold it into a 
cone. * Find the hciglit aiul cubic contents of this cone S(^ that the latter may be the 
greatest possible. 

12. An open cyhmincal can is to be made to contain 255 cubic ms. Plot a curve 
to show the total area of tin plate that will he used for ciifCerent values of the diameter 
of the base. Fiml the ratio of tlie heipjit to the diameter of the base so that the least 
possible quantity of material may he u^ed. 

18, A rectangular sheet of tin 24 ins. by 18 in#, has four equal squares cut out 
at the corners, and the ««!« arc then turned up so as to form a rectangular box. 
What must lie the fire of the Mpiacei cut out uq that the cubical contents of the 
box may he as grral m possible ? ^ 

14- Describe a circle of ra«lii» 3 mn. Inscribe rectangles in this, having their 
sides in various raiiof- Plot the arcM of the rectangles and the length of one side. 
Show that the gfeile!il rectangle whieh tan be inscribctl in the circle i.# a square. 

16. It is known that the wejg!4 of coal in tons consumed fier hour iu a certain 
vessel is 0*3 4* o'ooiv* whcie v is the sjiccd in knots. The wages, interest on cost of 
vessel, etc., arc rrprornted hy the value of i ton of coal per hour. What value of v 
makes the total cost of a voyage of lOOO nanlical miles a minimum? 

{Boarri of Education Examination, 1902.) 
10. The strength of a rectangular beam of given kngtli, loaded and supported in 

a given wav> is propciftional i© the breadlli of its cross-section multiplied by the square 
ofthedeptL 

Find the breadth and depth of the cross-section of the strongest rectangular beam 
which can be cut out of m cylindfica! tree trunk i foot in diameter. 

Take various vahics of the breadth, and measure the corrciponding depth of the 
beam from a figure drawn to scale. Flol a curve to show the corrc.sjionding values of 
the strength. Then find more exactly by cakulution the values of the breadth, depth, 
and strength, near the case of maximum strength ; and plot the corresponding portion 
of the curve on a larger scale. 

17. The stiffoeti of a beam varies as the breadth and the cube of the depth. 
Find in the ttrite way m in the last example the breiwlth which give# maximum 
stiffness. 

18. As in example 5 worked out m full above, find the maximum current and the 
number of cells In tcric# when there arc 48 celli each of E.M.F. 1*4 volt and 3 ohms 
resistance, and the external rcKWlancc is 16 ohms, 

10. A battery of internal rcMittancc r and K.M.F. i sends a current through an 
external resistance R. 'Fbe power given to ttie external circuit is 

CK +ff 

If / as 3*3, and r sr^ 1*5, with what value of R will the greatest power be given to 
the external circuit. 

20. The power given to an external ciraut by a generator of internal resistance r, 
und E.M.F, /, when the current » C, ii W = CV — C^r. Find for what current this 
is a maximum for the case when r s= 10 volts, r = 1*8 ohms. 

21. A and B are two points on the »me side of a plane mirror CD. A» B, C, and 
D are in a plane pcr|iendi€ular to the surface of the nurror. A ray of light starts from 
A, is reflected by ite mirror at P, and passes to B, Plot a curve to show the total 
length of the path of the ray of light for different positions of P in CD, and show by 
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means of this curve that the path is the shortest possible when AP and PB make 
equal angles with the mirror. AN, BM are perpendicular to CD. In your figure 
take AN = 25 units, BM = 15, MN = 30. Draw the figure on squared paper, 
and erect ordinates from each supposed position of P in CD to represent the total 
length of the path of the ray corresponding to that position. 

22. Light passes from a point A in air to a point B in glass. A and B are in a 
plane perpendicular to the surface of the glass, cutting the surface in a straight line 
CD. A ray of light passes through the air with a velocity of 300,000 kms. per 
second, and through glass with a velocity of 182,000 kms. per second, crossing CD at 
the point P. 

Plot a curve to show the time taken by the light to pass from A to B for different 
positions of P in CD. 

AN and BM are perpendiculars drawn from A and B to CD. Take AN = 10 cms., 
BM = 15 cms., MN = 20 cms. Verify that the least possible time is occupied by the 
ray of light in passing from A to B when sin PAN : sin PBM = velocity in air; 
velocity in glass. 

23. A weight W is being pulled along a rough horizontal surface by means of 
a rope inclined at an angle 6 to the surface. The pull required is equal to 

uW 
-:— where a is the coefficient of friction. Find the angle for which the 
cos a + ^ sin 0 

pull required is a minimum in the case where fi = o‘6. 
24. A certain patented article costs is, (id, to make. The following table gives 

the number sold at different prices :— 

Price. , . 2s, od. 2s. 6d. 3s. od. 3s. 6d. 4J. od. 4^. 6d, 

No. sold 3600 3100 2640 2080 1300 700 

Find the price at which it must be sold so that the total profit maybe a maximum. 

124. (II.) Maxima and Minima by Differentiation.—The maxima 
and minima values of a function may be found by means of the differential 
calculus. 

Consider the curve, Fig. 93, p. 229, representing the function / = 2^ - 6^:^ 

+ 9-^ + 5* 
Imagine a point (or, y) to move along the curve in the direction of 

increasing x. Then, as the point passes through the maximum P, / stops 
dv 

increasing and begins to diminish, i.e, ^ which measures the rate of 

increase of changes from positive to negative by passing through the 
value o. 

Similarly, ^ = o at the minimum Q, changing from negative to positive. 

dy > 
Otherwise, we have seen that ^ measures the slope of the tangent to the 

curve measured with respect to the axis of x. At the points P and Q the 

tangent is parallel to 0;r, and its slope is zero, i.e, ^ 

We thus get the following method to find the maximum and minimum 
values oiy when expressed as a function of x. 

Find Then the equation ^ = o gives values of x for which j/ is a 

maximum or a minimum. 
To distinguish between maximum and minimum values: Suppose a 
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point (:t, y) to move along the curve in the direction of increasing through 
dy 

a maximum such as P, where ^ = o. Then the tangent to the curve drawn 

through this moving point is turning round the point in the same direction as 
the hands of a clock, and the angle which this tangent makes with Ox is 
decreasing. 

Therefore ^ is decreasing, and which measures the rate of increase 

dy 
of ^ is negative. Similarly at a minimum, such as Q, the tangent is 

turning in the opposite direction to the hands of a clock, the angle which it 

makes with Ox Is increasing, and therefore ^ is increasing and ^2 

positive. 

Thus, to tell whether a value of found by putting ^ = o, gives a 

maximum or a minimum, differentiate again the expression for ^ so as to 

get and substitute the value of x found. 

If the result is negative is a maximum, if it is positiveis a minimum 
for that value of x. 

. d^y 
In the special case, when = o,^ is neither a maximum nor a minimum, 

but this case need not be considered at the present stage. 
We shall now consider some of the examples already solved by the 

graphic method in § 123. 

Example (i).—To divide 16 into two parts so that their product is a maxbnufn. 

Let X be one part, then 16 — :r is the other part, and their product — x {16 — x) 
^ i6x - 

^ = 16-2X 
dx 

^ , dy 

dx 

16 — 2jr = o, X = 8 

Also = — 2, and since this is negative for all values of jr, y can only have a 
dxr 

maximum value. 

Comparing this result with the curve Fig. 92, we see that the condition that is 

negative expresses that the slope is always decreasing as we pass along the curve in 
the direction of increasing x. 

Example (2).—For what numher is the sum of the number and the square of Its 
reciprocal a minimum ? 

As before y = x + —, 
or 

^ - I - £. 
dx'" x> 

For a maximum or minimum value ^ = o 
dx 

A I — ^ = o, X = V2 = 1*26 

which is the same as the value found from the curve. 
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dJ 

Example (3).—To Ji?id the maximum and minimum values of 

^ -- 6x^ 4- 9-^ + 5 
dy . 
^-=3**-12^ + 9 

for a maximum or minimum value 

— I2x + 9 = 0 
^ = 3 or I 

Also § = 6jr — 12 
dx* 

For :t: = 3, ^ is positive, and therefore y is a minimum. 

iPy 
Foi x= I, is negative, and therefore 7 is a maximum. 

Substituting the values 3 and i for x, we get 5 as the minimum, and 9 as the 
maximum, value of^. 

These results agree with those already obtained by plotting. 
In this case we might have distinguished between the maximum and minimum 

values by substitution, but the above method is more general. 

Example (4).— We shall use the method of this para^afh to find the arrangement 
of a number of cells to give the maximum current with the data given in exainple 5, 
p. 229. 

We have C = 
1*9.* 

o*oi;r® 4* 0*25 
£9 

0*01x: 4- 
0*2 5 

X 

The value of this fraction will be a maximum when its denominator is a 
minimum. 

for a minimum value 

Let y = o*oij: + 

: O'OI — 
~dx ' 

0*25 

X 

0*25 
X® 

0*25 
0*01-- =0 

XT 

= 25, and a? = S 

i,e, there are 5 cells in series, and C = 19, as we find by the graphic method. 
It is evident from the physical conditions that this value of C is a maximum and 

not a minimum. 

Example (5),—The following case occurs in studying the flow of air through a 
small opening. 

- 1*- 
For what value of x is -- x 7 a maxtmumj 7 bang 1*4? Plot the values near 

(he maximum value. ^ (Board of Education Examination, 1902,) 

* 1+1 A A* ” 
We have^ = x'i' — x t — = x^ — x^ 

dx- 
= -X^ (to “ I2x') 

I 

I 
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For a maximum or minimum value oi^j ^ = o 

ar = o, or 10 — I2x^ = o 

The case 4: = o is evidently not a maximum value. 

When 10 — I2x^ = o, dP = = 0*528 

We know from physical reasons that this value of x gives a maximum value of y. 
The student should satisfy himself that this is so by plotting the value of for 

X = 0*528, and for two values of x respectively a little greater and a little less 
than 0*528. 

Examples.—LXX. 

Find the values of x for which the following expressions have their maximum and 
minimum values:— 

1. 2jr* — 13^*2 2.pr 4- 18. 
3. — I2x^ + 28x^ -i- 40. 

2. 2JC* 
4. sx^ • 

. gx^ — 24Jr 4 12. 

• — 6x^ 4 48;r 4 17. 

Work Examples LXIX., with the exception of numbers 21, 22, and 24, by the 
method of this chapter. 

6. It was shown in example 2, p. 219, that in measuring an electrical re.sistance 
by means of a bridge wire the percentage error in the result due to a given small error 

in the position of the sliding key is proportional to where x is the variable 
x{/-x) 

distance of the key from one end of the wire, and I the length of the wire. 
Show that the percentage error is a minimum when Uie proportional arms are 

equal, i.e, when the key is in the middle of the bridge wire. 

Plot a curve to illustrate your result, taking /= 120 cms., and ^ varying from 
o to 120 cms. 

0. In measuring an electric current by means of a tangent galvanometer, the 
percentage error due to a given small error in the reading is proportional to 

tan X 4 
tan X 

Show that this is a minimum when x = 45° 
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INDEFimTE INTEGRALS 

125. We have already shown how to find the rate of increase of various 
functions of a variable. 

We often require to perform the converse operation, i.e, having given the 
rate of increase of a function to find the function. The function of whose 
rate of increase is equal to^', is called the indefinite integral of y with respect 
to jr, and is denoted by the symbol ^ydr. 

For example, we know that the rate of increase of with respect to r is 
6:r®, and therefore the integral of with respect to x is or 

The two equations ~ j6x^dx = are two different ways 

of expressing the same thing. 

We know that = 3^, and 

We know that ^{sin (2r -f i)} = 2 cos (ix + i), J2 cos (2x -h i)dx 

= sin (2jr -f i). 

In the same way it follows 

fx^dx = Jr® 

because x^ is the result of differentiating 
So also 

j^dx = 

Jcos (2jr 4 i)^^' =* i sin^ (2r 4 r) 

Thus we see that every result in differentiation gives a corresponding 
result in integration. 

Examplks.—LXXI. 

Find the values of the following expressions, and prove by difi'erentiation that 
your results are correct:— 

1. jyc*dx:, 2. JjrVjr, 8, j‘x*dx. 4. Jx^dx. 

6. jsi^^dx. 0. f£^^dx. 7. 8. 
8. jeos xdx. 10. ^*3 cos (3^; 4 i)dx, 11. jeos (3^ 4 i)dx. 
12, J2 cos {^x 4 i)dx. 13, Ja cos {bx 4 ^Wx, 14. J( - sin x)dx» 
15. Jsin xdx. 16. J2 sin {2x — s)dx. 17. pin {zx — z)dx. 

18, JS sin [zx - ^)dx. 19. Jasva. [dx 4 c)dx. 20. A log (r 4 5). 
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Indefinite /0/r^m/s 

1 which is UMUilly wriurn / 
j^ + s ^ M 

2./i «•/"; ='■;'.--Ml. 

120. In working thiDugh the ahove fnaiiiplrs the shnin.? oliLijiiff! 
number of standard integrals f orrrspouding to iIjc? chlfeirnfi.il corfln jcnf s 
previously obtained. Wr may hrre iiollcf t theui for Hdc’jcn* c. 

. . » 
ly'ax , e\'f r»nt when // - 1 
j nil* 

fa^Jr 

J(i sm {^x *4’ * <* I I fr, {in I- r) 

/rtfos /o 4 i*h/r •an’7m I- 

“ A./r A , 
Ax 4 * A 

127. Arbitrary Constant. 

We have /(V + j) ~ y t<', ‘f v ~ - 71". 

I hus jjx*Jx .t\ or i 1J ~ f,, or, in jirnr-i.i!, <'4 0 

whereCisanyr»iisunty)C.;iu.caU rtjne'.'.i.m;, ofehrjntm . f Chavr t),r 
same differential roeffnmiit 7a 

In the same way ea. h «(the iiueKrah. in the aiKne let is intrnnr.iuic 
the^extent of an arbitrary coir.taia. Thi!, the (nil expies-.n.ri !..i j f./i ,s 

« 4. I usually omit the <.«n ,;ant, but it •lOtiirtiinr-, h.i-, in be ta’urti 

into account 

128. Exam I* I.Es. 

/Vx r. ^16 r 2 «’ >. 

j^Jx=:jex Va - 

J"'" •' “O'i? »'■- 

fi sin (6<X)/ 4- 0-5J,t6)aV - (,4,./ t o 

/37>“<7« = rs^. ' “ 

/3'2 cos (je - ryUe _ m -.in {2# - 17J. 

r<:Wa= 
J m + t 
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Ja sin cx)di = —^cos {bt + cx) 

ja sin [bt 4- cx)dx - cos {ht + cx). 

The symbols dx and di in the last two examples show whether x or t is considered as 
variable. 

Example.—Fhid Jpdv having given that = C« 

C 
We have/= ^ 

fi 
z/> .. Jfidv = = -rrr- = loCi^ ■ 

O'l 

We have already shown that a sum or difference can be differentiated 
term by term. It lollows that a sum or difference can be integ^rated term bv 
term. Thus— ^ 

f (5^^ ~ 3-^ + 2)dx = - |:t'2 + 2X 

Jla sin (bl + r) + hi -f jg]dl = — ^ cos {dl + 4- 4 gl 

Examples. —LXXII. 
Evaluate the following :— 

1. 2. /jt’Vat. 
»• #• 

6. j/Jxdx. 6. /xiV*. 

9. yx. 10. fdx. 11. jedx. 12, fu^du. 

/f• /t- “■!% 
10. J^u^du, 

17. 

r 

19. f -/S' 
21. 22. JcPdt. 23. J2^=‘dx. />. 
25. hSdt, 26. fr36e'’^'^i'dy. 

k 
Jae' ^I’dt, 27. la. 

28. /sin {x — 3) dx, 29. /cos {x — 2)dx. 30. /a cos (i — x)dx. 

31. fz sin u du. 32, /3 cos_y 33. cos {^x + 2]ajr. 
34. j3 sin (2x — i)dx. 35, /i*^ sin (2*7/ — 1*5708)///. 
36. /r3 sin (2'50 4- 6)de. 37. /2*3 cos (i - 30}d0. 

38. Ja sin (ZTT/t 4- e)dt. 39. /A r cos (rgt 4- e)dl. 

40. Jiry'dx when y = mx^ and also when y^ = 4ax, 

41. Jmx^dy where m ^ - and x :=z by, 

42. Ja sin (bt 4- cx}dx where / = 5^: 4 2. 

AO fPiVi^dv , 
I —__ where pi, vi, y are constants. 44. Jxydx when 4 c?. 

45. jx‘ydx when J/ - mxe. 48. jfdv when = C. 
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47, Jj>c{v when pv* = C 

(i) whenx = 1*37, (2) when j = i, (3) when s = o*S. 

48. ^^~Kjdx 'where A = iry, and y = ; 

48. If ^ = 3*’ + *■* - J. find 60. If ” = 2 sin 2.x 4- 4j findy. 

61. ^ = 3^* + 5> 

62. ^ 4- sin (^x 4- i) 4- 2-6, find y. 

Evaluate the following :— 

63. J(3jc* - 2x 4- 4)^^* 64. J(4^ - 3/* + 2/f - 

66. /(3/* 4- 4f ““ 60. 4* 3*^ - ~ 

67. j-(/» - jOs - 3-i.f» - i - 5)<*. 68. /(fH - aj-* + iV7+4-// 

68. J{5«* — sin (<r 4* </«) 4- ^ cos (a 4- 4- — £^^}(fu. 

60. 6^a^ sin — 3<r/) — 5^^~2-6 bf •». L^i _ 

61. jvy^xdx given x^ + y^ = a^, 

62. If y = «* — 3w* 4- 2^“, find — and jydu, 

63. If ^ = ** + 5. find £ and y. 

64. If ^ = — find the equation connecting p and v. 

66. If y is the deflection at distance x from the fixed end of a uniform beam of 
1 ength /, fixed at one end and loaded with a w’cight 'W at the other ; then, if v/e 
neglect the weight of the beam 

cPy W 

E and I arc constants depending on the material and shape of the beam. It is known 

that the deflection y and slope “ are zero at the fixed end where .r = o. Find an 

expression for y in terms of x. 
Note.—The arbitrary constants of integration may be found from the given 

conditions at the fixed end. 
60. For a beam carrying a uniformly distributed load w per unit length, and 

fixed at one end, 

Findy in terms of x. 
67. Find the equation to a curve whose slope at any point is equal to the value of 

jc^ for that point. Verify by plotting the curve from the equation for the case when 
the curve passes through the point (i, 2) and measuring the slope. 

Evaluate 
68. fscc* xdx. (r/. Ex. I, § 115.) 69. /cosec* arf/jt. (z/. Ex. LXIV. 9.) 
70. Jsinh {ax 4- i)dxy Jcosh [ax 4- B)dx, 

71. The slope of a curve is given by ^ = 2.jr 4- 3, and it passes through the point 

jc = r, y = 2. Find its equation. Plot the curve. 
72. A point moves along a straight line so that its velocity at time / is 3 sin 2t. 

"When / = o it has moved one foot. Find an expression for the distance which it has 
moved at any time i. 



CHAPTER XVir 

DEFINITE INTEGRALS—GRAPHIC METHOD 

129. An Area as the Limit of a Sum. t ' c kkh a 

Let AB be a portion of a curve representing as a function of x, AJVi and | 
BN the extreme ordinates, and let OM = ON = 

Then, to find the area ABNM by the mean ordinate method, we divide 
the interval MN into any number 
of parts and thus divide the %«re 
into strips. Although it is not 
essential, we shall take the strips 
as being of equal width. Let 
be the width of one of the strips. 
Then we multiply the width d 
each strip by the ordinate p at its 
mid-point, and thus obtain an ap¬ 
proximation to the whole area 
ABNM as the sum of a number of 
terms y^.r from x ^ a to x d. 

We denote this sum by the sym¬ 

bol 

In working examples on the graphic method of finding areas we found 
that we got more and more accurate results as we divided MN into a greater 
and greater number of intervals and consequently diminished the siie 
of 

The result can be made as accurate as we please by dividing MN up with 
sufficient fineness into equal intervals Sx. 

We express this in mathematical language by saying that the sum 
approaches a definite limiting value as Bx approaches the value o. 

This limiting value defines the true area of the figure ABNM. 

130. Definite Integral as the Limit of a 8um-~We use the symlwl 
A . 
I ydx to denote the limit of the sum '2^ydx as Bx approaches the value o. 

If we have given a series of corresponding values of y and x between 

x = a and x = we may find the approximate value of j ydx as follows 

Plot a curve from the given values of y and x. Then the area enclosed 
by this curve, the axis of x. and the ordinates x ^ a and r = is equal to 
A 
I ydxy and may be found approximately by any of the practical methods for 

J a 
finding areas. 

j ydx is called the definite integral of y with respect to x between the 

limits a and 5. 
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The connection between the definite integral and the indefinite integral 
already treated, will be shown in the following chapter. 

I^OTE.—The student may find some difficulty in understanding the reasoning of 
these two paragraphs ; but he will probably find the difficulty removed in the follow¬ 
ing worked examples. In reading these he should draw all figures for himself, and 
verify all measurements and calculations. 

Example {I).— The following are corresponding values of y and s. Find the value 

' l%dx 

3’8 4‘7 5-» 5'7 

1-87 2-89 3-2 2-85 2-23 1-7 

Plotting the given values of x and jp, we get the curve, Fig. 96. 

nHn||B|n|a 

The area enclosed by this curve, the axis of x, and the limiting ordinates at x = i 
. X = 6 is found to be 11 

We have shown that f ydx is equal to this area, 

Example (2).—The following are corresponding values of x and y. Find ike value 
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X 2 3 3'5 4*3 5*3 6*4 

y on 1*2 r'26 ri8 0*8 o'33 
. 

rS6 4-52 4*99 438 2-02 0*34 1 

By calculation we find the values of w-y given in the third line. 
Plotting Try and x we get the curve (P’ig. 97). 
The area under this curve is found by Simpson’s rule to be 13*85, 

Examples.—LX XIII. 

1. Thefollowing are corresponding values of^and a:. Find the value of 

__ J 
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Find the values 

3. 

4 

64 214 

S 

5-H 994 

of J ju/j mid j fJx, 

3 

29 215 99 S 

Find the values of 

Plot a curve to show the Gallic <»f j r/t fur any vainc <4 the up|icr Umit jr from 

jp = I to je =• 10. 

The following arc corrr.|«m‘l;.irj Y4!iie% of j ai*(! jt: »* 

2-8o 3-57 4**3 477 S'3* 5'9<> 

8-3f>5 ' 9'41S lo* rfk> 10'020 I r5«!o 12 i4<; 

Find the values of the ;~« 

pt n 1 
4, I y^tlx, 6. I 

J T9 J 7 « 
p9 

8. I I 3‘.|.r~ ijdr. 

pf 
e. jrMx. 

J "i-ft 
p-9 

7. I yx^dx, 
j 8t 

181. Work don® by it Viiriitbl® Fore®. ■ We know that if a 
force F moves a borly a dr^lantc s in lt% own clireciion the wrnk 
done is eauail to Fi. 

Consider now a liody, as the pisKni of a sieatn rnginc, wlih.h l\ 
pushed forwards by a force wliidi varies gntdiialiy throughout the stroke. 

As the force is not the same in twci siicf cssive i^ortiono of t!jc !jlrokcj wr 
cannot now find the work clone by niiiltiplyirig the lorcc by the total distatu o 
moved. 

If, however^ we suppo'ie the forre, msitud of changing giadually, to 
change by short steps ; in oihrr words, if we divide the ntrokc s into a 
number of small portions each ec|tial to Sj, arid suppose the force during ear h 
step 5j to remain constant and ctpiai to its ac Had value F at swiic iK'iint td 
that step, then the work done in moving through any step ir is F®f. 

We obtain an approximation to the value of tire work done in the whole 
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stroke by adding together the values of FSj for all the steps ; le. if and 
are the distances of the piston from some fixeti point on the line of its motion 

al the beginning and end of the stroke, Fsj- !s approximately equal to 

the work done in the stroke from .r, to s^. 
As in finding an irregular area, we get a more and more accurate result 

by imagining the stroke cut up into smaller and smaller steps, and we may 
say as before that the work done in the stroke from to % when the force F 

is variable, is the limit which '2; ¥h.\ approaches as approaches the 

value o. 

Kow we have used the symbol j¥ds to denote the limit of the sum 

* f-. 
A the w’ork done ~ 1 ' F</r 

We may find the value of this intcgia! by plotting a curve in which the 
ordinate and abscissa aie ? orresponding values of F and s from j =: jj to 

s =- -v The area under this curve then gives tlic value of Fe/s, which 

is ecpial to the work done. 
Thi.s is the principle of the use^of the indicator diagram of a steam or 

gas engine to fmd the work done in the stroke and the avpage pressure. 
By mechanical means t!ic engine is made i<i trac e amomaiii ally the curve 
sliowing the value of the pressure in the cylinder at different paits of the 
stroke. 

From the area of this diagram the woik done during the str<*ke can be 
found. 

Similarly, if the connection between the force F and the time / is given, 
FW is the impulse or gain in momcnuiin during the short interval of time 5/, 

and f * Fd/ is the total gain In momentum between the times /i and 4 

KxAMri.K (I P ii thi trmiiiini fttusinm ihr pistm ^ a simm-engini ai distance 
s from th€ vf the stroke, Find the vmfk d&m as the piston moves forwards 
through the stroke of 2o'‘^ 

/inches 

Pll*. 3S000 3X500 ! 385CXI 

6 SI'S 19 

.15 „ 275<‘x> KpcKs , 15700 t 11000 3S50 

Work done =tu ft- 

Plotting P and / wc gel the curve BC (Fig. 98). 
The area A BCD i» found to be 494600. 

pm 
I Piis :..'t 494600 

the work done 
^1. 

Pds 41200 ft, lb’. 
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Example (2).~A car wcif;hi lo //>»,. // i, ,, 
cfallowing way, I bang the time in tccamis f,„m ^ 

p 1020 

s
 

i 
<S 

1 1 

■—~ — 1 

/ 0 2 
__j 1 

883 

S 

ym 

H 

702 6§n 7l| 7 jj 

fO 
! 

til tf 

iind r/Mfi/ f0 4 m /i#. /i*f 1 /I, 
:7t jrt€fwn if 

. car at the time 22 seemds from rest. 

- 410 i, avaiUU* for EcUi^^Tjf ,hc ^'rZThrlJt* 
The total ^ 

ling the area we may reckon tti<-*wi*' ’ >” ‘h*- 
hough only their uprjcr nortifir* ' fr^n, ?||r a.f|^ I’ - 41., 

a-:, c ■■‘■ 

Tina « the momentum at aa f,„m re.t. 

MaMofcar= 32*2 
ipced = ^ Siorj x 12 3 

ffi«i * i J 7 f» 
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Note.—We "use the system of engineering units in which 32*2 lbs. is taken as the 

unit of mass. 

Fig. 99. 

Examples.—LXXIV. 

1. P lbs. is the resultant i^ressure on the piston of an engine at distance s ins. 
from the beginning of its stroke. 

Find the work done as s increases from o to 10. 

2. p is the pressure of a gas at volume v. The work done m expansion from 

volume to volume is f ^pdv. Find the work done as the gas expands from 

volume I to volume 9. 
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8. is the pressure of a quantity of steam at volume v. 

687 31*3 19*8 14*3 ii'S 

V 2 4 6 8 10 

Find the work done as the steam expands from volume 2 to volume 10. 

4. From the following data find the work done in expansion from volume 4 to 
volume 10. 

tf 4 s 6 8 10 

717 49*6 38-5 31*5 28*7 

6. A force moves a body along a straight line in its own direction. F is the value 
of the force at a distance s from the starting-point. 

Find the work done in moving the body a distance of i *85 ft. 

Fibs. 7 90 207 290 225 180 0 

X feet 0 0*25 0*5 0*9 1*2 i-S rSs 

6. P is the resultant force at time / on a portion of a machine which moves along 
a straight line. Its weight is 270 lbs. If it has a velocity of 2 ft. per second at 
time / = o, what is its velocity at time t = 0*3 seconds. 

/ seconds 0 0*05 0*1 0125 0*15 0*20 0-25 
1 

0*3 

P lbs. 0 307 428 440 425 
1 

330 17s 0 

7. V is the speed of a car at time jf from rest. 

/ seconds . 0 ^ 5 10 15 20 25 30 

V ft. per sec. 0 3*7 7*5 10*85 12-95 13*7 H 

Find the distance s travelled from rest in 30 seconds 

Also find the distance travelled from rest in 16*5 seconds. 
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8. The following table gives the acceleration a of the reciprocating parts of a 
large gas-engine for different values of the time /. The velocity gained between times 

As 
and 4 is I adit. The velocity is o when / = o. Find the velocity (i) when 

t = 0*087 seconds, (2) when t = 0*1333 seconds. 

t seconds . 

i 
0 0*0167 0*0333 0

 

8
. 

0*0667 0-0833 
! 

0*1000 0*1167 0*1333 

1 

a ft. per sec. 
362*1 per sec. . 453‘2 429’S 261*9 143'8 24*1 

I 

-82*8 -167-5 —226*6 

0. The shearing force across a beam at a point A is 300 lbs. w is the load per 
foot at a distance x feet from A. The shearing force at a distance x from A is 

obtained by subtracting j wdx from the shearing force at A. Find the shearing 

force (i) 6*5 ft. from A, (2) 3 ft. from A. 

X 0 I 2 3 4-. 
I 
1 

4*6 5*3 5-8 6-5 

w 10 10 1 11*75 17 22*4 23*2 22 19*1 10*4 

10. If s is the specific heat of a body at temperature d®, the total heat given to 
' Pi 

unit mass of the body in raising its temperature from $i to is I sdB. The follow- 
•I Bi 

ing table gives the specific heal of water at temperature 6. Find the total beat 
required to raise the temperature of a gram of water from 0° C. to 20° C. 

9^C. s. 

0 1*00664 
2 1-00543 
4 1-00435 
6 1*00331 
8 I *00233 

10 I *00149 
12 1*00078 
15 1*00000 
16 0-99983 
18 0-99959 
20 0-99947 

11. Find the total heat required to raise the temperature of a gram of water from 
4® to 31®, The values of s up to 20® are given in example 10. Beyond 20® we 
have— 
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'i y/^r': 
t ***» . 
f tM0> :.t 

I 
i f-0 11 

182, Definite IntD^r&l of a Fiturttan. . 
aes ofjKand r given in n fnlpilifrii vr i, i, i\'*r 
ction of X. From tins wc «i,iy t r- ,1 
ceedas before. 

Ingenerai^if F(x)isanyfiim inmof 1 y.|i- h ^ 41. i 

ween the limitsriami Aof i, wc - ar* im i ilir- , 4:.;r ^ ^ * I 1 • 

thod. 

ExaMPL* (i). P.nJ Iktx^i'.uf af I Svi, 

Calculate the vais,ai„f a* f,„ ^ ^ _ 

J 1 
a*o j’l 1^4 1 ff 

! 
^ 1 8*0 10*65 17 

m these yajucs pli/t the ciiree > »• f„ , 
Wc get the curve A B. 

'7 '4 jJv, 

»r-- 

'n 
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The value of :<^dx is then given by the area A BCD enclosed by this curve, the 

ordinates at its extremities, and the axis of x. This area is found to be 16*24. 

^ oddx = 16*24 

Examplk (2).—Find the value of I *sm* 0d0, 

j 0 

Calculate the values “of sin* 9 for a number of values of 9 between o and -> 
2 

taking 9 in radians. 

9 degrees . 
] 

0 18 1 3« 54 72 90 

6 radians . 0 0-3142 0*6283 0-9423 1*2566 1-5708 

sin 0 . . 0 0*3090 0*5878 0*8090 0-9511 1*0 

sin* 0 , . 0 0-0955 0-34S 0-654 0*904 1*0 

Plotting sin*0 and we get the curve shown. 

Fig. xoi. 

By Simpson’s Rule the area between this curve and the axis of 9 is found to 
be 0*785. 

$mHd9 = 785 

Note that, although it is convenient to take 9 in degrees when plotting the curve, 
we measure 9 in radians when finding the area. 

f 
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AMPLE (3). —fn finding the perimeter of an ellipse of major axis 2 and 

icily 0*5, wi require to find the value of the expression j 2 — 0*25 sin® ipdip. 

J 0 

find the value of this integral by a graphic method. 

>t the curve y •— 0*25 sin* if> between the limits tp o and </>=-=: 1*5708. 

t down the work as follows :— 

.dians. 

3 
5236 
5708 
0472 
7854 
3491 
2566 
1745 

sia 

0*0 

o‘5 
I *0 
0*866 
0*7071 
0*342 
0*951 
0*1736 

sin* 0. 

0*0 

0*25 
1*0 

0*75 
0*5 
0*11696 
0*9044 
0*0302 

o*as sin® 6. 

0*0 

0*0625 
0*25 
0-1875 
0*125 
0*02924 
0*2261 
0*00755 

I — o'as sin* I—o* 

1*0 

0*9375 
0*75 
0*8125 
0*875 
0*97076 
0*7739 
0*99245 

•o*as sinV- 

1*0 

0*968 
0*866 
0*9014 
0*9353 
0-985 
0-88 
0*996 

Fig, 103. 

)n plotting these values we get the curve shovna. 
The area enclosed by this curve, the line j/ = o, and the ordinates for which = o 

^ = 1*5708 = ^ is found to be 1*47. 

0*25 sin* <f> dtp 1*47 

Example (4).—A gas expands so as to follow the law pv = C. When the volume is 
th. ft. the pressure u 2116 lbs, per square foot. Find the W07-k done as the gas 

mdi Ip fiU a volume of ^ cub, ft. 
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The area under this curve is found lo be 2321. 

work done = ^pdv = 2321 ft.-lbs* 

Examples.—LXXV. 

Pind the value of the following integrals by a graphic method j 

1. fx*dx. 2. 8. Psin e d$. 
Jl Jl I 0 

4. j A^dx. 6. 8. 1 y 4-x’jx. 

7. 
!>■ 8. W9 — dx. 8. 

10. I - x)^‘^dx. 

12. / sin^ 6d6. 

dx 

Vi — 0*25 sin* 

14. A quantity of steam expands so as to follow the law = 8000, where v is 
the volume at pressure p. Find the work done as the steam expands from volume i 
to volume 10. 

15. A quantity of air expands so as to follow the law pv^‘^ = C. ^ = 21160 
when » = I. Find the work done in expansion from volume 2 to volume 5. 

16. In a paper by Lord Kelvjn, on motion in an elastic solid, it was required 

to find the value of i)i^dr^ when the following values were given :— 

p ioi*i 78*5 64*4 49*6 39*5 31*8 11*8 5*00 2*46 I’34 0*82 0*53 0*38 0*36 1*00 

Find the value of this integral. 

133. Variable Ijimit of Integration. 

Consider the definite Integral j ydxy where the lower limit a is fixed 

and the upper limit x starts from the value a and gradually increases. 
Let AB be the curve representing^ as a function of x. 
Let OM = a and ON = the upper limit x. 

Then j ydx^ which we shall denote by I, Is equal to the area ABNM, 

and, as the upper limit x increases, N starts at M and moves along Ox 
through the positions N, N', N", while B moves along the curve AB. At the 
same time the value of I continually increases in the case shown in the 
figure. 

Thus for every value ON of 2: there is a definite value of I equal to the 
area ABNM, and I is a function of x. When N moves to N' an amount 
equal to BB'N'N is added to I, and so on. 
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If at various points on Ox we erect ordinates to represent on some 
venient scale the value of the area under the curve AB from AM to 

respective points, we obtain a curve representing the definite integral I as a 
function of x. 

In the figure the curve MCC'C'' is drawn so that any ordinate N'C' 
represents the area between AM and C'N' on some convenient 

sc^e. 

This curve represents I, or ( ydx as a function of x. 

Example (i).—Flat a curve representing I Fdx as a function of x front x = 2 

to X — 

Letl: 

ting J 

f: 
We have already (example i, p. 249) found the value of I when = 3. We must 

now find the value of I for other values of x between 2 and 6, and plot a curve in 
which, the ordinates shall represent the values of I, and the abscissae the corresponding 
values of x. 

First draw the curve= F from ^ = 2 to = 6. This is the curve AB (Fig. 105 ). 
To get the curve CD representing I, proceed as follows. Divide the area into any 
number of strips of equal width. In the figure we have taken 8 strips each, of 
width 0*5. 

When X = 2, I = s^dx = 0 C is on the required curve 

' Fdx = area ACFE 

= CF X (ordinate of curve AE at point x = 2*25) 
= 0-5 X 11*4 = 5*7 

Set off FG equal to 57 on the scale for I. Then G is a point on the required 
curve. 

To get the value of I when x = 3, add the area of the next strip EFHK, which, 
is 0*5 X 20*8 = 10*4. This gives the point L on the curve CD. Similarly, successive 
points on the curve C D are obtained by adding in succession the areas of the strips 
into which the area under the curve AB is divided. 
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Finally, the ordinate at D represents the whole area AB MG, which is CKjiial to 

^ The scales on which I and x are represented need not be the same. The student 

should form an estimate of the greatest Talne of I that will be reqnircd before choosing 
the scale on which I is to be represented. 

The area of each strip is e(|ual to its base multiplied by its mean height, and may 
be represented by that height if a suitable scale be chosen for I. Thus the addition 
of the areas of successive strips may be very mindly performed with a pair of dividers, 
by marking off lengths equal to the mean heights of the successive strips. 

In the above example the width of each strip is 0‘5, and its area is therefore 
numerically equal to one-half its mean height. We choose the scale of I so that the 
mean height may represent the area, i,e. we take the scale for I et^ual to twice the 
scale for Thus the curve CD maybe rapidly constructed with dividers. The area 
of the first strip AEFC is 5‘7> 5*7 oa the scale for I is equal to the ordinate ii '4 
at the mid point of CF on the scale for and the point G is obtained bj marki^ 
off, on the ordinate FE, a length equal to the ordinate to AB at the mid point of CF\ 
Similarly, L is obtained by adding to this length on the ordinate HK a length equal 
to the ordinate to AB at the mid point of FH, and .so on- 

Ex AMPLE (2).-—A £arnitijfAs lO and ds elrmm by ih£ jfndl P Ibs.^ t*arying in 
tJufcUowlftg way^ t Being t/u time in seconds from starting. 
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p 1020 980 HSi 720 702 (>50 /i.i 722 

0 2 5 B 10 
i 

1 16 
I 

19 1 
aj 

7'hf rr/aft/mi; fi>rt'€ ff ffifium is anJ squat U 410 ihs, Pigi p 4^ lO 
the t$me /, andJfam iht.% ohtam a eurir sh^itdnji^ .?/m/ and fsmr, 

(iUarci (d KdurafUm Exuntinjluai in Applied Mechanics 
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Wc havr itkrii'ly seen (p. 245) that the momculuin of the car 'whenf ^ 22 seconds 

m fP -* aiHl ife when / ■= 23 sccoir!* b equal to its momentum 

iliTidoi It* m.isri r j" (P — 410).//0*001437 (P — 4lo)^/(^ feet per 

ict;«n«L 
In the atiic way* it:i speed at any time t sccomh from starting m 

0 '*i4j7 J (i‘ - 4wy/ 

4tid wr a till VC ilinwing the speed as a function of 4 
'I hr I iiivr P — 410 ami / im ahemiy been plotted (p. 246), and is here 

ir|»r»# IS’- ’’d. 

luviiir fhr ,ifra iiiidrf thi* curve iiUo stiips by ordinates drawn as in the figure. 
The w.tlih rif [hr tint sifjp h 1*5^ and its mesin height, reckoned from the axis 
i* - 4S0 o, m not iliowii in the figure, b 595. 

- 410}.// = I *5 X 59S “ 

4nd ikr s|icrti al the rad of i‘5 ^crr»ndi is 0*001437 X %2*5 = 1*29 ft. per second. 
Aitoftlsugly we plot ilic |Hiiiii Q, wliiye ouiiiiate h 1*29, on a suitable scale to 

frprc»^iit file '4#rril wli^n / ~ 1*5. Similarly the ordimilc at R which lepresents the 
iprrd al iLc rjid of | vcotph fiom rc^l is obt.iincd by atlding to the ordinate of Q a 
irngfli rtpial u* lli*-' afr.4 r4 ttic iciroml strip iiiulujilial by 0*001437. 

Po-s IliU”. wr tiblain flic curve QRST, whirh gives tlic speed at any time, 
the lifwl i| red being II 7 ft. |#cr f*econd, in example 3, p. 245. 

PdXAMrLM.—LXXVI. 

I, Plot a ciifvc llic value of J xh/x for all values of x from x =s o 

2 Plot I |z»' 4" tjJx (>*r all values of x from ^ ss i to je = 10, 

3. I'lot I*(I 4- from jr -2 t to JF ^ 10. from your curve re»d off the 

tAfiSc of the if^vgfal when x *3 4, 

I, Plf4 J 3' 2M - 4Kjr fforti X = o to X S3 6« 

I. Fl«l I %iii M' fmm I =: o lo f 

0, I'bd I ' ^ ffriTO X :.3 0*1 to Jf = 3. 
J i X 

/* Jx 
f. p|*4 I from X o to X ~ 0*9. 

J '3 %/1 ***3 

B. t'to! J'/b ’»*»''”' /•=’*’ + »+». f«'“ Jt ” I to * « 3. 

», The following table givts the pull P *t the drawbar of an electromotor at time 

# wconfli ftoffi ilMting 
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P lbs. . . 1150 1450 1320 >35° 1040 1300 1150 1370 1120 750 

/seconds . 0 12*5 25 37*5 43 50 55 62*5 75 83 

Dedact 300 lbs. for friction, air resistance, etc., which are taken as constant, and 
plot a curve to show the value of P — 300 for any value of / from o to 83. The train 
weiijhs 21 tons. Obtain a curve to show the speed at any time from / = o to 
jf=83secs. 

10. F is the resultant pressure on the piston of a bull engine when the weight has 
been raised to a height h feet. The work done in raising the weight to the height h is j lV/4 ft.-lbs. Plot a curve to show the work done in raising the weight to any 

height from o to 8 ft. 

k feet 0 0*5 1 1*5 2 3 4 5 6 
1 

7 8 

Plha. SIO no no no 100 73 54 44 38 
1 

34 30 

11. The following table gives the drawbar pull exerted by an electric locomotive 
at distance s from rest 

Fih;. 

feet 

930 

15 

930 

30 

835 

45 

1000 
i 

1225 j 132s 1300 1230 1000 800 

80 no 160 180 200 227 260 

650 

300 

The work done in drawing the train from rest to a distance s Fds. Plot a 

curve to show the work done for any value of s from o to 300 ft, 
Kxainpkr* 9 and ix arc adapted from a paper by P. V, MacMahon, in the 

Ekcirkian for June, 1899, p. 227, where the student will find additional material for 
#?xanipie3. I’he data refer to the City and S. London Railway. 

19. A l»ody weighing x6io lbs. is lifted vertically by a rope, there being a damped 
spang balaucc to indicate the pulling force F lbs. of the rope. When the bod^ had 
been lifted jcfcctfrtmi its position of rest, the pulling force was recorded automatically 
as follows r-”- 

X 0 XI 20 34 45 55 66 76 

F 4010 39J5 3763 
t 

3532 3366 3208 3100 3007 

Draw a cnirvc sliowing the probable value of the velocity v feet per second for all 
\'mlaes of x up to So. 

Note.—I'hc resultant upward force on the body is F — 1610 lbs. The work done 
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In • . 
kinetic energy of tlie body is equal to I (F ■— i6io)<2^. Since the 

starts from rest this is also equal to the kinetic energy imv^, where is the 

o£ the body = Thus the value of v can be obtained for any value of x, 

(Board of Education Examination in Applied Mechanics.) 

3-3. 'The following table gives the force F producing the acceleration of the 
^P^ocating parts weighing 2080 lbs. of a 400 H.P. Crossley gas-engine at intervals 
e\r Second. 

" a^ec:oii<is 0 0*0167 0-0333 0*0500 0*0667 0*0833 0*1000 

lbs. 29270 27740 23390 16920 9287 1560 -5349 

: i>^c:ojacis 
1 

0*1167 01333 0*1500 0*1667 0-1833 0*2000 

lbs. . — 10820 — 14640 — 16920 — 18040 — 18480 — 18580 

Construct a curve to show the velocity at any time from ^ — o to if — 0*2 second. 
Given, velocity = o when ^ = o. 
X-^. The following table gives the resultant turning moment M exerted on the 

c;ra.jak: of a 500 H.P. Crossley gas-engine for different values of the angle B through 

the crank turns. It can be shown that j l/LdB varies as the square of the 

velocity <» for any value of so that an ordinate equal to this integral will 
f *^|>rosc5nt <w® on a suitable scale. ^ ^ 

CCoxistruct a curve to show how the angular velocity « varies for different values 
* The scale for on need not be shown. 

^ ci.<5grrc:cs . 0 14 28 
t 

46 72 100 134 180 218 243 270 302 327 350 3SS 360 

^ £t.-lbs.| 
pair scq. in. > 
of piston j 

-41 34 

1 
2 129 IIS 109 59 -41 -91 — 107 -91 -41 31 -41 -43 -41 

INotb.—Since the scale of the resulting curve is not determined, B maybe taken in 

^3E3camples 13, 14 are adapted from a paper by Mr. Humphrey {Frdceedtngs 
Mechanical Engineers^ Jan., 190T, p. 67), where a number of curves are 

i33A. Tabiilation of Definite Integrals. 

■When the values of the dependent variable are given at sufficiently small 
iiite^rvals, and the curve is not too irregular in shape, we can tabulate the 
V3ulin€is of the definite integrals without actually plotting the curve. If, for 
e:K:o^mple, in Fig. 106, p. 256, the values of v are given at intervals of 1^ secs., 
t faion the mean value of v throughout each interval is approximately the mean 

its values at the beginning and end of that interval, and this may be found 
wifiltout actually plotting the curve. Multiplying this mean value by the 
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length of the inttTvaly we get the corresponding porticm of cJeliiiitc 

integral that is, we get the space described dining the interva.!* 
d he work may be arranged as in the following example. 

F.XAMri.E.~'f/y?. /rr sn\ is thi of a poini rnming in a straight 
t sees. Cmstruei a talk to show the liisiatue s 2vhkh the point has travelieJ ai ftme^ 

(t) h) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

i V a X mr-»« w* lucati V is (nicaii t') X 5/ 

0 
croc 

0*10 
0*15 ^ 

0*20 
0*25 
0* 

0*35 
0*40 

69*50 
6cr«j4 
64*45 
62‘cxi 

59*61 
57*27 
54*97 
52*72 
50*5* 

136*41 
I 4*39 
120*4^ i 
I 21-91 i 
I lii'KH i 
112*24 : 

107*09 ' 

^03*23 ■ 

68*220 
65-095 

! 63-225 ; 

1 «.o‘Hi^5 i 

5K 4 p‘> ; 

59*120 . 

SVHS 1 
Si'6is 1 

o*cp5 

>» 

$* 

„ I 

i 

3*4^0 
3*28475 
3*16125 

2*022U 

2 ’Sofju 

1 2'6«^225 
2-58075 

1 

I- 

i ? 

t t/ 

O 
’4 I 

X 
I ^ Oi s 

:2 I * ^ s r 

The numbers in column (3) arr c*blaisie«! ly adding together in pairs tbc yiiirol^^ii 
in column (2). 

The nuiidjrr^ in coluiim (4} arc ohtainetl Ijy dividing the numbers in c#.4«iti}i | |i 
by 2. 

Thr numbers in column {6} arc r*bl;unc«l by nnilliplying the numbers in *. 
(4) and (5). 

Hie numbers in adumn {7) arc the thr numbersdown to the cun 
point! in column (6), 

Kxami'Les. lx XVI a. 

1. A force nmvc» a bfidy along^ a straight liar in iis own direction. P i". 
value of the force at n diMaiitc j It. fimn ^oriir fixed point on the line. Finci f J,,r » i* 
done in moving the body from s JO to s 13. 

/ 10 10*5 II ; U'S 12 12*5 

F 20*085 j 
i 

33*ns 

i i 
54-5.|S 1 Ki-.)5i ; 

1 
; 121*51 ■ 134*29 

A ns. 254*60 ft ^' 3 

2. I'he folhmijig vahjrg of / ifid x bfing given, talniLitc 3A ff>r cacti 
\%hrre 5A r. l!<r area in thr mierval bclwrrn two ordiiiatc». A ~ 0 wilt*## *t p 
I'abtilftic ihe vahir*, of A from x sr. 3 |o x 13, 

: 4 I s ^ f. i 7 « ^ 9 I .0 j 

i I , i ! 
I-7S IO-4S xrsf^iSS ^^S 4y^-i S‘'5‘MS«7» 45'r'» 

f , _ __J _____ 

(A = 4*4-31 when * a o.) 

i 
71-93 7771 

tlkmrd of Education Exam 
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0 t\ h. 7 '‘j‘* ’ yro * 71 ‘jji j 71.45 yrfu 7I-7H 71-94 72'I I 72*28 

i rr. iM*i ' I0'3 ! i<r3 1 Kr4 lo-f) 10*7 I 10*8 lO't) 

S, ijt thi*' nrrflrrafinn at tiint* / u[ a priint a!on|^ a straight line. 
Ta!m!:tt^ iIk- v.ilur', of thr vrlMrisy :il diffrrriu times from IO‘I secs, to II secs. 
1 hf? |». iiiit '-luf". fifim rr,t whru / ' %rcs. 

' ' 

11*0 
’ ! I ' I . . ..,J„ t 

fr L ’i, whni / II.I • 

134. C'lJiiii? nirtion of C«rv«B from a given Tiaw of Slope. 
Wjth ‘‘.iiiit* iK»t;ition ;i% Urfnif! (§ 13'^}^ let x increase by a small amount 

^s\ \t) tba! N ninvrs thtcjti|;h a ^hort distance NN'. 
^ 1 lirii I i’' iia !ra*.rci by the area BB'N'N, whic h is equal to NN' multiplied 

ley a value ST ttif between NB and N'Bh 

if,n ST / Ir 
nl 
ix 

ST 

Tf> ^ we must fmd 
il t 

!he liniifiui: value id ^ a% Ir 

a|ipfn.'i« tbr value n. 
In * ;r e N’ ninvr*i 

lia !»• H and fV to B, auti 
thn*» S’t, wlurli innal aUvaya 

hr hrfwerfi Nil and N’B', 
ntfivr-t b.n k f« mal nlismately 
* idr*# with HB. 

./! 

*' Ji 
fiU it) 

A 
J 

M 
Tm, %fvjn 

Kow farliiiair rd the rnrve MCC' is etiua! to the value of I, and 

shptrf.ijr m-'a-.wri'-t the irf ih<t >tirve WICC'. 

TJisr. -.;!! >’,!• in 1) iniif-i llint ihf. -.Iniw of ifin rurvfi MCC' is equal to the 
oul'ji'tl** '4 5: «■ ttuve AB, and wr liave ^llo«•n how to construct the curve 
MCC' '.Oirjj ;■ . l.tw of '.hiiic » . K’'*’'' ordinate of the curve AB. 

}■ Of r'.,.,n4 >, m e*4nii.!p i, jc Jjf. "c nhowe.l how to drawihe curve CD, 

irjnf,cnv.n;r when if. J.iwof " .»•* was Kivcn hythe curve AB. 

In p».ui.i > !, i>. 257. wc ■■howpil how to draw ,a curve, representing 

f ;v - 4!o ,;f. when Its dope J* ~ 410 at any point was given on a suitable 

/ « 
%r;;4lf: by ut A. 

I-’X f! » Cl imi$u ef ihi f/c/^ ^^ certain cume 

/*.^r f 

m r J 3*7 ! 4 j S*2 j 6 

Jr 
Jw 

O'Vi rs : IH j tc82 ' 1 0*4 o’(>S 

i ‘.T«.•/’■I'*.; '.ir-.'fn .f 1’,^ iff;./ X fi, g^ven (hat ^ ■= 2 when 

X\ , Mi IrdiUl’^r tmui iifuKrt id f.tifvci having llic given law of slope, for 
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if one be constructed it may be supposed moved in a direction parallel to the axis of 
r without changing its shape, and thus we may obtain as many more curves as we 
please, all having the same law of slope. We require to choose that particular curve 
m which y ~ 2^ when x = 1*2. 

dy 
First construct the curve A, Fig. 108, whose ordinates represent values of ^ given 

in tlie table. 
From this obtain, by the method of p. 253, the curve B, whose ordinate for any 

value of X is equal to the area under the curve A from ar = 1*2 to that value of x, 
/** dy 

Tliis gives the value of / -^jix which, as has been shown above, is equal to 

the value of y in the required curve if measured from a suitable point. We then 
adjust the scale for^ so that^ = 2 when jsr = 1*2, and B is the required curve. 

KxAMPLE {2).—In example 2, 256, we obtained a curve giving the value of the 
speed V of a car at any time between o and 22 seconds from starting. To construct a 
curve to show the distance s moved by the car from rest at any time between o and 
22 seconds. 

We know that tf = ^ and therefore the velocity curve already obtained represents 

tJic slope at any value of t of the required curve representing s. 

We therefore obtain the s curve from the v curve by plotting the values of I vdt 

. *' ® 
in the same way as the velocity curve was obtained from the curve A representing the 
h>rce, and therefore also the acceleration. The initial value of s is evidently *ero. 

The resulting curve VW is given in Fig. 106. 
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I'.'iAMii K. i.xxvn. 
1. The !<>'■ 

It i'. kiirwn 
X ^ K'5. id* 

dtjuinff faJdr i[,m 
fb'-t! r 3‘^ w!,rn 
‘111 % i- mt < nr vr rrad 

ff^e J“|.c fit a 
t 2. C'cjfj 

»if file vabir*! 

(rrfaiii rtirvf fur various values of x. 
inat fbe curve between x -2 and 

t4 V when X 5 and when x 8. 

Value f»f X ♦ 3 . ^'3 3*6 3 ! 3*6 1 ! S 

Slnprof nirvr- 0 o‘4li rfjH rnaj i 0*97 0-44 

Value ui X . S’44 5-90 ^■3 I 6*9 i 7'S 8*1 3*5 

Slope tif rnifr 0 »- if47 - o‘Ho * - 
1 

-0*93 1 ■ 

1 

-»o*S --0*4 0 

S. ii«4 nitrr. / jr’ a largr scale fr<im x ri o to x = 3, 

Pint aho / rr a,r x r- o lo x ], tTien, nmr.t. :: it, the orclinate of the 

scionfl iiitve nif2%mrt tlir ftf tlir lfy»i {tx tny value of x. Measure the area 
l^rlwfrn thr o»l < tii¥r uml th** 4tn *4 x from t z- 0 to x 3, and verify that it i» 
rqiml lo #«rlir;m!r f4 ’hr lu'if riifv#* a| jr 3, 

3. A i orvr nmihih-i,i i!*^ «iip«rdiit r^rf|ttal |t> twice llie abscissa at that 
Cnmtiip t lb*' ruryr. p h i^vrri ih^i! mr niivr jasvt throtij'h the point (i, 2), 

4. $4 a I’xfr 4! any pf^ol h rr|tial tc» it - i, where x h Uic abscissa of 
lha? |<»4rJ. f'* t iir/r, Itmmil |;ivra that y $ when x = 3, 

ft, *ir.^ n who li fbrr elairjfi lictween/and xbMicli that the equation 

n '^an-fieri ft! I til ihr riiftr. Ii i»i fjven that y * o when x -- o. 
0. bblMwifi}* !al fli** iprrd p tu feet | ft srrond of a train in the f!Ity 

ind b*iti*h f‘Jri irii: Padway at ffioe i >xrjmth from ifarlitig, a twve to 
iln+w llic s,|ire4 af any Ifiilatj? from / ” fi |r» i*74 *irc:t}nfh. 

If / h the moveil In / irrondi wr know that v and therefore tlie 

ofdiirAte nf dir tpr-nl riiftr fivr% the ;do|»e #}f tlie cliff.-iiier tiirvc for any value of /. 
Ilrfiff* corri?r,r| » ri*fvr !o 4iow fli** drtoic^ / tra^cilfd at nfiy time / from / r- o to 
/ r: 174 tr. • tr\. 

i %rr ondi a 3$ .10 40 50 70 

p It fm m’.t. ' 0 li'4! I4'*.5 ifi'H 

1 

t9’3S 2cr9ft 

i %'Colsdi . rp 

w ft. |#cf frff:. iS'r|0 

i«| ^ HS 

] 

il'H; ' 20*51 

1O0 

16*1 

174 

a 

7. From dir data git^n In r¥‘ini|i|e 7^ p. 247, coirirua a curve to ohow^ the 
dbtafire lriivrl|e*| by ibe r»f from roi si / r: 0 to any time from o to 30 sees. From 
ymi cmive f«d ejf the disfance irsivcikd in 16*5 *ccf. 
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B 111 ihr fi4l- Uhlf ii Ihr vrI.Hify uf |V piojrt |||r in fh^ ^nfr a K ^ 
iir / I’i fi *111 fljr ni iLr ri|4..4p}| : 

. u'l -i, 

y^f . ,^^7 I,,; I 114 

'I '■« << ^ I* 

f?|-* 1277 Ijv## I 

!•;..! It .;in- ! . •-•.■ ^ ti.r .’i.'^is.r r .|r, n. r.i J.y 'hr -J . t f , , 

>■,. jvi I . tl'ti) I'v). v.ivsiij; ,,;v. '!,j' » .• ;■ 

M li n TJ .,! ai, rjr.'J,, IT a- I;■n-/It >11, ftiMij;, 

f! r> »' ,'■1*^.. TJ; i J'SJ j .. 

.1 < S 7 K 

7' ■.•'■■, ’■ (•'» af'rt 7 t- ft ti.,-... . 

^4IJ f fi ! . f If? -.ri t, ^ ^ 

, 1? */ ■!",’?'V“”^ '! '•'■■ '•■"■' '’!■'’*•'■• Il.r.iitun.r , . 

.. , 'i’l.'-f- -u / t, i../ 
**■ ' " r)>i 111 J->u;. •- r, ,1.: >, a„ r',..,,, ]„, .si.<,!itr af .i,; . J. J, - , 

i'I-'- ’ll '.■.<• I'A r at , , ■ .,,1 ai, i T.j u; I.. ?.HI li , 

V i‘. ! ' •’’• 1 ■■''-»■••»' .4.> fi.l a r 
’ ‘ ‘ ' »» • r .; -<4 r 1 ^-.-r . *’ ,:,t, , -*1?, C- fgun, f| |m J 7. -r • 5 

I* 7 I f , |7,?| 5?i'* 

/ ri 1 I I 
114 114 I-* f 

^ fl .:rii r, \ J I 
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lljr wri ? f !l;r i^rsiri filr i*5 7^ lln, 

tllr^ 4»f l.iifr *ijf| tlif air in frrmt r*rr| net rrlarfling force on 

thr nojjrciilr, 'h^ arrTlrr4»t..-,ji if Mlifaiiml hf dwifVmn P in lirt. liy flic inas*i 
32'3' 

riot f i;ivn !»» *hftw »li*» a* jiy travrlI<M| ;|| any instant 
f!*iou.'ji**ut *lr |.rr:*'>it « i,-:;*!*-'*"'!. 

ll ».:i !.r jotrn ^ 4ltrr« !m nr,t lir rx.tifly «,« a rr^^nlir curve when 
j»1f>l?r!. A mof'" V r*-'. ,1* w;ll |#r Ify diAttini' a imoofh t-iirvr^ lying 
A% rvrny fMr.u > mu. ng f) |4<i!!r4 flmii l#y maling the curve pav, exactly 
iLroUi;!* iLr live g*frn 

iri Ih^ f.!l wirri: mur |%vr» t|,r ffr rlrrAfinii *1 n( file rruprocaliiig parts of m 
If I*. ry rv,^v^ h f ^vffrirni viltn of flic time /, roiwtrucl a curve to 

V r tu . .5 1 -.1 4? > \m^ ft>un i €# lo / O'.fN, givrii flwl tfjr vrloHty y xrro 

wLrij / ii. 

/ -.ri . iIkI^ .... 0 t»'OJ . o'cj4 ©•cj6 o*«^ 0*10 

a ft. I^r *rf , pri ir-M , iSlI 7 345'4 307 j i$r4 «475 x6yH 

/irr$,n!% , . . , o'4H O'49 tf44 Ci'43 
I 

0*40 o-.?« 

/ ‘.r? f||;>|t , , , . ri'l4 fri^i 0't» ovo ^ ! 0*33 0-a4 

« P. p*"! |*ff :rr, S391 fsr4 

i 

- l#J*ll »•» I6»'I - Ifiy-i; 

/ irC'n;4l .... #-|4 { OMJ I I o*yi II’aE j 0*a€ 
I 

o'a4 
! 

Ffom / o J4 !t41 r#’4\ a pvtwr* l»i^k slifoi-ifli flic wine valnct n from / .■: o In 
i y^^|. 

14 Ij IS r| ^ m*|.'rie||r ifi4tiif?ritt liintigli » coll of an i«4«ition motor at time 4 

1%*' ^Iff t,iv#'rte4 m4 given in tlir fnllowlfig table. Crorwlriict a cuivc 

I*) tlnm !l,e Im *|| tif i |liroiiglii#sil lie |«fi«l amitlfrrd. Take 
li 0 wJjrfi i a. 

/ ^rn. ' 0 ri'ryl ' o'|ii J 11,0*a| f|‘|0 j 0*35 I 

4|4 j t’^m I *aII Cl If J 'I 774^0’ 15^1 o*''rraaf# &’42(/ 

^P45 

~0'S64, -1*049: 

0*50 

*• nm 

iH, filU-mmi: givrs «f Mm^fker fctl of th#* same motor as In 
llir Us! ri*irs|ilc. 1 fiift# fo Aow tli« imloctlow If for all vihiia of / n% 

I, o '‘.tlrj | r- o. 
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Ifi A h“nr.uts!al bar, n m*i. is rixe4 at one end, and is loaded ict a 
vsf.iy tliat flic* wrijdsi 7(> prr unit Irni'fh at various points is given by the followingT 
I in the fli'.t.UKc- frt»n» the froc end. 

1 , I © 4 8 10 XI 
I _ 

?o Ili-I, prr m. i 4 S'2 i H*3 12*2 

Flo! R cnrfr to r.bow the value r»f m at any point. Note that the load 
full!jf is'ur.ly. llir exprr’vsirm ** wripht prr unit length ” docs not imply tJi»t ih^ 
I‘u.| r* umUmn for a unit Inif^lh of the bar at any place. 

f! known that to where / is the shearing force at distance x from thr* ffr»» 

al«o / Cl at the free rnd. 
f 'funirm ! a c iirvr !«} f.how the value of s a! any point. What is the shearing f*' ^ 

fh*" liird rnd / 

17. In 5|ie rxaiiiplr, if M b the brutling moment, then at distarif *e s 

fhr frrr end. f'oiotnict a curve to fdmw the bending moment at any 
M o a? djr (trf^ ni4, 

IB. A lo ft. h^ig i** haded iii th#* innnnrr given in the following w 
X I 4vr tl’e *amr nir.ininf.H m in examples if», ly. Plot curves to show" 

,M4d I rr tir.j? Ir-.n-rtti, (2) the diraring force, (3) the bending moment at any p'di.f 
W hat is *Ik f'«rf:r at fhr Isr^-d rnd ? 

f 0 1 3 3 4 5 7 8 9 tm 

X0 a , rs 1 T1 : 5-5 i 77 97 1 I r2 
1 
1 I2'2 11‘8 I0'3 7-i 

1 

10, A bar 10 irn. long i‘i fixrd at one end. The other end cm.rr»r*j * 
wr ip].!' of r* cci r* 'riir' bar ii uW* uniformly loaded udfh 200 Ihs. per inch 
•ubin Iriigih. Pit.! I ififvf fo ihr^w ihr. rihrarhig force at any point. 

Ilia! i • |fr« whrn x o. What is the shearing force at the fixed end ^ 
til). I’bi! A rntvr to !-hf»w fhr I ^ending moment M any point of the bar. 51 w 
t fi. Wl,4? is fbe momrni at the fired end <• ^ 
‘Jl. y inr I’^rn l>c the dowiiwaffl ilinplacemcnt of a point on the bar at a afwr 

# ::Sf the free nifb 11irn i! i% known that at any i^oint the sb|« of th« I 

wl'.rtr \f if fh^ Icrpriing fnonimb K ;4nd I are eomtarits depending on the mat ^ri»l 

arr| s' -if tbf I M, aitd i ■ h the »lr,pr of the beam wliere x = o. ^ . 
In fill ra‘,r, bif a wrrriglif-ifon bar of rectanftttlar section 3 ins. wide ^ %m. 

4rrp, K X I i6» a«d o at the fixed tmd where x = 10. 

Ccmffitc! a curve having a* its ordinate tbe alo^ bar at any point 
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NriTK.-' It i. not necfHsary to know C. 

zero* an4 aftcrwarrls movo the i.calc for ; 
dx 

Construct the curve as though C were 

80 that the slope is shown as o at the 

fixer! etui where x - 10. 
22. c'onsUuct a nirvr tr> ibnw the di.^pkeement y of each point in the bar. The 

curve obtained in rxaiitple 21 gives the law of slope of the required curve, and the 
rrfpnrcfi curve can therrhue br (nnstiuctrd. 

NtTFE. I'hr flispburmrnt is evidently o at the fixed end, and the scale for y must 
thr-rrforr t>e moved io as to give this value* What is the displacement at the 
free md ? 

A 



( H • iM'Kl-; xvai 

/'/■ I'jxirh 

135. Connw.ticjn w< r,n n.i mu! tminJhiito 

\Sc ii.i.- • ■ -A •,!, Ml Iti.l! ll 1 I. !iir licflilitj. I*)-,/,- 

,l..n , 
tl I 

liiil lljc J%-Jt l„i. iirf» ivi tli.il fiiiy lion of x 
t*, d'Mrtrul. il * ,rji* rf|iul 

. . ihn clrfillilr Mi|r*gl4l j i|r|t||r!| m f||#» |^|.,| # 15 Idciltil iil 

wills tlif! it 4*i ||t C ls.i*t!rr XVL 

fil.tl flif^ ii*iir.iiUfir iiifwrAl may kive 
,m .I'. ]*"a ^ 

'lu-ri.i I sr!Arr;.anV r fwM of tlf:iifiifi|r jm will 
hr Hi . Ir r ,r*.||rf . y !ii ^ 4«i 4 A 11 i r , ,|.||l|i;r •* 

^ IfAUl.u, :n ffi f^.h\ j a limix 
>iy 5 ‘ , 

4,1 4n <■ / j fj Wfifti % a 

!• .. I hj** |..| . rr I 

, I* * All, *if4iif4lf II rf|tiiil ih 4jr’ xy for r^rry 
t Arrj:, ^ ; I, I trr|||irrtl ci}|¥r, wiikh 

Ui^f ii rW hr n I !,f 4li flir f*4tit|4r'% fjf ||ic t,t 4 f‘ha|4|rr. 

ll'ir ^ I >* f4 »#■! 

tl;-j ll,*- lillP-l t-i| ills*!** 

■<i.U:ii^.! h r.j,u!»« y .-. j (4jt> _ aj,y.r, 

I 15 r.|i|4 |r, J |.||l „ 

J» ^ % aiiri CO k flt«" curve «lifamfr| liy dih fli 14 I-" Wr. I.a*r|| ,j 
II.r! ^ 4 

11, H.)| IS I4 »!,#« ri|4rr4ril4 .|*» - j uuf Uc (Amiucd fifill* 

III*. It 41 i}, f XVL 
4 h#f IliC |rf|'.,lfr>| iftf 

C li %rmir t umUnh 
W r- f ||,, .jr I MU ||i,.;4! I* O »|irf| j n, 
F»ttF..;.|flMli|.|j, Wr lavr «/ |||* - g* 4 f' 

.m: 

f»#t »nf tiiliif <4 ji 

/ - s|«' - a») 





i)€fif$ii€ iniegrsis 

138. Kviiliimtlnii of n IlMlIrtit.n 

tif 
1 hr 'uOii’” ir.i‘‘iaJj/;' r . i*!*':,*.y guf«! ttlirji given c;<|u;il to any 

fiinst*'-4i l‘' 2 ui 1 h tl*” ]■;! u Ininvii. 

Itfj, J> Uic Uid\.:i 3!]*"'.4 r fil I’ I , wi: li.ivr in gener.il 

j h t Ji / / rl) 

I'hc ii}iht h.'iini *ii*k f»f ihr. rf|iwlioii i% wiiifm | ^ 

Thi.*i uf r.-ilf ulam tlir vuliir uf tlir flrliiiiie Integral of any 
fuftt l♦oIl ‘■.\lirn ihr inirgr.il i. kiMo^n, 

To cfilinilatii I ho valuo of j gflt, 

Firit find tho iiitittfliiilo Inf.egrftI (mft. Find thn value of thin 

wliiiii « It ofiiial to ifio u|j|ifir loiui li, fiiVi from tltu roiiuit Mublmot its 
viilutt wlinri i im to tho Iwwiir lltiiit «, 

ExAMrtR ill, - 

j/'''* I4I f“t‘ 

I1ir V*lnr tif *ir. 5! A* I* UiVi !||r |;f4|4lk Htcdi |0 24*n was 16*24. 

KaamI’I.x iii 

I( i*** j' i*"'* ..^) ■ x'^'o 

*ki M$ffa '/#»/r/j/V r«fW / iim ,% tfnJ axil e/ x/r^m 
4i fo ,t I yk* /^«»/ /V vti/Ki’ </* jr ixiiihrn o and 

erne fodf 

V»"c 

»yrA j a Jt « cm jt ji 

* ( < ♦ 2 J " C ■ o d I = I 

Tlir ija M i» i« i’lg, 5^, 

‘Hi#! liar »! t<vr ffiii‘4, ||«| tlic ftff'ft l*flwrr.a o and ^ is I, by 

1 }r nx4t’. %^hx of tin ,1 k *1,^ l.riyfit i,f a rri^aisglr on ihr %-unc hmr^ having an 
ti^4 «'«| »al t«i doll |.-r!virrn !|.r of !hr- Inline tjitv i'lw'd and the ajon of x. 

If 4 is ” W’’ hiv** 

4 X aira ' I 
/. 4 0‘6J7 

EXAUri.*f4| /#/w»/ j fJi ^mping iiai 2il€, 

P,r j|^'j'W.:[an61og.T,] 

;; 3116 |l#i|!4 - Iftg,*) 

2116 K 3’3cj26 X 0'477* *= *S21 
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On page 253 we obtained the value 2321 by the graphic method. 

Example (5).— 

/tr -IT 

^ sin ^ede = I / (I — ciij- 2e)dd 

= f ~ i = r = 07854 

The value of this integral found by the graphic method was 0785, p. 250. 

^ th, anajnclosid by th, curve y ax^, the ardinate . 
X and ihe portion of the axis of x betuueen the origin and th€ pomt x = b. 

Area ax^dx 

[ax^+^ ”j* 

« + ijo” » + I 

Examples.—LXXVIII. 

Evaluate the following definite integrals :— 

n r4. 
6 

9, 

'■ /:?• 

■■■i: 

0. j^^xdx. 7. / Ztfxdx. 

10. 

U’Q 
18. / xP'^^dx, 

' rs 

10. e^dx. 

d^dx. 

e^dx. 

■1‘ 

/: 

'■I 
■f. 
/rr 

^sin Ixdx. 

19. 

22. 

20 

29. 

82. 

/;: 

I. j A^dx, 

14. 

17. 

20. 

11. / 
•fl’C 

x-'^-^dx. 
3 
OH 

It 

:Wa:. 24. 
jo^- 

^dx 

/•r4187 
sin xdx, 

' 0-8109 

ro^m 
85. sin xdx, 

' 0 

8. I {x^-^2x* 4- sKjt. 

jy^dx. 

■ /o 

21. 

/:* 

12, 

15 

18. 

25. 
e-^djG. 

27. 28. 

80. / sin XiZr. 
jo 

31. 

ri7m 

33. 1 cos xdx. 
J 2-1317 

84. 

30. 1 cos 3x^. 87. 

89. j cos Zyxdx, 40. 

Zdx 

1 
■2-0044 

COS 
1-07O8 
O'&aye /■0'&2JJ 

0 

/: 

cos xefjc, 

cos Ixdx, 

'sin {z*- I)a6r 
0 
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‘ 2 sin {2x + i)dx. 

sin(o-5» 4- 0-1745)^/0. 

^2sin (i — 4x)dx. 

'^sin (2ir// 4- g'WL 

3. r^^dx. 
J 1 :r 

1. r 

7. J v'~^'^dv 

h ri^dv. 
J s V 

)>2X + 1- 

. f‘ dx 

>• j,2T+ I- 

4x}dx. 43. J^sin Z6J9. 

f'^cosf 1-3614 
J Dim \ '■'■J 

f *~ 

■ J 'sin (?/ - ^)at. 

60. 
J 2 s 

(l — jf) ^c/r. 

59. Plot the straight line / = + i from jt: = o to a: = 4. Verify by integration 
that the area of the figure formed by this straight line, the axes of x and and the 
ordinate at r = 4, is equal to the length of the base multiplied by the arithmetic mean 
of the lengths of the two parallel sides. 

60. Find the area enclosed by the curve jf = the axis of and the ordinate 
at jr = 5. What is the mean value of^? 

61. Find the area enclosed by the curve ^ = 2a/x from jp = 0 to x: = i, the axis 
of Xj and the ordinate at ;p = i. Verify by plotting and approximate measurement 
of the area, 

62. Find the area between the curve / = 5jp — 4 — and the axis of x from 
x: = I to x = 4. Plot on a large scale, and verify by measurement. 

63. Find the area between the curve / = xc* — 3X: 4* 2 and the axis of x from 
jp = I to a: = 2. Verify by plotting and measurement. Note the geometrical meaning 
of a negative value of the definite integral. 

04. Find the area between the curve ^ = 8xr — x:* from x = o to x = 2, and the 
axis of X. Verify by plotting and measurement. 

05. Find the area between the curve f = sin 2x and the axis of x from x: = o to 

66. We know that J ~^dx = log^. This gives a graphic method of calculating 

logarithms. Plot on a large scale the curve = ^9 and from this construct by the 

graphic method the curve ^ Verify by trial at various points that the 

ordinate of this curve is equal to logeX- = 2*303 logi^x:. 

07. Find the area between the curve = 2^ and the axis of x from x: = o to 

XT = 2. 

68. Find the area between the curve j/ = j^and the axis of x from xr = i to x = 2. 

68. Find the area between the curve / = sin 4X and the axis of x: from x; = o to 

X = 0*5236 radians. t- j i 
70. A quantity of gas expands so as to satisfy the law fZr 

done in expanusion from v = i cub. ft. to 2/ — 10 cub. ft. Given p 7 * 

square foot when = I cub. ft. tt* x 
71. A quantity of steam expands so as to satisfy the - C. ^ F^^ 

work done m expansion from » = 3 to p — 10. Given / — 8000 • p 4 

when V ^ 1 cub. ft. t 
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72. Find the work done in the expansion of a quantity of steam from 2 cub. ft. at 
4.000 lbs. per square foot pressure to 8 cub. ft. The steam expands so as to satisfy the 
law = C. 

73. A point starts from rest and moves along a straight line so that its velocity 
V feet per second is always numerically equal to one-third of the time in seconds which 
it has taken since starting. How far will it move in 4 secs, from rest ? 

74. A body of mass 10 units moves in a straight line so that the force acting on 
it at time i is 

F = - 

The acceleration is obtained by dividing the force by the mass. Find an expression 
for its velocity v at any time, having given that v = o when / = o. Calculate the 
velocity when / = 0*5 and when / = i. 

76. Plot a curve to show the acceleration of the body in example 74 at any time 
from / = 0 to / = I, and from this obtain by the graphic method the curve showing 
the velocity at any time. Compare with the calculated velocities for t = 0*5 and / = i, 
and estimate the percentage error of your results obtained by the graphic method. 

76. The shearing force S at any distance x from the free end of the bar in 
example 19, p. 266, is given by the formula 

S = 200X 4-1000 

Obtain an expression for the bending moment in terms of and apply it to calculate 
the bending moment at the fixed end. Compare with the result obtained by the 
graphic method. 

77. Obtain an expression for the slope of the bar in example 21, p. 266, at any 
point. 

dy 
78. From the expression for ™ obtained in the last example, find an expression 

for the displacement y at any point of the beam. Given y ■=•0 when x = xo. 
Calculate the value of y when a: = o, and compare with the results obtained by the 
graphic method. 

■ 0*695, formulae for 

* ^^^dt and 

80. Prove that the area of a sector of a circle is \r‘B, Take polar co-ordinates 
and divide into elementary triangles. 

137. Simpson’s Rule.—We may now prove Simpson^s rule for finding 
an area. 

H Let >'2J >'3 three successive equidistant 
^ ordinates drawn to a curve and meeting it in 

A, B, and C. Let h be the distance between two 
successive ordinates. 

Take the foot of the middle ordinate as origin, 
yz ^ and assume, as on p. 140, that the portion ABC 

y'j of the curve can be represented with suflicient 
accuracy by the equation 

-% 0 +1, y^a^bx^c^ 

Fig. iso. where a, b, and c are constants to be determined. 
To find the constants we have the condition 

that the curve passes through the three known points A, B, and C. 
At A, .r = =jKi, 

substituting, y-^ ^ abh ch^ . . . • (0 



At B, ;r = o,^=:j/2, 

At C, = 
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•'.72 = ^ ..(2) 

- a + dh + ch^.(3) 

Adding (i) and (3) we get 

4-^, = 2^ + 2ch^ = 2/2 4* 2ch^ 

ch^ = - j/j 
2 

Now the area enclosed by the curve ABC, the ordinates and J3, and 
the axis of x is 

/•+ h f+h 
I ydx =1 (a -h i^x + c^)dx 

= 2ah + ^ch? 

= ^{6/2 +/, ,+J-S - 2;/j} 

h 
= + j's + ^y^^.. (4) 

This is Simpson’s rule for the case when there are 3 ordinates. 
We get the form of Simpson’s rule for any odd number of ordinates by 

making use of the result (4) to find the area between the ist and 3rd 
ordinates, the 3rd and Sth, the 5th and 7th, and so on, and then adding the 
results. 

For example, if there are ii ordinates, the result (4) gives 

h, 
Area = + 4/2 +J's +4^4 +>'6 +^'5+4X6 + +A+4n -^y^ 4-/9+4/io 4'>'u} 

h 
= -{j'l +>11 + 2(>» +>'! + 40'j + >4 +J't +JV8 +^Io)} 

In the same way Simpson’s rule evidently follows for any odd number of 
ordinates. 

Since we take the spaces between the ordinates two at a time in obtaining 
this rule, it is evident that it does not apply unless there is an even number 
of spaces, and therefore an odd number of ordinates. 

In finding the area of a figure, such as the section of a ship (Fig, 80;, 
we _may increase the accuracy of our result by inserting intermediate 
ordinates where the curve is steepest. We may, for example, divide the area 
to be considered, in the first instance, into six spaces by seven equidistant 
ordinates, and then insert intermediate ordinates in the middle of the spaces 
at the two ends, as in the values given in the example, p. 165. We must 

substitute ^ for h in the corresponding parts of the expression for the area. 

We get 

It 
Area = -{iyi 4* 2^2 + ^y^ +ys 4- 4/4 +-^6 4-jKs 4- 4^a 4-^7 4- ^yj 4* 2/3 4- ^^9} 

h 
+ 4^4 + aj's + 4r. + iiyi + 2/, + y,] 

In the same way we may insert intermediate ordinates at any part of 
curve, provided the total number of ordinates is odd. 



CHAPTER XIX 

AfEAAf VALUES BY INTEGRATION 

In Chapter IX. we have shown how to find the mean value of one 

variable with respect to another. 
If we plot a curve AB, Fig. iii, 

^ representing the variable as a 
function of jr, then the mean value 

' of ^ with respect to x is the height 
h/ ^ rectangle standing on the base 

I j MN of the same area as the area 
ABNM between the curve and the 

j axis of X. 

_ _ j the area enclosed by the 
M N X the axis of and the 

ordinates at ;r = ^ and ^ is 

equal to and the base M N 

_ is equal to ^ — a. 

I- the mean value of j 
X between x - a and jr = ^ is 

Thus, if we know and can 
integrate the expression for y 
in terms of jr, the mean value 
ofy can be calculated. 

Example {i).-~~~Find fAr mmn 

value of 3VX from x := o /a x =1 4. 

In the figure, OP is the curve 
y = 3V^ from x = o to .r = 4. 

The area OPM 

2=P^]"=i6. 
ft 

mean value of 3VCr -s 
(height of a rectangle of area r6 
and base 4) = 4. 
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S.XKWL.M (2).—J<inii the mean value of sin x. 

H«e the curve is of a regular ■wave form, so that if we consider a complete period 
tnereis as tniicn. of tne area positive as negative, and the mean value over a complete 
period IS zero. 

We may get the mean numerical value of sin x by considering half a period from 
a: = o to a: = ir radians. 

Area = | sin xdjc = 2 

mean value = ~ = o’6't7 
TT 

This was obtained by the graphic method in example 10, p. 167. 

EXAMPI.K: (3).—Find tBe averag^e pressure in example 12, p. 167, hy htiegraHon, 

Wc have pv = 100 ^ - 

The average pressure = —g— = I2’5 J — 

= 12*5 (log, 10 ~ log, 2) 
= 12*5 (log, 5) = 20*11 

Example (4).—Jn a simple periodic motion the distance s from a fixed point m the 
path at time t is gfiven by the equation s = a sin nt. Find the mean values of the 

velocity and acceleration from t — Oict — 

ds 
Wc have velocity = ^ = cos nt 

an cos nt dt 

mean velocity = 

2n r 
=vL“ 

sin nt^ 

acceleration = ■r:5=^-^ sin nt 
dt 

' (— an^ sin ntyt _ , 

mean acceleration = - 

This is the time average of the acceleration; to find the space average of the 
acceleration wc have 

Acceleration = — an^ sin nt ~ — n^s 

Also as / increases from o to f increases from 0 to 
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mean acceleration = 

j'' -ft's, dt 

a 

_«=.P!T 
« L2 Jo 

= half the value of the acceleration when j has its maximum 
value a. 

189. Boot Mean Square Values.—In taking measurements of alter¬ 
nating electric currents and electro-motive forces, instruments are used of 
which the readings depend upon the “ Root Mean Square ” of the value of 
the current or electro-motive force. 

If t is the current regarded as a function of the time /, the root mean 
square value of i is the square root of the mean value of 2 ^ taken over one 
period or any exact multiple of one period. 

The abbreviation R.M.S. is often used for root mean square. 

Example.—Find the R.M.S. value of the current i = too sin 240 tt/, where % amps, 
is the current at time t seconds, 

i goes through a complete period when 2407r/ increases by 27r, i,e» when 120/ 
increases by i, and /. t increases by second, 

mean value of i for one period 

[m 2 i. sin^ l^onrtdt 

m 
= 120 X 10^ X I (I — cos 4807r/)f// 

: 6 X 10* X == i X 100* 

R.M.S. value = Vi X lOO* = 
W2 

Note that this is equal to the maximum value of the current divided by 

. Similarly it can be shown in general that the R.M.S- value of A sin pt m . 
V a’ 

Examfles.—LXXIX. 

Find the mean values of the following :— 

1. between x ^ o and x ^ 2, x^ between = o and jp 3, 

3. between x = i and x = 2. 4. x^ between = o and x = 

6. i!* between .r = - i and = o. Q, between a: = - J and jr 4 4. | 

7. between a; = - 3 and = + 3. 8. between = o and x = J, 

9. A sin X between x—o and x = 
2 

10. If a body falls vertically from rest, its velocity at the end of / secondji is 
^ven by the equation v - 32*2/. h md the average velocity (a) for the first secoad. 
{If) for the first six seconds of its motion. • 

11. Find the mean value of sin pt from / = o to / = ^ 

12. Find the mean value of cos pt from / = o to / = ~ 
p* 
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Find the mean values of the following expressions in which p and q are whole 
numbers:— 

13. (A sin //)(V sin //) from / = o to if = 27r. 
14. (A sin pt)(V sin q£) from ^ = o to / = 2ir. 
16. (A cos //)(cos qt) from / = o to / = 27r. 
10. V cub. ft. is the volume of a quantity of gas at pressure p lbs. per square inch. 

If the gas expands so as to follow the law pv = loo, find the average pressure between 
volumes i cub. ft. and 3 cub, ft, 

17. A quantity of steam expands so as to follow the law = 200, p being 
measured in lbs, to the square inch. Find the average pressure between volumes 
2 and 4. 

18. A quantity of steam expands so as to follow the law /zA'is = 4000 p being 
measured in lbs. to the square foot. Find the mean pressure from z/ = i to » = lo. 

19. A spring oscillates so that the force F lbs, which it exerts on a weight at the 
end of time / seconds is given by the equation F = 2 sin 3/. Find the mean value of 

the force from / = o to / = -. 
3 

20. A particle moves along the axis of x so that the force upon it at a distance x 
from the origin is equal to ax where « is a constant. Find the mean value of the force 
as X increases from o to 

21. The electric current C in a conductor at time / is given by the equation 
C = 4 sin 200/. Find the mean value of C throughout the following intervals 
of time:— 

(1) ^ = o to / = 0*031416 secs. = —. 

(2) / = 2*5 to / = 2*531416 secs. 

(3) / = o to / = 0*015708 secs. = —. 

22. The voltage V at time / in an alternating current circuit is e<jual to 100 sin 
300 i. The current is equal to 2 sin (300/ — a) amps. The power in watts is the 
mean value of the product of the current and the voltage. Find the power (i) when 
a = o, (2) when a = 45® = 0*7854 radian, (3) when a = 90® = i‘S7o8 radian. 

23. Prove that if C = C# sin qt and V = V, sin — a) then the mean value of 
CV = ^ C«Vo cos a. 

Find the R.M.S. values of the following;— 
24. 2 sin 3/. 26. 5 cos 2/. 26. 3 sin (2/ + i)* 
27. sin//. 28. cos//. 29. Asin(// + a). 
30. An alternating E.M.F. of e volts is given by the equation £ — 100 sin 1000/, 

where / is the time in seconds. Find the R.M.S. value of and verify by the graphic 
method. 

E 81. If f 5 4- sin qt^ where E, R, and q are constants, find the R.M.S. 

value of /. 
82. Find the R.M.S. value of A sin // + B sin qU ^ A, B, /, and q are constants. 
33. Find the R.M.S. value of A sin (// + a) + B sin {qt + $), A, B, /, q, a and 

8 are constants. 

139a. Hesolution of Compound Periodic Oscillations into their 
Simple Components.—We have seen in § 76 that when a number of simple 
periodic oscillations of the form ^ = sin 0,7 = sin 20, y = sin 30, etc. . , . 
y = cos 0, ^ = cos 20, y = cos 30, etc., are compounded together, we get a 
compound periodic oscillation whose period is the least common measure of 
the periods of the simple components. 

It is frequently necessary to fin4 the simple components when the 
compound periodic oscillation is known. 

Consider a case where there is no harmonic higher than the second. 
Let the given compound oscillation be— 

y = Ao + Aj cos 0 4 Aj cos 20 4 Ag cos 30 
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We require to find the values of the constants Ao, Aj . . . B, . . . which 
are the amplitudes of the simple components. 

Integrate both sides of equation (i). 

fV /"Stt pfl. 
j yds = Ao j ^ de + Ajj^ cos ede + , 

All the terms on the right-hand side, except the first, vanish. 

We have 2^Aq = p^ydB, 

I Ptt 
Ao = ~ / ydo = mean value of^. 

To find Aj multiply both sides of equation (i) by cos 6 and integrate. 

f^TT r^TT rs 
^ y cos odd — Aq j cos odd -f- Aj / cos ‘‘^odo -f- A^ / cos o cos 2(9^0 Hh • • • 

4- Bj cos ^ s^n ^^<9 + B.^J ^ cos ^ sin 2$d0 -j- . . . (2) 

pcosede = o, j'j' cos cos = o, where p and q are unequal whole 

numbers. (Ex. LXXIX. 15.) 

/2t ... /"Ztt 
cos ^ sin = i I sin 2dd0 = o sin 2Odd = o 

J ^ cos pe sin ^ J + sin (q — P)o}d0 = o, where p and 

^ are unequal whole numbers. 
Ptt f^TT r2Tr 

J ^ cos^ = i I {cos 2^0 + I }d0 = IT = I sin2/0r/0, where/ is a whole 

number. (Ex. § 139.) 

Thus every term on the left-hand side of equation (2) vanishes except 
the second. 

y cos 0de = ttAi, A- y cos 0d$ 

= 2 (mean value of y cos 0). 
To find Ag multiply equation (i) by cos 2O and integrate 

Pit fijr f2rr 

j ^ y cos2edd =z Aq J ^ cos 2edo + Aj I cos 20 cos edo + As I cos^ 20^/0 

Ag / ^ COS 20 cos SOde + Bj I cos 20 sin 0d0 -f . . 

= AgT, the remaining integrals vanishing as before. 

I Att 
A A2 = ~ / y cos 20d0 = 2(mean value ofy cos 20), 

I Ptt 
Similarly Ag = ~ / y cos ^Ode = 2(mean value of_y cos 30) 

I Pw 
~ ^ ^ sin Odo = 2(mean value of^ sin e) 



B. - sin « » nta.. 

B. - ;/, J’ sin 3t4» . 

od can evidently be ...... ^ 

38i 

.>L , •' ' - value of y sin 

■«» ?&.“““•'>' >” •«<> ■» .h. ..n . J Ln .„ 

and A _ £ 
,) 3- cos .»* = s(„,„ ^ 

If ,1, “” ”''* ■ ’(»'«» vnlne 0(3- sin »,) 

c.cIcteV'K”'* ■»“""» is 8i.„ J„. ^ 
■ ■;"’'''' ^p&??£ 

ordinate. J- «• ^os « I ~^^~T~~~~T^-^---_ 

^ Fig. ii2A.-Vala«of». If 

Professor Dalby’s “ Valvoe v i ^ “«--VaIu« of aft 
sitroJarcases. ■> for data of many 
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F/c. ri2C.—Values of 3#. 

We have 

I 

“ 5r / 0 ~ mean value of j = 4*83. 

I TStt 

= " / JK cos ede = 2 (mean value of cos (?) 

= J [{(i) - (6) - (7) + (12)} cos 15® 4- {(2) - (5) - (8) + (xi)T. cos 45“ 
+ {(3) - (4) - (9) + (10)} cos 75°], where the numbers in brackets 
( ) are the numbers of the ordinates. 

= i [lo-i cos 15“ + 7-42 cos 45° + 2-53 cos 75°] = 2-6i. 

I pw 
Bj = - / ^ sin Bd& = 2(mean value oly sin e), 

= K{(I) + (6) - (7) - (12)) sin 15“ + {(2) + (s) - (S) - (rr)> 
+ {(3) + (4) - (9)-sin 75“] ^ 

= J[4'I4 sta IS° + sin 45" + 15-87 sin 75“] = 4-12. 

^ = ~J y cos 2id6. 

sm 45” 

Aa = ” j y cos 2BdB. 

= l [(0 - (3) - (4) + (6) + (7) - (9) - (10 + (12)] cos 30“ 
= J (1976 - 18-83) cos 30° = 0-134. 

I 
B2 = ” / sin 2edB 

= i [{(0 + (3) — (4) — (6) 4- (7) 4- (9) - (10) - (12)} sin 30® + { — (5) 
+ (S) — (rr)}] 

= J [(19*32 - 19*27) sin 30® 4 o*02j = 0*0075. 

As — y cos ^0d$ 

= i[(i) “■ (2) ~ (3) + (4) + (S) ““ (^) — (7) + (8) 4 (9)—(lo)--(ir) -4 (12)1 
CDS 45® ^ 

= i l^g'oO - 28*91] cos 45® = J 0*15 cos 45® = 0*0177. 

I 
= 3Od0 

= HW + (2) - (3) ~ (4) 4 (5) 4 (6) (7) - (8) 4 (9) 4 (ro)-(i jr) ««(|2)J 
sm 45®. 

= H2371 - 29*26] sin 45® = K- 0*55) sin 45® = ~ 0*0648. 

The coefficients might be found by a graphic method from II2A, 
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Fig. II2B, Fig. II2C. Thus to find Aj set oif lengths of io*i, 7*42, 2*53 along 
the lines marked (i), (2), (3) in Fig. ii2A. One-sixth of the sum of their 
projections on OX will then give the value of Aj. 

Similarly, one-sixth of the projection upon OY of a length of — 0*55 set 
off along the line i, 5, 9 in Fig. 112C gives the value of B3, though the 
arithmetical method is preferable for the higher coefficients. 

Thus we have shown that the valve displacement 
y = 4*83 + 2*61 cos e + 0*134 cos 20 4- 0*0177 cos 3^. 

+ 4*12 sin 6 + 0*0075 sin 20 — 0*0648 sin 30. 



CHAPTER XX 

VECTOR ALGEBRA—ADDITION OF VECTORS 

140. Scalar and Vector Quantities.—Consider the point A in tlie figure 
as capable of being moved about the paper. 

We shall speak of the operation of moving the point A from one j>osition 
to another as a displacement of A. In order to give complete directions for 

any displacement of the point A, we must evi<iently 

B specify (i) the distance through which the poij::it A is 
• to be moved ; (2) the direction of that motion. 

Thus we cannot say that we perform tHo same 
operation in moving A to B as in moving A to C, 
because, although the distances AB and AC are 
equal, the directions of the two displacements are 

M. ^ not the same. 
^ *C Also, the displacement of A to D is not th.e same 

Fig. 113. operation as the displacement of A to B, because, 
though the directions of the two displacements are 

the same, the distances are different. Thus a displacement is a difTerent 
kind of magnitude from such quantities as the area of a figure, the mass of a 
body, the work done by a force, the temperature of a body, the electrical 
resistance of a conductor, etc. 

The area of a body is completely known when we know how many* units 
of area it contains : the work done by a force is completely known wb-en we 
know the number of foot-pounds by which it is measured, and so on. 

We find that any one of the latter class of quantities can be expressed 
by a single arithmetical number. 

On the other hand, we find that there is a class of quantities sucli ^ as 
velocity, acceleration, force, momentum, impulse, electric current, etc., wbich 
resemble a displacement in that we require to know not only the numerical 
magnitude, but also the direction in order to describe them completely. 

Quantities which can be completely described b)^ means of an arithmotical 
number expressing the number of times they contain a single unit are called 
scalar quantities. 

Quantities which have direction as well as numerical magnitude, an.<d can 
only be completely specified by stating both size or numerical mag^rzzstude 
and direction^ are calfed vector quantities. 

The numerical ma^itude of a vector, such as, for example, the ntiKtaber 
of feet or centimetres in a displacement, is sometimes called its tensor, and 
the direction is sometimes called the ort of the vector. 

We shall speak of the size and direction of the vector. 
All kinds of vectors can be completely represented by displacement 

vectors, the length of the displacement representing the size, and its direction 
representing the direction of the vector. 

In what follows we shall speak with direct reference to displacenaent 
vectors; these will be represented by straight lines, an arrow-head looing 
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used to show the direction of the displacement along^ the straight line which 
represents it; we shall speak of the straig-ht line itself as a vector, regarding 
the operation of drawing it as a displacement. 

Thus in the figure, AB represents a displacement from B 
A to B, CD a displacement from C to D. BA is used to / /.C 
denote a displacement from B to A. / j 

In this hook we shall follow Mr. Heaviside In using / / 
clarendon type to denote that a letter is intended to repre- T 
sent a vector; thus a means a certain vector having a / f 
definite size and direction. / j 

a means a number used as in ordinary arithmetic and J j 
algebra, expressing the size of the vector a, and has no ^ / 
reference to direction. D 

In written work it will be found convenient to under- Fig. 1x4. 

line a letter when it represents a vector. Thus, in his own 
work, the student should underline all letters which would be printed in 
clarendon type on the system followed in this book. 

141. Specification of "Vectors.—We shall employ the following method 
of specifying the size and direction of vectors in a plane. 

D 

Tig. 215. 

Suppose a base line OX to be drawn from left to right, as in specifying the 
rectangular co-ordinates of a point on a plane. Then the direction of any 
vector is specified by the angle which it makes with OX. The angle is 
understood to be positive,'it is the angle through which OX would have 
to he turned about O, in a direction opposite to the motion of the hands of 
a clock in order to make its direction the same as that of the vector. 

The angle expressing the direction is written after and below the number 
expressing the size of the vector. . 

Thus, 3670 represents a vector of size 3 units, whose direction makes an 
angle of 57® with OX. This is represented by the straight line AB in 

Fig. 115. 
The straight line CD represents the vector 4i2o0‘ 
Note that attention must be paid to the direction of the arrow-head on 

the straight line representing the vector, and this must always be inserted ; 
e.r. it might seem that EF makes an angle of 45*® with OX, but OX could only 
be brought to the direction EF by a positive rotation of 315 ? ^.nd the 
symbol for the vector EF is 2’53i50. 1 • . 

We might also specify the directions of vectors by reference to the pomts 
of the compass, representing these on the paper as they are usually 

represented on a map. , , o xr r r- 
Thus AB in Fig. iiS is a vector of 3 units m a direction 57 N. ot b. 

is a vector of 2*5 units In a direction S.E. 

EF 
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Examples.—LXXX. 

Draw straight lines to represent the following vectors, and specify the direction of 
each by reference to the points of the compass ;— 

1. 5*2rso. 2. 3*4i640- S. S'^^na. 4. 2-3280°. 3‘4wiO' 

142, Equal Vectors.—Two vectors are said to be equal wlien they 
have the same sign and direction, although their positions may be different. 

Thus two equal vectors are repre- 
A n sented by equal and parallel straight 
^ ^ lines, and the equation 

Q__In vector algebra means that the straight 
lines representing a and b are not only 

Fig. 116. of equal length but are also parallel. 
It follows by elementary g-eometry 

that with this meaning of the sign “ = ” if a = 6 and c = 6, then a = ^ 
Thus the sign ” in vector algebra obeys the same law as in ordinary 

scalar algebra. 

143. Addition of Vectors,—Consider the case of a yacht sailing* against 
the wind from a point A to a point B, the distance AB being 7 miles in a 
direction due E. 

Then, when the vessel reaches B, there is evidently a sense in which we 
may say that she has sailed 7 miles in an easterly direction, althougli, owing 

Fig. 117. 

to the necessity of tacking, the straight line AB does not represent her 
actual course, which is represented by a, 6, c, d, e, f in the figure. 

Then, although the vessel has undergone a series of displacements 
a, 6, c, flf, /, her “nett” displacement is the vector g from A to B. 

A single displacement equal to g would have carried her from her 
starting-point to the point where her course ended. 

In vector algebra the vector g is said to be the sum of the vectors 
Of b, c, d, e, f, and the sign 4* is used to express this kind of addition. 

Thus the equation 
a4*6+c-|-d-be + / = 5f 

means that if we draw a straight line to represent the vector a, and from the 
end of this a straight line to represent b, and so on ; then g is the vector 
represented by a straight line drawn from the beginning of a to the end of/. 

Note that the sign “ 4- ” between two vectors is not a direction to add 
their numerical magnitudes together. 

Example.—value of 3^,0 4- 42550 “k Sas^o. 

Draw the straight lines AB = 3,00, BC = w, CD = 3^00 as in Fig. iiS. 
Join AD. N 
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Theii by measurement we find that the length of AD is 4*85, and that it makes an angle 
of 330® with OX, 

.% the required vector sum is 34^0 + 42530 + Ssaoo = 4‘8S«oo 

We should of course get a very different result if the sign + in the above equation had 
the same meaning as in arithmetic. 

144. Zero.—“Note in particular that the sum of a number of displace¬ 
ment vectors which form a closed figure is zero, for the point which is 
supposed to undergo the displace¬ 
ments comes back to its starting 
position, and its nett displacement 
is zero. 

Example.—To find the value of 

“f 42«50 “b Sssoo 4" 4*^5 1300* 

These are represented by the straight 
lines AB, BC, CD, DA in Fig. 118, so 
that when the tracing point has undergone 
the above four displacements in succes¬ 
sion it has returned to A, and its nett 
displacement has been the same as if 
it had not been displaced at all, i,e. 
34*0 + 42350 + 335*0 + 4'S5i5«0 = O. ThjS , 1 , 
defines the meaning of the symbol “0 in vector algebra. 

146. Composition of Velocities, Accelerations, etc.—We here take it 
as self-evident that displacement vectors are added by the method explained 
above. 

A velocity is the rate of change of a displacement with respect to the 
time, and therefore this method of addition also holds good for velocities. 

If a point has several simultaneous velocities in different directions, their 
vector sum is the resultant velocity of the point. In the same way it follows, 
since an acceleration is the rale of change of a velocity vector with respect to 
the time, that this method of addition also holds good for accelerations. 
Since a force is measured by the acceleration which it tends to cause, it 
follows that the same method also holds good for force vectors. Other 
vectors quantities, such as Momentum, Impulse, Magnetic Induction, etc., can 
be derived from displacement or force vectors by multiplying them by scalar 
quantities, and thus the same law of addition holds for all vector quantities. 

We see that the law of vector addition includes, as special cases, the pro¬ 
positions known as the Parallelogram of Velocities, the Parallelogram of 
Accelerations, the Parallelogram of Forces, etc. In particular, the statement 
that when a number of vectors taken in order form a closed figure their 
sum is zero, is equivalent to the polygon of velocities when the vectors are 
velocities, and to the polygon of forces when they are forces. 

Examples.—LXXXI. 

In the following examples give the angular measurements in the results correct to 
one-half of a degree. Find the following vector sums:— 

1- 33*0 + 5i350* 2. 3300 + 5i350 + 4460- 8. 7^7^ + 97oo + 
4. 8*01270 + 9'4i6eo + 7‘95230‘ 6. 32*'^ + Sm® + 43**°' 
6. 5uo + lOieeo + 5*85j250- 34*0 + Siiso -f- 4ri«- 

8. 6oO + 4i„o + $2350 -f 7900- 8. 7oo + 3900 + 3i80° + + 4i80O. 
10. A ship sails the following course: 3 miles in direction N.E., then 3 miles m 

direction 30® S. of E., then 5 miles in direction due N., then 2 miles m direction 

Fig. 1x8. 
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30® S. of E. At the end of her course how far, and in what direction, does the 
vessel lie from her starting point ? . , . 

11. The following forces act at a point. Find the numerical magnitude and 
direction of their resultant. 

15 lbs. making an angle of 48® with ox 
20 „ „ 162® „ ox 

33 »> >* 202® ,, ojr 
14 »» >» 300° ,» ^ 

12. Find the resultant of the following forces ;— 

15 lbs. making an angle of 25® with ox 

12 „ „ 141® 
10 „ „ 250® „ CMC 

13. A cricket ball is travelling in a direction AB with a momentum of 125 units 
It receives a blow in a direction BC, which gives to it a momentum of 100 units. 
The angle ABC is 42®. In what direction will it move after the blow? What is 
the numerical magnitude of its momentum after the blow ? 

Note.—The momentum of a body is equal to its mass multiplied by its velocity, 
and has therefore the same direction as the velocity. The final momentum is the 
vector sum of the momentum before the blow, and the momentum given to the ball 
by the blow. 

14. A point has the following velocities at the following times. Find approxi¬ 
mately the value of the acceleration when t - io*02. 

Velocity, ft. per sec. j 10030“ 103-335“ io57«° I07*25i« io7'8.j’ 

Time, seconds 10 lo’or 10*02 

1 
10*03 10*04 

Board of Education Examination. 

146. Bales governing tlie Use of the Sign “ 

Let a and b be any two vectors. 
Construct a parallelogram ABCD, so that AB = DC = a and AD = 

BC = b. 
Then a + 6 = AB + BC = AC 

and also b a = AD 4- DC = AC 
n + 6 = 6 + fl 

the sum of two vectors docs not depend on the order in which they are 
taken. 

This is the Comnmtativo Law of Addition. We already know that 

it holds for ordinary arithmetical addition, and we have here shown that it is 
also true when the sign 4 has the special meaning given to it in vector 

addition. . , 
Brackets are used as in ordinary algebra to indicate that the terms wiiicn 

they contain are to be taken together. Thus, in the expression (a 4 6) 4 a, 
the bracket indicates that a 4 6 is considered as one vector to which the 

vector c is added. 
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If a, 6, Oy dy Gy f xie vectors, as shown in Fief. 120 the eynn^ccinr) fn 
■+ c denotes d + '^ich is equal to e, and is the san’ie as a + 6 + e ^ 

Similarly, a + (6 + o) = a+ f-e = a-^b+c. fot-c. 

“’f'C* + «) = a 4-6 + c = (a + 6) + c. 
Similarly, m addingr together any number of vectors we mav take ^nv 

two or more together in a bracket without altering the sum ^ ^ 
This IS the Associative Law of Addition. We have'>,A,-» ..i, . 

It holds for vector addition as well as for arithmetiSl addition ^ 

To law holds for more than two vectors, we have 

commutative law for two vectors 
= o -i- 0 +- a. 

Similarly, we can show that 

a-t-6+c= 64-a4c= o4-a46, etc. 
?^ec?o^.'‘ <=°“>'^'^‘ative law holds for the addition of any number of 

Examples .—LX XXII. 

1. Starting at the same point o, find by construction on the same Daoer the 
following vector sums. Verify that they are all equal. ^ ^ ^ 

SiSO + 5oo + 53000 4 7900 
5oo 4 34S0 4 7ooo 4 3300° 
3300° 4 5flo 4 *Jioo 4 3450 
790° 4 SiOOO 4 5oO 4 3450- 

a = 4390, b = 272eoo, c = 3*3^^o, d = 373900. 

rind by three separate constructions the values of 

[a 4 6), (c 4- d) and (a 4 6) 4 ((? 4 d). 

Find in the same way the values of 

(a + c), (6 4- d) and (a 4- c) + (6 +• d), and of (c 4- d 4- a)and (c + rf + a) + 6. 

Verify that (a 4- 6) 4- (o 4 flf) = ( a 4- c) + (6 4- d) = (o 4 rf 4 a) 4 6. 
o. x'lnd the values of 

26350 4 37116*^ + 4I2J00 / 
and 26350 4 4I2300 + 37ii4° / 

a.iid verify that they are the same. 

147. Use of the Sign “ -/ 
The sign ‘‘ - before a Of X 

vector indicates that its direc- ^ —7 ] ' 
tion is reversed. / 

For example, - a is a vector j 
of the same numerical magni- f-h 
tvde as the vector 4* a, but in / 
the opposite direction. / 

- 569° is a vector of 5 units / 
1x1 a direction opposite to that 
of the vector 5ago. ”i. 

Evidently it is the same as a positive vector 52490. 

^ displacement vectors, a ~ 6 is the nett displacement of 
nnoved along the vector a, and then for a distance ^ in a 

dll ection opposite to that of the vector 6. 
In the figure c = a — b. 
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If a = 7260 and 6 = Sss® 
Then ~ 6 = 52490 

and « — = 726® Sgs® = 725° + 5249° 

Thus, in any expression a vector with the — sign before it may always be 
replaced by an equal and opposite vector with the -f sign before it. 

It follows that the laws shown, in § 146, to hold for the -f sign, also hold 
for the -- sign. 

Note in particular that 

--(a-4-64*c + flf + e4*/) = — 

For in Fig. 117 the expression on the right-hand side of this equation would 
be represented by reversing all the arrow-heads, and would represent the 
case where the ship sails back over the same courses from B to A. 

Evidently the resulting nett displacement is 

— g = — {a+ b + c+ cl + e+ f) 

In ordinary algebra, if it is given that a = 6 and c = flf, we take it as self- 
evident that a + c = 6 Hr (/. 

Consider the corresponding case when a, b, 0, d are displacement vectors. 

If a and b are equal displacements, and also 0 and it is evident that the 
double displacement a ± c has the same effect in changing the position of 
a pchnt as the double displacement b ± d ; i.e. 

a ± c = 6 ± 

Note that this is equivalent to the proposition (Euclid I., 4) that two 
triangles are equal when two sides and the included angle of one are 
respectively tqual to two sides and the included angle of the other. 

We have now shown that the signs +, —, and = obey the same rules in 
vector algebra as in ordinary algebra. 

It folhjws that in vector equations we may transfer a term from one side 
to the other provided we change its sign. 

The fundamental laws of vector addition and subtraction have been 
ticatcd with some fulness to enable the student to realize the actual meaning 
of the symbols he uses as repre.senting the vectors themselves. The student 
should be careful to avoid the habit of dealing mechanically with the 
expressions and processes of vector algebra as if he were dealing with mere 
.syinb(ds. 

Kx AMPLE (i).- //a 6of, 6 = 7440, c = 4300, Jind the values of a + 6 — c and 
a ~ 6 H“ c, 

— 6 is the same as the positive vector 72350 
— c is the same as the positive vector 421*0. 

1 
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Thus in the figure ^ 

P = a + b — c and Q = a — 6 + ^ 

We find by measurement that 

P = Q ~ 5*4328® 

measuring the angles to the nearest degree. 

Example (2).— Water is flowing at 10 feet per second along a pipe having a right- 
angled bend. What is the vector change of the velocity at the bend ? 

(Board of Education Examination in Applied Mechanics.) 

In the figure (Fig. 124), velocity along AB before reaching bend = lOoo 
velocity along BC after passing bend = lOgoo, 

change of velocity t; = IO90O — iOqo 

where the — sign has the meaning given to it in 
vector algebra. 

In the figure AB represents lOoo, BC repre¬ 
sents 1O990. To find V draw CD to represent ~ 
lo^o. Then v = 1O900 — 1090 = BC + CD = 
BD, By measurement or calculation BD = 
14*14 and the angle ABD =45°, 

/. U = 14 *141350. 
The required vector change of velocity at the 

bend is therefore a velocity of 14*14 feet per 
second in a direction bisecting the angle at the 
bend. 

148. Belative Velocity. 
If a point A moves with velocity w, and 

a point B moves with velocity y, then the 
velocity of A relative to B, i.e, the velocity 
which A would appear to have to a person Fig. 125* 
moving with B and facing in a constant 
direction, is w - y, where u and u are regarded as vectors, and the 
sign - has, of course, the meaning given to it in vector algebra. 

Example.—A vessel A is sailmg at a speed of 10 knots tn a direction N.E,, and a 
vessel B is sailing at 12 k7tots in a direction 20® W. of^. Find the velocity which A 
appears to have to a person on B. 
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Wc may write 
velocity of A = w = 1O450 
velocity of B = y = 122500 

.% velocity of A relative to B = u — U 
= IO45O 122500 

= IO450 + 12^00 

= 21’4758-50 

by construction and measurement. 

Examples.—LXXXIII. 

Find by construction the values of— 

325O — SssaO “I" 43000- 2. 7«70 4* 9*7oO — 5i08O. 3. 8'Ol270 — 9*4lt60 ■“ 7*952«30‘ 
4. If a = 3540, 6 = 2i4oo, C — $2500, find the values of a -f 6 -f c and a — 6 + c. 
5. a = 3450, b = 2^200, c = 43150, find the values of n + 6 + c and a -f 6 — c. 
0. A point A has a velocity 135150, a point B has a velocity 21O2800. Find the 

velocity of B relative to A. 
7. A vessel A is sailing at ii knots in a direction S.E., and a second vessel B is 

sailing at 13 knots in a direction 10® E. of N. Find the velocity of A relative to B. 
8. A body is moving at a speed of 150 ft. per second in & direction AB. It 

strikes an obstacle and rebounds at a speed of no ft. per second in a direction BC. 
The angle ABC is 125°. What is the magnitude and direction of the velocity which 
is given to the body by the blow ? 

149. Multiplication of a “Vector by a Scalar Quantity.—If a be any 
vector and n any number, an or na denotes a vector in the same direction 
as a, but n times as large ; e.g. if a = 255,0, 3a denotes a displacement of 
6 units in a direction making 59° with OX. 

Let a, 6, c be three vectors, and let 

a + 6 + c = / 

Draw the construction to find the sum a 4- 6 4- c. 
Then the sum 2a 4- 26 4- 2c will be found by drawing a similar and 

similarly situated figure on twice the scale. 
By elementary geometry the resulting vector sum will be parallel to /and 

of twice the length, i,e. 

2a 4. 2b 4- 2c = 2/ = 2(a 4- 6 4- c) 

and, in general, when n is any scalar number 

na + nb + no + . , , = n[a 4-64-0...) 

Thus we may “ multiply out ” each term in a bracket by a scalar quantity 
as in ordinary algebra. 

This is the Distributive Law of Multiplication. 

Example.—To prove that the diagonals of a 
parallelogram bisect one another. 

Let the diagonals AC, BD of the parallelogram 
ABCD intersect at E. Then the vector AB = DC, 
the sign = here expressing equality of direction as 
well as equality of numerical magnitude. But the 
vector sum 

AE 4- E3 = AB, and DE 4- EC = DC 
A AE 4- EB = DE + EC 

AE ~ EC = DE — EB (see} 147) 

But the vector differences on each side of this equation are vectors having different 
directions, and therefore cannot be equal unless they are both equal to zero, 
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A AE ~ EC = o, and AE = EC; DE - EB = o, and DE = EB 

which proves the proposition. 

Examples.—LXXXIV. 

1. AC and BD are two straight lines bisecting one another al E. Prove that AB 
is egual and parallel to DC. 

2. If AB is equal and parallel to CD, prove by vector algebra that AC is equal 
and parallel to BD. 

3. D is the mid-point of the side BC of a triangle ABC. A point G is taken on 
AD so that AG = 2GD. Prove by vector algebra that CG and BG when produced 
bisect AB and AC. 

4. Prove that the figure formed by joining the mid-points of the sides of any 
quadrilateral is a parallelogram. 

Let forces represented by mAB, «AC act at A. 
AB and AC are linear displacement vectors, and m and n are scalar 

quantities. 
Join BC. Divide BC at P, so that BP : PC = n \ m. 

m, BP = n. PC (1) 
Now in vector notation mAB = m{l\P + PB) = mAP + ^PB = mAP — mBP 

and nAO = n{AP 4- PC) = ;^AP 4- ^^PC 
adding, mAB 4- nAO = (w 4- n)AP - niBP 4- nPO 

(m -h n)AP by (i) 

The sura of two force vectors is their resultant ; the resultant of forces 
mAB along AB, and nAC along AC, is (m 4- n)AP along AP. 

The position of P is evidently independent of the position of A so long as 
the ratio m : n remains the same, so that A may be moved as far away from 
BC as we please. 

As A moves to a greater and greater distance from BC, the three lengths 
AB, AP, AC become more and more nearly equal and parcel. 

Choose the scale so that AP represents the unit force. 
Then, in the limit, as A moves to infinity, Fig. 127 becomes Fig. 128, and 

AB and AC become equal to AP, and the resultant of two like parallel forces m 
and « at B and C is w 4- w at P, where P divides BC so that BP : PC — n\ m. 

151. Centre of a System of Parallel Forces.—Similarly, to find the 
resultant of the three forces 

WjAB, ^2AC, 

We have, in vector notation, 

m-^AB 4- WgAC = 4' tn^AP 
where BP : PC ■= \ m-i 
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% the vector sum 

MjAB -I- m.j,AC + m.jAD 

where PG 

= + m,JAP + 7«,AD 
= (wi + + »z3)AG by the last paragraph 

GD = WZj : (7«j 4- 772j) 

Fig. T29. 

i.e. the resultant of forces m^AB, ?;z^AC, m^AD along AB, AC, and AD is 

(m 1+ m2 + m^)AG along AG 

When A Is taken to infinity the vectors AB, AC, AD, AG become equal 
and parallel. 

laking AG to represent the unit force, we get the theorem that the 
resultant of parallel forces m, at B, at C, and 1^23 at D is + m.,) 
at G. It is evident that the position of G does not depend upon the direction 
in which A is taken to infinity, and therefore the parallel forces at B, O, and 
D may act in any direction, but their resultant will still act at the same 
pf)int G. G is called the centre of the system of parallel forces. If the 
parallel forces are weights, G is the centre of gravity of the weights m. at B, 
w, at C, and at D. ^ ^ 1 > 

We may evidently extend this to the case of any number of parallel 
forc es, 'rhus, if we have weights m, at P^, m2 at P^, at P3, at and 
.so f>n, the f:entre of gravity of the system of weights is at G where Q is a 
point whose position is given by the vector equation 

4- Wg + 4- . .)OG = + w^OPa + m^OP^ + 4h . . . 

where O is any point, the lines OP^, OP2 . , . OG are understood to be 
vcHiors, and the signs *f and = have the meaning which we have given tc 
them in vector algebra. 

'rhis vector equation may be taken as a definition of the centre of gravity 
of a number of particles. 

Kxamflk.-”- Pind hy a ^aphic construction the position of the centre of gratuity oj 
thefoliowtrtg wdifUs:— 

3 Ihs. at the point P, whose polar co-ordinates arc (5, 42®) 

^ >> >> >1 i» (2, 25*^) 
i> »> Pa ji i> (3> 120*^) 

^ >> >1 (^> 7®*^) 

The position of the points is shown in the figure. Consider the lines OP,, OP^, 
OPg, Or^ as vectors. Then, if G is the centre of gravity, we have shown that 

loOQ = 30P, 4- 2OP2 4- 4OP3 + OP4. 

Find by construction the vector sum 

3OP, 4- 2OP, 4- 4OP, 4- OP4 = OP, 
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Then OP = 10. OG. 
G is on OP at a distance OG equal to 'i^OP from O. We fmd by measurement 

that the polar co-ordinates of G are 

r = 25*8, e ~ 60°. 

This method is given chiefly for its interest as an example in vector addition. In 
practice we use a more convenient method which is derived from this (see § 162). 

Examples.-—LXXXV, 

1. Find the polar co-ordinates of the centre of gravity of the following weights:— 

3 lbs. at the point whose polar co-ordinates are (2*24, 26*5°). 

I » „ » (2'06, 76°). 

a „ .. » (I I2. iS3'S°)- 
10 „ „ „ (1,270°). 

2. Find the polar co-ordinates of the centre of gravity of:— 

I lb at the point whose polar co-ordinates are (5*^3, 149°). 

4 >> » >> (9 43j 5^ 
5 s» » 5> (^3 4Sj 42 ). 
3 (21*5, 22°). 

3. Draw an equilateral triangle ABC having its sides two inches long. Find by 
construction the vector sum of forces proportional to 3AB along AB and 2AC along 
AC, and verify by measurement the theorem of § 150 that the resultant of the forces is 
5AP along AP, where P divides BC so that BP : PC = 2:3. 

4. Three equal weights are placed at the angular points A, B, and C, of a triangle 
ABC. D is the mid-point of BC. Prove that the centre of gravity G of the weights 

is on AD, and that AG = f AD. 
6. Prove by vector algebra that the centre of gravity of 4 equal weights at the 

comers A, B, C and D of a triangular pyramid is at a point G on the straight line AE 
joining the vertex to the centre of gravity E of the three weights at B, C, and D, and 

such that AG = J AE, 



CHAPTER XXI 

MULTIPLICATION OF VECTORS 

152. Scalar Product of Two Vectors—The scalar product of two vectors 
is defined as the product of their numerical magnitudes into the cosine of the 
angle between them. 

If a and b are the two vectors and B the angle between them, the scalar 
product is written ab^ and we have 

ab = ab cos B 

Note that the angle B is taken between the directions of the two vectors 
a and 6, measured both from or both towards the point where they meet. 

if the vectors are in the directions OA and OB in the figure, 0 is 
taken* as" the angde AOB; if the vectors are in the directions AO and OB, 
however, the angle B is the angle COB between AO produced and OB, and 
not the angle AOB. 

As its name implies, the scalar product of two vectors is a scalar quantity 
and not a vector. 

The physical meaning which it has and the units in which it is measured, 
depend on the original vectors which are multiplied together. 

If two displacement vectors are multiplied together the resulting scalar 
product has the dimensions of an area which, of course, is a scalar quantity 
having no direction. 

If a force F causes a displacement s in its own direction, the product Fj 
is the work done. We now extend this statement, and say that when F and s 
are vectors in any two directions, the scalar product fs is the work done by 
the force F acting through the displacement a and remaining parallel to its 
original direction throughout the displacement. The work Fa is measured in 
toot-lbs. or similar units, and is a scalar quantity having numerical magnitude 
but no direction. 

If a force F is moving a point with a velocity v in its own direction, the 
product Fz' is the rate at w'hich the force is doing work, and is called the 
power or activity of the force. 

As before, we now extend this to the case where F and v are vectors in 
any two directions. 
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If a force f is moving a point with velocity u, then the rate at which it is 
doing work is equal to the scalar product Fu, If F is in pounds, and u in 
feet per second, the power Fu is given in foot-Ibs. per second. This is a 
scalar quantity having no direction. 

153. Commutative Law.—Since cos 0 = cos (— it does not matter 
whether the angle 6 in the scalar product is measured from a to or from d 

to a ; i.e, we get the same result by taking B = AOB as by taking 0 = BOA 
in Fig. 131, or ab = ad cos 6 = da cos (— B) = ba. 

Thus, in finding the scalar product of two vectors, the order of multi¬ 
plication does not affect the result. In this respect scalar products resemble 
ordinary arithmetical products. This is the commutative law for scalar 
products. 

164. Perpendicular and Parallel Vectors.—If the vectors a and b are 
at right angles 9 = 90®, and ab = ad cos 90° = o. 

Thus, the scalar product of two perpendicular vectors is zero. 
if the force F and the displacement s of its point of application are 

at right angles, the work done = Fs = F.f cos o® = o. 
If the two vectors have the same direction, 0 = 0, and the scalar product 

ab = ad cos 6 = ad^ i.e. the scalar product is equal to the ordinary algebraical 
product. 

if the force F produces a displacement s along its own direction, we 
know that the work done is the ordinary algebraical product Fj, and we now 
see that this is also the scalar product when the directions of the force and 
the displacement are the same. Thus the definition given above of the work 
done by a force as a scalar product is general, and includes as a special case 
the ordinary definition as the product of the force into the displacement in 
its own direction. 

If a vector a be multiplied by itself the resulting scalar product is written 
a\ Since the angle ^ = o, 

=: a.a.cos o = 

or, the square of a vector is equal to the algebraical square of its numerical 
magnitude, and, being a scalar product, has, of course, no direction. 

155 Kule of Signs.—The vector - 6 is the vector 6 reversed. 
The angle between a and — 6 is the supplement 

of B or 180® — 0 

the scalar product a(- 6) = ad cos (180® — 6) 
=i -- ad cos $ = -^ab 

Similarly (— a)(— 6) = + ab 

ue, the rule of signs in scalar algebra also holds for 
scalar products of two vectors. 

Fig. 132. 

158. Consider two vectors a and 6, both starting from the same point O 
in the same direction, and let a remain fixed while b rotates about O until it 
is in the opposite direction to a. 

The numerical magnitudes a and 6 remain the same, so that the scalar 
product ab cos B follows the variations of cos 0. 

The scalar product has its greatest value ah when a and 6 are in the same 
direction. As 0 increases to a right angle the scalar product diminishes to o. 
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As 0 increases from a right angle to two right angles the scalar product is 
negative, and changes from o to - a3. 

If 6 is made to rotate further the scalar product 
passes back through the same series of values to 

the value ab when 6 has turned through 3^0*^. 
We see that the scalar product of two vectors is 

a maximum when they are in the same dlirection, 
and a minimum when they are in opposite direc¬ 
tions. 

\ 

Fjg. 134 

Example {i)—Find the scalar prcduct q/" the two 
vectors 12J330 and lO,g,o. 

Here 0 = 55° and the scalar product. 

I2i3so. lOijoo = 10 X 12 X cos 55® 
= 68-83 

Example ‘(2).—Calculate the scalar procfted of 6,9r 
and 5200° • 

Here 0 = 150° and the scalar product 

^800 . Ssooo = 6 X 5 X cos 150° = - 25 -9S 

Fio. 

Example (3).—A horse pulls a canal barge at the of 5| 
ft, per second with a force of 85 lbs. The rope makers art angle 

y of 2 with the direction in which the barge is movhig. /*'md the 
work done in pulling the boat 100y?., and the horse-power^* 

The work done is given by the scalar product ojf a force 
vector of 85 lbs. along the direction of the rope, and a displace¬ 
ment vector of 100 ft. along the direction of motion of tHe boat. 

/. work done = 85 x 100 X cos 25® ft.-lbs. 
= 7703 ft.-lbs. 

1 he liowcr is equal to the scalar product of vectors of 85 lbs. and 5§ ft. per second, 
making an angle of 25® with each other. 

Power = 85 X 5*5 X cos 25® ft.-lbs. per second 

= X 5*5 X 0-9063 jj p 

550 
= 0-770 H.P. 

ExAMPLES.—LXXXVi, 

Calculate the following scalar products :— 

1. 530®'* • ^0®* 3. 52100 * to®* 

Sao® • 5lS©O*t90O. 7. 52100*1900 
5»0®*348®* m* 3*^22® * ^*3l 130* H* (2*3202®) 

13. .4-2J.95O. 14. 3*4323® • 2’9990* o 
^o* ' ^'9338®* 17. If 41 = 5270; b = djgo, find ah. 
IS. (ariven a = 25^^® j ^ = 3tuio> calculate the value of ab. Also draw 

represent the vectors — a and — calculate the values of the scalar products 

a(-5), (-41)^, (-42)(~45) 

4. 5330®’ » 
53S0<® - 

12. 2-65^0 
3*7i390.2* jaf*-'* 

lines to 

anri verify that the rule of signs of ordinary algebraical multiplication also holds go€?tl 
for the scalar products of two vectors. ‘ ^ 
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19. Find the scalar products of the following pairs of vectors in a horizontal 
plane: 15 N.W. and 10 E.; 12 S.E. and 15, 30® E. of N. ; 350 S. and 7 W. ; 12 in 
direction 25° N. of E.; and 13*1 in direction 16° N. of W. 

20. A horse pulls a canal boat with a force of 364 lbs. If the rope makes an 
angle of 23° with the direction in which the boat moves, find the work done in pulling 

the boat 100 ft. 
21. If the force in the last question is 500 lbs., and the boat moves with a velocity 

of I ft. per second ; find the power. The angle between the rope and the direction 
of motion is 25°. 

22. A truck is pulled at a speed of 8*8 ft. per second along a line of rails by a 
rope passed round a revolving drum at the side of the rails. If the angle between the 
rope and the direction of the rails is 28^^, and the force in the rope is 512 lbs., find 
the power. What islhe power when the truck is passing the drum, so that the rope 
is at right angles to the rails ? 

23. An electric tramcar is travelling at a speed of I4§ ft. per second. The wind 
is blowing against the car at an angle of 40° to the track with a force of 155 lbs. 
Find the power exerted in overcoming the resistance of the wind. 

24. OB is the crank, and BA the connecting-rod of an engine. B is moving 
round a circle at the rate of 6*3 ft. per second. OB = 6 ins., BA = 3 ft. Find the 
power at the instant when OA = 3*2 ft., and the thrust along AB is 1200 lbs. 

167. Orthogonal Projection. 
Let OP be any linear vector r, and OX a straight line in any other 

direction. Draw PN perpendicular to OX. Then ON is called the orthogonal 
projection of OP on OX, and the point N is called 
the projection of the point P on OX. In what 
follows we shall use the word projection to 
mean orthogonal projection. 

If we regard OP as the displacement of a 
point, ON is the distance which the point moves 0 
in the direction OX, while it is displaced from 
O to P. . . 

If OP is regarded as representing a velocity, acceleration or force, ON 
represents the component of that velocity, acceleration, or force in the 
direction OX. 

Take a vector OI of unit length along OX. Let i denote this vector. 
Then the scalar product of (5p and / = r. i = r•t • cos NOP = ON. 

the orthogonal projection of a displacement vector r upon a direction 
OX is the scalar product of r, and a unit vector / in the direction OX, 

The relation between the rectangular and polar cordinates of a point may 
now be expressed in the language of vector 
algebra. 

Take rectangular axes OX and OY through O. 
Let X, be the rectangular and r, B the polar 

co-ordinates of P, and consider r as a vector in 
the direction OP. 

Take unit vectors OI = / and OJ — 7 along 
OX and OY. 

Then x and y are the projections of r on OX 
and OY. 

X = r. i = r. I • cos XOP = r cos B 
^ = ry = r. I. cos POY = r cos (90° - 6) = r sin ^ 

Thus we may calculate 2: and y when r and e are given. 

Example.*—the projections of the vector 532° OY. 

In this and the following examples we shall take the base line OX, with reference 
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to which the directions of vectors are specified to be the same as the axis OX of 
rectangular ordinates. 

If / and j are unit vectors along OX and OY (Fig. 137), 

Projection of ^^^0 on OX = ON = 5 ./ = 5 . i. cos 32® = 4*24 

S32« on OY = OM = 5 .y = 5.1. cos 58® = 2*6495 

If the projections of a vector on two fixed straight lines are given, the 
vector is determined. 

Example.—Thg projections of a certain vector S on 
two fixed perpendicular straight lines OX and OY are 
1*5 and 2*3. Find the numerical magnitude and the 
direction of B. 

In the figure we have 

ON = 1*5, OM =2*3= NP 

/. OP = v^T'5* + 2*3= = 2*745 

and tan NOP = = i*533 = tan 57® 

.*. NOP = 57® 

and B is the vector 2*7455^0. 

Examples.—LXXXVII. 

Draw two axes OX and OY at right angles. Take OX as base line from which 
to measure the directions of the vectors. Find the projections of the following 
vectors on OX and OY :— 

2. 2Ig,.0* 3. 3^4S<)* ^990®* ^3i02°* 

3. 63iego. 7. 2421600 8* 372»ooo 0, 37810®* 295150, 

Find the numerical magnitude and direction of the vector S in the following 
cases :— 

Projection of S on OX. Projection of S 

11. 2*7 I'l 

12. 1*35 -2*74 

13. - 3*46 2*95 
14. -4*7 -3*2 
16. 4*5 -5*2 

168. Resolution of Forces and Velocities. 

Example (i).—A boat is moving at the rate of 7 miles an hour in a direction 
40® E. of N. At what rates is it moving east and 7iorth ? 

If we take a straight line drawn from W. to E. as a base line, we have to find the 
projections of a vector 7,^0 on the directions OX and OY. 

.*. required velocity in direction E 

= 7,00 X / = 7 cos 50® = 4*4996 miles per hour 

Velocity in direction N 

= 7#o® X / = 7 cos 40® = 5*3620 miles per hour 

These velocities are called the rectangular components of the velocity 76of> in the 
directions E. and N. 
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Example (2).—3> /• 298, find the componejit of the pulling force along the 
in the direction in which the boat is moving. 

The magnitude of the required component force is the scalar product of a vector 
of S5 lbs. in the direction of the rope, and a unit vector making an angle of 25® 

with it, 
= 85 . I . cos 25® = 77*03 lbs. 

Note that the work done in pulling the boat 100 ft. was found to be 7703 ft.-lbs.; 
it is the product of the displacement into the component of the force in the 

<iirection of the displacement. 

Examples.—LXXXVIII. 

In the following examples find the components of the given forces along OX and 
OV. The angle given in each case is the angle which the direction of the force 

xnakes with OX. 

I. 353T® 3S1530 lbs, 3. 35i9r° 4. SSsiao 
6. The components of a force along OX and OY are 35 lbs. and 24 lbs. Find 

the magnitude and direction of the force. 
6. The components of a force are 156 lbs. in direction N. and 142 lbs. in direction 

E. Find the magnitude and direction of the force. 
* 7. A truck weighing 7 tons is being pulled up a gradient of i in 35. What is the 

component of its weight which tends to pull it down the track ? 
8. A ship is sailing in direction N.E. at 15 miles an hour. How many miles per 

hour is it travelling in a direction due E. ? 
8. A truck is running at 28 ft. per second down a gradient of i in 56. At what 

rate in feet per second is it moving vertically downwards ? 
10. A projectile is fired from a gun at a speed of 1800 ft. per second in a direction 

making an angle of 15® with the horizontal. Find its horizontal and vertical 

velocities. ^ , r • j 
II. A truck is drawn along a line of rails by means of a rope passing round a 

revolving drum at the side of the line. If the rope makes an angle of 17® with the 
rails, wlTat must be the pull along the rope in order to give a force of 500 lbs. in the 

direction of the rails ? 

159. Projections of the Sides of a Closed Polygon. 
Let OABCDE be any closed polygon. Consider the sides OA, AB, BC, 

CD, DE, EO as vectors, whose directions all pass the same way round the 

^^Then the sum of the projections on any straight line OX of OA, AB, etc., 

taken with their proper signs is zero. r a o 
For, let Ai, Bj, Cj . . . be the projections of A, B, C . . . and consider 
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the vectors OA, AB, BC ... as the displacements of a point P it moves 
round the figure. Then, as the point P moves through A, B, etc., in 
succession, its projection moves through A^, Ci, etc. When the 
moving point P comes back to O its projection Pj also comes back to O, and 
the total displacement of Pj along OX has been zero. 

I.e. the sum of the projections of OA, AB, BC . . . on OX is zero. 
The same reasoning applies if the projections are taken on a which 

does not pass through an angular point of the polygon. 
The vectors OA, AB, BC . . . above need not be supposed actually to 

form a polygon. It is sufficient that their magnitudes and directions are 
such that they could be moved parallel to themselves, so as to form a closed 
polygon, ue. their sum must be zero whatever their positions. 

We may state the above theorem as follows :— 
If the sum of a number of linear vectors is zero, the sum of tbeir pro¬ 

jections on any line is zero. 
If the vectors OA, AB, BC, etc., represent forces acting at a point, they 

are in equilibrium since their vector sum, which is equal to their resultant, is 
zero. Thus the theorem of this paragraph leads to the important theorem in 
mechanics that the sum of the components in any direction of a system oi 
forces in equilibrium is zero. 

OE. 

160. Distributive Law for Scalar Products. 
Next consider a number of vectors OA, AB, BC, CD, DE whose sum is 

As before, whilst a point P passes from O to E, along the vectors OA, AB, 
BC, CD, DE, its projection 
Pi on OX passes through 
Ai, Bi, Cl, Di to El, and Pj 
has altogether been dis¬ 
placed for a nett distance 
OEi, which is the projection 
of OE. 

the sum of the pro¬ 
jections of a number of 
vectors OA, AB, . . . DE is 

As before, this result holds good whatever the position of the vectors 
considered. 

In the figure let n, 6, c, d, e, / be the vectors OA, AB, BC, CD, DE, OE 
respectively. 

We have a-f6-fe-ffl(-fe=/. 
Then, if / be a unit vector along OX, the projection of any vector a. on OX 

is the scalar product /. a, and we have shown that the sum of the projections 
of CL, b, c, d, e is equal to the projection of their sum /. 

equal to the projection of their sum OE. 

i[a b + c + d + e) = if ia + ib + h 4- id + ie 

Let p be a vector of any size along OX. Then, since / is of unit length, 
pi = p, and multiplying both sides of the above equation by we g-et 

p(a + 6 -1- c -f + e) = pa + p6 + pc -h pty + pe 

This is the Distributive Law for scalar products of two vectors. We 
have already pointed out that this law holds when the sum of a number of 
vectors is multiplied by a scalar quantity, we have now shown that it also 
holds when the sum of a number of vectors is multiplied by another vector 
so as to form a scalar product. 

I 
i 
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Examples.—LXXXIX. 

1. If a = 3400, 6 = 5i,50, c = 4710, find the vector sum a 4* 6, and the scalar 
products c[a + 6), ca, and cb, and verify that c{a 4- 6) = ea + cb. 

2. Verify in the same way that c{a — b) = ca ^ cb for the case when a = 27,10, 
b = 3*^135®> ^ ~ I*920SO* 

161. Calculation of tke Sam of a ISTumber of Vectors.—The dis¬ 
tributive law for scalar products gives a method of calculating the sum of any 
number of vectors. 

Let the vector S be the sum of the vectors a, b, 0, d. We have 

a+b+c + d=^S 

Taking unit vectors / and J along the axes of x and we have by the 
distributive law 

ai 4* bi 4* ci 4* di = Si 

Or, in words, the projection of 8 on the axis of x is equal to the sum of the 
projections a, b, c, and d on the axis of x. 

So also 
aj 4- bj 4 cj 4 dj = SJ 

Or, the projection of S on the axis ofy is equal to the sum of the projections 
of a, b, c, and d on the axis oiy. 

We thus calculate the projections of the required vector sum on the two 
axes. 

The numerical magnitude of S is equal to the square root of the sum of 
the squares of Si and S], Also the tangent of the angle which S makes with 

OX = and thus the direction of 8 is found. 

Example.—Let a = 3020, 6 = 4i650> 0 = 22800. Calculate the value of the vector 
sum 5 = a 4 6 4 c. 

Take the base line from which the given angles are measured as the axis of jp, and 
a straight line OY perpendicular to it as 

the axis oiy» • Y 
Then we have seen that the sum of * 

the projections of a, 6, c on OX is equal 
to the projection of ^ on OX ; i,e. in g 
the figure, OAi 4 AiBj 4 BiCj = OCi, 
each projection being taken with its 

proper sign. 
Therefore, if / be a unit vector in the 

direction OX, 

sum of projections of a, 6, and c on OX 

= ai 4 bi + ci ^3 cos 62® 4 4 cos 165® 

+2 cos 2800 —^-6 ■ ' a;-X 
=3 X 0*4695-4 X 0*9659 4 2 X 0*1736 

= — 2*1079 = projection of 8 on OX ^41* 
= Si = OCi 

Similarly, if j is a unit vector in direction OY, 

sum of projections of a, 6, and 0 on OY 

= aj 4 bj 4 c; = 3 sin 62® 4 4 sin 165® 4 2 sin 280P 

5= 3 X 0*8829 4 4 X 0*2588 — 2 X 0*9848 

= 1*7143 = projection of 8 on OY ^ SJ = OC, 
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= oc,= + = (.Sir + (Sjr 
= (- 2-io8)^ 4- (1714)" = 7’3i5 

5 = ^778 = 2717 

To find the direction of 5, we have, if fl be the angle which 5 makes with OX, 

tan $ 
bCj 5/ 2* 108 

•. e = {180° - 39°) = 141° 

S = 2717,„o 

= — 0'8i4 = — tan 39° 

The student should compare this value of 8 with the value obtained by construction 
and measurement. 

Similarly, to calculate the value of 5 = a — 6 4- c, we find the values of 
ai — 6/ + ci and aj — bj 4- cj\ which are the projections of S on the axes, and thus 
the value of S may be calculated. 

The same method may, of course, be used when the vectors are forces, in order to 
find their resultant. 

Examples.—XC. 

Work Examples LXXXL, Nos. 1 to 9, by calculation, and compare with the 
results previously obtained by construction. 

11. The following forces act at a point O :— 

560°> 7ai°t 3i40O> 522S0> 4290°* 

The magnitude of each face is given in pounds, and the given angles are the angles 
which the respective forces make with a straight line OX. Find the magnitude and 
direction of the resultant of the given forces both by calculation and construction. 

12. The following forces act at a point. Find their resultant by calculation and 
construction. 

^loooj 3ir*o> 9a4*°* 

13. AB, BC, CD . . . are straight passages, called drifts, in a mine in the 
same horizontal plane. Their lengths and the angles which they make, with a 
straight line running from S. to N., are measured as follows :— 

Drift. Length (links). Angle with meridian. 

AB 265 180° 
BC 128 92® 

CD 104 142® 
DE 72 67-5" 
EF 292 156® 
FG 633 260® 

What would be the length and direction of a drift bored from B to G ? Work both 
by calculation and construction, and compare results. 

14. With the same data as in the last example, it is required to bore from some 
point in the drift FG a drift which shall come out at B, and be in the same straight 
line with BA. Calculate the distance from F of the point from which the new boring 
must start, the angle between the new boring and FG, and the length of the new 
boring. Verify by construction. 

Note.—If K be the required point on FG, the sum of the projections of BC, 
CD, DE, EF, FK, on an axis at right angles to AB is zero. 

15. A drift is to be bored from D to G. What is its length, and what angle does 
it make with CD ? 

162. Centre of Gravity of a Humber of Particles.^—The distributive 
law gives a proof of the method of finding the rectangular co-ordinates of 
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the centre of gravity of a number of weights at points whose co-ordinates are 
known. 

It was proved in p. 294 that if G is the centre of gravity of weights at 
Pi, at Pj. W3 at P3 . . . and O is any point, then, in the notation of vector 
algebra, 

{nil + ^2 + ^3 + • • •) OG = ntiOP^ + m^OP^ + W3OP3 + . . . 

Take two rectangular axes OX and^OY. Let (jTajj/g) ... be the 
co-ordinates of Pi, Pg, . . . |ind let (jr, y) be the co-ordinates of G. 

Form the scalar product of each side of the above equation with the imit 
vector / along OX. 

Then, by the distributive law, 

(wj + W2 + 4*. . .)OG/ = . OPi. / -t- . OP2. / + W3. OP3. / 4-.. . 

But OG J - X) OPJ = x^ ] QPj =: x^. , • 

(Wi 4- ^2 4- = ^1^1 4* m^x^ + 4-... 

Or, as it is usually written, 

"r = 
'ZiJn) 

where 'Zimx) denotes the sum of all the terms of the form mx. 
Similarly, by multiplying by a unit vector j along OY, we get 

y 
K^y) 
'X{m) 

Example.—Find the co-ordinates of the centre of gravity of the following weights: 
I lb. at the point (i, 2*5); 2 lbs. at (0*5, i); 3 lbs, at (i‘6, 1*5); 4 lbs, at (1*9, 0*5); 
6 lbs. at (2-5, 2-5); 3 lbs. at (3*2, 1*9). 

We have 

X 
_ (1 X I) 4- (2 X 0-5) 4- (3 X 1-6) 4- (4 X i*9) 4- (6 X 2*5) 4- (3 X Z'z) 

- 39'o 

19 
= 2*053 

Similarly 

Z = X ^’5) 4- (2 X 1) 4- (3 X 1*5) 4- (4 X 0*5) 4- (6 x 2*5) 4- (3 X 1*9) 

^ :S{m) 14-24-3+4 + 64-3 

= 0=1-67 
19 

/, the centre of gravity is a point G whose co-ordinates are (2*053, 1*67). 

Example.—Find and show in a figure the position of the centre of gravity of the 
following weights at the points given by the corresponding values of x andy. 

Weights 3 6 2 3 
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16S. Principles of Virtual Work and Virtual Velocity-—the 

vectors a, b, c d e are forces acting at a point, and a displacement p is given 
to then point of application, while their directions remain unciia-nged, the 
scalar products m the equation 

pa 4- p6 + pc + pc/ 4- pe = p(a 4- 6 + c + d + e) = p/ 

give the work done by each force and by the resultant/, and the distributive 
law expresses the theorem that the sum of the work done bv all tlie forces is 
equal to the work done by their resultant. ^ 

If the forces are in equilibrium their resultant is zero, and the sum of the 
work done by all the forces is zero. 

This is the principle of Virtual Work in mechanics. 
Similarly, if p is the velocity of the point of application of the forces, the 

scalar products are the powers, or rates of doing work of the respective 
forces and of their resultant. 

The distributive law then expresses that if the point of application of the 
loices be supposed to have any velocity, the sum of the powers of tlae various 
orces IS equal to the power of their resultant. Or, if they are in equilibrium, 

the sum of their powers is zero. This is the principle of Virtual Velocities 
in mechanics. 

164. Use of Brackets.—We may now extend the distributive law to the 
multiplication of two expressions in brackets. 

Consider the scalar product 

(a 4- 6)(c + d) 

(a 4- 6) denotes a single vector, which is the vector sum of a and 6. 
by the distributive law, as shown in § i6o, 

[a 4 6)(c 4 i/) = (a 4 6)c 4 (a 4 b)d 

We now get the sum of two separate products (a 4 b)c and (a 4- b)d, and, 
applying the distributive law to each of these, we get 

(a 4 b){c + d) = ac + be + ad + bd 

'rhis may be extended to the scalar product of two brackets containing 
any number of terms connected by plus or minus signs, since, for any vector 
having: a minus sign, we may substitute a positive vector in tlie opposite 
direction. 

We have previously shown that the commutative law ab = ba liolds good 
for the scalar products of two vectors. Since each bracket denotes a single 
vector, this law also holds good for the scalar product of two braclcets con¬ 
taining vectors connected by the plus or minus signs. 

All the operations of ordinary scalar algebra involving the use of brackets 
and the multiplication of not more than two quantities, can be sbown to 
depend on these two laws, the distributive law and the commutative law. 

It follows that we may proceed with the scalar products of tw^o vector 
expressions of the first degree, exactly as with products of two scalar 
quantities in ordinary algebra. E.g. the result 

(a 4 6)® = a* 4 2ab 4 6* 

holds good when a and 6 are vectors; a 4 6 means their vector sum, ab 
means the scalar product of a and 6, and the squares as shown in § 154 are 
the squares of the numerical magnitudes of the vectors a 4 and b ; for 
the proof of this result in ordinary scalar algebra only depends on tbe dis¬ 
tributive law, and therefore holds equally well for vector algebra. 
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Example.—To prove that the sum of the squares on the two sides containing the 
right angle of a right-angled triangle is equal to the square on the hypotennse. 

Let BC, CA be two vectors a and 6 at right 
angles, and let the vector BA = c. Then, by vector k 
addition, <? = a + 6. 

Squaring, we get 

c® = a* + 2ab -f 6’ ^ 

or, since a* = a^\ 6® = ab = ah cos BCA, e* = 
D ->-\Q 

zz 2ah cos 90° -f Pic 

= + P 

i.e. the sum of the squares on BC and CA is equal to the square on AB. 

106. General Proof of the Formula 

COB (^1 — ^2) = cos cos ^2 + sin sin 6^ 

This formula has already been proved in Chapter IV., for the case where 
6li and 62 are acute angles. We can now 
prove it for the case when 61 and 62 are y 
angles of any magnitude. 

Take two points, Pj and Pg, whose 
polar co-ordinates are (ri, 6j) and (rg, ^2)- A^\ 
Let (jTj, and (jTg, ^2) be the rectangular / 
co-ordinates of Pj and Pg. / 

Regard jTi, i/i, ri as vectors in directions 
ON^, NjPi, OPi, so that by vector addition / 

and similarly 

= Jfi 4- 

r:t = X2 + y. 

Forming the scalar product of ri and ^^3- 
we get 

rir^ = {Xi + yiKx^ + y^) 
= xix^ + x^y^ -f yxx^ -f y^y^ 

by the distributive law, 

= x^x^ + y^y^ 

since the scalar product of two perpendicular vectors is zero, 
putting in the values of the scalar products, we get 

rf2 cos P2OP1 = X1X2 cos o® -f y^y2 cos o® 

rjra cos (<9i - 62) = x^x^ -hfifa 

= COS $1 COS 62 + sin 3i sin B2 

This proof holds for any values of and ^3. We may therefore write 
- $2 ^or 02i we get 

COS (^1 -t- B2) = cos 61 cos 02"" sin sin 6 2 

By changing Bi to 0i + we get, since 
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COS ^^1 + 

and, changing 

cos - sin ((9i 4- ^2) 

— sin d^y sin + ~^ = cos 6^ 

.% sin (^1 + ^2) = sin 6^ cos <^2 + cos sin ^3 

the sign of ^2> we get 

sin (^1 - ^2) = sin di cos 62 "" cos 6^ sin ^2 

Examples.—XCI, 

1. Prove the formula in trigonometry, 

+ r* — 2iit: cos A 
by vector algebra. 

2. If R is the resultant of two forces, P and Q, acting at a point so that $ is the 
angle between P and Q, prove that 

R2 = p2 + Q2 + 2PQ cos 0. 

3. ABC is a triangle, and D is the mid point of BC. Prove that 

AB* + AC* = 2AD* + 2DB*. 

4. With the same figure as in question 3, prove that 

AD* - DC* = AB . AC cos A. 

5. Prove that the sum of the squares of the distances of the two ends of a diameter 
of a given sphere from a given point is the same whatever diameter be taken. 

6. Explain the physical meaning of the commutative law for scalar products when 
the two vectors are a force and a displacement respectively, 

7. a, by Cy and d are the sides of a quadrilateral, none of whose angles are greater 
than 180®. a and j8 are the angles between ay b and by c respectively ; 7 is the angle 
between a and c when they are produced to meet, a, <8, and 7 are taken as the 
angles which face towards d at each point of intersection. Prove that 

4. 4. — 2ab cos a — 2bc cos jS — 2ca cos 7. 

100. Field of a Vector.—^This section is chiefly intended for students of 
electricity. 

Consider the case of a stream of water in steady motion. At every point 
in the interior of the stream the velocity of the water is a vector having a 
definite magnitude and direction. 

If any vector satisfies this condition throughout any region of space, 
that region is called the field of the vector. In the above example the 
region of space occupied by the stream is the field of the velocity of the 
water regarded as a vector. 

Consider any limited space on the earth’s surface, such as the interior of 
a room. 

The weight of a given mass is a vector, which has the same magnitude 
and direction at every point in the room. The interior of the room is, 
therefore, the field of a vector, and when, as in this case, the vector is the 
same at every point, the field is called a uniform field. 

At every point in the space near the poles of a magnet the magnetic force 
is a vector which has a definite value, and changes continuously as we pass 
from point to point. This space may, therefore, be regarded as the field of 
the magnetic force, and is usually spoken of as a magnetic field. 

The conception of a magnetic field is of great importance in electricity. 
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It is usual to represent the direction of the magnetic force vector by lines, 
called lines of force, supposed to pass through the field so that at every 
point their direction is the same as that of the force. 

The magnitude of the force is represented by the number of lines which 
cross a square centimetre of a surface at right angles to the direction of the 
field. Thus in air we may have 8000 lines to the square centimetre, and in 
iron 18,000 lines of induction per square centimetre. 

107. Elow or Flux of a Vector across a Surface, 
of a stream flowing with uniform velocity v feet 
per second at every point, and suppose a plane 
surface is drawn in the fluid, making an angle B 
with the direction of flow. Then we may re¬ 
quire to find the amount of fluid which flows 
across a unit area of the surface in one second. 

Let A BCD be a square of one foot side 
perpendicular to the direction of flow, and 
having the side AB in the given surface. Let 
the lines of flow through C and D meet the 
given surface in E and F, and complete the 
rectangle ABEF. 

Then BEG = B and BE = 

area ABEF = AB . BE 

“Consider the case 

Now, since A BCD is one square foot in area, and the fluid flows through 
this square at the rate of v feet per second, it follows that cubic feet of the 
fluid flow through ABCD, and therefore through ABEF, in one second. 

Therefore the volume of the fluid flowing through one square foot of the 
surface in each second is 

= 2/ sin ^ cu. ft. 
ABEF 

Sin 6 is the cosine of the angle between the vector v and a unit normal n 
drawn from the surface ABEF on that side to which the stream is flowing, 
and thus we may also state the above result as follows:— 

The volume of fluid flowing through one square foot of the surface in each 
second is equal to the scalar product of the vector u and a unit normal drawn 
from the surface on the side to which the stream is flowing. 

For example, in a stream flowing uniformly at 10 ft. per second, the flow 
per square foot across a surface making an angle of 40® with the stream 
lines is 

10 sin 40° = 6*428 cu. ft. per second 

Similarly, we may say that in any vector field the flow or flux of the vector 
across unit area of a surface is the scalar product of the vector and a unit 
normal drawn from the surface on the side to which the vector passes. An 
important example of this occurs in the case of the magnetic field where the 
flow of the magnetic induction vector across a surface in the field is spoken 
of as the magnetic flux per unit area across that surface. 

Example.—/n a magfietic field of 6000 lines per square centimetre^ to find the flux 
per square centimetre across a surface making an angle ^35*^ with the field. 
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Here the angle between the normal and the field is 55°» therefore the flux 
across the surface is 6000 X i X cos 55® = 3442 lines per sq. cm. 

Examples.—XCII. 

1. If the intensity of a magnetic field in air is 8000 lines per square centimetre, 
find the flux across surfaces inclined at angles of {a) 85®, [b) 45^, {c) 5®, to the 
direction of the field. 

2. The intensity of a magnetic field in iron is 18,000 lines of induction per square 
centimetre. Find the flux per square centimetre across surfaces inclined at angles of 
(a) 77®, {b) 61®, {c) 43®, {d) 2®, to the field. 

8. Find the flux per square centimetre across a surface inclined at an angle of 6l® 
to the direction of a field of 12,400 lines per square centimetre. 

4. 0*525 inches of rain fell on a certain day. How many cubic feet of water fell 
on a roof 252 sq. yds. in area, and inclined at an angle of 40® to the vertical ? The 
rain is supposed to fall vertically. 

Note.—The expression “ one inch of rain ” means that if the rain which falls on a 
horizontal surface is not allowed to escape, it will cover the surface to a depth of 
one inch. 

6. A stream is flowing at 7*3 miles per hour. Find the flow per square foot per 
hour across a surface making an angle of 30® with the stream. 

0. A valley runs east and west, and its sides have a mean slope of 20° to the 
horizontal. Compare the quantities of sunshine received per square yard by the two 
sides of the valley when the sun is due south at an elevation of 70®. 

168. Vector Products. 
Definition.—The vector product of two vectors a and 6 is a vector c, whose 

numerical magnitude is ab sin d, where d is the angle included between a 
and 6. Its direction is perpendicular to the plane of a and 6, and is such that 
to a person facing in the direction of c a clockwise rotation passes from a to 6. 

The vector product is written Vab. 
We may state the direction in another way, by saying that if the angle d 

is always measured from a to 6 in a counter-clockwise direction, then a 
positive value of the vector product ab sin d indicates that it is directed 
towards the spectator; a negative value, that it is directed from the 
spectator. 

The rule for direction is most easily remembered by imagining that an 
ordinary right-handed screw is being turned from a to 6 in the direction in 
which d is measured. Then the screw will move forward in the direction of 
the vector product 0. 

Fig. 146. 

in Fig. 145, if a right-handed screw is turned from a to 6 it will 
pass down into the paper, and accordingly the direction of the vector 
product Vab is down into the paper and perpendicular to it. 

In Fig. 146, if a right-handed screw is turned from a to 6 it will move 
forward from the paper towards the spectator, and, therefore, the direction 
of Vab is towards the spectator. 

109. Ghoometrical Representation of the Vector Product.—Let a 
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and b be two displacement vectors, and construct a parallelogram of which 
they are two adjacent sides. Then ab sin 6 is equal to the area of this 
parallelogram. We may thus obtain a way of looking at the vector 
multiplication of two vectors as a process in the geometry of motion. 

We may say that, to form the vector product Vab of a multiplied by 6, we 
move the vector a parallel to itself through 
a displacement equal to the vector 6. 
Then draw a line at right angles to the 
plane of the parallelogram thus traced out, 
in the direction given by the above rule, 
and mark off along it a length numerically 
equal to the area of the parallelogram. 
Then this line of definite length is the 
vector product of a and b. 

Students familiar with the working of 
Amsler’s planimeter will note that if a is 
the free arm carrying the roller, the instru¬ 
ment registers the numerical magnitude of the total vector product of the 
length of the arm a regarded as a vector, and the vector displacement of the 
tracing point. 

It can be shown that areas swept out by rotation of the free arm cancel 
each other in passing round a closed curve, and that the area enclosed in the 
curve is equal to the total vector product as registered by the rolling wheel. 

We may now express the rule for the direction of the vector product in 
another way. If the paper is held facing the observer, so that a points 
upwards, then, if a is moved to the right through the displacement 6, the 
vector product is directed away from the observer ; while, if a is moved 
to the left, Vab is directed towards the observer. 

170. Commutative Law.—In multiplying two numbers together it 
does not matter which we take first, t\e. ab = ba^ and we have shown that the 
same law is true of scalar products. Vector products, however, do not obey 
this commutative law. 

In the figure, the direction of the vector product Vab is found by imagining 
that a right-handed screw is turned from a to 
6. It will pass down into the paper so that 
the direction of Vab is away from the observer. 

To find the direction of Vba we suppose a 
right-handed screw to turn in the opposite 
direction from 6 to ct; In this case it will move 
up through the paper towards the observer. 
Thus the direction of Vba is opposite to that 
of Vab. 

The two products Vba and Vab have the 
same numerical magnitude ab sin 6 — ba sin. 6. 

Vab and Vba are equal in numerical magnitude, but opposite in 
direction or sign. 

We get the law 
Vab= -/6a 

This is an important difference between vector products and scalar 
products, which, as we have seen, satisfy the corresponding law 

ab = 6a 

We get the same result by taking into account the direction in which 6 is 
measured in calculating the magnitude of the vector product, for, if ab sin B 
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is positive when 6 Is measured from a to 6, it will be negative when B is 
measured from 6 to a, t\e. when the sign of B is changed. 

171. Eul© of Signs.—Vector products obey the same rule of signs as the 
products of scalar quantities. 

For consider the effects of a change of sign in a or 6, or both, on the 
vector product Vab. (Fig. 148.) 

If a screw passes downwards when turned from a to 6 at O, it will pass 
upwards when turned from a to -- 6, 

V{ab) = - y(a. - 6) 

So also, if turned from — a to ~ 6 at O, the screw will move forwards in 
the same direction as when turned from a to b, 

Vab = a. - 6) 

Thus the rule of signs ” of ordinary scalar algebra also applies to vector 
products. 

The working of an AmsleFs planimeter affords an illustration of the rule 
of signs as applied to vector products. The wheel registers positive vector 
products by rolling one way, and negative vector products by rolling the 
opposite way, thus automatically adding the products up with their proper 
signs. The student who is accustomed to use a planimeter is probably 
familiar with the fact that if the tracing point is taken the wrong way round 
the area to be measured, the result is measured backwards from the zero 
point, ue. with a negative sign. 

Example (i).—Find the vecior^prodticis V(3^90.51220) and V(62520 . Siooo). 

The angle $ between 3400 and 51220 is 73®. 

V(3,„o. 5i22o) = 3 X S X sin 73® 

= I4'34 

in a direction perpendicular to the plane of the paper, 
and towards the observer. 

Similarly V( 51220.3490) is a vector 14*34 directed 
away from the spectator. 

The angle between 62420 and 5,000 is 152®. 

A V(6202o . 5iooo) = 6 X 5 X sin X52® 

= 14*085 

in a direction away frona the observer. 

172. Magnetic Field. 

Example (2).—If a straight conductor^ carry mg a current of C amperes^ is placed 
in a uniform magnetic field of intaisity B lines per square 

^ centimetre^ it expmences a force of F dynes per unit length. 
—The value and direction of F are given by the equation 

rB F=:^V{CB) 

—^ 
c 

Fig. 150. 

Note that F, C, and B are vectors. 
Find the force experienced by a straight wire^ carpring a 

current of 3 amps., in a field of intensity 5000 lines per 
square centimetre. The direction of the current makes an 
angle of 60® with the magnetic fuld. 
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WehaveF = ^J^(CB) . 
= . 3.5000 . sin 60® = 1300 dynes 

the wire experiences a force of 1300 dynes per centimetre of its length in a 
direction perpendicular to the plane of 0 and and towards the observer if the 
directions of C and B are as shown in Fig. 150. 

Example (3).—If a straight condtutcr he moved through a magnetic Jidd oj 
intensity B lines per square centimetre^ with a velocity q cm. per second^ an E.M.P. 
of E volts, per unit length will he induced. The value and direction of £ are given hy 
the equation 

io“« volts. 

f, <7, and B are vectors. 
A straight wire in the armature of a dynamo is being moved at right angles to itself 

with a velocity of 2400 cms. per second through a magnetic field 
of 6000 lines per square centimetre. The direction of the wire is 
at right angles to the field and to the motion. Find the E.M.F. 
induced in the wire. 

= O’144 volt, per cm. length 

If the wire is supposed to be perpendicular to the plane 
of the paper, and to be moved in the direction of the arrow, 
the induced E.M.F. is directed from the observer. 

Fig. 151. 

Examples.—XCIII. 

Find the following vector products ; specify the .direction of each by reference to 

a figure. 

1. 1^527°• 7iS40* !^6i20O * 73S*0* 

4. 1^7230° • ^350® •487®- i^{350®)(~ 4«r®)* 

7. 3soo)(~" 4*7®)* 350®)(4*7°)* 
9. A wire is moved with a velocity of 1320 cms. per second at right angles to its 

length, across a magnetic field of 5000 lines per square centimetre, in a direction 
making an angle of 81® with the direction of the field. What E.M.F. will be 
developed per unit length of the wire? Explain its direction by means of a figure. 

10. Find thi force on a wire carrying a current of 4 amps, in a magnetic field of 
intensity 5525 lines per square centimetre, the current making an angle of 65® with 
the direction of the field. If the direction of the field be taken from left to right, and 
the angle 65° as being measured in a counter-clockwise direction from the field to the 

current, state the direction of the force. 

173. Distributive Law.—To prove that vector products satisfy the 
equation 

Va{b + c) = Vab + Vao 

where the sign + of course denotes vector addition. 
We shall here confine ourselves to the case where a, 6, and c are in the 

same plane. 
In the figure let AB = a, AC = and CD = 0. 
Then AD = 6 4- c. 
We shall consider the vector products as the result of a geometneal 

process, as explained in § 169. 
I. Let 6 and e be both directed to the same side of a, as in Fig. 152. 
To form Va(b 4- e) we move AB parallel to itself along AD, thus tracing 

out the parallelogram ABED. Similarly Vab is given by the area ABFC. 
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And, since CF = a, Vac is given by the area CFED. 
And since the three parallelograms, AF, CE, and AE, have equal bases, 

and the sum of.the heights of AF and CE is equal to the heig'lit of AE, it 
follows by elementary geometry that 

ABED = ABFC + CFED 

Le. the vector a traces out the same area if moved through the displace¬ 
ments 6 and c in succession, as it does if moved through the displacement 
6 4- c. 

Since, in the figure, the three vector products which occur are all directed 
towards the observer, and perpendicular to the plane of the paper, Wab and 

Fig- 152. Fig. 153. 

are both in the same direction, and their sum may be found by adding 
the areas of the corresponding parallelograms by ordinary arithmetical 
addition, 

Va{b 4- c) = Vab -t- Vac 

II. Let 6 and c be directed to opposite sides of a, as in Fig. 153. 
Then the vector a traces out the same area if it is moved parallel to itself 

through the displacements CA and AD in succession, as it does if it receives 
the displacement CD. 

V{cl)[ - 6) + Va{b + c) = Van 

but by the rule of signs for vector products, §171, 

l^(a)(—6) = ~ Vab 
Va[b + c) = Vab -f Vac 

Similarly, if we suppose the same displacement a Is given to 6, c, and 
6 -f c, we obtain the equation 

1^(6 + G)a = Vba 4* Vca 

which can also be proved from the former case by reversing the order of 
multiplication, and consequently the sign of each vector product. 

We may now extend the distributive law to the case of the vector product 
of any two factors, each of which is regarded as the sum of two or more 
vectors. 

Let a = (/ -f e. 
Then by the above result 

V{cl 4" e){b 4“ 0) = V{d + e)b V{d 4- e)c 
= Vdb -F Veb + Vdo + Vec 

This may, similarly, be extended to the case where the two factors contain 
any number of terms with either plus or minus signs. 
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Thus in dealing with vector products we may multiply two factors together 
term by term, and add the results with their proper signs as in ordinary 
algebra, and the result will be the vector product of the two original factors. 
We must, however, be careful to keep the order, in which any two terms 
appear in a product, constant throughout the work. In ordinary scalar 
multiplication we might write x {b c) = dx cx^ but this is not true of 
vector products. 

The above proof of the distributive law applies to vectors in the same 
plane, and it is not necessary here to extend it to the case of vectors in 
different planes. 

174. Moment of a Force. 
Let P be a force vector, and A any point. 
Then we know that the moment of the force P about A is equal to the 

magnitude of P multiplied by the perpendicular drawn from A to the force P. 
This is numerically equal to the vector product of the 
force vector P, and a displacement vector OA equal 
to a drawn from any point O on the vector P to the 
point A. 

We consider the moment as a vector whose 
direction is that of the axis about which it tends to 
cause rotation. 

Thus the moment of P about A may be defined 
as the vector product V{P,a), and this form of the 
definition is convenient for certain purposes. 154- 

The point O may be taken anywhere on the line 
of action of P. For, if we take any other point, such as Oi on P, the areas 
of the two parallelograms formed by moving the straight line representing 
the force P through displacements OA and OjA will be the same by 
elementary geometry, and we have shown that the formation of vector pro¬ 
ducts may be represented by the operation of forming these parallelograms. 

175. Varignon^s Theorem, of Moments.—This theorem states that if 
P and Q be two forces acting at a point, then the algebraic sum of their 
moments about any point A in their plane is 
equal to the moment of their resultant. 

Let P and Q be the two force vectors. 
Then the vector P 4- 0 through O is their 

resultant. 
Draw the straight line vector OA = a. 

Then moment of P = V. Pa 

» » 0 = I'. 0a 
Moment of resultant P + 0 = V{P Q)a 

But we have proved, in § 173, that when P, Q, 
plane 

V ,Pa + V .Qa = V{P ^ Q)a 

and a are in the same 

i.e. moment of P -4- moment of Q = moment of resultant (P + Q). 
Note that this is true whether A is inside or outside of the acute angle 

formed by P and Q so long as the vector products are taken with their 
proper signs. 

Thus we see that this important theorem in mechanics is a special case 
of the distributive law for vector products. 
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Example (i).—Prove the formula 

sin (^1 — ^2) = sin cos 0^ — cos sin 6^ 

directly^ by a similar method to that of \ 165, using vector products instead of scalar 
products^ 

Example (2).—If a, 6 andc are three line vectors meeting at a point, prove that 
the scalar product ai^6c is equal to the volume of the parallelepiped formed by 
a, b and c. 

170. Note on the Theory of Multiplication.—-Students often feel the 
difficulty that the definitions of scalar and vector products seem to be chosen 
in an arbitrary way. Why are these called products ? Why is the process 
of forming- them called multiplication ? The following note will make this 
point clearer :— 

In arithmetic the product of the two integral numbers 3 and 5 is defined 
as the result of taking 3 five times over. But even in arithmetic we already 
extend the notion of a product to cases where we cannot proceed in this 
way. _ _ 

finding the value of 2 x -^3 we cannot take two aJ3 times over, 

since Vs cannot be measured exactly in terms of any unit; de, it is incom¬ 
mensurable. Similarly, a definition of the above form does not apply to such 
products as 3 X -J, 2 X — 5, 2 X — 3. 

We notice, however, that if a and b are two integral numbers, the product 
ab satisfies two important laws :— 

(1) The commutative law, ab — ba\ 

<f.^. 3 X 8 = 24 = 8 X 3 

(2) The distributive law, a{b + c) = ab + ac] 

3 X 7 = 3 X 3 + 3 X 4 

We take these two laws together as the definition of multiplication when 
applied to any two algebraical quantities, whether integral numbers or 
fractions, positive or negative, commensurable or incommensurable. 

The product ab of any two algebraical quantities a and b is defined as a 
method of combining them which satisfies the above two laws. By repeated 
use of these two laws, together with laws for addition and subtraction 
previously found, we obtain all the results of ordinary scalar algebra involving 
products of the second degree. 

When we seek to apply the process of multiplication to vectors we find 
the important difference that vectors have direction as well as numerical 
magnitude, and we have to take this into account in multiplying them. 

The scalar product of two vectors is defined in such a way as to satisfy 
both of the above laws. For the vector product of two vectors the second 
law is the same, while the law Vab = -Vba takes the place of the first of the 
above laws. The algebra which is developed from the laws which govern 
these two species of products supplies a powerful method of treating many 
physical problems. 



CHAPTER XXII 

SOUD GEOMETRY-^POINTS AND STRAIGHT LINES 

177. Rectangular Co-ordinates of a Point.—We have seen that the 
position of a point in a plane is specified by two rectangular co-ordinates x 
and which are its distances from two perpendicular axes. If these two 
co-ordinates are known, the point is fixed in the plane. If, however, the 
point is not confined to one plane, but may be anywhere in space, two 
co-ordinates are not sufficient to define its position, for, even if x and / are 
known, we may suppose the plane containing the co-ordinates x and y to 
move up and down a third perpendicular axis O-s-, remaining parallel to the 
original plane of the axes x and 

In order to fix the position of the point, we require to know a third 
co-ordinate z, which fixes the position on Oz of this plane containing the 
point P and its co-ordinates ;trandj/. Thus three co-ordinates are required 
to fix the position of a point in space. 

For example, the position of a point in a room is defined when we know 
its distances from two adjacent walls and the floor. 

Accordingly, the position of a point 
In space is defined as follows ;— 

Take three axes Ox^ O/, Oz at right 
angles to each other. 

The position of any point P is defined 
by 

(1) its distance x measured parallel 
to Ox from the plane Oyz^ 

(2) its distance y measured parallel 
to Oy from the plane Ozx^ 

(3) its distance z measured parallel 
to Oz from the plane Oxy. 

We may construct a figure to show 
the position of the point P as follows :— 

Measure off lengths equal to x, 
and z along the axes of Ox, O/, and Oz 
respectively. Construct a rectangular 
block or parallelepiped having these three lines as adjacent edges, then the 
point P is at the comer of the block opposite to O. 

The point P, whose co-ordinates are x, y, and Zj is known as the point 

Fig. zs6. 

Example.—Te find the position of the point {2^ i, 3), set off distances 2 along Ox^ 
I along Oy, 3 along O0, and construct a rectangular block kaxing these three lines cu 
edges. 

The point (2, i, 3) is at P in figure 157. We shall represent the position of 
points and lines in this subject by parallel oblique projection, as in the figure. 
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The plane ofji/and z is supposed to be parallel to the paper and facing; tlie reader. 
The lengths of the co-ordinates y and z will therefore be drawn correctly to scale. 

The four edges of the block parallel to Ox are, 
however, supposed to stand out perpendicularly to 
the paper towards the spectator; they are, therefore, 
foreshortened, and appear to be of less than their true 
length. 

We shall find it convenient to suppose that the 
figures are looked at from above the plane, and 
from the right of the zx plane. 

We shall make the angles xOy and s^Ox each 
equal to 135®, and set off all lengths parallel to Ox 
on a scale half of that used fory and z. 

The student should remember, however, that the 
angles zOx, xOy^ yOZf are right angles, although it 

y is only angles in planes parallel to yOx that are 
drawn with their true values. 

The planes xOy, yOz, and zOx are called the 
three co-ordinate planes. 

By adopting this conventional mode of repre- 
Fig. 157. sentation, we are enabled rapidly to draw all figures 

to scale on squared paper. 
The axes of y and z are taken in the direction of the ruling, and all lines parallel 

t< > Ox arc drawn along or parallel to the diagonals of the squares. 

178. Signs of the Co-ordinates.— 
If any co-ordinate is measured, from O 
in the direction shown in Fig". 156, it 
is positive; if measured in ttie oppo¬ 
site direction parallel to tlie corre¬ 
sponding axis produced backward, it is 
negative. 

the point (2, --1, 3) is sliown by 
measuring the distance i along* pro¬ 
duced, and 2 and 3 on the proper scales 
along Ox and Ox; on completing the 

y rectangular block as before, we get the 
^ point Pi in Fig. 158. 

The co-ordinates of in Fig. 158 
are ( —2, i, — i). 

In this case x is measured away 
from the spectator behind the plane of 
yOs^ and x is measured below tfie plane 
xOy, 

Examples .—XCIV. 

Draw figures showing clearly the position of each of the following points :— 

1. (8, 2, 6). * 2. (10, 3, S). 3. (I, I, o); (x, o, i) ; (o, i, i). 
4. (I, o, o); (o, I, o); (o, o, i). 5. (~ 6, 5, 3). 
6. (7, 4, - 3}. 7. ($, — 6, - 2). 

17a Polar Co-ordinates of a Point.—Consider the case of a point near 
tfie d<wr of a room. Its position might be defined as follows. Suppose the 

to be opened till it passes through the point. Draw a line from the 
lower fixed corner of the door to the point. Then if we know the length of 
this and the angle it makes with a line through the hinges, the position 
of the point in fixed In the door. 
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These two quantities are the polar co-ordinates, r and of the point in 
the plane of the door. If in addition we know the angle through which the 
door is opened the position of the point is fixed in space. We distinguish 
this angle by the letter 0, and the 
three quantities r, d, ^ are the polar 
co-ordinates of the point in space. 

Thus we may define the polar co¬ 
ordinates of the point P as follows:— 

Take three rectangular axes as 
before. Let P be the point and join 
OP. Let a plane through OP and Os 
cut the plane 0:iy in ON. 

Draw PN perpendicular to the 
plane Ojtry, and PM perpendicular to 
Os. 

The rectangular block whose edges 
are the rectangular co-ordinates 
and s of P is thus cut by a diagonal 
plane in a section which is the rect¬ 
angle ON PM. 

The polar co-ordinates of P are— 
(1) The distance r of P from the origin. 
(2) The angle 0 between OP and the axis of s. 
(3) The angle between the plane OPN and the axis of ;r. 

Note.—The angle between a straight line and a plane is measured by the angle 
between the line and its projection on the given plane. 

The point P is known as the point (r, 0, <p). Note that in the figure none 
of the three co-ordinates r, 0, <f> is drawn with its true value. 

180. To jdnd the Rectangular Co-ordinates of a Point when the 
Polar Co-ordinates are given. 

The angle OMP is a right angle, and therefore 

OM ^ a J /i = cos 0, and s = r cos 0 
OP r ’ 

Also-- sin d and MP = r sin ^ = ON. 
r 

Also, since OAN is a right angle, = cos 

and x = ON cos (/> = rsln 0 cos fi>. 

So also = sin 

and = ON sin = r sin 6 sin <j>. 

Thus, to convert polar to rectangular co-ordinates, we have 

s = r cos B 
= r sin d cos <p 

y = r sin 6 sin 4> 

Example.—Find the rectangular co-ordinaies of the point whose polar co-ordinates 
are (2, 15°, 40®), and draw a figure showing its position. 
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We liave 
0 = r cos ^ = 2 cos 15® = 2 X 0*9659 = 1932 
a; = r SID 0 cos <^> = 2 sin 15° cos 40° 

= 2 X 0*2588 X 0*7660 
= 0*396 

v = r sin 0 sin </) = 2 sin X5° sin 40® 
= 0*333 

.% the rectangular co-ordinates are— 

X = 0*396 
r = 0*333 
z =z 1*932 

The figure may now be drawn in parallel projection from these values of x, 
and z. 

Examples.—XCV, 

Find the rectangular co-ordinates of the points whose polar co-ordinates are given 
as follows, and draw figures to scale :— IUJ.1UWS), lUlU U.i«AW 

1. (4, 55°, 44°). 
4. (4, 35°, 42°). 
7. (2,40®, 56°). 
10. (I, 120®, 52°). 

2. (3, 37°, 51°)- 
5. (3*2, 52°, 16®). 
8* (3, 30°, 45°)- 

11. (X, 270°, 90°). 

a (3, 45^ 120®). 
8. (2, 31°, 59°). 
8. (2, 38®, 52®). 

12. (3, 62®, 122®). 

181. To find tlie Polar Co-ordinates of a Point when the 
Kectangxilar Co-ordinates are given. 

Let X, y, z, and r be regarded as vectors in the directions shown by the 
arrows in Fig. 159. 

We have, by vector addition, 

x+y+z=r 
Squaring 

(X + «/ + z)* = r* 

X* -f y* + z* + 2xy + 2yz + 2zx = 

where the products are scalar products. 

+ jf-h -f 2xy cos 90® + 2^Z COS 90° -f 2ZX cos 90® - 7^ 

But cos 90® = o. 
0^ 4-^/2 4. 2-2 — ^ 

This gives r = aJ^ 

cos d = - = 
r 

^ NA 
tan <t> = 

z 

aJx*^ + 4- 

X 

These equations give r, and (/>. 

EXAMPI.E.—Find the polar co-ordinates of the point whose rectangular co-ordinates 

are (4, 3, 2). 

Note.—In examples such as this the student should always draw the figure, and 
obtain the results directly from the geometry of the case, and not from the formulse 
alone. 

He should form a definite mental picture of the co-ordinates in space, and should 
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not form the habit of simply working from the formulae alone, if he does so these 
examples will become mere practice in arithmetic, and not in geometry. 

and the polar co-ordinates are (5*38, 68°, 37°). 

Examples.—XC VI. 

Find the polar co-ordinates of the points whose rectangular co-ordinates are given 
as follows:— 

Give the values of 6 and <^> to the nearest degree. Draw a figure to scale in each 
case. 

I. or = S, j = 4, 2 = 5- 2. jc= io,>/ = 5, 5:= 4. 
S. x = = 2, z = -2, 4. = 8, ^ = 2, 2 = 5. 
o. A- = 6,= 4, 2 = 8. 6. .a: = I, ^ = 1, 2 = I. 
7. ^ = 3 ~ 2, 2 = I. 8. = 6, j = 4, 2 = 3. 

. 9. = 18, ^ = 10, z = 15. 10. = 8, ^ - 2, z = 3. 
II. jc = 12, / = — 3, 2 = - 4. 
12. Prove that + y + without using vector algebra. 

182. Direction of a Straight Line in Space.—The direction of a 
straight line in space may be specified by the three angles a, j8, and 7, which 
it makes with the three axes of jr, 
y and z respectively. 

If the line does not pass .. 
through the origin we can specify \ / 
the direction by considering the \ 
case of a line parallel to it through \ y 
the origin, so that we need only y \0y 
consider the case of a straight line -y— 
through the origin. 

Take any point P on this line -y 
and complete the rectangular ° 
block, having the co-ordinates of y/ 
P as its edges. /y y/ 

Then, with the same notation ^ y 
as before, PMO is a right-angled y^ 
triangle, and ^ 

OM 2 
cos 7 = = — 

OP r 

Similarly, if we join PA, PAO is a right-angled triangle, and 
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Similarly, joining PB, we get cos )8 =- 
r 

Cos a, cos and cos y, are called the direction cosines of the line OP. 
We write cos o = /, cos ^ cos y = and use the direction cosines 

/, n, to specify the direction of the straight line OP. 
Note that the angle y is the same as the polar co-ordinate 6 of the point P. 

Example.—reciajigular co-ordinates of a point P are 6, q x. JFind the angles 
which OP makes with the three axes Oar, 0;>/, and Os. ’ 

We have 

r = V x‘ ■>ry‘ + 82 = ^36 + 9 + 9= 7'35 

cos a = j = ^ = 0-828 ;.-.. = 34° 

cos ^ ^ 0.4,4 ■,:.& = 65-5° 

,3 COS y = p = 0*414 ; /. y = 65*5° 

and the required angles are 

o ^ 34°, 3 = 65*5°, y = 65*5® 

183. 4- ^2 -f = I.—Considering the case where the position of P is 
such that all its co-ordinates are positive, we see that any two of the angles 
a, 7 would be sufficient to fix the direction of the line OP. There must, 
therefore, be some relation connecting a, )8, and y so that the third angle 
may be determined when any two are given. 

With the same notation as before, we have 

cos a = - = . 

y y 
cos B =- = -r-r=.--^=-rr=.-=-r= 

__ z _ ^3 

^ ^ aJx^ 4- 4- 

Squaring and adding, we get 
.1 yl 

cos^ a 4- cos'^ B 4- cos‘^ y = -o". ^ 

Le. 4- I 

This corresponds to the relation cos^ 6 4- sin^ ^ = i in plane geometry. 
If we have two of the angles a, B, and y given, we may now find the third 

angle. 

Example.—A straight line makes angles of 6o° and 70° with the axee of x and z 
respectively. Find the angle which it makes with the axis of y. 

We have a = 60°, y = 70®. 
We require to find B- 

cos* a 4- cos® B 4- cos® 7 = 1 

cos® B = I — cos® a — cos® 7 

= I — cos® 60° — cos® 70° 
= I - (0-5)" - (0-342)2 
= I — 0-25 — 0-1170 

= I — 0*3670 = 0*6330 

cos B = \/o'633o = 0*796 

•*. B = 37'25° 
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184. Angle between a Straight Line and each of the Co-ordinate 
Planes,—The angle which a straight line makes with plane is defined as 
the angle which the straight line makes with its projection on the plane. 

In Fig. 160 the angle between OP and the plane 0;i^ is 

NOP = 90° - POM = 90® - 7 

Similarly, the angle between OP and the plane Oyz is 90° — a ; and the 
angle between OP and the plane O^x is 90® — A 

The angle between a given straight line and any co-ordinate plane is the 
complement of the angle between the line and the axis, which is perpendicular 
to that plane. 

£.g. in example, § 183. 

a = 60®, $ = 37° 7 = 70® 

OP makes angles of 30° with the plane Oy2j 53® with the plane 0^;r, 
and 20° with the plane Oxy, 

186. Representation on a Sphere.—Consider a sphere of unit radius 
with its centre at the origin. 

Let the axes cut the surface of 
this sphere in the points x, y, and 

and let OP cut the surface in P. 
Then, since the radius of the 

sphere is unity, the planes POjt, 
POy, and PO-s- will cut the surface 
of the sphere in arcs whose lengths 
are numerically equal to the values 
of a, 3, and 7, 

Thus the angles which OP 
makes with the three axes may be 
represented on the surface of a 
sphere, as shown in Fig. 162. 

Thus the arc zPu in the figure 

is equal to the arc zP = 7, and 

the arc Pn which measures the 
angle between OP and the plane 

Oxy, is equal to ^ — 7, 

180. Example (i).—The rectangular co-ordinates of a point P are (10, 4, 3) j 
find the angles which OP makes with the three axes of co-ordinates. 

We have 

OP —r — tjod +y^ + = V125 = iri8 
X 10 

cos a = p = = 0*895 = COS 26*5® J O = 26*5® 

COS ^ ='^ = = 0*358 = COS 69° ; /. = 69° 

cos 7 = 0*2685 = cos 74*4® s 7 = 74*4® 

Example (2).—The polar co-ordinates of a point P are (5, 36®, 42®) ; find the 
angles between OP and tfu three axes of rectangular co-ordinates. 
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We have 

7 = 0= 36° 
X r sin B cos d> . ^ 

cos a = — = -- = sm 6 cos <b 
r r 

= sin 36° cos 42° = 0*588 X 0*743 = 0*437 = cos 64® 

a = 64® 

„ y r.sin 6 sin <f> . ^ . 
cos 3 = " = - = sm B sin (p 

r r 

= sin 36° sin 42® = 0*588 X 0*669 = 0*393 = cos 67® 

3 = 67® 

and the three angles which OP makes with the axes are 

o = 64®, 3 = 67®, 7 = 36® 

Examples.—XCVII. 

1. The rectangular co-ordinates of a point P are (8, 3, 2). Draw a figure to scale 
to show its position, and calculate the direction cosines of OP, and the angles which 
it makes with the axes of co-ordinates. 

2. The rectangular co-ordinates of P are (5, 2, 3). Find the angles which OP 
makes with the co-ordinate planes, and the projection of OP on the plane Oyz. 

5. The rectangular co-ordinates of P are (3, 4, 6). Find the direction cosines 
of OP. 

4. A rectangular block has its edges 3, 4, and 7 in. long. Find the length of its 
diagonal and the angles which its diagonal makes with each of the three edges. 

6. The polar co-ordinates of a point P are (3, 57®, 39°). Find the direction 
cosines of OP. 

6. The polar co-ordinates of P are (3*2, 52°, 16®). Find the angles which OP 
makes with the three axes of rectangular co-ordinates. 

7. The polar co-ordinates of P are (2, 31°, 59°). Find the angles which OP 
makes with the three co-ordinate axes. 

8. The polar co-ordinates of P are (5, 48®, 60°). Find the projection of OP on 
the plane Ozx. 

9. A straight line OP, 3 in. long, is drawn from the origin so as to make angles 
of 52° and 65° with the axes of x and z respectively. Find the rectangular 
co-ordinates of the point P. 

10. A straight line, 3*52 in, long, makes angles of 59® and 67® with Ox and Oy 
respectively. Find the lengths of its projections on the three axes. 

11. A straight line makes angles of 40° and 60® with the axes of y and jr 
respectively. What angle does it make with the axis of 2 ? 

12. A straight line makes angles of 59° and 73® with Oz and Ox respectively. 
What angle does it make with Oy ? 

13. For a certain straight line o = 52°, 7 = 65®. Find $. 
14. If a = 59®, 3 = 67®. Find 7. 

16. A straight line makes angles of 55® with Ox and 71° with Oy. What angle 
does it make with the plane Oxy ? 

187. To jdnd the Hiength and Direction of the Line joining two 
given Points. 

Example.— The rectangular co-ordinates of a point A are (4, 3, 2), and of a point 
B (8, 5, 3). Find the len^h and direction cosines of the straight line AB. 

Construct the rectangular blocks formed by the co-ordinates of A and B. 
Then, if we produce the edges of the block formed by the co-ordinates of A until 

they meet the faces of the block formed by the co-ordinates of B, we obtain a third 
rectangular block, having AB as its diagonal. The edges of this block are 

8 — 4 = 4 parallel to O.;*: 
5-3 = 2 „ Oy 
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the problem is the same as if A were the origin, and the co-ordinates of B were 
(4. 2. !)• 

Fig. 163. 

AB = Vi6 + 4 + i = 4*533 

^ = 4-^ = °‘*74 

= ^81 = 0-437 

i72 = COS 7 = = 0*2185 

Examples. —XC VIII. 

Find the length and direction cosines of the line AB when the co-ordinates of A 
and B are given as follows. Draw a figure in each case. 

1. A (I, I, I); B (3, 4, 3). ‘2. A (2, 2, 2); B (6, 4, 5). 
3. A (8, 2, 4); B (10, 3, 3). 4. A (4, 2, i); B (7, 3, 4). 
5. A (2, 2, 3); B (4, 3, 5). 
6. A straight line AB makes angle.s of 42° with Ox, and 53° with O2; what 

angle does it make with Oy ? If the line is 4 inches long, and is placed so that the 
end A is at the origin, what are the co-ordinates of the other end B ? 

7. If the end A of the line AB in example 6 is placed at the point (i, i, i), and 
its direction remains the same, what are the rectangular co-ordinates of B ? Draw 
a figure to scale. 

8. A is a point whose co-ordinates are (9, 3, 4). A straight line AB 5 units long 
is drawn through A in a direction making an angle of 59° with O;', and 44® with the 
plane Oxy, Find the rectangular co-ordinates of B. 

188. Projections of a Line on the Three Co-ordinate Planes.—In 
Fig. 163, AiBj, A2B2, A3B3 are the projections of AB on tlv^ planes Oyz, 

Ozx, Oxy respectively. 
As an example we shall consider the case where the co-ordinates of A 

are (4, 3. 2), and of B (8, 5, 3), as in Fig. 163. 
To find the length of the projection A3B3 of AB on the plane Ory, 

we have co-ordinates of A3 are ;r =r 4, / = 3 ; co-ordinates of Bj are jr= 8, 

y = s- 
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A,D = 8-4 = 4 
DB3 = 5 ^3 = 2 

and A3B3 = ^20 = 4*47 

Similarly A^Bj = ^^4 + i = 2*24 

and AjBg = V'16 4- i =4*12 

When the length and direction cosines /, m, n of AB are known, its 
projections on the three co-ordinate planes may also be found as follows :— 

We have angle ABC = 7 ; A3B3 = AC = AB sin 7 = 

Similarly AjBi = AB sin a = AB 

A.^Ba = AB sin $ - AB 

180. To And the Xiongth. and Position of a Straight Xilne when 
its Projections on Two Perpendicular Planes are given.—On reference 
to Kig. 163, it is seen that a straight line is determined by its projections on 
any two of the co-ordinate planes, for if A^Bg and A3 B3 are given, a plane 
through A.^B.^ perpendicular to the plane Osr and a plane through AgB^ 
perpendicular to the plane Oxy will intersect in the required line AB. 

I'he co-ordinates of A are the same as the corresponding co-ordinates of 
A„ and A3, viz.— 

the X co-ordinate of A = the x co-ordinate of Aj and A, 

n »> j> ^ ~ '>1 y J3 A3 

n ^ )> 11 A = ,, ,, A2 

Similarly, the co-ordinates of B are the same as the corresponding 
ro-ordinatcs of and B.,. 

I'he co-ordinates of A and B are now known, and the length and direction 
cosines of AB may be found, 

Kxami*i.k.-~-77/c projections AjBi and A3B3 of AB on the planes Oys and Oxy 
rape, iivfiy are given fotlenv^ 

The ro'Ordinales of are (o, 4, 2) of (o, 7, 4) 
n 93 A3 are (5, 4, o) of B^ (8, 7, o) 

0! 

/ 

i-r 
Fir*. 164. 

/htnr a fi.yereihiavingtheponiion ^ AB, and calculate iU length a^d the angles 
whuh t( makes with ike axes of co-ordinates. 
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From the figure the co-ordinates of A and B are (5, 4, 2) and (8, 7,4) respectively. 
The length and direction cosines of AB may now be found 

AB = V9 + 9 + 4 = 4*69 

To find the angle which AB makes with the axis of z, we have 

A,B, = V9 + 9 = 4'24 

sin y - = 0-905 

-K = 64-8» 

Similarly, o and 3 may be found. 

Examples.~XCTX 

1. Write down the values of the angles which AB makes with each of the three 
co-ordinate planes in Examples XCVIII., r-4. 

2. Draw figures to show the projections of AB on the three co-ordinate planes in 
Examples XCVIII., 1-4. Calculate the length of the projection on the plane Oxy 
in each case. 

3. Find the distance between the points (i, 2, i) and (3, 3, ~2), draw a figure to 
show the position of the points and the line joining them, and find the angle which 
the joining line makes with the plane Oxy, 

AiBi, A2B2, A3B3 are the projections of a straight line AB on the planes Oy«, 
Ozx, Oxy respectively. Draw figures to show the position of AB, and calculate its 
length when the co-ordinates of the following points are given :— 

4. A, (o, 4, 2); B, (o, 6, 5). 8. A, (4, o, 5); B, (7, o, 5). 
A, (S, 4. o); B, (7, 6, o). A, (4, 8, o); B, (7, 4, o). 

6. A, (o, I, 3); B, (o, 4, S). 
A, (5, o, 3); B, (6, o, 5). 

7. Find the angles which AB in example 4 makes with the planes Oxy 
and Oyz. 

8. Find the angle which AB in example 4 makes with the plane Ozx^ draw a 
figure to show the projection AjBj of AB on the plane Oar, and calculate the length 
of AjBj. 

0. A straight line PQ, 5 inches long, makes angles of 45° with 0;c and 55® with 
Oz. Find the lengths of its projections on the three co-ordinate planes. 

100. Angle between Two given Straight Ijines.—Let OP and OQ be 
two given lines whose direction cosines are (/j, n^) and (4, 
respectively. We require to find the angle POQ = 6 between OP and OQ. 

Let OP = ^1, OQ = rg, and let the co-ordinates of P and Q be 2^) 
and (^2, ^21 ^2) respectively. 

Then 4 

Consider 7, and x^ f/*- r. as vectors. 
Then, by vector addition, 

ri=Xi-hyi + 7, 
Ta = ^2 + t/a 4 Z, 
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By multiplication, we get the scalar product 

T = (^1 + + Zi)[x. + ^2 4- z^) 

/ / + yiX^ + Zi-Tj 4- (p. 306) 
f——/p 

/ Since the scalar product of two linear 
/ vectors is the product of their lengths 
/ into the cosine of the angle between 
/ them, the last 6 terms in this expression 
/ vanish, being the scalar products of pairs 
_1_^ of perpendicular vectors, 

/ / / we have 

/- ^ ^1^2 cos B = cos o® 4- cos o® 
7 / 4-2^i5'2 cos o® 

Z-_~^-V = ^1^2 + J'l J2 + ^i5'2 

/ Acos^ = ^-h^^4-^-^i? 
X rXt 

= /1/2 4- 4- 

Example (i).—Find to the nearest degree the angle 6 between the straight lines OP 
and OQ, when the co-ordinates ofP and Q are (3, 2, 5), and (4, 3, l) respectively. 

This case Is shown in Fig. 165. 
Let the direction cosines of OP and OQ be (/„ w,, n^), and (4, /Wj, n^) respectively. 

We have 
OP = V9 4- 4 4- 25 = V38 

OQ = V16 4-94-1 = VS 

/, = cos jrOP = 4 = cos ;rOQ = -4=:_ 
V38 V26 

2 7 
VI I — cos/OP = —r~^i = cos/OQ — 

v3o V26 

?7l = cos 2OP = —«2 = cos 2OQ r= 
V26 

COS == 4^! 4- ni'^fn^ 4“ 

_J2 6 5 

V38 V26 
• _ 23 = 0732 = cos 43° 

“ V988 

A POQ = « = 43° 

Example (2).—The polar co-ordinates of two points P and Q are (2, 15®, 45®), and 
{3» respectively. Find the angle 6 between OP and O^. 

With the same notation as before, we have 

/, s= ^ rs ^ = 0-2583 X 0*7071 = 0*1832 

= * = ^.^“»S°!ip.45! ^ 0-1832 

«, 2 cos 15® g.. 
®, = ;r= = 09659 
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3 sin 56^ COS 60° 
: 0*8290 X 0*5 = 0*4145 

3 sin 56® sin 60® ^ 
WPj = ---= 0*8290 X 0*866 = 0*7175 

^ cos ‘56® 
= 0*5592 

cos 6 = 4/2 4- 
— 0*076 4* 0*132 4- 0*540 = 0*748 = cos 41*5® 

, POQ = ^ = 41*5® 

Since the direction cosines of a line from O are proportional to the rectangnlai 
co-ordinates of any point on it, the figure may be drawn in parallel projection when 
the direction cosines of the two lines are known. 

Examples.—C. 

1. The straight line AB makes angles of 59° and 40° with Ox and Oy respectively. 
AC makes angles 43® and 61® with 0;r and Oy. Calculate the angle BAG. 

2. OA makes 32® with Ox and 74® with Oy. 
OB ,, 67^ )) Ox )) 60® ff Oy. 

Find the angle AOB. 

3. OP makes 45° with Ox and 50° with Oy. 
OQ „ 60® „ Ox „ 70® „ Oy. 

Find the angle POQ and the length of the line PQ, taking OP = i and OQ = i. 

4. The rectangular co-ordinates of P are (3, 4, i), of Q (2, 4, 3). Find the angle 
between OP and OQ correct to the nearest degree. 

6. Co-ordinates of P are (4, 2, i) and of Q (2*5, 2, 3). Find the angle POQ, 
and draw a figure to scale in oblique parallel projection. 

6. Co-ordinates of P are (5, I, 5) and of Q (i, 6, 2). Find the angle POQ, and 
draw a figure. 

7. Co-ordinates of P are (1*5, 0*8, 1*2) and of Q (1*2, 2*8, 1*7). Find the angle 
POQ, the length of PQ, and the angles which it makes with the three axes. 

8. Co-ordinates of P are (3,4, i) and of Q ( —3, 4, i). Find the angle POQ, and 
draw a figure. 

9. The polar co-ordinates of P are (3, 45®, 30®) and of Q (3, 60®, 50°). Find 

the angle POQ. 

10. Verify that the relation 

cos 6 = -f 

holds good when the two straight lines arc Oof and Oy^ and also when the two straight 
lines are in the directions Ox and yO, 

11. A is a point in a mine 200 ft. below the surface, B is 150 ft. E. and 50 ft. 
S. of A and 250 ft. below* the surface, C is 350 ft. E. and 50 ft. N. of A and 80 ft. 
below the surface. Straight passages are cut from A to B and from B to C. Find 
the angle between them at B. 



CHAPTER XXIII 

SOLID GROMRTRY—PLANES 

191. Traces of a Plane.—Any plane cuts the three co-ordinate planes in 
tlirec straight lines, called its traces, forming a triangle. 

Any two of the traces are sufficient to determine the plane. 

Fjo. i66. 

lljtr;, In Fig. ri6, AB, BC, and CAare the traces of the plane ABC. We 
• L.ill •Irnutf' the! Icni^ths OA, OB, OC which the plane cuts off from the axes 
hy el, i\ I, tal:e*n |K)sitive when measured in the positive direction along the 
A ^ f'’u 

W r liall use cf, € with this meaning to specify the position of a plane 
hv tif its tiarcs. 

'i htis, in Fig. 116, for the plane ABC 

« rr 3, ^ =z 17, r = 2*1, 

4ijd foi flio plitie AB^C 

a ”= 3,^<5 = — 1*6, c = 2*1 

lo fiiid the lengths of the traces we have 

AB - BC = CA = ^c‘ + a* 

I(>‘? Mcanuromont of Angles between Straight Lines and Planes. 
A ^u.iiKht linr W said to be perpendicular to a plane when it is perpendicular 

to rvrry straiglit line in that plane. , , , it... 
'I he angle between two planes is measured by the angle between two 
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lines drawn one in each plane perpendicular to the line of intersection of the 
two planes. 

In Fig. 167 OPQR is a rectangle ,• 
line of intersection Ox of the two 
planes OPQR and Oxy; the angle be¬ 
tween the two planes isyOP or POy. 

Draw OT perpendicular to the 
plane OPQR. 

Then, if we suppose the plane 
OPQR to lie originally in the plaize 
Oxy, so that OT coincides with 
and to rotate about Ox to its present 
position, OT evidently turns through 
the same angle as OP, and therefore 
the angle .s'OT = j/OP = angle be¬ 
tween the planes OPQR and Oxy, 

Thus the angle between any two 
planes is equal to the angle between 
two perpendiculars to the respective 
planes. 

OP and Oy are perpendicular to the 

193. Iiength and Direction of the Perpendicular from the Origin 
to a given Plane.—Let OP be the perpendicular from the origin to the 
plane ABC, / its length, and (/, m, n) its direction cosines. 

In the figure BPO is a right angle, and 

m = cos yOP = 7, n = cos -&OP = - / = cos K)P 
b c 

7 — j 

+ ”■ = I (p- 322) 

' 

-.1 
’ a 

^ 
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and / = - 
a 

a 

I 

.P 

\/a^ + h+? 

c 

I 

c 

I I I 

+ ? 

Example.—A plane^ ABC, cuts off lengths, a = 6, 3 = 4, ^ the axes of 
X, z. J^ind the length and direction cosines of the perpendictdar from 0 to this 
plane. 

These values are taken in Fig. 168. 
We have 

^ /T £ , JL - / i . . i - 
~p ~ \/ <2=* 32 r- \J 36 16 9 ■” 

/ = -p = 0-37 
<2 0 

P - 2*23 3f rx-V = -- • 
h 4 

- ^ , « XI •*- 
^ 3 

: 0*56 

:o-74 

V 29 
12 

To find the position of P in the figure, drawn in parallel projection, we note that, 
if BP and CP are produced to meet the opposite traces in H and K, it may be shown 
by plane geometry that in the right-angled triangle OCA, 

So also 
AH : HC = : ^r* 

AK : KB = : 3’ 

Accordingly, to draw the figure, we first find the points H and K ; then the inter¬ 
section of BH and CK gives the position of P in the plane. 

194. Inclination of a given Plane to the Axes and to the Co¬ 
ordinate Planes.—In Fig. 168 PB is the projection of OB on the plane ABC, 
and the angle OBP or its supplement measures the angle between the plane 
ABC and the axis ofy. But 

i 

8^08?=-^=--1... 

This gives the angle between the plane and the axis of y. Similarly, the 
angles between the plane and the axes of z and x may be found. 
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The angles between the plane ABC and the co-ordinate planes are the 
complements of the angles between ABC and the axes. 

Thus the angle between ABC and O2X is measured by the angle 
OHB = complement of OBP, which has been found. 

Example.—A plants ABC, cuts off lengths ^ 8, 4, 5 from Ox, Oy, and Oz, 
rsspectivdy. Find the angles (i) between the plane ABC and the axis of y ; (2) between 
ABC and the plane Oxy. 

We have 

^ I I 
P = -========== --== = 2*907 

/ i- JL ^ / I I I 
V + V ^ + iB'^25 

sin OBP =4 = = 0727 = sin 46’6® 
0 4 

OBP = 46 6° 

The angle between the planes ABO and Oxy = OKC = COP, and 

cos COP = ” = = 0*5816 = cos 54*4 

Thus the plane ABC makes angles of 46*6® with the axis of y, and 54*4® with the 

plane Oxy. 

Examples.—Cl. 

1. The traces of a plane on the three co-ordinate planes join the points (10, o, o), 
(o, 7, o), (o, o, 6). Draw a figure to scale to show the positions of the plane, and of 
the foot of the perpendicular drawn from the origin to the plane. 

2. a, b, c are the lengths cut off from the three axes of co-ordinates by the 

plane ABC. 
Draw figures to scale to show the position of the plane ABC in the following 

a = 20,b = 16, r = 12 
a = 20, 3 = — 10, f = 15 
a = — 26, b — 12, r = — 14 

3. The traces of a plane ABC join the points (3, o, o), (o, 2, o), (o, o, 4). Find 
(i) the length of the perpendicular OP from O to the plane ABC, (2) the angles 
between the plane ABC and the axes of x and^, {3) the angles which the plane ABC 

makes with the planes Oy% and Ozx. 
4. A plane ABC cuts off lengths, /z = 8, 3 = 5, r = 3, from the axes of x,y, and a 

respectively. Draw a figure and find (i) the length of the perpendicular OP from the 
ori^n to the plane ABC, (2) the angles which OP makes with the three axes, (3) the 
angles which the plane ABC makes with the axis of « and the plane Ozx. 

195. Line of Intersection of Two Planes. 
The intersection of two planes is a straight line which must pass through 

the intersections of each pair of traces, produced if necessary. ^ ^ ^ ^ 
In the figure QPR is the intersection of the planes ABC and AiBiCjl, 

which cut offlengths (10, 5, 3) and (3, 4, 5) from the axes. 
Note that in the figure the three points of intersection Q, P, R must lie 

in a straight line. 
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To find the projection of QPR on the plane we already have one 
point R where QPR crosses the plane Oxy. 

Another point on the required projection will be given by the projection 
of Q or P on the axis of at or y. In the figure QiPjR is the projection of 
QPR on the plane Oxy. 

Examples.—CII. 

1. Two planes cut off lengths (a, d, c) and q) from the axes of j/, and & 
respectively. Draw figures to show their line of intersection by means of its traces 
on the three co-ordinate planes, and the projection of this line of intersection on the 
plane Oxy. 

(a) /z = I, = 2, f = I ; = 2, = 2*5, <^1 = 3 

(/8) a = 2, i = 3, c = I; a, = - 3. = 2, = 2 
(7) a = 3, i = 3, c = 3 ; = - 3, = - 3, « = 4 

Note that in y the line is parallel to the plane Oxy, and the trace in that plane is 
at infinity. 

2. If a = 5, 3 = 3, ^ = 3, = 3, = 4, ^1 = 6, find by construction and 
measurement the co-ordinates of the points P, Q, and R, in which the line of 
intersection of the two planes cuts the three co-ordinate planes. 

190. Angle between Two given Planes.—To find the angle between 
two planes whose traces are given. 

Let ABC and AiBiCi (Fig. 170) be the given planes, and let OP and OPi 
be perpendiculars from the origin to these planes. Then the required angle 
6 between ABC and AjiBjCj is equal to the angle POPj between the per¬ 
pendiculars. To calculate it we first find the direction cosines (/, w, n) and 
(Aj ^1) of OP and OPj. 

Then cos d = //^ 4- mm^ + and hence B may be found. 
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Example.—Find the angle between the two planes A, B, C, and Aj, Bi, Ci, wkere^ 
with the usual notation^ 

fl = 2, ^ = I, £• = I ; = 2'5, = 2, t-j = 3 

Fig. 170. 

angle between the planes = POPi = 17 *4®. 

190a. Equation to a Plane.-—To find the equation to the plane ABC 
(Fig. 170), whose traces arc given. 

Let Q be any point (^r, y, z) on the plane, OQ = r, angle POQ = 0. 

Then direction cosines of OQ are and of OP • . . § 190. 

Since OPQ is a right angle, cos 0 =-^ = +'^-| +■ 

a 0 c 

This equation is satisfied by the co-ordinates of any point Q on the plane, 
and is therefore the equation of the plane. 

Examples. —cm. 

1. With the same notation as before, 

a = 8, 5 = 3, <: = 4 ; = 9, ^1 = 6, t-i = 9 

Find the angle between the two planes. Draw a figure in parallel projection to scale 

2. = lo, ^ = 5, <: = 6; = 4, = S, Cl = 3 

Find the angle between the two planes, and draw a figure to scale. 



CHAPTER XXIV 

VOLUMES OF SOLIDS 

197, Volume of any SoHdL—Consider the case of a solid in which the 
cross-sectional area perpendicidar to a fixed axis in the solid follows some 
known law, as we pass from point to point along that axis. 

We may, for instance, know tlie way in which the area of the horizontal 
section or water-plane of a ship varies from point to point along an axis 
drawn vertically from the keel. 

Let A be the area of tlie water-plane of a ship when the keel is x feet 
below the surface, and let V be the displacement, ix. the volume under 
water. 

Suppose the ship to sink deeper into the water by a further small 
distance 

Then the displacement is increased by a thin plane layer of water of 
area A and thickness i.e, if 5 V is the increase in the displacement 

«V = A5jr 

But we may imagine that the whole displacement V to any draught h 
is made up of a number of such thin layers of volume SV = A5:ir, and, there¬ 
fore, the whole displacement V is the sum of the terms ASjt from r = o to 
x^k. 

In the limit, as x is made smaller and smaller, this sum becomes J P^dx. 

V =: ^kdx 

In the same way it can be shown in the general case that, if A is the 
cross-sectional area of any solid measured perpendicular to a fixed axis in 
the solid and at distance x from a fixed point on that axis, then the volume 

of the solid enclosed between two sections 'StX x — a and x = d is j Adx, 

In order to find this integral we must know the law connecting A and x. 
This law may be given by an equation, or by an empirical series of 

corresponding values. In the latter case the integral must be found by the 
graphic method. 

Exami’I.e.-—77/«f following table gives the area A of cross sections perpendicular to 
the length of a piece of timber at distances x from one end. Find the volume of the 
timber as accurately as you can Jrom the given data. 
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X feet . . 0 6 15 i 23 30 

A square feet 4*17 6*15 1 7-96 8-47 8-75 

rsc 
We have shown that the volume V = / Adx. 

Plotting A and x we get the curve PQ. 

4 T I I I I I I I I ' I . ! I 
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 

Values of X ft 

Fig. 17X. 

The required definite integral is the area between this curve and the axis of x. 

This is found to be 222*3. 
V = 222*3 cub. ft. 

If the areas of the cross-section A are measured at suitable sufficiently small 
intervals, we may calculate the volume of the solid directly from these without 
drawing the curve PQ, either by finding the mean cross-section A by the method of 
Chapter IX. or by Simpson’s rule, which is sometimes known in this application as 

the Prismoidal Formula. 

Examples.—CIV. 

1. The following are values of the area in square yards of the cross-section of a 
railway cutting taken at intervals of 6 ft. How many cubic feet of earth must be 
removed in making the cutting between the two end sections given? 

70, 88, 94, 93, 87, 76 

2. A is the cross-sectional area of a piece of oak at distance 4; from one end. 

Find* its weight. One cubic foot of oak weighs 48 lbs. 

X feet , . 0 
1 

2 4 6 8 1 10 

A square feet 1*7 2*2 2*9 37 4‘9 5*5 

Z 
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3. h is the lieigkt in feet of the surface of the water in a reservoir above the lowest 
point at the bottom. The reservoir is filled to various heights, and the area A 
measured as follows:— 

0 14 24 36 76 96 

0 21000 33000 36700 42000 44500 

IIO 120 h feet . 

A sq. ft. 

How many gallons of water does the reservoir hold when full to a depth of 120 ft. ? 
Also, how much water leaves the reservoir when, the surface level changes from 120 ft. 
to 60 ft. ? I gallon = O’16046 cub. ft. 

4. A is the area of the surface of the water in a reservoir when full to a depth h. 

/i feet .... 60 50 40 30 

A, square feet 37100 25900 16700 9500 

The depth is originally 60 ft.; water is pumped out of the reservoir to a height of 
100 ft. above the bottom until the depth is 30 ft. 

rm 
Fiinl the work done = I wA{iqo — ; where tju = weight of 1 cub. ft. of 

J w 
w.t.ler ~ 6z‘3 lbs. 

5. A is the area of the surface of the water in a reservoir when full to a depth h, 

A feet, . . j 
° 1 15 j 25 35 45 

A -quarcfcct j 2000 ! 4500 20000 30000 50000 

Hf'jw much water docs the reservoir hold when full? Construct a table showing 
I hr f.ijpply of water in the rcsiavoir for diflerent values of the depth at intervals of 
5 ft. ftom 20 ft. to 45 ft, 

0. A is I hr airu of the water plane of a vessel at a distance x above the keel. 

* frrl ... 2 j 4 6 8 10 

A Mjll.ltrfal Ifi!/) I 3C3S 4320 4900 5400 

ITiid llic total cii;4.1acenK*nt of the vessel for a draught of 10 ft. ^ 
1 f.r di pip nnrnt in totui b equal to the weight of the vessel; what weight is put 

inf ( the wlirn the draught increa.ic.s from 7 ft, to xo ft. i ton of sea water 

rrif’ v,4l!r » 3^ ««b. ft. 

7 Thr area of tlir. w.tter-plane of a certain vessel is found to vary as where 
4 N the di.faie r abr.vr the kocL When A is 20 fb the area of the water-planets 4bio 
Mp fl. the total dhpki.cincut in cubic feet for a draught of 20 ft. 
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m 

198. A surface of revolution is generated when a plane figure rotates 
about an axis in its plane. 

E.g-. a cone or cylinder is formed when a straight line rotates about an 
axis in its plane ; a sphere when a circle rotates about a diameter; a paraboloid 
of revolution when a parabola rotates about its axis. 

The rotating curve which traces out the surface is called the generating 
curve. 

The section of a surface of revolution by any plane perpendicular to its 
axis is a circle. 

199. Volume of a Solid of Revolution.—Let the curve PQ represent j/ 
as a function of x from ;r = OA = ^ to jk* = OB = k 

Let PQ and the ordinates AP, BQ, rotate about the axis of x, so as to 
generate a surface of revolution whose 
section by the plane OXY is PQSR. 

To find the volume of the solid en¬ 
closed by this surface, suppose the solid 
cut into thin circular discs by planes 
perpendicular to OX. 

The area of any section is irj/\ and 
its volume where is the thick¬ 
ness of the disc, and y the ordinate at 
some point within it. 

The whole volume of the solid is thus 
the sum of a number of terms of the 
form which we write 

'S.^^y^sx 

Now suppose the number of sections 
into which the solid is cut up to be in¬ 
definitely increased, and the thickness 

of each section to be indefinitely 

diminished. Then the limit of the sum is 

(§ 130) 

Thus, if a curve representing^ as a function of x rotates about the axis 
of x^ so to trace out a surface of revolution, the volume enclosed by this 
surface between the sections at ^ and x ^ b \s 

If the equation connecting^ and ;iris known, the volume may in many 
cases be found by integration ; and if the form of the curve is known, the 
volume may always be found by graphic integration by the method of 
Chapter XVII. 

200. We shall first consider examples of solids of revolution where the 
equation to the generating curve is known. 
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Example [i).—Tofmd the volume of aright circular cone, having gi-veft the height h 
and the radius a of the base. 

The cone is formed by the revolution of a straight line OA about an. axis OH. In 
the figure, OH — h, HA = a. 

Take OH as axis of x. Then, if {x, y) are 
the co-ordinates of any point P on OA, 

x~ h 

The volume of a circular disc of thickness da 
and radius^ is Try^^x. 

volume of cone = limit of the sum of such 
discs as hx is made smaller and smaller. 

= J(area of base) X (height) 

Example (2). —The curve y = Jx* revolves about the axis of y. Find the volume oj 

the solid thus formed between the sections luhere y = i and y = 3. 

We here suppose the solid divided into 
circular elements of thickness and radius x 
by planes perpendicular to the axis oiy. 

We have^ = Jjr*, .;r = (3^)^. 
Then the volume of an element = 'jrx^Sy, 

and the whole volume of the figure = 

Y 

3' 

7 

"3 

rx^dy 
Ji 

0 
Fig. X74- 

{3* — 1} 
= ^ 

5 
= 20*55 

Example (;^),—Find the vobime of a sphere of radius a. 

Take two perpendicular diameters, OA and OB, as axes. 

bu.. 175- 
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^ Then the sphere is generated by the revolution of the circle APB about the 
axis of X. 

If (x, y) are the co-ordinates of any point P, on the circle, x’ -f y* = a* 
Divide the sphere into thin circular elements of thickness, iar and radius v by 

planes perpendicular to the axis of ;t:. 
Then the volume of an element = - 

Volume 
f+i 

of sphere = 1 

-f: 
Try^dx 

7r(a- ~ x^}d'x 

3 

Example (4).—J^/nd the volume of the frustum of a sphere of radius 3 Inehes lying 
between two parallel planes on opposite sides of the ceiiire^ and at 'distances i and 2 inches 
respectively from the centre. 

^ Take the centre as origin, the diameter perpendicular to the two end sections as 
axis of X, and any diameter perpendicular to this as axis of y. 

Then the frustrum is formed by the revolution of an arc of a circle about Ox. 
The limiting values of x are -1 and 2, and it follows, as in the previous example, 

fi2 

Volume = J vy^dx 

=ir(9 — x^)dx 

s: gir dx~ ttJ x^dcc 

= 277r — 37r 

= 75*4 cubic inches 

Example (5).—Prove the formula for the volume of the frustum of a cone. 

^ , k{a^ + ah+ P) 

Let the trapezium ABCD rotate about AB, so as to generate a frustum of a cone. 

Fig. 176. 
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Produce CD and BA to meet at O. 
Take O as origin, OA as axis of x, and a straight line parallel to BC as axis of y. 
Let OB = /^i, OA = /a, BC = ^, AD = AB = L 
Then at any point P (or, y) on C D 

also a = 

Volume of frustum 

bh^ 

^^'iryHx 

■xPfh* - AA 

3 
{ , irJV' 

=J., v""=a;< 

T /i’A, 
-3(ii-4)(^4= 

= - . y4 . (a* + aJ + J’) 

Ph-^h^ _ Irhy 

Examples.—CV, 

1. Find by integration the volume of a cone having radius of base 3 ins., height 
4 ins. 

2. Find by integration the volume of the frustum of a cone, the radii of the two 
ends being 2 ins. and 4 ins. respectively, and the height 3 ins. 

3. The curve y = ^x^ rotates about the axis of x. Find the volume of the portion 
of the solid of revolution generated which lies between the origin and the section at 
^ = 3* _ 

4. The parabola y = 2^1 x rotates about the axis of x. Find the volume of the 
paraboloid of revolution generated between the origin and the section at .a; = 4. 

6. A sphere of radius 6 ins. is cut by two parallel planes on opposite sides of the 
centre at distances 4 ins. and i in. from the centre. Find the volumes of the frustum 
between the two sections, and of the smaller segment cut off from the sphere by the 
plane at a distance of 4 ins. from the centre. 

Note.—Do not use the formula, but perform the integration in full, 

6. Find the volume of a frustum of a sphere of radius 4 ins., which is cut o6f by 
two parallel planes on opposite sides of the centre, and distant 3 ins. from the centre. 

7. Prove the formula, given in § 44, for the volume of a zone of a sphere. 

8. The ellipse 4- — = i rotates about the axis of x. Find the volume of the 
^ 16 9 

ellipsoid of revolution which it generates. 
9. The curve y = .a:* — 2.x 4* 2 rotates about the axis of x. Find the volume of 

the solid of revolution generated between the sections at x: = o and xr = 2. 
10. The curve y = rotates about the axis of x. Find the volume enclosed by 

the surface of revolution generated and the sections zX x = a and x; = 3. Given y 
when X = a; b, and n are known constants. 

11- The figure formed by the curve y = 4xr*, the axis of y, and the straight line 
y = 4 rotates about the axis of y. Find the volume of the solid of revolution 
generated. 

201. Graphic Betexmination of Volumes enclosed by Surfaces of 
Revolution.—Instead of having the equation to the generating curve given 
as in the above examples, we may have the form of the curve given by a list 
of tabulated values. 

The volume enclosed by the surface = ^ iry^dx may then be found by 

a graphic method. 
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Example.—The foUowmg' a^e coms^onding values ajy and jc/or a ctrlain curve. 
This curve 7'otcites about the axis of x so as to generate a smface of revolution. JFind the 
volume enclosed by this surface and the two end sections^ voherex = 2*4 and x = 10*6. 

inches j 2*4 4-6 7 9*4 10*6 

y inches 1*55 2-13 2*32 r65 D 

Plotting these values oiy and jc, we get the curve PQ. 

Fig. 177- 

The volume enclosed by the surface of revolution generated by the rotation of this /lOI 

isy^dx 
2-4 

y^dx 

Taking values o(y from the curve PQ, squaring them, and plotting, we get the 
curve RS representing as a function of x. The area between this curwe and the 
axis of X from x = T4 to x = I0*6 is found by Sinipson’'s rule to he 32*16. This is 

rio-s 
the value of ) fdx, 

J 2*4 
the required volume of the surface of revolution is 

y^dx = T K 33-16 = loi cub, ins. 
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In practice it is not necessary actually to draw the curve RS. In the formula for 
Simpson’s rule we may substitute the values of the squares of the ordinates taken from 
the curve PQ at the proper intervals. The result will give the area under the curve 
RS, which is equal to Jy^dx. 

The student should, however, in working the first few examples, draw both curves 
as in the above examples, until he has become familiar with the method. 

Examples.-—CVI. 

The curves giv^n by the following lists of values of x and rotate about the axis 
of x. Find the volumes of the solids of revolution which they generate between the 
specified limits. 

1. 
X inches 2 I 3 4 

1 
5 6 7 8 

y inches 5-15 5*54 5'63 5-46 4*8o 3'S6 3*16 

Between x* =; 2 and x = S. 

% 

X inches . . “ ! 10 15 20 25 

y inches . . 10 6'93 7‘2I 9*80 
1 

Between x = o and x ~ 25. 

3. 

X inches 0 1 1*5 2 2*5 3 3*5 4*0 

y inehc'S 0*5 0*9 I-05 ri7 1*24 I'2 1*05 0*8 

Between x =" o and x = 4. 

4. 

xins'hrfi. .! 1*99 
I 

1 
2'80 3-412 3*919 4'359 4*75 

y inrhrs * * | * *^ I-6 
! 

1*4 1*2 1 o’8 

Between X = 2 and x = 4‘5. 

X fret , 0*5 1 1*4 1 2 
1 

27 3*5 4*2 4*6 5*3 6 

/ inrlies 

i 
I2'37 1278 1 12*62 ; 11-78 10-89 10-56 10-45 10*69 12*04 

Between X - 0*5 and x =«= 6. 
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6. A buoy is in the form of a solid of revolution floating with its axis verilcih ^ ss 
Its diameter at depth h below the surface of the water. Find the weight of water 
displaced by the buoy. One cubic foot of sea water weighs 64*11 lbs. 

Depth below water-line (feet) 0 1 o-a ' 0*9 
i 1 I 

1*25 ! 1*50 j 1'So i 2 
! 1 

Diameter (feet) .... 6 
! 

1 5*90 
i 

i 
1 5-S 

! ‘i 
S‘55 1 5*25 1 470 4*20 

! ! 5 

The bottom of the buoy is fiat, and at a depth of 2 ft. 



CHAPTER XXV 

CENTRES OF GRAVITY 

202. In Chapter XXI. we defined the centre of gravity of a number of weights 
supposed concentrated at isolated points, and obtained expressions for its 
position. _ 

If (;r, y) are the co-ordinates of the centre of gravity of weights Wj, 
Wg . . . situated at the points i^i.yi), (^sjYs) • • • then 

X = + » . « _ 
+ m.j + ms + , . . ^m) 

y = + ^2^2 + ^3^3 + . . . _ :Z(my) 

mj -h m2 + m^ -h » . , 2(w) 

203. Centre of Gravity of Distributed Masses.—If any figure is cut 
out in a thin stiff uniform material, such as sheet metal or cardboard, there 
is a certain point in the plane of the figure through which its resultant weight 
always acts so that the figure will balance if supported only at this point. 

In this sense we speak of the centre of gravity, or centre of mass, of a 
plane area. The position of the centre of gravity will evidently depend only 
on the shape of the figure, and not on its material, so that in finding the 
centre of gravity of a figure we may take the area of any portion as equal to 
its weight. 

The centre of gravity of a figure is also known as the centre of area, or 
centroid. 

In the same way every solid body has a centre of gravity through which 
the resultant weight always acts. 

We may suppose the number of isolated masses enclosed in a given 
space to be indefinitely increased, and at the same time the ma^itude of 
each mass to be diminished so that in the limit a continuous solid body is 
formed. Then the definition of the centre of gravity of a number of isolated 
weights may be extended to the case of a continuous solid body. 

Example.—Fmd the abscissa of the centre of gravity of the area given in the figure. 

Divide the area into ten strips of equal width by straight lines parallel to the 
axis of^. 

Take the weight of each strip as numerically equal to its area, and assume this 
weight to act at the centre of gravity of the strip. 

If the strips are sufficiently narrow, the centre of gravity of each strip may be 
supposed to lie on the ordinate drawn at the mid point of the base of that strip ; e.g, 
in the figure die centre of gravity of the second strip is at G. 

We now have, if {x, y) are the co-ordinates of the centre of gravity, 

* “ approximately 

where m is the area of a strip, and x the abscissa of the mid point of its base. 
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is obtained by multiplying the base of each strip by its mean height to get 
the area, and then multiplying the result by the abscissa of the mid point of the b^e 
and adding the results. * 

S(w) is the whole area of the figure. 

the centre of gravity lies in the ordinate AB. 

Similarly, the ordinatey of the centre of gravity maybe found by dividing the area 
into strips parallel to Oy. 

Fig. 178. 

204. Centre of Gravity of an Area by Integration.—The accuracy of 
the method described in the last paragraph depends on the number of strips 
into which we divide the area. I^the area is divided into 20 parts instead 

of into 10, the resulting value of x will be nearer to the exact value of the 
abscissa of the centre of gravity, and so on. 

If hx is the width and_;F the mean height of a strip, then the area of that 
strip, which is proportional to its mass, is j/5r, and 

approximately 

The exact value of :ir is the limiting value of this expression, as the 
number of divisions is indefinitely increased, when Sx is indefinitely 
diminished. 
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•*. X 

where a and i> are the limiting values of x for the area considered. 

Similarly, since the ordinate of the centre of gravity of a strip is we 

have 

and in the limit 

Thus, if the equation to the bounding curve Is known, we may be able to 
evaluate these integrals, and so find the position of the centre of gravity. 

Example (i).—Find the centre of p'cevity of a triangle. 

Fig. 179. 

In the triangle ABC draw AN perpendicular to BC. 
Take A as origin of rectangular co-ordinates, and AN as 
axis of X. 

Let AN = BN = p. 
First find the centre of gra\dty of the triangle ANB. 

Then the equation to the straight line AB is 

.■.^= Ta-= 7* 

i.' 
/: 

7: 
= 1: 

dx 

dx 

x’^dx 

■, since p and h are constants, 
xdx 

Similarly, for the triangle ANC, a: = ih. It follows that x = for the whole 
triangle. 

Similarly, the centre of gravity is at a distance of f of the height measured from 
any other side of the triangle, and its position is completely determined. 

Example (2).—Find the centre of ^avity of the area hounded by the parabola 

y = o‘2j:* 4* I, the axis of x^ and the ordinates at x = and xr = 5* 
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We have X 

xydx 

ydx 

+ x)dx 

(0*2x* 4- i)dx 

‘ i7‘o6 [iT5 + A"’ + ^I = i^od = ^'"4 

the centre of gravity is at the point (4*125, 2*24). 
The student should draw the figure to illustrate this example. 

Examples.—evil. 

1. Find by integration the centre of gravity of an isosceles triangle, having its 
base 6 inches, and height 4 inches. 

Find the centres of gravity of the areas bounded by the following curves, the axis 
of Xy and the ordinates at the points specified :— 

2. y = x^ between x = 0 and x = i, 3. y ^ between x = 1 and a: = 4. 

4. y = x^ between ;r = o and x = 1. 6. y = x^ between x = i and x= 2. 

0, y = ^x^ between ;r = o and x = 27. 

7. A trapezium is bounded by the ordinates at = a, and at x =: by the axis 
of Xy and the straight line joining the heads of the ordinates and h^. Find the 
co-ordinates of its centre of gravity by integration. 

Find the abscissae of the centres of gravity of the areas bounded by the following 
curves, the axis of Xy and the ordinates at the points specified :— 

8. = a: 4- ij X between x^ o and = i. 
9. 7 = — 2ar + 2 between x = o and a: = 3. Plot the curve. 

10. Find the position of the centre of gravity of a semi-circle of radius a. 
11. Find the position of Jhe centre of gravity of the parabolic spandril bounded 

by the parabola 5 ^ = 2 VXy and the axes of x and y. 

205. Centre of Gravity of an Area—Graphic Method.—The graphic 
method may now be put into a more concise and accurate form than in § 203. 
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With tlic biiuic nuLiticjii a, }mUni\ we have shown that 

I 

If wc do nf>t know the f^fnation cif the boimding nirve or cannot evaluate 
the above iiitegrals, wc may find their valutfi by the graph if* inethofL 

Kxami‘I,f., 7%f /t'AV.ri?;/ a>f , vdiaet «/ x ami y /ar a rrrfam curve; 
fimi i/if (linci sa */’ ile ierJn </ioai.'»7/ ef ike mra emiexrd hy thi% curve^ the ardinates 
at X ^ I and .x 5, an / f \ m a/ 1. 

^ I rs 3 . 2'S 3 ; 4 4'S i S I S”3 
* ' I 

y 3'^2 3'45 I III 2~hj 1*56 r4<i 1*40 , S’65 j 2’0C> 

¥(t!ues 0/ X 

f'fi. *1.. 

idl-itk i .*j •»irl y »€ * Xkr tiiivo fIS aii'i TQ* 
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The work may be set out as follows- 

(x) (») (3) (4) (s) (6) (7) 

No. of 
ordinate. 

X y SM ^ X SM xy X SM y^ X S]\I 

1 ro 3*52 I 3‘S2 3*52 12*39 

2 1*5 3*45 4 1 13-80 20*70 47 *61 

3 2*0 3*i6 2 6-32 12*64 19*97 

4 2*5 2'67 4 1 10-68 26*70 28*52 

5 3*0 2'00 2 4*00 12*00 8*00 

6 3*5 1*56 4 6*24 21*84 9*73 

7 4*0 1*40 2 2-So H*20 3*92 
8 4*5 1*40 4 5-60 25*20 7*34 

9 5*0 r65 I 1*65 8*25 2*72 

S4'6i • 142-05 140*7 

Column (5) is obtained as the product of the numbers in (3) and (4) 
t) (b) >> (2) fj (5) 
„ (7) M M M (3) (5) 

Adding the numbers in column (5) and multiplying by “ = g, we obtain the area 

under the curve PQ from ;«r = i to ^ — 5. 

A I= 8 X 54‘61 

Adding the numbers in column (6) and muUiplying by we obtain the area 
under the curve RS from x = i to = 5. 

xydx = i X 142*05 
1 

P 
I xydx 

. _ ii_ 
54-61 

Adding the numbers in column (7) and muUiplying by J, we obtain the area 
under TQ from = i to i: = 5. 

.\j^ydx- lx 140*7 

I 
140*7 

2 X 54-61 

the centre of gravity is at the point G, whose co-ordinates are (2*60, 1*29). 

Note that it is nut necessary actually to carry out the multiplication by the 

factor since this occurs in both numerator and denominator of the expressions 

for X and JF, 
In practice the curves RS and TQ need not be drawn ; the values of xy and 

netcssai7 for the calculation of the integrals may be found from the curve PQ. 
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Note that this method of finding y has onlyjbecn shown to apply when the base of 
the area considered is the axis of x. find y in other cases wc may divide the area 
into elements parallel to the axis of x; y is then given by the relation 

■V = 

where c and d are the limiting values of and x denotes the width of the figure 
measured parallel to the axis of x. 

Examples.—CVIII. 

1, A curve passes through the following points. Find the abscissa of the centre 
of gravity of the area enclosed by this curve, the ordinates at x = o’5 and x = 6*5» 
and the axis of x. 

X 0*5 1*2 2*3 3*2 4*5 5*4 . 61 

y 5*0 3-6 27 2'4S 2'34 2*43 2'6 

2. The height of a certain figure is measured at clifTercnt points along the axis of 
X, as given in the following table. Find the abscissa of its centre of gravity. 

X 0*3 1 I‘S 2*0 2*6 3*2 3*5 4*0 4*4 5*0 5*3 

y 0 0*42 O'SSS 0*76 **055 *•53 2*4 210 
i 

1*92 riS 0 

3. Plot a curve from the following values of x and y. Find the abscissa of the 
centre of gravity of the area enclosed by this curve, the linejp = lO, an(l the ordinates 
at = 20 and x = 40. 

1 
X 

1 
20 26 30 32-5 3<5 38 40 

i 
y 30*3 46*1 58 65-9 776 84*6 9**9 

4. Find the co-ordinates of the centre of gravity of the area enclo.scd by the curve 
given by the following values, the ordinates &t x = and x = 5*2, and the axis 
of ar:— 

X 3*10 3*5^ 4** 4-85 

y 22-47 19*19 15*97 12*85 
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5. Find the co-ordinates of the centre of gravity of the area within the closed 
curM^ 'which passes through the following points in the order given 

i 1 J 

i i i 
2-6 3-8 

t 
4*4 5*2! 

1 
5*351 5*1 4*3 1 3*J 2*0 1*2 0*7 

1 

0*6 

y 1 1*0 1 0*3 
'5 ! , 

j 0*08 j 0*40 0*7 

L„, 
1*7 1 3*75 5*17 5-83 5*5 4-6 3*25 21 ro 

B. Find by the graphic method the position of the centre of gravity of the 
♦ju.idraiit of a circle of radius 4 ins. Also find the centre of gravity by experiment, 
and compare the results. __ 

7. The cipiation to half of an ellipse is j = Vi — o*25j:*. Plot this curve, and 
trad by die graphic method the teiilre of gravity of the area enclosed bet'ween this 
( uivr and the axis <)f x. 

H. ABCD is the sc.ction of a bar. AB, BC, CD arc three adjacent sides of a 
regular h<‘xagom AD measures 1 ft. Find by the graphic method the position of 
the c<*ntrc of gravity of the section. 

206. Contre of Gravity of a Curve. 

I’.XAMrt.E. 7'k€ £un<€ shown in ihe fmurc represents a thm uniform wire. Find 

tie f\ni(wn 0/ its cenbe of pavity. 

Ii v'.lr fhr oinr in’o small rirmrnis of some convenient length. Then each 
‘i.t r .45 pfaca.a’t !y a short sUaighf rod, Mui its centre of gravity is situated at 

* ' 1 a r mr dilvidr i!.»" ctuvr info eirmrnts J in. long. Talce the m^ass of each 
I a' unit of Ilia‘S, 1 he length of the la-.t element at B is 0 115 m., 

4 n Ui r.% I’i th^irhir^' 0\%(k 
1 4,kr at.y ‘'ui’vrjo'^’id of jr am! y. I hen, Since 

2fmi) l{my) 

■* “ l(m) ’ ^ Xim) 

V . !hr ynMnm of tl.c ccuttc of gravity by the following 
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Multiply the mass of each element by the value of x at its mid point, and add the 
products obtained. Divide the sum by the total mass of the curve. The result is the 
abscissa of the centre of gravity. In the same way the ordinate of the centre of gravity 
may be found. 

Substituting the values from the curve, we find 

2(^_ Sr28_ 
* ~ 2(«) ~ 15-46 “ ^ 

- _ 48-26 _ 

^ 2(w) 15-46 ^ 

Thus the centre of gravity is at the point G (3*32, 3*12) in the figure. 

208a. Centre of Q-ravity of a Uniform Circular Arc. 

Take the.centre O of the arc as origin, and the middle radius OC as initial line 
of polar co-ordinates (Fig. i8ia). 

D B 

Let 2a be the angle which the arc subtends at the centre, and (r, 0) and (r, 0 -f 60) 
the polar co-ordinates of two adjacent points P, Q on the arc. 

Let w = weight of unit length of the arc. 
By symmetry the centre of gravity lies on OC. Let G be its position. Draw 

OD perpendicular to OC. 
Then, weight of portion PQ = wrd6. 
Moment of portion PQ about OD = ON . TvrSe =• wr^ cos 050, $0 being a small 

quantity. 

.%OG. 

cos 0(10 
2 sm g ___ ^sin a 

wrd0 

Examples.—CIX. 

1. Plot a curve from the following values of x and y. Find the co-ordinates of 
the centre of gravity of a uniform wire bent into this shape, the ends of the wire being 
at the points (07, 3*54) and (5, 6). 
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Multiply tiir in.i ^ r.ich rlf’iurui !♦)• thf v.tliK? ol .1 at its mhl paint, and add the 
pr«»diict.\ alitanird. Idvidic thr by the intd ui,r,s of tin* curve* 'lliC h;suU i.s the 
.ibhciof the centre of |pavi''y. In il'ie u.unr uay llit: uolismte of tiic centre of gravity 
may !h! found, 

Subalituuiig the value, fnen ihe cuiv^% we fuid 

2Cw.r| 

^ ‘ Itw) 

«;r2S 

15*40 

4 H ’ 20 
15*40 

4*0 

Thus llir erntir of |:r.4\i*v i. at iht: | o,nl G {j'42, 3*12} in the tigtire* 

200a. Coiitro of Qravitj of a Uiuform CirouLar Arc. 

Take !lj»‘ trnifr O f f fir .10 ,1. oii and lie middle radius OC initial line 
of i^Jaf co»<utOi«al» . |l’4p 

o a 

Lri 2a he f!.e mmk «li' li ,iff ;4 ilie rrriire, ami (r, 0) .ui«l (r, 0 4 ftfJ) 
lhcj*oha td I ao ,i Ipiiffi! pfind > Q cui lll^ 4St„ 

la-l M Wri|»||| of «4 ih'" 4l€. 
Ily •♦yminr’ry ifie r^odfcol gtasify lici on OC* Let C lie its poMflon. Draw 

OD |jrr|icl|r|i> uUr lo OC. 
I'ltrin Wir-iph? of Isoflioii PQ 7fp^*0. 
Momriii oi |e'Uliiii* FQ OD ^ ON . w/S# * wr^ ws 030, W Ireiiigaamall 

qwiUiity. 

.L OG 
r. 

. 0Ji 

j * ?m.i0 

2 Mil « ‘iin « 
/* /' 

ja m 

EXAMriM. CIX. 

I. Liiil a rnf%r fioin ihr h#lltrAiiig 1 x and /, f'ind the cn-ardinato^ of 
thr > ^ olfr of |M,i¥ily oi 4 iini^sftii wife hcol iiitn llii:# itiape, the ends of the wire being 
at the |o 7, J 54I Atvl C I, tj)* 
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kx 

I 1 1*4 j 2 3 4 S 6 7 

0 3*5 8-s IS 20 24 26 27 

Plotting these values we g^et the curve PS. 

Then the value of j^^lKxdx is the area between PS and the axis of x. 

This is found to be 107*7. 

26*2 = 4-11 

the centre of gravity is situated in that section of the solid for which x = 4'11. 

208, Centre of Gravity of a Solid of Revolution.—This Is a special 
case of the last method. 

The sections of the solid by planes perpendicular to the axis of revolution 
are circles. Let the solid be cut by such planes into thin circular discs of 
thickness and radius j/, then A = and we have 

X = 
/: 
/: 

kxdx 

kdx 

Example (i).—Find the centre 0/gravity of a solid ketnispkere. 

Let a be the radius of tlie hemisphere. Take 
the centre as origin and the radius perpendicular to 
the plane surface as axis of x. 

Then the hemisphere is a solid of revolution 
formed when the quadrant of a circle of radius a 
revolves about the axis of x. 

where (jr, y) are the co-ordinates of any point on the 
generating curve. 

Hut we have x* -f-y® = and substituting 
~r — jt* in the above, 

(ir V — x^)<lx 

(rr* — x^)r/;r 

3 
«r I ^ 
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The centre of gravity of a solid hemisphere is on the axis at a distance of J of the 
radius from the centre. 

Example (2).—The curve^ = 34* ^revolves about the axis of x so as to generate a 

solid of revolution^ Find the centre of gravity of the portion of this solid which lies 
between the sections at x ==: 2 and = 4*8. 

We have 

“14-3 

9.— + 244:+ iSlog^J^ 

'1 9* + 24 log^ - 
16 

T 

31*97 
= 5*19 

Since the body is symmetrical with respect to the axis of x^ we also know that the 
centre of gravity lies on the axis of x, and its position has been completely determined. 

Examples.—CX. 

1. Find the centre of gravity of the cone formed by the straight line y = 
rotating about the axis of x, the base of the cone being a plane perpendicular to Ox 
at the point x = 6. 

2. Find the centre of gravity of the frustum of the cone in example i, which lies 
between the sections at x = 3 and x = 6. 

3. Prove that the centre of gravity of a right circular cone of height h lies at a 
distance \h from the vertex. 

4. The radii of the ends of a frustum^ of a cone are 3 and 7 ins. respectively, and 
its height is 9 ins. Find the distance of its centre of gravity from the smaller end. 

5. Find the position of the centre of gravity of the frustum of a sphere of radius 
5 ins. The radii of the plane faces are 4 and 3 ins., and they are both on the same 
side of the centre. 

6. The curve y = x'^ — 2x + 2 rotates about the axis of x. Find the centre of 
gravity of the solid of revolutimi generated between the sections at x = o and x = 3. 

7. The parabola y = I6^/x rotates about the axis of x. Find the position of the 
centre of grWity of the paraboloid of revolution which is generated between x = o 

and X = 16. . . t . t 
8. Find the centre of gravity of the portion of the same paraboloid lying between 

sections at x — 4 and x = 9. 

209. Centre of Gravity of a Solid of Revolution—Graphic Method. 

Example.—The curve given by the foil caving values of x and y revolves about the 
axis of X. Find the centre of gravity of the solid of revolution which it generates 

between the end sections at x-=^Z x = 9. 
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Plotting these, we get the curve RS. 
The area between this curve and the axis of x is found to be 142'5. 

xydx ~ 142*5 

20*1 
:7*I 

Examples.—CXI. 

1. The curve given by the following values of y and x rotates about the axis of x. 
Find the position of the centre of gravity of the solid of revolution which it generates. 

2 2-8 
1 

1 

3‘S 4*5 S-S 6*4 1 7*3 8*0 

y 1 2*o6 2*71 3'2S 3‘39 3*30 2*80 I *80 

2. Find the position of the centre of gravity of the solid of revolution specified in 
Examples CVI., i. 

3. Find the position of the centre of gravity of a solid hemisphere of 5 inches 
radius by the graphic method, and compare with the result obtained by direct 
integration. 

4. A is the area of the vertical cross-section of a solid at distance x from one end. 
Find the distance of the centre of gravity from that end. 

xfL 0 25 50 100 150 206 230 240 250 

A sq. ft. I 145 214 260 277 250 188 140 I 

6. Find the centre of gravity of the water displaced by the buoy whose dimensions 
are given in Example CVI., 6. 

210. Theorem of Pappus for the Volume of a Bing.—A closed figure 
rotates about an axis in its plane so as to generate a ring. To find the 
volume of the ring. 

Divide the total area A of the rotating figure into small elements of area 
5A, and let x be the distance of any element from the axis of rotation PQ. 

Then the element 5A traces out a thin circular ring of radius x. 
The volume of this ring is 2TrxZA^ and the volume of the ring generated 

by the whole area A is the sum of the terms 2TrxZA for all the elements 5A. 
But if we divide an area A into small elements and multiply each element 

by its distance x from an axis, the sum of the products is in the limit equal 

to X, A (vide p. 297) where x is the distance of the centre of gravity of the area 
from PQ. __ 

the volume of the ring = 2t:x .A ; i.e. it is equal to the area of the 
rotating figure multiplied by the circumference of the circle traced out by its 
centre of gravity. 
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In the same way it follows that if the area A does not rotate through a 
whole circle, the volume traced out is equal to the area A multiplied by the 
length of the path of its centre of gravity. 

If A rotates through an angle B radians, then the volume of the solid 

traced out is B. x. A. 

211. Theorem of Pappus for the Area of the Surface of a Ping.— 
Let a closed curve of perimeter S rotate about an axis in its plane so as to 
generate a ring. To find the area of the surface of the ring. 

Divide the perimeter S into small elements 5S (Fig. t86). 
Let X be the distance of 5S from the axis of rotation PQ. Then 5S traces 

out a ring whose area is 2'n';r5S. 
I'he whole area is therefore 

iirXx^S = 27rxS 

where Ji' now refers to the centre of gravity of the perimeter S and not to the 
centre of gravity of the area A of the figure. 

Thus the area of the surface of a ring is equal to the length of the 
generating curve multiplied by the length of the path traced out by its 

centre of gravity. . .. r . 
If S is not a closed curve this method gives the area of one side ol the 

surface of revolution which it traces out. 

Note —lliese theorems are sometimes attributed to Guldin, who published them 
in the sixteenth century. They had, however, been previously discovered by Pappus m 
the third century, A.X>. 

Example (i).—Find an expression for the volume and area of the surface of an 

anchor rmg. 

An anchor ring is generated when a circle rotates about an a^is in its plane. Let 
r be the radius of the rotating circle, and R the radius of the circle traced out by its 

centre (Fig. 186). 

Then the area of the rotating circle = 
Length of path of its centre of gravity = 27rR 

A volume of anchor ring =: 2ir^Rro 
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To find the area of the surface wc have 

Perimeter of rotating curve = 2'jrr 
Length of path of its centre of gravity = 27rR 

/. area of surface of anchor ring = 47r^R * r 

Example (2).— Th^cut-ve whose centre of gravity was found in § 206, revolves about 
the axis of x so as to generate a surface of revolution. Find the area of this surface. 

We found that the length of the curve was 3*865 inches, and the ordinate of its 
centre of gravity was 3*12 half-inch unites = 1*56 inches. 

the centre of gravity traces out a circular path of radius 1*56 inches. 
The area of the surface is 

3*865 X 2ir X 1*56 = 38*5 square inches 

This is, of course, the area of one side only of the surface. 

Example (3).—Find the area of the surface of a sphere. 

The sphere may be regarded as being generated by the revolution of a semicircle 
about a diameter. 

K 3c be the distance of the centre of gravity of the curve from the axis, the length 
of the path of the centre of gravity is 27r5. 

By § 206a we have 

“ — ^ 

ai r 

Also length of curve = vr. 

,% Area of surface of sphere = Trr . 27r 

= 47rr* 

Examples.—CXII. . 

1. The mean radius of the rim of a cast-iron flywheel is 3 ft., width 9 ins., thick¬ 
ness, measured in direction of radius, 6 ins. Find its weight, i cub. in. of cast 

2. The cross-section of an anchor ring is an ellipse, of which the principal 
diameters are 3 ins. and 1*5 ins. The mean diameter of the ring is 18 ms. Find its 

3. Verify by the theorem of Pappus that the volume of a cone is one-third of the 
volume of a cylinder of the same height on the same base. .1, 

4. The mean diameter of a pneumatic tyre is 28 ms. The inside diameter 
air tube when the tyre is inflated in position is 1*3 ins. What volume of air will it 
hold ? How many square inches of indiarubber are needed to make the inner tube ? 

6. Find the weight of a wrought-iron ring whose cross-section is an ellipse. 
Radius of ring measured to centre of ellipse = 13 ins. Principal diameters of ellipse 
3 ins. and 2 ins. i cub. in. of wrought iron weighs 0*28 lb. 

6 A bend in a wrought-iron pipe is in the form of the quadrant of a circle or 
mean radius 6^ ins. The bore is 2 ins., and the thickness of the metal 0*170 in. 

Find the weight of the bend. ,, i ^ 
7. A cylinder circumscribes a sphere. Two parallel planes are drawn p - 

pendiciilar to the axis of the cylinder. Show that they include equal areas on the 
surfaces of the sphere and cylinder. 



CHAPTER XXVI 

MOMENTS OF INERTIA 

212. If a mass m moves along a straight line with uniform velocity v and 
without rotating, we know that its kinetic energy is equal to This 
quantity measures the amount of work which the body will do against a 
resistance before coming to rest. 

We may, however, wish to know the kinetic energy of a rotating body, 
such as a flywheel. In this case the different parts of the body are moving 
with different velocities, and there is no single value of v for the whole body 
as in the former instance. 

We require to find some method of calculating the kinetic energy of a 
rotating body. 

First consider a simple case, such as the following :— 
Masses of 5, 4, 6, and 9 units are fixed on a 

5 light rigid framework, whose mass may be 
neglected, at distances of 3, 2, 3*5, and 2*5 ft. 
from an axis about which the whole framework 

/ A rotates at the uniform rate of « radians per 
» \ second. 
I \ Find the total kinetic energy of the four 

I XX ' masses. 
/ Nv \ The mass of 5 units is tracing out an arc of 

pej- second, i.e. at any instant the linear ve- 
—_^ X\ locity of the mass of 5 units is 3^ ft. per second. 

Therefore its kinetic energy is ^. 5.3^ . 
^ Similarly the kinetic energy of the mass of 

Fig. T87. 4 units is ^. 4.2^. and so on. 
The whole kinetic energy is 

1(5 X 3^ + 4 X ^ ^ 3*5^ + 9 X 2-52)0,2 = ^, 19075 X ciP 

The whole mass is 24, and 

19075 = 24 X 8*25 = 24 X (2*82)2 

the total kinetic energy is J . 24 (2*82)2. aK 
This is the same as if the whole mass of 24 units were concentrated in a 

ring at a distance of 2*82 ft. from the axis. 
The radius 2*82 ft. is called the radius of gyration. It is the root mean 

square of the distances of all the separate units of mass from the axis. 
If we have any number of masses m at various distances r from the axis, 

and if M is the total mas-s and k the radius of gyration, then, as in the above 
example, 

=5 2(wr^ 
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where X(mr^) denotes the result of multiplying each mass by the square of 
its distance from the axis and adding the results. 

The quantity 2{mr^) = yik^ is called the moment of inertia of the whole 
mass about the axis. 

213. Moment of Inertia of a Continuous Higid Body.—In actual 
cases, however, which occur in experience, we have to d-eal with the rotation 
of bodies whose mass is not collected at a few isolated points, as in the 
above example, but is spread throughout the whole of the body. In such 
cases we can find the moment of inertia by integration. 

Example (i).—Find the moment of inertia of a solid uohul^ of uniform density and 
tkichiess^ about an axis, through its centre and perpendicular 
to its plane. 

Let a be the radius of the wheel, m the mass of a 
portion i sq. ft. in area, and of thickness equal to the thick¬ 
ness of the wheel, and M the mass of the whole wheel. 

Divide the wheel into thin concentric rings of radius r 
and radial thickness 5r. 

Then the mass of any one ring is m . 27rr5r. 
The moment of inertia of one ring is m. z-nrhr. -F = 

, mZr. 
The moment of inertia of the whole wheel is the limit 

of the sum of the terms 2Trr^m'Sr for all the rings from 
r — o to r = a, when 5r is taken smaller and smaller. 

the moment of inertia = I 2vr^m^r = 
la ^ 

The mass of the whole wheel is Tra^m 

o ^2 
moment of inertia = Tra^m, - = and ~ — 

2 2 2 

i.e. the energy of the rotating wheel is the same as if its whole mass were concentrated 
a 

in a ring of radius -t= = 0*707^. 

Example (2).—Find the moment of inertia of a uniform rectangle, of length a and 
breadth b, about an axis through its centre 
parallel to the side b. 

In speaking of the moment of inertia of 
an area, we shall take the mass of unit area 
as the unit of mass, so that the mass of any 
portion of the figure may be taken as 
numerically equal to its area. 

Take the mid point of the side DC = a 
as origin and axes along and perpendicular 
to DC. 

Divide the rectangle into thin strips of 
breadth and length b by lines parallel to 
Oy, Then mass of one strip = bSx. 

,% moment of inertia of one strip about Oy = bSx . = bx^Sx, 

Moment of inertia of whole rectangle = limit of sum of terms bx^Sx, when is 
indefinitely diminished 
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bx^dx 

=‘0:: 

ba?' 

2 

.^ab~= 
12 12 12 

12 

Example (3).—ihe moment of inertia and radius of gyration of a trtangh 

ABC about an axis through A and parallel to BC. 

Draw AN perpendicular to BC, and take AN as axis of x ; let AN = h. Divide 
the triangle into thin strips parallel to BC. 

Let X be the distance of any strip from A, and 5je its width. 
a a 

Then its length = ^. a?, and its mass ■=■ 

a 
•, moment of inertia of the strip = 

Moment of inertia of whole triangle = 

and = — 
2 

Note that the moment of inertia of the whole triangle is the same as that of three 
M . 

particles each of mass— situated at the mid points of the sides. 

Examples.—CXIII. 

1. Weights of 5, 7, 12, and 14 lbs. are fixed to a light rigid framework at distances 
3> 4> 7> and 2 ins. respectively from a fixed axis. If the whole framework revolves 

about the axis at 300 revolutions per minute, what is the total kinetic energy of the 
weights? At what distance from the axis should they all be placed together so as to 
have the same total kinetic energy? 

Note.—To get the kinetic energy in foot-pounds, take 32*2 lbs. as the unit of 
mass, and i ft. as the unit of length. 

2. Find the moment of inertia about its axis of a hollow cylinder of mass M, inner 
radius by outer radius a. 

3. Find the moment of inertia of a thin bar, 3 ft. long, and weighing 3*5^ lbs., 
about an axis through one end and perpendicular to its length. What is its^ kinetic 
energy when it is rotating about this axis at the rate of 100 revolutions per minute ? 

4. Find the moment of inertia of a uniform rectangular sheet of metal, 3 ft. by 
4 ft., weighing 6 lbs. about an axis through one of the shorter sides. 

: 
-X^dx r= y . — 
h h 4 

_ ah 

2 2 2 
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214. Moment of Inertia about Two PeipendiciLiar Axe®, -- If we 
know the moment^ of inertia of p area about two perper.iiciilaraics is iu 
plane, we can find its moment of inertia 
about a third ajcis perpendicular to its 
plane. . Y 

Ltt(x,y) be the co-ordinates of a ^ 

point P in the area. Then the moment \ 
of inertia of a small mass at P / I " 
about the axis of ;r is j^5M, and its f 
moment of inertia about the axis of/ \ _^—X 
is r®5]\L But the moment of inertia \ ^ 
about an axis through O and perpen- V 
diculai to the plane of the area is \ 

dioment 
of inertia of each element of mass SM 
alx)ut an axis through O and perpen- Fig. 191. 
dicular to OX and OY is equal to the 
suin of its moments of inertia about OX and OY, It follows hy add-ition tlu! 
this is also the case for the moment of inertia of the whole area, or, if I and 
12 are the moments of inertia of the area about OX and OY, and I is tic 
moment of inertia about OZ, which is perpendicular to OX and OY, theu 

! = ^ I2 

Example,— find the moment of inertia of & drcular disc sdmt a 

We have seen that the moment of inertia about an axis through the ana 

perpendiculai to the plane of the circle, is IITMs is the sum of the iLcziitoii of 
2 

inertia about two diameters at right angles hp the alHJTe thcorcin. 
By symmetry these moments of inertia are equal, and thcicfuie each of Ihcu: n 

equal to M—• 
4 

215. Principle of ParalleJ Axea,—Given the moinent of inert:a cf a 
body about an axis through its centre of gravity, to find its inuii^ent rf 
inertia about a parallel axis at a distance h from 
the former. H P 

Let P be any point in the body, and let a ^ 
plane through P perpendicular to the two axes j ^ ’ 
cut the axis through the centre of gravity in G ^ ' 

and the other axis in O. Then OG = A. ^ 
Produce OG to N, and draw PN perpen- G ^ ^ 

dicular to ON. Let PG = r, GN = jr, and let , /' 
there be a small element of mass 5M at P. _ _ / 
Then the moment of inertia of about the axis ’f / 
through O is : 

OP- .5M = (/f -i- + 2/u')5M . (§27) 1/ 

The moment of inertia of the w^hole body 
about the axis through O is therefore 

Ij = 2(^2 4-^4. 2ix‘)5iVl 

= A-25M 4- 4- 2^:s(x^M) 

But 25M = M, the whole mass of the body 
2(r^5M) = moment of inertia of the body about the axis through Q = I 

2(xSM) = Mx= ... 2m) 
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where x is the value of x at the centre of gravity, and is zero, since the axis 
at G passes through the centre of gravity. 

= I + M./^2 

Or, in words, the moment of inertia about any axis is equal to the moment 
of inertia about a parallel axis through the centre of gravity, together with 
the moment of inertia about the former axis of the whole mass supposed 
concentrated at the centre of gravity. 

It follows that the moment of inertia about an axis through the centre of 
gravity is less than about any other parallel axis. 

mm 

Example.— To find the moment of inertia of a rectangle about one edge. 

Let a and h be the length and breadth of the rectangle. 
We have shown that the moment of inertia about an axis through the centre of 

gravity, and parallel to the edge is 

We require the moment of inertia about an axis parallel to this, and at a distance 

from it. 
2 

h 
a 
2 

I,-M- 
‘ 12 4 3 

Examples.—CXI V, 

1. Find the radius of gyration about one side, of an equilateral triangle whose 
sides are 6 ins. long. 

2. Find the radius of gyration of a circle of radius a about a tangent. 
3. The Section of a f -iron is in the form shown in the figure. BC == 4", 

AB = 0*5", DE = 3*5^'> EF = o•5'^ Find the radius 
B C gyration of the area of the section about an axis 

through its centre of gravity parallel to BC. 
4, In the section of a T-iron, BC = 4", AB =: 

EF = 0*5", ED = 2*5". Find the moment of inertia 
of the area of the section about an axis through the 
centre of gravity parallel to BC. 

6. A ^rder is formed of four equal rectangular 
plates 5"wdde and 0*5" thick. In section they enclose 
a rectangle 5" by 3*5", the top and bottom plates over¬ 
lapping the side plates by 0*25"' on each side. Find 
the moment of inertia of the area of the section about 

E F an axis through the centre of gravity, and parallel to the 
top and bottom plates. 

FiG. 193. 6. A solid wheel of i ft. radius and uniform thick¬ 
ness ^d density weighs 50 lbs. Find its kinetic 

energy in foot-pounds, ist when it rotates about an axis through its centre and 
perpendicular to its plane, 2nd when it rotates about a parallel axis 0*5 in. from the 
former. It makes 20 revolutions per second in both cases. 

7. What is the moment of inertia about a diameter of the cross-section of a 
hollow cylindrical tube, i in. in outside diameter and in. thick ? 

8. Show that the moment of inertia of a sphere of radius a about a diameter is 

9. Show that the moment of inertia of a cube about an axis through its centre of 

gravity parallel to an edge of length a is 
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216. lyComent of laertia of an Ar@a about an Axis in its Plane. 
In general, to find the moment of inertia of the area, bounded hv the 

cuv/Qy =/{x) and. the axis ofur, about the axis of j, we divide the area into 
thin strips of thickness and parallel to O/. 

Then the mass of each strip is j'Sjr, and r is its distance from Or. 
its moment of inertia about Oj is and the moment of inertia 

of the whole area about Oj is the limit of 2(x®jBx) as Bx is indefinitely 
diminished. 

moment of inertia about Qk = J 

where a and ^ are the limiting values of r for the area considered 
Similarly, moment of inertia about Oxr of the area between a cun-e and 

the axis of j where c and d are the limiting values of 

If we know the relation between j and x, and can evaluate the alxjve 
integrals, the moments of inertia can be calculated directly* If not, we can 
find the values of the integrals for any particular case by the graphic xn^bem 

Example.—skape of the quarter sectum of a hallow piUar is giv^ sk£ 
following table, Tke asees of x and y are the shortest and hngnt diameten. j ne ci ier 
three quarter sections areeqteai and symmeirically plaeed ta the one the 
mornesit of inertia of the section about the axes of x and y. 

X ins. . • 1 0 I 1*5 j 2*0 2*2 : 2*3 ! 3*0 3"2 

Outside^, ins. j 6 I 576 5*44 1 4*99 

i 

475 ! 4*64 ‘ JO ' 2*0 

i 

1 

Inside y^ . s 4‘+7 

1 

3-S6 2-8o 

1 
1*90 j 0 ' — J 

Plottii^ these valaes wc get the form of the quarter section ABCD. 

The momeat of inerda about Or is j’x'dx, where > is the height of a strip of 

Ac33? we°^^:;eT'^^mb^ of r^nes of , at omltipl, 
each by the lirespondmg value of**, aud plot the carve so obtamed.^ ^ 
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_*-3 2-5 2-S 3-0 3-1 I 3-2 Is-: 

~UZ !!!._[!!. 
>-^ o 0275 1-29 3% I 8-68 110-52 18-63 [ 24-5 27-07 28-6 j 27 124-95 ^ T 

values ^ 

Then moment of inertia of quarter section about Oy 

35*45 = Ui’S. 

~io ~ 

= 35*45 

and the moment of inertia of the .vbole section about O7 is 4 x 

o
 
^
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To find the moment of inertia about the axis of we require to find the value of 

j xy^dy^ where x denotes the width of the area ABCD measured parallel to Ox, 

Calculating the values of xy* and plotting, we get the curve A HO. 
Then moment of inertia of quarter section about 

Ox = j xy^dy = area AHO = 93*7 

and the moment of inertia of the whole section about Ox is 4 x 93*7 = 374*8, 

Examples.—CXV. 

1. The section of a solid pillar is a regular hexagon, whose sides measure 6 ins. 
Find the moment of inertia of this section about a diameter by the graphic method, 
and verify your result by integration. * 

2. The quarter section of a solid beam is given by the following ordinates and 
abscissae. The axes of jf^and y are the shortest and longest diameters of the section 
which is symmetrical with respect to these axes.' Find the moment of inertia of the 
whole section about Oy, 

X 0 I 1*6 2 2*2 2*6 3 3'4 4 

y 7 6*76 6*4 6 5-8 5-27 4*6 3*6 0 

3. Find the radius of gyration of a flat ring of inner radius 2 ft. and outer radius 
3 ft. about an axis through its centre perpendicular to its plane. Find the percentage 
error which is caused in the calculated value of the energy of rotation by taking the 
mean radius instead of the true value of the radius of gyration. 

4. Find the radius of gyration about an axis through its centre and perpendicular 
to its plane of a circular disc of radius a, whose thickness varies as the distance from 
the centre. 

6. Find the radius of gyration about a diagonal of a square of side Ot 

6. Find the radius of gyration about its axis of a cone of height A, radius of base r. 
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PARTIAL DIFFERENTIATION 

217. runction of Two or more Variables.—We have already met with 
many instances in which there were two variable quantities connected in 
such a way that if the value of one was fixed the value of the other was 
determined. In such a case the second variable was called a function of the 
first. 

It is also possible for a variable to be a function of two or more other 
variables. 

Suppose, for instance, that a point P can move about on a fixed surface 
such as that of a sphere (Fig. 196). Let its position be denoted by its 
rectangular co-ordinates {x^ z) with respect to fixed rectangular axes 
through the centre of the sphere. 

Then the co-ordinate z is a. function of the two co-ordinates x and y. 

For, {{y alone is known, the point P may lie anywhere on a line such as 
AB, and the value ofz is not determined. 

Similarly, if x alone is known, the point may be anywhere on a line such 
as CD, and the value of z is not determined. 

If both x and y are known, P can only lie where two definite lines such 
as AB and CB intersect, and the value of z is determined. 

We express this by saying that z \s a function of both x and y, or 

An equation of the form z j/) can evidently be represented by a 
surface in the same way as equations of the form_y = /{x) are represented by 
curves in plane geometry. As another example, consider the case of a 
definite quantity of a gas enclosed in a vessel. We can alter its state by 
changing its pressure, its volume, or its temperature. It is found that if any 
two of these are fixed, the third is determined, if the pressure and 
temperature of a certain definite quantity of a gas are known, its volume is 
determined, or z' is a function of and /. 

The intrinsic energy E of a definite quantity of a substance is determined 
when its pressure and volume, or its volume and temperature, or its 
temperature and pressure are known, Le, E is a function of p and or of 
V and /, or of t and p. 

Similarly, the potential V at any point P in a field of force is only 
determined when we know the three co-ordinates {x, y, z) of P, or 

218. Partial Differential Coefficients.—Let x^A^^y) \ i^ien, if we 
suppose y to remain constant while x changes, z will in general change in a 
definite way. 

The rate of increase of z with respect to x while y remains constant 
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(Sr} 
Is called the partial differential coefficient of s with respect to jt, and is 

written ^ or | 
\ 

Similarly, or denotes the rate of increase of ^ with respect to 

^ while Jtr is constant. 
The suffix denoting the variable, which is supposed to remain constant, 

is usually omitted unless there is some special reason for inserting it to 
prevent misconception ; the brackets are also often omitted when it is 
obvious that the differentiation is partial. 

du 
In the same way, if « is a function of three variables jr, j/, and -a, ^ or 

denotes the rate of increase of u with respect to while and £r are 
\^X/vz 

supposed to remain constant. 

To find ^ when z is given as a function of x and j by means of an 

equation, we differentiate z with respect to x alone, treating as a constant. 

Example z ~ — 2.xy +y. 

(dz\ 

dz (dz\ 

Example (2).—Let y ~ sin [ct — x) where c is a constant. 

Then = — cos {ct — x) 

Example {z).—Lei 2 = jr* - 4^*^ + — ^y) +^os {2x - 4* 

— Sxy + cos {x — 2y) — 6 sin {2x ’—y) + 2ye^^ 

— 42:* +• ■— 2 cos {x — + 3 sin {2x -—y) 4- 2xe^v 

219. Geometrical Illustration.—Let the three co-ordinates (^, y^ 2) of 
a point P be connected by the equation z =f{x^ y)- 

Then, if we take a number of pairs of values of x and ^', and calculate the 
corresponding values of 2* by means of the above equation, we shall find in 
general that the points whose three co-ordinates are thus found lie on a 
surface. 2 is known as the equation to this surface. 

If we suppose the point P to move along the surface so as to keep the 
value of y constant, it will move along a section AB of the surface by a plane 

parallel to zx. is then equal to the slope of the curve AB to the plane 

Oxy, or the tangent of the angle which the tangent PM to the curve AB 
makes with a line parallel to the axis of x» 
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In the figure 

^ = tangent of angle between QM and PM 

=s — tan PMQ 

Similarly, if we suppose x to remain constant, P is restricted to a curve 

such as CD, and ^ is equal to the slope of the curve CD to the plane Oxy, 

In the figure 

f? tan PNR 
By 

Examples .—C XVI. 

Find the values of the following 

where a is a constant. 

2. 'whtTQ a, b, and c are constants. 

3. ■~^[‘asin{J^x + cy)}i^{asiji{bx-{-cy)}j ^{acos{bx + cy)}, ^{acos{bx+ cy)], 

4, Let z = 3^® — 

Find and by differentiation. 
ox dy 

Then take a: = lO, 7 = 12 ; increase x by the amount Zx=^ Q'T^y remaining con¬ 

stant and equal to 12, and calculate the resulting increase 5z in *. Thence find 

3z 
arithmetically, and compare \idth the value of ^ already found. 

Similarly, find by the arithmetical method, and compare. 
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6. If (r, 0] are tie polar and (jr, j) tie rectangular of ‘!.;f u' 
on a plane prove that 

dr Br 
=cos.. 

6. If>' = Asia ~~j~ cos|^"-j- ^ I 7. ) 

A, /, Tj a are constants. 

7. If the pressure/, volume v, and absolute teinperuture T f a ;a, .■ 
by the equation/Z' = RT, -whefe R is constant, iind^tlie o! :e-. jf 

fdp\ /b//\ /Vr.\ .^Tv 

U/i 1"“’ I 

Note the physical meaning of the sign of mch of these quuntit:^. 

, dr Br dr 
&. If r = V4- 2% find 

By 8^“ 

220. Small Tariations.—Let ^ be a function of xani a^J ! 
and 2r be represented by the co-ordinates of a point P. 

Suppose P to move into a new position Q close to its former pcs,: 
the surface representing the function s. 

Then we may suppose P to reach Q by first moving to P, on the 
so thatx alone increases by a small amount 5u; while> remains js 
and then moving from Pj to Q so that x remains constant v .n 
by a small amount 5/. 

In the figure PM = P^N = 5/. 

During the first movement from P to P^, increases by the amoi: 
in the figure, while x increases by the amount PW = Ir. Thus 

P^IVl = ar X tan MPPi 

' = ar X (mean value of on the surface bctm'cen P ard P 

e: ? : 

s ::ru :c 

c rea::;C^ 

nt MP, 

i) 
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Similarly, during the second part of the movement the change in 2 
is NQ. And 

NQ = 5/ X tan NP^Q 

= Sy X (mean value of ^ on the surface between Pi and Q) 

The whole change J-sr in z during the movement from P to Q is made up 
of the two parts MPj and NQ. MP, is the change in which would take 
place if X alone changed by the same amount as it actually does while y 
remained constant, and NQ is the change in z which would take place if y 
alone changed and x remained constant. 

As Sx, ^y, Sz are made smaller and smaller the points P, Q move 

nearer together, and the mean values of ^ and ^ become more and more 

nearly equal to the exact values at P. 
Thus, if Sx, 5j/, Sz are sufficiently small 

Sz = MPi + NQ 

, dz 

Example (i).—The side a of a triangle is calculated from the following observed 
values:— 

A = 27®, B = 54®, b = 23s ft. 

If the correct values are A = 26*5®, B = 54*9°, what is the error in the calculated value 
of a due to the errors in the observed values of A and B / 

We have 

If there are small errors 5A, 5B, in the values of A and B, the consequent error 
in a is 

We have 

5A = 0*5® = 0*00873 radian 
5B = — 0*9® = — 0 01571 radian 

'da \ b cos A 235 cos 27 /^\ _ 
^ =259 

/ dcL\ h sin A cos B ^ 235 sin 27® cos 54® __ „ 
sin* B " "" sin* 54® ” 

Tile error in the value of at = 5a = 259 X 0*00873 + 95*8 X 0*01571 =38 ft. 

Example (2).—A certain quantity of air at p7‘essure 2000 lbs. per square foot and 
temperature 10° C. occupies 12 cubic feet. What change in volume will be produced if 
the pressure is increastd by 2 lbs. per square foot and the temperature by C. t It is 
given that pv — RT^ where p is the pressure^ v ihevolume^ and T the absolute temperature 

of the air and R is a constant. 
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By substituting the given values, we find R = S4'5. 
We have 

KT 
p 

RT , 
-•.a^=-7- = -ooo6 

with the given values of jp^ and T. 

_ = _=oo4=5 

5/ = 2, 8T = I 

,% Substituting, the increase in volume = Sr = —0*012 4- 0*042 
= a'Oj cab. ft. 

Eicam ples.—CX VI1. 

1. A certain quantity of air occupies 10 cub. ft. at pressure 2116 lbs. per squirt 
foot, and absolute temperature 250° C. Find the change in pressuxe wher. the wo^zme 
is diminished by o*l cub. ft., and the temperature increased by 2®. 

2. With the same data as in example find the change in temieraturr when 
the volume is diminished by o*2 cub. ft., and the pressure increased by 5 its. 
square foot. , , . 

3. With the same data, find the change in voluine when the temperature mcrcajcs 
by 2®, and the pressure by 2 lbs. per square foot. 

4. (r, e, (p) are the polar, and (x, the rectangular co-ordinates of the sajiif 
point P. What change is produced in x by given changes 5fi in 0 and 5^ in #} 

221. Successive ^Partial Biffereutiatiom.—Let s be a function of x 
Or. 

and y. Then we have seen that denotes the result of differentiating s 

with respect to r,y being treated as a constant. The result of this operatior 
is, in general, itself a function of x andy. 

If it is differentiated again with respect to being still treated as a 

constant, the result is which is written 

If ^ is differentiated vrith respect to^, x being treated as a constant, the 

result is which is written ^ or j. 

Similarly. denotes the result of first differentiating a with respect 
^ dxrdy . ... 1-1. 

totreating’X as a constant, and then differentiating the result with res|^ct 

to X, treating y as a constant. 

^ denotes the result of differentiating 

respect toy, treating x as a constant, ^ 
In the same way, we may proceed to partial 

s twice in succession n’ith 

differential coefficients of a 

higher order. 
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Example (i).- 

Note that 

^ = 4.r* - 6xy 4- 37®. 

= 12^ - 6y. 

^^ = -6^ + 6/. 

^ = - 3^" + 6^5- + 4y>. 

^2 = + 12/- 

a45 = -^^+^> 

= i!L 
dydx 

or, the order in which we differentiate with respect to and y does not affect the 
result. We shall hud that this is the case for all the functions with which we deal in 
this book. 

Example (2).—1/ V is thspofeniial at any point [x^ y, z) in a Jield of force^ then it 
can he shorn n from the definition of potential that the component X parallel to the axis of 
X of the force at any point in the field is equal to the rate of decrease of the potential per 
unit increase of x at that point. 

Similarly y = - Z=~(^-^ 

where V and Z are the components of the force parallel to Oy and Oa. 
Sk(yw that if the potential at any point varies inversely as its distance from O, then 

the resultant force at any point varies inversely as the square of its distance from O. 

Let F be the resultant force at a point P (ar, s), and X, Y, Z its components 
parallel to Ox, Or, Oz respectively. 

Then F® = X* +• Y* +• 
Also we have 

—(f>—(-) 
We have 

V = ^ = 
r 

Then X = ~ ^ Cx 

(** +1/'4-**)* 
_ Cy 

\‘iy) 

(‘tT\ ^ Co 
W*/ (:t»+y + r)? 

whcje c is constant 
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squaring and adding. 

F» = : 
{x^ ■¥y + ix^ + y + r> 

.•.F = § 

or the force varies inversely as the square of the distance from O. 

Examples.—CXVIII. 

1, If a =■ .jri — "■ find the values of 

^ ^ ^ 

%x By dy^* dxdy dydx 

and verify that the last two are equal. 

2. If a = 3 sin (2,r + 3;/) — 2^*^', find 

^ ^ ^ 
Bx* By dx^' By^* BxBy ByBx 

Bh 32^ 
a Verify that ^ = in the following cases ;— 

e = axy'^^ z = z = 
8 = a sin {J>x + cv), « = a cos [bx 4- 
z = sin [cx + dy) 

4. If the potential V at a point P [x^ y, z) varies inversely as the distance of P 
from the origin O, show that V satisfies the equation 

32V ^ 

Bx^ By^ 3^^ ° 

6. y is the displacement at time / of a point on a vibrating stretched string at 

distance x from one end. It is known that , Show that this 
\dtyx \cbyjt 

equation is satisfied if 
bx 

y = A sin ^ sin [pt + a) 

where A, p, ce are constants. 
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223, Integration, by Substitution.—Consider a funvticjn 3c:li 
y = (log^ rf. 

Let log'tf X = 7/, tlien we niay also write j' = u\ 
Thus we may regard j as a f’lnction eitber of 2*ur ef n. 
Let u increase by the amount while x increase^ bv 

Then "hu = ^ 

■nd f yJu ~ limit of sum of leriiis jBm 
^ c 

p dii. 

where u changes from c to while ,r changes from ii to 3. 
If w’e regard the upper liniit as variable it follows that the inderin.:ic 

integral 

fyiiu = j/~dx 

In the case considered above, this result gives 

j - pog^ xf.‘~^.dx= p-du 

-’j = 

We have here shown that in an indefinite integral may fee ^nhsttuted 

for 'when it occurs in the integral^ just as if du and dx were separa:e 

quantities and ^ were a fraction. It must he remembered, howe\er, iha: 

no meaning has been given \odu and <fx-standing alone, and when wc 
them as if they were separate terms it is understood that they occur m the 
expression of an integral. 

Exauiple (i).—In-iegraie pin x €os^ x dx. 

Let 3^ = cos X 

Then(f« may be written for “sin x ix, 

J sin X cos’ jr d[r = — ju^du =-- = 

Jx^ +5^ + 4 
ExA-MPLE (2),— Th find 

Let « = X® + 3r -i-* 4. 

Then du = = (za.- + 3)dr, 

l^±\..dx^ 
J ■+ 3^+4 

= log u = log.. Ijr* 4- jj* -I* 4), 
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Example (3).—By an extension of the method of Example (2) we may integrate any 

expression of the form ^ ^ 

E.g. to find f 
y + 3j: + 7 

Let w = 4. 3ji: 4- 7. 

Arrange the numerator in the form ^ + r*, where r" is a constant, dividing out by 

whatever coefficient is necessary. 
In this case we write the integral. 

f2(2X + 3}-t^^ 
J x^ + 3x+7 

^ f 2JC + 3 , f dx 
J +3^ + 7 J ^ + 3^ + 7 f 4- 3^ + 5 

The first of these integrals falls into the class treated in Example (2) above, and the 
second is of the type treated in Example (7), p. 382, and we find that the required 
integral 

2 , 2jr 4- 3 
= 2log.(a:>+3* + 7)-;^tan 

Example (4).—Find the position of the centre of gravity of the area of a seniicircU 
of radius a. 

Take axes of co-ordinates as shown in the figure, and 
divide the area into thin strips parallel to the axis of y- 
Then the mass of an element = 2ydx, 

We have +y^ :=. a*. 

/■« /■» _ 
/ xydx I x/J — o^dx 

~ lo_11_ 

■ 

-or 
4 

To find this integral let cl — x 

Then du = ^ dx = — 2x dx. 
dx 

.jL 
' Tear 

r n“ 4^ I u = ^ = 0*424^1. 
^^^3L Ja^ 37r 

the limits being chosen as shown, because u — d when j: = o, and u = o when x = a, 

r dx 
Example {3).—Find 1 -7™===. 

Let X ^ a sin 0. 

Then dx — ^ dO =z a cos 6 d0 

tfar - = a cos 6 

( cos d dd „ [ dx fa cos 6 dd . 
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Example {6)~Mnd |. 
J ^ 

Let 

Then i a’ = — 2,ujc, 

Differentlatiiig with respect to ; 

o = — 2x — 2// 

tIJC « — X 
' a "" « ’ 

dx 

dll du 
p„- = ]°2« = K'.. 

U - - X 

dx 
)e 1 

\ax^ 
;-mav be red need tc 1 

J -r cx ’he 

f VX® ih^J® 

5 or 6, according as a is negative or positive hj the merliod 
5) § 222. 

Otherwise, we have (Ex, LXA’III. tf, lo)* 

= |^=csb--pj. 

/tdx 

We have sin x = 2 sin cos 

. 
• * I sin jr 

M j = ± 

I , = i 
J sx* — 

K—££„ 
I sm. lx cos |x 

•| sec» Ix/x 
tan |x 

dividing numerator and denominator by cos^ |x. 
Let tan = ji. 

Then du = = | sec* Ix/x. 
dx 

. f = f — = log « = log tan |jr. 
•• j sxn X j u ** 

No general rule can be given to find tie proper snbstitaliens ar. j changfs cf 
variable to use in applying the method of this paragraph ; it is a n..^ziti ci 
practice* 

A few e^camples for practice are given below, bat the siadent wzj w^ihsa to 
pursue the subject further should consult works on the integral calcul a 

Examples.—CXX« 

Find the following integrals 

1. J’tan X dx (take u = cos x); 

4. f(2r4- iWx 
' J X* + X 4- s' 

5. 
lx® d-x•i' 5 

f ccsx 

fiSx - 4'ix 

I x« X -r S“ 
2 c 
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7. 8. fcosxsm^xdx. 9. fd'x*, 
J cos" X •' . J cos* X 

J - x^fx (take x = sin «, as in Example (4) alDOve.) 

11. Verify by integration that the area of a circle of radius a is equal to va\ 

IS^OTE.—This is not really a proof since the resalt is implicitly assumed in the 
value of T, which is taken as a limit of integration- 

“■J o4 + 5-^ 
13. 

14. j 15. 

J V5 — 2X* 

16. j f 17. 
J 

18. 1 ^cos® X dx. 19. 

f—- 5.d 
’ 4- — 7 

f 2x dx 

\/5 — 2X* 

r cos X dx 

1+2 sin'-^ X 

19. / tanh x dx. 

20. Find by integration the area of the portion of a circle of radius 5 ii^ch.es 
■which lies between two parallel chords, distant 3 inches and 4 inches from the centre, 
and on opposite sides of the centre. 

21. Prove that the centre of gravity of the zone of the surface of a sphere is at 
the middle point of its axis. 

Ev-aluate 

22. f 23. f 
VX* — ZX — i V 5 — 2X — X* 

224. Integration by Partial Fractions.—In Chapter VI. we showed 
" 1 b JIT C 

how to resolve into partial fractions a fraction of the form ^ 

where the denominator is of higher degree than the numerator. 
The partial fractions can be integrated separately by one or other of the 

methods already given. 

Example (i).—2> find I 5—dx, J + 3x — 2 

Resolving into partial fractions -we get 

2^-5 9 8 
2X^ + 3X-2 5(x+2) 5(2X— I) 

(Example (i), p. 76.) 

• f ^ .S.f ... s f dx 

= f log (X + 2) — I log (2X - l) 

Example (2).— 

L_±_ 
J(x- i)(* + 2K*-5) = + A/~(Ex.(2),p. f6) 

= - ^ log fx - i) + ^ log (^ + 2) + log (x — 5) 



"Example (3).- 

dx 

i%i IsccilsucoMis Atciii0ds of imcgrQiion jSj 

_ _ If 1 * * -I'S * -'V 
2)(x-‘S)~ J ^ - I ^ “J (x '~ I ^A ^jzr^ - '* 

, Exa:z:i le ., j\ p. 70 J 

= '> + IitrbT) - ^-r.h ■ , ^ - i' 

EXAXIPLE (4).- 

r C.i-y4 5)^-^ _ 23 f 1 f 32“f 
I "[3?'-+^ + I){x'^) 

“T 23X 
fEtiT.;!? ,4\ p... 77.) 

' X -r I 

= U log (* - 6) - Sg ,' --plr_L_ _,- ■ _„£f_ ^ 
^ 1“ -r ^ -r I 

|! ^ Lr - I 
■ lan ——— 

43 % 3 "'^3 

-f X -r i 

= 2|log(^-6)-|3I-,- u’t-,. 

Exam p les .—CX X I. 

Find the following integials :— 

1. 
r* ^dx 
1 —z-Verify by the graphic method. 
j ^x" — 4- 

2. 
1 2dx 

3. 
f 5,1 + g , 

1 4 Sx 4- 15' 
1 -—-, 
j x* -r 71 0 

4. T S^+7 
5. 

; 4^ - 23 

/ {x — i)(x 4 2}{x 4 3) 

6. /■ 3.r* + 4* - 2 
7. 

* “.t-s — 24t* CX— 4? 

/jx4 iF(x- 2) 
1 i ^ 
' px —I .T - 4 

8. 
/ (ar — i)(x^ 4 3x 4 4)'*’^* 

t. 
/ 11 

-r i: -r 3 .a - 2 

225. Integration by Parts.—It lias been all. \va that, :f j^and : are r#c 
functions ofx, 

d . . dz^ du 
dx^ 

The same theorem may be otherwise stated in the form 

= /Md2/ i-fvdl4 

mfudv = mj — fzdu * Ci" 

Any fiinction of x which can be directly integrated may be taken as 

w being its integral, and thus we get a method which sometimes enables us 
to integrate the product of two functions, one of which can be immediatelj 
integrated. We integrate this function as though the other m-ere constant, 
Sind subtract the integral of the product of the integral already found and 
the differential coefficient of the other function. 
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Example {i),—Fznd the value of fx sin x dx. 

Take u=^x and v = — cos Xu 

dv 
Then dv ^dx = sin xdx^ and du = dx 

/. Substituting in (i), we get 

fx sin X x cos x —/(— cos x)dx 

= — X cos + sin 

dv 
It is often useful to take ^ = i, and consequently v — x^ as in the following 

example :— 

ExAxMPLE (2).—Find flog^ x dx. 

flogt X dx ■= /(log* x)X i . dx 

Take u = log x^ v •=: x 

Then dv zz: dx. du = -dx 
X 

/, Substituting in (i), 

/(log x)i , dx zz X log X — fx . -dx = x log x x 

Example (3).—Find the values of fd^y sin {cx 4* d)dXi and fd^ cos {cx 4* d)dx. 

I 
In sin {ex 4- d)dXf let u = sin {ex 4- d) and v = je^. 

Then dv = dHx^ and du-=z c cos {ex 4- d)dx. 

Substituting in (i), 

fe^ sin [ex + d)dx = sin {ex + d)cos {ex + d)dx 

Similarly, we get 

cos {ex+ d) = cos {ex + d) + jjsin {ex 4- d)dx 

We have here two simultaneous equations to find the values of the integrals, 

fd^ sin {ex -f d)dxj and fe^^ cos {ex 4- d)dx 

Solving we get 

sin 

cos (« + = £iiE(££±^±^2!i£l±^^« 

226. It is sometimes possible to reduce an integral to a form which we 
can integrate by applying the process of integration by parts several times 
in succession. 

Example.—To find fx^ddx. 

Let u =z x^tV = Then dv = ddx^ du — ^dx. 

fx*ddx = x*e* — ^Je^x^dx 
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The integral f£=^x^da may now be redneed in the same 

4jx^£=^dx = 4J:®/ — I ifx^c^dx 

= 41V — I2.lV + 24/xe^yj 

= 4.tV - I2aV -f 24x2^ - 2 t/* :,* 

:.fx*£^dx = xV-4x*^*-f I2jr> - 24I„^ ^ 24* 

Ekamplks.—CXXIL 

Find the values of the follo-uing integrals :— 
I., Jx cos xdx. % fr^^dx^ S ^ ^ y 

4. Find the mean value of logj® x from x = i to x =r lo, 
5. fx^ log«x/x. 6. yxWx. 

k ^ 
7. Find the mean value of sin from / = o to r — “5, 

8. Find the abscissa of the centre of gravity of the arei hst^'c'-e 

y = sin X and the axis of x from x = o to x = 
a 

cos ^dx. 10. 
X 

TT 
1 
X sin 4x i/r. 

1,, II'Tf 

11. By means of a curve representing as a faactitu of v preve graphxallY ibi 
uz/ = f ndv + fv du. 
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SOME DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF APPLIED PHYSICS 

dy iPy • 
227. In Chapter XVIL we met with problems in which ^ ^ was given 

as a fiinctioii of either by means of a curve to be drawn from a number of 
tabulated results or by an algebraical equation. ^ 

We showed how to find the corresponding relation between j' and x^ 
to represent it by a curve. These were examples of the solution of differential 
equations. ^ . 

Equations involving a dependent and one or more indeperident variables 
and their differential coefficients are called Differential Equations. 

The solution or integration of a differential equation consists in finding 
the relation between y and x which it implies. 

We shall treat certain forms of differential equations which occur in 
applied physics. 

228. L Compound Interest Law.—There is a large class of cases in 
nature in which the rate of increase of a variable is proportional to the variable 
itself Examples of some of these have been given in Chapter VI I., § 66. 

This law may be expressed by an equation in the form ^ = hy^ where 

^ is a constant. 

Now we have seen that when y = ^ = by^ and therefore 

y = is a relation between y and x^ which always satisfies the equation 

Otherwise, we have 

iyy. = b 
V dx 

In integrating we may separate the variables (§ 223). 

+ C 

where C is the arbitrary constant of integration. 

y = where C = log, a 

The variables^ and .** are said to follow the Compound Interest Law for 
a reason which will he evident from the following considerations:— 
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When a sum of money is imTSted at ccrn^rcun.: c::errst p.r a'- " "c-’' '-a' ' 
the interest for each year is added to the t::nnc.pa: ..t ±t t- [ it 
and proceeds to bear interest for the fed near, end cc cn ^ ‘ ^ 

“Ihiis the rate at whtcii the interest accrues 13 prrtc rterra! tc :ht t ** i’ 
amount at the end of the preceding vear. 

By making the interest payable* more freccfri>’»e ^ : a-rrci t- 
more closely to the cases of the Ccmtxrjnd‘ir.ttreit La-« ch . a ■ -c'^ - 
nature. 

Suppose the time to increase by a success'en of sn^ill 'inn en-^rt^ 
that the interest is added to the* pnacipal P at tee er-i ,,::f f 
intervals. Then, if r is the rate per cent, per anrranc the ,n:e:c^! ca - 

, f * • 

time Zt is where 5/is expressed as a fract'cn cf a yor j*": P t'"* 

total amount at the beginning of the iaterwh 5/. Th-'S u r.:"- . 2 .ced to id- 
principals and may he denoted by SP. 

.*« 5P = P5/ 
100 

8P . p 

If now the time 5/ is continually diminislied so that in the . ndt wt ejv 

consider the interest as continuously aided to tht pnra pah r:r.! r :i 

approaches a limiting value, which is the value of ^ for the c^ce ! ere the 
t&t 

interest is added on continuously. 

d? 

dt ' 

Comparing this with the equation given above to express the Ccrrp:cand 
•r* 

Interest Law, we see that we may write P lor j, / for i, ?cr 3. ari thf 

relation between P and / is therefore 

P= aJ^ 

where ^ is a constant. 
To find a put / = o, then P = a; ij. a is the principal originally inveated 

when / = o. Writing for this, we get 

P = 

229. The exponential ^ is defined algebraically as the valet cf 

when n is infinite. 

The student sometimes finds difficulty in understardin-g tht ccr-sct.en 
between this definition of ^ and its use to express the Cvmpcund Interest 
Law, which is more important in physical applications. 

It is easy to show that, if compound interest is pamble m times per 
annum, the amount in / years at r per cent, per annum :s 
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Now write n = 
loom 

r 

and 

then m = 
nr 

loo 

If we continually increase the value of m until the interest is payable 
continuously, and therefore n also, approaches the value infinity. 

We have shown above that in this case P = and therefore is the (rt 
I + JL j 10® when n is infinite. 

ri 
If we write — = we get the algebraical definition that ^ is the 

limiting value of (—:)■ when n is infinite. 

Thus the algebraical definition of implies also its capability of 
expressing the Compound Interest Law. 

230. The following are examples of natural phenomena which obey the 
Compound Interest Law :— 

(1) The case of a belt or rope passing round a pulley. It can be shown 
that at any point on the belt in contact with the pulley the rate of increase 
of the tension in passing through that point along the belt from the slack to 
the taut side is proportional to the tension at that point. Thus the tension 
follows the Compound Interest Law. The results of an experimental proof 
of this are given on p. 154. 

(2) The Compound Interest Law is also extended to include the case 
where the rate of decrease of a variable is proportional to that variable 
itself. 

Newton’s Law of Cooling is an instance in point. The rate of cooling of a 
body is under certain conditions proportional to the excess of its temperature 
above the temperature of its surroundings ; i.e. the rate of decrease of the 
temperature Q per unit time / is proportional to the temperature, or 

and therefore & = where 6q is the temperature when / = o and « is a 
constant. For experimental results, see p. 108. 

{3) If the two sides of a charged electric condenser are connected 
through a large resistance, the discharge takes place rapidly at first and then 
more slowly, the rate of decrease of the voltage at any instant being pro¬ 
portional to the voltage to which the condenser remains charged at that 
instant Thus the Compound Interest Law connects the voltage and the 
time. 

V = 

where V is the voltage at time /, Vq the voltage at time / = o, K the capacity 
of the condenser, and R the resistance in the circuit- 

The student may be familiar with the method of testing the insulation 
resistance of a cable, which depends on this law. 

(4) As we pass upwards from the earth’s surface into the atmosphere, the 
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density and pressure of the atmosphere a: ar.v jh: d rr. r -f 
decrease of the pressure per unit rise in he_!'t 'r "-V ^ "^-V” 
and, therefore, if the temperaiure is consMr:!, f;! - ^ ^ ^ * L 
Thus the pressurCy regarded as a fznctJ:-. r* ' \ t ' 'V, 
Compound Interest Law. 

E XAMFLES.--CX XIIL 

1. Find an expression for yin terms of jr, if it ^ ✓ ■• S ^ ^ J t « f ^ 

when ar = I. 
2. What is the equation to a cuttc wh.x?8 slop? h everrrd:"? * . . 

to one-half of its ordinate, and whose ordinate is i -n eo j: r: c ' ' 
3. A point starts at A and moves aloa^ a sira: ;h! hr.e AB tr j* ?r. .•>. 

feet per second is always numerically equi. to its di-^irco in !?-: - b" AB 
lOO ft., how long will the point take to get halfway fr” n A :□ B ^ 

4. Find the amount of ^^icxs in 3 years at 4 per cenL pei arran re:*- - i". 
interest 

(1) when the interest is payare yearly 
(2) ®j 91 iialf-veaily 
(3) 9® « qaarteiiy 
(4) 39 IS s, crntir £0 ush 

5. IfB is the tcmperatnie of a certain body at lixe /, it is Lr.cw-i ihi: ts f 
cooling is eqnal to o'Oo6e, and that when / o the temperature 1* x:^ C "} 1 - 1' 
expression for 6 in terms of /. 

6. A rope passes round a drum. T is the tension ef the re"c a: 1 1. ii- 
measured along the rope from one end of thepoitioa of the repe wh.ii 1, ' 

with the drum. It can be shown that ^ = •where r is the raLii z! lie d:a/% 
as r 

and )a the coefficient of friction. Find an expression fer T in terms cf ; far the 
when ji = 0*5, r = 9", and T = 25 lbs» where x = o, 

7. ^ is the quantity of the charge at time / in a condenser cf mraatv K i.n 

charging through a resistance R. It can be proTcd that $ -f- = C. Find an m 
j/ K !v 

pression for ^ in terms of /. Taking the initial charge when / = 0 is c cxjc;?. r ~: 
a curve to show the value of f for any value cf / from 0 to s«s,,"pvfn 

R = 5000 X 10®, K = 3 X 10”^®. In what dme is the charge reciuseii tn * nf r'^ 

original value ? 
8. If * is the current at time / in a dreuit of reistance R, mid cezE .ec! r: 

self-inductioa L, and the impressed electro-motive force has t^n remeved, foec 

+ Rf = o. Find t in terms of /, taldi^ R and L as emstaata 
ai 

If R z= 0*5 ohm, L = 0*05 henrjy and i = 15 amp when / = o, plot a furTr tc* 
show the value of the current at any time from / = o to / = 0*2 sees 

231, The following- is an extension of the Compound Interest Law 

Let + = J 

where a and b are constants. 
To find the law connecting j and jr, we have 
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separating the variables and integrating 

/: - 
d- ay 

jdx 

i log, {b - ay) Jr O 

where C is any constant. 

log. (b-af)= - or-aC 

b-ay = 

y = Ker^ +• • 

-aC 
where the constant A is equal to 

b 

a 

£I_ 
a 

Example.—If ^ q- 3^ z= 5 ; find an expression for y in ierms of x. 

Folio wing the above process we get 

y = AT** 4- i 

To verify, we find 

+ 3y = - 3A^-^ + +-5 = 5 

and thus the given differential equation is satisfied by this solution. 

Examples.—C XXIV. 

1. Take A = I in the above example, and plot the curve y = e~^ + f from ar = o 

to X = J-. Measure as accurately as possible the valuer andy for this curve at 

the point where x = o*i, and verify by substitution that they satisfy the equation 

dy 
dx 4-ar= 5 

Find the value of j in terms of x so as to satisfy the following differential equations 

+ 3. 

dy 

A 
3. £-3y = 9- 

^-+V+3 = o. 6. ^-^4.7= 0. 

6. If a constant electro-motive force E be impressed on a circuit of resistance R, 
and co-efficient of self-induction L, the current i at time t satisfies the equation 

lJ;4R.-=E 

Find an expression for i in terms of /, choosing the constant of integration so that 
1=0 when ^ = o. 

If R = 0*5 ohm, L = 0*05 henry, and E = 7 volts, plot a curve to show the 
value of the current at any time from / = 0 to / = 0*3 secs. 

From the shape of the curve deduce the probable value of the current at the end 

5 s«sx>nds. Measure the slope of your curve at / = o’l, and verify that i and at 
at 

thk instant satisfy the given diffeu'ential equation. 
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^ 7. In an electric drenit cf resistance R, ar. 1 ,-n,« ■ .- r' se' ‘ . 
IS a ample harmonic impressed clectT.'-i-.-h-e ' -- 

Then it is inown that the carreat f a’t time V ti.e ej :»..oc 

di 
L ^ 4* Ri = E sia 

where L, R, and E are constants. 
Show that this eqaatioa is satisfied if 

/ == - a! + Cr ~ 1 

where C is a constant and tan a = 

If * = 0 when / = Oj find the valae cf C, and plct a cnire !o - 4 
any time from / = o to / = o’os. ^ ^ .... in_e 1 

Givea R = 25, L = 0*1^ E = 100, ^ = 600. 

232. The following- differential equation may also He ren’f'derf ’ 

Find the law connecting- / and x We have, separatinj: the va-a’ 
integrating 

log*/ = « log# r 4- C 

/, / = ajr“ where a = /^ 

and may therefore have any arhitrary constant I’nlue. 

ExA-MPLE.—^a g-as rjcfunds Ttiikmigain #r Ims of heM it k s /te 

Find the ients cmnecting / and v. 

As above, we have 

integating 

i . dfzs: —ZA> 
/ V 

log*/ = — 7 Ic^ r + r 

/. / = iz'”T -There it is a ccHistaa! 

or = i 

23S. More General Case, where is given m a FmictiQii of ^ 

Consider such an example as the following :•— 
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So, in g-eneral, if 

dx _ _i_ 

fiy) 

and X can be found in terms of y if the functioncan be integrated with 

respect toy. 

If cannot be integrated directly, or if the connection between ^ 

and / is given by means of a number of experimental results, we may obtain 
a solution by the graphic method. 

Example.— 

^ = V(l -/)(i - o-2Sy^) 

C&nstruci a curve showing the relafion between x and y from y •=. o to y = harjing 
gwen that jc = O when y ■=. q. 

JT 
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We lia'^e 
dj- _ I 

%^{l ’-o 

dx = I -. jj sines y =. o wl?': » ~ o 
a I --2 V 

To find this integral we plot a curve in wiiat’i c' i- are c* ' 

0f ^ abscissae by choosing a minbef of Taints cf y ana 

spending iralucs of 

This is the curve PB in the fig'ire. 
pdx 

The value of I for value of / is the area lying Lctwffr 

the axis of jf from = O to the value of j which h being c -i: 

yjx E.g, the aj:ea OABP gives the value cf aj, ml tberef ;r 

This is found to be O’307, which is tfeercfoie the talce cf x wh?’' > =. OA 
Setting off AC equal to 0*307^ we get a point C cn ih? n .7.. ef n-n/e .. rg 

X and^. 
Proceeding in. this way for a series of valutt of f we ccnsliovi ::ir . ' ■ ? DC 

the figure, which show's the relation between x and y,%c ihal ir.e gtveo .1 
equation may be satisfied. 

284. We may adso have the relatioE between arid j given by iLCias 

of the results of experiments as in the following example. 

Example.—Tke acz^Ieradrij ic>rghi .-f ^ wi:tm vi”; h.’y i v 
is k/iGwn. Thejdiiviniig are vj.a£cs <7/ iis eef-^us /a .r 7. 

sj^eds zf oj & car on the City and Sent 1 London djirx' 0.) ^ 

The torque is constant from v = 0 to v= and t^fn ^ 
The acceleration is propriional to the torque^ andti ts irnmn t'mt tie 

is o*46t/if. Per sec, tor sec, when t&.is 75^0 incM-ds, ^ 
Consirdi a curut to shorn the relcUicn bsU’ten steed and fo’ntjrsm stsr.tn^ 

(Carus-WiASong EUcOro^Dynzrius^ 1 j 

Let ^ be the acceleration. Then, since the acceleration is picjc-it-cna. tc tiic 

torque, and a = 0*463 w’hen /« = 75^^? have 

^ = 6"i6 X 10“^/* 
7520 

a»d the values of a. which is equal to may be calcuhitMl. Her.ce -e iet 

values of as follows 8— 
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V 
\ 

0 16 16-95 18-55 20 21*2 

dv 
Tt 

0-463 0-463 0*333 0*1845 0*074 0 

dt 
dv 

2-159 2*159 3 5*45 .S-5 00 

Plotting the values of ^ and z/, we get the curve ACD. 

Valltea of time f seconds 

We ha.vc J = J and therefore the value of / corresponding to any value of 

zf is equal to the area between the corresponding part of the curve AGD and the axis 

of V; e.g, the value of ^ is constant, and equal to 2*159 from 8/ = o to z/ = 16 ft. per 

second, so that the time which passes until the car attains a velocity of i6 ft. per 
second is equal to the area of the rectangle OACE = 34*5 secs. So also the tune 
taken to attain any velocity less than 16 ft. per second is equal to the area of a 
rectangle of base OA and height and is therefore proportional to v. 

Thus from z/ = o to v = 16 the velocity time curve is the straight line OB. 
The remainder BF of the veloci^ time curve is obtained by adding to the abscissae 
lengths equal to the corresponding areas between the curve CD and the axis of v. 
We thus get the curve DBF, showing the speed at any time from starting. 

For another method of obtaining this curve, see Carus-Wilson, EUctri>-Dynamics. 
p. 163. 
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Examples.—CXXV, 

1. The speed v oi tl car at a distance x from its starting-point is given by the 
following table:— 

x feet . . 0 40 80 130 200 300 

V ft. per sec. 0 7*2 12*2 18*8 25 29-5 

In what time does the car get from x = 100 to jp = 300 ? 
r300 

Note.—The required time = I -^dx =1 -, dx, which can be found by the 
J J 100® 

graphic method from the above data. 

2. The following table gives the acceleration a of an electric locomotive when the 
speed is v feet per second. 

V ft. per sec. 0 to 26*28 27 29 32 34 

a f. s. s.. . Constant and = 0*73 0*495 0*285 0*090 0 

Construct a curve to show the velocity at any time after starting. 

3, The following data refer to a similar case:— 

V ft. per sec. 0 to 37*4 38 ! 
1 

39 40 42 

0 f. s. s. . . 0-417 0*300 0*190 0*105 0 

Construct curves to show the relation between velocity and time from starting, 
and also between distance traversed and time. 

4. P is the pull in pounds exerted at the tread of an electric locomotive at speed 
V feet per second after tractive resistance has been allowed for. The mass to be 
drawn is 3360 engineering units. Construct a curve to show the relation between 
velocity and time from starting. 

V ft. per sec. 0 to 28*6 29 30 32 35*4 

Plbs. . . i960 1713 1273 605 0 

6. The following table gives the speed of a car at various distances j from 
starting. Construct a curve showing the relation between the distance and the time 
from starting. 
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Velocity ft. per sec. 0 s 7*5 9*9 12*5 i6*9 

^ ft. 0 35 70 120 180 3C0 

(P. T. MacMahon, Electrician^ June, 1S99, p. 227.) 

235. Iiinear Equations of the Second Order.—We shall first consider 
and compare the three differential equations. 

. 
. . . (0 

°. 
... (2) 

-•>. . . • (3) 

We note that the equation 

dx 
— = o 

has been shown to be satisfied by putting 

The equations which we are now considering are similar to equations of 
d^y 

this typcj but contain an additional term of higher order. 

(i) We shall try whether a value of^ of the formy = where A and 
A are constants, can be made to satisfy the equations (i), (2), (3). 

We have, if/ = A^^, 

= .(4) 

Substituting in equation (i), we get 

^ (a2 4- 2A — 3)A^^ = 0. 

This is evidently satisfied if 

+ 2A - 3 = o, and A = i or —3 

Therefore equation (i) is satisfied if we put 

y = Aj^r* or / = 

where Aj and Ag are any constants. 

.-.>'= Ai^+Aj^-s*.(5) 

also satisfies equation (i), since the sum of two functions can be differentiated 
one term at a time. 

It can he shown that all possible solutions of equation (0 can be put 
mto this form by giving different values to the constants and Ag. 
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(2) If we attempt to solve equation (2) by the same process, we get on 
substituting from (4) 

(^2 + 2A + 3)A^^» = o 

The equation + 2\ + 3 = o has no real roots, so that in this case we 
cannot find two real values of A to give a solution of the form (5). 

If, however, we introduce the imaginary = 3: as in p. 66, we find 
solving the quadratic in A, ’ 

2. - I ± 2V2 

the general solution Is 

= + A2^“V^) 

= cos v^2r + Ajt sin jj2x cos tfiLX 

— A2f sin sj2x) (see p. 224) 

= (C sin 4/2-^^ + D cos 

where D = Aj + A2, C = Ajf ~ 
Note that as Aj, A^ may have any values, real or imaginary, C may be 

real, and C and D are constants. 
We have shown (p. 42) that 

C sin ^2x + D cos jjzx 

may be expressed in the form A sin (^fjzx + B). 
Therefore the general solution of the equation (2) is 

y = Ae'^ sin + B).(6) 

where A and B are constants. 
(3) In equation (3) we get, on substituting y = A^^®, 

(A* 4- 2A -}- i)A^^ = o 

This is satisfied if A® + 2A + i =0 

ue, (A + l)2 = O ; X = — I 

Thus y = A^~* will satisfy the equation, but this solution only contains 
one arbitrary constant A instead of two, as in cases (i) and (2). 

It can be shown that the complete solution of a differential equation 

containing must contain two arbitrary constants. 

We find that the equation is satisfied by putting 

>' = (A + 'Zx)r^.(7) 

For ^ = - A^-» + 
ax 

^ = (A - 2By-‘ + B4r«-“ 

. + 2^ + V = (A- 2B - 2A + 2B + A)<r* + (B - 2B + BJ«-» = o 
* * ax 

2 D 
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238. The equations (i), (2), (3) are all of the form 

, dy , 
^ + ^5-+4y = o. . . 

where a and b are constants. 
We thus find that there are three forms of the solution. 
If the quadratic 

A.2 4. + ^ = o 

has two unequal roots Agj the solution is in the form 

y = as in (5) 

If the quadratic has imaginary roots the solution takes the form. 

y — sin {qx 4- B) as in (6) 

where the roots of the quadratic are 

x=p±iq = - ^ ± 
2 

(8) 

and therefore the solution is 

y = sin ^ “• ® |. 

If the quadratic has equal roots the solution is ^ = (A 4- 'Bx)e^^, 
The student is advised not to use the general formulae, but to work out 

each case separately as has been done for equations (i), (2), (3) above. 

237. Simple Harmonic 
when = o in equation (8). 

We get 

Motion.—An important special case arises 

dx^ 
4- = o 

The solution (9) becomes 

= A sin i^/bx 4- B) 

The case of simple harmonic motion is represented by a differential 
equation of this form. 

Let a point move along a straight line so that its acceleration towards a 
fixed point O is proportional to its distance from that point. 

Let X be the distance of the moving point from O at any time 
Then the above condition gives 

d^x 
z= — gi^x where ^ is a constant 

d^x 2 
ot^ + S^x = o 

The solution of this differential equation is 

;r = A sin {qt 4- g) 

where ^ is a constant. 
This gives the distance x described in time t in simple harmonic motion- 
This is the same as the equation obtained to represent simple harmonic 
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motion in the graphic treatment in Chapter VIL, where simple harmonic 
motion was defined as the projection of uniform circular motion. 

We thus see that the definition of simple harmonic motion by means of 
the property that the acceleration varies as the distance from the centre 
leads to the same result as its definition as the projection on a straight line 
of uniform circular motion. 

238. Example.—A condenser of capacity K is discharging through a circuit of 
resistance R and coefficient of self-induction L ; its potefitial v at any time t satisfies the 
differential equation 

(I) 

Find an expression for the potential at any time. 

We have seen that the solution of this equation depends upon that of the 
quadratic 

Lx* + Rx + i = O.(2) 

If R* > ^; />. if 4L ■< R*K, this quadratic has real roots, and the 

differential equation is of the same type as equation (i), p. 400. 
Let Xi, Xa roots of the quadratic equation (2). 
Then the solution of the differential equation (i) is 

V = + Aj/*' 

If R* ^ ; i.e. if 4L > R*K, the quadratic has imaginary roots, and the 

equation is of the same type as equation (2), p. 400. 
Its solution is 

If 4L = R^K we have equal roots as in equation (3), p. 400, and 

V = (A 

239. The constants in any actual case are found from the known initial 
conditions. 

Consider the case where R = 200 ohms and K = 0*5 microfarad = 
o’S X io“® farad. 

First take L = 0*002 henry. 
Then the differential equation becomes 

dfv , dv m 
0*002^ + 200™ + 2 X io®z/ = o 

Substitute v = 
We get, as the condition that the differential equation may be satisfied 

o*oo2X* 4- 200X 4- 2 X 10* = o 

— 200 ± V410* — 16.10^ 
X — _• 

4 X 10 « 

= ~ I0*(5 ± 3*875) = — 8*875.10* or —1*125. 10* 
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.% the potential to which the condenser is charged at any time / is 
given by 

To find the values of the constants and Ag the initial conditions must 
be given. Suppose the condenser is charged to looo volts when / = o. 

Substituting, we have 
looo = Ai 4- Aa 

dv 
We also know that the current and therefore o when / = o. 

We have 

^ = - 8-875 • IO<. - I-I25 . I0<. 

substituting / = o and ^ simplifying, we get 

o = - 71A1 - 9A2 

/. Ai = - = - 145, Aa = 114s 

the solution is 

The curve representing this equation has been plotted as an example in 
Example 7, p. 110. 

Next suppose R and K have the same values as before, but L = 0*01. 
The quadratic in A becomes 

o*oi\2 + 20OA. + 2 X 10® = o 

_ 200 ± a/4'IO^ - 8-10^ 

0*02 
= — 10^(1 ± {) 

A the potential at any time is given by 

V = sin (loV 4- B) 

To find the constants, we have 

•z/ = 1000 when / = o 

A 1000 = A sin B 

Also, as before, ^ = o when / = o. 

^ sin (loV 4“ B) 4- 10^cos (loV 4- B) 

Substituting ^ = o s-^d / = o, we get 

o = io*A cos B ~ lo^A sin B 

A sin B = cos B and tan B = i 

A B = j = 07854 
4 

fr A 
and 1000 = A sin - = —7=. 

4 Va 
A A = 1414 
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the value of at any time is given by 

z = I4r4<'"‘’** sin'icV-i-o 

The cun.-e representing this so'.ulioa wa; ^ a? la - 
Example 4s p. 120. 

As an example the student should work cut th- u n : . * . i 

plot the cuire for the rase when L =0-005 ^ 
4 

being the same as in the above examples. 

Examples.—CXXTI 

Find the relations between v and jc, so ihai itr b “ i 
satisfied:— 

1. ^^4- + 4 y = 0. Taking each cl the c m van i 

curve to show the relation between^ ani x ficm a -r c u x 

mi' sg + « = “- 

‘•S+4+«="- 

3u~t> %> 
U m ■ - 

Jx* .a 
K r . ^ 
o. '3 i* 4 • 

ax® 2j 

1, A mass m is suppoited by a ▼ertical sprirg which w' strr" 
supporting i lb. Thenj if we neglect the stifeiess cf thf* -"pvrg xt. 
the air, the motion is given by 

s/*X , X _ 
«~r:s + 7=0 

ar k 

where m is obtained by dividing the weight in hy p 2. 's- i 
distance ©f the weight from its position of equ.L-iima i! ^ : 
an expression for x in terms of 4 having given tc.u x ~ o 'a„ / - c Ia* ; 
the weight equal to | lb., k = 0*5 it., and the grei:&t \ii.wC cf x 9 : -i a 
to show the displacement at any time from / = o to ; = l 1' a : 
the weight to make a complete oscillation in the nenuuiv^. .a a 
unit of mass. 

8. If the stiffness of the spring and the resistance rf f e or 0 h -t. ' • * 
effect of retarding the motion with a force proper i. nai 10 ih? /, ’' . 
given by 

d"x , jds . X 
m-j-s- -f i-T" + T = 0 

df k 

k is the retarding force when the velocity is unity. Find an ei' r«s.c" 
of / for the case where the weight = | lb., k = o"S fan.,i i t o 02 . 
curve to show roughly the character of the motion, 

9, I is the moment of inertia of a ballistic galvar.emcter n?f.i> f. 
rotation, A is the twisting moment per unit angular di>r'kueiixr: ..-i •* " ■ 
of the fibre and the controlling magnetic field, I :s the r.:- 1 ti.v ' 
unit angular velocity of the oil bath used to damp the in.:.Uja. The r:, L r 

- 0 

where 9 is the angle through which the neeiile is iiis|dmeed bera -ts fc|u 
position at time /. 

,.z 4 

% f 
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Find an expression for 9 in terms of t 

1st, when /§= <4l>^ ; 2nd, when /[Ih 

Shetch figures to illustrate the diaracter of the motion in each case. 
Note that in the second case the motion is “dead-beat,” i.e. the needle does not 

swing back past its eq.uilibrium position, while in the first case the motion is oscillatory. 

240. Next consider a differential equation of the type 

.w 
where V is a function of r. 

Compare this with the equation 

.w 
which has already been considered. 

If j/ = 2^ is any solution of equation (i), theny - u -{-vis also a solution, 
where v is any solution of equation (2). 

For if j/ = w -f 'Z' 
, dy du dv d^y , (Pv 

we have —-'-• — —-'- 
dx^ dx' dx^ dx^ 

and, on substitution, 

= V+ o 
since ^ = u satisfies equation (i) 
and y = v satisfies equation (2) 

Thus the solution of equation (i) consists of two parts: 
{a) A “particular integraP^^ = 2^, which maybe any solution of equa¬ 

tion (i), the simpler the better; and 
{d) The “complementary function” z/, which is the general solution of 

equation (2). 

Example— 

52:4.2^. 
dx‘ + V* 

We have shown, p, 4CX), that the solution of 

d^y , dy 
^+2£-3>'=o 

is y = -f 

A particular integral is evidently y = — 3. 
Therefore the solution of the given equation is 

y = Ai^ -f- — 3 

This may be verified by finding^ and and substituting. 

241. Symbolic Method.—When there is only one independent vari- 
abl^ we may denote the operation of differentiation by the symbol D. 

Thus 



i 
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For example 

T'^ ^:r / r / " ^r. 
D cos/jT = —/sin/jr, LV^’n/r ^ Ij-’ .... . - ;■ -i 

Note that the effert cf th..’' ^;'"rer.t r li ' ? 'r-* * ..f 
multiplication hy Oj ami the I ai .l pi ^ - ..^ f£ 1. le, .4 r 
as that of multiplication by \ 

In the same way the complete operatiOii 01 i.-riie.r* * ^ ^ ro:iv 

be denoted by (D® + *all) 4- - )> 
Thus 

(D- + tfD + = («^ + .^3 4- f i I>“ + 5") 5in /r - - ^ , 

(D^ + sinpJT = T aU "t- 3“ sm /.x - ■; '. ;. . , i 

In order to be consistent with Algebra, the in\ erso. rcr . i! ^ 

an operation which is reversed by ll:at 

=/j-ux; for D ^.r = D; '../i - :’. ;> 

Thus 1 = I g sir /r = | cos / r, ^...:: ; j - 

So also denotes the operation m hch . 

so that (D* 4 iiD + Pj«= i, 
^ jj' t" "t ‘ 

Thus „_?_..i„-..-^.... 
D* 4 aD 43 a- 4 ,2a ^ ^•• 

for (D2 4 aD 4 
aa -r o -r oa ^ 

We have seen that li”^»: ♦ « ” 1. ‘ 1 

DCay) = ^(Jv) = p ■■ jDv when j o ccristart... 

Thus the symbols I), D^, etc.^ when operating upen a “t . n : ’ r -b-r? 
laws similar in form to the fundamental laws cf m. a' a c rmy i cr : :c 
the operations of Algebra •with them as if they %cre 1,1:1: ...a a-g:, ::** ,. 
expression, the other parts cf the expreision beirg 4, ' i? 
the student should verify the following example^ by cany^ ai t...: ^ :', 9 

of differentiation and integration involved :— 

(D - 2XD 4 3>^ = (D + 3X» - - ..D“ D - t 
= (32 4 3 »- = 6f^ 

(D - i)(I) 4 4) sin 2^= (D - i\2 ces 2x4 4siii 2xb 
= — 4, sin 2x - 2 cos 2x 4 S cos :x - | --n zr 

= — 8 sin 2r 4 6 cos 2r 
(D - iXD +4)sin 2j: = (D» + 3D - 4) sfo = I - -i + ' ■= - 

= — 8 sin 22” 4 6 cos 2r 
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= (D^ + ^ perfoming 

the operation 4- <5 — at> on both numerator 
and denominator 

D2 4- ^ 

“ (D*^ + dy ~ 

- 

[d — _ ^2^5 

sin _^;ir: 
— ^ — (iD 

op 

sin 

S sin - f, _ ■^^_ cos^>^ (^ - p-y-^ — d^p"^ 

This symbolic method may be used to find a particular integral of a 
differential equation in certain cases. 

Thus if 

or (D2 4- aJy 4- b^y — 

theny = jpFIj: ^ value oiy which satisfies the differential equation. 

For, operating on both sides with 4- aD 4- b, we get 

(D= + aD + 5}j/ = (D® + tfD + ^) • 5Fq~Dn ‘ 

• -s' is a particular integral of the equation (D^ 4- 4-- b)y = at 

Example i— 

We have 

A particular integral is 

y=i 

^_r^+4y=2^ 
dx^ ^dx ^ 

(D- - 5D + 4^- = 

- . 2^^ = - 
-D*~5D4-4‘‘'‘' 3^~5X3‘h4 

and the complete solution is^' = Aj^* 4- 

Example 2— 

, jdx , X . 
M-r:;; 4" 4- ^ = <3 Sin 2,^/1 

Th^ ^presents the vibration of the spring considered in Example CXXVT. 8, 
when it is subjected to a simple periodic force of frequency /. Taking a = lo, 
f — 20, and the same values of vtyk^h2^ before, find a numerical solution. 

We have 
fD*+-D + —,V ^ m mh j 

a 

m 
sin axft 

A particular integral is 
a 

m 

4-A 
M mh 

sin ixft = sin 27^? 

5= A| cos 2i^/ 4' Bj sin ay? 
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where A, = \ 2 * , V 2 

- - ^Try^mJ 4* Q ~ 

— ntfka 

The particular iategral may also be put into the form 

JT = Cl sin (27[/if + DJ 

where C = Va,^ + B,’ and tan D, = 
I>1 

The numerical values are a = lo, /= 20,' w = , 
4 X 32-2’ 

h = 0*5, k = 0*02 

/. Ai = “0-017, Bi = “ 0*083 

and the complete solution is 

X = “0-017 cos 407r/ “ 0*083 sin 407r/f -}- sin 15*75/ 

where the complementary function has the form found in Example 8, p. 405, and the 
same values of the constants are taken. Putting the solution into the form 

X = —0*084 sin (407r^ 4- 0*22) + sin 15*75/ 

we see that the motion of the spring consists of two parts ; 
(tf) The “natural” or “free” oscillation of the spring, represented by 

sin 15*75/, which is of gradually diminishing amplitude ; 
{h) The forced oscillation, represented by —0*084 sin (407r/-i-0*22), which is a 

simple periodic motion of the same period as the impressed force. 

Examples.—-CXXVTI. 

Find complete solutions of the following diflferential equations. 

Verify by differentiation and substitution. 
4. If a constant electromotive force of 1000 volts is applied 10 a circuit containing 

a self-induction L, a resistance R, and a condenser of capacity K, then the quantity q 
of the charge in the condenser at time / satisfies the equation 

^ dt^ y 
= 1000 

Giving R and K the same numerical values as in § 239, find expressions for q in 
terms of the time for the two cases when L = 0*002 henry and L = O'OI henry, 

having given that ^ = o when / =. o, and ^ = o when / = o. 

Note.—With the data as given the result will give the value of q in coulombs. 



CHAPTER XXX 

COMPLEX NUMBERS 

242. Take two rectangular axes OX and OY, and let the unit i be repre¬ 
sented by a vector of unit length in direction OX. Then any other ordinary 
integral or fractional number, such as 2, 3*5. represented by a multiple 
of the unit vector^ that is, a •vector of length 2, S’Sj ^ direction UA.. 

Let i denote a vector of unit length in direction OY. Then any numLer 
of the form 2/, 3‘5f, yi is represented by a vector of length 2, 3*5, y in 
direction OY. . 

Any other vector OP may be expressed as the sum of two vectors m 
directions OX and OY. 

Thus, in Tig. 201, OP = r = r + />, the P sign here denoting vector 
addition. 

E3CAMPLE.—In Fig, 202, OP = 3 4- 4/ 
OQ= ~4-i- 3* 
OR = 3 ~ 5f 

If the vector r makes an angle 0 with OX, then 
r = r cos 0, y = r sin 0 

and ^ r(cos 0 -f / sin 0) 

Thus in Fig. 115, p. 285, 

the vector AB = = 3(cos 57® + «sin 57®) = 3(0*545 + 0*8390 = 1*64 4- 2*52/ 
CD = 4i2go = 4(cos 120° -f 2 sin 120®) = — 2 -F 3*464?' 
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The length r, regarded as a qa.m’.-i y: I ^ i iv * ^ 
and the angle 0 the ar^immi of the ¥ec:r;r . 

The modulus ofx fij is deneted b) th-:* ^igz r * 
Thus in the examp!cor4sideir i ablie 

,3 -f 4( = 5 ; = 3; a I 04 -- j 

Ex AMF LES.—C X X Y111 

Determine the modulus and r,.rg::nien: ea.h o! th- f 
draw diagrams to represent them as'\ect is unde’or ^ 

1. -I. 2. —9. a 2a 4 a. 
6, I -f d 6. I — i 7. 4 5?, 8 , * 
9. 0^707 - 0707/. 10. — o‘"C7 -a 

11. — 0*707 — 0*7071 12. I ^2- — u ru i 13 1 m** - 
14, ~o‘S68 A 4*9251, 15. 

Express the foliowdng vector* as coinplrx. e 

1®- =«j°- i?' 3«-- 
20. 2._.5^. 21. 4. :a3. 
22. Show that £ -f” z>’ and j.’ — Ij: represen 

243. Addition and Subtraction of Complex XiiinHera,- : - ■?'■■:! 
to be consistent with the vector represer.tat.cn el ccir:’ i.-re 
have adopted^ the addition and subtraction vt coraplex rwcn --n r’c.„?t 
the same laws as vector addition. 

We have seen (§ 160) that the sum of tbe projections oi a r. .ir. :-er 
vectors on any axis is ec^aal to the projection of ihe.r earn. 

Thus, if ri = -f ifi; = Xj + h\ i = x. 2>, 
the projection of Ti + Tj + Vn O r = r. r, - r, 

9J 5? ,•» ^ I,, 

and f\ + 4- Tg = ^ir. + cp 4- p -r j 4 c 

For example, in Fig. 141, p. 303. with our present nctation 

OA = 3 cos 62*^ 4- s. 3 sin 62" = i 2 cp' 
AB = 4 005165®* 4- /. 4 sin 16;" - 3 cDit) ^ re;;:! 
BC = 2 cosaSo*^ 4- 2 sin cho" = 0*3Y” 2 i ’ c c .1 

OC = OA4- AB-b BC = 

the sum of these complex numbers heiag obtained by adiLry .iruri'e v 
their jr and j components. 

If two complex numbers are equal their separate eempenests rr: ist be 
respectively equal. 

Thus, if Xj 4- sji = a-a 4" j} i 
then Xj = Ua and j. = py 

For the sign = between two vectors implies that tbe> c.i’t be represented 
by equal and parallel straight lines, and if two strae.^ht i.nes ire ey -a. acd 
parallel their projections on the axis of x are equal, as are tuen 
projections on the axis of y. 

It follows that if x 4- 2}' = o 
then X = o and j = o» 

244. Multiplicatioii of Complex Numbers.—If we whli to perferm 
the operations of ordinary'scalar algebra with cample 1 n umbers »€ iiiuat 
choose our definition of multiplication so that if the unit i is inuiiipued ty 
any number x 4- ^ the result is the same number x 4" 

Thus w’e must have i k 
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Now any vector is obtained from the unit vector i along Ox by 

multiplying its length by r and turning it through an angle d. 
The direction of our original axis Ox and the length of the unit vector 

were arbitrary, so that we may take any other vector as the unit, and 

the product X Tq will be obtained from Pcj, exactly as i x rg was obtained 
from I. 

Accordingly, to multiply any vector by rg we must multiply its length 

by r and turn it through an angle d. 

That is P<i,x re = pr^ + g 

In other words, to multiply any vector by rg we must alter the scale of 

the diagram in which it is represented in the ratio r : i, and rotate the 
diagram through an angle S, 

Applying this to the complex numbers which the vectors represent we 
get the rule . 

To multiply two complex ntimhers multiply their moduli and add their 
arguments. 

P' 

/ 

Fig. ao4. 

Example (i).—33,0 x = 67,0. 
In Fig. 203 OP represents 33^0. To multiply by 2400 draw the vector 2400, taking 

3300 as the unit vector ; that is, set off OP' = 2 . OP and angle N'OP' = 40°. 

Example x i,oo = iigoo = -i. 
In Fig. 204 i = OP'. To obtain P multiply by I and rotate through 90°. This gives 
OP" = — I. 

Since the square of z = — i, z may be written sj — i. Although this expression 
has no meaning in ordinary algebra or arithmetic we 
now see that it has a perfectly definite meaning in 
vector algebra. When interpreted in this sense it need 
no longer be considered as imaginary. 

Example (3).— 

(I + «1(4 + 3*) = l*4I4«o X Sj,..o = 1-414 X 
= 7-o7si.so = I + 71. 

Example (4).— 

(I + »)(i -i) = i-4i4„o X l-4i4-«<. = 2mo_„o = 2. 

Example (5).— 
{x + iy)[x-iy) = rg x r^g = ^ 

Complex numbers of the form x + iy, x ^ iy are 
said to be conjugate to each other. 

Fig. 205. They are represented by vectors OP, OP' of equal 
length and making equal angles with OX on opposite 
sides of it. 

Their product is a vector in the direction OX, and is consequently free from the 
unit u 
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245. laws of Multiplication.—We . ir 
two complex numbers, as i’.ere deitiea. r 
as tlic prodacts of ordinary scalar al j;-. r d ^ : 

Considering the veciors wbicli rerir-'-- 
(1) Complex numbers obey the i.^ccc . ; 
In multiplying two cemplci na:i;b',r • i: 

firstjfor in muitiplying their niod.ib a::.! i _ 
change the order of multiplicatiun cr ad 1 : er ’ 

Thus = = 

For example 2^.,® x 3^-® = = 3, ® 

(2) Complex numbers obey the distrlbaiive 
For let OB = OA + AB, 
Then the effect of multiplying each .f a: 

vector r0 is to multiply the niudufus uf ea !i vr 
and to turn each through the same aarb f ■/. 
the figure OAB in the ratio r: i, an . ta 
turn it throogh an angle 6 witliout alte a 
its shape, so that it takes up the pco.t.cr* 
OABb 

It follows that the product (repre^.enti:.I 
by OB') obtained on the left-hand side 01 
the equation is the sum of the pradc.cts, 
represented by OA' and A'B', obtained on 
the right. 

(3) Complex numbers obey the associa¬ 
tive law 

a X 3c — ad X c = ac x B 

This is evident from the dednitian of 
multiplication. 

Ail the results and methods of crdiinir/ 
scalar algebra follow from these laws, an'.l 
hence we are justified in using the same 
complex numbers as we are accustomed to use 
numbers. 

Thus the product of two or more con, 
algebraically ■without reference to the ve: 

Example.—(I + 2}C4 -f 3/) = i x 4 m i x 5.’ i- 
= 4i~3f-r 
= I m 7f 

Compare with Example (3)9 p. 412. 

246. Division.—This must be a process wf 
cation. Hence, to divide by a complex r.:i 

divide the modulus by r, and subtract S frcmi li 

If jTj + 2>i = Tj. and Xa + = r. 

£L±iil = / o) 
^2 “b m 

For example, in Fig. 203, to divide UT' = 6-, 
length by 2, and move it back in a cuaiitcr-^cloc 
thus bringing it into the position OP = 
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Examples.— 

(I) 
0-54- 0*866? _ cos 60° 4- ^ sin 60*^ _ leoo 

0*866 -|- 0*5? 

(2) 
I4-* 

cos 30° 4-sin 30 l_. 

= leoo-soo = i3o° = COS ^ sin 30‘ 

= 0*866 -h 0*5? 

SsJO 
(Eii"] = 0*2830 = 0*28 4- 0*04/ 
\ 5 i450-37° 4+3* 

(3) 7=7^= Io0-800= 1-90°= 
t I90O 

4+3» ■■ W ~ (5) 0°-37<. 
= 0-2 cos (-37°) + »0'2 sin (-37 ) 
= 0-2 cos 37° - 30-2 sin 37° =0-16-1 -23 

As we have shown that algebraic laws apply to complex numbers, we may also 
carry out division as follows:— , , r j- -j j 

Multiply divisor and dividend by the conjugate number of the dividend so as to 
transform the dividend into an ordinary arithmetical number. 

Examples.— 

I 4- f (14- f)(4 - 3^1 4 - 4^' + 3 
CS) ^ 4. (44- 3z)(4 - 32) 16 4- 9 

= Z-ii = 0*28 H- 0*04/ as in Ex. (2), above. 
25 

^ _ 4 3j__ = o*l6 — i‘2i as in Ex. (4), above. 
4 4- 3^* (4 -h 32)(4 “ 3O 25 

(6) 

EXA.MPLES.—CXXIX. 

Multiply together the following pairs of vectors, expressing the product as a vector 

and illustiaiing the process of multiplication by a diagram : 

1. leao X I450. 2. 2^50 X I450. 3. 2450 X Ijoo. 

4. l4iO X 1^450. 5. 1450 X I3150. 6- Saoo X 2600* 

7. (C)". 8. (I -soo)^ 9. (1450)*. 10. (2,30)^ 

Multiply together the following pairs of complex numbers by expressing each as 
a vector and proceeding as in Examples i—10. Draw diagrams to illustrate the 

process:— 
Also multiply algebraically, as in § 245, and compare the result. 
11. (I + »)(2 -b 5«). 12. (3 + ^](5 + I2»). 13. (2 •+ 33X2 
14. (I + if. 16. {I ■ 
17. {0*707 4- o7o7?3(-0*707--o*707?). 

Evaluate and illustrate by diagrams. 

19. 
2490 

28. 

■ 30* 
16. (I - ?)(2 - 3f). 

18. (1*827 -bo*8i30(-0*868 4-4*9250- 

20. 
2200 

24. 4. 
I45O 

21 
3400 

26. 
^40o 

22. 
2iooo* 

26. 
A400 

27. 
5-450 

Evaluate the following by expressing each complex number as a vector and pro- 
ceding as in Examples (i)—(4), above. 

Also evaluate algebraically as in Examples (5), (6), above, and compare the results. 

28. 

82. 

85. 

L±i 
s — / 

1 

29. 14- 

I + Jli 

33. 

o-866+o-s»" 

5+ I2«' 

86. 
S-i-4* 

80. 

84. 

87. 

I 

2 4-3?* 
I 

I 

I 4- 

0*614- 0*54/ 
2 4-g 

3 -4^’* 

31. 
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^7. Powers of Complex KTumbers—For s;nip;.c;tv,cei!^;dtraccn!v!ci 
number cosfl+(sm9= ig, of which the snodJas is u'-itv re—-bv 
OPi, in Fig. 207. •’ f-—•“ j 

Then (cosff + isine)= = x = ccs ;J-f ;-in ;i> = nr. 

(cose -i- /sinrn = Kg X = , _^ = .05 3? - ri-:r. 3’ = OP' 
and in general 

{COS&-+ isin0;’*= irg = CCS 120 -f i sit. n9 

where ?i is any positix^e integer* 
Thus the power of the vector OP, is cbtaineJ h-v turrJ-- Oc '^nit 

vector OA thiougli the angle n8 in a coimter-clockwise direcLon from 0 

Example.—(I + =^2 x 23' 

The expression (cos@-f f sm0)“» must denote the result cf an cperath-n 
which is reversed by finding its power, £f» it denotes the re-d: cf turrin*^ 
the unit vector OA through an angle n0 in a clcckivise direct.c^r ' 

A (cose 4- isme)~» = cos (— n0) + /sin ni - €os rj -- : n9 

Next consider the case of a fractional index, such as— 

(cos 04/sin 

To be consistent with scalar algebra this must have a meaning which 
obeys the laws of indices. 

We must have 

(cos d + isin x (cos 0 4 f sin 0)^ = cos 14/ sin 0 = i 

(cos 0 4 f sin denotes a vector which reaches the pesiticn OF^ 
when squared. 

B 
OQi is a vector which satisfies this condition when ACQ, = — 

0 0 X 
Thus cos - 4 f sin ~ is a value of (cos 0 4/ sin 0)* 

22 

Note that the same position OPj would also be reached by turning OA 

through the angle 180® 4 “ twice in succession^ and accordingly another 

value of (cos S 4 / sin is 

cos ^180 + Q + / sin ^180® 4 0= —cos ~ / sin ; = OQj 

Thus a complex number, like an ordinary arithmetical number, has tmo 
square roots of opposite signs. 

We need not here consider the case of higher roots in detail, but it will 
always be found that 

^ A ? 
cos -e 4 s sin -0 is a value of (cos t 4 * sin 9f 

£ £ 
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Example.—Evaluate + yi 

We liave ^/3 ■+ yi = (7*6166:0)^ = iz 
= ±27633.50 = ±(2-30 ± 1*520 

Tlie square root of a complex number may also be found as follows 

Example i.—Evaluate /s^/3 + 7# 

Let Js + 7/ = X + ?> 

Squaring 3 -j- = x- + 2/xj}/ -f = a** — + 2xyi 
by § 243 -f = 3 

2AJJ/ = 7 

Solving these equations we find a: = 2*301, j/ = 1*52, or«= —2*301, y = —1*52. 

Thus ^/3 ± 7/ = ± (2*30 -h 1-520- 

Example (2).—Evaluate Ji 

I®oO “ ^45° ^225° 

= 0*707+0707? or — 0*707 — 0*707* 

When an accuracy of two significant figures is sufficient, as in much electrical 
u^ork, the square root of a complex number may be found most rapidly by drawing 
the vector on squared paper, finding tbe square root of its modulus with the slide rule, 
and bisecting its argument, Tbe components of the square root may then be read off. 

Evaluate 

Examples.—C XXX. 

1. 2.i. 
(245c:)* 

Find the square roots of 
± 4300. 5. 9a^. 
8. 9aao. 8. 9?. 

12. 13, -4/. 
16. 20+15/.   17. 15 ~ 2oL 

(r ’-0’ 

0. I44i8oo* ^44* 
10. —9. 11. +• 
14. I +/. 15. I — i. 

_ 18. 5-12/. 19. 5*20+468/, 
20. Evaluate ^rkpi where r = 8S, ^ = 0*05 x 10 “®, p = 20007r. 

21. Evaluate ts![r’\-lpi){s’\-kpi) where r=20, ^ = 5000, 7=0*003, /^=o*00S X lO“®, 
j = 10 --®. 

22. Draw vector diagrams to represent the roots of tbe equations solved in 
Examples XXVI., 6, 7, 8, 9, 12, and Examples XXVIII., 3, 4- 

248. Exponential Forms of Complex ITumbers.—We have seen 
(I 121) from the form of the series for cos B and sin 0 that the complex 
number 

AT + 27 = r(cos ^ + / sin B) = ri^ 

B being expressed in radians. 
we have also shown that the arguments of complex numbers obey the 

^^^?h the complex numbers are multiplied together. 

Then 

Xi + 2>i = ri(cos + 2 sin 6{) = 

+ *>2 = f'aCcos ^2 + i sin 62) = 

(^1 ri- iy^{x^ + *>2) = 

This proves that the index ffl of the expression which was defined as 
a series, obeys the index law of multiplication, a fact which follows in another 
way from § 228. 

We ^n now determine more fully the relation between circular and 
hyperbolic functions. 
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Thus 

sink fx = 

cosh /x = -™~-i= c^,,^ X 

Our original geometrical deiln:t;o:i cf tiie !r 
angle hns no meaning when arplied i.) coinp.e:. 
extended our detinition by means of tre c\p:v>cn 
cosine, which we may now c/ 
case of complex numbers. 

The addition formukc for 
from their exponential form. 

We have 

i. tiie circuiur lui;: 

c:r..uar lun^t.i,ns cl 

rc =• coi = COS X “f / sin .r ; 
^-wc ~ ^os r — i sin w 

By multiplication 
= cos X cos>^ — sin x sin j r .\sia r cosp 

^-I’Cae+f) = cos X COS / -- sin X sin / ■» i/iu x cos 

Adding' 4- = 2/05xccs/ - sir. 

and cos {x + /) = Ci-s xcosj - sin x 
Subtracting ^C^+y)— = zx^slnx cos/ 4- cos 

and sin (x 4 /) = sin x^- cos / 4 cos i 

Example.—cos (0*3 4 0"4} = ccs o“3 ccs 0*4/ — tin 03 

= cos 03 ccs'o 04 — 2 bin o' 

= 0*955 X I'oSi ““ 0*095 X 
= I '032 — C*I22f 

xs: 
sir 4 

3 dri 
o-4m 

4/ 

Exam r les.—C X X X L 

Evaluate the following and draw vector dhgraias to represent thcx , — 

1. sin 2/. 2. cos 33. 3. skill r5*^» -■■■■'"k 2 5*'. 
5. tank 31. 6. tan 2/. 7. siali 42 — a 2^^-^ 
8. cosh (3 4 4)* dn (o'a — 0*2^). 10. 4*k 

11. sink (2430). 12. cosh (3sp). _ 433.,:'- 
14, The current whicli reaches the receiving instiunaeat in a teler: Ixie .s 

determined by 

I ----1_—    
sirih ^ 4 -r i 

Evaluate I when ar^ = 60-45-5 Sr = 50, 6 = vSa^ E = . 

15, Show that sink (r 4 d') vector of modalus x — co .d p ar.i 
argument tan.““^ (coth x tan/), and verify for Example 7. ..... 

10. Show that cosh (r 4 y*) b a> vector of madulus x p inx 
argument tan"^ {tank x tan /), and verify for Example S. 

249. Eflfecfe of a Complex Operator on a ^ Simplo Perlixiie 
Function.—The complex number cos 4 / sia // .5 reprcientei 
by a vector O2V of unit length, making an angle // with OX. 

If / is the time, this vector rotates from the position OX mith cepstant 
angular velocity / as / increases from^zero, and the projections 'M aRd^X p; t 
A on the axes execute simple periodic motions cos pi and sin ft If la: 5 
vector be multiplied by a complex number x 4 2/ = tae result is 

2 I 
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This is represented by a vector OA' of length r rotating as f increases 
with the same angular velocity j!^ as before, but in advance of the original 
vector by a constant angle d. 

At the same time the projections M'and N' of A' execute simple periodic 
motions r cos (p + e) and r sin {pf -f 0), whose amplitude is r times that 

of the motions of M and N, and whose 
Q 

phase is — of a revolution in advance of 
^ 2‘Jr 

that of M and N. 
Fixing our attention on the simple 

periodic functions rather than on the 
vectors which generate them, we may say 

that the complex number 
operates on the simple periodic functions 
cos pt and sin pt so as to,, multiply the 
amplitude by r and give a “lead^^ of 0, 
thus producing the simple periodic func¬ 
tions r cos (J)t 4- 0) and r sin {pt + 0). 

X The operation may be expressed as 
follows :— 

Fig. 209. 4 iy) • cos pt-r cos (pt 4 0) 
(x 4 iy^ • sin pt sin (pi 4 0) 

We shall insert the point. between the complex number and the function 
on which it operates to distinguish the operation from multiplication by a 
complex number. In the same way a complex operator which has a negative 
argument ~0 produces a “lag” of 0 in the resulting periodic function. 

Thus {r — 2f). cos pt—r cos (pt — 0) 
(x — iy) . sin pt—r sin (pt ~ 0) 

In works on alternating current theory, where this method is found 
especially useful, the symboly is frequently used instead of i in a complex 
operator to avoid confusion with the frequent use of the symbol i to denote 
electric current. 

Example (i ).—f. sin // = /s. sin pt = sin {pt 4 ^ = ^o%pt 

'Jr\ 

i, QQ%pi = . cos^/= cos ^pt 4 2 j ~ — sin 

Example (2).—The simple periodic motion represented in Fig. 60, p. 116, is 
given by the equation 5-= sin (0*6981 if). 

p* If the operator 2300 acts on this, 
( we get 
\ 2300 .sin (0*69810 
\ = 2^-52=*®*. sin (0*69810 
\ = 2 sin (0*6981^ 4 o'5236) 
\ Example (3).—To show by a 

jr_M l \ I _^ vector diagram the velocity and ac- 
"T M celeration at any time in a simple 

I periodic motion. 
Consider the motion of the point M 

p Fig. 210. generated by the revolution of the 
crank OP of length a with constant 

angular velocity p starting from the position OX at time ^ ~ 0. Then at time t 
the angle XOP = //and the displacement of M = OM = a cos//. 

The velocity of M = sin pt = ap cos q. ^ The velocity of M = = 

cos pi = ip .a cos pt 
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TLus tlie velocity is obtair.ed by the orerati:;,n cf :hc con: n;: 

the pericniic function a cos y*/. In Fig, 210 the eltect -f the "" to 
is to nmliiply OP by / and to turn it through a rig;n an^:e i to :! e 
The velocity at anytime is then given by OM . h r^ 1 : 
fiont of OF- 

The acceleration of M = ™ = ~ j/" c..-s // = .if c. 5 j: t- 

T -W 

= . a cos f£ = . // \ a z-:i f 

■=■ ip» ip. a cos pt = [ipp »a cos 

Thus the acceleration is obtained by operating upen .1 z:s *! xi; 
number twice in succession. Inthe'iigure the e*lhct th/. I'er. 
multiply OP'by p and to turn it through a right argle 
into the position OP". The acceleration at an/ laaie is 
then given by ONP'’. B 

I i 
Example (4).—Find the effect of the vecter aperatoi I / 

3 -|- 4/ on the simple periodic function 2 sin 4/, * | / 
Let OA be a vector of length 2 lolating at 4 ra ii.ins I / 

per second, starting from OX at time / = 0, thou it--^ pr .:> ! / 
jection OA' upon OY = 2 sin 4/ and always represents^ the I / 
simple periodic function in question as OA rotates. j / 

3 "f" 4* = 5s2°$^ = So'BZ ndim ^ 0 
If we multiply the generating vector 2^^ by this, we 

get I04i + ®*@3 “ ™ figure, and the projection OB' ^ 

of this on OY is 10 sin {4/ -f 0*93). 
Hence 

(3 +4,1). 2 sin 4/ = 10 sin (4/ -f 0*93) __ 
Similarly 

(3 — 4;) . 2 sin 4/ = 10 sin (4/ — 0*93)= OC 

260. Differential Operators.—The symbolic method cf ni.iking use 
of the operator D, explained in § 241, may now be interpreted in terms oi 
vector algebra. 

We have 

D sin pt — p cos pi =2 p sin (^t 2) “ 

D cos j)/ = —p sm pi = p cos -f ;) = . cos // 

The effect of the operator D is the same in both cases as the effect of 
the complex operator ip. 

It follows by repeating the operation that 

sin pt = {ipy. sin pt = sia pi 

CQs pt = (^ipy, cos pi = —cos pt 
So also 

(D® 4* "f sin pi = 4- -f «sin pt 
= —sin pt 4 cos pt 4- d sin // 

and in general 

^ replaced by F<//) • 
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The operator ^ must denote an operation which is reversed by D, ue, 

by ip. Accordingly the generating vector must be divided by ip. This 
will have the effect of retarding it by a right angle and dividing its length 
by/. 

Thus 

gsin// = sin// = ^2- sin// = = -p <="5/^ 

which agrees with 

So also 

^ sin pt — j sin ptdt = (z<^spi 

^cos// = cos// = cos// = = - sm// 

which agrees with 

“ cospt = / cos ptdt =^sin pf 
D 

So also, as in § 241, 

I ,, I COS25/ 
D2 + ^ “ (jpf 4. 32 • COS// - ^ _ ^2 

4- + h 
sin// = 

(?/)2 + aip + ^ 
, sin pt — 

b -- p‘^ apt 
sm.pt 

{b — ^2) — api . _{p — sin pt — iap cos pt 
- - ^2)2 4. ^2^2 • sm /r-{b -p^VdP^f‘ 

V(^ ~/2^2 4. ^2^2 gjj^ ^ 

(b -p^J 4- a^p^ 

sin (^pt — g) • 
^{jt, -pif 4. tan a 

(2/. Example (2), p. 42.) 

ap 

Example (i).—Find the particular integral of the equation 

(Pv . dy 
■^+2*-3y = 3cos4/ 

(D* + 2D — 3)jv = 3 cos 4/ 

-^ = + 2D - 3 • 3 cos 4^ = 4.*&- - 3 • 3 cos 4/ 

= _i64-*8»-3-3 cos 4/ = 3 cos 4/ 

= i?i;;-3cos4/ 

I 
“ 206?^* 3 4^ = 0*0485^-2* . 3 COS 4/ 

= 0-I4SS cos (4/ - 2743) 

Example (2).^ An alternating E.M.F, 1000 sin (10®/) is impressed upon the 
condenser in the circuit considered in Example § 239, Case 2. 

Find the electrical oscillations which are induced in the circuit. 
If the mpressed E.M.F. be considered positive when charging up the condenser we 

must subsUtute v - 1000 sm (10’/) for v in the equation § 238^. 
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We then have 
cPv dv 

LIC^ -f = 1000 sin loV 

^ ~ LK.10V+ RKioV+ i■ ’°°° 

- (I - io“LK) + lo’RKr *°°° 

(I - io“LK) - io»RK» 
“ (I — lo'iLK)" + lo^R^K*- ^°°° ^ 

We have in the given circuit L = o*oi, R = 200, K = 0*5 x icr’®. 

1 0‘995 "" • ■». /. substituting V ■= -• 1000 sin 10’/ 
^ (0*995)2 -f 0*01 

= 1000 sin {loH — 0‘i) 

The amplitude is practically the same as that of the impressed E.M.F., but there 

is a lag of tan“* = 5° 44' = o*i radian. 

Examples.—CXXXII. 

1. Draw a vector diagram to show the velocity and acceleration at any time in 
the simple periodic motions considered in Example 8, p. 118. 

2. Plot curves to show the simple periodic motions produced by the operation of 
/and —2/on the simple periodic motion shown in Example, p. 117. Write down 
their equations. 

3. Plot a curve to show the effect of the operator 2 + 3/ on the same simple 
periodic motion, and write down its equation. 

Evaluate and illustrate by a vector diagram. 
4. I450. 200 sin 3000/. 5. 2_6oo. 3 cos 54 
6. (I + 2) • 3 sin 24 7. (1*827 - 0*813/). 3 sin (4^ + 5). 
8. Work Example 3, p. 409, by the method of this paragraph. 
9. Find the forced oscillation considered in Example (2), p. 408, by the method of 

Example (2), above. 
10. Find the particular integral of the equation 

d'^y ,dy . 
^ 4. 6,/= 2 sin 3^ + 4 cos 2^ 

11. What is the result of operating on the periodic function A sin qt with 

operator /^*^ where « = 0*15 +• 0*15/, x = 100. 
12. The oscillations of a cylinder in a viscous liquid are determined by the 

equation 

0™ -f- = E cos {pt)y where L = L' -f it," 

Find the expression for a in terms of t, giving the forced oscillation. 
(Coster, Fkil. Mag.^ June, 1919.) 

13. An alternating voltage V sin pt is impressed upon a circuit of resistance R 
and coefficient of Self Induction^ L. Find an expression for the current at any time / 
after the free oscillations have died out. 
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Advanced Stage. 

1901. 

1. Compute 30*56 -4-4*105, 0*03056 X 0*4105, 4*i05i'23, 0*04105*“®**. 
The answers must be right to three significant figures. 
Why do we multiply log ^ by ^ to obtain the logarithm of d!^ ? (20) 

2. If a = Sf i> = 200, r = 600, ^ = —0*1745 radian, find the value of sin {cf -i- /) 

(i) when = 0*001 
(ii) when f = 0*01 
(iii) when ^ = 0*1. 

Of course the angle is in radians. (20) 

S. The keeper of a restaurant finds, when he has G guests in a day, his total daily 
expenditure is E pounds (for rent, taxes, wages, wear and tear, food and drink), 
and his total daily receipt is R pounds. The following numbers are averages 
obtained hy examination of his hooks on many days :— 

G £ R 

210 167 i5'8 
270 19*4 21*2 
320 21*6 26*4 
360 23*4 298 

Using squared paper, find E and R and the day’s profits if he has 340 
guests. 

What numher of guests per day just gjves him no profit ? 
What simple algebraic laws seem to connect E, R, P the profit, and G ? 
Two of the marks will be given for a correct answer to the following 2— 
If he finds that he has almost too many guests from, say, i to 2 o’clock, and 

from, say, 6 to 7 o’clock, and almost none at other times of the day, what 
expedient might he adopt to increase lis profits ? (25) 

4. The following quantities are thought to follow a law like = constant. Try 
if they do so ; find the most probable value of n:— 

V X 2 3 4 5 

P 205 114 80 63 52 
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6. There is a curve whose shape may be drawn from the following values of x and_y 

X in feet. . 3 3*5 4-2 4-8 

y in inches . 10*1 12*2 13*1 11*9 

Imagine this curve to rotate about the axis of x describing a surface of revolu- | 
tion. What is the volume enclosed by this surface and the two end sections 
where x — and jc = 4*8 ? (25) j 

6. If Jf = « sin cos pt for any value of i where b, and p are mere numbers \ 
show that this is the same as x = A sin e) if A and ^ arc properly 
evaluated, (25) 

7. Let a closed curve rotate round a straight line in its own plane and generate f‘ 
a ring ; state and prove the two rules for finding the volume and surface of the 
ring. (2$) 

8. Two sides of a triangle are measured and found to be 32*5 and 24*2 ins. ; the 
included angle being 57®, find the area of the triangle. Prove the rule used 
by you.. If the true lengths of the sides are really 32*6 and 24*1, what is the 
percentage error in the answer ? (20) 

9. The polar co-ordinates of a point are r = 5 ft., <9 = 52®; <p = 70®, find the jc, 
and « co-ordinates ; also find the angles made by r with the axes of co¬ 

ordinates. (25) 

10. Define carefully what is meant by the Scalar Product of two vectors and by the 
Vector Product of two vectors, giving one useful example of each. (30) 

11. There is a piece of a mechanism whose weight is 200 lbs. The following values 
of s in feet show the distance of its centre of gravity (as measured on a skeleton 
drawing) from some point in its straight path at the time / seconds from some 
era of reckoning. Find its acceleration at the time i = 2'05, and the force in 
pounds which is giving this acceleration to it. 

s 

0*3090 2*00 
0*4931 2*02 
0*6799 2*04 
0*8701 2*06 
ro643 2*08 
1*2631 2*10 

(25) 

12. What is meant by the symbol Explain how it may be represented by the 

slope of a curve. State its value in the cases 

y = aX^, y ■=. a€^*, = a sin [bx •+ c\ 
>/ = cos {bx 4. tf), ^ = log« {x + b), (30) 

13. Find 
jp . dv^ if pv^ = ^, a constant 

(1) when s = o'8, 
(2) when j = I. (25) 
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14. In the curve y = cxi, find c if y m when x — b. Let this curve rotate about 
the axis of x ; find the volume enclosed by the surface of revolution between 
the two sections at jr = and jr = 3. Of course b, and a are given distances. 

(25) 

15. The rate (per unit increase of volume) of reception of heat by a gas is A, p is its 
pressure, and v its volume ; 7 is a known constant. 

If p7f c, s and c being constants, find k if 

Full marks will be given only when the answer is stated in its simplest form. 

If is always o, find what s must be. (25) 

16. At the following draughts in sea water a particular vessel has the following 
displacements :— 

Draught h feet . . . 15 12 9 6-3 

Displacement T tons . 2098 1512 loiS 586 

Plot log T and log A on squared paper, and try to get a simple rule con¬ 
necting T and h. If one ton of sea water measures 35 cub. ft., find the rule 
connecting V and >4, if V is the displacement in cubic feet. (25) 

17. Preferably to be answered by a Candidate who has already answered Question 
16. Find how A the horizontal sectional area of the vessel at the water line 
depends upon h. At any draught what change of displacement V or T is 
produced by one inch difference in ? (20) 

18. In any class of turbine if P is power of the waterfall and H the height of the fall, 
n the rate of revolution, and R is the average radius at the place where^ water 
enters the wheel, then it is known that for any particular class of turbines of 
all sizes, 

« 00 HI-26, p-0'8 

R OQ po*«, H-0-75 

In the list of a particular maker I take a turbine at random for a fall of 
6 feet, 100 horse-power, 50 revolutions per minute, 2*51 ft. radius. By means 
of this I find I can calculate n and R for all the other turbines of the list. 
Find n and R for a fall of 20 ft. and 75 horse-power. ^ (20) 

Advanced Stage, 

1902. 

I. Compute by contracted methods, without using logarithms, 

23-07 X 0*1354, 2307 -4- 1*354 

Compute 2*3070’® and 23*o7“i’25 using logarithms. The answers to consist of 
four significant figures. 

Why do we add logarithms to obtain the logarithm of a product? 
Suppose we have a scale on a slide rule on which, as usual, the distance to 

any mark^ n is log n ; and there is another scale on which the distance to any 
mark m is leg (Ic^ m); show that we can at once read off and also the 

of any number to any base. (20) 
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a. Write in » tilile the values of the sice, cmine, ar.d t.'J;e”.- of the 
angles 2— 

23® 123® 233®, 312®, 3S3® 

iv > 3. What is meant by the svmbol -r- ? 
JX 

Explain bow it iniy be represented ly tie s>.pe cf a cait?. 

If j = 2'4 - rix + 0“2x" find and plot tw*3 canrs fioz: r - z: ' m ~ 4 

showing bo w j and depend npcn x 

4* Work the following three exercises as if in cjcli r.e w-e ,1 
taking in each case the simplest sappodtion wlh'h t,. - -<-'1 * 

(42) The total yearly exper.he in keeping a . . f Jz>: : - • {2 
what is the expense when the ncii:. ct e: i ''5 ' 

(3) The expense is ^2100 for ICX3 boys, f ■it *''* 
i75l)oys? 

(4 The expenses for three cases arc known as ‘Til'w*-- 

/"lioo for ICM boys 
j^265o for 150 teys 
£"3050 for 2CX} boys 

What is the probable expense for 175 bcy»? 
If you use a squared paper melhod, show aJ three solutions trgetbsi. 

5. For the years 1896-190O5 the following average nnnT'crs are taien from !':? 
accounts of the 34 most important electric comraaie ci the Tai'c. K'jr;.p 

U means millions of units of electric energy sold to c3lrT2er^. C ib? 
total cost in millions of pence, and includes interesl 17 3CI cent.) cn car .ui, 
maintenance, rent, taxes, salaries, wages, coal, etc. 

u 0*67 rc» i 
1 

2’4? 

c 4-84 

1 

6'2S 1 8-60 9 II !425 
i 

Is there any simple approximately correct law connecting U ana C ? If 10, 
what is it? Assume that from the beginning there was the idri cb it fvCCT.r 
time, reaching a maximtua output of 15*9, so tint U *+• 13 9 n ca..eil % *. 
certain kind of load/arier. Let C -I- U li called £ the total cost per urn: » .s 
there any law connecting e and fl You need not plot £ miA f; it is better ic 
use the law already found. i5c: 

0. In some experiments in towing a canal boat the following dservatiens -were 
made ; P being the pull in pounds and p the speed of the 1>oilT is kj. e jcx 
hour. 

Plot log V and log P upon squared paper, and give an appioximilr frraBla 
connecting P and r. 
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7. What is the idea on which compound interest is calculated ? Explain, as if to : 
beginner, how it is that 

where P is the money lent and A. is what it amounts to in n years at r per cent, 
per annum. If A is 130 and P is 100 and n is 7*5, find r. 

What does the above equation become when we imagine interest to be 
added on to principal every instant? State two natural phenomena which 
follow the compound interest law. (30) 

8. Only (me of the following, (a) or (^), is to be attempted :— 

(a) The inside diameter of a hollow sphere of cast-iron is the fraction 0*57 of 
its outside diameter. Pind these diameters if the weight is 60 Ihs. Take 
1 cub. in. of cast iron as weighing 0*26 lb. 

If the outside diameter is made i per cent, smaller, the inside not 
being altered, what is the percentage diminution in weight ? 

{b) The cross-section of a ring is an ellipse whose principal diameters are 
2 ins. and ins.; the middle of this section is at 3 ins. from the axis 
of the ring. What is the volume of the ring ? 

Prove the rule you use for finding the volume of any ring. (20) 

8. If is constant, and if /> = i when w = i, find fox what value of ?/, p is o‘2. 
Do this for the following values of k\ 0*8, eg, 1*0, i*i. Tabulate your 
answers. (25) 

10. Define carefully what is meant by the Scalar Product and by the Vector Product 
of two vectors, giving one useful example of each. (25) 

11. There is a point P whose x, y, and z co-ordinates are 2, 1*5, and 3. Find its r, 
6, 4> co-ordinates. If O is the origin, find the angles made by OP with the 
axes of co-ordinates. (20) 

12. When is jj'i' — y sl maximum, y being i *4 ? Plot the values near the maximum 
value. For this purpose you need only calculate the maximum value and 
two others. (25) 

IS. If the current C amperes in a circuit follows the law C = 10 sin 600/; if ^ is in 
seconds; and if 

V= RC +L^, 

where R is 0*3 and L is 4 X lO"**, what is V ? 
Show by a sketch how C and V depend upon time, and particularly how one 

lags behind the other, and also state their highest and lowest values. (30) 

14. There is a function 

y = 5 logi^ r 4- 6 sin + o-oS4(x - 3*5)* 

Find a much simpler function of x which does not difter from it in value more 
than 2 per cent, between :r = 3 and x = 6. Remember that the angle Aat is 
in radians. ^25) 

Advanced Stage. 

1. Compute by contracted methods to four significant figures only, and without 
using logarithms or slide rule 

8*102 X 35‘I4j 254‘3 + 0*09027 
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State tlie logarithms 37240, 37‘24, 0“03724« 
Compute, using logirltlias, 

V37'24 X3f24 

372"4-« 

Explain wliy it h that logarithms arc irr^Itiplied In ccmrntin- the refers cf 
numbers. 

In using your four-figure Ic^rithm table have fo:z ob-erv'i t‘:at there is 
more chalice of erroi at some places than at others? II,-w i? hhs? Can jzz 
suggest an improTement in such tables ? Co "* 

2. The three parts (a), (5), and (c) must be all answered to get fjll siarks. 

(tf) If @ = 0”S», ^ = 03, and N = Mr^^; 

if - M) V - 330CC5 P ; 
if P is 30 and V is 420 ; 

End N, 

(^) Find the value of sin f2ir// 4- 0'6K where/is 225 and i? o 
Observe tiat the angle is stated in raJiatij. 

ic] If 

A=:p(l+ y, 
\ ic»i * 

and if 

A = 3P when r = 3J 

find«. (3c'. 

S. / “ at 4-is the equation to a curve which passes throagh ‘these three poirits, 

jf = o» j = 1*24 ; X = 2*25/ = 3*07 ; X = 3'5, j = 12*64 

find If, and n. 

When we saj that ^ is shown by the slope of the curve§ what exactly do wr 

mean ? Find when x = 2> I3C; 

4. The following are the areas of cross-section of a body at right angle® tc it.?- 
straight axis :— 

A in sq. ins. . . . i 250 1 292 ! 310 273 215 iSo 135 120 

_! i_j_____ ___ 

X inches from one end o | 22 ] 4.1 1 70 S4 ; 102 130 145 

V^liat is tlie whole volume from x = otox: = 145? 
At X = 50j if a cross-sectional slice of small thicknm Sx hns the rdams 3r 

find . 3-1 
Sx 

6. Find accurately to three significant figure a value of x to atisfy the eqnitioi! 

0‘5x^’* •“ 12 iogi^x 2 sin 2x = 0*921 

Notice in sin 2x that the angle is in radians, 142^ 
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6. The population of a country was 4*35 X 10® in 1820, 7*5 X 10® in i860, r i'26 x 10® 
in 1890. Test if the population follows the compound interest law of increase. 
What is the probable population in 1910? (30) 

7. The follovnng table records the growth in stature of a girl A (born January, 1890), 
and a hoy B (born May, 1894). Plot these records. Heights were measured 
at intervals of four months. 

Table op Heights in Inches. 

Year . 1900 1901 1902 1903 

Month Sept. Jan. May 

i 

Sept. Jan. May 
I 

Sept. Jan. 

A . . 5475 55*55 56*6 57-95 59-2 60*2 6o'9 61*3 

B . . 48-25 

i 

49*0 49'7S 50-6 51*5 52*3 53*1 : 53*9 

Find in inches per annum, the average rates of growth of A. and B. during 
the whole period of tabulation. What will be the probable heights of A, and 
B. at the end of another four months ? Plot the rafe of growth of A. at all 
times throughout the period. At about what age was A. growing most rapidly 
and what was her quickest rate of growth ? {30) 

8. The New Zealand Pension law for a person who has already lived from the age 
of 40 to 65 in the colony is:— 

If the private income I is not more than £34. a year, the pension P isj^’iS a 
year. If the private income is anything from 34 to 52, the pension is such that 
the total income is just made up to 52. If the private income is 52 or more 
there is no pension. 

Show on squared paper, for any income I the value of P, and also the value 
of the total income. If a person’s private income is say;i^^5o, how much of it 
has he an inducement to give away before he applies for a pension ? Show on 
the same paper the total income, if the pension were regulated according to 
the rede 

p = 18 - |i (30) 

9. The following table gives corresponding values of two quantities x and y:— 

y io*i6 12*26 14*70 20*80 24-54 28-83 

X 37-36 31*34 *6-43 19*08 16-33 14*04 

Try whether x and y are connected by a law of the form yx” = c, and if so, 
determine as nearly as you can the values of n and c. 

What is the value of x when^ = 17*53 ? (30) 

10. Both parts (a) and (i) must be answered to get fuU marks. 

(tf) Prove the rules used in finding the volume and area of a ring. The mean 
radius of a ring is 2 feet. The cross-section of the ring is an ellipse 
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whose aiajor aiii minor diameter's arc o'’S ar. I 05 ft« 
volume? 

U) The length of a plane closed cirre is ■ 
I iii„ loog. The niLiJIes of sacjesshvc 
from a line in the plaice, as fol.ews da ei 
11*49, 11-67, 12*57, ir6r, 11*49, ^“24, lo'qi, i 
11*24, 11*49, ii-C)7. 12*57, 11*67, 21*49, 21*24; 20-qi, ic q 

If the curve rotates about tr.e ii'ie a.-an axis desenh ;r. 
approximately the area of the ring. 

. s: ’C 2| f -■ 
U-s arf L c 

IC 10';.. 1: tl, I! 

11, Three planes of reference^ mutually perp'^endicubir, n.tct 
a point P from the three planes are x = i 2, _/ = 2 7, , 
of a point Q are ^ = o*S, y = rS^ 2 = 1*5. 

Find 1st, the distances OP and OQ ; 
2nd, the distance PQ ; 
3rd, the angle between OP and OQ, 

4 " 
= 0 9,. 

. . a ’. f: ;. 
-c 

12. Find the moment of inertia of a hollow right circnlir c}lindfi, inurr O Tl , 
external R®, length /, about the axis of figure. 

Prove the rule by which, when we know the men tnl of f u rcow 
about an axis through its centie of mass we find its momenl ci iteft 
any parallel axis* 

What is the moment of inertia of cur hollcw cjILndci aloe: an ax.s ir 
its interior surface ? " 

13. If the current C amperes in a circuit follows the law 

C = 10 sin 600/ 

where i is in seconds. If 

7 = RC + L§ 

where R = 0*3, L = 4 X 10“^, find V. 
Show by a sketch how C and V vary with the time 4 ar.d ya-ticulai y be Vv 

one lags behind the other, and also state their high^t and lowest value. '42: 

14. The entropy <p ramies of a quantity of stuff at the absolute tempeiatme / degrees 
is known to vary in the following way r— 

443 i 
1 

403 

1 
! 373 343 

l*SS4 r66S ' ; 1749 

i 

! I ”$50 

Plot <p> horizontally and / vertically. 
A rectangle whose dimension horizontally represents 0“! rank, and whose 

vertical dimension represents 10 degrees^ has an area which represents o* I X ic 
or I unit of heat„ what heat does each square irxh of your diagram 
The total heat received from beginning to end of the above set of i 
represented by the total area Wtween the curve, the two end \cilicals and ibr 
zero line of temperature ; state the amount of it 

You need not, of course, pdot the whole of ^ ; you may subtract smy, i 5 
from each of the values. Also, if yoa w’ant greater accuracy and can €s.tin.a:c 
areas of rectangles not actually drawn, you need not plot the whcle value 
of/. (4^1 
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1904, 

Stage 2, 

Answer Questions No. i, No. 2, and No. 3, and five others, 

1. The four parts (a), {5), (^), and {d) must all be answered to get full marks, 

{a) Compute by contracted methods to four significant figures only, and with* 
out using logaritlims, 

34*05 X 0*009123; and 3*405 •+ 0*09123. 

(^) Compute, using logarithms, 1^70*2354 X 16*07; (32'i5)0'i®2 j (32‘i5)*"®‘i®2. 
(<r) hlxplain why we add logarithms when we wish to multiply numbers. 
{(/) Write down the value of sin 23° and cos 23®. What is the sum of the 

squares of these ? Explain why you would get the same answer whatever 
the angle. (20) 

2. The two parts (a) and (5) must both he answered to get full marks. 
(a) Express the angle 0*3 radians in degrees; find from the tables its sine. 

If X is in radians and if 

calculate the sine of this angle to four significant figures. After how 
many lerm.s arc more of them useless in this case when we only need 
four figures ? 

[N(3tc that means IX2X3X4X5.] 

(^) It has been found that if T is the horse-power wasted in air friction when 
a disc d feet diameter is revolving at n revolutions per minute, 

P = CflTfiVB. 

If r is O' 1 when = 4 and n = 500, find the constant c. 
What is the diameter of a disc which wastes 10 horse«power in air 

friction when revolving at 580 revolutions per minute? (20) 

a, Tlic ft>ur parts {«), {h\ {c), and {d) must all be answered to get full marks. 

(d) A ImlUjw circular cylinder of length /, inside radius r, outside radius R, 
write out a formula for its volume V. 

If V r; 182 cubic inches, /= 7*23 inches, r = 2*11 inches, find E. 
(5) TI1C sum of the areas of two squares is 92*14 square inches, the sum of 

tijcir judrs is 13 inches; find these sides. 
(r) A BC in a triangle, C being a right angle. AB is 9*82 inches, the angle A 

i:, 28'". Kind the sides BC and AC, using the tables, 
{d) 'Ibr area of cross-section *** of a prism is 9;2*30 square inches ; what is the 

area of a section making an angle of 25® with the cross-section ? 
* The cross-section is the smallest section. (20) 

4. 

5. 

hind acciiratcly to three significant figures the value of x which satisfies the 
rf|nalioni 

3x* — 20 logi^ - 7*077 = o. 

U%r squared paper. ^ ^3®) 

At r„ur.,.oi.'lniK l.iKh speeds of modern ships of the same class if » is/pPfi 
in knol ■, 1> 'lie 'li;>i'lacement in tons, P the indicated horse-power, T the time 
spent in a iKirticubr passage, and C the coal consumed, 

vxDK T«D"*, CkD. 
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a mechaiiism. Find the average speed in each interval. Find also the 
acceleration in the path at each instant approximately. 

t 0 0*1 0*2 
1 

0*3 0*4 0*5 0*6 

X 0 
1 

4 S-I7S 12-558 17-187 22*094 27*306 

(20) 

11. Assuming the earth to be a sphere, if its circumference is 360 X 60 nautical 
miles, what is the circumference of the parallel of latitude 50® ? What is the 
length there of a degree of longitude ? If a small map is to be drawn in this 
latitude, with north and south and east and west distances to the same scale, 
and if a degree of latitude (which is of course 60 miles) is shown as lo inches, 
what distance will represent a degree of longitude ? (20) 

12. There is curve= 2 + 0'i5;r*. 

Prove that for any value of x the slope of the curve or is 0’$x. (30) 

Stage 3. 

Answer Questions No. i. No. 2, and No. 3, and five others. 

1. The three parts (a), (^), and (^r) must all be answered to get full marks 

(a) Compute by contracted methods to four significant figures only, and 
without using logarithms, 

0*03405 X 0*9123, and 34*05 -i- 0*09123. 

(3) Compute, using logarithms, 

(2*354 X i*6o7)°‘3i® j and (32*i5)“"‘^®2. 

{c) Write down the values of 

sin 107® ; cos 148° ; tan 250®. (30) 

2. There are two formulae used to calculate <p : 

which is only approximate ; 

^ = 1-0565 log.+ 9 X 10-’ - 503/^ + 0-0902, 

which is correct. 
If / = 6 4- 273 when 0 =■ 53, find the two answers; what is the percentage 

error in using the approximate formula ? (30) 

3. The three parts (c), {^), and (^:) must all be answered to get full marks:— 

{a) Prove that 
sin (A + B) = sin A cos B + cos A sin B. 

You may take the simplest case, where A + B is less than a right angle. 
Illustrate the truth of this arithmetically when A = 35° and B = 27®, 

using your tables. 

I 
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(b) Prove that in a triangle whose sides a, b contain between them the angle 
C the area is 

J ab sin C. 

There is a quadrilateral ABCD ; A and C being opposite corners. If 
AB is i6'23 feet, AC 25*4 feet, AD la'oq feet ; if the angle BAG is 
41°, and the angle CAD is 35°, find the area of the quadrilateral. 

(c) If P is the present value of an annuity A, the first payment being due 1 
year from now, the last at the end of the nth. year from now, the rate of 
interest on money being at r per cent, per annum ; then 

P=IOO^{.-(l + ,4) ”} 

If the present value of an annuity of £6$ is;^627 and r is 35 per cent, 
per annum, what is the supposed number of years’ duralion of the 
annuity ? (30) 

4. Find accurately to three significant figures the value of x which satisfies the 
equation 

^-|log.o. = 2-359. 

6. At corresponding high speeds of modern ships of the same class, if v is the speed 
in knots, D the displacement in tons, P the indicated horse-power, T the 
time spent in a particular passage, and C the coal consumed, 

z/ oc D^, P oc D V, C « PT, 

show how P, T, and C depend upon D alone. 
A cross-Atlantic steamer of 10,000 tons at 20 knots crosses in 6 days, its 

power being 20,000, using 2520 tons of coal; what must be the displacement, 
the speed, the power, and the coal for a vessel which makes the passage in 
5 days ? (30) 

6. Three planes of reference mutually perpendicular meet in the lines OX, OY, 
OZ. The line OP is 6'2 inches long; it makes an angle of 62° with OX and 
43° with OY. Call the projections of OP upon OX, OY, and OZ by the 
names y, and z and calculate their amounts, taking the positive value in the 
case of z. What angle does OP make with OZ ? 

The plane containing OZ and OP makes an angle <p with the plane contain¬ 
ing OZ and OX, what is this angle ? (30) 

7. In a certain vessel it happens to be true, within certain limits, that 

V = 1200//^* 

where h is the vertical draught in feet and V is the displacement in cubic feet. 
If A is the area in square feet of a horizontal section on the water-level, express 

A in terms of h. 
If / and b are the length and grealjsst breadth of the section and if A = nib 

where « is a constant fraction, show that V = mlbh where is a constant 

fraction. . (40) 

8. Ibie following tests w'ere made upon a condensing-stcam-turbine-electric-generator. 
There are probably some errors of observation, as the measurement of the 

steam is troublesome: 

i 

Output in Kilowatts K 
i 

1190 99S 74S 498 

_] 

247 0 

Weight W lb. of steam 
consumed per hour , 23,120 20,040 16,630 

1 

12,560 8320 4065 

2 F 
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Find if there is a simple approximate law connecting K and W. 
The electric power goes some distance to drive a factory, and it is found by 

trial that when Y yards of stuff are being woven per hour 

K = 48 -f 0*45 Y. 

Express W in terms of Y. 
State the meaning of W/Y in words, and find its values when Y is 2000 and 

when Y is 500. What lesson ought to be drawn from this ? (30) 

9. A quantity jk is a function of jr, what do we mean Illustrate your 

meaning, using a curve. Illustrate your meaning by considering a body 

which has moved through the space s in the time t. What is ^ in the 
• ax 

following cases;— 

y =: a + 6x cx^ + y = a log y y = a sin (dx -f c). 

10. Find the area of the curve 

^ Hh 

from the ordinate at x = o to the ordinate at = jw. If « is 2*5, and a is o, 
and if the curve passes through the point (;r = 5, = 4), find b. What is the 
area of the curve from the ordinate at = o to the ordinate jt: = 5 ? (40) 

11. Divide a number a into two parts so that twice the square of one part plus three 
times the square of the other shall be a minimum. 

How do you know that you have found a minimum value ? (30) 

12. In the atmosphere, if / is pressure and height above datum level, if 

Uf = 

where c and 7 are constants, and if 

dp 

find an equation connecting p and h. 
What is the above if / = iwK ? Assume p ^ p^ and / = ^0 where = o. 

R is a known constant for air. 
Find the equation connecting h and t. (50) 

18. The following values of y and x being given, tabulate ^ and^ . in each 

interval, and A or the sum of such terms as y . dx. Of course A is the 
approximate area of the curve whose ordinate is y. 

0*3 0*4 0*5 0-6 07 0*8 0*9 

^ O O’1736 0’3420 0*5000 0*6428 0*7660 0*8660 0*9397 0*9848 l *0000 
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2905. 

Stage 2. 

Answer Questions No. i, No. 2, No. 3, and five others. 

1. The four parts (a), (^), (c), and {d) must all be answered to get full marks. 
{a) Compute by contracted methods to four significant figures only, and without 

using logarithms, 

0*01239 X 5*024 and 0*5024 4-0-01239. 

{b) Compute, using logarithms, 

a/0*2607 ; 26*07^‘^s . 26‘07“^''8 

(c) Explain why we subtract logarithms when we wish to divide numbers. 
{d) Write down the values of the sine, cosine, and tangent of 37°. Explain, 

from the definitions, why sin 37° +cos 37° = tan 37°. Try by division 
if this is so. (20) 

2. The four parts {a), (3), (<:), and {d) must all be answered to get full marks. 
{a) Using the tables, find the number of which 0*2 is the Napierian logarithm. 

If 

^ = + * +j^+ etc.. 

calculate ^ when jr = 0*2, to three decimal places. 
After how many terms are more of them useless in this case where we 

only need three decimal places ? 
[Note that Li means IX2X3X4X5.3 

Express 
o*5j? 4- 14*09 

x* — 3*5^; ~ 10*26 

as the sum of two simpler fractions. 
(r) The sum of two numbers is 12*54, and the sum of their squares is 81*56: 

find the numbers. 
{d) ABC is a triangle, C being a right angle. The side BC is 12*4 feet, and 

the angle A is 65° : find the other sides and angle, using the Tables. 
(20) 

8. X and / are the distance in miles and the time in hours of a train from a railway 
station. Plot on squared paper. Describe clearly why it is that the slope of 
the curve shows the speed. Where is the speed greatest, and where is it 
least ? 

X 0 0*12 o'S 1*52 2*50 2*92 3*05 3'OS 317 3'So 3-82 

t 0 0*05 0*10 ois 0*20 0-2S 0*30 o’3S 0*40 1 0-45 0-50 

(20) 

4. Find x in degrees approximately if 

3 sin 4: 4- 2 cos X = 3*4. 

For what value of x is 
3 sin jf 4“ 2 cos X 

a maximum ? You may use squared paper. (aS) 
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6. Tlie net yearly profit P of a railway may be represented by 

T = 

where x is the gross yearly receipt from passengers, and y from goods; B and c 
being constant numbers. 

When X = 520000 and^ = 220000, P was 330000. 

And at a later period 

when X = 902000 and y — 700000, P was 603000. 

What will probably be the value of P when x = 1000000 and wheny = 
800000 ? (20) 

8. In steamships, c = -i-1, where D is the displacement in tons, v the speed in 
knots, I the indicated horse-power. Now ^ is not the same for a ship at all 
speeds, but it is nearly the same for two similar ships at corresponding speeds. 
Corresponding speeds are as the sixth root of the displacements. Find r from 
each of the following actual measurements made on a ship of 9764 tons. 
Tabulate the corresponding speeds for a ship of 12000 tons, and calculate and 
tabulate the horse-power at each speed. 

Speed in knots .... 10*8 14*33 

Indicated horse-power . . 
i 

1830 4720 

(28) 

7. State Simpson’s rule. An area is divided into ten equal parts by eleven equi¬ 
distant parallel lines 0*2 inch apart, the first and last touching the bounding 
curve; the lengths of these lines or ordinates or breadths are, in inches ;— 

0, 1*24, 2-37, 4*10, 5*28, 476, 4’6o, 4-36, 2*45, 1*62, o. 

Find the area in square inches. (20) 

X = a{<f> — sin <f>) 
y = a(i — sin (^) 

Take a = lo. Calculate the values of x and v for the following values 
of <p :— 

T IT T 

6’ I’ 3 

Plot points whose co-ordinates are these values of x and y, on squared 
paper, and draw a curve. (28) 

0, When Q cubic feet of water flows per second through a sharp-edged rectangular 
notch L feet long, the height of nearly still water above the sill being H feet, 

Q « (L - JH)H* 

Now, a bad formula is sometimes used which assumes 

Q ocLH*. 

Show that for a given L, although a constant may be used to give a correct 
answer for one value of H, it must give incorrect answers for other values 
ofH. (28) 

10. A vessel is shaped like the frustum of a cone ; the circular base is 10 inches 
diameter ; the top is 5 inches diameter ; the vertical height is 8 inches. What 
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is the height of the imaginary vertex ? If x is the height of the surface of a 
liquid from the bottom, plot a curve showing for any value of x the area of the 
horizontal section there. 

Find from this the whole volume of the vessel in cubic inches. 
[Candidates will notice that if d is the diameter of the circular area, it is only 

necessary to plot (28) 

11. There is a curve 
/ = I *5 + O'OSjd 

Prove that for any value of Xy the slope of the curve or ^ is o'lr. (28) 

12. Find accurately to three significant figures one value of x for which 

5 + l - 270 = 0. (28) 

13. The total cost C of a ship per hour (including interest and depreciation on 
capital, wages, coal, etc.) is, in pounds, 

C = 4 + 1000 

where s is the speed in knots (or nautical miles per hour). 
The time in hours spent in a passage of, say, 3000 miles is 

3000 -4- j 

so that the total cost of the passage is this time multiplied by C. Express 
this algebraically in terms of s. 

Find what this amounts to; for various speeds. For what speed is it a 
minimum ? (28) 

14- The model of a ship, when being drawn at the following speeds v (in feet per 
minute), ofifered the following resistances R (in pounds) to motion :— 

1 
V 

1 
233 287 347 406 466 525 588 646 

R 1*08 1*76 2*93 426 6-33 9*52 1274 1516 

It is to be remembered that there are small errors in such measurements. 
If we a'^sume a law like R = av», find « for the smallest and highest speeds. 

For what value of zf does n seem at its greatest ? 
[Suggestion, plot log R and log v on squared paper.] (28) 

Sta-GE 3. 

Answer Questions No. i. No, 2, No. 3, and five others. 

1. The four parts {a), {^), (r), and {d) must all be answered to get full marks ;•*- 
(a) Compute by contracted methods to four significant figures only, 

0*01239 X 0*5024 
and 0*1239-4-50*24 

(iJ) Compute, using logarithms^ 

(0*9415 X 2*304)’-^ 
and (0*9415 X 2*304) 
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(^) Why do we multiply the logarithm of a by ^ to find the logarithm of ? 
(d) Write down the values of 

sin 254°, cos 124°, tan 193°, sm""i (0*2250), cos-^ (—0*8192), 
tan“i (—4*0108). 

Only one value to be given in each of the last three cases. (30) 

2. The three parts, (a), and (r) must all be answered to get full marks :— 
(a) A quantity is a function of x : what do we mean by 

Illustrate your meaning, using a curve. 
Illustrate your meaning by considering the speed of a body which has 

passed through the space s in the time /. 
(3) Show that if A is the area of a curve from some standard ordinate to the 

ordinate corresponding to the co-ordinate x, then 

dK 

Hence to find A we merely find that function of x of which ^ is the 
differential coefficient. 

{c) If A is the area of the surface of water in a pond when the depth on a 
given vertical is x, and if v is the volume of water, then 

Prove this. 

A 
dv 

Jx 

(30) 

3. Define the scalar product and the vector product of two vectors. Give an 
illustration of each of these from any part of physical science. (30) 

4. The cost C of a ship per hour (including interest and depreciation on capital, 
wages, coal, etc.) is in pounds 

C — 4 + : 

where 5 is its speed in knots relatively to the water. 
Going up a river whose current runs at 5 knots, what is the speed which 

causes least total cost of a passage ? (42) 

6. In the curve 

y ^ a-Ar bx^ 
ISy = 1*62 when x — j 

andj/ = 5*32 when = 4 
find a and b. 

Let this curve rotate about the axis of x. 
Find the volume enclosed by the surface of revolution between the two 

sections at ^ = i and a: = 4. (42) 

6. The following values of y and x being given, tabulate ^ and y in each 

interval. If ^be called 5A, tabulate the values of A if A is o where 
jr = o. 

j 
X 0 

1 
0*1 0*2 0*3 0*4 0*5 

1 
0*6 0-7 ; 0*8 0*9 

. y 1*428 I 1*561 1*691 1-820 1*947 2*071 2*193 2*314 2-431 i 2*547 
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To facilitate tabulation, it will be found convenient to change these rows 
into columns. 

7. What is Simpson’s rule? A circle is drawn of 8 inches diameter. The diameter 
is divided into eight equal parts, and ordinates are drawn at right angles to 
the diameter. Calculate the lengths of these ordinates, using the tables, and 
tabulate them. Using Simpson’s rule, find the area of the circle. 

This answer is in error : what is the percentage error ? (42) 

8. Find x in degrees if 
3 sin .if 4“ 2 cos jc = 3*4 

X is supposed to be an acute angle. How many answers are there ? 
Find, using the Calcuhis, for what value of x is 

3 sin X 4“ 2 cos x 

a maximum ? (42) 

0. The following values of / and 6 being given, find 

^ w'hen $ = 115. 
/■/a 

d / 

100 1470 
105 17'53 
no 20-So 

24'54 
120 28*83 
125 3371 
130 39'2S 

(42) 

10. If 
X = sin // 4 cos 

for any value of / where a, and p are mere numbers, show that this is the 
same as 

X = A sin {pt 4- ti) 

if A and arc properly evaluated. 
If 

dC 
V=RC + L^ 

and if 
C = 100 sin 6oQi 

R being 2 and L being 0*005, . 
What is the lag of C in degrees behind V ? (42) 

11. A vessel is shaped like the frustum of a cone; the circular base is 10 inches 
diameter ; the top is 5 inches diameter ; the vertical height is 8 inches. If x 
is the height of the surface of a liquid from the bottom, express d the diameter 
there in terms of x; express A the horizontal area theie in terms of x; 
express V the volume of the liquid in cubic inches, in terms of x. (42) 

12. Water leaves a circular basin very slowly by a hole at the bottom, every particle 
describing a spiral which is very nearly circular. Let v be the speed at a point 
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whose distance from the axis is r, and height above some datum level k. 
Assume no “rotation” or “spin,” that is 

and show that this means 
c 

V — ^ 

where c is some constant. 
Now, at the atmospheric surface 

— + .4= C 

where C is a constant. * 
Find from this the shape of the surface, that is the law connecting r and h, 

(42) 

13. The model of a ship, when being drawn at the following speeds v (in feet per 
minute), offered the following resistances R (in pounds) to motion :— 

V 
1 

179 220 259 301 321 341 361 

R 178 276 4*01 5-69 6'39 S*i9 11-39 

There are small errors in such measurements. 
Assume a law R oc z/", and describe how n changes. What is its greatest 

value? Show that when v increases by a small percentage, R increases by n 
times this percentage. (42) 

14. The indicated horse-powers of the engines of similar ships similarly loaded may 
be taken to be proportional to the ijth power of the displacements at 
corresponding speeds. 

Corresponding speeds are bjs the sixth roots of the displacements. The 
following measurements were made at different speeds of a vessel of 1000 tons 
(the United States s. Manning). Find the horse-power at the corresponding 
speeds of a vessel of 5000 tons ; state and tabulate these speeds. 

Speed in knots. 6 II 16 

Indicated horse-power . . . 100 
1 

4S6 2i8x 

(42) 
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1908. 

Stage 2. 

You must not attempt more than ei^s^ht questions in all, and of these Nos. i, 2, 
and 3 must be three ; that is to say, you arc allowed to take not more than five 
questions in addition to Nos. i, 2, and 3. 

1. The four parts (tf), (^), (^), and [d) must all be answered to get full marks :— 

(d!) Without using logarithms, compute by contracted methods to four 
significant figures 

9*325 X 0*02056 and 9*325 -i- 0*02056. 

(^) Using logarithms, compute 

(6-345 X o-i07S)’-‘ -i-(0-00374 x 96'S?)’- 

(c) Extract the cube roots of 

20760, 207*6, 0*02076, 0*002076. 

{d) The side of a square is 3 yards i foot 9J inches ; find the area of the square 
in square feet. (22) 

2. The four parts (^r), (^), (r), and (d) must all be answered to get full marks :— 
{a) The difference of x and y is 3*14 ; the sum of and^* is 140; find x 

andjj/. 
[b) The inside of a hollow copper sphere is filled with water whose weight is 

10 lbs. ; what is the inside radius ? If the weight of the copper is 30 lbs., 
what is its thickness ? A cubic inch of copper weighs 0*32 lb. 

{c) ABD is a right-angled triangle, B being the right angle. BC is perpen¬ 
dicular to the side ACD. The angle A is 56°, BC is 10 inches ; find 
the lengths of AC and CD. 

[d] What are the factors of jt* — 8*923? + 18*37 ? (22) 

3. The three parts {a), {b), and (<r) must all be answered to get full marks :— 

{a) If y ~ ax^'‘^^ 4- if y = 6*3 when = i, and if^ = 133 when x = 2^ 
find a and b. 

(^) 20 lbs. of bronze contains 87 per cent, of copper, 13 per cent, of tin. With 
how much copper must it be melted to obtain a bronze containing 10 per 
cent, of tin ? 

(<?) If - = and if II = 0*25, ^ = 3, find xfy. It is known that x —1000, 
y 
find X and y, (22) 

4. If i means V — i, write down the values of r*, «*, z®, f’. Find \/i7 + 30/, 
Each of the answers is like a 4- bi where a and h are numbers. 

(28) 

5. z* is distance measured along a straight line AB from the point A ; the values of 
y are offsets or distances in links measured at right angles to AB to the border 
of a field. Find the average breadth from AB to the border of the field 
between the first and last offset. Notice that the intervals in x are not equal. 

X 0 I'So 3*00 5*00 7'SO 9*00 

y o'53 0'47 1 0*40 0*42 0*46 0*52 

6. There is a root of - lOx* -f 40J? 35 = o which lies between i and 2 ; find 
it, correct to three significant figures. (26) 
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7. The following numbers give x feet the distance of a sliding piece measured along 
its path from a certain point to the place where it is at the time t seconds r 
what (approximately) is its acceleration at all the tabulated times except the 
first and last ? Show in a curve how the acceleration depends upon i, 

X i'ooo 2"736 4*420 6*000 7*428 S*66o 9*660 10*397 10*848 irooo 

i o 0*1 0*2 0*3 0*4 0*5 0*6 0*7 0*8 0*9 

B. The following numbers give z/ the speed of a train in miles per hour at the time 
t hours since leaving a railway station. In each interval of time, what is the 
distance passed over by the train ? 

I'oniimied. 

V I 16*9 

4*7 7*2 9-6 12*0 14*3 

o'oS 0*12 o*s6 0*20 0*24 

20'7 22*2 23*4 24*3 

1 

24-9 

0*40 0*44 0*48 0*52 

At earli of th«* times ta]mlalf;(l, what is x the distance from the station? 
I'.'ihul.dr yun ;u!-wers. (26) 

0. Find f!:r arra of the paralnrda y a bx +• between the ordinate at x = a 
Au I t!ir <adiua?f' at x “ fi. If a •: — /; and ^ what is the answer ? 

(22) 
10, '{ hr |..ir.dR>Li f a 4- bx -r (X^ passes through three points whose co-ordinates 

.a ' h, vj ; o, ; A, Insert these values, and find u, <5, and c in terms of 
ti*» r,, r., v, and (22) 

11, 1 ..*• f< .jl’C.ving 9': ml: .>■. lurnwnvd in a laboratory are thought to follow the law 
y db \ Tiy if dd . i> so, aiui, if so, find the most probable values of a and 
b. 'I hf'tr :ttr . «d i»b',rrva!if>n. 

i 120 

■j’ .ii for a (JTiain |y>vcrnor is that a ball should be at a 
ir iUi an axis abuut which it revolves, when the centrifugal 

200 I 

A ^ 

and b an 
,.ppr .iiu 

th aim 

Eiaifh* mafii al iiivfstigatum becomes too complex if this law 
ha <\vu bn.if, if the cmtrifjgal force were equal to —a 

hair r.sHiibrr., the iiivedigation would be easy. Find if 
o- ’v oa h a law within the limits r = 0*5 and r = 07, and 
:*!u rnor itt making sudi an assumption? {26) 
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13. Oiir of tl r %v frtu-, ti .rrl in w i*. tlisn : — 
If n is rlir nf Ijttur* u'^»ir.i!Iy an>»wr.l fur a }'i!> ; flir ni.ai dors it in 

Ir-Vi fnur, ?.iv» h 43>'*irs. 'Il^r y tial pay in thr shop p^-r h«nir ; tin: 
pn'suiian paid to tl.r man i. 

* , * 

ni'A lr“ i-. alsM |ui«l 
If f 1 »”!!« r prr Lutir i . i]if- fu-.t <if htf»| , .tiui sJiarr of t^nd \linp < h.irpra, the 

iii.i Vj %>**<;!<! Lavr paid II /-p for ju!). Hr now pay* I* I /d!•?■). 
ff I! i. 2u and / i% in aiid r is 4, fnid thr tuf.s! pavnyfit tu fir* fuan fur the 

p.h a!ri fly hour, and al.u i|y %.ivin|' fo tlir ni'.vArt on the }oh ; tahulatc 
yuui air.ws’fs h't tlir followuij» vainr*. of /i ; 15^ lo. (xH) 

3. 

Yiv.t imr*! li* f allrutp! inorr liian rn;'’}/4ioir. in all, and of flir-r Xo. i luur.t 
br our ; i. fo %,i\\ y >:i m>- allourd to fair not inon! than srvrn f|ur4ioii. in 

adddrei ?o N*-, i, 

Ihr i • in parts r/dph d, and ('/) rou 4 all !r 'AUUWrjf tl |u {p’f foil rnark^J. 

(A Will,ms! 4’ . np 1‘ tojupnfr |r y < ».nira« trd nif }|.o Is *.o that four 
sipti'f; .ifi' In: f ', : s nV /;r < 1 0?/./, ^ 1 X o*oi«7fj rind V ’,4 •) rr fi'04( j>p>, 

(fil Usifie h .pan duo .j «»-rnp'j'#* 
K im.; i < 00^7231 1 45p 

hi Wiitr do*A» lly ▼ ah-ys ot 

s*n i X . 14 h » '• 

(*/) 1' spfrs^ 
f2 'll ,iH</ f d f r iK j t i;‘6) 

as Ify fff H% .•#1 *4ni|»lf4 hai tiuiii. in) 
1 md, V. ilh f}>trr mptlhr ;tut Inpiff. a-o ;t . roof of 

l *'K (3 i) 
111- f olhtwini; 0-- » ' mrfr ti..idr ofi a ^ dr tin prnrrator ; \V i% Wrjpjit of 

sir,no isi ’ . d . .. -'i p^4 |j ''}!• : K IS *h<' u 4p i? in 1 do.^ wsiil . : 

K 3942 IV17 . HUi 

w 1 H" 50, i'/) 

I*;?.4 d f" rfr a '.sinph* approxiiiiaf*" law connrfiin|^ W and K, 
fly inraiiu::; of W/L in wor Is ; mil if ir. w in trun^ id K. 

C I"}’ .f. ipvr, appf i*ii4»atriy, a fahir of vahirs of 

if ih*" ¥4l':.r* of t and f ttf' - 

Stair 

(3.5) 

.» fi o'lii fp»a fi'tyi n*r#4 i/i , oar; ^ o'uH crtxj 

/ I iviM.;! r5774 t rMp/* / 4;»hi 2.7321 

(33) 

6>. li r i, !hr of a hr.r.rnly ho^iy b. / liir 4s'il.iin..r of aisfifltrr hravriily Inxly 
of 0,4.. In411 l’/» criiffc. d Ir4i w/f/ p r|* and m j r)* 

a-' ‘■■hian-on 1 .r.4t4. M ui point - t»« I. Lwiliroi froin ati»l iirarrst M. The 
tsdr pim;':.n sn^j 4 d tin. at tlr s** llirir diffofrnrr i {tam mfP which if> the 
a«;rlcfa!ioii .*! l\\ fTi.fic ,• prove ihrff fly fidr |ir##*l»iuni^r*lh'ct fd M r, inversely 
pfo|i«4lif4ul lo the iul#c of ilic ilifUfiCt: wbrn /r* lafsp-i oinp.iicti wit h r, {33) 
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M cPy , dM. 
7 = & -17 S, and 

dx 
— w. 

7. If 

y7 = -w 

Let w be a constant. Find S. Let S = W, a constant, when at = /. Find 
M and let M = o when x — 1. 

^ is a given constant. Find 

it 
dx^ 

and let its value be o when jit = o. Find y and let its value be o when o. 

(33) ’ 

it 
dh ■ 

and \i%tf ^ p where cis& constant. Find p in terms of A. If p <k wt, express 
t in terms of h introducing constant. 

8. The total cost C of a ship per hour (including interest, depreciation, wages, coal 
etc.) is in pounds ’ 

C = 3-2 + --- 
2200 

where s is the speed of the ship in knots. 
Express the total cost of a passage of 3000 miles in terms of s. What 

value of s will make this total cost a minimum? At speeds lo per cent, less 
and greater than this, compare the total cost with its minimum value. (33) 

9. The curve;)/ — apasses through the three points x = y = 26*62 ; x zz i 
X = 35‘7^^ ^ = 2, / = 49*81; find a, by and r. What is the area of the curve 
from the ordinate at jr = o to the ordinate at = 2 ? (42) 

10. Describe a method of finding whether a given curve follows, approximately, the 
law j)/ = /z + or j)/ = b{x + a)» or y = a + bd^. Logarithmic paper must 
not be used ; the work can be done on ordinary drawing paper using Tee and 
set squares. ^^2) 

11. \iy ^ a dm qt and x z=:b sin {qt — c) where / is time and a, q, b, c are constants ; 
if ^ 27ryT where T is the periodic time. Find the average value oixydming 
the time T. ^^2) 

12. Q being the rate of flow of water per second over a sharp-edged notch of length 
/, the height of the surface of nearly still water (some distance back) above the 
sill being h; it has been proved that the empirical formula obtained by Dr. 
Francis is also a rational formula ; it is 

Qoc(/-}//)/^V2. 

Now an incorrect formula is sometimes used 

Q = 

Show that for a given /, although a constant c may be found which will give 
a correct answer for one value of /z, it must give incorrect answers for ail other 
values of h. 

18. If i is V-/, write down the values of f*, P. Find VJ; 
I -4- each in the shape a 4- bL 

If 4- bi operating upon sin qi (where t is the variable and ^ is a constant) 
gives a sin + b cos find three answers, the effects of operating with 
^174, fjiy and I -r Vf upon sin qt, (^3) 

14. Get instructions from Ques. 13. 
'rhe voltage aj^plied at the sending end of a long telephone line being z'^sin 

qty the current entering the line is 

s -4 ikq 
r -i- ilq 

sin qt 

where, per unit length of ca!>le, r is resistance, / is inductance, s is leakance, 
and k is pcrnnttance, or capacity. 

If r 6 ohms, I = 0*003 Henries, = 5 x farads, r = 3 x lo-^ Mho, 
and if q = 6000, find the current. (42) 

Notk.—I hcre is a quicker methnd of working than what is indicated in 
Ques. 13, using Demoivre. You may use it if you please. 
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1910. 

Stage 2. 

You must not attempt more than eight questions in all, including Nos. i, 2, and 
3 ; that is to say, although i, 2, and 3 are not compulsory, you are not allowed to 
take more than five questions in addition to Nos. i, 2, and 3. 

1. The four parts (<2), (^),(c), and {d) must all be answered to get full marks :— 
(a) Without using logarithms, compute by contracted methods to four sig¬ 

nificant figures 

5-306 X 0-07632-^73-15. 
{b) Using logarithms, compute 

(22*15 4-4-139)0 

(c) The value of g, the acceleration [in centimetres per second per second) 
due to gravity in latitude / is (approximately) 

980-62 — 2*6 cos 2/. 
Calculate this for the latitude 52®. 

(d) The gunners’ rule is that one halfpenny (the diameter of a halfpenny is 
one inch) subtends an angle of one minute at the distance of 100 yards. 
What is the percentage error in this rule ? (26) 

2. The four parts {a), (<5), (r), and {d) must all be answered to get full marks :— 
{a) A hollow cylinder of outside diameter D and radial thickness t is of 

length /. What is its volume? If D is 4 inches and / = 0-5 inch, if 
the volume is 20 cubic inches, find /. 

(3) Two similar ships A and B are loaded similarly. B is twice the length of 
A. The wetted area of A is 12,000 square feet, and its displacement 
1500 tons. State the wetted area and displacement of B. 

(r) The cross-section of a stream divided by the wetted perimeter of the 
channel in which it flows is called its hydraulic mean depth. What 
are the hydraulic mean depths when water flows in a pipe of diameter 
d (i) when the water fills the pipe, (ii) when it only half fills the pipe ? 

[d) What is the number of which 0-6314 is the Naperian logarithm ? (26) 
3. The three parts (a), (b), and (r) must all be answered to get full marks :— 

(a) If xy** = <2 ; if ;r is 5 whenj/ is 10, and if a; is II when j/ is 8, find n and a. 
What is the value ofy when x is J? 

(b) The velocity of sound in air is feet per second where / is the 
absolute temperature Centigrade, that is the ordinary temperature 
plus 273. What is the fractional change of velocity where the tem¬ 
perature alters from 10° C. to 15° C. ? 

(e) Assuming the earth to be a sphere of 8000 miles diameter, what is the 
circumference of the parallel of latitude 52*^ ? The earth makes one 
revolution in 24 hours (approximately) ; w'hat is the speed at latitude 
52® in miles per hour ? (26) 

4. There is a natural reservoir with irregular sides. When filled with water to the 
vertical height h feet above the lowest point, the following is the area A of 
the water surface in thousands of square feet:— 

h 0 5 10 
i 

20 
! 

1 

30 42 50 65 75 

A 0 220 

. 
i 

322 435 505 560 586 617 624 

Find the average value of A between A = 10 and = 65. 
What is A when is 36 ? Find the volume of water which would raise 

the surface from h = 35^ to h — 36J. (22) 
5. The energy stored in similar fly-wheels is E = ad^n^^ where d is the diameter 

and n the revolutions per minute; is a constant. A wheel whose diameter 
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is 5 feet, revolving at loo revolutions per minute, stores 18,500 ft.-lbs.: find a. 
What is the diameter'of a similar fly-wheel which will increase its store by 
10,000 ft.’lbs. when its speed increases from 149 to 151 revolutions per 
minute ? (22) 

6. There is a root of x* + — li = o between i and 2 : find it, using squared 
paper, accurately to four significant figures. (22) 

7. A steamer is moving at 20 feet per second towards the east; the passengers 
notice that the smoke from the funnel streams o(T apparently towards the 
south-west with a speed of 10 feet per second ; what is the real speed of the 
wind, and what is its direction ? If solved by actual drawing, the work must 
be accurately done. (26) 

8. Ifj/ = 20 -f V30 + take various values of x from 10 to 50 and calculate y. 
Plot on squared paper. What straight line agrees with the curve most nearly 
between these values? Express it in the shapes = « + (26) 

9. If the force which retards the falling of an object in a fluid is proportional to z/j, 
where v is the velocity of falling and s is the area of the surface of the object, 
and if the force which accelerates falling is the weight of the object, show that 
as objects are smaller they fall more and more slowly. 

Recollect that of similar objects made of the same materials the weights 
are as the cubes, the surfaces are as the squares of like dimensions. (26) 

10. A sliding piece is at the distance s feet from a point in its path at the time i 
seconds. Do not plot s and /. What is the average speed in each interval of 
time ? Assume that this is really the speed in the middle of the interval, and 
now plot time and speed on squared paper. 

1*0000 I-1054 

. „ . 

1*2146 1*3268 1*4432 1-5624 1-6857 i*8ii8 

t 0 0*1 0*2 0*3 j o'4 0-5 j 0*6 0*7 

What is the approximate increase in speed between i = 0*25 and £ = 0*35 ? 
What is approximately the acceleration when / = 0*3 ? (22) 

11. The sections of the two ends of a barrel are each 12*35 square feet ; the middle 
section is 14*16 square feet; the axial length of the barrel is 5 feet: what is 
its volume? (22) 

12. There is a machine consisting of two parts whose weights are x and y. The 
cost of the machine in pounds is i2x + ^y. The power of the machine is 
proportional to xy. Find x and y if the cost is £ioo and if wc desire to 
have the greatest power possible. Use squared paper if you please. (22) 

13. According to a certain hypothesis the tensile stress in a rectangular cross-section 
of an iron hook at a distance^ from a certain line through the centre of the 
section is proportional to 

^ I z±i 
R 

When R = 10 and r = i, calculate p for various values of y homy = 5 
toy= — 5, and plot on squared paper. What is the average value of p? 
For what value of^' is the stress zero ? (22) 

Stage 3. 

You must not attempt more than eight questions in all, including No. i ; that is 
to say, although I is not compulsory, you are not allowed to take more than seven 
questions in addition to No. i. 
1. The three parts («), (^), and [c) must all be answered to get full marks :— 

{a) Without using logarithms, compute by contracted methods so that four 
significant figures shall be correct^ 

5*306 X 0*07632-i-73*15. 
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(i) Using logarithms, compute 

(22-15-?-4-i39)-“'“ 

(c) The lengths of a degree of latitude and longitudcj in centimetres, in 
latitude /, are— 

(IIII•317 —5*688 cos /)io^ and 
(1111*164 cos /— 0*950 cos 3 /) lo^ 

The length of a sea mile (or 6082 feet) is 185,380 cm. What are the lengths 
of a minute of latitude and of a minute of longitude in sea miles in the latitude 52® ? 

(39) 

2. A telephonic current of frequency ^ becomes of the value 

C = sin [pt — gx) 

in the distance of x miles, where 

gives the value of h if the minus sign be taken, and the value of g if the plus 

sign be taken. When^is very large, what are the values of h and^ approxi¬ 

mately? If ^ = 0*05 X 10"^, r = 88, and p = 5000, take two cases (i) when 
/ = o, and (ii) when / = 0*3, and in each case find the distance x in which 
the amplitude C is halved. _ (39) 

3. Find the value of cosh o*i (i + #), where i means V — i. (33) 
4. To find the volume of part of a wedge, the frustum of a pyramid or of a cone, 

of part of a railway cutting or embankment, etc., we use the “ Prismoidal 
Formula,’’ which is “ The sum of the areas of the end sections and four times 
the mid section, all divided by 6, is the average section; this multiplied by 
the total length is the whole volume.” Under what ciruumstances is this rule 
perfectly correct ? Prove its correctness. (33) 

6. If 2 = ;/ + 2 ^, and if y is as tabulated, find 2 approximately. Show both y 

and 2 as functions of x in curves— 

X 4*0 4'i 4*2 4*3 4'4 4*5 

y 3*162 3’S48 3*981 4-467 5*012 5-623 

(33) 

6. A body capable of damped vibration is acted on by simply varying force which 
has a frequency f. If ;r is the displacement of the body at any instant /, and 
if the motion is defined by 

« sin 27r//, 

we wish to study the forced vibration. 
Take ds = i, ii = 1*5, «* = 4, find jt, first when /= 0*2547 and second 

when/= 0*3820. (39) 
51/ 

7. The following values of x and y being given, tabulate — in each interval, 

dy 
also 5A =ySx and A = fydx. Show in curves how the values of and 

A depend on x. 
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X 0-0 or 0*2 0*3 0*4 0*5 0-6 * 0-7 0-8 

y 6-428 7-071 

1 

7'66o 8*192 8-660 9-063 9*397 9'6S9 9-848 

(33) 

8. There is a table giving values ofy in terms of jf, and another giving values of u 
in terms ofjy. What is u when jr = 8‘3 ? 

X 7 y u 

7 I4*9H 0-8169 

8 16-128 16 0-7118 

9 17-076 17 0*5543 

9, If - looty and / = 3000 when t = 300, find v. Up- 3010 and t = 302, 
find the new v. If the second set of values be called 3000 + Sp^ 300 + S/, 
and zf + tv, what is Sz' ? Now use the formula 

and calculate in the new way. WTiy is there an error in the answ^er ? (33) 
10. The value of 7, a periodic function of /, is here given for 12 equidistant values 

of / covering the whole period. Express in a Fourier Series. 

i3'6o2, 18-468, 20*671, 20-182, 17-820, 14-346, 
10-130, 5*612, 1-877, 0-486, 2-500, 7-506. 

It ought not to be necessary to say that 18-468 is the second value. (39) 
11. To solve — 20X 4-9 — 0 graphically, it is evitlerit that we desire the value of 

X which will cause to be equal to 20:r — 9; plot therefore the curve / = 
and plot the straight line s = 20:r — 9, Where they intersect we have the 
value of desired. When the trial is made it will be found that there arc 
three answers : what are they ? (33) 

12. C)n the indicator diagram of a gas engine the following are some readings of p 
pressure and v volume. The rate of reception of heat (if the gases are sup¬ 
posed to be receiving heat from an outside source and not from their own 
chemical action) is 

where >6 and K the important specific heats are such that 

k 
K -/fe 

2 + £1. 
300 

v 2*0 2'I 2*2 2-3 2-4 2*5 2-6 2*7 2-8 2*9 3*0 

P 84-5 no 176 215 231 234 226 213 202 192 

i 

0
0
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V 3-a 3'3 3'4 3*5 3-6 

p 167 159 152 146 140 

Find at three places; where v = 2*05, 3*55, and at the place of highest 

>ressure, (39) 
.3, When a shaft fails under the combined action of a bending moment M and a 

twisting moment T, according to what is called the internal friction 
hypothesis, 

M + + T» 

ought to be constant where « is a constant. Test if this is so, using the 
following numbers which have been published. Considerable errors in the 
observations must be expected. 

M 0 0 0 

1 

1200 1160 1240 2800 2840 2760 

T 4320 4360 4308 4338 4326 4368 3S36 3846 3804 

M 4400 4320 4600 5020 j 5180 j 5360 

T 2416 2438 2060 0 0 0 

(39) 

1913- 

Lower Examination. 

You must not attempt more than questions in all, including bTos. i, 2, and 3 ; 
that is to say, although Nos. i, 2, and 3 are not compulsory, you are not allowed to 
take more than five questions in addition to Nos. i, 2, and 3. 

1. The four parts (j), {b), (r), and {d) must all be answered to get full marks:— 

{a) Without using logarithms, compute by contracted methods 
67*09 X 0*2534-i- 102*5. 

{b) Using logarithms, compute the cube root of 

2-315 -h 0-1573. 

{c) State the values of the sine, cosine, and tangent of 

- 35°. 
{d) The Napierian logarithm of a number is 3*1542, what is the number? 

(24) 
2. The three parts {a\ {b), and (<r) must all be answered to get full marks :— 

(tf) A copper plate, 3 feet in diameter, has a square hole in it whose side is 
10 inches; it weighs 30 lbs. : what is its thickness if I cubic inch of 
copper weighs 0*32 lb. ? 

(^) The end areas of a prismoid are 62*8 and 20*5 square feet; the perpendicular 
distance between them is 15 feet; the midscctional area is 36*7 square 
feet: what is the average section, and what is the volume ? 
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(c) An equilateral triangle, whose side is 4 inches, revolves about a line in its 
own plane, thus generating a ring. The centre of the triangle is 6 inches 
from the line. "What is the area of the surface of the ring ? (24) 

3. The two parts (^) and (3) must both be answered to get full marks :— 
(а) All arc of 3 feet subtends an angle of 43° at the centre of the circle, what is 

the radius of the circle ? 
(б) If 0 = ax^‘*jV***; if 2 is 81 when x = 3*4 and^ = i*2, find a, (24) 

4. What are the factors of — 2*5^ — 4*44? (24) 
6. In a thick cylinder subjected to fluid pressure, at any point whose distance from 

the axis is r, the radial compressive stressp and the hoop tensile stress f are such 
that 

where a and b are constants. If / is 5 tons per square inch at the inside, where 
r = 4, and if / is o at the outside, where r = 10, find a and b. Find / for 
r = 4, 6*5, and 10, and show f for various values of r on a curve. (24) 

0. In a price-list of a certain type of machine I find the following :— 

Diameter of cylinder 

What is the probable price of a machine whose cylinder diameter is 9 5 ? (20) 
7. To find the cross-section of a river 90 feet in breadth the following depths, y feet, 

were taken across the river; x feet is the distance from one bank :— 

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 

4*5 S-6 6 57 1 4-8 4*7 4*5 4 3 

What is the area of the cross-section ? The average velocity of the water 
normal to the cross-section is 3*4 feet per second. Find the flow of the river in 
cubic feet per second. (24) 

8. If the y, z and the f, O, tp co-ordinates of a point are related in this way ;— 
r* = -^y^ 4- X = r sin 6 cos 
j = r sin 0 sin r cos 6. 

If ^ = 4, ^ = 2, 2 = 5, find r, 6y and (p, (24) If ^ = 4, = 2, 2 = 5, find r, 6, and (p, 

r \« 
) ; if -i- P IS 1*2 and if n is 8, find r. 

10. It is thought that the following observed values of x and y follow the law 
y := A, There are errors of observation. Test if such a law is probably 
true, and, if so, find the values of A and b :— 

y 13*28 15*04 17*53 19-80 23*11 26*00 30*50 34*40 
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dy 
11. State exactly what we mean by Illustrate your meaning by the speed of a 

12. 

13. 

point. 
dy _ 

Show that = ax^y ~ = 2ax, (28) 

dy 
There is a curve ; 7 = 5 — 3^ + find What is its value at the point P 

on the curve whose = 2 ? The tangent at this point being y =■ abxy what 
is the value of ^ ? Calculate a from the knowledge that the tangent passes 
through the point P. (28) 

The plan of part of a roof which is a plane is 600 square feet in area ; the real 
area is 800 square feet; what is its inclination to the horizontal ? Prove your 
method of calculation to be correct. (24) 

Higher Examination. 

You must not attempt more than €ight questions in all, including Ko. 21 ; that is 
to say, although No. 21 is not compulsory, you are not allowed to take more than 
seven questions in addition to No. 21. 

1. The three parts («), {b)y and [c) must all be answered to get full marks:— 
(fl) Without using logarithms, compute by contracted methods so that four 

significant figures shall be correct— 

0*6709 X 25*34 4- OT025. 

2. 

8. 

4. 

6. 

6, 

7. 

(b) Using logarithms, compute cosh x which is J (P + e~^)y where x is 0*3154* 
(c) If i means /J — 1 express 3 — 4* in the form r (cos 0 + i sin 6). Express 

— 5 + 6z also in this form. Divide the first of these by the second, and 
write the answer in the form a + bi, (44) 

Express sin at cos bt as the sum of two terms and integrate with regard to i. If 

a is 7“ and b is 3(2, what is the value of the integral between the limits o 

andT.i' ^ ^ (42) 
In a geometrical progression where r is the ratio of any term to the previous one, 

prove the rules for finding the last term and the sum of n terms. The sum of 
a geometric series of 6 terms is 1020, ris 2*4, find the first and last terms. (42) 

The lengths of the intercepts of a plane on the axes are OA — 4, OB = 7, 
OC—6, Find the length of OPy the perpendicular from the origin on the 
plane. Find the angles which OP makes with the axes. (42) 

The curve y = passes through the points i,j/ = 3*5 and ^ = 12*6 : 
find a and b. This curve rotates about the axis of x describing a surface of 
revolution. Find the volume between the cross-sections at x: = i and x = 10. 

(44) 
If 4 is the moment of inertia of an area about a straight line in the same plane 

passing through its centre, and / is its moment of inertia about a parallel line 
in the plane, there is a rule which enables us to calculate / if we know 4 ; 

prove the rule. If for a circle 4 is what is I about a tangent to the 
4 

circle ? (42) 
The following values of x andy were observed in a laboratory and theory sug¬ 

gested that there might be a law 

y = ax*‘ + 3 X 10*. 

There are errors of observation. Using squared paper, try if th«i:e is such 
a law and, if so, find the most probable values of a and 3. 
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1 
X 1 O'l 

i 
0*2 0'3 0*4 0*5 0*6 

I 

^ I 1*61 2-26 3*20 4‘47 6*21 0
0

 

d
 

(44) 

8“ •* I 12 * ^ -^2 + 2/^ + « Sin ^r/ 

expresses the forced vibration of a system. Imagine the natural vibrations to 
have been damped out. Take = 49,/ = 3> 5^ = 5 ; find x. (44) 

0. Show by a graphic construction that 

sin («/ 4- <fi) + sin (w/ e^) = a sin («/4* ^). 

If tfi, <^2 are given, show on your figure the values of a and e. (42) 
10, If, in partial differentiation, x and / being independent variables. 

(Pv „dv 

dt'^ 

if z/ = sin qt^ where x = o, and if z/ = 0 when x = 00 , find v. For what 
value of X is the amplitude of v half ? {42) 

11. Expressing the Scalar Product of two vectors a and h as ab and their vector pro¬ 
duct as Vah, what is the meaning of aVbc? Show that 

aVbc = bVca = cVab. (44) 

12, The following table of values of x andjv is given. Find 

%. "'ten X = 3, 

with as great accuracy as possible. To get the most correct answer the whole 
table is necessary. 

* 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 

y 6*98970 7-40363 7-78131 8*12913 8-45098 8*75061 9*03090 

(44) 

IS. The curve y = lox^ is cut by the straight line y = 2x — 10. Find the co¬ 
ordinates of that one of the points of cutting for which jy is positive. Find the 
angle between the curve and the straight line at that point. (44) 
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Examples.—VI. (Page it.) 

3. (3*606, 56-3®); (5*38, 21*8°); (3‘i6, 18-4°); (3*606, 113*7°) J (5*33» 2H°) j 

(5, 143*1®). 

4. (0*966, 0*259); (1*732, I); (0*877, 1*80); (-0*684, 1*88); (“1*53* -1*29) *, 

(I, -1*732). 

Examples.—VII. (Page 12.) 

2. See tables, p. 486. 8. 23°, 62*9®, 53*1®, 31*8®, 21*8®. 35°, 60®, 78*7®. 

Examples.—VIII. (Page 14.) 

2. 0*643 ; —0*766 ; —0*839. 3. —0*643 ; -0*766 ; 0*839. 

4. —0*766 ; 0*643; —1*192. 6. 0*8 ; 0*75 

6. —0*8; —0*75. 7. —0*8 ; 0*75. 8. 0*8 ; —0*75. 

Examples.—IX. (Page 18.) 

1.-8. Tbe numerical values are given in the tables, p. 486 ; the signs may be 
verified from the figures. 

9. 0*4493; 0*8934; 0*5029. 10. 0*7278; -0*6858; —i*o6i2. 

11. —0*6613; —0*7501; 0*8816. - 12. —0*7524 ; 0 6587 ; —1*1423. 

13. 0*8554; -0*5388; -0*9903. 14. 12*4®; 59*7° J 67’3°; 52*4° 

15. —0*5774; 0*574; 0*284; —0*961 ; — I ; 0*966. 

16. -0*4162 ; 0*1357. 17. -0*1392. 

18. -0*9191. 19. 0*909; —0*416; —2*184; 0*141 ; —0*990; —0*142. 

6. 0*954; 0*314. 
9. 0*8454; 0*6318. 

12. 0*6; 0*8. 

15. ; M. 

Examples.—X. (Page 23.) 

7. 0*968 ; 3*871. 8. 0*894; 0*447, 

la it; A. 

10. o‘88o2 ; i'8s5 

13. 0-937; 0-374. 

le- Ih J?; M- 

10-; A- 

21. sin S ■■ 
+ y-* 4- i 

, _ \'x^ +y 

11. 0*9920; 0*1256; 7*897. 

14. n; A- 
17- S?: ??. 

20. -p-A-.- — 

Examples.—XL (Page 26.) 

1. ^ = 2*72 ; c = 3*21; B = 58®. 
3. A = 41® ; fl = 177 ; b = 2*04, 
6. tf = 158 ; A = 70*8°; B = 19*2®. 

2. B = 34®; a = 5 635 ; c = 6*79. 

4. f = 4*34; A = 38*40; B = 51 *6®. 
e. = 92*6; A = 19*05® I B = 70*95®. 

Ex amples.—XII. (Page 30.) 

1. = 3161 ; i = 3-863; C == 1,7°. 2. C = 49“; « = 3-03 j . = 2-70. 
8. « = 7736 yds.; ^ = 7073 yds.; C = 62°. 4L. C = 53° ; i = 3-123 . ^ == 

n' 2 ~ ‘ 6. A = 110-25° i c = 30-75°. 
7. B = 24-25° or 155-750; C = 132-750 or 1-25°. 
8. C = 126-940 or I-06°; B = 27-06° or 152-94°. 
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9. B = 56*15° or 123*85° ; C = 84*85° or 17*15°. 
10. B = 16*1° ; C = 142*9°; c = 5*84. 
11. A = 38*6° or 141*4° ; C = 110*4° or 7*6° ; c = 4*82 or 0*672, 
12. b = 146*7 ft. ; ^ = 283*7 ft. 
13. B = 44*95° or 135*05° ,* C = 103*05° or 12*95°; ^ = 5*514 or 1*27, 
14. C = 56*7° or 123*3° ; B = 82*3° or 15*7°; b = 3-869 or 1*054. 
15. B = 31° ; r = 237*2 yds.; a = 423*7 yds. 
16. A = 38*2° ; C = 86*8° ; c = 57*5. 17. b = 3*70 ; A = 40*5°. 
18. B = 59*1° or 120*9° ; C = 88*9° or 27*1°. 19. A = 54° ; B = 85° 

Examples.—XIII. (Page 32.) 

=5*72. 
2. c = 3*421 ;A = 35*95° 
4. ^ = 2*903. 
7. ^ = 5*307. 

10. c = 5*265. 

13. B = 49*4° j 
45-1°; B=r29*5°. 

B = 102*05°. 
6. ^ = 3-877. 
8. a = 300*9. 

11. a = 264 yds. 

1. -r = 3‘65. 
3. A = 5°; 
6. c = 4* 18. 
9. di = 2*84. 

12. a = 583 yds. 
14. C = 105-4"; 
16. c = 67 yds. 17. A = 29° ; B = 46-6°; C = 104*4'-^* 

18. A = 8r8° ; B = 44-2° ; C = 54“. 19- c = 387S ft. 

A = 71*6°. 
15. A = 33*6°. 

Examples.—XIV. (Page 34.) 

1. 7074000 sq. ft. 2. 5078000 sq. ft. 8. 92 5^ 
4. 91050 sq. yds. 6. 87340 sq. ft. 0. 15^4 7^^^* 

7 I7*A. 0* 4*7^^* n. 
9. B = 104*5 ; area = 2*783 sq. ft. 10- C = ii3‘6° ; area = 13*28. 

11. C = 51*3°; A = 18*2° ; B = 110*5°; area = 

12. A = 44*4®; area = 14*7. 

1. 34*4 ft. 
8. 89*6 ft. 
10. 27*6°. 

Examples.—XV, (Page 36.) 

2. 1390 ft. 3. 335 ft. 4. 30 ft. 6. 5S’6 ft. 
7. 381*7 ft 8. 5863 ft. e. 3962 yds.; 4023 yds. 

Examples.—XVI. (Page 38.) 

1. 1680 yds.; 1248 yds. ; i75*Sft* 

4. 1944 ft. 

7. 5599 ft* 
10. 122*5 miles; 113 miles. 
13. 0*922 sq. inch. 

2. 349'9 ft 

5. 3753 ft- 
8. 1321 ft. 

11. I4r4yds. 

3. S473ft- 
0. 5189 ft. 
e. 144 yds.; 194*2 yds. 

12. 3*005 miles. 

Examples.—XVII. (Page 43.) 

0. 0*75. 

e- m- 

12. m- 

15. 53 sin (2ir«/ + 0*557. 

7. 0*981. 

10. 
18. 3 "6 sin (2/ + O’gSs). 

16. 37 sinly-0-330^ 

ft 5 - m- 
11. 0-673 i 0-909. 

14. 3-6 an (2/ — o'588). 

17. 17®. 18- 0-25. 
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22. 245 lbs.; 3 ins. 23. i*59 mm. 
)s. 25. igS’i lbs. 26. 8*8 ins. 
s. 28. 207*3 sq. ins. 7^’33* 

31. 62400 cub. ft. 

Examples. —XXIV. (Page 61.) 

0*994. 5. 1*006. 6. 0*988. 7. 0*9991. 
1*01. 10. 10*099. 11. 15*937. 12. 27*019. 
6*0092. 15. 8*9959. 16. 0*0102. 17. 0*00198. 
0*3 per cent, deficit. 20. 0*35 per cent. 
15*7 cub. ins. 23. 2 per cent, 

ninished by 15 per cent. ; {5) it is diminished by 25 per cent. 

r cent.; — i per cent. 26. 2 per cent, deficit. 

Examples.—XXV. (Page 64.) 

S. 445000 dyne.s. 3. 5240. 4. 981 cm. per sec. per sec. 

Examples.—XXVI. 

2. — 3*12 ; — 0*21. 
6. — 1*15 ; 0*65. 

Q -- 13 ± 29'Q3^‘ 

(Page 66.) 

- 0*4 X 10* equal. 12, 

3. 1*566; —0*766. 
Q. 0*3 ± 0*843*. 

ft ?15±j4:945^* 
'"“2*6 

-1*9 jh 0*62* 

5 
10®. 

Examples.—XXVII. (Page 67.) 

2. — 3; I. 3. — I; — I. 4. — 3; — 2. 

e. 6;f 7.2 s; -3- 8. 2; 0-4. 
10. 2 ; 4. 11. jt m 

[ and unequal, equal or imaginary according as L is less than 
Iter than JR^K. 
lio*; {&) - (I ± ; (f) « 2 X lo^ 

10. K*=i-- 17. - 1-29+ i57Si. 

< 

Examples.—XXVIII. (Page 69.) 

2- 3! s; - I- S. I 
■~i±2‘65/. 

2 

6. I ; - I; 2; 3- 

Examples.—XXIX. (Page 69.) 

177, 3. 0*750, 4. 0*0702. 

2*5. 7. i3*3. 8. o; 0*527. 
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Examples.—XXX. (Page 72.) 

1. 3*6 j 3*8. 2. w = 1*2; r = 2*2. 3. -19*5. 4.^ = 9-^, 
5. jf = 8;/ = 5;2:=ii. 
0. X - - 1*848, or 0-648 ; J = - 3*544, or 3*944. 
'7.x — 2’^g6, or 0*046 ; 7/ = 6*188, or — 0*862. 

8. = 9. 2; 5. 10.5*44. 11.82*4. 

12. a = 21 ; ^ = 36 ; r = 1*2. IB. j/ = 4*2a:^‘8. 

14. ^ = 2*8x-“1-4. 15. 42-66. 
16. JP = 125 4- 1*3V*. 17. u = 1-25 ; C = 7550. 
18. » = 1*37 ; C = 550. 19. 0*55. 20. - 1*48 
21. ^ = 36 ; dt = 3*102 X iO“^^ 22. 23-62. 

23. /^i—"y z= /r^i—y. 24. 262*5. 

25. 4> = K loge^ - R log,^ ; <p=:^ log,^ + R log'^ 
^0 ^0 ^0 ^0* 

26. = 3-8; 3 = 0*15. 27. a = 56*5 ; ^ - 0*23. 
28. 0*308. 29. a = 0*0455 ) b = — 0*01856. 30. 9 03 X 10” 
31. A = 6*101 ; B = 1520; C = 123000. 32. 0*0947. 
33. 0*08265. 34. a = 1*552 ; b = 0*0105 > ^ = 0 0319* 

10. 5*44. 11, 82*4. 

13. y = 4*2a:^‘®, 
15. 42-66. 
17. « = 1-25 ; C = 7550. 
19. 0*55. 20. - 1*483. 
22. 23*62. 

24. 262*5. 

Examples.—XXXI. (Page 75.) 

12 ^ I0:r^ — 22:r ~ 6 

- 4’ {x'^ - g){x - 2)* 

- I7jr^ +25;r4-34S ^ 

(2jr + 9)(3'^ - -+• 7) 

— x^ + iSx — 41 
{x^ - 4X-+ g){x - 2)* 

13:>;^ + 74r+ 132 
(4f + 5)“(a: + 2) * 

2JF 5 
(jr 4- 2)(2jr - i)‘ 

2X^ 4 2I:r 4- 13 
■ \x 4- l){x + 2)lx -^y 

5jtr^4- 13^ 4-16 
' {x^ + 2x + 5)(jr -- 3)* 

SX^ - l^X + 10 

■ (^ “ 2n^ -1)‘ 

+ 22X + 19 
' (jc"4r^)2(:^4rij* 

__ __i_ 

[x - l){x 4- 2ji(J^^). 

Examples.—XXXII. (Page 77.) 

X — 2 :r 4 2 

4, + 
x43 x-^2 

•7 ^ 4 ^ ^ 4 ^ Q ^ t __I_ t 2 ^ 

*JP — 3 ^+2 2^41* ’a:4l(a:4l)* ^“2* 

0. 4 . 7_2_ ^ 1 8 _ 1 

iSix - 2) “*■ 5(j: 4 3) 3(x 4 i) * ‘ 9(-3^ - 4) 45(2^ *+■ 0 5{-^ + 3I' 

IT _^ 4 - ^_4_ ^ 
6{x - l) ^ 2(.ar 4 1) 3(^ ■+* 2) 

12 ^ . I_I_I 

' 7o(jc - 4) 30(^ + i) 30(-*' - 2) 7o(jr 4 3) * 

* .^ + 3 ^ + 5 
5, 5 I 4 ^ 

'9(^“S) 9('^ + 4)* 
4 . o , 

a .r 4 I ^ ^ + 6 

0 ^ ^_. 
*.ar—1^:42 ^4*3 

7(.xr - 4) ~ 6ix - 3) 42(2:4 3)' 
9_I 

5(^ ■+ 4) 27 4 3 5(27 — I)' 
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16. 

16. 

17 

—:- I -::- _-2- 

- 3) 49(^ + 4) 49(2^ + 0 

+ i)=' + (ar-~4)+.r + 3 

2-y+3 . 3 
+ 3^ + 4 2;i: — I* 

19. “^3._ _ II 4. 7 
6^[x'^ + JT + 2) 64(0; ~ 2) S{x — 2)* 

18. 

20. 

3^ + I 

X- 4* -^ + 3 

-±JJ^_L_\ 
^^a\e+a e-^bj 

Examples.—XXXIIT. (Page 81.) 

1. 0*4609; 0*4664; 27*47®; 27*2®. 

3. 0-5358: 0-5314; 57-75°; S7'2°. 

6. 0*00785 ; 0*0253 ; 0*04275. 

7. 68*47°; 137*5°. 
9. 1*030810. 

2. 0*9483; 0*9473; 71*8®; 71*48°. 

4. 0*6644; 0*6556; 33*11°; 33*43° 
6. 0*5978 ; 0*6056 ; 34*38®. 
8. 1*110162. 

10. -0*7146 ; 135*78° 

Examples.—XXXIV. (Page 82.) 

1. 6214*2; 6290*1. 2. 0*0024713; 0*00246214. 3. 5*076; 14*907* 
4. 0*9871; 0*8873. 5. 82*9; 188*3. 1*8420; 2*0108. 
7. 2*7386; 2*8723. 

Examples.—XXXV. 

1. ;Cii8*87; £l%o'2>^. 
3. 7400 lbs. steam per hour ; 540 H.P. 

6. 32*8; 40* 
7. 2880; 121*2®. 
9. 186 ; 198. 

11. 49*77 ; 44*26 ; 42*58 ; 23*35. 
13. 117 ; 161; 213. 
16. 1450. 

(Page 85.) 

2. 135 yds. ; 275 yds. 

4. 21364; 20895; 19871. 
6. 4*5 ins.; 2450 lbs. 
8. 6*17 cub.ft.; 5*45 cub. ft.; 4*83cub.ft. 

10. 4 - 3 ; 4 - 25. 
12. 665000; 870. 
14. £101 f about. 
10. 29^. lod. 

Examples.—XXXVL (Page 90.) 

9. / = + 7}. 
12. 3^ + 4A' + I =0. 

16. 11/ + jr — 39 - o. 

10. j/ = 2:r — 7. 

13. ^ = — cx6x 4- 2*2, 
16. y = — 3;r 4“ 8. 

11. ^ - 5^ 4- 3. 

14. 5l^ 4" 84^ 4“ I = 0. 
17. y = o*ix — 2*3. 

Examples.—XXXIX. (Page 102.) 

6. 2*6o; 3*45. ^^09 S-r* 5^*; 19^. 9^//.; 5I years. 

16. 8*2 ft. per second. 18. 0*71. 

19. 86 amps ; 126 amps. 20. 0*14. 
21. 20*1 ins.; 12*2 ins. ; iio lbs. 

Examples.—XLIII. (Page 118.) 

0. / = sin (1*2043/) ; values of / are taken as abscissae. 

7. j = sin (— 1*2043/). 
8. X = 6 sin (0*5236/ 4- 0*7854) ins. ; x = 6 sin (07854 - 0*5236/). 
9^ ^ =: 9 (I*04724: 4- 0*2269). 10. X = 1*8 cos (24oir/ — o*733)* 
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Examples.—XLV. (Page 121.) 

14. >/ = 3 sin (4t/ + 07854) + 2 sin {^iri + 2-356). 

Examples,—XLVI. (Page 126.) 

2. 0*31; 0*52. a 2. 4. I; 2 j 3. 

6. 3J —2; -I. 7. 1*2 ; 4-1. 8. 0-649. 

10. 2*506. 11. 21. 12. 1-31. 

14. 0*13. 16. 0-31 ; 0 86 ; i*429, 

17. 3637. 

Examples.—XLVII. (Page 128.) 

1. ;/ = 2x — 3. % y — 7-6. B. y — 0-o8,;(; + 11-5. 
4. L = 606-5 — 0*695^. 6. H = 606-5 + 0 305^* 6. V = loo H- 0*367/. 
7. /= 10 4-o*oo534W. 8. V = ioo 4“ o-oi8S. 9. j = 1*00664—0-0005570. 

10. S = 0-033266 — 0*0000092/. 11. S = 73 + 0*73/. 
12. S = 54-2 +0-5/. 13. A = 29s + n*8«. 

14. P = 27SH + 10-04; C = + 27S- 15. ;^9S: P = + 2-23. 

16. V = o-844«. 17. W = 60 + 23-751. 18. W = 43 + 16I. 

19. W = 62 + 13I. 20. 133 amps. ; A = 0*0423? + 48-5. 
21. Torque = 7*3 X current. 

W 
22. P = o-iaW + 2*4; efficiency = 

Examples.—XLVIII. (Page 135.) 

y = 21 + 2. / = 103 4- 3. y = 20 — ;^xy, 

4. xy = I'S'^ — 2*2jk. 6. ^ = 47 — o*o7jp*. Q, y = 5*6 + O'^y, 

7, y = xy -- 1'^. 8. Ay = i2’6x — i5*9^. = o'Cyx + i*33y. 
10. y = 6-32 + 0 326XK 11. ^ = 31 + O’OoOSxy. 12, H.P. = i*26V*4-i25. 

13. V=-. 14. R = 6 + 0-009V'. 15. P = 2-8S* + 3-i. 

16. P = s-iS* + 2-2. 17. x=o-7 + 4^. 18. V = 45 4- 

19. V = 47-s + 54. 20. V = 42 + ^, 21. D = —ii-’ 
A ^ A 134+ 

22. D = -Hi- ; 1-26. 23. v = - 7—. 24. E = 2*86/ + 0*001/*. 
144 1+0*0350 

Examples.—XLIX. (Page 141.) 

1. ^ = 5 + o'6x — o‘ix^. 2. 0 =r 132 + O'SjSx + 0*01125;^^. 
8. E =21483 - 0*295/ — 0*02415/*. 4. 7 = io'"®(i82,ooo + 0*175/ + 0*035/*). 

Examples.—L. (Page 143.) 

1. ^ = 2jr + 0*05. 3. y = 3*2jp + 9. 3, y = 2x + 18*3. 

4. jp = 4*3jp + 12-7. 

6. -1*3. 
9. —0*763, 

15. 0*384, 

16. 4*49. 
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1. = jp2'6. 

4. jv = 2*5jc3. 

7. y = ^oox~~^, 
10. « = 113. 
13. n = 1*37. 

18. F = 

19. V = 1400/^1®. 
22. P = o*5z'3-25^ 

25. C = 75oA'’'*2. 

Examples.—LI. (Page 148.) 

l.J' = 
4.j,= 

7.jp = 
10. pL = 

13. A = 
15. e = 

17. log( 

18. j = 

2. JJ, = 

6. = I *3:^^. 

8. jj/ = :c-l-87. 
11. « = 0*9. 
14. n = 1*41. 

17. D = o'98H^. 

20. I = 4*i7Do-67. 

23. E = o*02B1'« 
26. fi = 0*000i4Vo®^ 

3. = o*0447jr'‘»®. 
0. 7 = 2‘5x®’3 X 10“^^. 

9. = ro5ji:“0 «3^. 
12. « = 1-3. 
15. / = 237/0'29. 

18. D = i4-8N~i 

21. W = 235o(/®’®®, 
24. C = 42oA<’‘77. 

27. fi = o‘I5L“"®‘^8. 

Examples.—LIL 

2. ^ = o'34f®‘&«, 
20^-0-025:C^ 6. J/ =: 325^. 

8. jp = IOdrO ‘>2*. 

11. /A = 0*172. 
: 29*9, K = —0*000039. 

19*3^—0‘0063i^ 

: 2*07548 0 0006135/ + 0*000001745/* 

(Page 156.) 

3. y z=: 270/*"**. 
6. j/ = 2750(r~^. 
0. y = 3^ 025a:^ 

12. /X == 535oo<r^‘®22f^ 
14. W = loor-0*0000324, 
16, 6 = 20*65^‘0085«, 

178 +0-17^^-o-044j 

1- Z‘33- ’ 
5. 1041 lbs. 
9. 0-333. 

13. 22*5 ft.-lbs. 
17. 10*8 sq. ins. JL/. lo'o sq. ms. io. id o. 
20. 1820, 2305, 2740, 3150, 3310. 

Examples.—LIII. (Page i66.) 

2. 24*9. 3. 27*65. 4. 1005 lbs, 
6. 9*3 ft-per sec. 7. 152 ft. 8. 3*14 ins. 
0. 0*637. 11. 0*5. 12. 20*11. 
4. 11*8. 16. 34*75. 16. 8150. 
8. 18'8. 19. 674 sq. ft. 

. 3i5o» 3310- 21. 10*7. 23. i6*oi. 

Examples.—LI V. (Page 171.) 

1. 2*5. 2. 15 ft. per sec. 8. 32*2 ft. per sec. pc 
5. —12*5. 6. 1*187. 7. 0*222. 
9. 0*1795. 10. 0*010. 11. 0*925. 

8. 32*2 ft. per sec. per sec. 4. —60. 

7. 0*222. 8. o*cxx>0049. 
11. 0*925. 12. —0*799, 

Examples.—LV, (Page 181.) 

1. 3*5. 2. 0*0435, ^^5 ft* sec. 7. 3*2. 81. 0*15, 
9. II ft. per sec. per sec. ; 136*7 lbs. 10. 59 ft. per sec. per sec. 

21. 1*00383; 1*00283. 25. About/290. 26. 3*Si. 

Examples.—LVI. (Page 190.) 

3. —2. 4. -0*75. 5. 3. 
8. —0*6. 9. —0*13. 10. 0*253. 
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11. a. 12. -3. 13. 0*5. 14. -1*2. 16. -3. 

10. 2. 17. 0003S6V,. 18. i. 20. 2 6; o, 21.^^. 22. 2-81. 

Examples.—LVII. (Page 194.) 

1. 2X. 2. 44». 
g X! 

2 
4. - 

X‘ 

6. 7 r_.lis 
;^-6 • 8. I*25/rf®‘2®. 9. HL,. 

2mJu 
10. 8*33/<J*® 

11. 12. -Hi?, IS. 14. 2at, 

Examples.—LVIII. (Page 195.) 

1. 6x’-‘2, 2. — 5— 12^:. 

3. 24J!:* — -1- 2Zx^ — 3je® + 4.*: — I. 4. 2ix^ — 84^:’ + 30^^ — I. 

6. + 5^^ — 6x®, 5 + 12/. 

7. i + 2ci. 8. 

9. - i- 10. - -L + 3750^-!. 
^ sf X 

11. 3-9^’ + 2S'2*-<« - —^ . 

12. 2*5.^^’® — + S’yx'^'^ — o*oi3.ar'"®®®7. 

13. 

15. +1. 
2^U 

17. —L - JL _ 5^. 
2/v/:^: 4JC^ ^ 

I I 
19. 6ji: ~ 3 — —1 H-^R* 

14. 

18. rr^' + P + S-*’*. 

18. - 4_9 + 3.. 

20. 5^^ — 9x* 4- is~^. 

22. - 2-364s.-»»<m - ^ - IS^-'. 

24. + I ’6x~~^''^ — 4*6j:^'® — 22*5^“^*® 

25. - 20. - ^; -^. 27. - 308-5/-=^. 28. 3^’, 6^, 6. o. o. 

42. 55 ft. per sec.; 12 ft. per sec. per sec. 43. — , Jg f.s. ; f.s.s. 

44. 32*2 f.s.; 64*4 f.s.; 96*6 f.s.; 128*8 f.s.; 32*2 f.s.s. 

46. Velocity = 32*2/ — 200 ft. per sec. ; acceleration = 32*2 ft. per sec. per sec. 

46. Velocity = 2r/ + ^; acceleration = 2c. 

47. Momentum = 500 4- 1680/; kinetic energy = 625 4- 4200/ 4- 7056^. 

C 
48. —> 60. j = I -f 4-10“® 6 4- 9*10“*' 0^, 

61. j = 0*0947 4- 0*0009945 — 0*000000366*. 

62. ^ - iar”) • j:). ^ 
dx El' ^ ’' dj^ El' ' ’ ^ El’ 
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-lx^ + 1^’); 

VI (Px w /^_ j'x . _ _ 

srii^T )’ Ei’ 

53. 

54. 

65. ^ = I + i6x^. 

W 

' El 
w 

M* 

2{X + l)^ 

El* 

a 33'8^‘3* 
7. 

10. 
13. 
10. 
20. 
25. 

I 

— + zbctP^^ 
i‘57i X 4‘Si^ 

0*839 X 2•5^ 

o. 
jj; = 2 + 3^. 

56. JJ/ 

Examples.—LIX. (Page 200.) 

4. — i3*02r~^‘^*. 5. 

8. r3^r' 

4S 
^•60: • e. — 4^?^'® 

1. 3 cos yc. 

4. -Jsin 

7. 
10. 
13. 

16. 
17. 
19. 
21. 
28. 

20. 
31. 

86. 

30. 
38. 

89. 
42. 

5 

9. i6-ix^- — io*4tf®‘2*. 
11. 1*3.?®*^ — I0*92J^'2 — io*2r“^« 

14. 1-666 X 2-3=^. 15. 1-047 X 2-85*. 

17. 9^3*; a'^e^. 19* o- 
21. C ~ "P <1^2 J D = tZid^* 24, Vq* 

Examples,—LX. (Page 205.) 

2.-2 sin 2x. 3. -J cos 

6. 3 sin (— 3x). 3* — cos (— ^^r). 

8. 4 cos (2x - 4)- 9 sin {2 + 3jc). Q'4 sin (— 2'35**')- -r — V 

IC-C cos (2-S ■+ S'lx). 11. - 6 sin (I - 3*). 12. - 3° cos (2 - sx). 
o-oi sin (i - ix). 14. 0-3517 cos (0-351.* + 0-273). 

3-89 sin (3-71 - i'S2*). ^®- I”',"*" , 

a/cos {fii -4- «). 1®- “ 

Ac cos (ct + a) + cos (ft - a). 20. A cos (6 + c). 

3-09 cos (1-03/ + 2-51). 22. 2t/cos (2tA + g). 
cos X, - sin X, — cos x, sin x, cos x, and so on ; 

— sin Xy — cos Xy sin x^ cos Xy sin x , , . 
- aq^ sin (qt + g). 30- " (^x + 4). 

-21-1 cos (2-6x-4'i). 83.0. 34.0. 

^y = ap cos pt - hp sinpt = -pj'^i^ sin (pt - «), where tan a = |. 

Velocity = z-^na cos (^xni +.f) ; acceleration = - 4’r’»’<» s'" -4- S')’ 
Kinetic energy = JMA* c®*’ = momentum = Viaq cos qt; 

force = — sin f-L 

cos qt volts. .... • 

a cos C + 2b cos 2t + 3c cos 3/ ; - a sin / - 4^ am 2/ - 9^ sm 3* 

43. Velocity = rq cos qt — —sin 2qt; 

acceleration = — rq^ sin qt 
rY . , , -pcos2^/;-)~j 

tY 
‘ / ' 

44. 
''SAS-'-13./'+«• 

6. 
5^ 4- 4 

Examples.-LXL (Page 208.) 

r >4 

„ i8-2 7 o:43«, 8. -4- 

7^ + 3 ■ “ 





I 

Answers to the Examples 

15 3 cos {2x + 3) cos (3^ >- 1)4-2 sin {zx + 3) sin {^x - i) 

COS^ {2X + 3) 

10 3) *"* {2x +, 3) 6^ 2<?3* 

cos> {2X + 3) • -I i5j.ir:rT) “ ,)}» 

18. ” . 19 ^ cos 2x_sin 2x_ 

+ 5)’ ■ log {x - 3) {x- 3) {log (:ir - 3)}’ ' 

20. (2.y - I) + cos {2x ~ i) ^ 

cos* {2X — 1) 

511 COS (31^ 4. y) 4. 31 (jy ^ 4) sin {^xx + 7) . log {x - 4) 

lx - 4) cos* {2ix + 7) 

Examples.—LXV. (Page 216.) 

1. -4(2 

(2 - 3^)*‘ 

7. —i-r. 
(5 - 2X)^ 

— 3x + $ 

18. 
3-4^ 

ifl 4^-3 
2;c*-3x4-4 

20. 3^* cos 

2S. 3Ar’<<*’>. 
20. — tan X. 

31 3 cos (3^ 4“ 2) 
sin (3^: 4* 2) 

' (I - xr 

fi. —Z3_ 
2v'4 — sx 

8 2X +2_ 

V 2x* + 4;r — I 

^ ^ 2ax + 3 

2s/ ax’^ + dx + c 

3. _Hi™, 
(2 + 3^)^ 

\/2-^ + I 

2X + I* 

I — :»r* — 2;ir + 5* 

^rr 2aX’\-6 m . . , 
^ 3 

21. 22. 3(iog.,)». 

24. 3^3^. 26. 5 sin* ;r cos jr. 

27. 2 cos 2a:. / ®‘“ 28. — sin (^). 

30. —6 cos* (20: — i) sin (20: — l). 

32. 
sm or cos or 

88. 2 sin J cos* of — 3 cos* or sin* or. 

36. m sin’*-’^ x cos”***^ x — n sin’”'*’’ or cos""'* x. 

jr 4- I 

84. iiHLf. 
cos* X 

{X 4- 2)(^ 4.3)* 

z:^- 44-}, (x-4){2x-3) 

(I - x^)Hi + *«)«■ 

/ (.*.+ /_J_L__3_ . 4 1 
V (I + 3Jr)(l-4*)u+'* 1-2* I+3*"*' 

46. ±-7=L=. :T-=L= 

Examples.—LXVI. (Page 219.) 

1. 15*71 cub. ins. 2. o’ooi75 cos d; o'00175 > 0*0000306. 
o ^ sin A ^ . c b cos A ^ 
3. ba = —— 5A, 5a =  ---5<r. 

a 

4. 31*56. 

0* 5*43; 3*49; 5'43- 

6. 1^0ijh \ A = \%ooiJh . sq. ft. 
7. 3-85 ft. 8. 12 miles per hour. 
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Examples.—LXIX. (Page 230.) 

1. I. 2. 3. 3. 07071. 4. 3*58; 6*42. 6. 0*466. 

6. 2 j 5. 7. ~ I; 3. 8. 0*716. 8. 6 

10. Width = 2 ft. ; depth = i ft. 11. Height = 3*175 cms. ; volume = 67'! cc. 
12. I ; 2. 13. 3*4 ins. 15. 8*66 knots. 
16. Breadth = 0*577 ft. 17. Breadth = 6 ins. 
18. 16 in series; current = 0*7 amperes. 18. 1*5 ohms. 
20. 5*55 amperes. 23. 31®. 24. 3jr. 4cf. 

Examples.—LXX. (Page 235.) 

1. 3 minimum, J maximum. 2. 4 minimum, — I maximum. 

3. 2 maximum, 7, 0 minima. 4. I maximum, — 1,4 minima. 

Examples.- -LXXI. (Page 236.) 

1. 2.?^. 
3 

4. 
jpn+l 

« + I 

6. e. 7. 8. 

9. sin X, 10. sin (3x4- i). 11. J sin (^x 4-1). 

12. I sin (3^ 4- i). 13. ^ sin {bx 4- c), 14. cos x. 

15. — cos X. 10. — cos (2Jlf — 3). 17. —-J cos (2JC — 3). 

18. ~ f cos {2X - 3). 18. - |-cos {dx 4- c). 20. ^ 

21. log* {x 4- 5). 22. loge X. 23. A log, (a* -|- &). 

24- 26. i log.(2;t + s). 
2:t: 4- 5 

Examples.—LXXII. (Page 238.) 

1. 
x^ 

4‘ 
2.£l'. 

IX 
3. 

I 

x‘ 

I 
6. 7. 8. “ 0*I3X'*’13‘ 

11. cx. 13. 
2^*‘ 

16. 17. o.q54^0064- 

20. —21. 5 log, V, 

24. - 26. 1^, 

27. 28. -cos(;i:-3). 
K 

30. — 2 sin (i — x). 31. ~ 2 cos u, 

33. J sin {yc 4- 2). 34. - | cos {2x - i). 

30. — 0*52 cos (2*50 + 6). 

88. - Acos(3ir// + /). 

8. 3^:. 10. a:. 

14. log,«. 
3“ 

18. 19. - 
o*i4i/> 

22. 23. 

ae. - i-i3<r->»». 

28. sin (jr — 2). 

32. 3 sin jp. 

35. — 0*482 cos (2*7^ — 1*5708). 

37. — 0*76 sin (i — 3^). 

88. ~ sin (rf/ 4* ^). 
9 
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40, -— ; 2Trax^, 

43. - 
(1 — 7) vy-"^ 

41. 
kby 

42. 

44 ^-£+£1' 
3 2' 

(? 4* 5^ 
cos (^/ + cx). 

45. ^ 

40. 

4 3 

-. 47. —^ ; pv loge V; $pv, 
(1-7) ‘ I “ 7 0*37 " ^ ^ 

48. 1^. 48. 4- + C. 60. — cos 2:v 4* 4^ 4- C. 

61. 4- 5^ 4* C. 62. log, (i 4* •»^) 4- 0-3:*:^ - J cos (3^ 4- i) 4- 2'6x 4- C 

63. -T 4^* 54. /*•—/* 4- ^ 
65. ^ 4- 2/* — 5/. 60. 0*33.34 4- i*5;i4 — — 2a?, 

s* I 
67. 03.3+__s.. 

69. + ^ COS ((t: 4- du) 4- ' sin {a 4- cu) 4-.2*3i^’3“ — <4*«. 

68. o*435j-3-8 - ^ + y . 

60. 

62 

K -^cos {b - za) + «-2-8« - logV - 61. TT 

1, ^ = 3«* — 6« 4- 6<r2“, j/o?;/ = ~ 4- § <4“. 

03, ^ = Ja:® 4- + C ; / = ar' 4-1 4- Cji? 4“ D. 

W a4 

’Er 
a4 

04. pru* = C. 

00. ^ (6/V - 4/»4 4- jr^). 67. ^ = Y + ^ where C is any constant. 

08. tan X. 69. — cot X, 70. - cosh {ax 4* - siub {ax 4- b). 

71. y =Z X^ -\r ZX - 2. 

a ' '' a 

72. f — I cos 2t. 

Examples LXXIII. (Page 242.) 

Note.—The accuracy attained in graphic integration varies with the character of 

the data and the scale used. 

1. 17*45. 2. 2418, 860. 8. 8, 80, 360, 1050, 2550. 4. 337. 
6. 142*9. 0. 1528. 7. 660*4. 4^^' 

Examples LXXIV. (Page 246.) 

1. 10,800 ft.-lbs. 
4. 235. 
7. 280 ft. ; 100 ft. 
9. 194*5 j 265 lbs. 

2. 221. 8. 199. 
6. 337 ft.-lbs. 6. 12*3 ft. per sec. 
8. 24*2 ft. per sec ; 18*25 ft. per sec. 

10. 20*0406. 11. 27*0238. 

1. 48-4. 
6. 0*7854 
9. 0*3927. 

Xd. 0*848. 

Examples LXXV. 

2. 2*303. 
0. 3*1416. 

10. 0 0737. 
14. 20,720. 

(Page 253.) 

3. I. 

7. 303- 

11. 1*571. 
15. 12,300, 

3. 24. 
Examples.—LXXVI. (Page 257.) 

Examples.—LXXVII. (Page 263.) 

1. 6*09 ; 4*40. 7. 100 ft. 
9. {a) 9*7 ft. per sec.; (3) 20 ft. per sec. j (^r) 21*4 ft. per sec. 

4. 5*i6. 
8. 9. 

12. 0667. 
16. o. 
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10. 13*9 ft. ; 78 ft.; 140 ft. 
19. 3000 lbs. 

16. 79’5 lbs. 
20. 20,000 in.-lbs. 

18. 79*5 lbs. 
21. 1-45 X lO” in. 

Examples.—LXXVIII. (Page 272.) 

1. 
0. 

11. 
18. 

21. 
20. 
31. 

36. 

41. 

48. 

61. 

60. 

60. 

68. 
69. 

72. 

70. 

77. 

78. 

79. 

4. 3. 

9. 0*48, 

14. o-8i. 

10- 3194s- 
24. 0-4323. 

29. 0*0000221. 

34. 0*5. 

39. o. 

44. 0*0784. 

49. 510. 

64. —0*223. 

21*33- 2. 156. 3. -7*5. 

5h 7. 7*98. 8. 6*583. 

13*22. 12. 396. 13. 4*05. 

4*671. 17. 0*468. 18. 0*4295. 

1*656. 22. 12*778. 23. 1*298. 

—0*4323. 27. 1*62. 28. 0*6847. 

—0*134. 32. 0*6628. 33. -1*8192. 

' 37. 0*5858. 38. 0*402. 

1-382. 42. o. 43. I. 

o. 47. o. 48. 20*794. 

0*6931. 62. 0*1256. 63. 

0*5110. 67. 0*599. 452*5* 

7812*5 ; mean value = 1562*5. 

-J. 64. 9*6. 66. I. 

0*375. 70. 1612 ft.-lbs. 

11880 ft.-lbs. 73. 2*67 ft. 74. Velocity = 

Bending moment = looox + 100.^®. 

797 log. I “ ('1 “ + 797) log. + 797). 

6. -3- 
10. 1. 
16. 1*718. 

20.5-154. 

26. -3-1945 

30. 1*7071. 

36. 0*2929. 

40. 0*5402. 

46. 0*3817. 

60. 60*825. 

66. 0*0835. 

61. |. 62. 4*5. 

67. 268*2. 68. 0*5. 

71. 7730 ft.-lbs. 

: 0*1 (^4. — /3) j 0*0625 ; O-I. 

1- >‘33- 
6. 0*632. 

e. 
n 

12. o. 

le. 54-9. 

19. 1*27 lb®. 

24. 1*41. 

28. 0*707. 

“•V'i 
'Ef" 
R*' 

Examples.—LXXIX. (Page 278.) 

2. 1*15. 3. 0*5. 

6. 1-175. 7. 1*175. 

10. 16*1 ft. per sec. ; 96*6 ft. per sec. 

AV 
13. 14. 0. 

4. 0*945* 
8. 1*718. 

11. 
n 

16. o. 

17. 85lbs.persq.mcl1. 18. 884 lbs. per sq. foot. 

21.0,0,2*545. 22.100,70*71,0. 

20. 2*12. 27. 0*707. 

80. 70*7. 

20. - • 
2 

26. 3*53. 

29 A. 
a/2 

82.^ A* 
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1, 5*2, 18® E. of N. 
4. 2*3, 10° E. of S. 

Examples.—LXXX. (Page 2S6.) 

2. 3*4, 26° N. of W. 
3’41 39° S. of E. 

a 5*6,31® a of w. 

Examples LXXXI. (Page 287.) 

1. 5*I2io(yO, 2. 8‘0976*6°. 3. I3’96°. 
6. 0*2337^'. 6. O. 7. 10*25818°. 
9. 5270®. 10. 7*945, 35*6® N. ofE. 11. 32*72i92-4°. 

13. 517° with AB ; 83*9 units. 14. I400ho°. 

4. 10*560®. 

8. 4‘S75i2o°- 
12. 4*5770®. 

Examples.—LXXXIII. (Page 292.) 

1. 0*2337®. 2. 13*98®. 3. 10*560®. 4 
6. 4*o8u*6°, 6*89io4*6°. 6. 259249°. 7. 21 *3285°* 
8. 125*2 ft. per sec. at an angle of 46° with BA. 

4. ri95mA ^^‘Sisas's®. 

1. (0*376, 3iS*5®). 

Examples.—LXXXV. (Page 295.) 

a (12*5, 40®). 

Examples.—LXXXVL (Page 29S.) 

1. 4-33. 2. -4*33. 3. -4*33 4. 4*33. 
6. 2*5. 0. 2*5. 7. -2*5. 8. -2-5. 
9. 14*09. 10. o. 11. 5*29. 12. —8*11. 

18. —9*36. 14. —7*1. 16. a 16. 12*47. 
17. 29*343. 18. 14S, - 148, - 148,148 19. -ro6 i; -46 6 ; o ; —118*6. 
20. 33506 ft.-lbs. 21. 0*824 H.P. 22. 7*23 H.P. j 0. 
23. 3*17. 24. 12*96. 

1. 19*35 ; 8*2. 
4. o; 19. 

7. -19*65; *~ 13*77. 
10. —26*3; 12*25. 

la 4*55i3»'«® 

Examples.—LXXXVII. (Page 300.) 

2. 8*2; 19*35. 
6. —13*1; 61 *6. 

r. 8. 12*66; "3479. 
11. 2*9222-a°. 
14. 5*69ai4'9°. 

8. 22*62. 
6. —6i*6; 13*1. 

0- 34*79; -12 *66. 
12. 3*o5296aS®. 
18. 6*888i(i'aP, 

Examples.—LXXXVIII. (Page 301.) 

1. 27*9 lbs., 21*06 lbs. 2. -31*7 lbs., 14*8 lbs. 
a -33*45 lbs., -10*23 lbs. 4. 23*85 lbs., -25*6 lbs. 
6. 42*4^-46® lbs. 6. 210*9428® lbs. 
8. 10*6 miles an hour. 9. 0*5 ft. per sec. 

10. 1739 ft. per sec. ; 466 ft. per sec. 11. 5^3 ^bs. 

7. 448 lbs. 
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Examples.—LXXXIX. (Page 303.) 

1. 0 4-6 = 6-46 ; o{a 4- 6) = 247. 

Examples.—XC, (Page 304.) 

575309° lbs. 12. 8*7359-40. 13. 5CX>209°. 

14. Length, 390 links ; angle 80° ; distance from F = 380. 16. 560 links ; 90°, 

Examples.—XCII. (Page 310.) 

1. (a) 7970; {d] 5657 ; (^) 697*6. 2. {a) 17,540 ; (3) 15*740; {c) 12,280 ; [d] 628*2. 

3. 10845. 4. 63*77. 6. 19272. 0, I : 0*77. 

Examples.—XCIII. (Page 313.) 

1. 6*237. 2. 34*25' 32*2. 6-8. 7*22. 

9. 0*0652 volt. 10. 2003 dynes. 

(Page 320.) 

1. 2*36 ; 2*28 ; 2*29. 

4. 1*705; 1*53; 3*28 

7. 0*719 ; 1*06; 1*53. 

10. 0*533 ; 0*682 ; — 0*500, 

12. — 1*40 ; 2*25 ; 1*41. 

Examples.—XCV. 

2. 1*13 ; 1*40 ; 2*40. 

6. 2-42 ; 0-695 ; 1-97, 

8. 1*06; 1*06; 2*60. 

3. - 1*06 ; 1*84; 2*12. 

0. 0*530; 0*883; 171* 

0. 0*758 ; 0*970; 1*58. 

11. o ; — I ; o. 

Examples.—"XCVI. (Page 321.) 

1. 10*247 ; 60*8° ; 26*5® 

4. 9*64 ; 58*8® ; 

V. 374; 74‘S ; - 337° 

10. 8-775 ; 70“; - 14“. 

2. 11-88; 70-3°; 26-5°. 

6. 10-77 : 42° ; 337°. 

8. 7-81: 67-1°; 33-7°. 

11. 13; 108°; —14®. 

3. 4*9 ; 114°; 26*5®. 

173 ; 547°; 45° 

25*475 ; 54O ; 29®. 

Examples.—XCVII. (Page 324.) 

1. /= 0*912, m = 0*342, n = 0*228 ; a = 24*2®, $ = 70®, y = 76*8®. 

2. 54*2® with Oya:; 18*9® with Ozx ; 29® with Oxjy ; 3*61. 

3. 0*384; 0*512 ; 0768. 4. 8*60 ins.; 69*5®; 62*3®; 35*5®. 

6. / = 0*652 ; m = 0*528 ; n = 0*545. 0. a = 40*7® ; = 77*5® ; y =• 52®. 

7. a = 74*6° ; = 63*8®; y = SI®. 8. 3*83. 9. 1*85 ; 1*99 ; p2f. 
10. i*8i2; 1*375 ; 2*685. 11. 66*2®. 12. 36*3®. 

13. 48*3®. 14. 40*3®. 16. 49®. 
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Examples.—-XCVIII. (Page 325.) 

1. 4*12 j 0-485 j 0-728 ; 0*485. 2. 5*38 ; 0*744; 0*372; o*558. 

3. 2*45 ; o'Sij ; 0-408 ; - 0*408. 4. 4-36 ; o*688 ; 0*229; o*688. 

5. 3 ; 0*667; 0*333 ; 0*667. 0. 73° ; 2*97 ; 1*17 ; 2*41. 

7. 3*97; 3*17; 3*4i- 8. 11*51; 5*57; 7-47. 

Examples.—XCIX. (Page 327.) 

1. 61®; 43*25°; 61°; 41*9°; 68*15°; 57-45®; 35*2°; 65-9°; 65*9°; 46*5; 

76*75°; 46-5°- 

2. 3*605; 4*54; 2*237; 3*i6i. 3. 3*742; 53°. 4. 4*123. 6. 5. 

6. 3*742. 7. 46*7° ; 29*0°. 8. 29*0°; 3*605. 

8. 3*54 on Oys ; 4*55 on Ozx; 4*10 on Oxy, 

Examples.— C. (Page 329.) 

1. 21°. 2. 35° 8. 36°; 0*620. 4. 25°. 5. 32*3°, 

0. 627° 7. 33*3®; 2*o8 ; 98*3°; 16*25°; 76*1° 8. 72. 9. 21*7°. 

11. 69*3°. 

Examples,—Cl. (Page 333.) 

8. 1*537 ; 31®; 50°; 59°; 40°. 4. 2*45; 72*2°; 60*7°; 35*2°; 54*8°; 60*7°. 

Examples.—CII. (Page 334.) 

2. In X = 1*36, ^ = 2*19 ; in Oyz y = 6, «= — 3;in Osx 3 = 1-71 ; jr =s 2*14. 

Examples.—cm. (Page 335O 

1. la-j®. 8. 21°. 

Examples.—CIV. (Page 337.) 

1, 23,570 cub. ft. 2. 1656 lbs, 8. 28,250,000; 17,200,000. 

4. 2*12 X 10® ft, lbs. 5. 4,900,000 gallons. 

6. 38,500 cub. fU ; 430 tons. 7. 38,100 cub. ft. 

Examples.—CV. (Page 342.) 

2. 88 cub. ins. 8. 109*1. 4. 100*5. 

0. 245*1 cub. ins. 8. 151. 8. ii‘6. 

11. 6*28. 

1. 37*7 cub. ins. 

6. 498 ; 67. 

10. - l}. 
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Examples.—CVI. (Page 344.) 

1. 470 cub. ins. 2. 6230 cub. ins. 3. 13*3 cub. ins. 

4. 15*4. 6. 16 *3 cub. ft. 6. 3110 lbs. 

Examples.—evil. (Page 350.) 

1. in. from base. 2. i = 0*6 ; = 0-375. 3. i = 2*657 ; 7= 1-607. 

4. i f ; 3^ = f. 5. Ir = 1*518 ; y = 0*565. 6. = 15*43 ; y = 0*4. 

„ - + 2/5i) 4- ^(2>53 4* ^i), 4- ^1^2 + ^2^ 

3(^1+^2) 3i^i + ^2) 
8. 0-628. 9. 1-875. 

10. On the middle radius at distance the centre. 

11. x= I 875; 3^ = 1-25. 

Examples.—CVIII. (Page 353.) 

1. ^ = 3*23. 2.3*425. 3.32*15. 4. 4*039; 8*36. 

5. 2*95 ; 2*88. 6. 1*7 ins. from bounding radii. 7. x = o; 3^ = ~ • 
3'”' 

8. On the line joining mid points of BC and AD, and distant 0*192 ft. from AD. 

Examples.—CIX. (Page 355.) 

1. 2-62; 5-13. 2. 40 9'; 28-9. 3. 44-3 ; 28-9. 

4. On the middle radius at distance 2*55 ins. from the centre. 5. 0*11 in. 

Examples.—CX. (Page 359.) 

1. 4*5 from vertex. 2. 4*821 from vertex. 4. 5*64 in. 6. 3*44 in. 

6. a: = 2*249. 7. loj. 8. X = 6’S2. 

Examples.—CXI. (Page 361.) 

1. flp = 5*28. 2. a: = 4*56 ; 1*875 centre. 4. 133 ft 

5. 91 ft. from water level. 

1. 3175 lbs. 

6. 107*8 Iba. 

Examples.—CXII. (Page 363.) 

2. 200 cnb. ins. 4. 359 sq. ins, ; 116*5 cub. ias. 

8. 3*43 

Examples.—CXIII. (Page 366.) 

2. M 
2 

4. 0*994- 

1. 85*2 fl.-lbs.; 4*59 ins. 

3. 0*326, taking engineering unit of mass } 17-88 ft-lbs. 
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_ Examples.—CXIV. (Page 36S.) 

1* 2 12 ins. 2. 3. 5*55- 4. 19*6. 6, 48*33. 6. 6130 ft.-lbs.; 

6150 ft.-lbs. 7. 0*0203. 

1. 702. 

4. o*77<x. 

Examples.—CXV. (Page 371.) 

330. 3. 2*55 ft. ; 4 per cent. 

6. o*288j. 6. o'S5r. 

Examples.—CXVI. (Page 374.) 

1. 2. 
3. ai cos (i* + O'); ar cos (ia: + o'); - ai sin (<x + o') ; - ac sin (ix + o')- 

4. ^ = 6x-S^; ^=-«. 

e — cos(^ 

_ _ RT. R R p 

S'* R- 

('-?) - (?+^ .i. ('-f) (=2+.) 

1. 38*08 lbs. per sq. ft. 2. —4*41°. 
4. = r cos B cos ~ r sin ^ sin tpS<b. 

Examples.—CXVII. (Page 377.) 

2. —4*41°. 3. 0*0705 cub. ft. 

Examples.—CXVIII. (Page 379.) 

1. $x* — 9^*/* — 6xy; —Sx^ — 3jc* -f 4y*; 20J;* — iSxj/^ — 6v; *6.^;* + ray* : 
~ i8xy — 6jr. 

2. 6 cos (2jr 4- 3>') — ; 9 cos (22:4- sj') — 2;c^; —12 sin (2x 4- 3j') — 2^^^; 
— 27 sin (2x 4- 3y) — 2x^e^ ; —18 sin (2jc* + $y) — 2xye*^ — 

Examples.—CXIX. (Page 382.) 

1 I sin 2JC 
2. 39*09. 

I a: - 2 
3. 

» loggf + 3-y!9. 
2V29 2x4-34-^29 

1) 

8. - }x - log (2X - 3). a - 3X - 3 log 

1. — log cos X. 

4. log (x^ 4- ^ 4- 5). 

Examples.—CXX. (Page 385.) 

2. log sin X. 3. log 4- 

5. 2 lofj' Tx* 4- X -4- cl -^=tan“l 6. 3 log (x^ 4- 4- 5) + ^tan-i 
V 19 V19 

6. j log (x^ 4- 4- 5) - • 
3 cos* T 

8. ) sin* X. 9, \ tan^ X. 

12. I log. i + iS ta„-i4-^. 13. 3 log (x* -f 4^ - 7)-= log ^ 
5 2 2^/n J?-f24-Vii 

14. -L, gi*n-i15. — ^75 — 2x*. ■*« 14. -i. sin-1 

^2 

2^/n j?4'24-Vii* 

10. sin—1 -3^2 — X*. 
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Yl, i tan-i(V2 sin x)» 18. 19. log cosh x. 20. 63*33. 
nj2 

22. log (x — I + — 2x ^ 8). 23. sin-^— 
SlO 

Examples.—CXXI. (Page 387.) 

1- 0-511- 2. log,. 3. log, {x + I)(jr + 6)’. 

4. log (^ - l) + log {x + 2) — 2 log {x + 3). 

5. log (x - ^){x + 2) ~ 2 log {2X + i). 6. log {x+ i) + 2 log {x - 2)- 

7. 2 log (JT - I) + log (JT - 4) + 4 log (^ + 3) 71:7 • 

8. 1*5 log {2X - i) + log {x^ + 3^ + 4)* 

9. 3 log (j: T 2) “ I log ^ + 3) + tan~i 

1. .a: sin a: 4- cos x. 

4. 0*675. 

Examples.—CXXII. (Page 389.) 

2. —r-^{i-{-x), J 

6 ^ 
~5 

3. —log:r-. 
2 ^ 4 

6. [x^ ~ Hh 2)e^. 

Examples.—CXXIII. (Page 393.) 

1* 7 = o*25<f'**. 2. = /fi*. 3. 0*69 secs. 

4. ;^ii2*49; £u2'6i6; £112-67^; £112-75. 6. 0 — 20d~ 
_ 

0. T = *• 'I. g ^ q^e KR, where is the initial charge; in 15 . ro“® secs. 

8. i — if^e L , where is the carrent when / = o. 

Examples.—CXXIV. (Page 394.) 

2. jv = Ae* - 3. 8. y = Ae^ - 3. 4. y = --1. 
■p / R<\ 

5. y = A^«* +1}. 0. / = ^ ; 14 amps, 

7 c = 
+ LV 

Examples.—CXXV. (Page 399.) 
1. 8*6 sees. 

Examples.—eXXVI. (Page 405.) 

1. JV = A,r-^ 4* 2.y=: A,^ + A,^. 3. j/ = A,ir-»' -f A,^«». 
4. ^ = (A + 6, = A^** sin {x + B). 0. = A sin (4jr 4 B). 
» . / 
7. 4: = dt sin ; 0*39 sec. 8. ^ sin (1575/ 4 B). 

V 
i 

(2) 0 = 
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Examples.—CXXVII. (Page 409.) 

l.y= " sin {o Si + B) + 4. 2. 9. = - Jr-®* - f + A ,r-3* + AjA. 

3. x = Ad cos (0-866/ + B) + o-o66 sin {3/ + 1-438). 

4. ^ = o-ooos 4- 7-2$ . io-5i-8«« i"''-57-25. coulombs. 

e = 0-0005-o-ooo7o7r-w*' sin (loV + B) coulombs. 

Examples.—CXXVIII. (Page 411.) 

1. Il80O* 2. 9i8oO* 3, 2j)j)0. 4. 3270° — 3-DO*^' 6. r*4i4.,os 
6. 1*4^315° = 1-41 -450* 7. Saa-oo* ^45°* 9. 1-460, 10. I135O. 

11. l22«0. 12. 2240. 13, 2 -24<5 — 233^0. 14. SiflflO* 15. 3a.o. 

16. I + 1732/. 17. 2*12 4-2*12/. 18. 2*12 — 2*12/. 

19. 2*12 — 2-12/. 20. -0*68- 1-88/. 21. '-‘3‘94 + o*69/. 

Examples.—CXXIX. (Page 414.) 

1. 110.50* 2. 2()oo — 27. 22550. 4. I. 6. I. 6. 6/. 

7. — I. 8. ~ I. 9. /. 10. 4/. 11. ~3 + 7^-* 
12. -33 + 56/. 13. 13. 14. 2/. 16. —2/. 16, -I-5/. 

17. —t. 18. -5- -59 + 8*29/. 19. 2400. 20. O‘5;o0. 

21. 22. 4i20O* Sl0OO* I—450. 25. 2-400. 

20. IfloO* 27. 0‘2i3jjO* 28. /. 29. 0*683 - - 0*183/. 

30. 0-154- ■ 0*231/ . 81. 0*5 - 0*5/. 32. 0*5+ 0*5/. 

33. 0*071 -f 0-0307 . 34. 0*92 — 0*81/, 86. 0*5 + 0*866/. 

30. 2-52 + 0*64/. 371 0*08 -}“ 0*44^** 

Examples.—CXXX. (Page 4i6.> 

1. —0-25/. 2. -I. 3. — 0*250*25/. 4. 2iao. 6. 3300^ 

e. 12/. 
■ 7. 12/. S. 3450. 9. 3450 10. 3/. 11. 2440. 

12. 1-450. 13. 2—450* 14. 1*098 + 0*455/. 15. 1*098 — 0*455/. 

le. 474 4- 1*58/. 17. 4*47 - 2*23/. 18. 3 - 2/. 

19. 2-47+* 0*95/. 20. 0*1175 + 0*1175/. 21. 0*46 + 0*89/. 

Examples.—CXXXI. (Page 417.) 

1. 3*63** 2. 10*07. 3. 0*997/. 4. - -•o*666. 5. —0*142/. 

6. 0-964/. 7. 0*196 — 0 •203/. 8. —6*97 — 7*75/. 9. 0*203 — 0*196/. 

10. — 27-0 -3'8S i. 11. 0*302 + 2*152/. 12. — 2*or + not. 

13. 0-158 -f 0*113/ 14. 0*516 — 0*379/. 

Examples.—CXXXII. (Page 421.^ 

2. j = 5 sin (12*566^ 4- 2-6); s = 10 sin {12*566/ — 0 •54). 

5. s=iS sin (12-566/ + 2-01). 4. 200 sin(3000/+ 0-7854). 

6. 6 cos (5/ - 1-047). e. 4-24 sin (2/ + 0-7854). 7. 6 sin (4/ + 4-58). 
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10. y = —o’0256 cos 3.* — o'laS sin 3^; — o'385 cos 2x + o'o77 

11. 'Af'= sin (?/+ IS). 

“ = TlivI - 9#+^ 0' = e + ~: fan^, 

13. C = ----- sin (^j( — e), where tan fl =^. 

u-~ey' 

Examination Papers. 

1901. (Page 422.) 

1. 7-44; 0-0I2SS; 5-68: 1546. 

3. See p. 127. 

5. 10,360 cub. ins.; 6 cub. ft. 

8. j:= 1-35;=370; * = 3‘o8; a = 

11. See p. 174; 57*5 lbs. 

‘ ' 2b 

16. T = 40^1*^; V = i400/ii-« 

18. 71 = 260 ; R = 0*882. 

2. 1-69; —0-299; —1*43.10^^ 

4. « = 0*87. 

8. 329*8 sq. ins. ; 0*1 per cent. 

74*4'"; ^ = 47*2® ; 7 = 52° 

13. sCz/O-^; Clog, z/. 

16. h = ; r = 7. 7 — r ' 

17. A = 2044/;®'*®; 5V = 170*3/;^*'*^. 

1902. (Page 424.) 

1. 3*123; 1704; 1*722; 0*0198. 3. -i*2 4-o*4.t. 4. 3675; 2810; 2870. 

5. U = 0*190 — 0*22 ; c = 5*265 4- 0*083^. 6. P = 312/1*77, 

7. 3^ per cent. 8. 8*15 ins. ; 4*65 ins.; 3*68 per cent. ; 44*5 cub. ins. 

9- 7'477; 5'98 : S'o: 4'3I9- 

11. r = 3-904 ; 9 = 39-8'’; 4) = 36-8° ; a = 59-1° ; ;3 = 67-4° ; 7 = 39-8°. 

12. See p. 234. 13. V = 3 sin (600/) + 2*4 cos (600/) ; + 10 ; -f 3*84. 

14. See p. 142. 

1903. (Page 426.) 

1. 284*65; 2817; 4*5710; 1*5710; 2*5710; 3*339; 1*930; 1768000; 11*03. 

2. («)359S; W -9'8o8; (<r) 32. 3. 1*24; 0*604; 2*348; 3'S79* 

4. 33600 cub. ins.; 305 sq. ins. 6. 1*221. 8. Yes; 14*8 X 10®. 

7. 4*35 ills, per annum ; lojjf. 8. Anything up to ;^l6. 

9^ ^^1-065 = ^So ; 22*4. 10. 3*94 cub. ft. ; 1687 sq. ins. 

11. OP = 3*09, OQ = 2*47, PQ = 1*15 ; angle POQ = 20*i®. 

12. See Chapter XXVI. 14. 106*2. 
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1904. 

(Stage 2.) (Page 430.) 

1. 0-3106 I 37-32 ; 1*558 ; 1-694 ; 0*5900. 

2. 17*2 ; 0*2960 ; 1*74^5 * ^'4^' 
3. 3-531; 8-454 j 4*546 ; 8*67 ; 4*61 ; loi-S. 4. 2-I3, 

6. D = 29860 ; C = 7526 ; V = 24 ; P = 71680. 6. 27*6°. 

7. T = 40/^^*^ ; D = 1400/^^'^. 8. 0-866. 

9. W = 16K + 4300 ; w = + 16 ; 20*3 ; 30*3- 

11. 13880 ; 38*568 ; 6*428. 

(Stage 3.) (Page 432.) 

1. 0*03106 ; 373*2 ; 1*521 ; 0*5900 ; 0*9563 
2. 0*1774 ; 0*1777 ; 0*2 per cent, 

0. 2*91 ; 4-535; 3*067 ; 6o*3°; 57*3®. 
8. W = 5070 + 7*2Y. 

10. am-\-j— ; 0*0718; 5*72. 
?? *T* I 

--0*8480 ; 2*7475. 

3. 223*3 ; 12 yrs. 

7. A = i8oo/i®‘5. 

11. fds; %a. 

12./ 1-7 
ch Hh /o 7 

’ /,R * 

t -“*7 
-yR 

k •+• ^0* 

13. A = 0*32850 when jr = 1. 

1905. 

(Stage 2.) (Page 435.) 

1. {a) 0*06225 ; 40*55. {^) 0*5105 ; 39’^3 J 0*02511. 

2. {a) 1*221 ; 1*221 ; 4 tenns. (^) 

(f) 5 *06; 7*48. 

2*3 1*8 

.r - 5-4 j: + 1*9* 

^ (^) 25° ;^13-69 ft. ; 5*78 ft. 
3 At I and 3*05 miles respectively. 4. 36*8°,* 75*7° i 56*3° 
6. 670,000. ^'696; 1*387 ; 11*18 ; 14-83; 2173 5 5^04* 
7! 6*248 sq. ins. 10- 16 ins.; 366*5 cub. ins. 

12. a-35. 13. ; 12-6 knots. 

14. 2*3 ; 2*8 ; 500 ft. per minute. 

(Stages-) (Page 437-) 

1. (*) 0-006225; 0-002466; (i) 3-857; 0-8753: W -0-9613; -0-5592; 0-230S 5 

13® ; 145® ; 104®. 

4. 15*7 knots relative to the water. 6. 1*0914 ; 0*5286 ; II2*3. 

7. 50-26 sq. ins. »• 0-801 (see p. l8l). 

10. 360-6 sin (6oo;r 4-0-983),- 56-3”. «. 

11. = 10 — ; 'r{25 — ! ■.-{2S'* — + A8 }• 

12. h = C-^. 13. 2-2 for first four observations ; 4-3 for last throe. 

14. 654; 3180; 14270; 7 85; 14-4; 20-9. 
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1908. 

(Stage 2.) (Page 441.) 

1. {a) 0-1917; 453*5 ; {i?) 8*212; {c) 27*49; 5*923: 0’2749 ; 0*1276; {^) 116*5. 

2. {a) 9*78 ; 6*64 ; {d) 4*04 inches ; 0*41 inches ; {c) 6*74 inches ; 14*83 inches • 
{d) (^-5-69}{^-3*23). 

(^) 39'9; (^)61bs.; (c) 2*116; 1896; 896. 

4. V. Question 13, Stage 3. 6. 0*45. 6. ri8. 

8. _.)++£0. 

2h * 2h^ 

12. F = 26or — 20 ; Error 0*5, 

13. 5(20+ >^); ^; 180 —9/^i. 

10. a — y^ \ b ' 

11. 2 6; 30*2. 

$ » 
I 

I;’. 

(Stages-) (Page 443.) 

1. (i) 49'85; (c) -0-4340; -0-5446; -0-7002; W+ J+"g.yo‘ 

20,800 
2. 0-977. 8. W = IS-3K H- 20,800 ; a» = 15-3 + —^- 

e. S = wa: + V.' - K>/; M = + (W - a//)-* + 

dy . y =, !?E.‘ + W/V-' 
y 2 JC * ^ 2^ 6c y 2 J2C' dx 6c 6~" "^VT 

T, p=z .~j^/i 4- , where k and A are constant; i = ^L™-f ^ 4. 

« -1 0. = 10*24; b = 16*38 ; r = 1*554 ; area = 73*05. 8. 15*2 knots. 
- - ab 
11. — cos c. 

J. 
13. {v p. 225) - I ; ; + I ; /; 5*07 4- 2*95* J ^'1^1 + 0*707/; 0*707 - 0*707/; 

5*87 sin {qt + 0*528); (z/. Ex. i, p. 42) sin (j?/ -j- 0*7854); sin [gt — 0*7854). 
14. o*ooi29Z'o sin 4-0*1108). Multiply numerator and denominator by 

Av/r — ilq and proceed as in Ex, 13. 

1910. 

(Stage 2.) (Page 445.) 

1. (a) 0*005536; (b) 4*232; (r) 981*25; (d) 4*5%. 

2. (a) ir/(D — /)/; 3*64. (b) 48,000 sq. ft. ; 12,000 tons, (r) ~. (</) i*88o. 
4 

3. {^) 3*53; 9*1 J 17,000. (/^) 0*0089. (r) 15,460 miles; 644 iti.p.h. 
4. 520 X 10® sq. ft. ; 535 X 10® sq. ft. ; 535 10* cub. ft. 
5. a = 0*0005 ; (d) 7-76 ft. 0. 1*510. 7. 14*73 f.s. ; towards 29° S. of E 
8. ^ = 22 4- 0*94;!?. 10. 0*042 ; 0*42. 11. 67*78. 

12. 4J; 10. 13. 2*5; -1. 
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(Stage 3.) (Page 446.) 

1. {a) 0*005536 ;_{3) 0*2363; {c) 0*996; 0*526. 

36*4* 3. i+o*oii 

6. Forced vibrations are^=o*357 sin (i‘6/—1*029), and;r=o’25o sin (2’4^-~ i‘ii6) 

8. 0 65. 9. 0*033. 

10. ^ = ii-i - 0*87 cos t + 0*34 cos 2/ 4- 9*95 sin / + 0*94 sin 2^. 

11. -4-68; 0-455 ; 4'22. 12. 1748; -115-3; Ii55- 

Lower Examination, 1913. 

1. (a) 0*1659. (^) 2*4506, (e) 0*5736; 0*8192; -0*7002. (at) 23*43. 
2. (a) 0*1021 inch. (3) 38*35 sq. ft.; 575*25 cu. ft. (ej 452*4 sq. inches. 
3. (a) 3*996 ft. (^) 10*46. 4. (^ - 3*7)(jr-f 1-2). 
5. a = 0*9524; ^ = 95*24 ; 6*9048 ; 3*207 ; 1*9048. 
6. 52. 7. 430 sq. ft.; 1462 cu. ft. per sec. 
8. r = 6*708 ; 6 = 41 8° ; (p = 26*6®. 9. 2*3, 

10. j' = 12. 3:r* “* 3 I 9} — II* IS. 41*4®. 

Higher Examination. 1913* 

1. (fl) 165*9. [b) 1*050. (c) 5(cos 306*85® + f sin 306*85°) ; 
7*8(cos 129*8° 4- i sin 129*8°) ; - 0*639 4- 0*328/. 

2. o. 3. 7*51 ; 598. 4. 3*0; 41*4°; 64*6°; 60°. 
5. ^ = 3*03^®'^^ ; 1700. 0. fTrr*. 

rr t .. ..... « 4a sin 5/— 5dj cos 5/ 7. ^ = 1*24; a = 5*5. 8.-- —- 
240 

11. aVbc means the scalar product of a and Vbc. It is equal to the volume 
of a parallelepiped whose edges are a, b and c. 

12. 0*33407. 13. (34*22, s8*s); 22*9®. 



MATHEMATICAL TABLES 

{A copy of these Tables is supplied to each candidate at the Examinations of the 

Board of Education in Practical Mathe7natics^ Applied Mechanics^ and Stearni) 

USEFUL CONSTANTS. 

I incli = 25*4 millimetres. 

I gallon = 0*1604 cubic foot = lo lbs. of water at 62° F. 

I knot = 6080 feet per Four. 

Weight of I lb. in London = 445,000 dynes. 

One pound avoirdupois = 7000 grains = 453*6 grammes. 

I cubic foot of water weighs 62*3 lbs. 

I cubic foot of air at 0° C. and i atmosphere, weighs 0*0807 lb. 

I cubic foot of hydrogen at 0° C. and i atmosphere, weighs 0*00559 lb. 

I foot-pound = 1*3562 X lo’^ ergs. 

I horse-power-hour = 33,000 X 60 foot-pounds. 

I electrical unit = looo watt-hours. 

Joule's equivalent to suit Regnault's H. is I J hh 

I horse-power = 33,000 foot-pounds per minute = 746 watts. 

Volts X amperes = watts. 

I atmosphere = 14*7 lbs. per sq. inch = 2116 lbs. per sq. foot = 760 mms. of 

mercury =10® dynes per sq. cm. nearly. 

A column of water 2*3 feet high corresponds to a pressure of i lb. per sq. inch. 

Absolute temp., / = C. + 273*7°. 

Regnault’s H = 606*5 + 0® C. = 1082 + 0*305 9° F. 

^1-0648 _ 

B C 
logio/ = 6*1007 - 

where logi„ B = 3*1812, logio C = 5*0882. 

/ is in pounds per sq. inch, t is absolute temperature Centigrade. 

u is the volume in cubic feet per pound of steam. 

jr= 3*1416. 

I radian = 57*3°. 

To convert common into Napierian logarithms, multiply by 2*3026. 

The base of the Napierian logarithms is ^ = 2*7183. 

The value of^at London = 32*182 feet per sec. per sec. 
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Matbem&tical Tables—Logarithms 

4l5|6|7|8|9|l2 3456 789 

0170 4 9 13 
0212 0253 0294 0334 0374 4 8 12 

0569 4 8 12 
0607 0645 0682 0719 0755 4 7 11 

0934 0909 3 7 11 
» 1004 1038 1072 1106 3 7 10 

„ ttif 
1303 1335 1367 1399 1430 3 7 10 

3 6 9 

1584 1614 1644 1673 1703 1732 3 6 9 

1875 1^03 3 6 9 
1931 1959 1987 2014 3 5 8 

2148 358 
2175 2201 2227 2253 2279 3 5 8 

2405 2430 ^ 2 
2455 2480 2504 2529 2 5 7 

2672 2695 2718 2742 2705 2 5 7 
2878 247 

2900 2923 2945 2967 2989 2 4 6 

j sO^ ”3118 3139 3160 3181 3201 2 4 6 

3304 3324 3345 3365 3385 3404 2 4 6 
3502 3522 3541 3560 3579 3598 2 4 6 
3692 3711 3729 3747 3766 3734 2 4 6 

3874 3892 3909 3927 3945 3962 2 4 5 
4048 4065 4082 4099 4116 4133 2 3 6 
4216 4232 4249 4265 4281 4298 2 3 5 

4829 4843 48571 4871 4886 4900! 1 3 4 

17 21 25 30 34 38 
16 20 24 28 32 37 

15 19 23 27 31 35 
15 19 22 26 30 33 
14 18 21 25 28 32 
14 17 20 24 27 31 

13 16 20 
12 16 19 
12 15 18 
12 15 17 

11 14 17 
11 14 16 

11 U 16 
10 13 15 
10 13 15 
10 12 15 

23 26 30 
22 25 29 
21 24 28 
20 23 26 

20 23 26 
19 22 25 

19 22 24 
18 21 23 
18 20 23 
17 19 22 

16 19 21 
16 18 21 
16 18 20 
15 17 19 

14 16 18 
14 15 17 
13 15 17 

12 14 16 
12 14 15 
11 13 15 

5403 5416 5428 
! 5527 5539 5551 
5647 5058 5670 

5763 5775 5786 
6877 5888 5899 
6988 5999 ; 6010 

6096 6107 6117 

6201 6212 6222 
6304 6314 6325 
6405 6415 6425 

6758 6767 6776 6785 6794 6803 1 2 3 
6848 6857 6866 6875 6884 6893 12 3 
6937 6946 6955 6964 6972 6981 1 2 3 

7050 7059 7007 1 2 3 

nis 7143 n52 
7218 7226 7235 
7300 7308 7316 

7380 7388 7396 

5 6 7 8 9 10 
6 6 7 8 9 10 
4 6 7 8 9 10 

4 5 6 7 8 9 
4 6 6 7 8 9 
4 6 6 7 7 8 

3 4 5 6 7 8 
3 4 5 6 7 7 
3 4 5 6 6 7 



Mathematical Tables—Logarithms 

bhu 7 8 9 

7435 7443 7451 7459 7466 7474 

7613 7620 7528 
7589 7597 7604 
7664 7672 7679 

7536 7543 7551 
7612 7619 7627 
7686 7694 7701 

7738 7745 7752 
7810 7818 7826 
7882 7889 7896 

7760 7767 7774 
7832 7839 7846 
7903 7910 7917 

7962 7959 7966 
8021 8028 8035 
8089 8096 8102 

7973 7980 7987 
8041 8048 8056 
8109 8116 8L22 

8156 8162 8169 8176 8182 8189 

8222 8228 8235 
8287 8293 8299 
8351 8367 8363 

8241 8248 8264 
8306 8312 8319 
8370 8376 8382 

8414 8420 8426 
8476 8482 8488 
8537 8543 8549 

8432 8439 8446 
8494 8500 8506 
8556 8561 8567 

8597 8603 8609 
8657 8663 8669 
8716 8722 8727 

8615 8621 8627 
8675 8681 8686 
8733 8739 8745 

76 875l|«766 8762 8768 8774 8779 878518791 8797 8802 1 i 2 

76 8808 8814 8820 8826 
77 8805 8871 8876 8882 
78 8921 8927 8932 8938 

79 8976 
80 9031 
81 9085 

8848 8864 8869 
8904 8910 8915 
8960 8965 8971 

9015 9020 9025 
9069 9074 9079 
9L22 9128 9133 

82 9138 9143 9149 9154 9159 9165 9170 9175 9180 9186 
83 9191 9196 9201 9206 9212 9217 9222 9227 9232 9238 
84 9243 9248 9253 9258 9263 9269 9274 9279 9284 9289 

9299 9301 9309 9316 9320 9325 9330 9335 9340 

9365 9370 9375 9380 9385 9390 
9416 9420 9425 9430 9436 9440 
9465 9l69 9474 9479 9484 9489 

9657 9661 96661 9671 9675 9680 

9782 97861 9791 9796 9800 980519809 9814 9818 

9950I9961I 9965199691 9974 9978 99831 9987 9991 9996 0 1 1 



Mathematical Tables—AntHogarlthms 

4 5 6 

1002 1005 1007 1009 1012 1014 

1026 1028 1030 
1050 1052 1054 
1074 1076 1079 

1033 1035 1038 
1057 1059 1062 
1081 1084 1086 

1099 1102 1104 
1125 1127 1130 
1161 1153 1156 

1107 1109 1112 
1132 1135 1138 
1159 1161 1164 

1178 1180 1183 
1205 1208 1211 
1233 1236 1239 

1186 1189 1191 
1213 1216 1219 
1242 1245 1247 

1262 1265 1268 1271 1274 1276 

1291 1294 1297 
1321 1324 1327 
1352 1355 1358 

1300 1303 1306 
1330 1334 1337 
1361 1365 1368 

1384 1387 1390 
1416 1419 1422 
1449 1452 1455 

1393 1396 1400 
1426 1429 1432 
1459 1462 1468 

1483 1486 1489 
1517 1521 1524 
1552 1556 1560 

1493 1496 1500 
1528 1531 1535 
1563 1567 1570 

1589 1592 1596 1600 1603 1607 

1626 1629 1633 
1663 1667 1671 
1702 1706 1710 

1637 1641 1644 
1675 1679 1683 
1714 1718 1722 

1742 1746 1750 
1782 1786 1791 
1824 1828 1832 

1754 1758 1762 
1795 1799 1803 
1837 1841 1845 

1866 1871 1875 
1910 1914 1919 
1954 1959 1963 

1879 1884 1888 
1923 1928 1932 
1968 1972 1977 

2000 2004 2009 2014 2018 2023 

2046 2051 2056 
2094 2099 2104 
2143 2148 2153 

2061 2065 2070 
2109 2113 2118 
2158 2163 2168 

2618 2523 2529 

41 2570 2576 2582 2588 
42 2630 2636 2642 2649 
43 2692 2698 2704 2710 

44 2764 2761 2767 2773 
45 2818 2825 283 1 2838 
46 2884 2891 2897 2904 

■47 2951 2958 2965 2972 2979 2985 2992 2999 3006 3013 
■48 3020 3027 3034 3041 3048 3055 3062 3069 3076 3083 
49 3090 3097 3105 3112 3119 3126 3133 3141 3148 3155 

2612 2618 2624 
2673 2679 2685 
2735 2742 2748 

2799 2805 2812 
2864 2871 2877 
2931 2938 2944 



Mathematical Tables—Antilogarithms 

3192 3199 3206 3214 3221 3228 

3266 3273 3281 
3342 3350 3357 
3420 3428 3436 

3289 3296 3304 
3365 3373 3381 
3443 3451 3459 

3499 3508 3516 
3581 3589 3597 
3664 3673 3681 

3524 3532 3540 
3606 3614 3622 
3690 3098 3707 

3750 3758 3767 
3837 3846 3856 
3926 3936 3945 

3776 3784 3793 
3864 3873 3882 
3954 3963 3972 

4018 4027 4036 4046 4055 4064 

4111 4121 4130 
4207 4217 4227 
4305 4315 4325 

4140 4160 4159 
4236 4246 4256 
4335 4345 4355 

4406 4416 4426 
4508 4519 4529 
4613 4624 4634 

4436 4446 4457 
4539 4550 4560 
4645 4656 4667 

4721 4732 4742 
4831 4842 4853 
4943 4955 4966 

4753 47 64 4775 
4864 4875 4887 
4977 4989 5000 

5058 6070 5082 5093 6105 5117 

6176 6188 6200 
6297 6309 5321 
5420 5433 6446 

6212 6224 5236 
6333 5346 5358 
5458 6470 6483 

5546 5559 6572 
5C75 5689 5702 
5808 6821 6834 

5902 5916 5929 
0039 6053 6067 
6180 6194 6209 

5984 6998 6012 
6124 0138 6152 
6266 6281 6295 

63241 63391 6353] 6368 6383 [ 6397[ 6412 6427 6442 

•ftl 6457 6471 6486 6501 6516 6531 6546 6561 6577 6592 
•82 6GU7 6022 6637 6653 6668 6683 0699 6714 6730 6745 
*83 6761 6776 6792 *6808 6823 6839 6855 6871 6887 6902 

C918 6934 6950 6966 6982 6998 7015 
*85 7079 7090 7112 7129 7145 7161 7178 
•86 7244 7261 7278 7295 7311 7328 7345 

7413 7430 7447 7484 7482 7499 7516 7534 7551 75681 2 3 6 
•88 7586 7603 7621 7638 7656 7674 7691 7709 7727 77451 2 4 6 
•89 7762 7780 7798 7816 7834 7852 7870 7889 7907 79251 2 4 6 

8204 8222 8241 8260 8279 8299 2 4 6 
•92 8318 8337 8366 8375 8305 8414 8433 8453 8472 8492 Z 4. Q 
•93 8511 8531 8551 8570 8590 8610 8630 8650 2 4 6 

8790 8810 8831 8851 8872 8892 
8995 9016 9036 9057 9078 9099 
9204 9226 9247 9268 9290 9311 

9419 9441 9462 9484 9506 9528 2 4 7 
9638 9601 96B3 9705 9727 9750 2 4 7 
9863 9886 9908 9931 9954 9977 2 5 7 

7 9 10 12 14 16 
7 9 11 12 14 16 
7 9 11 13 14 16 

13 16 17 
I 14 15 17 

14 16 18 

9 11 13 15 17 20 
9 11 13 16 18 20 
9 11 14 16 18 20 



486 Mathematical Tables 

Degrees. Rsdiaxts. Chord, Sine. Tangent. Cotangent. Cosine. 

0° 0 0 0 0 oo 1 1-414 1-6708 90^ 

1 •0176 •017 •0176 •0176 67-2900 *9998 1-402 1*6633 89 
a •0349 •035 •0349 •0349 28-6363 •9994 1-389 1-5359 88 
3 •0524 •062 •0523 •0524 19 0811 •9986 1-377 1-6184 87 
4 •0698 *070 •0698 •0699 14-3007 -9976 1-364 1-5010 86 

6 •0873 •087 •0872 •0875 11-4301 *9862 1-351 1-4835 85 

6 •1047 •105 •1045 •1061 9*5144 •9945 1*338 1-4661 84 

T •1222 •122 •1219 •1228 8-1443 •9925 1-326 1-4486 83 
8 •1396 •140 •1392 •1406 7*1164 -9903 1-312 1-4312 82 
9 •1671 •157 *1564 •1684 6-3138 *9877 1-299 1-4137 81 

10 •1746 •174 •1736 •1763 6-6713 •9848 1*286 1-3963 80 

11 •1920 •192 •1908 •1944 5-1446 •9816 1-272 1-3788 79 
12 •2094 •209 •2079 •2126 4-7046 •9781 1-269 1-3614 78 
IS •2269 ■226 •2260 •2309 4-3315 •9744 1-245 1-3439 77 
14 •2448 •244 •2419 •2493 4-0108 9703 1-231 1-3266 76 

16 •2618 •261 •2588 •2679 3-7321 •9659 1-218 1-3090 76 

16 •2793 •278 •2756 •2867 3-4874 •9613 1-204 1-2916 74 

17 •2967 •296 •2924 •3057 3-2709 •9563 1*190 1-2741 73 
18 •3142 •313 •3090 ‘3249 3-0777 •9511 1-176 1-2566 72 
Id •3316 •330 •3266 •3443 2-9042 •9465 1-161 1*2392 71 

20 •3491 •347 •3420 •3640 2*7475 -9397 1-147 1-2217 70 

21 •3665 •364 •3584 •3839 2-6051 •9336 1-133 1-2043 69 
22 •3840 •382 •3746 •4040 2-4761 •9272 1-118 1-1868 68 
23 •4014 •399 •3907 •4-245 2-3559 •9205 1-104 1-1694 67 
24 •4189 •416 i •4067 •4452 2-2460 •9136 1-089 I 1-1619 

1 
66 

25 •4363 
..1 

•433 •4226 •4663 2-1445 •9063 1-075 1-1345 65 

26 •4538 •450 *4384 •4877 2-0603 •8988 loco 1-1170 64 

27 •4712 •467 •4640 •6095 1-9626 -8910 1-045 1-0996 63 
28 •4887 •484 *4695 •6317 1-8807 •8829 1-030 1-0821 62 
29 •6061 •501 •4848 •5543 1-8040 •8746 1-015 1-0647 61 

30 •6236 •618 •6000 *5774 1-7321 •8660 1-000 1-0472 60 

SI •6411 •634 •6160 •6009 1-6643 •8572 •986 1-0297 69 

32 ‘5585 •651 •6299 •6249 1-6003 •8480 •970 1-0123 58 

33 •5760 •668 •6446 •6494 1-5399 •8387 •954 ‘9948 67 

34 •5934 *585 ‘6592 •6745 1-4826 •8290 •939 •9774 56 

35 •6109 •601 •6736 •7002 1-4281 •8192 •923 •9599 66 

36 •6283 •618 •5878 •7266 1*3764 *8090 •908 •9426 64 

37 ■6468 •635 •6018 •7636 1-3270 •7986 •b92 •9250 53 

38 •6632 •661 •6167 •7813 1-2799 •7880 •877 •9076 52 

39 •6807 •668 •6293 •8098 1-2349 •7771 •861 •8901 51 

40 •C981 •684 •6428 •8391 1-1918 •7660 •845 •8727 50 

41 •7166 •700 •6561 •8693 1*1604 •7647 •829 •8552 49 

42 •7330 •717 •6691 •9004 1*1106 •7431 •813 •8378 46 

43 •7605 •733 •6820 •9325 1^724 •7314 •797 •8203 47 

44 •7679 •749 •6947 •9657 1*0356 •7193 •781 •8029 46 

45 •7854 •766 •7071 1-0000 1-0000 •7071 •766 •7864 45 

Cosiae. Cotangent. Tangent. Sine. Chord. Eadlans. Degree®, 

POINTED IN ENGLAND BY WILLIAM CLOWES AND SONS, LIMITED, KECCLES. 
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